USE OF THE ARCHITECTURAL INDEX

All entries are arranged alphabetically. Articles about a specific building are indexed under the general building type and also crosslisted under "ARCHITECT or DESIGNER" and state or foreign country. Under some headings, subdivisions are made geographically or by subject. All other articles are indexed by subject and not necessarily by title. The person's name after "by" is that of the author of the article. The name in italics is that of the architect or designer. NEWS, BOOKS REVIEWED, and NEW PRODUCTS are not indexed. RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT includes speculative and builder houses.

Example: MUSEUM [HEADING]
Art Museum [Title or description]; Missouri, Kansas City [Location]; Steven Holl [Architect or Designer]; ph. pl. [Type of illustrations]; p. 112-117 [Page numbers]; Apr 00 [Magazine month and year]; A [Magazine]

PERIODICALS INDEXED

A
ARCHITECTURE
C.C. Sullivan, Editor-in-Chief; Gary J. Gyss, Publisher
Monthly, January 2004 to December 2004, inclusive

AR
ARCHITECTURAL RECORD
Robert Ivy, FAIA, Editor-in-Chief; James H. McGraw IV, Group Publisher
Monthly, January 2004 to December 2004, inclusive

ARRev
ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW
Peter Davey, Editor; Jonathan Stock, Publisher
Monthly, January 2004 to December 2004, inclusive

B
BUILDER
Boyce Thompson, Editorial Director; Warren P. Nesbitt, Group Publisher
Monthly, January 2004 to December 2004, inclusive

BD&C
BUILDING DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION
Robert Cassidy, Editor-in-Chief; Rob Goulding, Publisher
Monthly, January 2004 to December 2004, inclusive

ID
INTERIOR DESIGN
Cindy Allen, Editor; Mark Strauss, Publisher
Monthly, January 2004 to December 2004, inclusive

JAE
JOURNAL OF ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION
Barbara L. Allen, Executive Editor; Assn. of Collegiate Schools of Architecture, Publisher
Quarterly, February 2004 to November 2004, inclusive

LA
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
J. William Thompson, FASLA, Editor; American Society of Landscape Architects, Publisher
Monthly, January 2004 to December 2004, inclusive

RA
RESIDENTIAL ARCHITECT
S. Claire Conroy, Editor; Michael Boyle, Group Publisher
Nine issues per year, January 2004 to December 2004, inclusive

TCS
THE CONSTRUCTION SPECIFIER
Blair Adams, Editorial Director; Ellen Kral, Publisher
Monthly, January 2004 to December 2004, inclusive

Tel: 800-609-9271
Email: archindex@archindex.com
Fax: 303-938-8201

Web site: www.archindex.com

© Copyright 2005 by The ARCHITECTURAL INDEX, INC.; P.O. Box 18564, Boulder, Colorado 80308, all rights reserved (The ARCHITECTURAL INDEX, Trade Mark). No part of this document may be reproduced in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including photocopying, recording or by any information storage or retrieval system, without permission in writing from the publisher.
### ABBREVIATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>ARCHITECTURE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr</td>
<td>April</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR</td>
<td>ARCHITECTURAL RECORD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARev</td>
<td>ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug</td>
<td>August</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>axon.</td>
<td>axonometric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>BUILDER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BD&amp;C</td>
<td>BUILDING DESIGN &amp; CONSTRUCTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>biblio.</td>
<td>bibliography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bldg.</td>
<td>building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cea</td>
<td>continuing education article</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cont'd</td>
<td>continued</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cost anal</td>
<td>cost analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec</td>
<td>December</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>det.</td>
<td>details, details</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dia.</td>
<td>diagram, diagrams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>elev.</td>
<td>elevation, elevations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ext.</td>
<td>exterior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb</td>
<td>February</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>INTERIOR DESIGN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ill.</td>
<td>illustration, illustrations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>iso.</td>
<td>isometric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAE</td>
<td>JOURNAL OF ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan</td>
<td>January</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA</td>
<td>LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m.</td>
<td>photo of model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar</td>
<td>March</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov</td>
<td>November</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct</td>
<td>October</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p.</td>
<td>page, pages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pers.</td>
<td>perspective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ph.</td>
<td>photo, photos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pl.</td>
<td>plan, plans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RA</td>
<td>RESIDENTIAL ARCHITECT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ref.</td>
<td>references</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sec.</td>
<td>section, sections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sel. det.</td>
<td>selected detail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sept</td>
<td>September</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suppl</td>
<td>Supplemental Issue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCS</td>
<td>THE CONSTRUCTION SPECIFIER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>univ.</td>
<td>university</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### AFRICA

—; Sustainable Architecture; Photographic Survey of Mud Buildings in West Africa; by James Morris; ph.; p. 60-65; Jan 04; ARev

### ACOSTICS

Audio/Video Conference Room Acoustics; by Jeff Szymanski; ph.; p. 54-59; Sept 04; TCS

Bringing Sound into the Design Process; Arup Acoustics; by Sara Hart; ph. ill. dia. cea; p. 149-158; Mar 04; AR

Controlling Noise Transmission in Multifamily Construction; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 71-72; Aug 04; RA

Effective Acoustic Solutions Using Laminated Glass; by No author listed; ph. cea chart; p. 163-267; Nov 04; AR

Sound/Impact Insulation in Multi-Family Projects; by William Stewart; ph. table ill.; p. 60-66; Sept 04; TCS

### AIR CONDITIONING

See ENERGY, HEATING, VENTILATING, AIR CONDITIONING

### AIRPLANE

France, Paris; Jet Prototype; Marc Newsom; by Judy Fayard; ph. ill.; p. 102-106; Mar 04; ID

Gulfstream V Interior Design; Keenen & Riley; by Stephen Miloti; ph.; p. 76-80; Mar 04; ID

### AIRPORT

Airport Design and Social Issues; by Jane Holtz Kay; ph.; p. 96; Nov 04; A

France, Roissy; Air France Lounge; Charles de Gaulle Roissy Airport; Eric Gizard; Lighting Design by Gerard Foucault; by Ian Phillips; ph.; p. 85-90; Mar 04; ID

France, Roissy; Investigation into Collapse of Terminal 2E; Charles de Gaulle International Airport; Aeroports de Paris; by Peter Reina; ph.; p. 163-164; July 04; AR

Illinois, Chicago; North Air Terminal Traffic Control Tower; DMJM; by C. C. Sullivan; ill. sec.; p. 32; Aug 04; A
AIRPORT (cont’d)
Missouri, Kansas City; Kansas City International Airport; HNTB; Interior Design by CDFM2 Architecture; by Gordon Wright; ph. cost anal.; p. 32-37; Dec 04; BD&C

ALABAMA
Birmingham; Residence; Southampton Timberline, Plan 5; Builder’s Choice Award; Adams Design; by Shawn Kennedy; ph. pl.; p. 214; Oct 04; B
Newbern; Recreation/Sports Facility; Newbern Little League Field; Rural Studio; by Catherine Slesser; ph.; p. 40-41; June 04; ARev

ALASKA
Anchorage; Community Center; British Petroleum Energy Center; Koonce, Pfeffer & Bettis; by Brian Carter; ph. pl. sec.; p. 76-79; Apr 04; ARev
Anchorage; Health Care, Health Center; Southcentral Foundation Primary Care Center; NBBJ and ECI/Hyer; Mechanical Design by Notkin Engineering; by Jen Renzi; ph. ill.; p. 186-191; Jan 04; ID

ANGOLA
Luanda; University/Master Plan; Universidade Agostinho Neto; Perkins & Will; by Deborah Snoochnian; ph. ill. dia.; p. 226-227; Dec 04; AR

ANIMAL SHELTER
Texas, San Antonio; Humane Society/SPCA of San Antonio and Bexar County; 2004 Business Week/Architectural Record Award Winner; Alamo Architects and Connolly Architects; Landscape Design by John Meister; by Jane F. Kolleeny and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 133; Nov 04; AR

APARTMENT BUILDING
See RESIDENCE

APARTMENT BUILDING (cont’d)
California, San Francisco; Soma Studios and 8th + Howard Apartments; Builder’s Choice Award; David Baker; Landscape Design by Adrienne Wong; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 212; Oct 04; B
California, San Jose; Lenzen Square Apartments; Builder’s Choice Award; David Baker; by Zach Blattner; ph.; p. 224; Oct 04; B
California, Santa Ana; Riverwood Place SRO; Builder’s Choice Award; Berger, Detmier & Ennis; Landscape Design by Smith & Smith; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 192; Oct 04; B
California, Santa Cruz; Pacific Shores Apartment Project; 2004 Gold Nugget Award Winner, Steinberg Group; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 104; July 04; B
China, Anting; New Town Residential Towers; Behnisch & Behnisch; by Sam Lubell; ill.; p. 113; Mar 04; AR
China, Shenzhen; Boan Residential Development; Hamzah & Yeang; by Sam Lubell; ill.; p. 112; Mar 04; AR
Illinois, Chicago; Near North Apartments; Murphy & Jahn; by Bay Brown; pl. ill.; p. 45; Apr 04; A
Italy, Venice; Apartment Tower Exhibit; 9th International Architecture Biennale; Kolatan & MacDonald; by Robert Ivy; ph. m.; p. 102-103; Nov 04; AR
New York, New York; 505 Greenwich; Loft-style condo building; Gary Edward Handel; by C. C. Sullivan; ill. sec.; p. 56; June 04; A
New York, New York; Astor Place; Interview with architect; Gwathmey & Siegel and Ismael Leyva; by Fred Bernstein; ph. pl. m.; p. 170-172; Sept 04; ID
New York, New York; Porter House; SHoP/Sharplees, Holden & Pasquarelli; Structural Design by Buro Happold Engineering; by Julia Mandell; ph. elev. pl.; p. 74-81; June 04; A

HIGH RISE
Illinois, Chicago; Skybridge; One North Halsted; Perkins & Will; Structural Design by Samartano; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. iso.; p. 136-140; May 04; AR
Illinois, Chicago; Skybridge; One North Halsted; AIA 2004 Honor Award; Perkins & Will; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 157; June 04; AR
Singapore; —; 1 Moulmein Rise Residential Tower; r+sd commended fenestration system; Woha Designs; by Peter Davey; ph. pl. sec.; p. 70-71; Dec 04; ARev

MIDDLE RISE
France, Paris; Flower Tower Apartment Building; Edouard Francois; by Catherine Slesser; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 74-77; Sept 04; ARev
APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, MULTIPLE BUILDING GROUP

California, San Jose; Italian Gardens Apartments; Builder’s Choice Award; Seidel & Holzman; Landscape Design by Guzzardo Partnership; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 200; Oct 04; B

California, West Oakland; Linden Court Apartments; Builder’s Choice Award; David Baker; Landscape Design by Pattillo & Garrett; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pers.; p. 172-173; Oct 04; B

Colorado, Denver; The Metro; Builder’s Choice Award; Meeks & Partners; Landscape Design by DHM Design; by Zach Blattner; ph.; p. 218; Oct 04; B

Florida, Miami Beach; Ilona Condominiums; Oppenheim Architecture; by Beth Dunlop; ph.; p. 52-56; Nov 04; ID

ARBORETUM

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Morris Arboretum of the University of Pennsylvania; 2004 ASLA Award; Andropogon Associates; by No author listed; ph.; p. 109; Sept 04; LA

Virginia, Shenandoah Valley; Blandy Experimental Farm; 2002 ASLA award winner; Nelson, Byrd & Waltz; by James Urban; ph. ill.; p. 68-78; Apr 04; LA

See also BOTANIC GARDEN; GARDEN; RECREATION

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (M)ARCH

Store; Fred Segal Beauty Salon; Santa Monica, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 102-104; May 04; ID

24H ARCHITECTURE

Residence; Summer Cottage; Lake Ovre Gia; Sweden; by Shonquis Moreno; ph. pl.; p. 118-125; Nov 04; ID

2B ARCHITECTS

Exhibition, Exhibit; Swiss Pavilion for ARCO International Art Fair; ar+e honorable mention project; Madrid, Spain; by Peter Davey; ph. pl. sec.; p. 82; Dec 04; AR

3D DESIGN STUDIO

Architecture; Emerging Designers in Chicago; Chicago, Illinois; by John E. Czarnecki; ph. ill.; p. 90-93; May 04; AR

3LD

Bridge; Memorial Bridge; Rijeka, Croatia; by Sarah Amelar; ph. det.; p. 258-259; June 04; AR

ABE, CALVIN

Library; Westchester-Loyola Village Branch Library; Los Angeles, California; by Jamie Reynolds; ph. pl. sec.; p. 70-75; Apr 04; A

ABEL, BAINNSON & BUTZ

River, Waterway; Hudson River Park Model; Critique; New York, New York; by Alex Ulam; ph.; p. 162-164; Aug 04; LA

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

ABEL, BAINNSON & BUTZ (cont’d)

River, Waterway; Hudson River Park; Greenwich Village segment; Greenwich Village, New York; by Allen Freeman; ph. map pl.; p. 96-105; Aug 04; LA

ABRAMSON & TEIGER

Religious Building/Church; First Presbytery Church of Encino; AIA 2004 Interiors Honor Award; Encino, California; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 163; June 04; AR

Religious Building/Church; First Presbytery Church of Encino; ar+e honorable mention project; Encino, California; by Peter Davey; ph. pl. ill.; p. 80-81; Dec 04; AR

ABT

Housing; Transformation of the Kleiberg Block; P/A Citation; Amsterdam, Netherlands; by No author listed; ph. ill. det.; p. 62-63; Jan 04; A

Theater; Toneelschuur Theater; Haarlem, Netherlands; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 68-71; Mar 04; AR

AC MARTIN

Apartment Building; Metro 417; Los Angeles, California; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. ill.; p. 28-28; June 04; RA

Plaza; California EPA Headquarters Plaza; Sacramento, California; by Mark Hinshaw; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 114-119; Apr 04; LA

ACOUSTIC DIMENSIONS

Religious Building/Chapel; Riggio-Lynch Nondenominational Chapel; Clinton, Tennessee; by Alan G. Brake; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 52-59; Oct 04; A

ACUNA & COFFEEN

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; West University Court Homes; Tucson, Arizona; by David Holzel; ph. pl.; p. 147; Jan 04; B

ADAMS DESIGN

Residence; Southampton Timberline, Plan 5; Builder’s Choice Award; Birmingham, Alabama; by Shawn Kennedy; ph. pl.; p. 214; Oct 04; B

ADAMS, CHARLES GIBBS

Botanic Garden; Desert Botanical Garden; Phoenix, Arizona; by Joseph M. Ewan and Rebecca Fish Ewan; ph.; p. 46-57; Sept 04; LA

ADAMS, KARA & TAYLOR

Museum/Science, Technology; Phaeno Science Center; Wolfsburg, Germany; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 54-59; Jan 04; AR

ADLER, JONATHAN

Hotel; Le Parker Meridien Resort; Palm Springs, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 146-151; Nov 04; ID

AE&T CONSULTANTS

Residence; Three Units of Detached Houses; Berrima Road; —, Singapore; by Robert Powell; ph. pl. sec.; p. 172-176; July 04; AR
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

AEREA
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Row Homes on F; RA Single-Family Grand Award: San Diego, California; by Cheryl Weber; ph.; pl.; p. 98-99; May 04; RA

AERO STUDIOS
Showroom; Aero Showroom; New York, New York; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; pl. p. 304-311; Oct 04; ID

AEROPORTS DE PARIS
Structural; Investigation into Collapse of Terminal 2E; Charles de Gaulle International Airport; Roissy, France; by Peter Reina; ph.; p. 163-164; July 04; AR

AFI ASSOCIADOS
Recreation/Sports Facility; Braga Stadium; Braga, Portugal; by Cathy Lang Ho; ph. ill. sec.; p. 48-55; July 04; A

AFRICAN ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN
Government Building; Constitutional Court of South Africa; Johannesburg, South Africa; by Schalk Le Roux and Devilliers Du Toit; ph. sec. pl. p. 64-69; Nov 04; AR

AFSO
Restaurant; Zanzibar Restaurant and Night Club; Shanghai, China; by Jenny Shears; ph.; p. 76-78; May 04; ID

AH'BE LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS
Recreation/Recreation Center; Eldorado Park Aquatic and Fitness Center; Scottsdale, Arizona; by Calvin Abe and Sylvia Tidwell; ph. pl.; p. 130-133; May 04; LA

Aieres Mateus
Residence; Remodeled Winery; Setubal, Portugal; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 86-89; July 04; AR

University/Administration; Rector's Office; New University of Lisbon; Lisbon, Portugal; by Timothy Brittain-Catlin; ph. sec.; p. 56-59; July 04; AR

AKB ENGINEERS
University/Campus; Olympic College Poulsbo Branch; Poulsbo, Washington; by James S. Russell; ph. pl. sec.; p. 192-197; Dec 04; AR

ALAMO ARCHITECTS
Animal Shelter; Humane Society/SPCA of San Antonio and Bexar County; 2004 Business Week/Architectural Record Award Winner; San Antonio, Texas; by Jane F. Kolleeny and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 133; Nov 04; AR

ALB ARCHITECTS
Government Building; Jack Evans Police Headquarters; Dallas, Texas; by David Barista; ph.; p. 44-50; May 04; BD&C

AllesWirdGut
Housing; TurnOn; Unconventional housing model; — Austria; by Randi Greenberg; ph. ill.; p. 75-76; Apr 04; AR

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

ALLIED WORKS ARCHITECTURE
Museum/Art; Contemporary Art Museum; St. Louis, Missouri; by Michael Webb; ph. axon. pl. sec.; p. 29-35; Jan 04; AR

Museum/Art; Seattle Art Museum; Expansion; Seattle, Washington; by C. C. Sullivan; ill.; p. 37; Mar 04; A

Museum/Art; St. Louis Contemporary Art Museum; St. Louis, Missouri; by James S. Russell; ph. pl. dia.; p. 124-129; Jan 04; AR

ALLIES & MORRISON
Office Building; 71-77 Southwark Street; London, Southwark, England; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 72-75; Mar 04; AR

ALPHAND, JEAN-CHARLES ADOLPHE
Landscape Design, Techniques; Concrete and the Engineered Picturesque; Parc des Buttes Chaumont; Paris, France; by Ann Komara; ill. ph. ref.; p. 4-12; Sept 04; JAE

ALSOPT ARCHITECTS
University/Art School; Ontario College of Art & Design; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; by Beth Kapusta; ph. pl. sec.; p. 56-61; July 04; A

University/Arts Center; Sharp Center, Ontario College of Art and Design; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; by Sara Hart; ph. pl. sec.; p. 124-127; Aug 04; AR

AMD ARCHITECTURE
Residence; Salt Lake City Home; Salt Lake City, Utah; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 92-93; Feb 04; B

AMJ DESIGN
Club; China Club; Berlin, Germany; by Otto Pohl; ph.; p. 130-137; June 04; ID

AMPLITUDE ARCHITECTS
Museum/Art; Maison Rouge; Interiors; Paris, France; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 158-167; Aug 04; ID

ANDERSON & BRULE
Library; Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Library; San Jose, California; by Larry Flynn; ph. pl.; p. 52-62; Aug 04; BD&C

ANDERSON ARCHITECTS
Store; Bumble and Bumble Salon, School and Office; New York, New York; by Lucie Young; ph. pl.; p. 198-205; Sept 04; ID

ANDERSON, CHARLES
Ecology; Returning Native Species to theATTLE Parks; Seattle, Washington; by Clair Enlow; ph. pl. ref.; p. 46-59; July 04; LA

Garden; Trillium Projects; 2004 ASLA Award of Merit; Seattle, Washington; by No author listed; ph.; p. 100-101; Sept 04; LA

Plants; Using Natural Succession at Seattle Parks; Seattle, Washington; by Clair Enlow; ph.; p. 60-63; July 04; LA

Recreation/Park; Olympic Sculpture Park; P/A Citation; Seattle, Washington; by No author listed; ill. axon.; p. 52-53; Jan 04; A
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

ANDERSON, FRANK
Exhibition, Exhibit; St. Paul Winter Carnival Ice Palace; St. Paul, Minnesota; by Dick Gira; ph.; p. 74-78; Aug 04; TCS

ANDERSON, ROWE & BUCKLEY
Transit Station; San Francisco Ferry Building; 2004 Business Week/Architectural Record Award Finalist; San Francisco, California; by Jane F. Kolleeny and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 148; Nov 04; AR

ANDO, TADAO
Arts Center; Aomori Contemporary Art Center; Aomori, Japan; by Naomi R. Pollock; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 124-131; Oct 04; AR

Lighting; The Snow Show Exhibition; —. Finland; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph.; p. 194-197; May 04; AR

Residence; 4x4 House; Record House 2004; Kobe, Japan; by Naomi Pollock; ph. pl. ill. sec. iso.; p. 134-139; Apr 04; AR

ANDREU, PAUL
Theater; National Grand Theater; Beijing, China; by Claire Downey; ph. ill. sec.; p. 80-85; Mar 04; AR

ANDREWS, JOHN
University/Science Center; HP Science and Technology Centre; Centennial College; Ontario, Scarborough, Canada; by Brian Carter; ph.; p. 72-75; Oct 04; AR

ANDRIAN & ZEMENIDES
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Monte Clare Condominiums; Des Plaines, Illinois; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 88; Nov 04; B

ANDROPOGON ASSOCIATES
Arboretum; Morris Arboretum of the University of Pennsylvania; 2004 ASLA Award; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; by No author listed; ph.; p. 108; Sept 04; LA

ANSHEN & ALLEN
University/Library; Library; Santa Monica College; Santa Monica, California; by Morris Newman; ph. pl. axon.; p. 204-210; Dec 04; AR

AOKI, JUN
Store/Clothing; Louis Vuitton Boutique; Nagoya, Japan; by Paula Dietz; ph. sec.; p. 84-87; Nov 04; AR

Store/Clothing; Louis Vuitton Store; Tokyo, Japan; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl.; p. 142-148; Feb 04; AR

APPLIED ECOLOGICAL SERVICES
River, Waterway; Redevelopment of Menomonee River Valley; 2003 ASLA award winner; Milwaukee, Wisconsin; by David Boyd; ill. pers. ph. map; p. 54-61; Jan 04; LA

ARAD, MICHAEL
Memorial, Monument; Criticism of Ground Zero Memorial Design; New York, New York; by Witold Rybczynski; ph. m. ill.; p. 20-24; Mar 04; LA

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

ARAU, H.
Plaza; Forum 2004 Building and Plaza; Barcelona, Spain; by Rob Gregory; ph. sec. pl.; p. 56-62; Sept 04; AR

ARAVENA, ALEJANDRO
Architecture; Profile of Architect; Design Vanguard 2004; Santiago, Chile; by Nancy Levinson; ph. pers. ill.; p. 158-163; Dec 04; AR

ARBOR LANDSCAPERS
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Park Place at Woman's Mill; Frederick, Maryland; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 150-151; Sept 04; B

ARCADIS
Industrial Building; Ford Motor Company Truck Plant; Rouge Center; Dearborn, Michigan; by Steven Litt; ph. elev.; p. 52-59; May 04; A

Industrial Building; Ford Rouge Center; 2004 Business Week/Architectural Record Award Finalist; Dearborn, Michigan; by Jane F. Kolleeny and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 146; Nov 04; AR

ARCHEE
Office Building/Interiors; Saguez & Partners Headquarters; Saint-Ouen, France; by Ian Phillips; ph.; p. 248-255; May 04; ID

ARCHIMANIA
Kitchen; Hannah's Kitchen; RA Kitchen Merit Award; Memphis, Tennessee; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 113; May 04; RA

ARCHITECTON
Architecture; Profile of Firm; Design Vanguard 2004; Tokyo, Japan; by Naomi R. Pollock; ph. sec. ill. m.; p. 152-157; Dec 04; AR

ARCHITECTONICS
Bathroom; Gipsy Trail Residence; Upstate, New York; by Kevin Lerner; ph.; p. 197; July 04; AR

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; 497 Greenwich Street Lofts; New York, New York; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. det.; p. 198-203; Nov 04; AR

ARCHITECTURAL RESOURCE TEAM
Residence; Pivot.Slide House; Builder's Choice Award; Tempe, Arizona; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 190; Oct 04; B

ARCHITECTURAL RESOURCES
CAMBRIDGE
Structural/Wood; C. Bernard Shea Rowing Center; Princeton University; Glued-laminated timber construction; Princeton, New Jersey; by Jeffrey D. Peterson; ph. ref.; p. 22-30; Nov 04; TCS

Structural/Wood; DeWolfe Boathouse; Boston University; Glued-laminated timber construction; Boston, Massachusetts; by Jeffrey D. Peterson; ph. ref.; p. 22-30; Nov 04; TCS
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)
ARCHITECTURAL RESTORATION CONSULTANTS
Hotel: Taj Lake Palace; Udaipur, India; by Anubha Charan; ph. pl.; p. 174-181; July 04; ID

ARCHITECTURE & ASSOCIES
Store/Clothing: Dior Boutique; Tokyo, Japan; by Ian Phillips; ph. pl.; p. 162-169; Apr 04; ID

ARCHITECTURE & LIGHT
Office Building/Interiors; Gensler Associates Headquarters; San Francisco, California; by Dianne Dorrans Saeks; ph.; p. 172-177; Feb 04; ID

ARCHITECTURE COLLABORATIVE
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Compass Pointe Community; Pasadena, Maryland; by David Holzel; ph. pl.; p. 128; Oct 04; B

ARCHITECTURE WORKSHOP
Winery, Vineyard; Peregine Winery; ar+d prizewinner; Gibbstown Valley, New Zealand; by Peter Davey; ph. pl. sec.; p. 46-49; Dec 04; ARRev

ARCHITETKENGRENUPPE STUTTGART
Museum; Rheinische Landesmuseum Bonn; Bonn, Germany; by Liane Lefaivre; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 56-63; Mar 04; A
Museum; Rhineland Regional Museum; Bonn, Germany; by Peter Blundell Jones; ph. pl. sec.; p. 54-59; June 04; ARRev

ARCHITETKON
Government Building; Midtown Multi-Service Center; Tucson, Arizona; by Lawrence W. Cheek; ph. pl. dia. sec.; p. 82-87; June 04; A

ARCHITETKUR CONSULT
Museum/Art; Kunsthaus Art Museum; Graz, Austria; by Peter Blundell Jones; ph. dia. pl. sec.; p. 44-53; Mar 04; ARRev

ARCHITETRA
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Monterra at Rancho Etiwanda; Rancho Cucamonga, California; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 120; Mar 04; B

ARETS & COESEN
Cultural Center; Glass Palace; Renovation; Heerlen, Netherlands; by Aaron Betsey; ph. pl. sec.; p. 44-51; Feb 04; A

ARGE ARCHITETKEN
Recreation/Visitor Center; Loisium Visitors' Center; Langenlois, Austria; by Liane Lefaivre; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 114-119; July 04; AR

ARGENT, LAWRENCE
Art; Fiber Reinforced Polymer Art; Colorado Convention Center; Denver, Colorado; by C. C. Sullivan; ph.; p. 77-78; Sept 04; A

ARIPES MATEUS
Cultural Center; Sines Cultural Center; Sines, Portugal; by Catherine Slesor; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p. 72-73; July 04; ARRev

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)
ARPIN, GILLES
Lighting; Lighting Landmark Buildings in Montreal; Quebec, Montreal, Canada; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph.; p. 190-194; Mar 04; AR

ARQUITETONICA
Museum; Miami Children's Museum; Miami, Florida; by Beth Dunlop; ph.; p. 89-92; Feb 04; ID
School/Vocational: High School for Architecture and Urban Planning; Queens, New York; by Jamie Reynolds; ill. sec.; p. 45; Sept 04; A

ARRIOLA, ANDREU
Recreation/Park; Nou Barris Central Park; Barcelona, Spain; by Marc Treib; ph. pl. ill.; p. 90-99; Feb 04; LA

ARUP & PARTNERS
Government Building; Dutch Embassy; Berlin, Germany; by Christian Brensing; ph. pl. sec.; p. 48-57; May 04; ARRev
Government Building; Scottish Parliament Building; Edinburgh, Scotland; by Catherine Slesor; ph. sec. pl. ref.; p. 46-63; Nov 04; ARRev
Highway; Highway Interchange Exhibit; 9th International Architecture Biennale; Venice, Italy; by Robert Ivy; ph.; p. 96-96; Nov 04; AR
Museum/Art; Tel Aviv Museum of Art; P/A Citation; Tel Aviv, Israel; by No author listed; ill. pl.; p. 60-61; Jan 04; A
Office Building/High Rise; 30 St. Mary Axe; London, England; by Catherine Slesor; ph. pl. ill.; p. 66-73; June 04; A
Office Building/High Rise; 30 St. Mary Axe; London, England; by James S. Russell; ph. pl. ill. elev.; p. 218-227; June 04; AR
Office Building; CCTV Headquarters and TVCC Building; Beijing, China; by Sarah Amelar; ill. m.; p. 108-109; Mar 04; AR
Religious Building/Church; Jubilee Church; Tor Tre Teste, Italy; by Ivor Richards; ph. pl. sec. axon. ill.; p. 48-53; Apr 04; ARRev
Store/Department; Selfridges Department Store; Birmingham, England; by James S. Russell; ph. pl. sec.; p. 234-241; June 04; AR
University/Student Center; State Street Village and McCormick Tribune Campus Center; Illinois Institute of Technology; Chicago, Illinois; by Cindy Coleman; ph.; p. 168-177; Jan 04; ID

ARUP ACOUSTICS
Acoustics; Bringing Sound into the Design Process; by Sara Hart; ph. ill. dia. cca; p. 149-158; Mar 04; AR

ARUP LIGHTING
Bridge; Webb Bridge; Melbourne, Australia; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. elev.; p. 248-251; June 04; AR

ARX PORTUGAL
Health Care, Health Center; Regional Blood Center; Oporto, Portugal; by Catherine Slesor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 66-68; July 04; ARRev
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)
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ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

BALK, LOudevIJK
Housing; Green Through Red Housing Project; 2004 ASLA Award of Honor; Buiten Vennep, Netherlands; by No author listed; ill.; p. 105; Sept 04; LA

Museum; Rijksmuseum Twente; 2004 ASLA Award of Merit; Enschede, Netherlands; by No author listed; ph.; p. 99; Sept 04; LA

BALLE, DANIEL
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Compass Pointe Community; Pasadena, Maryland; by David Holzel; ph. pl.; p. 128; Oct 04; B

BALMORI ASSOCIATES
Landscape Architecture; Need for Communication Tools in Landscape Architecture; by Susan Hines; ph.; p. 108-111; Mar 04; LA

BALSAMO, OLSENS & LEWIS
Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Liberty Lakes Master Planned Community; Wauconda, Illinois; by David Holzel; ph. pl.; p. 152; Jan 04; B

BALSLEY, THOMAS
Art; Vortex Sculpture; Rockefeller University; New York, New York; by Thomas Balsley; ph. sec. det.; p. 122-125; June 04; LA

Recreation/Park; Skyline Park; Renovation; Denver, Colorado; by Mary Voelz Chandler; ph. ill.; p. 80-94; Nov 04; LA

Security; Security Provisions and Landscape Design; by Lisa Speckhardt and Jennifer Dowdell; ph. elev. pl. ill.; p. 64-73; July 04; LA

University/Landscape; Landscapes of Rockefeller University; New York, New York; by Brenda J. Brown; ph. pl. ill. ref.; p. 102-113; June 04; LA

BANGLE, CHRISTOPHER
Art; Art Installation; Munich, Germany; by Sheila Kim; ph.; p. 160-162; Jan 04; ID

BAQUIAST, CHRISTIAN
Residence; Penthouse; Renovation; Paris, France; by Ian Phillips; ph. pl.; p. 288-275; Oct 04; ID

BAR, LORENZO
Garden; Gardens of Trauttmansdorff Castle; Merano, Italy; by Brenda J. Brown; ph. ref. pl.; p. 62-77; Oct 04; ID

BARBEE ARCHITECTS
Residence; Pledger Guest Cabin; Austin, Texas; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 94-95; Apr 04; RA

BARBER, SAM
Architecture; Profile of Designer; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 188; Feb 04; AR

BARCLAY & CROUSSE
Residence; Casa B; Record House 2004; Canete, Peru; by Raul A. Barreneche; ph. pl. sec.; p. 118-121; Apr 04; AR

Residence; Casa Equis; Record House 2004; Canete, Peru; by Raul A. Barreneche; ph. pl. sec.; p. 114-117; Apr 04; AR

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

BARCLAY & CROUSSE (cont’d)
Residence; Casa M; Record House 2004; Canete, Peru; by Raul A. Barreneche; ph. pl. sec.; p. 118-121; Apr 04; AR

BARGMANN, JULIE
Landscape Architecture; Interview with Designer; by Bay Brown; ph.; p. 25-30; Oct 04; A

BARKOW & LEIBINGER
Industrial Building; Trumpf Customer and Administration Building; Ditzingen, Germany; by Aaron Betsky, ph. pl. sec.; p. 44-49; Aug 04; A

Industrial Building; Trumpf Distribution and Service Center; Stuttgart, Germany; by Christian Brensing; ph. sec. pl.; p. 64-67; Mar 04; AR

BARNARD & WILSON
Showroom; Paul Smith Showroom and Office; London, England; by Stephen Miloti; ph.; p. 178-183; Apr 04; ID

BARNES, EDWARD LARRABEE
Garden; Walker Art Center Sculpture Garden Expansion; Minneapolis, Minnesota; by Linda Mack; ph. pl.; p. 20-22; Apr 04; LA

BARNES, GROMATZKY & KOSAREK
Residence; Texas Hill Country Home; Spicewood, Texas; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 86; Feb 04; B

BARRET, MARYLENE
Religious Building/Mosque; Restoration of the Al-Abbas Mosque; 2004 Aga Khan Award; Asnaf, Yemen; by Sam Lubell and James Murdock; ph.; p. 97; Dec 04; AR

BARRATT, NATHAN
Garden; Naumkeag Evergreen Garden; Mabel Choate Estate; Restoration; Stockbridge, Massachusetts; by Jane Roy Brown; ph. ill.; p. 14-16; Mar 04; LA

BARRY, BARBARA
Restaurant; Banquette and Savoy Grill Restaurants, Laurent-Perrier Champagne Bar; London, England; by Susan Welsh; ph.; p. 198-204; Apr 04; ID

BARTELUCE ARCHITECTS
Store/Clothing; Bergdorf Goodman Store; Renovation; New York, New York; ph.; p. 228-235; Sept 04; ID

BARTON ASSOCIATES
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Heritage Point; Barnegat, New Jersey; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 120; Mar 04; B

BASHEER, RAY
Health Care, Health Center; Humanitarian City; Riyadh, Saudi Arabia; by Robert Cassidy; ph.; p. 12-19; Mar 04; BD&C
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

BASSENIAN & LAGONI
Residence; Cortile Collection at the Bridges, Residence 3; Builder’s Choice Award; Rancho Santa Fe, California; by Shawn Kennedy; ph. pl.; p. 154-155; Oct 04; B

Residence; The Sycamores at Shady Canyon, Plan 3; Builder’s Choice Award; Irvine, California; by Kathleen Stanley and Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 218; Oct 04; B

Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Spec Residence; Builder’s Choice Award; 2004 Gold Nugget Award Winner; Brea, California; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 101; July 04; B

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Sycamores at Shady Canyon; Irvine, California; by David Holzel; ph. pl.; p. 109-116; Sept 04; B

BAUDAUF, CATTON & VON ECKARTSBERG
Transit Station; San Francisco Ferry Building; 2004 Business Week/Architectural Record Award Finalist; San Francisco, California; by Jane F. Colleeny and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 148; Nov 04; AR

BAUER, ANTHONY
Landscape Restoration; Surface Mining Reclamation; by Frank Edgerton Martin; ph. pl. ill. ref.; p. 124-127; Nov 04; LA

BAYA, GEOFFREY
Exhibition, Exhibit; Geoffrey Bawa: The Genius of the Place Exhibition; Frankfurt, Germany; by Liane Lefaivre; ph.; p. 81-82; Oct 04; AR

Exhibition, Exhibit; Works of Geoffrey Bawa Exhibition; Frankfurt, Germany; by Simon Laird; ph. sec.; p. 40-41; Sept 04; AR Rev

BEATY & PARTNERS
Recreation/Park; San Pedro Springs Park; Renovation; San Antonio, Texas; by Peter Hamik; ph. pl.; p. 116-125; Aug 04; LA

BECK ARCHITECTURE
Garden; Nasher Sculpture Center; Dallas, Texas; by David Dillon; ph. sec. pl.; p. 84-91; Mar 04; LA

Museum/Art; Nasher Sculpture Center; Dallas, Texas; by Peter Buchanan; ph. sec. pl.; p. 46-53; June 04; AR Rev

Museum/Art; Nasher Sculpture Center; Dallas, Texas; by David Dillon; ph. sec. pl.; p. 100-105; Jan 04; AR

BECKSON DESIGN ASSOCIATES
Exhibition, Exhibit; West Edge: Spaces of Unlimited Creativity Exhibition; Interview with designers; Los Angeles, California; by Sheila Kim; ph.; p. 202-205; May 04; ID

Office Building/Interiors; Nexspace Temporary Office Facility; Los Angeles, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 190-193; May 04; ID

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

BEERS, JEFFREY
Restaurant; Japonais Restaurant; Chicago, Illinois; by Aric Chen; ph.; p. 206-210; Apr 04; ID

BEERYRIO
Elderly Housing; Sunrise of Lincoln Park Assisted Living; Builder’s Choice Award; Chicago, Illinois; by David Holzel; ph.; p. 206; Oct 04; B

BEHA, ANN
Plaza; Mary Baker Eddy Library Entry Courtyard and Christian Science Plaza; 2003 ASLA award winner; Boston, Massachusetts; by Gina Crandell; ph. pl. ill.; p. 108-115; May 04; LA

BEHNISCH & BEHNISCH
Apartment Building; New Town Residential Towers; Anting, China; by Sam Lubell; ill.; p. 113; Mar 04; AR

Office Building; Genzyme Center; Cambridge, Massachusetts; by Bay Brown and C. C. Sullivan; ph. sec. dia. pl. ill.; p. 58-67; Feb 04; A

Office Building; Genzyme Center; Cambridge, Massachusetts; by Peter Davey; ph. dia. pl. sec.; p. 59-65; Apr 04; AR Rev

Recreation; Spa Complex; Bad Aibling, Germany; by Abby Bussel; pl. sec. m.; p. 41; Oct 04; A

School; New Lorch School; Lorch, Germany; by Peter Blundell Jones; ph. sec. pl.; p. 38-43; Feb 04; AR Rev

Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Genzyme Building; Kendall Square; Cambridge, Massachusetts; by Nancy Levinson; ph. pl. ill.; p. 102-113; July 04; AR

BELMONT & FREEMAN
Bathroom; Bathroom Design; New York, New York; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 38; Apr 04; RA

Kitchen; Kitchen Design; New York, New York; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 36-37; Apr 04; RA

BENHAM COMPANIES
Security; Oklahoma City Federal Office Building; Oklahoma City, Oklahoma; by Gordon Wright; ph. pl. cost anal.; p. 24-33; Aug 04; BD&C

BENNETT INTERIOR DESIGN
Office Building; 30 St Mary Axe; London, England; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p. 80-85; May 04; AR Rev

BERGER, DETMER & ENNIS
Apartment Building; Riverwood Place SRO; Builder’s Choice Award; Santa Ana, California; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 192; Oct 04; B

BERGMAYER ASSOCIATES
University/Residential; 29 Garden Street; Harvard Graduate Housing; Cambridge, Massachusetts; by Nancy Levinson; ph. pl.; p. 186-191; Dec 04; AR
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

BERKE, DEBORAH

Hotel; James Hotel; Scottsdale, Arizona; by Ingrid Whitehead; ph. pl.; p. 144-147; Aug 04; AR

Hotel; James Hotel; Scottsdale, Arizona; by Kathryn Harris; ph.; p. 194-202; June 04; ID

BERMAN, ANDREW

Arts Center; Center for Architecture; Architecture centers for the public; Green Village, New York; by Sam Lubell; ph.; p. 80-86; July 04; AR

BERZL, FRANZ

Art; Camera Obscura Building; Aegina Island, Greece; by Sam Lubell; ph.; p. 77; July 04; AR

BFGC

School/Elementary; Horace Mann School; San Jose, California; by John King; ph. pl.; p. 136-139; Mar 04; AR

BIALOSKY & PARTNERS

Religious Building/Chapel; Riggio-Lynch Nondenominational Chapel; Clinton, Tennessee; by Alan G. Brake; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 52-59; Oct 04; A

BING & THOM

Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Georgia Tower Project; British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada; by Catherine Slessor; ph. ill. sec. elev.; p. 76-77; Mar 04; ARev

BIRBA GROUP

Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Alegria, The Salvation Army; HUD Mixed Use/Mixed Income award; Los Angeles, California; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 171; July 04; AR

BISSELL ARCHITECTS

Residence; Island House 2; Builder's Choice Award; Balboa Island, California; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 212; Oct 04; B

BKK

Residence; Wrap House; Toorak, Australia; by Sutherland Lyall; ph. pl. elev. sec. dia.; p. 86-89; Mar 04; ARev

BKS

Community Center; FDNY Fire Zone; 2004 Business Week/Architectural Record Award Finalist; New York, New York; by Jane F. Kolleeny and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 142; Nov 04; AR

Religious Building/TEMPLE; East End Temple; New York, New York; by Fred Bernstein; ph.; p. 52-57; Dec 04; ID

BLACKWELL ENGINEERING

Residence; Weathering Steel House; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; by Raul A. Barreneche; ph.; p. 178-182; July 04; AR

BLAU, VICTORIA

Kitchen; TriBeCa Loft; New York, New York; by La Rocco; ph.; p. 198; July 04; AR

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

BLECK & BLECK

Conservation; Independence Grove Forest Preserve; Quarry reclamation; Chicago, Near, Illinois; by Frank Edgerton Martin; ph. pl.; p. 50-57; Feb 04; LA

BLOME, ERIK

Conservation; Independence Grove Forest Preserve; Quarry reclamation; Chicago, Near, Illinois; by Frank Edgerton Martin; ph. pl.; p. 50-57; Feb 04; LA

BLOODGOOD, SHARP & BUSTER

Residential Development, Speculative Housing/townhouse; Liberty Lakes Master Planned Community; Wauconda, Illinois; by David Holzel; ph. pl.; p. 152; Jan 04; B

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Pinecrest, Seven Oaks Master Planned Community; Pasco County, Florida; by David Holzel; ph. pl.; p. 80; Feb 04; B

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Summerport Traditional Neighborhood; Windermere, Florida; by David Holzel; ph. pl.; p. 128; Oct 04; B

BOERNER, TED

Showroom; Ted Boerner Showroom; New York, New York; by Jane Margolies; ph. ill.; p. 86-88; Sept 04; ID

BOFILL, RICARDO

Recreation/Park; Parc Diagonal Mar; Barcelona, Spain; by George Hazelrigg; ph. pl. ill.; p. 24-35; Nov 04; LA

BOHLIN, CYWINSKI & JACKSON

Residence; Condon Residence; Traverse City, Michigan; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 72-75; July 04; RA

Residence; Point House; AIA 2004 Honor Award; Polson, Montana; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 142; June 04; AR

Residence; Point House; Home of the Year Award; —, Montana; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p. 48-51; Nov 04; A

Residence; Point House; RA Grand Award; —, Montana; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 60-61; May 04; RA

Residence; Waverly House; RA Renovation Merit Award; Waver, Pennsylvania; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 79; May 04; RA

BOLEMAN, CAROLE

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Centennial Master Planned Community; Westfield, Indiana; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 106-114; June 04; B

BOLLINGER & GROHMANN

Museum/Art; Kunsthaus Art Museum; Graz, Austria; by Peter Blundell Jones; ph. dia. pl. sec.; p. 44-53; Mar 04; ARev

Museum/Art; Kunsthaus Museum; Graz, Austria; by Liane Lefaivre; ph. pl. sec.; p. 92-99; Jan 04; AR

BONETTI & KOZERSKI

Office Building/Interiors; Offices of Laird + Partners; New York, New York; by Marisa Bartolucci; ph. pl.; p. 102-109; Nov 04; ID
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

BONILLA, DANIEL
Religious Building/Chapel; Chapel of Porciuncula de la Milagrosa; ar-d prizewinner; La Calera, Colombia; by Peter Davey; ph. pl. sec.; p. 42-45; Dec 04; AR

BOONTE, TORD
Furniture, Furnishings; Interview with Architect; by Josephine Minutillo; ph.; p. 240; July 04; AR

BORDEN PARTNERSHIP
Housing; Enclosure House; Propositions for suburban living; Raleigh, North Carolina; by Julia Mandell; ill. m.; p. 43; Apr 04; A

BOREL, FREDERIC
Child Care Center; Chreche des Recollet Day Nursery; Paris, France; by Rachel Kaplan; ph. elev.; p. 272-277; Mar 04; ID

BORN, JOHN
Structural/Wood; C. Bernard Shea Rowing Center; Princeton University; Glued-laminated timber construction; Princeton, New Jersey; by Jeffrey D. Peterson; ph. ref.; p. 22-30; Nov 04; TCS

BOSSAOM, ALFRED C.
Landscape Restoration; King’s Garden Restoration; Fort Ticonderoga, New York; by Allen Freeman; ph. ref. pl. table; p. 34-43; Jan 04; LA

BOSWORTH & HOEDEMAKER
Residence; Montlake Bungalow; Remodel; Seattle, Washington; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 58-59; Nov 04; RA

BOSWORTH INTERIORS
Kitchen; Vauxhall Court Kitchen; 2004 Watermark Special Focus Award; Charlotte, North Carolina; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 132; Apr 04; B

BOTHE, RICHTER & TEHERANI
Office Building/Interiors; Architect’s Offices; Hamburg, Germany; by Otto Pohl; ph. pl.; p. 170-176; June 04; ID

BOTO DESIGN ARCHITECTS
Residence; Thoeny Residence; Los Angeles, California; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 140-145; Feb 04; ID

BOTTZA, MARIO
Garden; Tarot Garden; Garraccioch, Italy; by Brenda J. Brown; ph. ref.; p. 36-42; Aug 04; LA

BOWEN, NANCY
University/Landscape; Butler Family Memorial Garden; DePauw University; Greencastle, Indiana; by Nancy Bowen; ph. pl.; p. 128-130; Nov 04; LA

BRAVERMAN, LOUISE
Housing; Chelsea Court; Multifamily housing award winner; New York, New York; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 171; July 04; AR

Residence; Tower Apartment; New York, New York; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 62-63; Aug 04; RA

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

BRENNAN, BEER, GORMAN & MONK
Restaurant; Asiate Restaurant and MObar; Mandarin Oriental Hotel; New York, New York; by Stephen Miloti; ph.; p. 192-196; Apr 04; ID

Store; Elizabeth Arden Red Door Salon and Spa; New York, New York; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; m.; p. 136-138; Oct 04; ID

BREWSTER, THORNTON & RAPP
Residence; Lakeside Residence; Western, Rhode Island; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 88-89; Feb 04; B

BRICKBAUER, CHARLES
University/Arts Center; Brown Cente; Maryland Institute College of Art; Baltimore, Maryland; by Deborah Snoonian; ph. pl. sec.; p. 126-131; July 04; AR

BROCK & GREEN
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Greenwood Lofts; Atlanta, Georgia; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 152-153; Sept 04; B

BROMLEY & CALDARI
Office Building; Cacophony; Interiors; Duplex houses business incubator and home for owners; New York, New York; by Aric Chen; 175; p. 168-; Aug 04; ID

BROUGH, KENT
Landscape Architecture; Landscapes of Salt Lake City; LDS Convention Center, 2003 ASLA award winner; Salt Lake City, Utah; by Kim Sorvig; ph. pl. map ill. ref.; p. 96-107; July 04; LA

BROWN, A. PAGE
Transit Station; San Francisco Ferry Building; San Francisco, California; by John King; ph. pl. sec.; p. 164-173; Nov 04; AR

BROWN, KENNETH
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Lofts at Laurel Court; West Hollywood, California; by Ann Jarmusch; ph. pl.; p. 204-207; Nov 04; AR

BROWN, RANDY
Residence; Houghton Residence; RA Renovation Merit Award; Omaha, Nebraska; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 81; May 04; RA

BROWN, TROY
Security; Security Provisions and Landscape Design; by Lisa Speckhardt and Jennifer Dowdell; ph. elev. pl. ill.; p. 64-73; July 04; LA

BRUNER & COTT
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Channel Center; BD&C Reconstruction & Renovation Merit Award; Boston, Massachusetts; by Gordon Wright; ph.; p. 42-44; Oct 04; BD&C

BRW
Plaza; Iowa City Pedestrian Mall; Iowa City, Iowa; by Frank Edgerton Martin; ph. pl.; p. 76-85; May 04; LA
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

BRW (cont’d)
Recreation; Sheraton Wild Horse Pass Resort & Spa; Gila River Indian Reservation, Arizona; by Gordon Wright; ph.: p. 14-20; Sept 04; BD&C

BSB DESIGN
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Winslowe’s View at the Pineshills; Builder’s Choice Award; Plymouth, Massachusetts; by David Holzel; ph.: p. 216; Oct 04; B

BUCHANAN, RUSSELL
Residence; 4001 Bowser; Home of the Year Award; Dallas, Texas; by Katie Gerfen; ph. pl.; p. 63; Nov 04; A

BUCHOLZ & MCEVOY
Government Building; Civic Offices; Docordaly, Ireland; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 58-63; May 04; ARev

Government Building; Limerick County Hall; 2004 Business Week/Architectural Record Award Winner; Limerick County, Ireland; by Jane F. Kolleeny and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 130; Nov 04; AR

BUILDERS DESIGN CONSULTANTS
University/Business School; Suliman S. Olayan School of Business; P/A Citation; Beirut, Lebanon; by No author listed; ill. sec. m.; p. 44-45; Jan 04; A

BUILDINGSTUDIO
Residence; Texas Twister; ReyRosa Ranch; Ellis County, Texas; by David Dillon; ph. pl.; p. 185-187; July 04; AR

BULLOCK, CATHERIN
Book; New Conversations with an Old Landscape: Landscape Architecture in Contemporary Australia, 2004 ASLA Award of Merit; by No author listed; ph.; p. 108; Sept 04; LA

BUNSHAFT, GORDON
Bank; Brown Brothers Harriman Private Bank; New York, New York; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 278-285; May 04; ID

BURCK, RICHARD
University/Business School; Suliman S. Olayan School of Business; P/A Citation; Beirut, Lebanon; by No author listed; ill. sec. m.; p. 44-45; Jan 04; A

University/Residential; 29 Garden Street; Harvard Graduate Housing; Cambridge, Massachusetts; by Nancy Levinson; ph. pl.; p. 186-191; Dec 04; AR

BURDILEK
Store/Clothing; Holt Renfrew Store; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 146-151; Apr 04; ID

BURGESS & WEAVER
Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Skinner Building; BD&C Reconstruction & Renovation Merit Award; Seattle, Washington; by Larry Flynn; ph. ill. cost anal.; p. 32-34; Oct 04; BD&C

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

BURHOP, ELIZABETH
Store; Strange Invisible Perfumes Boutique; Los Angeles, California; by Deanna Kizis; ph.; p. 152-157; Feb 04; ID

BURKS & TOMA
Residence; Misha/Twaddell Residence; RA Grand Award; San Jose, California; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 70-71; May 04; RA

BURO HAPOLD ENGINEERING
Apartment Building; Porter House; New York, New York; by Julia Mandell; ph. elev. pl.; p. 74-81; June 04; A

Office Building; Genzyme Center; Cambridge, Massachusetts; by Bay Brown and C. C. Sullivan; ph. sec. dia. pl. ill.; p. 58-67; Feb 04; A

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; 497 Greenwich Street Lofts; New York, New York; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. det.; p. 198-203; Nov 04; AR

Showroom; Aero Showroom; New York, New York; by Craig Kellogg; ph. pl.; p. 304-311; Oct 04; ID

BURR & COLE
Museum; Stax Music Academy & Museum of American Soul Music; Building Team Merit Award; Memphis, Tennessee; by Mindi Zissman; ph. cost anal.; p. 52-54; June 04; BD&C

BUSBY & ASSOCIATES
Government Building; White Rock Operations Building; British Columbia, White Rock, Canada; by Abby Bussel; ph. pl. sec. dia.; p. 60-65; May 04; A

Transit Station; Brentwood SkyTrain Station; British Columbia, Burnaby, Canada; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. sec. det.; p. 73-74; May 04; A

Transit Station; Brentwood Skytrain Station; 2004 Business Week/Architectural Record Award Finalist; British Columbia, Burnaby, Canada; by Jane F. Kolleeny and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 148; Nov 04; AR

University/Research Facility, Laboratory; Nicola Valley Institute of Technology; University College of the Cariboo; British Columbia, Merritt, Canada; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 76-78; Oct 04; ARev

C. WRIGHT DESIGN
Kitchen; Belvedere Lagoon Kitchen; 2004 Watermark Merit Award; Belvedere, California; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 128; Apr 04; B

C+A
University/Science Center; Liberal Arts and Science College; Doha, Qatar; by Naomi Pollock; ph. pl. sec.; p. 174-183; Nov 04; AR

Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Jian Wai SOHO Mixed-Use Project; Beijing, China; by Naomi R. Pollock; ph. pl. sec.; p. 90-93; Mar 04; AR

CADRI
Office Building/High Rise; ZhongGuanCun West Office Complex; Beijing, China; by Sam Lubell; ill.; p. 110; Mar 04; AR
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

CALATRAVA, SANTIAGO
Bridge; Hoofdvart Canal Bridges: Harp, Citt-Tem and Lute; Haarlemmermeer, Netherlands; by No author listed; ph.; p. 156-161; Nov 04; AR
Bridge; Puente de la Mujer; Buenos Aires, Argentina; by Sarah Amelar; ph. elev.; p. 254-257; June 04; AR
City and Regional Planning; Athens and the Olympics; Athens, Greece; by Richard Ingersoll; ph. map; p. 29-30; July 04; A
Performing Arts Center; Auditorio de Tenerife; Santa Cruz de Tenerife, Canary Islands; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl.; p. 78-87; Feb 04; AR

CAMARA, MARTIN & DELGADO
Museum; Museo Picasso Malaga; Malaga, Spain; by David Cohn; ph. pl. sec.; p. 132-139; Oct 04; AR

CAMPANA, FERNANDO
Architecture; Profile of Designers; by Josephine Minutillo; ph.; p. 240; Apr 04; AR

CAMPANA, HUMBERTO
Architecture; Profile of Designers; by Josephine Minutillo; ph.; p. 240; Apr 04; AR

CAMPBELL & COMEAU
Residence; Hill House; Nova Scotia, Kingsburg Peninsula, Canada; ph. pl. elev. ill.; p. 89-91; Oct 04; AR

CAMPBELL, DOUGLAS & REGULA
Landscape Architecture; Our Lady of Angels Church and Walt Disney Concert Hall; Questions about the future of urban landscapes; Los Angeles, California; by Kim Sorvig; ph.; p. 150-152; June 04; LA

CANIZARO, CATHWN & DAVIS
Government Building; Dan M. Russell, Jr. U.S. Courthouse; Gulfport, Mississippi; by Larry Flynn; ph. sec. pl.; p. 26-33; May 04; BD&C

CANNON DESIGN
Interior Design; Carol and Carl Montante Cultural Center; AIA 2004 Interiors Honor Award; Buffalo, New York; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 160; June 04; AR
University/Science Center; Stata Center, Massachusetts Institute of Technology; Cambridge, Massachusetts; by James S. Russell; ph. pl. sec. m. ill.; p. 98-111; Aug 04; AR

CARDEW, PETER
Clinic; Stein Walk-In Medical Clinic; British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada; by No author listed; ph. pl. axon.; p. 86-88; Oct 04; AR

CARLYN & COMPANY
Residential Development; Speculative Housing; Stone Lake Development; Laurel, Maryland; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 104; Sept 04; B

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

CARPENTER, ED
Art; Lighting and Art; Projects by Ed Carpenter; by John Peter Radulski; ph.; p. 198-202; May 04; AR

CARPENTER, JAMES
Office Building/Middle Rise; Seven World Trade Center; New York, New York; by Bay Brown; ph. ill. det.; p. 89; June 04; A

CARRIER & JOHNSON
Library; Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Library; San Jose, California; by Larry Flynn; ph. pl.; p. 52-62; Aug 04; BD&C
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Park Place Condominiums; Portland, Oregon; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 128; May 04; B

CARRUTHERS & WALLACE
Religious Building/Temple; Bahá’í Mother Temple; Santiago, Chile; by Deborah Snoonian; ph. ill.; p. 296-297; June 04; AR

University/Art School; Ontario College of Art & Design; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; by Beth Kapusta; ph. pl. sec.; p. 56-61; July 04; A

CARTER, CAPRICE
Kitchen; Kitchen; Renovation; San Francisco, California; by Anne Bogart; ph.; p. 118-120; July 04; ID

CASABONE, CARLOS
Residence; Casa B; Record House 2004; Canete, Peru; by Raul A. Barreneche; ph. pl. sec.; p. 118-121; Apr 04; AR

CASAS, ARTHUR
Interior Design; Profile of Designer; by Raul Barreneche; ph.; p. S42-S44; Dec 04; ID

CASTELLETTI, MARCO
Plaza; Urban Renewal around Palazzo Arese; ar+d highly commended project; Cesano Maderno, Italy; by Peter Davey; ph. pl.; p. 58-59; Dec 04; AR
Recreation; Bathing Establishment on Lake Segrino; ar+d commended project; Como, Italy; by Peter Davey; ph. pl.; p. 72-73; Dec 04; AR

CAVAGNERO, MARK
School/Special; Finn Center, Community School of Music and Arts; 2004 Business Week/Architectural Record Award Winner; Mountain View, California; by Jane F. Kolleeny and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 135; Nov 04; AR

CBA
Residence; Penthouse Loft; Renovation; —; Luxembourg; by Robert Colonna D’Istria; ph. pers.; p. 140-145; Nov 04; ID
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Rollins Square; Builder’s Choice Award; Boston, Massachusetts; by Shawn Kennedy; ph. pl.; p. 164-165; Oct 04; B
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

 CCS ARCHITECTURE
 Kitchen; Kitchen; Renovation; San Francisco, California; by Anne Bogart; ph.; p. 118-120; July 04; ID

 CDC CREATIVE DESIGN
 Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Rowhouse; Liberty Lakes Master Planned Community; Wauconda, Illinois; by David Holzel; ph. pl.; p. 152; Jan 04; B

 CDCM2 ARCHITECTURE
 Airport; Kansas City International Airport; Kansas City, Missouri; by Gordon Wright; ph. cost anal.; p. 32-37; Dec 04; BD&C

 CDM
 Industrial Building; Walter J. Sullivan Water Purification Facility; Cambridge, Massachusetts; by Nick Olsen; ph. elev.; p. 262-263; June 04; AR

 CENTERBROOK ARCHITECTS
 Bridge; Central Street Bridge; Worcester, Massachusetts; by Nick Olsen; ph. elev.; p. 262-263; June 04; AR

 Library; Private Residence Library; Builder's Choice Award; Connecticut Shore, Connecticut; by Zach Blattner; ph.; p. 222; Oct 04; B

 Studio; Connecticut Sculptor's Studio; Builder's Choice Award; ——, Connecticut; by Zach Blattner; ph.; p. 224; Oct 04; B

 Studio; Aki Music Studio; ——, Connecticut; by Meghan Dreuding; ph.; pl.; p. 98-99; Apr 04; RA

 CENTEX HOMES
 Residential Development, Speculative Housing; The Gables at Town Hall Commons; Morrisville, North Carolina; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 128; May 04; B

 CHABLAIS & POFFET
 Bridge; Passerelle on the Aareuse; Boudry, Switzerland; by Sarah Amelar; ph.; p. 252-253; June 04; AR

 CHANG, H.T.
 Showroom; A.F. New York Showroom; New York, New York; by Donna Paul; ph.; p. 124-128; July 04; ID

 CHANG, YUNG HO
 Residence; Split House; Beijing Province, Yantung, China; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl.; p. 94-95; Mar 04; AR

 CHATHAM, WALTER
 Residence; Weekend House; Renovation; Southampton, New York; by Raul Barreneche; ph. pl.; p. 162-169; June 04; ID

 CHENG, FU-TENG
 Interior Design; Interview with Designer; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. S16-S18; Sept 04; ID

 Kitchen; Using Concrete in the Kitchen; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl. ill.; p. 28-29; Jan 04; RA

 ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

 CHENGDU ARCHITECTURE BUREAU
 River, Waterway; Living Water Garden; Chengdu, China; by Mary Padua; m. pl. sec. map; p. 100-107; Mar 04; LA

 CHETWOOD, LAURIE
 Residence; Weekend House; Surrey, England; by Jen Renzi; ph. pl.; p. 250-257; Mar 04; ID

 CHI, TONY
 Restaurant; Asiate Restaurant and MObar; Mandarin Oriental Hotel, New York, New York; by Stephen Miloti; ph.; p. 192-196; Apr 04; ID

 CHILDS, BERTMAN & TSECKARES
 Kitchen; Kitchen at Berkshires Guest Cottage; Builder's Choice Award; Richmond, Massachusetts; by Zach Blattner; ph.; p. 222; Oct 04; B

 Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Rollins Square; Builder's Choice Award; Boston, Massachusetts; by Shawn Kennedy; ph. pl.; p. 164-165; Oct 04; B

 CHILDS/DREYFUS GROUP
 Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Forest Park Development; Naples, Florida; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 104; Sept 04; B

 CHINA ARCHITECTURE DESIGN & RESEARCH GROUP
 Studio; Tongxian Art Gatehouse; Tongxian, China; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. pl. sec.; p. 55-63; Apr 04; A

 CHIPPERFIELD, DAVID
 Studio; Gormley Studio; London, England; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 65-69; June 04; ARRev

 CHO & SLADE
 Office Building/Interiors; Offices of Third Point Management Company; New York, New York; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 178-180; May 04; ID

 Residence; Jin and Chang Residence; Heyri, South Korea; by Arien Chen; ph.; p. 72-74; June 04; ID

 CHO, BYUNGSOO
 Architecture; Profile of Architect; Design Vanguard 2004; Seoul, Korea; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. ill.; p. 140-145; Dec 04; AR

 CHOU, JOHNSON
 Office Building/Interiors; Grip Limited and Medium One Productions; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; by John E. Czarnecki; ph.; p. 352-354; June 04; AR
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

CHOO, ALICE
River, Waterway; Living Water Garden; Chengdu, China; by Mary Padua; m. pl. sec. map; p. 100-107; Mar 04; LA

CHRISTAKIS, VANocker & MORRISON
University/Science Center; Swarthmore College Unified Science Center; Swarthmore, Pennsylvania; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl.; p. 198-203; Dec 04; AR

CHRISTOFF & FINIO
Architecture; Profile of Firm; Design Vanguard 2004; New York, New York; by Charles Linn; ph. sec. ill. m.; p. 118-123; Dec 04; AR

Residence; Fort Greene House; Brooklyn, New York; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 74-77; Mar 04; RA

CHRUTICHAga & QUADRA-SALCEDO
Library; Public Library; Villanueva de la Canada, Spain; by Carla Bertolucci; ph. sec. pl.; p. 22-28; Jan 04; ARRev

CIRCLE WEST
Shopping Center; Market Street; DC Ranch commercial center; Scottsdale, Arizona; by Julia Mandelli; ph. det.; p. 77-79; May 04; A

CITRERIO, ANTONIO
Bathroom; Axor Citterio Line of Bath Fixtures; by Ari Chen; ph.; p. 93-94; Jan 04; ID

Hotel; Bulgari Hotel; Milan, Italy; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph. pl.; p. 148-150; Aug 04; AR

CITY ARCHITECTURE
Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Arbor Park Village; Builder's Choice Award; Cleveland, Ohio; by David Holzef; ph. pl.; p. 186-187; Oct 04; B

CLAUS & KAAN
Government Building; Dutch Embassy; Maputo, Mozambique; by Connie Van Cleef; ph. pl. sec.; p. 76-79; Nov 04; ARRev

CLEMENTI, AURELIO
Store/Clothing; Louis Vuitton Store; Tokyo, Japan; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl.; p. 142-148; Feb 04; AR

CLINE, BETTRIDGE & BERNSTEIN
Lighting; Marquee Lighting; the Symphony Space Cultural Center; New York, New York; by Leanne B. French; ph.; p. 181; Mar 04; AR

CLOSE LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
Recreation/Park; Street Conversion to Parkland; Minneapolis, Minnesota; by Frank Edgerton Martin; ph. pl. table; p. 48-52; May 04; LA

CNI DESIGN
University/Library; Library; Santa Monica College; Santa Monica, California; by Morris Newman; ph. pl. axon.; p. 204-210; Dec 04; AR

COBB, ERIC
Residence; Cascades Lake House; Leavenworth, Near, Washington; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 70-73; Mar 04; RA

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

COBURN ARCHITECTURE
Kitchen; Summer Cottage; Addition; Southampton, New York; by Leslie Banker; ph. pl.; p. S10-S12; Sept 04; ID

COCHRAH, ANDEA
Residence; Pacific Heights Residence; 2004 ASLA Award of Merit; San Francisco, California; by No author listed; ph.; p. 100; Sept 04; LA

COEN & PARTNERS
Residence; Two Black Sheds; Madeline Island, Wisconsin; by Camille Lefevre; ph. pl.; p. 208-210; Oct 04; AR

Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Site Development; Mayo Plan #1 - Mayo Woodlands; 2004 ASLA Award of Merit; Rochester Township, Minnesota; by No author listed; pl.; p. 107; Sept 04; LA

COFFIN, MARIAN CRUGER
Landscape Restoration; King's Garden Restoration; Fort Ticonderoga, New York; by Allen Freeman; ph. ref. pl. table; p. 34-43; Jan 04; LA

COFFMAN, REBECCA
Residence; Wine Creek Road Residence; Healdsburg, California; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 78-79; Mar 04; RA

COHFN, PRESTON SCOTT
Museum/Art; Tel Aviv Museum of Art; P/A Citation; Tel Aviv, Israel; by No author listed; ill. pl.; p. 60-61; Jan 04; A

COLAB
Residence; Cedar Street Remodel; Home of the Year Award; Tempe, Arizona; by Abby Bussel; ph. sec.; p. 61; Nov 04; A

COLEMAN & ASSOCIATES
Residence; Adams Residence; Remodel; Austin, Texas; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 64-65; Nov 04; RA

COLLABORATIVE WEST
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; The Strand at Crystal Cove; Attached Community of the Year; Newport Beach, California; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 130-132; Feb 04; B

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Ziani Development; Newport Coast, California; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 148; Sept 04; B

COLLINS & TURNER
Residence; Bondi Beach House; Sydney, Australia; by Robert Bevan; ph. pl. sec.; p. 88-90; Sept 04; ARRev

COLLINS, DAVID
Night Club; Kabaret's Prophecy Club; Interiors; Members only club features LED and laser lighting; London, England; by Stephen Milioti; ph. pl.; p. 176-183; Aug 04; ID
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

COLLINS, P.A.
Showroom; Groupe J.S. International Showroom; New York, New York; by Raul Barreneche; ph. pl.; p. 236-241; Sept 04; ID

COLOR DESIGN ART
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Bella Ventura Community; Valencia, California; by David Holzel; ph. pl.; p. 116; June 04; B

COLVIN DESIGN
School; TSNY Beantown Trapeze School; Reading, Massachusetts; by Jill Conners; ph.; p. 77-79; Dec 04; ID

COMPLER, RUDOLPH MARIA
Garden; Gardens of Trauttmansdorff Castle; Merano, Italy; by Brenda J. Brown; ph. ref. pl.; p. 62-77; Oct 04; LA

CONCEPT GROUP
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Monte Clare Condominums; Des Plaines, Illinois; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 88; Nov 04; B

CONCRETE ARCHITECTURAL
Store; De Lairesse Apotheek Pharmacy; Amsterdam, Netherlands; by Tracy Metz; pl. elev. ph.; p. 112-117; Sept 04; AR

CONDER, SIMON
Residence; Vista House; Kent, Dungeness, England; by Lucy Bullivant; ph.; p. 218-222; Oct 04; AR

CONNOLLY ARCHITECTS
Animal Shelter; Humane Society/SPCA of San Antonio and Bexar County; 2004 Business Week/Architectural Record Award Winner; San Antonio, Texas; by Jane F. Kelleen and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 133; Nov 04; AR

CONSARC CONSULTING
Restaurant; Banquette and Savoy Grill Restaurants, Laurent-Perrier Champagne Bar; London, England; by Susan Welsh; ph.; p. 198-204; Apr 04; ID

CONSERVATION DESIGN FORUM
Residential Development, Speculative Housing/ Site Development; Coffee Creek Center; Chesterton, Indiana; by Adam Regn Arvidson; ph. pl.; p. 100-111; Oct 04; LA

Roof, Roofing; City Hall Roof Garden; 2002 ASLA award winner; Chicago, Illinois; by Theodore Eisenman; ill.; p. 106-113; Nov 04; LA

CONTEMPORARY ARCHITECTURE PRACTICE
Architecture; Profile of Firm; Design Vanguard 2004; New York, New York; by Sam Lubell; ph. ill.; p. 136-139; Dec 04; AR

CONZETT, BRONZINI & GARTMANN
Industrial Building; Trumpf Customer and Administration Building; Ditzingen, Germany; by Aaron Belsky; ph. pl. sec.; p. 44-49; Aug 04; A

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

CONZETT, BRONZINI & GARTMANN (cont'd)
Transit Station; Worb Railway Station; Worb, Switzerland; ph. pl. sec.; p. 66-69; Aug 04; AR

COOK & FOX
Office Building/Middle Rise; Bank of America Tower; New York, New York; by Bay Brown; ill.; p. 31; Aug 04; A

COOK, MARY
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Residences of Bradley Place; Chicago, Illinois; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 127; May 04; B

COOK, PETER
Museum/Art; Kunsthaus Museum; Graz, Austria; by Liane Lefaivre; ph. pl. sec.; p. 92-99; Jan 04; AR

COOP HIMMELBLAU
Bank; European Central Bank Headquarters Competition; Frankfurt, Germany; by Christian Brensing; ph. m.; p. 30-31; Apr 04; AR

School/High; Central Los Angeles Area High School #9; Los Angeles, California; by Abby Bussel; ill.; p. 46; Sept 04; A

COOPER & ROBERTSON
Museum/Art; Temporary Museum of Modern Art; 2004 Business Week/Architectural Record Award Winner; Long Island City, Queens, New York; by Jane F. Kelleen and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 137; Nov 04; AR

COLEY WOLFF DESIGN GROUP
Plaza; Mary Baker Eddy Library Entry Courtyard and Christian Science Plaza; 2003 ASLA award winner; Boston, Massachusetts; by Gina Crandell; ph. pl.; ill.; p. 106-115; May 04; LA

Recreation/Park; Central Artery Landscaping in Contention; Boston, Massachusetts; by Alan Berger; ph. pl. ill.; p. 162-164; Apr 04; LA

Recreation/Playground; 2003 ASLA award winner; Boston, Massachusetts; by Jerry Howard; ph.; p. 118-127; July 04; LA

CORBETT & CIBINEL
Walkway; Portage and Main; Street Crossing; Manitoba, Winnipeg, Canada; by Abby Bussel; pl. sec.; p. 36; July 04; A

CORGAN ASSOCIATES
Government Building; Jack Evans Police Headquarters; Dallas, Texas; by David Barista; ph.; p. 44-50; May 04; BD&C

CORNING, ROBERT A.
Memorial, Monument; 9/11 Memorial; Boston College; Boston, Massachusetts; by Jennifer Dowdell; ph.; p. 24; Jan 04; LA

CORTLAND MORGAN
Store/Clothing; Kate Spade Store; Washington, District of Columbia; by Lisa Antonelli Bacon; ph.; p. 84-88; May 04; ID
COSENTINI ASSOCIATES

Lighting: Equinox Fitness Center; Lighting; —, New York; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph.; p. 283-286; Nov 04; AR

COTHAN, JAMES R.

Book; Gardens and Historic Plants of the Antebellum South; 2004 ASLA Award of Honor; by No author listed; ph. pl.; p. 107-108; Sept 04; LA

COTTAM, WALTER

Garden; Red Butte Garden; Salt Lake City, Utah; by Don Brigham, Jr. and Steve Brown; ph. ref.; p. 44-51; Aug 04; LA

COX, THOMAS P.

Apartment Building; Metro 417; Los Angeles, California; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. ill.; p. 26-28; June 04; RA

CRABTREE, WILLIAM

Store/Department; Peter Jones Store; Sloane Square; London, England; by Peter Davey; ph. sec. pl. ill.; p. 88-93; June 04; AR

CRAFTBUilt HOMES

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Wyngate at Woodbridge; Bluffton, South Carolina; by David Holzel; ph. pl.; p. 127; Oct 04; B

CRASSET, MATALI

Bird House; Pigeonnier; Caudry, France; by Beth Brook; ph.; p. 125-126; Nov 04; AR

Residence; Residence; Renovation; Annecy, France; by Ian Phillips; ph.; p. 178-185; Jan 04; ID

CREATIVE DESIGN CONSULTANTS

Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Marketing, Sales; Sales Center for Markethouse Lofts; San Jose, California; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 107; Jan 04; B

CROSBY, SCHLESSINGER & SMALLRIDGE

Recreation/Playground; Boston Playgrounds; 2003 ASLA award winner; Boston, Massachusetts; by Jerry Howard; ph.; p. 118-127; July 04; LA

CRUZ & ORTIZ

Museum/Natural History; Sea Life Center; Huelva, Spain; by Carla Bertoluci; ph. pl. sec.; p. 80-83; Feb 04; AR

Cruz, TEDDY

Elderly Housing; Casa Familiar; P/A Citation; San Ysidro, California; by No author listed; ill.; p. 54-55; Jan 04; A

CSO ARCHITECTS, ENGINEERS & INTERIORS

University/Landscape; Butler Family Memorial Garden; DePauw University; Greencastle, Indiana; by Nancy Bowen; ph. pl.; p. 128-130; Nov 04; LA

CUSTOM KITCHENS

Kitchen; Richeson Kitchen; 2004 Watermark Merit Award; Williamsburg, Virginia; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 130; Apr 04; B

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

CVM ENGINEERS

University/Engineering Building; School of Engineering and Applied Science; University of Pennsylvania; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; by Joseph Dennis Kelly II; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 68-75; Sept 04; A

CYBUL & CYBUL

Industrial Building; Greyson Bakery; Yonkers, New York; by Larry Flynn and Gordon Wright; ph.; p. S17; July 04; BD&C

D.I.R.T. STUDIO

City and Regional Planning; Strategic Open Space/Public Realm Improvement Strategy for Lower Manhattan; P/A Citation; New York, New York; by No author listed; ill. map; p. 56-57; Jan 04; A

Residence; Spencertown House; Record House 2004; Upstate, New York; by Fred Bernstein; ph. pl. sec.; p. 122-127; Apr 04; AR

DAHALE, DAHALE & BREITENSTEIN

Residence; Private Residence; Ashker, Norway; by Megan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 104-107; Oct 04; RA

DAHLIN GROUP

Residence; Rivera Barn; 2004 Gold Nugget Award Winner; Napa, California; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 102; July 04; B

Residence; Sea House at Waters End, Residence 3; Carlsbad, California; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 95; Dec 04; B

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Solera at Anthem Master Planned Community; Las Vegas, Nevada; by David Holzel; ph. pl.; p. 126; June 04; B

Rural Design; Rivera Barn; Builder’s Choice Award; Napa, California; by David Holzel; ph. pl.; p. 178-179; Oct 04; B

Daly, Leo A.

Exhibition, Exhibit; St. Paul Winter Carnival Ice Palace; St. Paul, Minnesota; by Dick Gira; ph.; p. 74-78; Aug 04; TCS

Government Building; Carl T. Curtis Midwest Regional Headquarters of the National Park Service; Omaha, Nebraska; by Gordon Wright; ph. pl.; p. 38-43; Nov 04; BD&C

Memorial, Monument; National World War II Memorial; Washington, District of Columbia; by Michael Z. Wise; ph.; p. 95; May 04; A

Memorial, Monument; World War II Memorial; Washington, District of Columbia; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl. ill.; p. 108-117; July 04; LA

DANN, NORRIS & BATTING

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Winslowe’s View at the Pinehills; Builder’s Choice Award; Plymouth, Massachusetts; by David Holzel; ph.; p. 216; Oct 04; B

DASSE DESIGN

School/Elementary; Horace Mann School; San Jose, California; by John King; ph. pl.; p. 136-139; Mar 04; AR
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

DE AZCON, ANTONIO SANMARTIN
Cultural Center; Hejduk Towers; Galicia, Spain; by Ingrid Whitehead; ph.; p. 75-76; Jan 04; AR

DE SAINT PHALLE
Garden; Tarot Garden; Garracchio, Italy; by Brenda J. Brown; ph. ref.; p. 36-42; Aug 04; LA

DEAN & WOLF
Residence; Double-Weave Live/Work Loft; New York, New York; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph. pl.; p. 164-166; Jan 04; AR

DECA ARCHITECTURE
Residence; Krater House; ar+d commended project; Antiparos, Greece; by Peter Davey; pl. sec.; p. 66-67; Dec 04; ARev

DECENBRINI, FRANCESCO
Garden; Gardens of Trautmannsdorff Castle; Merano, Italy; by Brenda J. Brown; ph. ref. pl.; p. 62-77; Oct 04; LA

DECOI
Architecture; Profile of Firm; Design Vanguard 2004; Cambridge, Massachusetts; by Sarah Amelar; ph. ill.; m.; p. 130-135; Dec 04; AR

DEFREITAS, KEVIN
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Row Homes on F; Single-family market award winner; San Diego, California; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 169; July 04; AR

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Row Homes on F; RA Single-Family Grand Award; San Diego, California; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 98-99; May 04; RA

DEGONZAGUE, EMMANUELLE
Store; Clarins Cosmetic Store; New York, New York; by Fred Bernstein; ph.; p. 156-157; Jan 04; ID

DEL PINO, CARMEN
Hospital; Gregorio Maranon Maternity and Pediatrics Hospital; Madrid, Spain; by David Cohn; ph. pl. pers.; p. 156-161; Oct 04; AR

DELLA VALLE & BERNHEIMER
Architecture; Profile of Firm; Brooklyn, New York; by Josephine Minutillo; ph. m.; p. 48-50; Feb 04; AR

DELPLACE, LISA
Lighting; Entry Garden at Hilltop Residence; Richmond, Virginia; by Jeffrey Hodgson; ph. sec. pl.; p. 112-116; Mar 04; LA

DELTA ENGINEERS
Bridge; Houghton Park Pedestrian Skyway; Corning, New York; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl.; p. 268-270; June 04; AR

DENISON & DENISON
Residence; Lake Austin Residence; RA Project of the Year; Austin, Texas; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 56-59; May 04; RA

DENNISTON INTERNATIONAL ARCHITECTS
Recreation; Aman-i-Khas Luxury Wilderness Camp; Rajasthan, India; by Anubha Charan; ph.; p. 208-214; June 04; ID

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

DENTON, CORKER & MARSHALL
Bridge; Webb Bridge; Melbourne, Australia; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. elev.; p. 248-251; June 04; AR

DESIGN BUREAU
Recreation; Pool Pavilion; Los Angeles, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 68-70; Jan 04; ID

DESIGN COLLABORATIVE
Health Care, Health Center; North Shore Dentistry for Children; Evanston, Illinois; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 82-86; Nov 04; ID

DESIGN LABORATORIES
Office Building; Red Bull Regional Headquarters; Hoboken, New Jersey; by Bay Brown; ph. pl. ill.; p. 65-66; Mar 04; A

DESIGN LINE INTERIORS
Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Courtyards at Market Street, Plan 2; Builder’s Choice Award; Scottsdale, Arizona; by David Holzel; ph.; p. 206; Oct 04; B

DESIGN RESOURCE GROUP
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; 10th Street Townes; Builder’s Choice Award; Charlotte, North Carolina; by Shawn Kennedy; ph.; p. 208; Oct 04; B

DESIGNARC
Bathroom; Loft Bedroom and Bathroom; Santa Barbara, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. S6-S8; Sept 04; ID

DESMOULIN, BERNARD
Museum; Sarrebourg Museum; Sarrebourg, France; by Paul Joubert; ph. pl. sec.; p. 48-50; Jan 04; ARev

DESTEFANO & KEATING PARTNERS
Office Building/High Rise; One South Dearborn; Chicago, Illinois; by Sam Lubell; ill.; p. 95; May 04; AR

DESTEFANO & PARTNERS
Garden; Interview with Ken Dunn, Resource Center Founder; Chicago, Illinois; by Cindy Coleman; ph. ill.; p. 228-231; Oct 04; ID

Office Building/Interiors; ABN AMRO Regional Headquarters; Chicago, Illinois; by Ned Cramer; ph.; p. 190-197; July 04; ID

DESIGNE, MICHEL
Garden; Walker Art Center Sculpture Garden Expansion; Minneapolis, Minnesota; by Linda Mack; ph. pl.; p. 20-22; Apr 04; LA

DETMERS, PEGGY
Art; Tatanka: Story of the Bison Interpretive Center; Deadwood, South Dakota; by Felix Gillette; ph.; p. 18; Feb 04; LA

DEUTSCH, GUSTAV
Art; Camera Obscura Building; Aegina Island, Greece; by Sam Lubell; ph.; p. 77; July 04; AR
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

DEUTSCHWIRX
Architecture; Emerging Designers in Chicago; Chicago, Illinois; by John E. Czarnecki; ph. ill.; p. 90-93; May 04; AR

DEVEREAUX & ASSOCIATES
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; The Grande at Crystal Lake; Bordentown, New Jersey; by David Holzel; ph. pl.; p. 130; June 04; B

DEVEROUX & PARNELL
Convention Center; Washington Convention Center; Washington, District of Columbia; by Sara Hart; pl. sec.; p. 148-153; May 04; AR

DEWART, MURRAY
Recreation/Park; Franklin Street Park; Cambridge, Massachusetts; by Marty Carlock; ph. pl. ill.; p. 26-34; July 04; LA

DEWHURST & MACFARLANE
Arts Center; Mori Arts Center; Tokyo, Japan; by Larry Flynn; ph. pl. sec.; p. 42-45; Mar 04; BD&C

University/Classroom; Information Sciences and Technology Building; Penn State University; State College, Pennsylvania; by Larry Flynn; ph. ill. cost anal.; p. 46-52; Sept 04; BD&C

DIAMOND & SCHMITT
Government Building; Israeli Foreign Ministry; Jerusalem, Israel; by Jane F. Kolleeny and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 139; Nov 04; AR

DIBLASI
School/Private; Greenwich Academy Upper School; Greenwich, Connecticut; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. ill.; p. 228-233; June 04; AR

DIE BAUPILOTEN
School/Elementary; Erika Mann School Refurbishment; a+ arch honorable mention project; Berlin, Germany; by Peter Davey; ph.; p. 83; Dec 04; AR

DILLER & SCOFIDIO
Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Lincoln Center/West 65th Street Transformation; New York, New York; by Anna Holtzman; ill.; p. 53; June 04; A

DINEEN, JOAN
Residence; Apartment; Renovation; New York, New York; by Marisa Bartolucci; ph.; p. 135-138; Sept 04; ID

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

DIRKS, LITA
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Discovery Cove at Half Moon Bay; Croton-On-Hudson, New York; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 119; Mar 04; B

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Kensington Square Development; Fairfax, Virginia; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 88; Nov 04; B

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; The Grande at Crystal Lake; Bordentown, New Jersey; by David Holzel; ph. pl.; p. 130; June 04; B

DIVAN STUDIOS
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Doma Residential Building; San Diego, California; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 136-137; Aug 04; B

DIVE ARCHITECTS
Bathroom; Clink Street Apartment; London, England; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 196; July 04; AR

DIVISION ONE
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Logan Heights Development; Washington, District of Columbia; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 138-139; Aug 04; B

DIX & CO
Office Building/Interiors; Moschino Headquarters; Milan, Italy; by Cindy Coleman; ph. pl.; p. 182-189; July 04; ID

DIX & LATHROP
Elderly Housing; Mirasol at Celebration Active Adult Community; Builder's Choice Award; Celebration, Florida; by Shawn Kennedy; ph.; p. 214; Oct 04; B

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Bougainvillea Courtyard Homes; Builder's Choice Award; Vero Beach, Florida; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 170-171; Oct 04; B

DIX DESIGN
Store/Clothing; Byblos Store; Moscow, Russia; by Rebecca Flint Marx; ph.; p. 82-84; Apr 04; ID

DLK ARCHITECTURE
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Fort Sheridan Redevelopment; Fort Sheridan, Illinois; by Mary Kay Wilcox; ph. pl.; p. 92-99; Jan 04; LA

DLR GROUP
Government Building; Alachua County Criminal Courthouse; Courthouse security and technology; Gainesville, Florida; by Gordon Wright; ph. pl.; p. 34-43; June 04; BD&C

Government Building; Wayne L. Morse Courthouse; P/A Citation; Eugene, Oregon; by No author listed; pl. ill. sec.; p. 64-65; Jan 04; A

Hotel; James Hotel; Scottsdale, Arizona; by Ingrid Whitehead; ph. pl.; p. 144-147; Aug 04; AR
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

DMJM ROTTET

Exhibition, Exhibit; West Edge: Spaces of
Unlimited Creativity Exhibition; Interview with
designers; Los Angeles, California; by Sheila Kim; ph.; p. 202-205; May 04; ID

DMJM,

Airport; North Air Terminal Traffic Control
Tower; Chicago, Illinois; by C. C. Sullivan; ill.
sec.; p. 32; Aug 04; A

DODSON ASSOCIATES

City and Regional Planning; Master Plan for
Buffalo Bayou and Beyond; 2003 ASLA
award winner; Houston, Texas; by Lisa
Owens Viani; ph. ill. pl. pers.; p. 24-34; Feb
04; LA

DOMENIG, EISENKOCK & GRUBER

Hospital; Provincial Hospital Graz-West;
Graz, Austria; by Liane Lefaivre; ph. pl. elev.
p. 166-171; Oct 04; AR

DONALDSON, REMBERT

Garden; Tom Long Residence and Garden;
Carriere, Mississippi; by Lake Douglas; ph.
p. 32; June 04; LA

DOVER & KOHL

Residential Development, Speculative
Housing; On Walking Neighborhood; Mount
Pleasant, South Carolina; by Allen Freeman;
ph. pl.; p. 110-117; Sept 04; LA

DRIENDL, GEORG

Residence; Solar Tube House; Vienna, Aus-
tria; by Deborah Snoonian; ph. pl. sec. iso.
p. 152-158; Apr 04; AR

DRISCOLL, ELLEN

Bathroom; Rest Rooms; Smith College Mu-
seum of Art; Northampton, Massachusetts;
by Monica Geran; ph.; p. 100; Jan 04; ID

DREY DESIGN

Apartment Building; Harold Way Apartments;
RA Merit Award; Hollywood, California; by
Meaghan Drueging; ph. pl.; p. 111; May 04;
RA

DUNAY & PLATER-ZYBERK

City and Regional Planning; Revisiting His-
toric Community Design; by Matthew Power;
ph. table pl.; p. 142-146; Aug 04; B

Residential Development, Speculative
Housing; On Walking Neighborhood; Mount
Pleasant, South Carolina; by Allen Freeman;
ph. pl.; p. 110-117; Sept 04; LA

Residential Development, Speculative
Housing; Warwick Grove; RA Single-Family
Merit Award; Warwick, New York; by Nigel
F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 95; May 04; RA

DUNCAN & WISNIEWSKI

Highway; Interstate Highway Information Cen-
ters and Rest Areas; —, Vermont; by
Jeffrey Hodgson; pl. sec.; p. 104-106; Jan 04;
LA

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

DUNNE & MARKIS

Kitchen; Kitchen; Addition; Short Hills, New
Jersey; by Mairi Beautyman; ph. pl.; p.
S2-S3; Sept 04; ID

DUPREE, SANDI

Residence; Goodson House; Builder’s Choice
Award; Raleigh, North Carolina; by Kathleen
Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 194; Oct 04; B

DYNA, STEPHEN

Residence; Private Residence; Jackson, Wy-
oming; by Meghan Drueging; ph. pl.; p.
80-81; July 04; RA

DYSON, JAMES

Industrial Design; Interview with Designer; by
Laura Fisher Kaiser; ph.; p. 74-75; Dec 04; ID

E27

Interior Design; Laundry Room; by Edie Co-
hen; ph.; p. 132; July 04; ID

EARTHFORM DESIGN

Bathroom; Private Residence Bath; Builder’s
Choice Award; Summerland, California; by
Zach Blattner; ph.; p. 222; Oct 04; B

EAST CHINA ARCHITECTURE & DESIGN

Office Building; CCTV Headquarters and
TVCC Building; Beijing, China; by Sarah
Amelar; ill. m.; p. 108-109; Mar 04; AR

EASTLAKE STUDIO

Office Building/Interiors; Offices of Storck
Candy; Chicago, Illinois; by Cindy Coleman;
ph.; p. 194-196; May 04; ID

ECII/HYER

Health Care, Health Center; Southcentral
Foundation Primary Care Center; Anchoral-
age, Alaska; by Jen Renzi; ph. ill.; p.
186-191; Jan 04; ID

EDAW

Architectural Competitions; New Visions for
Seattle’s Waterfront; Seattle, Washington;
by Brice Maryman and Catherine Maggio; ill.
ph.; p. 64-75; Aug 04; LA

Government Building; NOAA Satellite Opera-
tions Facility; P/A Citation; Suiitland, Mary-
land; by No author listed; ill. sec.; p. 50-51;
Jan 04; A

Industrial Building; Satellite Operations Facil-
ity and Administrative Offices; 2004 Business
Week/Architectural Record Award; Finalist;
Suiitland, Maryland; by Jane F. Kolleeny and
Audrey Beaton; ill.; p. 150; Nov 04; AR

Landscape Architecture; Jinji Lake Land-
scape Master Plan; 2003 ASLA award win-
er; New Suzhou, China; by Mary Padua;
ph. pl.; p. 106-115; Aug 04; LA

Recreation/Park; Centennial Olympic Park;
Atlanta, Georgia; by Jonathan Lerner; ph. ill.;
p. 26-34; Aug 04; LA

Recreation/Park; Central Artery Landscaping
in Contention; Boston, Massachusetts; by
Alan Berger; ph. pl. ill.; p. 162-164; Apr 04;
LA
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

EDAW (cont'd)
Recreation/Sports Facility; 2008 Beijing Olympics Master Planning; Beijing, China; by Sara Hart; ph. ill.; p. 100-105; Mar 04; AR
Recreation; Westin Kierland Resort & Spa; Scottsdale, Arizona; by Gordon Wright; ph; p. 14-20; Sept 04; BD&C

EDGE DESIGN
Residence; Suitcase House; Beijing, China; by Meghan Drueing; ph. ph.; p. 94-99; Oct 04; RA

EGLIN & COHEN
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; West University Court Homes; Tucson, Arizona; by David Holzel; ph. pl.; p. 147; Jan 04; B

EHRlich, STEVEN
Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; 675 West Kendall Street; Kendall Square; Cambridge, Massachusetts; by Nancy Levinson; ph. pl.; p. 102-113; July 04; AR

EIGHTYSEVEN
Garden; Garden Hut; ar+d commended project; Sant Miquel de Cruilles, Spain; by Peter Davey; ph. pl. elev.; p. 69; Dec 04; ARev

EINHORN, YAFFEE & PRESCOTT
Industrial Building; Satellite Operations Facility and Administrative Offices; 2004 Business Week/Architectural Record Award Finalist; Suitland, Maryland; by Jane F. Kolleeny and Audrey Beaton; ill.; p. 150; Nov 04; AR

University/Science Center; Swarthmore College Unified Science Center; Swarthmore, Pennsylvania; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl.; p. 198-203; Dec 04; AR

EISENMAN, PETER
Exhibition, Exhibit; The Garden of Lost Footsteps Exhibition; Verona, Italy; by Fred Bernstein; ph.; p. 77-78; Dec 04; AR

ELDRIDGE ASSOCIATES
Government Building; Dan M. Russell, Jr. U.S. Courthouse; Gulfport, Mississippi; by Larry Flynn; ph. sec. pl.; p. 26-33; May 04; BD&C

ELKUS & MANFREDI
University/Performing Arts Center; Tufte Performance and Production Center; Emerson College; Building Team Grand Award; Boston, Massachusetts; by Larry Flynn; flynn; p. 16-25; June 04; BD&C

ELLERBE & BECKET
Convention Center; DeVos Place; Grand Rapids, Michigan; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. sec.; p. 68-69; Mar 04; A

ELOUENI, AMMAR
Architecture; Profile of Architect; Chicago, Illinois; by Randi Greenberg; ph. ill.; p. 57-58; May 04; AR

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

ELSWOOD, SMITH & CARLSON
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Glynmoor Community; Overland Park, Kansas; by Pat Curry; ph. pl.; p. 134; June 04; B

EMBT
Government Building; Scottish Parliament Building; Edinburgh, Scotland; by Catherine Slessor; ph. sec. pl. ref.; p. 46-63; Nov 04; ARev
Recreation/Park; Parc Diagonal Mar; Barcelona, Spain; by George Hazelrigg; ph. ill.; p. 24-35; Nov 04; LA

ENDOH, SHUHEI
Architecture; Profile of Architect; Design Vanguard 2004; Tokyo, Japan; by Naomi R. Pollock; ph. pl. m.; p. 146-151; Dec 04; AR

ENGELEN & MOORE
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; 138 Barcom Avenue Lofts; Sydney, Australia; by Michael Walters; ph. pl.; p. 208-213; Nov 04; AR

ENGELE, DOLORES
Residence; Longinotti Residence; Whitestone, New York; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 276-285; Mar 04; ID

ENGLER, MIRA
Garden; The Otherworld Garden; Westonbirt Festival of the Garden; Gloucester, England; by Mira Engler; p. 120-123; Nov 04; LA

ENVISION DESIGN
Office Building/Interiors; Offices of Green Door Nonprofit; Washington, District of Columbia; by Laura Fisher Kaiser; ph.; p. 156-161; Jun 04; ID
Store; Nusta Spa; Washington, District of Columbia; by Laura Fisher Kaiser; ph.; p. 217-220; Oct 04; ID

EPPSTEIN & EHEN
School/Special; Indian Community School of Milwaukee; Franklin, Wisconsin; by Jamie Reynolds; ill.; p. 45; Sept 04; A

EQUILIBRIUM CONSULTING
University/Research Facility, Laboratory; Nicola Valley Institute of Technology; University College of the Cariboo; British Columbia; Merritt, Canada; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 76-78; Oct 04; ARev

ESCHER & GUNEWARDENA
Art Gallery; Blum & Poe Gallery; Culver City, California; by Sheila Kim; ph.; p. 58; Feb 04; ID

ESHERICK, HOMSEY, DODGE & DAVIS
Residence; Genn House; Inverness, California; by Cathy Schwabe; ph.; p. 31-34; June 04; RA
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

ESKEW, DUMEZ & RIPPLE

Religious Building/Church; St. Martha Catholic Church; Harvey, Louisiana; by Julia Mandell; ph. pl. elev.; p. 40-47; Mar 04; A

ESTES & TWOMBLEY

Residence; McKeough House; RA Merit Award; Block Island, Rhode Island; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 67; May 04; RA

ESTRIDGE COMPANIES

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Centennial Master Planned Community, Westfield, Indiana; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 106-114; June 04; B

EXPOSURE ARCHITECTS

Restaurant; Satin Textiles Company Cafeteria; Ratchaburi, Thailand; by Robert Such; ph.; p. 95-96; Oct 04; AR

FABIO, SOLANGE

Recreation/Visitor Center; Loisium Visitors’ Center; Langenlois, Austria; by Liane Lefaivre; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 114-119; July 04; AR

FAGAN, GABRIEL

Residence; Holiday House; Cape Town, South Africa; by Peter Buchanan; ph. pl. iso.; p. 88-91; Nov 04; ARev

FAHRENKAMP, EMIL

Performing Arts Center; Theaterhaus Stuttgart; Stuttgart, Germany; by Peter Blundell Jones; ph. ill. pl. dia.; p. 60-64; June 04; ARev

FAISAL, MARCELO

Residence; Du Plessis House; Paraty, Brazil; by Sarah Amelar; ph. pl.; p. 140-145; Apr 04; AR

FARMER, GENE

Museum/Art; Miami Art Central; Miami, Florida; by Beth Dunlop; ph.; p. 66-68; Nov 04; ID

FARRAGE, TODD

Architecture; Profile of Architect; by Josephine Minutillo; ph.; p. 48, 50; Jan 04; AR

FARRAND, BEATRIX

Historic, Preservation; Preserving Garland Farm; Bar Harbor, Maine; by Jane Roy Brown; ph. pl.; p. 32-34; May 04; LA

FAST & EPP PARTNERS

Government Building; White Rock Operations Building; British Columbia, White Rock, Canada; by Abby Bussel; ph. pl. sec. dia.; p. 60-65; May 04; A

Transit Station; Brentwood SkyTrain Station; British Columbia, Burnaby, Canada; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. sec. det.; p. 73-74; May 04; A

Transit Station; Brentwood SkyTrain Station; 2004 Business Week/Architectural Record Award Finalist; British Columbia, Burnaby, Canada; by Jane F. Kolleeny and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 148; Nov 04; AR

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

FATHY, HASSAN

Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; New Gourna Mixed-Use Village; Luxor, Egypt; by Meghan Drueing; ph.; p. 96; Aug 04; RA

FAVERO & MILAN

Religious Building/Church; Pilgrimage Church; Puglia, Italy; by Catherine Slesser; ph. sec. pl.; p. 64-69; Sept 04; ARev

FEILDEN, CLEGG & BRADLEY

University Campus; University of Gloucestershire; Gloucester, England; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 68-73; Feb 04; ARev

FEINBERG & ASSOCIATES

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Forest Park Development; Naples, Florida; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 104; Sept 04; B

FEINER, EDWARD A.

Interior Design; Profile of Architect; by Laura Fisher Kaiser; ph.; p. S58-S60; Dec 04; ID

Sustainable Architecture; Interview with Architect on Sustainability; by Robert Cassidy; ph.; p. 18-20; Nov 04; BD&c

FEINGOLD & ALEXANDER

Library; Free Library of Philadelphia Restoration; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; by Abby Bussel; ill. sec.; p. 40; Feb 04; A

FELDMANN & SCHULTCHEN

Night Club; Microsoft Video Game Lounges; —, Germany; by Ian Phillips; ph.; p. 94-96; May 04; ID

FENTRESS & BRADBURN

Art; Fiber Reinforced Polymer Art; Colorado Convention Center; Denver, Colorado; by C. C. Sullivan; ph.; p. 77-78; Sept 04; A

FERNANDEZ-ELORZA, HECTOR

Theater; Documentation Centre and Lecture Theatre; ar+d prizewinner; Madrid, Spain; by Peter Davey; ph. pl. sec.; p. 54-57; Dec 04; ARev

FERRIS & QUINN

Health Care, Health Center; University Health Network/The Toronto Hospital New Clinical Services Building; 2004 Business Week/Architectural Record Award Finalist; Toronto, Canada; by Jane F. Kolleeny and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 142; Nov 04; AR

FERRIS, ROGER

Residence; Hartmann Residence; RA Grand Award; Fairfield, Connecticut; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 62-63; May 04; RA

FGS

Store/Clothing; Burberry Store; Milan, Italy; by Melanie Rickey; ph.; p. 58-62; Apr 04; ID

FILICIA, THOM

Bathroom; Bathroom; Kips Bay Decorator Show House; New York, New York; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 112-114; July 04; ID
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

FILICIA, THOM (cont'd)
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Winslows' View at the Pinehills; Builder's Choice Award; Plymouth, Massachusetts; by David Holzel; ph.; p. 216; Oct 04; B

FINE HOMES BY DESIGN
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Pinecrest, Seven Oaks Master Planned Community, Pasco County, Florida; by David Holzel; ph.; p. 80; Feb 04; B

FIOL, CARMEN
Recreation/Park; Nou Barris Central Park; Barcelona, Spain; by Marc Treib; ph. pl.; p. 90-99; Feb 04; LA

FIorentino Architettura
Museum/Art; Miami Art Central; Miami, Florida; by Beth Dunlop; ph.; p. 66-68; Nov 04; ID

FISHER, MARantz & STone
Museum; Peabody Essex Museum; Salem, Massachusetts; by Alice Laio; ph. sec.; p. 184-188; Mar 04; AR
Religious Building/Church; Jubilee Church; Tor Tre Teste, Italy; by Peter Popham; pl. pl. sec.; p. 100-107; Feb 04; AR

FISHER, MARIE
Residence; Misha/Twaddell Residence; RA Grand Award; San Jose, California; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 70-71; May 04; RA

FISLER, WERNER
Bathroom; Bath, Renovation; Zurich, Switzerland; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph.; p. 40; Oct 04; RA
Kitchen; Kitchen, Renovation; Zurich, Switzerland; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph.; p. 36-37; Oct 04; RA

Fitch Studio
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Summit Roosevelt; Builder's Choice Award; Washington, District of Columbia; by Shawn Kennedy; ph.; p. 208; Oct 04; B

FITZGERALD ASSOCIATES
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Residences of Bradley Place; Chicago, Illinois; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 127; May 04; B

FITZROY ROBINSON
Hotel; Grove Hotel; Hertfordshire, England; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 228-234; Jan 04; ID

FLACK & KURTZ
Office Building/Interiors; Discovery Communications Global Headquarters; Silver Spring, Maryland; by Laura Fisher Kaiser; ph. pl.; p. 270-277; May 04; ID

FLINT & NEILL
Bridge; Sail Bridge; Swansea, Wales; by Charles Linn; ph. elev. pl.; p. 264-267; June 04; AR

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

FLOOR & TEN EYCK
Garden; Elsie McCarthey Sensory Garden; Glendale, Arizona; by Joseph M. Ewan and Rebecca Fish Ewan; ph. pl.; p. 44-51; Nov 04; LA
Recreation/Park; Steele Indian School Park; Phoenix, Arizona; by Joseph M. Ewan and Rebecca Fish Ewan; ph. pl. ill.; p. 120-129; Apr 04; LA

FLores & Prats
Museum; Mills Museum of the Balsamic Islands; Majorca, Spain; by David Cohn; ph. ill. sec.; p. 130-133; Jan 04; AR

FLORES, LUIS
Residence; Casa Equis; Record House 2004; Canete, Peru; by Raul A. Barroneche; ph. pl. sec.; p. 114-117; Apr 04; AR
Residence; Casa M; Record House 2004; Canete, Peru; by Raul A. Barroneche; ph. pl. sec.; p. 118-121; Apr 04; AR

FOBA
Residence; Skip House; Kyoto, Japan; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p. 86-89; May 04; AR

FOBERT, JAMES
Residence; Anderson House; London, England; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 86-89; Apr 04; AR

FOCUS LIGHTING
Lighting; Powder Night Club; Interior lighting; New York, New York; by Alice Laio; ph.; p. 214-28; Aug 04; AR

FOGH & FOLNER
Museum; Danish Jewish Museum; Copenhagen, Denmark; by Nicholas Adams; ph. pl. elev.; p. 140-145; Oct 04; AR

FOKER, ANN
Kitchen; Kitchen; Renovation; New York, New York; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. S34-S36; Sep 04; ID

FOLLINA, TONI
Recreation/Park; Treviso Fish Market and Park; Treviso, Italy; by Peter Blundell Jones; ph.; p. 98; Feb 04; AR

FONG & ASSOCIATES
Art; Art Show at La Brea Tar Pits; Los Angeles, California; by Kim Sorvig; ph. ref.; p. 26-35; Apr 04; LA
Residence; Island House 2; Builder's Choice Award; Balboa Island, California; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 212; Oct 04; B

FOREIGN OFFICE ARCHITECTS
Performing Arts Center; British Broadcasting Corporation Music Box; London, England; by Jamie Reynolds; ill.; p. 37; Mar 04; A

FORM
Housing; Transformation of the Kleiburg Block; P/A Citation; Amsterdam, Netherlands; by No author listed; ph. ill. det.; p. 62-63; Jan 04; A
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

FORM 4 INC.
Landscape Design, Techniques; Aspect Communications Headquarters; Benefits of sustainable site design; San Jose, California; by April Phillips; ph. dia. sec. pl.; p. 28-38; May 04; TCS

FORSTER
Bathroom; Restroom; Renovation; London, England; by Phillips; ph.; p. S40-S42; Sept 04; ID

FOSTER & PARTNERS
Office Building/High Rise; 30 St. Mary Axe; London, England; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. ill.; p. 66-73; June 04; A
Office Building/High Rise; 30 St. Mary Axe; London, England; by James S. Russell; ph. pl. ill. elev.; p. 218-227; June 04; AR
Office Building; 30 St Mary Axe; London, England; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p. 80-85; May 04; AR
Performing Arts Center; Dallas Center for the Performing Arts; Dallas, Texas; by Katie Gerfen; ill.; p. 31; Aug 04; A
Research Facility, Laboratory; James H. Clark Center; Palo Alto, California; by James S. Russell; ph. pl. sec.; p. 94-99; Feb 04; AR

FOUCAULT, GERARD
Airport; Air France Lounge; Charles de Gaulle Roissy Airport; Roissy, France; by Ian Phillips; ph.; p. 85-90; Mar 04; ID

FOURNIER, COLIN
Museum/Art; Kunsthau Museum; Graz, Austria; by Liane Lefaivre; ph. pl. sec.; p. 92-99; Jan 04; AR

FOX & ASSOCIATES
Funeral Home; Belvedere Gardens; Sherwood Memorial Park; Expansion; Salem, Virginia; by Vernon Mays; ph. pl. sec.; p. 60-65; Oct 04; A

FOX & FOWLE
Office Building/High Rise; New York Times Headquarters; New York, New York; by Deborah Snoonian; m.; p. 169; Mar 04; AR

FOX LINTON ASSOCIATES
Hotel; Grove Hotel; Hertfordshire, England; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 228-234; Jan 04; ID

FRANCESCHI, PAUL
Office Building/Interiors; Napoli Management Group Headquarters; Beverly Hills, California; by Sheila Kim; ph.; p. 64-66; July 04; ID

FRANCIS, CAUFFMAN, FOLEY & HOFFMANN
Library; Free Library of Philadelphia Restoration; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; by Abby Busset; ill. sec.; p. 40; Feb 04; A

FRANCOIS, EDOUARD
Apartment Building/Middle Rise; Flower Tower Apartment Building; Paris, France; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 74-77; Sept 04; AR

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

FRANKE, GOTTSHEGEN & COX
Theater; Ars Nova Theater and Office; New York, New York; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 242-249; Sept 04; ID

FRANKEL & COLEMAN
Residence; Lakeside Retreat; Beverly Shores, Indiana; by Cindy Coleman; ph.; p. 192-199; Jan 04; ID

FREEMAN, BELMONT
University/Arts Center; Ezra & Cecile Zilkha Gallery; Renovation; Wesleyan University; Middletown, Connecticut; by Fred Bernstein; ph.; p. 126-127; Aug 04; ID

FRETTON, TONY
Government Building; British Embassy; Warsaw, Poland; by Rob Gregory; m. pl.; p. 80-83; Nov 04; AR

FREYER COLLABORATIVE
Bathroom; Bathroom; Renovation; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 32; Aug 04; RA

FRIEDBERG, M. PAUL
Plaza; Deterioration of Peavey Plaza; Minneapolis, Minnesota; by Charlene K. Roise; ph.; p. 30-37; Sept 04; LA

Plaza; State Street Reconstruction Project; Madison, Wisconsin; by Frank Edgerton Martin; ph.; p. 76-85; May 04; LA

FRIEDMAN & KIMM
Showroom; Los Angeles Design Center & Cisco Brothers Showroom; AIA 2004 Honor Award; Los Angeles, California; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 155; June 04; AR

FRONT
Showroom; SCL Glass Showroom; Brisbane, Yatala, Australia; by Deborah Snoonian; ph. det. ill.; p. 184-185; Sept 04; AR

FTL DESIGN ENGINEERING
Performing Arts Center; Charlottesville Music Pavilion; Charlottesville, Virginia; by Bay Brown; ill. sec.; p. 71; Dec 04; A
Transit Station; Detroit Transit Center Roof; Detroit, Michigan; by Bay Brown; ill.; p. 71; Dec 04; A

FURMAN, DAVID
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; 10th Street Townes; Builder’s Choice Award; Charlotte, North Carolina; by Shaw Kennedy; ph.; p. 208; Oct 04; B

FUTURE SYSTEMS
Store/Department; Selfridges Department Store; Birmingham, England; by James S. Russell; ph. pl. sec.; p. 234-241; June 04; AR

G.A. DESIGN
Film/Television Studio; BBC Studios; London, England; by Shan Kelly; ph.; p. 198-200; May 04; ID

G.O.P.
Market; Caranda Market; Remodel; Braga, Portugal; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl.; p. 62-65; July 04; AR

www.archindex.com
G.O.P (cont’d)

GAD

Arts Center; Esma Sultan; Renovation; Ortakoy on the Bosporus, Turkey; by Peter Davey; ph. pl.; Sept 04; A

GALAZ, ENRIQUE ESCALANTE

Residence; Casa Larga; Home of the Year Award; Merida, Mexico; by Jamie Reynolds; ph. pl.; p. 60; Nov 04; A

GALLAS, TORTI

City and Regional Planning; Belmont Heights Estates; Community design award winner; Tampa, Florida; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 170; July 04; AR

Housing; City West Revitalization; Community design award winner; Cincinnati, Ohio; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 170; July 04; AR

GANTMAN, MARTIN

Studio; AZLA Sound Studios; Los Angeles, California; by Sarah Amelar; ph. pl. sec.; p. 136-141; Sept 04; AR

GARAY, VILA, MAGARINOS, SEBASTIAN AND NOVOA

Recreation/Park; Micaela Bastidas Park and Waterfront Redevelopment; Buenos Aires, Argentina; by Jimena Martignoni and Alan Gray; ph. pl. ill.; p. 36-43; Apr 04; LA

GARCIA, JERRY

Residence; Pledger Guest Cabin; Austin, Texas; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 94-95; Apr 04; RA

GARCIA-ABRIL, ANTON

Architecture; Profile of Architect; Design Vanguard 2004; Madrid, Spain; by David Cohn; ph. ill. sec. pl.; p. 164-169; Dec 04; AR

University/Music Building; Music Building; University of Santiago de Compostela; Santiago de Compostela, Spain; by Carla Bertolucci; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p. 70-73; June 04; AR

GARCIA-BBM

Performing Arts Center; Auditorio de Tenerife; Santa Cruz de Tenerife, Canary Islands; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl.; p. 78-87; Feb 04; AR

GARLAND, THOMAS

University/Medical Center; Virus Reference Laboratory; University College Dublin; Belfield, Ireland; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 52-55; Feb 04; AR

GAROFALO ARCHITECTS

Arts Office; Kitchen; Recreation/Park; Studio; City and Regional Planning; Residence; Casa de Campo; University/Medical Center; Virus Research; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 36-43; Apr 04; RA

GARY

Landschapse Architecture; Our Lady of Angels Church and Walt Disney Concert Hall; Questions about the future of urban landscapes; Los Angeles, California; by Kim Sorvig; ph.; p. 150-152; June 04; LA

Museum; Museum of Tolerance; Critique; Jerusalem, Israel; by Michael Sorkin; m.; p. 117-118; June 04; AR

Museum; Museum of Tolerance; Rebuttal; Jerusalem, Israel; by Rabbi Marvin Hier; m.; p. 67-68; Aug 04; AR

Performing Arts Center; Walt Disney Concert Hall Opens to Rave Reviews; Los Angeles, California; by John Pastier; ph.; p. 63-66; Jan 04; AR

Performing Arts Center; Walt Disney Concert Hall; Building Team Grand Award; Los Angeles, California; by Gordon Wright; ph. cost anal.; p. 35-41; June 04; BD&C

Recreation/Park; Lakefront Millennium Park; Chicago, Illinois; by Edward Keegan; pl.; p. 59-61; Dec 04; A

GARRIGUES, FERNANDO

Residence; Pledger Guest Cabin; Austin, Texas; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 94-95; Apr 04; RA

GARTNER, WILLIAM

Recreation/Park; I Like Dalki Theme Park; Paju City, South Korea; by Iris Moon; ph. sec. det. pl.; p. 134-139; Nov 04; ID

GAUJLDESIGN

Residence; Summer Cottage; Lake Ovre Gla, Sweden; by Shonquis Moreno; ph. pl.; p. 118-125; Nov 04; ID

GAULTIER, JEAN PAUL

Art; Paim Couture Exhibition; Fondation Cartier Pour l'Art Contemporain; Art from bread, dough and crusts; Paris, France; by Judy Fayard; ph.; p. 128-130; Aug 04; ID

GAUTIER, DAOUIST LESTAGE INC.

City and Regional Planning; Quartier International; City center redevelopment; Quebec, Montreal, Canada; by Annette Lecuery; ph. pl. sec.; p. 50-57; Oct 04; AR

GD ARCHITECTS

Bridge; Passerelle on the Areuse; Boudry, Switzerland; by Sarah Amelar; ph. pl.; p. 252-253; June 04; AR

GEHRY PARTNERS

Architectural Design, Theory; Stata Center; Massachusetts Institute of Technology; Universities as patrons of cutting edge architecture; Cambridge, Massachusetts; by Robert Campbell; ph.; p. 61-64; July 04; AR

Architecture; View from Chicago; Millennium Park and Soldier Field; Chicago, Illinois; by Michael Webb; ph.; p. 38-39; Nov 04; AR

Art Gallery; Art Gallery of Ontario; Renovation; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; by Abby Bussel; m.; p. 36; Mar 04; A

Auditorium; Walt Disney Concert Hall; Los Angeles, California; by Raymund Ryan; ph. pl. sec.; p. 54-63; Mar 04; AR

Furniture, Furnishings; Gehry Furniture Designs and Door Hardware; Milan Furniture Fair; Milan, Italy; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph. ill.; p. 357; June 04; AR

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE

GARLAND, THOMAS

University/Medical Center; Virus Reference Laboratory; University College Dublin; Belfield, Ireland; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 52-55; Feb 04; AR

GAROFALO ARCHITECTS

Arts Center; Hyde Park Arts Center; Chicago, Illinois; by Sam Lubell; ill.; p. 95; May 04; AR

GAROFALO ARCHITECTS

Arts Center; Hyde Park Arts Center; Chicago, Illinois; by Sam Lubell; ill.; p. 95; May 04; AR

GAROFALO ARCHITECTS

Arts Center; Hyde Park Arts Center; Chicago, Illinois; by Sam Lubell; ill.; p. 95; May 04; AR

GAROFALO ARCHITECTS

Arts Center; Hyde Park Arts Center; Chicago, Illinois; by Sam Lubell; ill.; p. 95; May 04; AR

GAROFALO ARCHITECTS

Arts Center; Hyde Park Arts Center; Chicago, Illinois; by Sam Lubell; ill.; p. 95; May 04; AR

GAROFALO ARCHITECTS

Arts Center; Hyde Park Arts Center; Chicago, Illinois; by Sam Lubell; ill.; p. 95; May 04; AR

GAROFALO ARCHITECTS

Arts Center; Hyde Park Arts Center; Chicago, Illinois; by Sam Lubell; ill.; p. 95; May 04; AR
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

GEHRY PARTNERS (cont’d)

Recreation/Park; Millennium Park Takes Shape; Chicago, Illinois; by Blair Kamin; ph. m. pl.; p. 61-64; May 04; AR
Recreation/Park; Millennium Park; Chicago, Illinois; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl.; p. 94-105; Nov 04; LA
Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Brooklyn Atlantic Yards; Brooklyn, New York; by Bay Brown; ill. m. pl.; p. 35; Mar 04; A
University/Science Center; Stata Center; Massachusetts Institute of Technology; Cambridge, Massachusetts; by James S. Russell; ph. pl. sec. m. ill.; p. 98-111; Aug 04; AR

GEHRY, FRANK

Interior Design; COop Editorial Offices; AIA 2004 Interiors Honor Award; Santa Monica, California; by Jane F. Koffey; ph.; p. 167; June 04; AR

GENSBURG, SARA E.F.

Health Care, Health Center; North Shore Dentistry for Children; Evanston, Illinois; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 82-86; Nov 04; AR

GENSLER ASSOCIATES

Convention Center; Moscone West Convention Center; San Francisco, California; by Barbara Knecht; ph. pl. sec.; p. 160-164; May 04; AR
Film/Television Studio; Corinthian Television Headquarters; London, England; by Edie Cohen; pl.; p. 286-293; Mar 04; ID
Government Building; Government Communications Center; Cheltenham, England; by David Barista; pl. sec.; p. 34-42; Aug 04; BD&C
Lighting; Discovery Communications Headquarters; Silver Spring, Maryland; by Charles Linn; ph.; p. 211-213; Aug 04; AR
Office Building/High Rise; New York Times Headquarters; New York, New York; by Deborah Snoonian; m.; p. 169; Mar 04; AR
Office Building/Interiors; Discovery Communications Global Headquarters; Silver Spring, Maryland; by Laura Fisher Kaiser; ph. pl.; p. 270-277; May 04; ID
Office Building/Interiors; Electronic Arts Headquarters; Los Angeles, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; pl. p. 298-303; Oct 04; ID
Office Building/Interiors; Gensler Associates Headquarters; San Francisco, California; by Dianne Dorrans Saeks; ph.; p. 172-177; Feb 04; ID
Office Building/Interiors; Olswang Offices; London, England; by Ian Phillips; ph. pl.; p. 200-207; Jan 04; ID
Office Building; Discovery Channel Headquarters; Silver Spring, Maryland; by Gordon Wright; ph. p. 17-20; Jan 04; BD&C
Office Building; Lujiazui Financial Center; Shanghai, China; by Sam Lubell; ill.; p. 113; Mar 04; AR

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

GENSLER ASSOCIATES (cont’d)

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; The Glen Town Center; Glenview, Illinois; by No author listed; ph.; p. 29-38; Sept 04; BD&C
Restaurant; Japonais Restaurant; Chicago, Illinois; by Aric Chen; ph.; p. 206-210; Apr 04; ID
Theater; AFI Silver Theater and Cultural Center; Silver Spring, Maryland; by Gordon Wright; ph. pl.; p. 21-22; Jan 04; BD&C
Transit Station; Main Street Station; BD&C Reconstruction & Renovation Grand Award; Richmond, Virginia; by Renee Young; ph. sec. pl.; p. 18-25; Oct 04; BD&C

GERNER, KRONICK & VALCARCEL

Showroom; Mercedes-Benz Manhattan Showroom; New York, New York; by Fred Bernstein; ph.; p. 74-78; Oct 04; ID

GESSWEIN & HENKEL

Museum; Rheinishe Landesmuseum Bonn; Bonn, Germany; by Liane Lefaivre; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 56-63; Mar 04; A

GIBBENS, DENNIS

Residence; Gibbens Residence; Venice, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 166-173; July 04; ID

GIBBLE, NORDEN, CHAMPION & BROWN

Studio; Aki Music Studio; —, Connecticut; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 98-99; Apr 04; RA

GIBBS PLANNING

Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Eton Street Station Townhomes; Birmingham, Michigan; by David Holzel; ph. pl.; p. 79; Feb 04; B

GIGON & GUYER

Store; Kunst-Depot Art Store; Wichtrach, Switzerland; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 74-76; June 04; ARev

GILLIES, STRANSKY, BREMS & SMITH

Health Care, Health Center; Valley View Medical Center; Cedar City, Utah; by Larry Flynn; ph. pl. dia.; p. 28-37; Feb 04; BD&C

GILMORE, D.

Store; Nusta Spa; Washington, District of Columbia; by Laura Fischer Kaiser; ph.; p. 217-220; Oct 04; ID

GILSANZ, MURRAY & STEFICEK

Residence; TriBeCa Building; Renovation; New York, New York; by Aric Chen; ph. pl.; p. 208-215; Jan 04; ID

GIRARD, LES

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; The Carneros Inn Resort; Napa, California; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 133-142; May 04; B
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

**GIZARD, ERIC**
- Airport; Air France Lounge; Charles de Gaulle Roissy Airport; Roissy, France; by Ian Phillips; ph.; p. 85-90; Mar 04; ID

**GLANVILLE ASSOCIATES**
- Residential Development, Speculative Housing; The Lanes at Tapestry Development; Las Vegas, Nevada; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 96; Dec 04; B

**GLATING & JACKSON**
- Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Baldwin Park Mixed-Use Community; Orlando, Florida; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 125-132; Mar 04; B

**GLHN**
- Government Building; Midtown Multi-Service Center; Tucson, Arizona; by Lawrence W. Cheek; ph. pl. dia. sec.; p. 82-87; June 04; A

**GLOBAL**
- Museum; Maritime Museum; Ilhavo, Portugal; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 50-55; July 04; ARev

**GLS**
- Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Magnolia Row Townhomes; Builder’s Choice Award; West Oakland, California; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 158-159; Oct 04; B

**GLUCKMAN & MAYNER**
- Arts Center; Mori Arts Center; Tokyo, Japan; by Larry Flynn; ph. pl. sec.; p. 42-45; Mar 04; BD&C

**Museum/Art**; Mori Art Center; Tokyo, Japan; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 106-111; Jan 04; A

**Museum/Art**; Mori Art Museum; Tokyo, Japan; by Raymond Ryan; ph. pl. sec.; p. 77-79; June 04; ARev

**Museum**; Museo Picasso Malaga; Malaga, Spain; by David Cohn; ph. pl. sec.; p. 132-139; Oct 04; AR

**GOLDBERG, BRAD**
- Government Building; Oklahoma City Federal Building; Oklahoma City, Oklahoma; by Jane C. Loeffler; ph. pl.; p. 104-110; Oct 04; AR

**GOLDEN BOUGH**
- Kitchen; Kitchen at Berkshires Guest Cottage; Builder’s Choice Award; Richmond, Massachusetts; by Zach Blatner; ph.; p. 222; Oct 04; B

**GOLDSWORTHY, ANDY**
- Garden; Garden of Stones; Museum of Jewish Heritage; Battery Park City, New York; by Theodore Eisenman; ph.; p. 114-117; June 04; LA

**GOMEZ ASSOCIATES**
- Studio; Connecticut Sculptor’s Studio; Builder’s Choice Award; —, Connecticut; by Zach Blatner; ph.; p. 224; Oct 04; B

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

**GOMEZ, GUILLERMO**
- Interior Design; Offices of Eliaran Murphy Group; New York, New York; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph.; p. 334-338; June 04; AR

**GOOD MANORS**
- Residential Development, Speculative Housing; 138 Barcom Avenue Lofts; Sydney, Australia; by Michael Walters; ph. pl.; p. 208-213; Nov 04; AR

**GOODMAN & CHARLTON**
- Bar; Trousdale Lounge; New York, New York; by Donna Paul; ph.; p. 108-110; May 04; ID

**GOODY & CLANCY**
- City and Regional Planning; UrbanRiver Vision; AIA 2004 Urban Design Honor Award; Worcester, Massachusetts; by Jane F. Kolleeny; pl.; p. 170; June 04; AR

**Housing**; Oak Hill Project; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; by Cheryl Weber; ph. map; p. 62-70; Jan 04; RA

**GORDON, UZI**
- Transit Station; Merkazi Haf Carmel Bus Terminal; Haifa, Israel; by Barbara Horwitz-Bennett; ph.; p. 34-37; Mar 04; BD&C

**GORLIN, ALEXANDER**
- Kitchen; Manhattan Town House; New York, New York; by Kevin Lerner; ph.; p. 197; July 04; AR

**GOULD & EVANS**
- Recreation/Park; Steele Indian School Park; Phoenix, Arizona; by Joseph M. Ewan and Rebecca Fish Ewan; ph. pl. ill.; p. 120-129; Apr 04; LA

**University/Theater**; Dance Theater; University of Arizona; Tucson, Arizona; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec. pers.; p. 56-61; Feb 04; ARev

**GOYENCEA, JOAQUIN**
- Theater; Documentation Centre and Lecture Theatre; ar+d prize winner; Madrid, Spain; by Peter Davey; ph. pl. sec.; p. 54-57; Dec 04; ARev

**GRAFT**
- Hotel; Q! Hotel; Interior Design; Berlin, Germany; by Philip Juddio; pl.; p. 128-135; Sept 04; AR

**GRAFTWORKS**
- Roof, Roofing; Town House Roof Deck; New York, New York; by Jen Renzi; ph. m.; p. 214-219; Sept 04; ID

**GRAHAM, NICHOLAS**
- Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Harper Court; Seven Fountains; Builder’s Choice Award; West Hollywood, California; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 166-167; Oct 04; B
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

GRAHAM, RODNEY
Art; Millennial Time Machine and Pavilion; University of British Columbia; British Columbia, Canada; by Brian Carter; ph.; p. 98; Oct 04; AR

GRAY, DAVID LAWRENCE
Bathroom; Using Concrete in the Bathroom; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 30; Jan 04; RA

GROCE, KONSTANTIN
Bathroom; Public Rest Room; Milan, Italy; by Cecelia Fabiani; ph.; p. 110; July 04; ID

GREENBLADES
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Summerport Traditional Neighborhood; Windermere, Florida; by David Holzel; ph. pl.; p. 128; Oct 04; B

GREENMAN & PEDersen
School; Abbe Science Center; Solebury School; New Hope, Pennsylvania; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph. pl.; p. 140-142; Mar 04; AR

GREERY & PUCKETT
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Solera at Anthem Master Planned Community; Las Vegas, Nevada; by David Holzel; ph. pl.; p. 126; June 04; B

GRIFFITH, JAY
Residence; Kimura Residence; Renovation; Brentwood, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 68-70; July 04; ID

GRIMSHAW, NICHOLAS
Recreation; Bath Spa; Bath, England; by Hugh Pearman; pl. sec. det.; p. 116-121; Feb 04; AR

GROEP DELTA
Residence; Villa C; Zonhoven, Belgium; by Philip Jodidio; ph. pl.; p. 168-192; July 04; AR

GROPiUS, WALTER
Garden; Gropius House Landscape; Lincoln, Massachusetts; by Eric Kramer; ph. ref. pl.; p. 39-47; Feb 04; JAE

GROSS, JULIE
Garden; Cancer Survivors Garden; Chicago, Illinois; by Sally A. Kitt Chappell; ph. ill.; p. 88-95; Sept 04; LA

GROVES, S. RUSSELL
Residence; Apartment; Renovation; New York, New York; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 146-150; Sept 04; ID

GUESDES & DE CAMPOS
Bar; Vila Nova de Gaia Bar; Oporto, Portugal; by Catherine Sliesser; m. pl. sec.; p. 60-61; July 04; AR

GUEN, TERRY
Recreation/Park; Millennium Park; Chicago, Illinois; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl.; p. 94-105; Nov 04; LA

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

GUERNSEY & TINGLE
Kitchen; Richeson Kitchen; 2004 Watermark Merit Award; Williamsburg, Virginia; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 130; Apr 04; B

GUIsADO, JESUS APARICIO
Theater; Documentation Centre and Lecture Theatre; ar+rd prizewinner; Madrid, Spain; by Peter Davey; ph. pl. sec.; p. 54-57; Dec 04; AR

GUNNAR & BIRKERTS
Library; Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Library; San Jose, California; by Larry Flynn; ph. pl.; p. 52-62; Aug 04; BD&C

GURNEY, ROBERT M.
Residence; Blue Ridge Farmhouse Addition; Pleasant View Farm; Single-family custom award winner; Washington, Virginia; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 168; July 04; AR

GUSEVITCH, MIRIAM
Garden; Cancer Survivors Garden; Chicago, Illinois; by Sally A. Kitt Chappell; ph. ill.; p. 88-95; Sept 04; LA

GUSTAFSON, GUTHRIE & NICHOL
Performing Arts Center; Marion Oliver McCaw Hall; 2004 Business Week/Architectural record Award Finalist; Seattle, Washington; by Jane F. Kolleeny and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 146; Nov 04; AR

Recreation/Park; Millennium Park; Chicago, Illinois; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl.; p. 94-105; Nov 04; LA

GUSTAFSON, KATHRYN
Recreation/Park; Millennium Park Takes Shape; Chicago, Illinois; by Blair Kamin; ph. m. pl.; p. 61-64; May 04; AR

Recreation/Park; Westerpark; Amsterdam, Netherlands; by Mark Hinshaw; ph. ill.; p. 60-71; Nov 04; LA

GUTTMANN & BLAEVOET
School/High; Lick-Wilmerding High School; San Francisco, California; by Lisa Findley; ph. pl.; p. 128-131; Mar 04; AR

GUZZARDO PARTNERSHIP
Apartment Development, Multiple Building Group; Italian Gardens Apartments; Builder's Choice Award; San Jose, California; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 200; Oct 04; B

Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Ross Woods Townhomes; Builder's Choice Award; Belmont, California; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 204; Oct 04; B

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Markethouse Lofts; Builder's Choice Award; San Jose, California; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 152-153; Oct 04; B

GV INTERIOR DESIGN
Residence; Apartment; Renovation; New York, New York; by Mary Beth Duehr; ph.; p. 152-159; Sept 04; ID
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

GWATHMEY & SIEGAL

Apartment Building; Astor Place; Interview with architect; New York, New York; by Fred Bernstein; ph. pl. m.; p. 170-172; Sept 04; ID

Residence; Steel Loft; New York, New York; by Deborah Snoonian; ph. pl.; p. 174-178; Jan 04; AR

HAAG, RICHARD

Government Building; San Francisco Federal Building; P/A Award; San Francisco, California; by No author listed; pl. ill.; sec.; p. 40-43; Jan 04; A

Government Building; San Francisco Federal Office; San Francisco, California; by Larry Flynn; ill. sec. dia.; p. 22-33; Nov 04; BD&C

Government Building; Wayne L. Morse Courthouse; P/A Citation; Eugene, Oregon; by No author listed; pl. ill.; sec.; p. 64-65; Jan 04; A

HACKWORTH GROUP

Zoning; Site-Sensitive Density; by A. Philip McCullough; ph. pl. elev.; p. 87-88; May 04; B

HADID, ZAHA

Architectural Competitions; High Line Rail Trestle Design Competition; New York, New York; by Philip Nobel; ill.; p. 146-148; Dec 04; LA

Lighting; The Snow Show Exhibition; —; Finland; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph.; p. 194-197; May 04; AR

Museum/Science, Technology; Phæno Science Center; Wolfsburg, Germany; by Rob Gregory; ph. sec. pl. ill.; p. 54-55; Jan 04; ARev

Theater; Guangzhou Opera House; Guangzhou, China; by Sam Lubell; ill.; p. 111; Mar 04; AR

Transit Station; High-Speed Train Station; Naples, Italy; by Anna Holtzman; ill.; p. 41; May 04; A

Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; CityLife Redevelopment; Milan, Italy; by Bay Brown; pl. ill.; p. 70; Dec 04; A

HAGAN, VICTORIA

Interior Design; Profile of Designer; by Leslie Banker; ph.; p. S46-S48; Dec 04; ID

HAGUIARA, CLAUDIA

Interior Design; Laundry Room; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 132; July 04; ID

HALPRIN, LAWRENCE

Landscape Restoration; Sigmund Stern Grove; Landscape Restoration; San Francisco, California; by Jennifer Dowdell; ph. ill.; p. 19-20; Nov 04; LA

Recreation/Park; Skyline Park; Renovation; Denver, Colorado; by Mary Voelz Chandler; ph. ill.; p. 80-94; Nov 04; LA

HALVORSEN DESIGN ASSOCIATES

Recreation/Park; Future Plans for Eastport Park; Boston, Massachusetts; by Jane Holtz Kay; ph.; p. 144, 142-143; Mar 04; LA

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

HALVORSEN DESIGN PARTNERSHIP

Recreation/Park; Eastport and Maritime Parks; South Boston, Massachusetts; by Marty Garlock; ph. pl.; p. 78-89; Oct 04; LA

HAMILTON & ANDERSON

Recreation/Park; Historic Belle Isle Master Plan; 2004 ASLA Award of Merit; Detroit, Michigan; by No author listed; ill.; p. 106-107; Sept 04; LA

HAMMEL, GREEN & ABRAMHAMSON

Office Building; General Mills World Headquarters; 2004 Business Week/Architectural Record Award Finalist; Golden Valley, Minnesota; by Jane F. Kelle andy Beaton; ph.; p. 114; Nov 04; AR

HAMZAH & YEANG

Office Building; Mutiares Mesiniaga Office Building; Penang, Malaysia; by Robert Powell; ph. sec. pl.; p. 68-70; May 04; ARev

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Boan Residential Development; Shenzhen, China; by Sam Lubell; ill.; p. 112; Mar 04; AR

HANDEL, GARY EDWARD

Apartment Building; 505 Greenwich; Loft-style condo building; New York, New York; by C. C. Sullivan; ill. sec.; p. 56; June 04; A

HANSEN & HENNEBERG

Museum; Danish Jewish Museum; Copenhagen, Denmark; by Nicholas Adams; ph. pl. elev.; p. 140-145; Oct 04; AR

HARB, JAMES

Residence; Apartment; Renovation; New York, New York; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 140-144; Sept 04; ID

HARDEL & LE BIHAN

Interior Design; Apartment Interior; Paris, France; by Christine Schwartz Hartley; ph. pl.; p. 134-141; Aug 04; ID

HARDISON, KOMATSU, IVELICH & TUCKER

Elderly Housing; Haight Street Church; Renovation; San Francisco, California; by Cheryl Weber; pl. elev.; p. 28; July 04; RA

HARDY, HOLZMAN & PFEIFFER

Performing Arts Center; Hippodrome Performing Arts Center; Baltimore, Maryland; by Larry Flynn; ph. pl. ill.; p. 30-38; Apr 04; BD&C

School/Intermediate/High School; Packer Collegiate Institute; Brooklyn Heights; New York; by Monica Patankar et al.; ph. sec.; p. 64-66; Aug 04; BD&C

HARGREAVES ASSOCIATES

Museum/Art; Art Museum; San Jose State University; P/A Citation; San Jose, California; by No author listed; pl. ill. dia.; p. 48-49; Jan 04; A

29
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

HARIRI & PONTARINI

Religious Building/Temple; Bahá’í Mother Temple; Santiago, Chile; by Deborah Snoonian; ph. ill.; p. 296-297; June 04; AR

Religious Building/Temple; Bahá’í Mother Temple; Santiago, Chile; by Bay Brown; ill. dia.; p. 35; July 04; A

Religious Building/Temple; Bahá’í Temple; Santiago, Chile; ill. m.; p. 66-68; Apr 04; A

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

HAUSSMANN & ALPHAND

City and Regional Planning; Bois de Boulogne Park; Reclamation; Paris, France; by Marilyn Clemens; ill. sec. pl.; p. 60-71; Feb 04; LA

HAWKS DESIGN

Plaza; Iowa City Pedestrian Mall; Iowa City, Iowa; by Frank Edgerton Martin; ph. pl.; p. 76-85; May 04; LA

HAYDEN, BULLIN & LARSON

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Mansions on Prairie Avenue; Chicago, Illinois; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 134-135; Aug 04; B

HAYES, SEAY, MATTNER & MATTNER

Museum/Natural History; Lighting the Hall of Mammals; National Museum of Natural History; Washington, District of Columbia; by Alice Liao; ph.; p. 276-278; Nov 04; AR

HCA DESIGN

Recreation; Kara Spa; Park Hyatt Los Angeles; Century City, California; by Deanna Kizis; ph.; p. 108-112; Oct 04; ID

HDR

Research Facility, Laboratory; U.S. FDA Regional Laboratory-Southwest; Irvine, California; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. pl. sec.; p. 48-55; Mar 04; A

HEATHERWICK, THOMAS

Art; Sitooterie Sculpture; Essex, England; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pers.; p. 18-19; Jan 04; A

Art; Sitooterie Sculpture; Essex, England; by Phyllis Richardson; ph.; p. 131-132; June 04; A

Bridge; Rolling Bridge; West London, England; by Peter Reina; ph.; p. 230-233; Dec 04; A

HECKER, ZVI

Government Building; Royal Dutch Military Police Academy; Amsterdam, Netherlands; by Abby Bussel; pl. m.; p. 32; Aug 04; A

HEERY INTERNATIONAL

University/Library; Jean Gray Hargrove Music Library; University of California Berkeley; Berkeley, California; by Sally B. Woodbridge; ph. pl. sec.; p. 74-83; Dec 04; A

HEINTZ, JUDITH

School/Private; Lycee Francais French School; New York, New York; by Sam Lubell; ph. pl. sec.; p. 132-135; Mar 04; AR

HEJDUK, JOHN

Cultural Center; Hejduk Towers; Galicia, Spain; by Ingrid Whitehead; ph.; p. 75-76; Jan 04; A

HELFRAND, MYERBERG & GUGGENHEIMER

Office Building/Interiors; Time Out New York Headquarters; New York, New York; by Craig Kellogg; ph. pl.; p. 222-227; May 04; ID

HARMON, FRANK

Studio; Iron Studio, Penland School of Crafts; 2004 Business Week/Architectural Record Award Finalist; Dearborn, Michigan; by Jane F. Kolleeny and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 146; Nov 04; AR

Recreation/Visitor Center; Ford Rouge Visitor Center; Building Team Merit Award; Dearborn, Michigan; by Gordon Wright; ph.; p. 48-50; June 04; BD&C

HARRISON & ELLIS

Industrial Building; Ford Rouge Center; 2004 Business Week/Architectural Record Award Finalist; Dearborn, Michigan; by Jane F. Kolleeny and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 146; Nov 04; AR

HARRISON & ROBERTS

Bathroom; Clink Street Apartment; London, England; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 196; July 04; AR

HARRISON, ABRAMOVITZ & HARRIS

Conference Center; Conference Center; Time & Life Building; New York, New York; by Kimberly Goad; ph.; p. S54-S58; Nov 04; ID

HART & HOWERTON

Plaza; 560 Mission Street Public Space; 2003 ASLA award winner; San Francisco, California; by Mark Hinshaw; ph. pl.; p. 76-83; Jan 04; LA

HARTMAN & COX

Memorial, Monument; National World War II Memorial; Washington, District of Columbia; by Michael Z. Wise; ph.; p. 95; May 04; A

Memorial, Monument; World War II Memorial; Washington, District of Columbia; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl. ill.; p. 108-117; July 04; LA

HARTUNG, A.

Religious Building/Church; St. Franziskus Catholic Church; Regensburg, Germany; by Christian Brensing; ph. pl. sec.; p. 86-87; Sept 04; A

HASCAP & LORENZINI

Bridge; Houghton Park Pedestrian Skyway; Corning, New York; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl.; p. 268-270; June 04; AR

HASHIMOTO, OSAMU

Restaurant; Megu Japanese Restaurant; New York, New York; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl.; p. 134-139; July 04; AR
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

HELFIN, MYERBERG & GUGGENHEIM (cont'd)
Office Building/Landscape; Automated Trading Desk Headquarters; Mount Pleasant, South Carolina; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl.; p. 166-173; Oct 04; LA
Office Building/Interiors; Time Out New York Headquarters; New York, New York; by Craig Kellogg; ph. pl.; p. 222-227; May 04; ID
Stormwater Management; Water Strategies; Automated Trading Desk Headquarters; Mount Pleasant, South Carolina; by W. Clint Riggsby; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 178-182; Oct 04; LA
University/Science Center; Swarthmore College Unified Science Center; Swarthmore, Pennsylvania; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl.; p. 198-203; Dec 04; AR

HELIN & COMPANY
Government Building; Parliamentary Annex; Helsinki, Finland; by Peter Davey; ph. axon. pl.; p. 70-75; Nov 04; AR
Library; Sello Concert Hall and Regional Library; Espoo, Finland; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. sec.; p. 46-51; Aug 04; AR

HELIOTROPE ARCHITECTS
Shelter; Board Shed; Seattle, Washington; by Meghan Drueding; ph. pl.; p. 96-97; Apr 04; RA

HELMUS, DUSTI
Lighting; Lighting the Max Ocio Commercial Center; Bilbao, Spain; by Leanne B. French; ph.; p. 181; Mar 04; AR

HELTZER, MICHAEL
Furniture, Furnishings; Titanium Collection Indoor-Outdoor Furniture; by Thomas Conners; ph.; p. 255-257; Oct 04; ID

HENNING, LARSENS & TEGENSTUE
University/Campus; Information Technology; University of Copenhagen; Copenhagen, Denmark; by Lars Bang Larsen; ph. pl. sec.; p. 66-71; May 04; A

HENRIQUEZ PARTNERS
Hospital; Children's Hospital and Ambulatory Care Building; British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada; by Rhys Phillips; ph. pl. sec.; p. 162-165; Oct 04; AR

HENSLEY, LAMKIN & RACHEL
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Alexan Lofts; Builder's Choice Award; Houston, Texas; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 180-181; Oct 04; B

HERBERT, LEWIS, KRUSE & BLUNCK
Bathroom; Logsdon Restroom; RA Bath Grand Award; Des Moines, Iowa; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl. iso.; p. 116-117; May 04; RA
Residence; Mankins-Kamp Residence; RA Renovation Grand Award; San Francisco, California; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 74-75; May 04; RA

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

HERZOG & DE MEURON
Art Gallery; Tate Modern Revisited; The Unilever Series; London, Southwark, England; by Rob Gregory; ph. ill.; p. 82-87; June 04; AR
Auditorium; HafenCity Concert Hall; Hamburg, Germany; by Layla Dawson; ph.; p. 78-79; Sept 04; AR
City and Regional Planning; Barcelona Model, Barcelona reinvention; Barcelona, Spain; by Andres Fernandez Rubio; ph. pl.; p. 50-57; Aug 04; A
Cultural Center; City of Flamenco Cultural Center; Jerez de la Frontera, Spain; by Julia Mandelli; pl. ill.; p. 36; July 04; A
Cultural Center; Flamenco Center; Jerez de la Frontera, Spain; by Carla Bertolucci; ph. pl. sec.; p. 80-81; June 04; AR
Plaza; Forum 2004 Building and Plaza; Barcelona, Spain; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 56-62; Sept 04; AR
Recreation/Sports Facility; 2008 Beijing Olympics Master Planning; Beijing, China; by Sara Hart; ph. ill. pl.; p. 100-105; Mar 04; AR
Store; Schaulager Art Store; Basel, Switzerland; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 70-73; Aug 04; AR

HERZOG & PARTNER
Bank; Volksbank; Mannheim, Germany; by Ian Phillips; ph.; p. 214-221; May 04; ID

HEWITT & WASHINGTON
Plaza; Piazza d'Italia; New Orleans, Louisiana; by Allen Freeman; ph.; p. 102-107; May 04; LA

HEZMALHALCH, WILLIAM
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Fiore at Turtle Ridge; Detached Community of the Year; Irvine, California; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 134; Feb 04; B
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Rose Walk Neighborhood; Turlock, California; by David Holzel; ph. pl.; p. 150; Jan 04; B

HIDEY, ROBERT
Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Courtyards at Market Street, Plan 2; Builder's Choice Award; Scottsdale, Arizona; by David Holzel; ph.; p. 206; Oct 04; B
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Courtyards at Market Street; 2004 Gold Nugget Award Winner; Scottsdale, Arizona; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 93-96; July 04; B
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Davidson at Santaluz; San Diego, California; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 95; Aug 04; B

HILL & GLAZIER
Recreation; Westin Kierland Resort & Spa; Scottsdale, Arizona; by Gordon Wright; ph.; p. 14-20; Sept 04; BD&C
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

HILLIER ARCHITECTURE
School; Abbe Science Center; Solebury School; New Hope, Pennsylvania; by Jane F. Kelleeney; ph. pl.; p. 140-142; Mar 04; AR

HILLMAN, JULIE
Residence; Apartment; Renovation; New York, New York; by Aric Chen; ph.; p. 126-133; Nov 04; ID

HISEL, DAN
Residence; Heavy/Light House; P/A Citation; Cadyville, New York; by No author listed; ill. sec. pers.; p. 46-47; Jan 04; A

HKS
Recreation/Sports Facility; American Airlines Center; Dallas, Texas; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. pl. sec.; p. 73-75; Feb 04; A

HKT ARCHITECTS
Government Building; City Hall Annex; BD&C Reconstruction & Renovation Grand Award; Cambridge, Massachusetts; by Gordon Wright; ph. pl.; p. 26-30; Oct 04; BD&C

HLW
Health Care, Health Center; Humanitarian City; Riyadh, Saudi Arabia; by Robert Cassidy; ph.; p. 12-19; Mar 04; BD&C

Office Building/Interiors; Electronic Arts Headquarters; Los Angeles, California; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 298-303; Oct 04; ID

HMG GROUP
School/High School; Central Los Angeles Area High School #9; Los Angeles, California; by Abby Busssel; ill.; p. 46; Sept 04; A

HNTB
Airport; Kansas City International Airport; Kansas City, Missouri; by Gordon Wright; ph. cost anal.; p. 32-37; Dec 04; BD&C

River, Waterway; Redevelopment of Menomonee River Valley; 2003 ASLA award winner; Milwaukee, Wisconsin; by David Boyd; ill. pers. ph. map; p. 54-61; Jan 04; LA

HOBSON & CROW
Residence; Metz-Fielding Building; Renovation; Austin, Texas; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 66-67; Aug 04; RA

HODDER ASSOCIATES
University/Master Plan; St. Catherine’s College; Oxford, England; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. elev. pers. m.; p. 74-79; Feb 04; ARev

HODGETTS, DONALD
Museum/Art; Miami Art Central; Miami, Florida; by Beth Dunlop; ph.; p. 66-68; Nov 04; ID

HOFEE & WYSOCKI
Government Building; EPA Region 7 Science & Technology Center; Kansas City, Kansas; by Gordon Wright; ph.; p. 34-38; Nov 04; BD&C

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

HOK
Conference Center; Conference Center; Time & Life Building; New York, New York; by Kimberly Goaad; ph.; p. S54-S58; Nov 04; ID

Health Care, Health Center; Christus Outpatient Pavilion; Beaumont, Texas; by Nancy Princenthal; ph.; p. S44-S50; Nov 04; ID

Health Care, Health Center; University Health Network/The Toronto Hospital New Clinical Services Building; 2004 Business Week/Architectural Record Award Finalist; Toronto, Canada; by Jane F. Kelleeney and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 142; Nov 04; AR

Interior Design; Profile of Firm; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. S8-S16; Nov 04; ID

Museum/Science, Technology; National Air and Space Museum Annex; Chantilly, Virginia; by Laura Fisher Kaiser; ph.; p. S62-S66; Nov 04; ID

Museum/Science, Technology; Smithsonian National Air and Space Museum; Chantilly, Virginia; by Gordon Wright; ph. pl. cost anal.; p. 44-50; Aug 04; BD&C

Office Building/Interiors; Human Rights Campaign Center; Washington, District of Columbia; by Andrea Codrington; ph.; p. 172-177; May 04; ID

Office Building/Interiors; Offices of Cisco Systems; London, England; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. S22-S28; Nov 04; ID

Office Building/Interiors; Offices of Game Show Network; Santa Monica, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. S34-S40; Nov 04; ID

Recreation/Sports Facility; Interview with Designers; JVC Center Stadium; Guadalajara, Mexico; by Judy Fayard; ph. ill.; p. 250-251; Oct 04; ID

Telecommunication; Nortel Networks Regional Headquarters; Santa Clara, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. S74-S80; Nov 04; ID

HOK PLANNING GROUP
City and Regional Planning; The Confluence: A Conservation, Heritage, and Recreation Corridor; AIA 2004 Urban Design Honor Award; St. Louis, Missouri; by Jane F. Kelleeney; map; p. 170; June 04; AR

River, Waterway; Forest Park; River des Peres replacement; St. Louis, Missouri; by George Hazeligg; ph. map; p. 108-117; Feb 04; LA

HOLABIRD & ROCHE
Recreation/Sports Facility; Soldier Field; Building Team Grand Award; Chicago, Illinois; by Renee Young; ph. ill.; p. 42-47; June 04; BD&C

Recreation/Sports Facility; Soldier Field; Renovation; Chicago, Illinois; by Joseph Giovannini; ph. pl. sec.; p. 114-121; May 04; AR

Recreation/Sports Facility; Soldier Field; Renovation; Critique; Chicago, Illinois; by Stanley Tigerman; ill.; p. 118; May 04; AR
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

HOLABIRD & ROOT

University/Student Center; McCormick Tribune Campus Center; Illinois Institute of Technology; Chicago, Illinois; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p. 122-129; May 04; AR

University/Student Center; State Street Village and McCormick Tribune Campus Center; Illinois Institute of Technology; Chicago, Illinois; by Cindy Coleman; ph.; p. 168-177; Jan 04; ID

HOLL, STEVEN

Architectural Competitions; High Line Rail Trestle Design Competition; New York, New York; by Philip Nobel; ill.; p. 146-148; Dec 04; LA

Housing; Looped Hybrid Housing; Mixed-use building complex; Beijing, China; by Sam Lubell; m.; p. 111; Mar 04; AR

Recreation/Visitor Center; Loisium Visitors’ Center, Langenlois, Austria; by Liane Lefaivre; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 114-119; July 04; AR

Residence; Swiss Ambassador Residence; Washington, District of Columbia; by Abby Bussel; pl. ill.; p. 42; May 04; A

University/Residential; Simmons Hall; Massachusetts Institute of Technology; Boston, Massachusetts; by Raymund Ryan; ph. sec. pl.; p. 36-41; Jan 04; AR

HOLLANDER, EDMUND D.

River, Waterway; Hudson River Park Model; Critique; New York, New York; by Alex Ulam; ph.; p. 162-164; Aug 04; LA

HONIGSTOCK, ELLEN

Store; Bisazza Tile Showroom; New York, New York; by John Peter Rudulski; ph.; p. 157-159; Feb 04; AR

HOPPET DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION

Kitchen; Morkill Kitchen; 2004 Watermark Grand Award; Gig Harbor, Washington; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 123; Apr 04; B

HORNERBERG & WORSTELL

Recreation; Marriott Desert Ridge Resort & Spa; Phoenix, Arizona; by Gordon Wright; ph.; p. 14-20; Sept 04; BD&C

HORTON, LEES & BROGDEN

Learning, Training Center; New York Tolerance Center; New York, New York; by Jane Margolies; ph.; p. 256-261; May 04; ID

HOTSON, DAVID

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; 497 Greenwich Street Lofts; New York, New York; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. det.; p. 198-203; Nov 04; AR

HOTTMANN, HERMANN

School; New Lorch School; Lorch, Germany; by Peter Blundell Jones; ph. pl. sec.; p. 38-43; Feb 04; AR

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

HOUSE & HOUSE

Bathroom; Bathroom Design; San Francisco, Near, California; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 28; Nov 04; RA

Kitchen; Kitchen Design; San Francisco, Near, California; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl. pers.; p. 26-27; Nov 04; RA

HOUSE & ROBERTSON

Office Building; Genzyme Center; Cambridge, Massachusetts; by Bay Brown and C. C. Sullivan; ph. sec. dia. pl. ill.; p. 58-67; Feb 04; A

Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Genzyme Building; Kendall Square, Cambridge, Massachusetts; by Nancy Levinson; ph. pl. ill.; p. 102-113; July 04; AR

HOUSING STUDIO

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Summit Roosevelt; Builder’s Choice Award; Washington, District of Columbia; by Shawn Kennedy; ph.; p. 208; Oct 04; B

HOWARD & ASSOCIATES

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Cedar Rose at Windingwalk; Chula Vista, California; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 103; Sept 04; B

HOWARTH, MAGGY

Art; Pebble Mosaics for Pathways; by Maggy Howarth; ph. ill. ref. pl.; p. 118-122; Dec 04; LA

HOLLOWAY, DAVID

Kitchen; Kitchen and Bath; Renovation; New York, New York; by Rebecca Flint Marx; ph.; p. S49-S50; Sept 04; ID

HRP LANDDESIGN

Residence; The Sycamores at Shady Canyon, Plan 3; Builder’s Choice Award; Irvine, California; by Zach Blattner; ph.; p. 218; Oct 04; B

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Sycamores at Shady Canyon; Irvine, California; by David Holzel; ph. pl.; p. 109-116; Sept 04; B

HU, LI

Architecture; Profile of Architect; by Randi Greenberg; sec. iso. ill. m.; p. 49; Mar 04; AR

HUANG, YAN

Architecture; Profile of Planner; 2008 Olympics; Beijing, China; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph.; p. 240; Mar 04; AR

HUBNER, FORSTER & HUBNER

Performing Arts Center; Theaterhaus Stuttgart; Stuttgart, Germany; by Peter Blundell Jones; ph. ill. pl. dia.; p. 60-64; June 04; AR

School; Steiner School; Kirchheim, Germany; by Peter Blundell Jones; ph. pl. sec.; p. 44-51; Feb 04; AR

www.archindex.com
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

HULBURD, HOLLY
Kitch en; Kitch en; Remodel; San Francisco, California; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 96-98; Jan 04; ID

HUMPHREYS & ASSOCIATES
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Grant Park Urban Renewal; Minneapolis, Minnesota; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 96; Aug 04; B

HUNTSMAN ARCHITECTURAL GROUP
Interior Design; Offices of Huntsman Architectural Group; San Francisco, California; by Andrew Blum; ph.; p. 340-344; June 04; AR
Office Building/Interiors; Redwood Trust Headquarters; Mill Valley, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; pl.; p. 204-209; July 04; ID

HUS
Office Building/Low Rise; Telenor Group Headquarters; Fornebu, Norway; by Gordon Wright; ph.; p. 26-28; Mar 04; BD&C
Office Building/Low Rise; Telenor Headquarters; AIA 2004 Honor Award; Oslo, Norway; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 157; June 04; AR

HUTKER, MARK
Kitchen; Kitchen and Bath; Renovation; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph.; pl.; p. 32-33; July 04; RA

IA INTERIOR ARCHITECTS
Lighting; 10 and 30 South Wacker Drive; Chicago, Illinois; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph.; p. 203; Aug 04; AR

IBARRA & ROSANO
Kitchen; Downing Family Kitchen; Tucson, Arizona; by Claudia La Rocco; ph.; p. 198; July 04; AR

IBI GROUP
Hospital; Children’s Hospital and Ambulatory Care Building; British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada; by Rhys Phillips; ph. pl. sec.; p. 162-165; Oct 04; AR

IKEDA, MASAHIRO
Museum/Natural History; Matsunoyama Natural History Museum; Niigata Prefecture, Matsunoyama, Japan; by Veronica Pease; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 40-45; Aug 04; ARev

ILLUMINART
Lighting; 10 and 30 South Wacker Drive; Chicago, Illinois; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph.; p. 203; Aug 04; AR

INDIGO ART
Film/Television Studio; BBC Studios; London, England; by Shan Kelly; ph.; p. 198-200; May 04; ID

INGBERG, HAL
Garden; Coloured Reflections Exhibit; the International Garden Festival; Quebec, Grand Metis, Canada; ph.; p. 98; Aug 04; ARev

INSALL, DONALD
Recreation; Bath Spa; Bath, England; by Hugh Pearman; pl. sec. det.; p. 116-121; Feb 04; AR

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

INSIDE
Recreation; Ogeechee Clubhouse; Builder’s Choice Award; Richmond Hill, Georgia; by David Holzel; ph.; p. 216; Oct 04; B

INSIDE/OUTSIDE
Garden; Gardens of Porta Nuova; Milan, Italy; by Bay Brown; pl. sec.; p. 34; July 04; A
Library; Seattle Central Library; Seattle, Washington; by Sheri Olson; pl. pl. sec.; p. 88-101; July 04; AR

INSIGHT WEST
Religious Building/Ceremonial Building; Cahuilla Indian Ceremonial Building; Palm Springs, California; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 276-283; Oct 04; ID

INTERACTIVE DESIGN
Religious Building/Ceremonial Building; Cahuilla Indian Ceremonial Building; Palm Springs, California; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 276-283; Oct 04; ID

INTERIOR DESIGN
Residence; Hartmann Residence; RA Grand Award; Fairfield, Connecticut; by Cheryl Weber; ph.; pl. p. 62-63; May 04; RA

INTERIOR ELEMENTS
Health Care, Health Center; Valley View Medical Center; Cedar City, Utah; by Larry Flynn; ph. table pl. dia.; p. 28-37; Feb 04; BD&C

INTERIORS BY ANGIE
Kitchen; Windsor Model Kitchen; 2004 Watermark Merit Award; Oklahoma City, Oklahoma; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 130; Apr 04; B

INTERLOOP A/D
Garden; Nasher Sculpture Center; Dallas, Texas; by David Dillon; ph. sec. pl.; p. 84-91; Mar 04; LA
Museum/Art; Nasher Sculpture Center; Dallas, Texas; by Peter Buchanen; ph. sec. pl.; p. 46-53; June 04; ARev

INTERNATIONAL DESIGN
Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Marketing, Sales; Sales Center; BellaMare; William’s Island, Florida; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 83; Mar 04; B

INTRA MURIOS
Office Building/Interiors; Offices of Intra Muros Architecture; Paris, France; by Ian Phillips; ph. pl.; p. 312-317; Oct 04; ID

INVISIBLE LIGHT STUDIO
Office Building/Interiors; Offices of Wellspring Capital Management; New York, New York; by Sheila Kim; ph.; p. 186-188; May 04; ID
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

ISHIMOTO ARCHITECTURAL
Recreation/Sports Facility; Ehime Prefec-
tural Budokan; 2004 Business Week/Architec-
tural Record Award Winner; Ehime
Prefecture, Matsuyama City, Japan; by Jane
F. Kolleeny and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 132;
Nov 04; AR

ISOZAKI, ARATA
University/Science Center; Liberal Arts and
Science College; Doha, Qatar; by Naomi
Pollock; ph. pl. sec.; p. 174-183; Nov 04; AR

ISTANBULLU, ALEKS
Library; Westchester-Loyola Village Branch
Library; Los Angeles, California; by Jamie
Reynolds; ph. pl. sec.; p. 70-75; Apr 04; A

IVERSION ASSOCIATES
Residential Development, Speculative
Housing; Foxhall Rowhomes; Orenco Sta-
tion, Oregon; by David Holzel; ph. pl.; p. 148;
Jan 04; B

IVES & RYAN
Residential Development, Speculative
Housing; Clublands Antioch Clubhouse
Community; Antioch, Illinois; by Kathleen
Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 96; Dec 04; B

IVES GROUP
Transit Station; World Trade Center Tempo-
rary PATH Station; New York, New York; by
Abby Bussel; ph. sec.; p. 52-57; Feb 04; A

JACOBS & RYAN
Residential Development, Speculative
Housing; Fort Sheridan Redevelopment;
Fort Sheridan, Illinois; by Mary Kay Wilcox;
ph. pl.; p. 92-99; Jan 04; LA

JACOBSEN, ARNE
Residence; House of the Future; Copenha-
gen, Denmark; by Meghan Drueding; ill.; p.
129; July 04; RA

University/Master Plan; St. Catherine’s Col-
lege; Oxford, England; by Rob Gregory; ph.
pl. elev. pers. m.; p. 74-79; Feb 04; ARev

JAHN, HELMUT
Office Building/High Rise; Deutsche Post
Building; Profile of Architect; ___; Germany;
by James S. Russell; ph.; p. 96-102; May 04;
AR

JAKLITSCH, STEPHAN
Interior Design; Interview with Designer; by
Sheila Kim; ph.; p. 126-127; Apr 04; ID

JANNEY, CHRISTOPHER
Art; Interview with Architect; by Jane F.
Kolleeny; ph.; p. 408; June 04; AR

JANTZEN, CHRISTOF
Residence; Tree House Treetop Pavilion; by
Meghan Drueding; ph. ill. sec.; p. 32; Apr 04;
RA

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

JASMAX
Transit Station; Britomart Transport Center;
2004 Business Week/Architectural Record
Award Winner; Auckland, New Zealand; by
Jane F. Kolleeny and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p.
131; Nov 04; AR

JBE ENGINEERING
Office Building/Interiors; Offices of Storck
Candy; Chicago, Illinois; by Cindy Coleman;
ph.; p. 194-196; May 04; ID

JBZ
Residential Development, Speculative
Housing; Marisol Community; San Bruno,
California; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 87;
Nov 04; B

Residential Development, Speculative
Housing; Ziani Development; Newport
Coast, California; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.
pl.; p. 148; Sept 04; B

JENCKS, CHARLES
Landscape Architecture; Garden Art; Inter-
preting nature and the cosmos; by Charles
Jencks; ph. ill. pl.; p. 66-71; Jan 04; ARev

JENSEN & MACY
Office Building/Interiors; Cahan & Associ-
atites Headquarters; San Francisco, Califor-
nia; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 228-233; May
04; ID

University/Arts Center; Graduate Center;
California College of the Arts; San Fran-
cisco, California; by John A. Loomis; ph.
onx. pl.; p. 128-133; Aug 04; AR

JERDE PARTNERSHIP
Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Hangzhou
Lakeshore Development; Hangzhou, China;
by Sam Lubell; ill.; p. 112; Mar 04; AR

JIMENEZ, CARLOS
Residence; Crowley House; Marfa, Texas; by
Michael Benedikt; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.
146-151; Apr 04; AR

University/Landscape; Butler Family Memo-
rial Garden; DePauw University;
Greencastle, Indiana; by Nancy Bowen; ph.
pl.; p. 128-130; Nov 04; LA

JOHN WIELAND HOMES
Residential Development, Speculative
Housing; Providence Gated Community;
Mableton, Georgia; by Pat Curry; ph. pl.; p.
118; June 04; B

JOHNSON & FAIN
City and Regional Planning; Mission Bay Re-
development Plan; AIA 2004 Urban Design
Honor Award; San Francisco, California; by
Jane F. Kolleeny; ill. m.; p. 168; June 04; AR

JOHNSON & SCHWINGHAMMER
Health Care, Health Center; Dentist Office;
New York, New York; by Eva Hagberg; ph.;
p. 88-90; Nov 04; ID

Showroom; Blackman New York Plumbing
Showroom; by Craig Kellogg; ph. pl.; p.
117-120; Oct 04; ID
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

JOHNSON & SCHWINGHAMMER (cont'd)
Store/Clothing; Bergdorf Goodman Store; Renovation; New York, New York; ph.; p. 228-235; Sept 04; ID

JOHNSON, PHILIP
Garden; Rooftless Church Spiritual Gardens; New Harmony, Indiana; by Christine Gorb; ph.; p. 36-44; June 04; LA

JOHNSTON DESIGN GROUP
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Oakhurst Development; Homeplex condominiums; Greenville, South Carolina; by Matthew Power; ph.; p. 65-66; Sept 04; B

JOINER, ERICH
Office Building/Interiors; Tool Commercial-Production Site; Los Angeles, California; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 146-151; Feb 04; ID

JONES & JONES
Architectural Competitions; New Visions for Seattle's Waterfront; Seattle, Washington; by Brice Maryman and Catherine Maggio; ill. pl. ph.; p. 64-75; Aug 04; LA

Recreation/Visitor Center; Cedar River Watershed Education Center; 2004 ASLA Award of Merit; Cedar Falls, Washington; by No author listed; ph.; p. 101-102; Sept 04; LA

JONES STUDIO
University/Performing Arts Center; Performing Arts Center; South Mountain Community College; Phoenix, Arizona; by Abby Bussel; ph. iso. pl. det.; p. 71-74; Oct 04; A

JONES, FAY
Architecture; Remembering Fay Jones; by Dale Mulfinger; ph.; p. 33-34; Nov 04; RA

JONES, RANDALL
Residence; Gibeson House; Surry Hills, Australia; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 100-103; Oct 04; RA

JONKHANS, NIELS
Museum/Art; Kunsthau Museum; Graz, Austria; by Liane Lefaivre; ph. pl. sec.; p. 92-99; Jan 04; AR

JORDAN & HONEYMAN
Residence; Private Residence; Builder's Choice Award; Washington, District of Columbia; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 196; Oct 04; B

JOSELEVICH, IRENE
Recreation/Park; Micaela Bastidas Park and Waterfront Redevelopment; Buenos Aires, Argentina; by Jimena Martignon and Alan Gray; ph. pl. ill.; p. 36-43; Apr 04; LA

JOSEPH, WENDY EVANS
University/Landscape; Landscapes of Rockefeller University; New York, New York; by Brenda J. Brown; ph. pl. ill. ref.; p. 102-113; June 04; LA

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

JOUIIN, PATRICK
Restaurant; Chlosterli and Spoon des Neiges Restaurants; Gstaad, Switzerland; by Philip Jodidio; ph. pl.; p. 140-143; July 04; AR

JUDD, DONALD
Art; Donald Judd Exhibit; Tate Modern; London, England; by Rob Gregory; ph.; p. 26-27; Mar 04; AREv

JUNG & BRANEN
Office Building/High Rise; State Street Financial Center; Boston, Massachusetts; by Gordon Wright; ph.; p. 18-24; May 04; BD&C

JUUL-HANSEN, THOMAS
Office Building/Interiors; David Yurman Headquarters and Showroom; New York, New York; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 190-197; Sept 04; ID

KAJIMA ASSOCIATES
Recreation; Kara Spa; Park Hyatt Los Angeles; Century City, California; by Deanna Kizis; ph.; p. 106-112; Oct 04; ID

Restaurant; Megu Japanese Restaurant; New York, New York; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl.; p. 134-139; July 04; AR

KALE, ANN
Bathroom; Bathroom Design; New York, New York; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 38; Apr 04; RA

Kitchen; Kitchen Design; New York, New York; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 36-37; Apr 04; RA

KALINOSKY LANDSCAPING
Residence; Waverly House; RA Renovation Merit Award; Waver, Pennsylvania; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 79; May 04; RA

KALLMORGEN, WERNER
Auditorium; HafenCity Concert Hall; Hamburg, Germany; by Layla Dawson; ph.; p. 78-79; Sept 04; AREv

KANEBAKO
Arts Center; Aomori Contemporary Art Center; Aomori, Japan; by Naomi R. Pollock; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 124-131; Oct 04; AR

KAPLAN, MCLAUGHLIN & DIAZ
Office Building; Jie Daily News and Media Group Office Building; Shanghai, China; by Deborah Snoonian; ill. m.; p. 167; Mar 04; AR

KAPOOR, ANISH
Recreation/Park; Lakefront Millennium Park; Chicago, Illinois; by Edward Keegan; ph.; p. 59-61; Dec 04; A

Recreation/Park; Millennium Park Takes Shape; Chicago, Illinois; by Blair Kamin; ph. m. pl.; p. 61-64; May 04; AR

KAPPE, RAY
Architecture; Profile of Architect; RA Leadership Award; by S. Claire Conroy; ph. pers.; p. 60-63; June 04; RA
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

KARLSBERGER ASSOCIATES
Hospital; Children’s Hospital and Ambulatory Care Building; British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada; by Rhys Phillips; ph. pl. sec.; p. 162-165; Oct 04; AR

KASKEY, RAYMOND
Memorial, Monument; National World War II Memorial; Washington, District of Columbia; by Michael Z. Wise; ph.; p. 95; May 04; A

KD DESIGN
Bathroom; Tudor Bath; 2004 Watermark Merit Award; Denver, Colorado; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 135; Apr 04; B

KEENEN & RILEY
Airplane; Gulfstream V Interior Design; by Stephen Milloti; ph.; p. 76-80; Mar 04; ID

KELLER, DALE
Hotel; Grand Hotel La Florida; Barcelona, Spain; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 182-188; June 04; ID

KENDALL & HEATON
Plaza; 560 Mission Street Public Space; 2003 ASLA award winner; San Francisco, California; by Mark Hinshaw; ph. pl.; p. 76-83; Jan 04; LA

KENNEDY, JEFF
Museum/Natural History; Museum of the Earth; Ithaca, New York; by James S. Russell; ph. pl. sec. dia.; p. 112-117; Jan 04; AR

KENNERLY & STRONG
Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Guerrero Street Mixed-Use Development; Home of the Year Award; San Francisco, California; by Abby Bussel; ph. pl. sec.; p. 56-59; Nov 04; A

KERE, DIEBEDO FRANCIS
School/Elementary; Gando Primary School; 2004 Aga Khan Award; Gando, Burkina Faso; by Sam Lubell and James Murdock; ph.; p. 95; Dec 04; AR

KERN, MAXIMILIAN G.
River, Waterway; Forest Park; River des Peres replacement; St. Louis, Missouri; by George Hazelrigg; ph. map; p. 108-117; Feb 04; LA

KESWICK, MAGGIE
Landscape Architecture; Garden Art; Interpreting nature and the cosmos; by Charles Jencks; ph. ill. pl.; p. 68-71; Jan 04; AR

KHALILI, NADER
Shelter; Sandbag Shelter Prototypes; 2004 Aga Khan Award; by Sam Lubell and James Murdock; ph.; p. 102; Dec 04; AR

KHRAS ARKITEKTER
Residence; Guest Cottage; Jutland, Denmark; by Henry Miles; ph. pl. sec.; p. 94-97; June 04; AR

KIEFER, GABI
Industrial Building; Trumpf Distribution and Service Center; Stuttgart, Germany; by Christian Brensing; ph. sec. pl.; p. 64-67; Mar 04; AR

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

KIERAN & TIMBERLAKE
University/Engineering Building; School of Engineering and Applied Science; University of Pennsylvania; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; by Joseph Dennis Kelly II; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 68-75; Sept 04; A

KIERKEGAARD, SVEND
University/Campus; Information Technology; University of Copenhagen; Copenhagen, Denmark; by Lars Bang Larsen; ph. pl. sec.; p. 66-71; May 04; A

KILEY, DAN
Landscape Architecture; Remembrances of Designer; by Allen Freeman et al.; ph.; p. 116-125; May 04; LA

Recreation/Park; Demise of Kiley-Wolf Park; Tampa, Florida; by George Hazelrigg; ph. m.; p. 104-113; Apr 04; LA

University/Landscape; Landscapes of Rockefeller University; New York, New York; by Brenda J. Brown; ph. pl. ill. ref.; p. 102-113; June 04; LA

KINCAID & BRYANT
Housing; Bayview Village Plan; Bayview, Virginia; by Abby Bussel; ph. pl. elev.; p. 60-67; Sept 04; A

KING & ROSELLI
Hotel; Es Hotel; Rome, Italy; by Mary Godwin; ph. pl. sec.; p. 72-75; Jan 04; ARev

KIRCHBERG
Night Club; Microsoft Video Game Lounges; ——, Germany; by Ian Phillips; ph.; p. 94-96; May 04; ID

KIRKEGAARD & ASSOCIATES
Convention Center; DeVos Place; Grand Rapids, Michigan; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. sec.; p. 68-69; Mar 04; A

KLAJ & JUBA
Recreation; Bathhouse Spa; Las Vegas, Nevada; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 67-69; Oct 04; A

KLC CONSULTING
Residence; Vista House; Kent, Dungeness, England; by Lucy Bullivant; ph.; p. 218-222; Oct 04; AR

KLEIN & DYTHAM
Religious Building/Chapel; Leaf Wedding Chapel; Yamanashi Prefecture, Kobuchizawa, Japan; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 50-51; Sept 04; ARev

Wall; Living Work of Art; Green wall; Tokyo, Japan; by Catherine Slessor; ph.; p. 98; Sept 04; ARev

KLIASS, ROSA
Landscape Restoration; Landscape Restoration in Brazil; Belem, Brazil; by Jimena Martignoni; ph. pl.; p. 158-165; Oct 04; LA
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

KLIMENT & HALSBAND

Government Building; Dan M. Russell, Jr. U.S. Courthouse; Gulfport, Mississippi; by Larry Flynn; ph. sec. pl.; p. 26-33; May 04; BD&C

KODAMA & DISENO

Elderly Housing; Kokoro Assisted Living Center; Builder’s Choice Award; San Francisco, California; by David Holzel; ph.; p. 174-175; Oct 04; B

KOGAN, MARCI

Residence; Du Plessis House; Paraty, Brazil; by Sarah Amelar; ph. pl.; p. 140-145; Apr 04; AR

KOHN, PEDERSEN & FOX

Museum/Art; Mori Art Museum; Tokyo, Japan; by Raymund Ryan; ph. pl. sec.; p. 77-79; June 04; ARev

Office Building/High Rise; ZhongGuanCun West Office Complex; Beijing, China; by Sam Lubell; ill.; p. 110; Mar 04; AR

KOLKAN & MACDONALD

Exhibition, Exhibit; Apartment Tower Exhibit; 9th International Architecture Biennale; Venice, Italy; by Robert Ivy; ph. m.; p. 102-103; Nov 04; AR

KOLKER, KOLKER & EPSTEIN

Government Building; Israeli Foreign Ministry; Jerusalem, Israel; by Jane F. Kolleeny and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 139; Nov 04; AR

KONDYLIS DESIGN

Mobile Home; Airstream Trailer Customization; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 64-66; Aug 04; ID

KONIGS ARCHITEKTEN

Religious Building/Church; St. Franziskus Catholic Church; Regensburg, Germany; by Christian Brensing; ph. pl. sec.; p. 86-87; Sept 04; ARev

KONING & EIZENBERG

Apartment Building; Harold Way Apartments; RA Merit Award; Hollywood, California; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 111; May 04; RA

Architecture; Profile of Firm; RA Leadership Award; by Cheryl Weber; ph. ill.; p. 66-71; June 04; RA

Residence; Eleventh Street Residence; RA Merit Award; Santa Monica, California; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 65; May 04; RA

KONYK ARCHITECTURE

Store; Malin & Goetz Store; New York, New York; by Main Beautyman; ph.; p. 92-94; Sept 04; ID

KOOLHAAS, REM

Architecture; View from Chicago; Millennium Park and Soldier Field; Chicago, Illinois; by Michael Webb; ph.; p. 38-39; Nov 04; ARev

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

KOONCE, PFEFFER & BETTIS

Community Center; British Petroleum Energy Center; Anchorage, Alaska; by Brian Carter; ph. pl. sec.; p. 76-79; Apr 04; ARev

KOSTOW & GREENWOOD

Office Building/Interiors; Time Warner Headquarters; New York, New York; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 234-247; May 04; ID

KPFF CONSULTING ENGINEERS

Museum/Art; St. Louis Contemporary Art Museum; St. Louis, Missouri; by James S. Russell; ph. pl. dia.; p. 124-129; Jan 04; AR

University/Residential; Village at Centennial Square; RA Campus Housing Merit Award; San Francisco, California; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. m.; p. 123; May 04; RA

KRAPP, HERBERT J.

Theater; Biltmore Theater Restoration; BD&C

KRAMER, STEVEN

Residence; Apartment; Renovation; New York, New York; by Mary Beth Duerh; ph.; p. 152-159; Sept 04; ID

KRIEGER, CHAN

Bridge; Central Street Bridge; Worcester, Massachusetts; by Nick Olsen; ph. elev.; p. 262-263; June 04; AR

KRITTENBRINK ARCHITECTURE

Bathroom; Bathroom Remodel; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 56; June 04; RA

KRUECK & SEXTON

Office Building; Shure Headquarters; Addition; Niles, Illinois; by Sam Lubell; ill.; p. 94; May 04; AR

KUDELA & WEINHEIMER

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Alexan Lofts; Builder’s Choice Award; Houston, Texas; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 180-181; Oct 04; B

KUGLER & TILLOTSON

Library; Seattle Central Library; Seattle, Washington; by Lawrence W. Cheek; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 40-47; July 04; A

Religious Building/Temple; East End Temple; New York, New York; by Fred Bernstein; ph.; p. 52-57; Dec 04; ID

KULCZYNSKI ARCHITECTS

Cultural Center; Fabryka Trzciny Art Center; Warsaw, Poland; by Sam Lubell; ph. pl.; p. 142-147; Sept 04; AR

KUMA, KENGO

Arts Center; Mori Arts Center; Tokyo, Japan; by Larry Flynn; ph. pl. sec.; p. 42-45; Mar 04; BD&C

Restaurant; Soba Restaurant; Togakushi Shrine; Nagano, Japan; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 148-150; July 04; AR
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

KUMA, KENGO (cont'd)
Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; LVMH Headquarters: Tokyo, Japan; ph. pl. sec.; p. 71-73; May 04; ARev

KURYU, AKIRA
Memorial, Monument; Nagasaki National Peace Memorial; Nagasaki, Japan; by Alice Lai; ph.; p. 196-198; Mar 04; AR

KUWABARA, PAYNE, MCKENNA & BLUMBERG
Residence; Ravine House: Home of the Year Award; Ontario, Rosedale, Canada; by Beth Kapusta; ph. pl. det.; p. 44-47; Nov 04; A

University/Classroom; James Stewart Center for Mathematics; McMaster University; Ontario, Hamilton, Canada; by Barbara Dixon; ph. pl.; p. 148-152; Sept 04; AR

University/Science Center; HP Science and Technology Centre; Centennial College; Ontario, Scarborough, Canada; by Brian Carter; ph.; p. 72-76; Oct 04; AR

KYMMELL, WILLEM
Residence; New American Home 2004; Las Vegas, Nevada; by Rich Binsacca; ph. pl.; p. 157-186; Jan 04; B

LA BICHE ARCHITECTURAL GROUP
Health Care, Health Center; Christus Outpatient Pavilion; Beaumont, Texas; by Nancy Princenthal; ph.; p. S44-S50; Nov 04; ID

LADD, THORNTON
Studio; Hilltop Studio: Renovation; Pasadena, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 64-66; Jan 04; ID

LAGRANGE, LUCIEN
Hotel; Hard Rock Hotel; Chicago, Illinois; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph. pl.; p. 140-143; Aug 04; AR

LAKE & FLATO
Architecture; Lake & Flato; AIA 2004 Architecture Firm Honor Award; San Antonio, Texas; by David Dillon; ph. chart; p. 176-181; June 04; AR

Library; The Carver Academy and Cultural Civic Center; HUD Community by Design award; San Antonio, Texas; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 171; July 04; AR

Residence; Creekside Residence: Home of the Year Award; Houston, Texas; by Bay Brown; ph. pl.; p. 62; Nov 04; A

Residence; Lake Austin Residence; RA Project of the Year; Austin, Texas; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 56-59; May 04; RA

LAM PARTNERS
Convention Center; David L. Lawrence Convention Center; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; by Deborah Snoonian; ph. pl. sec.; p. 154-159; May 04; AR

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

LAMB, THOMAS
Performing Arts Center; Hippodrome Performing Arts Center; Baltimore, Maryland; by Larry Flynn; ph. pl. ill.; p. 30-38; Apr 04; BD&C

LAND CONCERN
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Davidson at Santaluz; San Diego, California; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 95; Aug 04; B

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Fiore at Turtle Ridge; Detached Community of the Year; Irvine, California; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 134; Feb 04; B

LAND IN SIGHT
Hospital; Provincial Hospital Graz-West; Graz, Austria; by Liane Lefaivre; ph. pl. elev.; p. 166-171; Oct 04; AR

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS LTD.
Recreation/Visitor Center; Cedar River Watershed Education Center; 2004 ASLA Award of Merit; Cedar Falls, Washington; by No author listed; ph.; p. 101-102; Sept 04; LA

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE, LLC
River, Waterway; West Harlem Master Plan and Waterfront Park; 2004 ASLA Award of Merit; New York, New York; by No author listed; ph. ill.; p. 106; Sept 04; LA

LAQUATRA BONASSI ASSOCIATES
Housing; Oak Hill Project; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; by Cheryl Weber; ph. map; p. 62-70; Jan 04; RA

Housing; Park Duvalle Project; Louisville, Kentucky; by Cheryl Weber; ph. map; p. 62-70; Jan 04; RA

LAREDO, PATRICIA LEAL
Exhibition, Exhibit; Swiss Pavilion for ARCO International Art Fair; ar+d honorable mention project; Madrid, Spain; by Peter Davey; ph. pl. sec.; p. 82; Dec 04; ARev

LARSON, PETER B.
Library; Southfield Public Library; Building Team Grand Award; Southfield, Michigan; by Matthew Phair; ph. pl. cost anal.; p. 26-33; June 04; BD&C

LASSIG, PETER
Landscape Architecture; Landscapes of Salt Lake City; LDS Convention Center, 2003 ASLA award winner; Salt Lake City, Utah; by Kim Sorvig; ph. pl. map ill. ref.; p. 96-107; July 04; LA

LAUTNER, JOHN
Residence; Arango House; Acapulco, Mexico; by Meghan Drueing; ph.; p. 96; Nov 04; RA

LE CORBUSIER
Architectural Education; The Real World; Theory vs. practice; by Peter Wheelwright; ph.; p. 56-57; May 04; JAE

LE THIERRY D'ENNEQUIN, BENOIT
Art; Olympics Landmark; Paris, France; by Catherine Slessor; ph.; p. 98; Nov 04; ARev
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

LEBLANC, KEITH
Residence; Truro Residence; Truro, Massachusetts; by Heather Hammatt; ph. pl.; p. 36-42; Nov 04; LA

LEDGETT, LEE
Art; Sydney and Walda Bestoff Sculpture Garden; New Orleans, Louisiana; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl.; p. 92-99; Mar 04; LA

LEDDY, MAYTUM & STACY
Apartment Building; Plaza Apartments; San Francisco, California; by Abby Bussel; pl. ill.; p. 35; Nov 04; A

LEE & LIU
Convention Center; Washington Convention Center; Washington, District of Columbia; by Sara Hart; pl. sec.; p. 148-153; May 04; AR
Garden; Korean Embassy Garden; Washington, District of Columbia; by Allen Freeman; ph. sec. ill.; p. 36-44; July 04; LA

LEE, C.Y.
Office Building/High Rise; Taipei 101; World's tallest building; Taipei, Taiwan; by David Barista; ph. pl. elev. sec. det.; p. 21-25; Mar 04; BD&C

LEHRER ARCHITECTS
Community Center; James M. Wood Community Center; 2004 Business Week/Architectural Record Award Winner; Los Angeles, California; by Jane F. Kolleeny and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 134; Nov 04; AR
Housing; North Towers-on-the-Court; Multifamily housing award winner; West Hollywood, California; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 170; July 04; AR
Housing; Norton Towers-on-the-Court; Prototype for attached housing; West Hollywood, California; by Matthew Power; ph. ill.; p. 57-58; June 04; B
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Norton Towers-on-the-Court; RA Multifamily Merit Award; West Hollywood, California; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 91; May 04; RA

LEHRER, MIA
Apartment Building; Metro 417; Los Angeles, California; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. ill.; p. 26-28; June 04; RA
Community Center; James M. Wood Community Center; 2004 Business Week/Architectural Record Award Winner; Los Angeles, California; by Jane F. Kolleeny and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 134; Nov 04; AR
Plaza; California EPA Headquarters Plaza; Sacramento, California; by Mark Hinshaw; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 114-119; Apr 04; LA
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Norton Towers-on-the-Court; RA Multifamily Merit Award; West Hollywood, California; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 91; May 04; RA

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

LEIGH & ORANGE
University/Media Center; Creative Media Center; City University of Hong Kong; Hong Kong, China; by Bay Brown; elev. sec.; p. 70; Dec 04; A

LEMESSURIER CONSULTANTS
University/Performing Arts Center; Tuft Performance and Production Center; Emerson College; Building Team Grand Award; Boston, Massachusetts; by Larry Flynn; flynn; p. 16-25; June 04; BD&C

LEONHARDT & ANDRA
University/Library; Library; Otto von Guericke University, Magdeburg, Germany; by Christian Brensing; ph. pl. sec. dia.; p. 62-67; Feb 04; AReV

LENNER, RALPH
City and Regional Planning; Strategic Open Space/Public Realm Improvement Strategy for Lower Manhattan; PA Citation; New York, New York; by No author listed; ill. map; p. 56-57; Jan 04; A

LESSARD ARCHITECTURAL GROUP
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Kensington Square Development; Fairfax, Virginia; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 88; Nov 04; B

LETT & SMITH
Theater; Shaw Festival Theatre Production Centre; Niagara-on-the-Lake, Canada; by No author listed; ph. pl. sec.; p. 62-66; Oct 04; AReV

LEVEN & BETTS
Store; Sublime American Design Furniture Store; New York, New York; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph.; p. 160-161; Feb 04; AR

LEVI, JONATHAN
University/Residential; 29 Garden Street; Harvard Graduate Housing; Cambridge, Massachusetts; by Nancy Levinson; ph. pl.; p. 166-191; Dec 04; AR

LEWI3, JOHN
Store; Mikimoto Jewelry Store; Los Angeles, California; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 170-177; Apr 04; ID

LEWIS, TSURUMAKI & LEWIS
Exhibition, Exhibit; Parking Garage Exhibit; 9th International Architecture Biennale; Venice, Italy; by Robert Ivy; ph.; p. 94-95; Nov 04; AR
Restaurant; IniAni Coffee Shop; New York, New York; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. ill.; p. 118-121; Sept 04; AR

LEYVA, ISMAEL
Apartment Building; Astor Place; Interview with architect; New York, New York; by Fred Bernstein; ph. pl. m.; p. 170-172; Sept 04; ID

LIBESKIND, DANIEL
Museum; Danish Jewish Museum; Copenhagen, Denmark; by Nicholas Adams; ph. pl. elev.; p. 140-145; Oct 04; AR
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

LIBESKIND, DANIEL (cont’d)
University/Media Center; Creative Media Center; City University of Hong Kong; Hong Kong, China; by Bay Brown; elev. sec.; p. 70; Dec 04; A

Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; CityLife Redevelopment; Milan, Italy; by Bay Brown; pl. ill.; p. 70; Dec 04; A

LIFESCAPES INTERNATIONAL
Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Spec Residence; Builder Magazine 2004 Show Home; Las Vegas, Nevada; by Kathleen Stanley and Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 202-246; Jan 04; B

LIGHTDESIGN
Lighting; Cad Center; Tokyo, Japan; by Leanne B. French; ph.; p. 204-206; Aug 04; AR

LIGHTING PLANNERS ASSOCIATES
Memorial, Monument; Nagasaki National Peace Memorial; Nagasaki, Japan; by Alice Lai; ph.; p. 196-198; Mar 04; AR

LIN, MAYA
Industrial Building; Greyston Bakery; Yonkers, New York; by Larry Flynn and Gordon Wright; ph.; p. S17; July 04; BD&C

Religious Building/Chapel; Riggio-Lynch Nondenominational Chapel; Clinton, Tennessee; by Alan G. Brake; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 52-59; Oct 04; A

LIND ASSOCIATES
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Monterra at Rancho Etwanda; Rancho Cucamonga, California; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 120; Mar 04; B

LINDEY, STANLEY D.
Bank; Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta; Atlanta, Georgia; by Gordon Wright; ph. cost anal.; p. 14-18; Feb 04; BD&C

LING, DAVID
Store/Clothing; Spazio A Boutique; Florence, Italy; by Sheila Kim; ph.; p. 76-78; Apr 04; ID

LITZENBURGER LANDSCAPE
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Bay Street Cottages; Builder’s Choice Award; Harbor Springs, Michigan; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 156-157; Oct 04; B

Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Mossburg Building; Builder’s Choice Award; Harbor Springs, Michigan; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 202; Oct 04; B

LIU, JIAKUN
Museum/Art; Luyuyuan Stone Sculpture Museum; Sichuan Province, Xinin, China; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 86-89; Mar 04; AR

LLAMATA & BERTHIER
Residence; Bernar Venet Residence; Interiors; Artist’s home; Paris, France; by Ian Phillips; ph. sec.; p. 184-191; Aug 04; ID

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

LLEWELYN-BOWEN, LAURENCE
Bar; Inc Bar Restaurant and Cocktail Lounge; Greenwich, England; by Kim Min Su; ph.; p. 68-70; Oct 04; ID

LLOYD, MATTHEW
Religious Building/Church; St. Paul’s Church; Renovation; London, Bow, England; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 74-76; Aug 04; ARRev

LMN
Library; Seattle Central Library; Seattle, Washington; by Larry Flynn; ph.; p. 52-62; Aug 04; BD&C

Library; Seattle Central Library; Seattle, Washington; by Lawrence W. Cheek; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 40-47; July 04; A

Library; Seattle Central Library; Seattle, Washington; by Sheri Olson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 88-101; July 04; AR

Library; Seattle Central Library; Seattle, Washington; by Barbara Lamprecht; ph. sec. dia. pl.; p. 52-57; Aug 04; ARRev

Performing Arts Center; Marion Oliver McCaw Hall; 2004 Business Week/Architectural record Award Finalist; Seattle, Washington; by Jane F. Kelleeney and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 146; Nov 04; AR

LOCUS ARCHITECTURE
Residence; Straus Residence; Remodel; Daly City, California; by Meghan Drueding; ph.; p. 66-67; Nov 04; RA

LOEBL, SCHLOSSMAN & HACKL
Health Care, Health Center; Integrative Medicine Centre; Central DuPage Health; Geneva, Illinois; by Mairi Beautyman; ph.; p. 62-64; Feb 04; ID

LOHAN ASSOCIATES
University/Student Center; McCormick Tribune Campus Center; Illinois Institute of Technology; Chicago, Illinois; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p. 122-129; May 04; AR

LOHAN, CAPRILE & GOETTSCH
Recreation/Sports Facility; Soldier Field Campus; Chicago, Illinois; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl. sec.; p. 96-103; Dec 04; LA

Recreation/Sports Facility; Soldier Field; Building Team Grand Award; Chicago, Illinois; by Renee Young; ph. ill.; p. 42-47; June 04; BD&C

LONG, TOM
Garden; Tom Long Residence and Garden; Carriere, Mississippi; by Lake Douglas; ph.; p. 32; June 04; LA

LOONEY, RICKS & KISS
Elderly Housing; Mirasol at Celebration Active Adult Community; Builder’s Choice Award; Celebration, Florida; by Shawn Kennedy; ph.; p. 214; Oct 04; B
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

LOONEY, RICKS & KISS (cont’d)

Museum; Stax Music Academy & Museum of American Soul Music; Building Team Merit Award; Memphis, Tennessee; by Mindi Zissman; ph. cost anal.; p. 52-54; June 04; BD&C

Residence; Goodson House; Builder’s Choice Award; Raleigh, North Carolina; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 194; Oct 04; B

Residence; Russell Cottage; Single-family custom award winner; Panama City Beach, Florida; by Jane F. Kelleeny; ph.; p. 168; July 04; AR

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Baldwin Park Mixed-Use Community; Orlando, Florida; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 125-132; Mar 04; B

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Bougainvillea Courtyard Homes; Builder’s Choice Award; Vero Beach, Florida; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 170-171; Oct 04; B

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Harbor Town Neighborhood; Memphis, Tennessee; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 238-248; Jan 04; B

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Providence Gated Community; Mableton, Georgia; by Pat Curry; ph. pl.; p. 118; June 04; B

LOPEZ, FLORENCE

Residence; Florence Lopez Apartment; Paris, France; by Judy Fayard; ph.; p. 294-298; Mar 04; ID

LORCH, EMIL

Architectural Education; Theory of Pure Design and American Architectural Education; by Marie Frank; ill. ref.; p. 28-40; May 04; JAE

LORIMER & HAYES

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Cedar Rose at Windingwalk; Chula Vista, California; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 103; Sept 04; B

LOVEGROVE, KARYN

Residence; Gallery Owner & Designer’s Home; Interiors; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 150-157; Aug 04; ID

LOWE, CLIFF

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; North Beach Malt House; RA Multifamily Merit Award; San Francisco, California; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 93; May 04; RA

LOWE, STEVEN

Hotel; Beat Hotel; Desert Hot Springs, California; by Fred Bernstein; ph.; p. 218-223; July 04; ID

LUNDBERG DESIGN

Bathroom; Jackson Street Bathroom Suite Remodel; RA Bath Merit Award; San Francisco, California; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 121; May 04; RA

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

MACCORMAC, JAMIESON & PRITCHARD

Radio; Broadcasting House Facade; London, England; by Richard MacCormac; ph.; p. 42-43; Apr 04; AR

MACHADO & SILVETTI

Recreation/Park; Eastport and Maritime Parks; South Boston, Massachusetts; by Marty Carlock; ph. pl.; p. 78-89; Oct 04; LA

University/Business School; Suliman S. Olayan School of Business; PIA Citation; Beirut, Lebanon; by No author listed; ill. sec. m.; p. 44-45; Jan 04; A

University/Master Plan; Carr’s Hill Arts Precinct Plan; University of Virginia; Charlottesville, Virginia; by Frank Edgerton Martin; ph. ref.; p. 58-64; Mar 04; LA

MACK, SCOOGIN, MERRILL & ELAM

University/Library; Jean Gray Hargrove Music Library; University of California Berkeley; Berkeley, California; by Sally B. Woodbridge; ph. pl. sec.; p. 74-83; Dec 04; A

MACKAY-LYONS, BRIAN

Architecture; Profile of Architect; by Vernon Mays; ph.; p. 60-67; July 04; RA

Residence; Hill House; Nova Scotia, Kingsburg Peninsula, Canada; ph. pl. elev. ill.; p. 89-91; Oct 04; AR

University/Library; Academic Resource Center; University of Toronto; Ontario, Scarborough, Canada; by Terri Whitehead; ph. pl. axon. sec. ill.; p. 120-123; Aug 04; AR

MACKINTOSH, CHARLES RENNIE

Residence; House for an Art Lover; Glasgow, Scotland; by Meghan Drueing; ph.; p. 128; Apr 04; RA

MACLEAMY, PATRICK

Architecture; Profile of Architect; by Anthony Capkun; ph.; p. 86-87; Mar 04; TCS

MADAYAG, MARIO

Transit Station; Britomart Transport Center; 2004 Business Week/Architectural Record Award Winner; Auckland, New Zealand; by Jane F. Kelleeny and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 131; Nov 04; AR

MAGGIORA, PIER PAOLO

Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; CityLife Redevelopment; Milan, Italy; by Bay Brown; ill. pl.; p. 70; Dec 04; A

MAGNUSSON & KLEMENCIC

Hospital; Bremerton Naval Hospital; Addition; Bremerton, Washington; by John Pastier; ph. pl.; p. 172-174; Oct 04; AR

Library; Seattle Central Library; Seattle, Washington; by Larry Flynn; ph.; p. 52-62; Aug 04; BD&C

Library; Seattle Central Library; Seattle, Washington; by Barbara Lamprecht; ph. sec. dia. pl.; p. 52-57; Aug 04; AR

MAHONEY ARCHITECTS

Kitchen; Davison Kitchen; 2004 Watermark Grand Award; Penngrove, California; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 126; Apr 04; B
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

MAKI, FUMIHIKO
Office Building/High Rise; TV Asahi Headquarters; Tokyo, Japan; by Naomi R. Pollock; ph. pl. sec.; p. 88-93; Feb 04; AR

MALTZAN, MICHAEL
Garden; Gardens of Porta Nuova; Milan, Italy; by Bay Brown; pl. sec.; p. 34; July 04; A

Museum/Art; Temporary Museum of Modern Art; 2004 Business Week/Architectural Record Award Winner; Long Island City, Queens, New York; by Jane F. Kolleeny and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 137; Nov 04; AR

Museum; Kidspace Children's Museum; P/A Award; Pasadena, California; by No author listed; ph. sec. dia. ill. m.; p. 36-39; Jan 04; A

MANCINI & DUFFY
Office Building/Interiors; Time Warner Headquarters; New York, New York; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 234-247; May 04; ID

MANNING, WARREN
University/Landscape; Paving the Manning Landscape; Cornell University; Ithaca, New York; by Danny Pearlstein; ph.; p. 226-228; Oct 04; LA

MANSFIELD, R. DOUGLAS
Residence; Oceana-Plan 2; 2004 Gold Nugget Award Winner; Newport Beach, California; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 108; July 04; B

MANSILLA & TUNON
Library; Regional Archive and Library of Madrid; Madrid, Spain; by David Cohn; ph. pl. axon. iso.; p. 110-115; Feb 04; AR

MANTILLERI & SCHWARZ
Exhibition, Exhibit; Swiss Pavilion for ARCO International Art Fair; ar+d honorable mention project; Madrid, Spain; by Peter Davey; ph. pl. sec.; p. 82; Dec 04; AR

MAP ARCHITECTS
Office Building/Interiors; Offices of Bartle Bogle Hegarty; New York, New York; by Rebecca Flint Marx; ph.; p. 82-84; Oct 04; ID

MARIANI ARCHITECTS ENGINEERS
Convention Center; Washington Convention Center; Washington, District of Columbia; by Sara Hart; pl. sec.; p. 148-153; May 04; AR

MARKWOOD, PHILLIP
Residence; Dennis Residence Living Room; Builder’s Choice Award; Columbus, Ohio; by Zach Blattner; ph.; p. 224; Oct 04; B

MARMOL & RADZINER
Studio; Hilltop Studio; Renovation; Pasadena, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 64-66; Jan 04; ID

MARSH ASSOCIATES
Recreation/Recreation Center; Mayacama Golf Clubhouse; Builder’s Choice Award; Santa Rosa, California; by David Holzel; ph.; p. 162-163; Oct 04; B

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

MARSH, CASHMAN & KOOLLOOS
Kitchen; House for Art Collectors; Sydney, Australia; by Rita F. Catinella; ph.; p. 195; July 04; AR

MARTIN, JOHN A.
Auditorium; Walt Disney Concert Hall; Los Angeles, California; by Raymond Ryan; ph. pl. sec.; p. 54-63; Mar 04; AR

Government Building; Los Angeles Federal Courthouse; Los Angeles, California; by Larry Flynn; ill. det.; p. 22-33; Nov 04; BD&C

Museum; Kidspace Children's Museum; P/A Award; Pasadena, California; by No author listed; ph. sec. dia. ill. m.; p. 36-39; Jan 04; A

Performing Arts Center; Walt Disney Concert Hall; Building Team Grand Award; Los Angeles, California; by Gordon Wright; ph. cost anal.; p. 35-41; June 04; BD&C

University/Science Center; Stata Center; Massachusetts Institute of Technology; Cambridge, Massachusetts; by James S. Russell; ph. pl. sec. m. ill.; p. 98-111; Aug 04; AR

MARTINEZ & CUTRI
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Doma Residential Building; San Diego, California; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 136-137; Aug 04; B

MARTINI ILLUMINAZIONE
Showroom; Sisic Tile Showroom; Milan, Italy; by Josephine Minutillo; ph.; p. 130-132; Oct 04; ID

MARTINO, STEVE
Botanic Garden; Desert Botanical Garden; Phoenix, Arizona; by Joseph M. Ewan and Rebecca Fish Ewan; ph.; p. 46-57; Sept 04; LA

MASANA, JUDITH
Cultural Center; Casa Asia Cultural Center; Barcelona, Spain; by Monica Geran; ph.; p. 182-184; May 04; ID

MASS STUDIES
Recreation/Park; I Like Dalki Theme Park; Paju City, South Korea; by Iris Moon; ph. sec. det. pl.; p. 50-59; Sept 04; A

MATEO, JOSEP LLUIS
City and Regional Planning; Barcelona Model; Barcelona reinvention; Barcelona, Spain; by Andres Fernandez Rubio; ph. pl.; p. 50-57; Aug 04; A

MATTSON & MCDONALD
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Humboldt Mill and Annex Lofts; Minneapolis, Minnesota; by Camille Lefevre; ph. pl.; p. 214-216; Nov 04; AR

MAUNSELL
Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Xintiandi Mixed-Use Project; Shanghai, China; by Jen Lin-Liu; ph. pl. elev.; p. 96-99; Mar 04; AR
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

MAURER UNITED ARCHITECTS

Recreation/Sports Facility; MU Bowl Skateboarding Facility; Eindhoven, Netherlands; by Beth Broome; ph. m.; p. 85-86; Dec 04; AR

MAURY, LUCAS W.

Recreation/Playground; Head Start Adventure Playground; Lawrence, Massachusetts; by Lucas W. Murray; ph. sec. det.; p. 130-133; Aug 04; LA

MAYBECK, BERNARD

Residence; Gates House; San Jose, California; by Meghan Drueing; ph.; p. 144; May 04; RA

MAYER/REED

Garden; Stormwater Garden; Oregon Convention Center; Portland, Oregon; by J. William Thompson; ph. pl. sec. ill. table; p. 60-67; Sept 04; LA

Recreation/Park; Eastbank Esplanade; 2004 ASLA Award of Merit; Portland, Oregon; by No author listed; ph.; p. 102-103; Sept 04; LA

MBH ARCHITECTS

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; North Beach Malt House; RA Multi-family Merit Award; San Francisco, California; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 93; May 04; RA

MBT ARCHITECTURE

Research Facility, Laboratory; James H. Clark Center; Palo Alto, California; by James S. Russell; ph. pl. sec.; p. 94-99; Feb 04; B

MCASLAN, JOHN

Store/Department; Peter Jones Store; Sloane Square; London, England; by Peter Davey; ph. sec. pl. ill.; p. 88-93; June 04; ARev

MCCORMACK & ETEN

Residence; Greenridge; Lake Geneva, Wisconsin; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 94-95; Feb 04; B

MCCULLOUGH & MULVIN

Government Building; Civic Offices; Tubbercurry, Ireland; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 64-67; May 04; ARev

Library; Waterford City Public Library; Waterford, Ireland; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 42-47; Jan 04; ARev

University/Medical Center; Virus Reference Laboratory; University College Dublin; Bel- field, Ireland; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 52-55; Feb 04; ARev

MC DONOUGH, WILLIAM

Architecture; Profile of Firm; by Meghan Drueing; m. pl. ill. sec.; p. 60-66; Mar 04; RA

Ecology; Eco-Effective Design Strategies, University of California; 2004 ASLA Award of Honor; Davis, California; by No author listed; ill.; p. 105; Sept 04; LA

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

MCDONOUGH, WILLIAM (cont'd)

Industrial Building; Ford Motor Company Truck Plant; Rouge Center; Dearborn, Michigan; by Steven Litt; ph. elev.; p. 52-59; May 04; A

Industrial Building; Ford Rouge Center; 2004 Business Week/Academic Record Award Finalist; Dearborn, Michigan; by Jane F. Kolleney and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 146; Nov 04; AR

Landscape Design, Techniques; Aspect Communications Headquarters; Benefits of sustainable site design; San Jose, California; by April Phillips; ph. dia. sec. pl.; p. 28-38; May 04; TCS

Landscape Design, Techniques; Green Roof at Ford Rouge Center Truck Plant; Dearborn, Michigan; by Lorraine Johnson; ph. ref.; p. 16-23; Jan 04; LA

Recreation/Visitor Center; Ford Rouge Visitor Center; Building Team Merit Award; Dearborn, Michigan; by Gordon Wright; ph.; p. 48-50; June 04; BD&C

Residence; Tidewater Residence; 2004 ASLA award winner; Virginia Beach, Virginia; by Vernon Mays; ph. pl.; p. 38-47; Dec 04; LA

Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Site Development; Coffee Creek Center; Chesterton, Indiana; by Adam Regn Arvidson; ph. pl.; p. 100-111; Oct 04; LA

Roof, Roofing; City Hall Roof Garden; 2002 ASLA award winner; Chicago, Illinois; by Theodore Eisenman; ill.; p. 106-113; Nov 04; LA

MCDOWELL, DAVID

Residence; Wheatfield Courtyard Residence; Arch + Design commended project; County Dublin, Malahide, Ireland; by Peter Davey; ph. pl. sec.; p. 76-77; Dec 04; ARev

MCDUGALD & STEELE

Residence; Creekside Residence; Home of the Year Award; Houston, Texas; by Bay Brown; ph. pl.; p. 62; Nov 04; A

MCGANN ASSOCIATES

Government Building; Midtown Multi-Service Center; Tucson, Arizona; by Lawrence W. Cheek; ph. pl. dia. sec.; p. 82-87; June 04; A

MCGARITY, TRACY

Residence; Dennis Residence Living Room; Builder’s Choice Award; Columbus, Ohio; by Zach Blattner; ph.; p. 224; Oct 04; B

MCGOWEN, PEGGY

Kitchen; Interview with Designer; by Mary Beth Duehr; ph.; p. S44; Sept 04; ID

MCGUINNESS, BILL

Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Spec Residence; Solutions for Challenging Home Sites; by Bill McGuinness; ph. ill.; p. 63-64; Aug 04; B
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

**MCINTOSH & PORIS**
Residential Development, Speculative Housing: Lafayette Park; Renovation and addition; Detroit, Michigan; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 32; May 04; RA

**MCKEE & DEVILLE**
Religious Building/Church; St. Martha Catholic Church; Harvey, Louisiana; by Julia Mandell; ph. pl. elev.; p. 40-47; Mar 04; A

**MCKELLAR & ASSOCIATES**
Stormwater Management; Water Strategies; Automated Trading Desk Headquarters; Mount Pleasant, South Carolina; by W. Clint Rigsby; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 178-182; Oct 04; LA

**MCKINLEY ARCHITECTS**
Residence; Adams Residence; Remodel; Austin, Texas; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 64-65; Nov 04; RA

**MECANO ARCHITECTS**
Theater; Toneelschuur Theater; Haarlem, Netherlands; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 68-71; Mar 04; ARev

**MECHICAL DESIGN STUDIO**
Office Building/Interiors; Cahan & Associates Headquarters; San Francisco, California; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 228-233; May 04; ID

**MECHICHE, FREDERIC**
Boat; Element Yacht; by Ian Phillips; ph.; p. 198-203; July 04; ID

**MEDINA, MARIA**
Museum; Museo Picasso Malaga; Malaga, Spain; by David Cohn; ph. pl. sec.; p. 132-139; Oct 04; AR

**MEEKS & PARTNERS**
Apartment Development, Multiple Building Group; The Metro; Builder’s Choice Award; Denver, Colorado; by Zach Blattnier; ph.; p. 218; Oct 04; B

**MEIER, RICHARD**
Architectural Criticism; Getty Center; Architects and inspiration; Los Angeles, California; by Robert Campbell; ph.; p. 57-59; Feb 04; AR

Recreation/Visitor Center; Visitor’s Center; Crystal Cathedral; Garden Grove, California; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. sec.; p. 54-56; Apr 04; ARev

Religious Building/Church; Jubilee Church; Tor Tre Teste, Italy; by Ivor Richards; ph. pl. sec. axon. ill.; p. 48-53; Apr 04; ARev

Religious Building/Church; Jubilee Church; Tor Tre Teste, Italy; by Peter Popham; ph. pl. sec.; p. 100-107; Feb 04; AR

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

**MEISTER, JOHN**
Animal Shelter; Humane Society/SPCA of San Antonio and Bexar County; 2004 Business Week/Architectural Record Award Winner; San Antonio, Texas; by Jane F. Kolleeny and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 133; Nov 04; AR

**MELENDEZ**
Plaza; Westside Media Center Plaza; Los Angeles, California; by Mark Hinshaw; ph. pl.; p. 36-44; Sept 04; LA

**MERCEDES HOMES**
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Bella Vista at Tivoli Woods; Orlando, Florida; by Pat Curry; ph. pl.; p. 128; June 04; B

**MERCHANDISING EAST**
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Compass Pointe Community; Pasadena, Maryland; by David Holzel; ph. pl.; p. 128; Oct 04; B

**MERRILL & BEFU**
Elderly Housing; Kokoro Assisted Living Center; Builder’s Choice Award; San Francisco, California; by David Holzel; ph.; p. 174-175; Oct 04; B

**MERRILL & PASTOR**
Religious Building/Chapel; Seaside Interfaith Chapel; AIA 2004 Honor Award; Seaside, Florida; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 140; June 04; AR

**MESA DESIGN GROUP**
Recreation/Park; Preserving Native Texas: A Master Plan for the Fort Worth Nature Center & Refuge; 2004 ASLA Award of Merit; Fort Worth, Texas; by No author listed; ill.; p. 107; Sept 04; LA

**MESSANA & O'ORKE**
Kitchen; Kitchen; Addition; Short Hills, New Jersey; by Mairi Beautyman; ph. pl.; p. S2-S5; Sept 04; ID

**MESSERVY, JULIE MOIR**
Cemetery; Mount Auburn Cemetery Memorial Knoll; Cambridge, Massachusetts; by Heather Hammatt; ph. ref.; p. 118-121; Feb 04; LA

Garden; Weezie’s Garden; Wellesley, Massachusetts; by Heather Hammatt; ph. ref.; p. 118-121; Feb 04; LA

**METIS LIGHTING**
Hotel; Bulgari Hotel; Milan, Italy; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph. pl.; p. 148-150; Aug 04; AR

**MEYER, SCHERER & ROCKCASTLE,**
Museum; Mill City Museum; Minneapolis, Minnesota; by Camille Lefevre; ph. sec. iso.; p. 122-126; Feb 04; AR
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

MIDDLEBROOK & LOUIE
Research Facility, Laboratory; James H. Clark Center; Palo Alto, California; by James S. Russell; ph. pl. sec.; p. 94-99; Feb 04; AR

MIES VAN DER ROHE, LUDWIG
Furniture, Furnishings; Barcelona Chair, an Enduring Classic; by Craig Kellogg; ph. ill.; p. 140-144; Mar 04; ID

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Lafayette Park; Renovation and addition; Detroit, Michigan; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 32; May 04; RA

MIKAN
Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Jian Wai SOHO Mixed-Use Project; Beijing, China; by Naomi R. Pollock; ph. pl. sec.; p. 90-93; Mar 04; AR

MILLER & HULL
Recreation/Park; Fisher Pavilion; Seattle Center; 2004 Business Week/Architectural Record Award Winner; Seattle, Washington; by Jane F. Kolleeny and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 136; Nov 04; AR

University/Campus; Olympic College Poulsbo Branch; Poulsbo, Washington; by James S. Russell; ph. pl. sec.; p. 192-197; Dec 04; AR

Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; 156 West Superior Mixed-Use Project; Chicago, Illinois; by Sam Lubell; ill.; p. 94; May 04; AR

MIN & DAY
Residence; Misha/Twaddell Residence; RA Grand Award; San Jose, California; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 70-71; May 04; RA

MINNO & WASKA
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Discovery Cove at Half Moon Bay; Croton-On-Hudson, New York; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 119; Mar 04; B

MIRO & RIVERA
Lake; Lake Austin Boat Dock; Austin, Texas; by Ingrid Whitehead; ph.; p. 63; Mar 04; AR

MISS, MARY
Utility Facility; Sewage Treatment Plant; Renovation and beautification; Arlington, Virginia; by Margaret Foster; ill.; p. 22; Feb 04; LA

MITCHELL PARTNERSHIP
Government Building; Israeli Foreign Ministry; Jerusalem, Israel; by Jane F. Kolleeny and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 139; Nov 04; AR

MITHUN PARTNERS,
Residence; Three Show Homes; by Boyce Thompson; ph.; p. 61-62; Dec 04; B

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; North Creek Cottages; Bothell, Washington; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 236-248; Jan 04; B

MIYAKE, IRIE
Arts Center; Mori Arts Center; Tokyo, Japan; by Larry Flynn; ph. pl. sec.; p. 42-45; Mar 04; BD&C

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

MIYAKE, IRIE (cont’d)

Museum/Art; Mori Art Museum; Tokyo, Japan; by Raymond Ryan; ph. pl. sec.; p. 77-79; June 04; AR

MMW
Museum; National Gallery Expansion; Oslo, Norway; by Aric Chen; ph.; p. 98-99; Nov 04; ID

MOATTI & RIVIERE
Showroom; Jean Paul Gaultier Showroom; Paris, France; by Nadine Frey; ph. sec.; p. 110-117; Nov 04; ID

MOBIUS DESIGN
Kitchen; Kitchen; Remodel; Linthicum, Maryland; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph.; p. 55; June 04; RA

MOCKBEE, SAMUEL
Architecture; Samuel Mockbee: A Life’s Work; AIA 2004 Gold Medal Winner; by Robert Ivy and Andrea Oppenheimer Dean; ph. ill.; p. 184-200; June 04; AR

MONEO, JOSE RAFAEL
Cultural Center; Royal and General Archives of Pamplona; Pamplona, Spain; by Paula Deitz; ph. pl. sec.; p. 120-125; July 04; AR

Hospital; Gregorio Maranon Maternity and Pediatrics Hospital; Madrid, Spain; by David Cohn; ph. pl. pers.; p. 156-161; Oct 04; AR

Landscape Architecture; Our Lady of Angels Church and Walt Disney Concert Hall; Questions about the future of urban landscapes; Los Angeles, California; by Kim Sorvig; ph.; p. 150-152; June 04; LA

MONNAHAN, KELLY
Residence; Truro Residence; Truro, Massachusetts; by Heather Hammatt; ph. pl.; p. 36-42; Nov 04; LA

MONTAGU, FIAMMA COLONNA
Art Gallery; Ceramic Vessels Mark Entrance to Gallery at Windsor; Vero Beach, Florida; by Sheila Kim; ph. ill.; p. 124-126; Feb 04; ID

MONTEIRO, DANIEL
Recreation/Sports Facility; Braga Stadium; Braga, Portugal; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 42-49; July 04; AR

MOORE ARCHITECTS
Residence; Arlington Bungalow Renovation; Builder’s Choice Award; Arlington, Virginia; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 184-185; Oct 04; B

Residence; Private Residence; Remodel; Falls Church, Virginia; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 62-63; Nov 04; RA

MOORE, CHARLES
Architectural Design, Theory; Architectural Philosophies of Charles Moore; by Mitchell Schwarzer; ref.; p. 48-53; Feb 04; JAE

MOORE, RUBLE & YUDELL
School/Elementary; Horace Mann School; San Jose, California; by John King; ph. pl.; p. 136-139; Mar 04; AR
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

MOORE, WALTER P.
Recreation/Sports Facility; American Airlines Center; Dallas, Texas; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. pl. sec.; p. 73-75; Feb 04; A

MORITA, YASUMICHI
Restaurant; Megu Japanese Restaurant; New York, New York; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl.; p. 134-139; July 04; AR

MORPHOSIS
Exhibition, Exhibit; NAI Exhibition - Silent Collisions: Morphosis Retrospective; AIA 2004 Interiors Honor Award; Rotterdam, Netherlands; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 165; June 04; AR

Government Building; NOAA Satellite Operations Facility; P/A Citation; Suitland, Maryland; by No author listed; ill. sec.; p. 50-51; Jan 04; A

Government Building; San Francisco Federal Building; P/A Award; San Francisco, California; by No author listed; pl. ill. sec.; p. 40-43; Jan 04; A

Government Building; San Francisco Federal Office; San Francisco, California; by Larry Flynn; ill. sec. dia.; p. 22-33; Nov 04; BD&C

Government Building; Wayne L. Morse Courthouse; P/A Citation; Eugene, Oregon; by No author listed; pl. ill. sec.; p. 64-65; Jan 04; A

Industrial Building; Satellite Operations Facility and Administrative Offices; 2004 Business Week/Architectural Record Award Finalist; Suitland, Maryland; by Jane F. Kolleeny and Audrey Beaton; ill.; p. 150; Nov 04; AR

School/Adult; Academic Building; Cooper Union for the Advancement of Science and Art; New York, New York; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p. 68; Dec 04; A

MORRIS & SATO
Residence; Apartment; Renovation; New York, New York; by Claudia Steinberg; ph.; p. 128-132; Sept 04; ID

MOSELEY ARCHITECTS
Energy; Daylighting at Third Creek Elementary School; Statesville, North Carolina; by Mindi Zissman; ph.; p. 52-53; Apr 04; BD&C

MOUEN, GEOFFREY
Residence; Three Show Homes; by Boyce Thompson; ph.; p. 61-62; Dec 04; B

MOULE & POLYZOIOIDES
Office Building/Interiors; Natural Resources Defense Council; Santa Monica, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 103-106; June 04; ID

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Harper Court; Seven Fountains; Builder's Choice Award; West Hollywood, California; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 166-167; Oct 04; B

MOUNTAIN HEALTH DESIGN
Health Care, Health Center; Valley View Medical Center; Cedar City, Utah; by Larry Flynn; ph. table pl. dia.; p. 28-37; Feb 04; BD&C

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

MOZER, JORDAN
Store/Department; Karstadt Arkaden Department Store; Dusseldorf, Germany; by Otto Pohl; ph. pl. ill.; p. 260-267; Oct 04; ID

MR ARCHITECTURE,
Hotel; Le Parker Meridien Resort; Palm Springs, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 146-151; Nov 04; ID

MULVANNYG2
Office Building/High Rise; China Construction Bank Regional Headquarters; Xiamen, China; by Larry Flynn; ph.; p. 30-31; Mar 04; BD&C

MUNSTER, SARAH
Recreation; Pool Pavilion; Los Angeles, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 68-70; Jan 04; ID

MURCUTT, GLENN
Residence; Magney House; New South Wales, Bingie Bingie, Australia; by Meghan Drueing; ph.; p. 112; Mar 04; RA

MURPHY & JAHN
Apartment Building; Near North Apartments; Chicago, Illinois; by Bay Brown; pl. ill.; p. 45; Apr 04; A

Housing; Lakefront Supportive Housing; Chicago, Illinois; by Sam Lubell; ill.; p. 95; May 04; AR

Office Building/High Rise; Deutsche Post Office Tower; AIA 2004 Honor Award; Bonn, Germany; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 155; June 04; AR

Office Building/Low Rise; Bayer Office Building; AIA 2004 Honor Award; Leverkusen, Germany; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 159; June 04; AR

University/Residential; State Street Village; Illinois Institute of Technology; Chicago, Illinois; by James S. Russell; ph. pl.; p. 130-135; May 04; AR

University/Residential; State Street Village; Illinois Institute of Technology; AIA 2004 Honor Award; Chicago, Illinois; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 159; June 04; AR

University/Student Center; State Street Village and McCormick Tribune Campus Center; Illinois Institute of Technology; Chicago, Illinois; by Cindy Coleman; ph.; p. 168-177; Jan 04; ID

MURPHY, BURNHAM & BUTTRICK
Residence; Fifth Avenue Loft; New York, New York; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph. ill. pl.; p. 168-172; Jan 04; AR

MUSE ARCHITECTS
Residence; Private Residence; Builder’s Choice Award; Washington, District of Columbia; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 196; Oct 04; B

University/Residential; Edward T. Lewis Quadrangle; RA Campus Housing Merit Award; St. Mary’s City, Maryland; by Meghan Drueing; ph. ill.; p. 125; May 04; RA
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

NAGATA ACOUSTICS
Performing Arts Center; Walt Disney Concert Hall Opens to Rave Reviews; Los Angeles, California; by John Pastier; ph.; p. 63-66; Jan 04; AR

NAK DESIGN
Residence; Ravine House; Home of the Year Award; Ontario, Rosedale, Canada; by Beth Kapusta; ph. pl. det.; p. 44-47; Nov 04; A

NAKANO ASSOCIATES
Housing; Newholly Project; Seattle, Washington; by Cheryl Weber; ph. map; p. 62-70; Jan 04; RA

NALEWAJKO, ROMAN
Cultural Center; Fabryka Trzciny Art Center; Warsaw, Poland; by Sam Lubell; ph. pl.; p. 142-147; Sept 04; AR

NARCHITECTS
Architecture; Profile of Firm; Design Vanguard 2004; New York, New York; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph. ill. sec.; p. 114-117; Dec 04; AR

NATIONAL ART SERVICES
Health Care, Health Center; Christus Outpatient Pavilion; Beaumont, Texas; by Nancy Princenthal; ph.; p. S44-S50; Nov 04; ID

NATOMA ARCHITECTS
Residence; Town House; Renovation; San Francisco, California; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 158-165; Feb 04; ID

NB35
Cultural Center; Royal and General Archives of Pamplona; Pamplona, Spain; by Paula Deitz; ph. pl. sec.; p. 120-125; July 04; AR

NBBJ
Escalator; High-Volume Escalators; Eagles Stadium; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; by Eileen McMorrow; ph.; p. 67; Aug 04; A

Government Building; Seattle Federal Courthouse; Seattle, Washington; by Larry Flynn; ph. pl. sec.; p. 22-33; Nov 04; BD&C

Health Care, Health Center; Southcentral Foundation Primary Care Center; Anchorage, Alaska; by Jen Renzi; ph. ill.; p. 186-191; Jan 04; ID

Hospital; Bremerton Naval Hospital; Addition; Bremerton, Washington; by John Pastier; ph. pl.; p. 172-174; Oct 04; AR

Learning, Training Center; New York Tolerance Center; New York, New York; by Jane Margolies; ph.; p. 256-261; May 04; ID

Office Building/Low Rise; Telenor Group Headquarters; Fornebu, Norway; by Gordon Wright; ph.; p. 26-28; Mar 04; BD&C

Office Building/Low Rise; Telenor Headquarters; AIA 2004 Honor Award; Oslo, Norway; by Jane F. Kolleenny; ph.; p. 157; June 04; AR

NEILSON & ASSOCIATES
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Rose Walk Neighborhood; Turlock, California; by David Holzel; ph. pl.; p. 150; Jan 04; B

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

NELSON, BYRD & WOLTZ
Arboretum; Blandy Experimental Farm; 2002 ASLA award winner; Shenandoah Valley, Virginia; by James Urban; ph. ill. pl.; p. 68-78; Apr 04; LA

Industrial Building; Ford Motor Company Truck Plant; Rouge Center; Dearborn, Michigan; by Steven Litt; ph. elev.; p. 52-59; May 04; A

Office Building/Landscape; Automated Trading Desk Headquarters; Mount Pleasant, South Carolina; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl.; p. 166-173; Oct 04; LA

Residence; Charlotte Residence; 2004 ASLA Award of Merit; Charlotte, North Carolina; by No author listed; ph.; p. 103; Sept 04; LA

Residence; Tidewater Residence; 2004 ASLA Award of Honor; Virginia Beach, Virginia; by No author listed; ph.; p. 96-98; Sept 04; LA

Residence; Tidewater Residence; 2004 ASLA award winner; Virginia Beach, Virginia; by Vernon Mays; ph. pl.; p. 38-47; Dec 04; LA

Stormwater Management; Water Strategies; Automated Trading Desk Headquarters; Mount Pleasant, South Carolina; by W. Clint Rigsby; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 178-182; Oct 04; LA

NEPOMECHE & CANAVES
Housing; Housing Diaspora; Affordable housing prototype; Miami, Florida; by Anna Holtzman; pl. ill.; p. 45; Apr 04; A

NERATOFF, ALEXANDR
Residence; Penthouse Loft; New York, New York; by Sarah Amelar; ph. pl.; p. 158-162; Jan 04; AR

NETTLETON, SARAH
Garden; Residential Garden; Minneapolis, Minnesota; by Frank Edgerton Martin; ph. pl. ill. ref.; p. 46-51; June 04; LA

NEUMANN, DAVID
Architecture; Interview with Architect; by Andrew Blum; ph.; p. 208; Jan 04; AR

NEUMANN HOMES
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Clublands Antioch Clubhouse Community; Antioch, Illinois; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 96; Dec 04; B

NEUTRA, RICHARD
Residence; Neutra's Case Study House No. 13; Case Study House Program; by Barbara Lamprecht; ph. pl.; p. 23-26; Feb 04; A

NEW TRADITION HOMES
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Morningstar View Community; Vancouver, Washington; by David Holzel; ph. pl.; p. 120; June 04; B

NEW WEST LAND COMPANY
Conservation; Corner Table Mixed-Use Community; Billings, Montana; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. pl. map; p. 36-43; Aug 04; A

Conservation; Interview with Firm; Cottonwood Ranches; Daniel, Wyoming; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. pl. map; p. 36-43; Aug 04; A
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

NEWBERRY & CAMPA
Residence; Burleson Residence; Houston, Texas; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 90-91; Feb 04; B

NEWHAVEN HOMES
Kitchen; Windsor Model Kitchen; 2004 Watermark Merit Award; Oklahoma City, Oklahoma; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 130; Apr 04; B

NEWSON, MARC
Airplane; Jet Prototype; Paris, France; by Judy Fayard; ph. ill.; p. 102-106; Mar 04; ID

NEWTON, TIM
Art; Millennial Time Machine and Pavilion; University of British Columbia; British Columbia, Canada; by Brian Carter; ph.; p. 98; Oct 04; AR

NEXT PHASE STUDIOS
Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Genzyme Building; Kendall Square; Cambridge, Massachusetts; by Nancy Levinson; ph. pl.; p. 102-113; July 04; AR

NICHOL, TIM
Kitchen; Residential Kitchen; Laguna Beach, California; by Edie Cohen; pl.; p. S20-S22; Sept 04; ID

NICHOLAS, BUDD & DUTTON
Restaurant; Opaline Restaurant; Los Angeles, California; by Kathryn Harris; ph. pl.; p. 166-171; Feb 04; ID

NIO ARCHITECTEN
Transit Station; Bus Shelters; Haarlem, Netherlands; by Connie Van Cleef; ph. elev.; p. 40-41; Nov 04; AR

NOGUCHI, ISAMU
Interior Design; Profile of Designer; by Fred Bernstein; ph.; p. 72-73; Dec 04; ID

NOLAN, J.S.
Telecommunication; Nortel Networks Regional Headquarters; Santa Clara, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. S74-S80; Nov 04; ID

NOMADE
Architecture; Profile of Firm; Quebec, Montreal, Canada; by Randi Greenberg; ph. ill.; p. 69-70; Oct 04; AR

NORTEN & WEINER
Lighting; The Snow Show Exhibition; ---, Finland; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph.; p. 194-197; May 04; AR

NORTEN, ENRIQUE
Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Harlem Park; New York, New York; by Anna Holtzman; ill. sec.; p. 36; Mar 04; A

NOTKIN ENGINEERING
Health Care, Health Center; Southcentral Foundation Primary Care Center; Anchorage, Alaska; by Jen Renzi; ph. ill.; p. 186-191; Jan 04; ID

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

NOUVEL, JEAN
City and Regional Planning; 22@ Revitalization; The Barcelona Model for urban renewal; Barcelona, Spain; by Richard Ingersoll; map; p. 21; Aug 04; A

Museum; Gallo-Roman Museum; Perigueux, France; by Paul Joubert; ph. pl. sec.; p. 80-84; Apr 04; AR

NOVEMBRE, FABIO
Hotel; Una Hotel Vittoria; Florence, Italy; by Donna Paul; ph.; p. 218-226; Jan 04; ID

Store; Bisazza Tile Showroom; New York, New York; by John Peter Rudulski; ph.; p. 157-159; Feb 04; AR

NOX ARCHITECTS
Art; Son-O-House Public Artwork; Son en Breugal, Netherlands; by Robert Such; ph.; p. 79-80; Aug 04; AR

Arts Center; Lille Arts Center; Lille, France; by Connie Van Cleef; ph. pl. sec.; p. 62-65; Aug 04; AR

NPS TCHOHAN VOS
Hotel; Radisson SAS Hotel; Berlin, Germany; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph.; p. 290-294; Nov 04; AR

NTT URBAN DEVELOPMENT
Plaza; Saitama Plaza; 2004 ASLA Award of Merit; Saitama, Japan; by No author listed; ph.; p. 102; Sept 04; LA

NUVIS
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; The Villas at Southern Highlands Golf Club; Detached Community of the Year; Las Vegas, Nevada; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 136; Feb 04; B

O.C.L.
Library; Regional Archive and Library of Madrid; Madrid, Spain; by David Cohn; ph. pl.axon. iso.; p. 110-115; Feb 04; AR

OAK STRUCTURAL DESIGN
Restaurant; Soba Restaurant; Togakushi Shrine; Nagano, Japan; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 148-150; July 04; AR

Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; LVMH Headquarters; Tokyo, Japan; ph. pl. sec.; p. 71-73; May 04; AR

OBRA HOMES
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Mission Creek; San Antonio, Texas; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 96; Aug 04; B

OCJRP OFFICE
City and Regional Planning; Old City of Jerusalem Revitalization Project; 2004 Aga Khan Award; Jerusalem, Israel; by Sam Lubell and James Murdoch; ph.; p. 99; Dec 04; AR

O'CONNOR, SUTTON & CRONIN
Library; Waterford City Public Library; Waterford, Ireland; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 42-47; Jan 04; AR
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ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

**O’DOHERTY & GRAHAM**

University/Residential: Edward T. Lewis Quadrangle; RA Campus Housing Merit Award; St. Mary’s City, Maryland; by Meghan Druding; ph. ill.; p. 125; May 04; RA

**OEHME & VAN SWEDEN**

Garden; James van Sweden Residence; Landscaping; Sherwood, Maryland; by Allen Freeman; ph. ill. p. 84-91; Jan 04; LA

Memorial, Monument; World War II Memorial; Washington, District of Columbia; by Allen Freeman; ph. ill.; p. 108-117; July 04; LA

**OFFICE DA**

Studio; Tongxian Art Gatehouse; Tongxian, China; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. sec.; p. 56-63; Apr 04; A

**University/Religious Building**; Inter-Faith Spiritual Center of Northeastern University; ar+d commended project; Boston, Massachusetts; by Peter Davey; ph. ill.; p. 68; Dec 04; ARev

**OFFICE FOR METROPOLITAN ARCHITECTURE**

Government Building; Dutch Embassy; Berlin, Germany; by Christian Brensing; ph. pl. sec.; p. 48-57; May 04; ARev

Library; Seattle Central Library; Seattle, Washington; by Sheri Olson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 88-101; July 04; AR

Library; Seattle Central Library; Seattle, Washington; by Lawrence W. Cheek; ph. sec. det.; p. 40-47; July 04; A

Library; Seattle Central Library; Seattle, Washington; by Larry Flynn; ph.; p. 52-62; Aug 04; BD&C

Library; Seattle Central Library; Seattle, Washington; by Barbara Lamprecht; ph. sec. dia. pl.; p. 52-57; Aug 04; ARev

Office Building; CCTV Headquarters and TVCC Building; Beijing, China; by Sarah Amelar; ill. m.; p. 108-109; Mar 04; AR

Performing Arts Center; Dallas Center for the Performing Arts; Dallas, Texas; by Katie Gerfen; ill.; p. 31; Aug 04; A

Store; Beijing Books Building; Beijing, China; by Sam Lubell; ill.; p. 110; Mar 04; AR

University/Student Center; McCormick Tribune Campus Center; Illinois Institute of Technology; Chicago, Illinois; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p. 122-129; May 04; AR

University/Student Center; State Street Village and McCormick Tribune Campus Center; Illinois Institute of Technology; Chicago, Illinois; by Cindy Coleman; ph.; p. 168-177; Jan 04; ID

**OFIS ARCHITECTS**

Museum; City Museum Extension; ar+d highly commended project; Ljubljana, Spain; by Peter Davey; ph. pl.; p. 62-63; Dec 04; ARev

**OHASI, SATOSHI**

Lighting; Cad Center; Tokyo, Japan; by Leanne B. French; ph.; p. 204-206; Aug 04; AR

**ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)**

**O’HERLIHY, LORCAN**

Office Building/Interiors; Napoli Management Group Headquarters; Beverly Hills, California; by Sheila Kim; ph.; p. 64-66; July 04; ID

Residence; O’Herlihy House; Venice, California; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. elev. pers.; p. 76-79; Jan 04; ARev

**OHKW**

Highway; Interstate Highway Information Centers and Rest Areas; Vermont; by Jeffrey Hodgson; pl. sec.; p. 104-106; Jan 04; LA

**OHTORI CONSULTANTS**

Plaza; Saitama Plaza; 2004 ASLA Award of Merit; Saitama, Japan; by No author listed; ph.; p. 102; Sept 04; LA

**OLIN PARTNERSHIP**

Art; Art Show at La Brea Tar Pits; Los Angeles, California; by Kim Sorvig; ph. ref.; p. 26-35; Apr 04; LA

Garden; Garden of Stones; Museum of Jewish Heritage; Battery Park City, New York; by Theodore Eisenman; ph.; p. 114-117; June 04; LA

**Landscape Architecture**; Landscapes of Salt Lake City; LDS Convention Center, 2003 ASLA award winner; Salt Lake City, Utah; by Kim Sorvig; ph. pl. map ill. ref.; p. 96-107; July 04; LA

Memorial, Monument; Security Designs; Washington Monument; Washington, District of Columbia; by Jennifer Dowdell; ill.; p. 16; Mar 04; LA

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; The Carneros Inn Resort; Napa, California; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 133-142; May 04; B

University/Master Plan; Carr’s Hill Arts Precinct Plan; University of Virginia; Charlottesville, Virginia; by Frank Edgerton Martin; ph. pl. ref.; p. 58-64; Mar 04; LA

**Urban Design, Multi-Use Project**; Brooklyn Atlantic Yards; Brooklyn, New York; by Bay Brown; ill. m. pl.; p. 35; Mar 04; A

**OLMSTED BROTHERS**

Recreation/Park; Harbor Park and Amphitheater; Restoration; Camden Library; Camden, Maine; by Jane Roy Brown; ph.; p. 22; Nov 04; LA

**OLSON, SUNDBERG, KUNDIG & ALLEN**

Architecture; Profile of Firm; Seattle, Washington; by Cheryl Weber; ph. ill.; p. 76-87; Oct 04; RA

Film/Television Studio; The Brain Film Studio; AIA 2004 Honor Award; Seattle, Washington; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 141; June 04; AR

**Housing**; Roxbury Estates; Habitat for Humanity; Seattle, Washington; by Lawrence W. Cheek; ph. pl. sec.; p. 64-69; Apr 04; A

Residence; Chicken Point Cabin; AIA 2004 Honor Award; Hayden Lake, Idaho; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 143; June 04; AR
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

OLSON, SUNDBERG, KUNDIG & ALLEN
(cont’d)
Residence; Hale Kuma; Kohala Region, Hawaii; by Katie Gerfen; pl. ill.; p. 35; Nov 04; A

OMM DESIGN WORKSHOP AND URBAN SOLUTIONS
Government Building; Constitutional Court of South Africa; Johannesburg, South Africa; by Schalk Le Roux and Devilliers Du Toit; ph. sec. pl.; p. 64-69; Nov 04; ARev

OPPENHEIM ARCHITECTURE
Apartment Development, Multiple Building Group; Ilona Condominiums; Miami Beach, Florida; by Beth Dunlop; ph.; p. 52-56; Nov 04; ID
Hotel; Hotel Clinton South Beach; Renovation; South Beach, Florida; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 98-102; Feb 04; ID
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Montclair Lofts; 2004 Business Week/Architectural Record Award Finalist; Miami Beach, Florida; by Jane F. Kolleeny and Audrey Beaton; ill.; p. 150; Nov 04; AR

ORIENTAL INTERIOR DECORATING
Office Building/High Rise; China Construction Bank Regional Headquarters; Xiamen, China; by Larry Flynn; ph.; p. 30-31; Mar 04; BD&C

ORR DESIGN OFFICE
Garden; Outdoor Room; Sacramento, California; by Gary Orr; ph. iso. sec.; p. 122-126; Feb 04; LA

OSLUND & ASSOCIATES
Landscape Architecture; General Mills Corporate Headquarters; 2004 ASLA Award of Merit; Minneapolis, Minnesota; by No author listed; ph.; p. 99; Sept 04; LA

Office Building; General Mills World Headquarters; 2004 Business Week/Architectural Record Award Finalist; Golden Valley, Minnesota; by Jane F. Kolleeny and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 144; Nov 04; AR

OSRAM
Bridge; Memorial Bridge; Rijeka, Croatia; by Sarah Amelar; ph. det.; p. 258-259; June 04; AR

OTAISHAN ENGINEERING
Health Care, Health Center; Humanitarian City; Riyadh, Saudi Arabia; by Robert Cassidy; ph.; p. 12-19; Mar 04; BD&C

OTHONIEL, JEAN-MICHEL
Exhibition, Exhibit; Crystal Palace Exhibit; Miami Museum of Contemporary Art; Miami, Florida; by Christine Schwartz Hartley; ph.; p. 208-210; May 04; ID

OUTSIDE IN
Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Arbor Park Village; Builder’s Choice Award; Cleveland, Ohio; by David Holzel; ph. pl.; p. 186-187; Oct 04; B

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

OVERSTREET STUDIOS
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Oakhurst Development; Homeplex condominiums; Greeneville, South Carolina; by Matthew Power; ph.; p. 65-66; Sept 04; B

OWEN, ROBERT
Bridge; Webb Bridge; Melbourne, Australia; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. elev.; p. 248-251; June 04; AR

OWP/P
Recreation/Park; Lakefront Millennium Park; Chicago, Illinois; by Edward Keegan; pl.; p. 59-61; Dec 04; A

OXFORD ENGINEERING
Residence; Canal House; Home of the Year Award; Venice, California; by Jamie Reynolds; ph. pl. sec.; p. 52-55; Nov 04; A

OZ ARCHITECTURE,
Sustainable Architecture; The Built Environment Imagery Guide for the National Forests and Grasslands; U.S. Forest Service design guide; by Michael Lecese; ill.; p. 80-88; Feb 04; LA

PAGE & TURNBULL
Transit Station; San Francisco Ferry Building; San Francisco, California; by John King; ph. pl. sec.; p. 164-173; Nov 04; AR

Transit Station; San Francisco Ferry Building; 2004 Business Week/Architectural Record Award Finalist; San Francisco, California; by Jane F. Kolleeny and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 148; Nov 04; AR

PAGES, YVES
Art; Olympics Landmark; Paris, France; by Catherine Slessor; ph.; p. 98; Nov 04; ARev

PALLADIO, ANDREA
Museum/Art; Villa Manin; Summer palace converted to contemporary art museum; Passariano, Italy; by Marc Spiegler; ph.; p. 68-73; Aug 04; ID

PALLASMAA, JUHANI
Residence; House of Silence; Siikanjarvi, Finland; by Peter MacKeith; ph. pl. sec.; p. 202-206; Oct 04; AR

PAPAGIANNIS, THYMIO
City and Regional Planning; Athens and the Olympics; Athens, Greece; by Richard Ingersoll; ph. map; p. 29-30; July 04; A

PAPPAGEORGE & HAYMES
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Mansions on Prairie Avenue; Chicago, Illinois; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 134-135; Aug 04; B

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; The Glen Town Center; Glenview, Illinois; by No author listed; ph.; p. 29-38; Sept 04; BD&C

PARK, JAMES
Hotel; Taj Lake Palace; Udaipur, India; by Anubha Charan; ph. pl.; p. 174-181; July 04; ID
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

PARSONS & BRINKERHOFF
Transit Station; Detroit Transit Center Roof; Detroit, Michigan; by Bay Brown; ill.; p. 71; Dec 04; A
Transit Station; World Trade Center Temporary PATH Station; New York, New York; by Abby Bussel; ph. sec.; p. 52-57; Feb 04; A

PARSONS & FERNANDEZ-CASTELEIRO
Elderly Housing; Clare Estate Senior-Living Facility; Bordentown, New Jersey; by Anna Holtzman; ph. sec.; p. 81-82; May 04; A

PATDO LIGHTING STUDIO
Recreation; Bathhouse Spa; Las Vegas, Nevada; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 67-69; Oct 04; A

PATAK AU ARCHITECTS,
Community Center; Gleneagles Community Centre; British Columbia, Gleneagles, Canada; by Brian Carter; ph. sec.; p. 67-71; Oct 04; A

PATKIN, IZHAR
Restaurant; Chez Es Saada Restaurant; New York, New York; by Donna Paul; ph.; p. 264-271; Mar 04; ID

PATTERNS
Architecture; Profile of Firm; Design Vanguard 2004; Los Angeles, California; by Michael Speaks; ph. pl. ill. p.; p. 124-129; Dec 04; AR

PATTILLO & GARRETT
Apartment Development, Multiple Building Group; Linden Court Apartments; Builder's Choice Award; West Oakland, California; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pers.; p. 172-173; Oct 04; A
Elderly Housing; Northside Community Center & Mabuhay Court; 2004 Project of the Year; San Jose, California; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 147-150; Oct 04; B

PATTON, HARRIS & RUST
Museum/Science, Technology; National Air and Space Museum Annex; Chantilly, Virginia; by Laura Fisher Kaiser; ph.; p. S62-S66; Nov 04; ID

PAUWELS, MICHEL
Residence; Villa C; Zonhoven, Belgium; by Philip Jodidio; ph. pl.; p. 188-192; July 04; AR

PAWSON, JOHN
Religious Building/Monastery; Novy Dvur Monastery; Novy Dvur, Czech Republic; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec. iso. elev.; p. 69-75; Apr 04; A

PEACE DESIGN
Residence; Private Residence; Builder's Choice Award; Atlanta, Georgia; by David Holzel; ph.; p. 198; Oct 04; B

PEI PARTNERSHIP
Museum/Natural History; Suzhou Museum; Suzhou, China; by Sam Lubell; ill.; p. 112; Mar 04; AR

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

PEI, I.M.
Architecture; Interview with Architect; by Robert Ivy; ph. ill. sec.; p. 204-212; June 04; AR

Museum/Art; East Building of the National Gallery of Art; AIA 2004 25 Year Award; Washington, District of Columbia; by Deborah Snoonian; ph.; p. 172-173; June 04; A

Plaza; Mary Baker Eddy Library Entry Courtyard and Christian Science Plaza; 2003 ASLA award winner; Boston, Massachusetts; by Gina Crandell; ph. pl. ill.; p. 108-115; May 04; LA

PELLI, CESAR
Museum/Science, Technology; Connecticut Center for Science and Exploration; Hartford, Connecticut; by Katie Gerfen; ph. ill. sec.; p. 69; Dec 04; A

Office Building/High Rise; Petronas Towers; 2004 Aga Khan Award; Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia; by Sam Lubell and James Murdoch; ph.; p. 98; Dec 04; AR

Plaza; 560 Mission Street Public Space; 2003 ASLA award winner; San Francisco, California; by Mark Hinzshaw; ph. pl.; p. 76-83; Jan 04; LA

PENINSULA ASSOCIATES
Bathroom; Schumacher Bath; 2004 Watermark Grand Award; Canton, Ohio; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 134-135; Apr 04; B

PERAZZELLI, JOSEPH
Residence; Trahan Residence; Wimberley, Texas; by David Dillon; ph. pl.; p. 213-216; Oct 04; AR

PEREZ, AUGUST
Plaza; Piazza d'Italia; New Orleans, Louisiana; by Allen Freeman; ph.; p. 102-107; May 04; LA

PERFIDO & WEISKOPF
University/Classroom; Information Sciences and Technology Building; Penn State University; State College, Pennsylvania; by Larry Flynn; ph. ill. cost anal.; p. 46-52; Sept 04; BD&C

PERICOLI, MATTEO
Architecture; Interview with Architect; by Deborah Snoonian; ph.; p. 346-348; Dec 04; AR

PERKINS & EASTMAN
Office Practice; Chasing Architectural Commissions in China; by Robert Ivy; ph. ill.; p. 114-120; Mar 04; AR

PERKINS & WILL
Apartment Building/High Rise; Skybridge; One North Halsted; Chicago, Illinois; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. iso.; p. 136-140; May 04; AR

Government Building; Los Angeles Federal Courthouse; Los Angeles, California; by Larry Flynn; ill. det.; p. 22-33; Nov 04; BD&C
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ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

PERKINS & WILL (cont'd)
Office Building/Interiors; Time Warner Headquarters; New York, New York; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 234-247; May 04; ID

School/Junior High, Middle: Daylighting at Mill Hill Middle School; Charlotte, North Carolina; by Mindi Zissman; ph.; p. 52-53; Apr 04; BD&C

University/Master Plan: Universidade Agostinho Neto; Luanda, Angola; by Deborah Snoonian; ph. ill. dia.; p. 226-227; Dec 04; AR

University/Science Center: Liberal Arts and Science College; Doha, Qatar; by Naomi Pollock; ph. pl. sec.; p. 174-183; Nov 04; AR

Urban Design, Multi-Use Project: Skybridge; One North Halsted; AIA 2004 Honor Award; Chicago, Illinois; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 157; June 04; AR

PERRY, DEAN & ROGERS
University/Residential; Simmons Hall; Massachusetts Institute of Technology; Boston, Massachusetts; by Raymond Ryan; ph. sec. pl.; p. 36-41; Jan 04; ARev

PETERSON ARCHITECTS
Structural/Wood; Walton Boathouse; Glued-laminated timber construction; Jacksonville, Florida; by Jeffrey D. Peterson; ph. ref.; p. 22-30; Nov 04; TCS

PEUTZ, FRITZ
Cultural Center; Glass Palace; Renovation; Heerlen, Netherlands; by Aaron Betsey; ph. pl. sec.; p. 44-51; Feb 04; A

PFAU ARCHITECTURE
School/High; Lick-Wilmerding High School; San Francisco, California; by Lisa Findley; ph. pl.; p. 128-131; Mar 04; AR

PHELPS, CHRISTOPHER
Kitchen; Vauxhall Court Kitchen; 2004 Watermark Special Focus Award; Charlotte, North Carolina; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 132; Apr 04; B

PHIFER, THOMAS
Office Building/Low Rise; Steelcase - Project MAC; AIA 2004 Honor Award; Gaines Township, Michigan; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 149; June 04; AR

Residence; Spencertown House; Record House 2004; Upstate, New York; by Fred Bernstein; ph. pl. sec.; p. 122-127; Apr 04; AR

Residence; Taghkanic House; AIA 2004 Honor Award; Hudson, New York; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 153; June 04; AR

PHILIPS, APRIL
Landscape Design, Techniques; Aspect Communications Headquarters; Benefits of sustainable site design; San Jose, California; by April Phillips; ph. dia. sec. pl.; p. 28-38; May 04; TCS

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

PHILLIPS & SWAGER
Government Building; Jack Evans Police Headquarters; Dallas, Texas; by David Barista; ph.; p. 44-50; May 04; BD&C

Library; Southfield Public Library; Building Team Grand Award; Southfield, Michigan; by Matthew Phair; ph. pl. cost anal.; p. 26-33; June 04; BD&C

PIANO, RENZO
Garden; Nasher Sculpture Center; Dallas, Texas; by David Dillon; ph. sec. pl.; p. 84-91; Mar 04; LA

Museum/Art; Nasher Sculpture Center; Dallas, Texas; by Peter Buchanan; ph. sec. pl.; p. 46-53; June 04; ARev

Museum/Art; Nasher Sculpture Center; Dallas, Texas; by David Dillon; ph. sec. pl.; p. 100-105; Jan 04; AR

Office Building/High Rise; New York Times Headquarters; New York, New York; by Deborah Snoonian; m.; p. 169; Mar 04; AR

Religious Building/Church; Church of Padre Pio of Pietrelcina; San Giovanni Rotondo, Italy; by Sarah Amelar; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 184-195; Nov 04; AR

Religious Building/Church; Pilgrimage Church; Puglia, Italy; by Catherine Slessor; ph. sec. pl.; p. 64-69; Sept 04; ARev

University/Campus; Columbia University; Expansion; New York, New York; by Bay Brown; ill. map; p. 46; Sept 04; A

PICKERING
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; The College Park Neighborhood; Phase 2; Builder's Choice Award; Memphis, Tennessee; by Shawn Kennedy; ph. pl.; p. 176-177; Oct 04; B

PINNACLE DESIGN
Residence; Cortile Collection at the Bridges; Residence 3; Builder's Choice Award; Rancho Santa Fe, California; by Shawn Kennedy; ph. pl.; p. 154-155; Oct 04; B

PINTO, JODY
Landscape Architecture; Collaboration of Art and Landscape Architecture; by Marty Carlock; ph. m.; p. 174-177; Oct 04; LA

PIVA, MARCO
Showroom; Sicis Tile Showroom; Milan, Italy; by Josephine Minutillo; ph.; p. 130-132; Oct 04; ID

PKA
Office Building/Low Rise; Telenor Group Headquarters; Fornebu, Norway; by Gordon Wright; ph.; p. 26-28; Mar 04; BD&C

Office Building/Low Rise; Telenor Headquarters; AIA 2004 Honor Award; Oslo, Norway; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 157; June 04; AR

PLACE ARCHITECTS
Architecture; Profile of Firm; Seattle, Washington; by Randi Greenberg; ph. ill.; p. 49-50; July 04; AR
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

PLASMA STUDIO
Architecture; Profile of Firm; Design Vanguard 2004; London, England; by Sara Hart; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p. 170-175; Dec 04; AR

PLATT, BYARD, DOVELL & WHITE
Lighting; Equinox Fitness Center; Lighting; —, New York; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph.; p. 283-286; Nov 04; AR

PLENSA, JAUME
Recreation/Park; Millennium Park Takes Shape; Chicago, Illinois; by Blair Kamin; ph. m. pl.; p. 61-64; May 04; AR

PLOT
Community Center; Youth Centre; ar+d prize-winner; Copenhagen, Denmark; by Peter Davey; ph. pl. ill.; p. 38-41; Dec 04; ARev

PLUS+
Performing Arts Center; Theaterhaus Stuttgart; Stuttgart, Germany; by Peter Blundell Jones; ph. ill. pl. dia.; p. 60-64; June 04; ARev

PMA LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS
Landscape Architecture; Husky Injection Molding Systems Headquarters; Industrial landscape; Ontario, Bolton, Canada; by Rob Thomas; ph. pl.; p. 60-66; June 04; LA

POLSKH PARTNERSHIP
Lighting; Marquee Lighting; the Symphony Space Cultural Center; New York, New York; by Leanne B. French; ph.; p. 181; Mar 04; AR

Museum; Brooklyn Museum Entrance Pavilion and Plaza; Brooklyn, New York; by James S. Russell; ph. pl. sec.; p. 116-123; Oct 04; AR

School/Private; Lycee Francais French School; New York, New York; by Sam Lubell; ph. pl. sec.; p. 132-135; Mar 04; AR

Theater; Bilmore Theater Restoration; BD&C Reconstruction & Renovation Grand Award; New York, New York; by Matthew Phair; ph. cost anal. sec.; p. 10-16; Oct 04; BD&C

PORT AUTHORITY OF NEW YORK AND NEW JERSEY
Transit Station; World Trade Center Temporary PATH Station; New York, New York; by Abby Bussel; ph. sec.; p. 52-57; Feb 04; A

PORTER, DEREK
Art; Dielectric Screen Exhibition; Kansas City, Missouri; by Charles Linn; ph.; p. 193; May 04; AR

PORTER, NEIL
Recreation/Park; Westerpark; Amsterdam, Netherlands; by Mark Hinshaw; ph. pl. ill.; p. 60-71; Nov 04; LA

PORTICO GROUP
Recreation/Park; Preserving Native Texas: A Master Plan for the Fort Worth Nature Center & Refuge; 2004 ASLA Award of Merit; Fort Worth, Texas; by No author listed; ill.; p. 107; Sept 04; LA

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

PORTUGAL & REIS
Library; Casa de Cerca Municipal Library and Archives; Amarante, Portugal; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 82-85; July 04; ARev

POWADIUK, SUZANNE
Museum/Natural History; Lighting the Hall of Mammals; National Museum of Natural History; Washington, District of Columbia; by Alice Liao; ph.; p. 276-278; Nov 04; AR

POWERS, DONALD
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Warwick Grove; RA Single-Family Merit Award; Warwick, New York; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 95; May 04; RA

PRAIRIE RESTORATIONS
Landscape Restoration; Restoring the Prairies; by Frank Edgerton Martin; ph.; p. 118-121; June 04; LA

PREDOCK & FRANE
Exhibition, Exhibit; Acqua Alta Spiritual Space Exhibit; 9th International Architecture Biennale; Venice, Italy; by Robert Ivy; ph.; p. 98-99; Nov 04; AR

Religious Building/Ceremonial Building; Center of Gravity Foundation Hall; AIA 2004 Honor Award; Jemez Springs, New Mexico; by Jane F. Kelley; ph. pl.; p. 145; June 04; AR

Religious Building/Monastery; Center of Gravity Foundation Hall; Jemez Springs, New Mexico; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. pl. sec.; p. 46-51; Oct 04; A

PREDOCK, ANTOINE
Government Building; U.S. Federal Courthouse; El Paso, Texas; by Anna Holtzman; ill.; p. 40; Feb 04; A

School/Special; Indian Community School of Milwaukee; Franklin, Wisconsin; by Jamie Reynolds; ill.; p. 45; Sept 04; A

PRELLWITZ & CHILINSKI
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Treehouse Community; Easthampton, Massachusetts; by Katie Gerfen; pl. elev.; p. 34; Nov 04; A

PRENTISS ARCHITECTS
Residence; Lopez Island Cabin; Lopez Island, Washington; by Meghan Druding; ph. pl.; p. 76-79; July 04; RA

PRICE & MEYERS
Religious Building/Church; St. Paul's Church; Renovation; London, Bow, England; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 74-76; Aug 04; ARev

PROGRESSIVE AE
Convention Center; DeVos Place; Grand Rapids, Michigan; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. sec.; p. 68-69; Mar 04; A

Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Eton Street Station Townhomes; Birmingham, Michigan; by David Holzel; ph. pl.; p. 79; Feb 04; B
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

PROJECT STEAM
Library; Sello Concert Hall and Regional Library; Espoo, Finland; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. sec.; p. 46-51; Aug 04; AR

PROMONTORIO ARQUITECTOS
Shopping Center; Shopping Center Refurbishment; Lisbon, Portugal; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. elev. sec.; p. 69-71; July 04; A

PRYCE, EDWARD
Art; The Art of Edward Pryce; by Amy Bryan et al.; ph.; p. 116-117; Dec 04; LA

PTW
Recreation/Sports Facility; 2008 Beijing Olympics Master Planning; Beijing, China; by Sara Hart; ph. ill. pl.; p. 100-105; Mar 04; AR

PUBLIC ARCHITECTURE
Office Practice; Nonprofit Architecture; by John Peterson; ph.; p. 43-48; Apr 04; RA

Residential Development; Speculative Housing; Lofts at Laurel Court; West Hollywood, California; by Ann Jarmusch; ph. pl.; p. 204-207; Nov 04; AR

PUCCI, LAUDOMIA
Boat; Wallyno Racing Yacht; by Meaghan O'neill; ph.; p. 94-100; Mar 04; ID

PUCCI, RALPH
Interior Design; Style-Setting Mannequins; by Marisa Bartolucci; ph.; p. 131-134; Apr 04; ID

PUGH & SCARPA
Interior Design; COop Editorial Offices; AIA 2004 Interiors Honor Award; Santa Monica, California; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 167; June 04; AR

Office Building/Interiors; Creative Domain Headquarters; Los Angeles, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 138-145; June 04; ID

PUIG I CADAFALCH, JOSEP
Cultural Center; Casa Asia Cultural Center; Barcelona, Spain; by Monica Geran; ph.; p. 182-184; May 04; ID

PUNCH, MICHAEL
Government Building; Civic Offices; Dooradoyle, Ireland; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 58-63; May 04; AR

Government Building; Limerick County Hall; 2004 Business Week/Architectural Record Award Winner; Limerick County, Ireland; by Jane F. Kolleeny and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 130; Nov 04; AR

PUTNAM, COLLINS & SCOTT
Housing; Roxbury Estates; Habitat for Humanity; Seattle, Washington; by Lawrence W. Cheek; ph. pl. sec.; p. 64-69; Apr 04; A

QUIGLEY ARCHITECTS
Residence; Private Residence; Remodel; Minneapolis, Minnesota; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 56-57; Nov 04; RA

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

QUIGLEY, PATRICK B.
Office Building/Interiors; Offices of Game Show Network; Santa Monica, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. S34-S40; Nov 04; ID

QUIJANO, AUGUSTO
Residence; Casa Larga; Home of the Year Award; Mendota, Mexico; by Jamie Reynolds; ph. pl.; p. 60; Nov 04; A

QUINN & EVANS
University/Music Building; Peabody Institute; Johns Hopkins University; BD&C Reconstruction & Renovation Merit Award; Baltimore, Maryland; by Mindi Zissman; ph.; p. 37-40; Oct 04; BD&C

RABINOVICH, CHARLES
Kitchen; Kitchen; Renovation; New York, New York; by Monica Geran; ph.; p. 104; Jan 04; ID

RAFF, PAUL
Garden; Garden Teahouse Pavilion; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; by Rick Andriighetti; ph. pl. sec.; p. 132-133; July 04; LA

RAFFY, ERIC
Hotel; Hotel Clinton South Beach; Renovation; South Beach, Florida; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 98-102; Feb 04; ID

RAINEY, REUBEN M.
Book; Half My World: The Garden of Anne Spencer, a History and Guide; 2004 ASLA Award of Honor; by No author listed; pl.; p. 108; Sept 04; LA

RANALLI, GEORGE
Community Center; Saratoga Community Center; Brooklyn, New York; by C. C. Sullivan; ill.; p. 41; Feb 04; A

RASHID, KARIM
Lighting; Powder Night Club; Interior lighting; New York, New York; by Alice Laio; ph.; p. 214-28; Aug 04; AR

RATHEGEBER & GOSS
Office Building/Interiors; Offices of Green Door Nonprofit; Washington, District of Columbia; by Laura Fisher Kaiser; ph.; p. 156-161; June 04; ID

RAWN, WILLIAM
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; The Carneros Inn Resort; Napa, California; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 133-142; May 04; B

University/Master Plan; Carr's Hill Arts Precinct Plan; University of Virginia; Charlottesville, Virginia; by Frank Edgerton Martin; ph. pl. ref.; p. 58-64; Mar 04; LA

University/Residential; West Campus Residence Halls; Northeastern University; AIA 2004 Honor Award; Boston, Massachusetts; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 147; June 04; AR

RBGC
Housing; Bayview Village Plan; Bayview, Virginia; by Abby Bussel; ph. pl. elev.; p. 60-67; Sept 04; A
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

RBVK ASSOCIATES
Recreation/Park; San Pedro Springs Park; Renovation; San Antonio, Texas; by Peter Hamik; ph. pl.; p. 116-125; Aug 04; LA

READER & SWARTZ
Residence; Wheatland Farms Log Cabin; RA Renovation Merit Award; Waterford, Virginia; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 83; May 04; RA

REALITIES: UNITED
Museum/Art; Media Facade on Graz Kunsthau Museum; Graz, Austria; by Catherine Slessor; ph. ill.; p. 38-39; Mar 04; ARev

REDDYMADE DESIGN
Office Building/Interiors; Offices of Well–spring Capital Management; New York, New York; by Sheila Kim; ph.; p. 186-188; May 04; ID

REED & HILDERBRAND
Cemetery; Maple Avenue at Mount Auburn Cemetery; 2003 ASLA award winner; Watertown and Cambridge, Massachusetts; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl.; p. 96-101; June 04; LA

Plaza; Mary Baker Eddy Library Entry Courtyard and Christian Science Plaza; 2003 ASLA award winner; Boston, Massachusetts; by Gina Crandell; ph. pl.; p. 108-115; May 04; LA

Residence; Hither Lane; 2003 ASLA award winner; East Hampton, New York; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl. elev. sec.; p. 100-107; Feb 04; LA

REICHEN & ROBERT
City and Regional Planning; Athens and the Olympics; Athens, Greece; by Richard Ingersoll; ph. map; p. 29-30; July 04; A

REISER & UMEMOTO
Highway; Highway Interchange Exhibit; 9th International Architecture Biennale; Venice, Italy; by Robert Ivy; ph.: p. 96-96; Nov 04; AR

Railroad Station; Alishan Mountain Tourist Route; —, Taiwan; by Katie Gerfen; ill. dia.; p. 41; Oct 04; A

RENFRO DESIGN GROUP
Hotel; James Hotel; Scottsdale, Arizona; by Kathryn Harris; ph.; p. 194-202; June 04; ID

RENWICK, JAMES
School/Junior High, Middle; Packer Collegiate Institute; Brooklyn Heights, New York; by Monica Patankar; ph. sec.; p. 64-66; Aug 04; BD&C

RENWICK, WILLIAM WHETTON
Garden; Greenwood Gardens; Restoration; Short Hills, New Jersey; by Jane Roy Brown; ph.; p. 28; Sept 04; LA

RICHARDSON & SADEKI
Recreation; Bathhouse Spa; Las Vegas, Nevada; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 67-69; Oct 04; A

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

RICHMOND AMERICAN HOMES
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Seasons at River Run; Centennial, Colorado; by Pat Curry; ph. pl.; p. 122; June 04; B

RIDLESS, RANDALL A.
Store/Clothing; Bergdorf Goodman Store; Renovation; New York, New York; ph.; p. 226-235; Sept 04; ID

RINK, REYNOLDS, DIAMOND, FISHER & WILSON
Government Building; Alachua County Criminal Courthouse; Courthouse security and technology; Gainesville, Florida; by Gordon Wright; ph. pl.; p. 34-43; June 04; BD&C

RIPLEY DESIGN
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Marisol Community; San Bruno, California; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 87; Nov 04; B

RIZZO, CRAIG
Store; Fred Segal Beauty Salon; Santa Monica, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 102-104; May 04; ID

RMJM
Government Building; Scottish Parliament Building; Edinburgh, Scotland; by Catherine Slessor; ph. sec. pl. ref.; p. 46-63; Nov 04; ARev

ROBERTSON, DONNA
Architecture; Profile of Designer; Dean of Architecture; Illinois Institute of Technology; by Suzanne Stephens; ph.; p. 264; May 04; AR

ROCHE, KEVIN
University/Arts Center; Ezra & Cecile Zilkha Gallery; Renovation; Wesleyan University; Middletown, Connecticut; by Fred Bernstein; ph.; p. 126-127; Aug 04; ID

ROCKWELL GROUP.
Film/Television Studio; Team America: World Police Film Sets; by Rebecca Flint Marx; ph. ill.; p. 93-95; Nov 04; ID

ROGERS & MARVEL
Residence; Penthouse Loft; New York, New York; by Sarah Amela; ph. pl.; p. 158-162; Jan 04; AR

Store/Clothing; Kate Spade Store; Washington, District of Columbia; by Lisa Antonelli Bacon; ph.; p. 84-88; May 04; ID

ROGERS, NITA
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Mission Creek; San Antonio, Texas; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 96; Aug 04; B

ROGERS, RICHARD
Film/Television Studio; Corinthian Television Headquarters; London, England; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 286-293; Mar 04; ID

ROJO, MANUEL CLAVEL
Cemetery; Mausoleum Project; Murcia, Spain; ph. pl. axon.; p. 58-61; Aug 04; ARev
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

ROJO, MANUEL CLAVEL (cont’d)
Cemetery; Mausoleum; ar-d highly committed project; Murcia, Spain; by Peter Davey; ph. pl. axon.; p. 60-61; Dec 04; ARev

RONAN, JOHN
Community Center; Gary Comer’s Youth Center; Chicago, Illinois; by Abby Bussel; ill. sec.; p. 42; Oct 04; A
School/High; Perth Amboy High School; Perth Amboy, New Jersey; by Abby Bussel; ill.; p. 42; May 04; A
School/Special; Akiba-Schechter Jewish Day School; Chicago, Illinois; by Edward Keegan; ph. pl. sec.; p. 84-89; Dec 04; A

ROSE, CHARLES
University/Student Center; Shapiro Campus Center; Brandeis University; Waltham, Massachusetts; by Nancy Levinson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 178-185; Dec 04; AR

ROSENBerg & GARDNER
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Montclair Lofts; 2004 Business Week/Architectural Record Award Finalist; Miami Beach, Florida; by Jane F. Kolleeny and Audrey Beaton; ill.; p. 150; Nov 04; AR

ROSENBerg, JANET
Balcony; Balcony Terrace; Redesign; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; by Ted Radlak; ph. elev. sec.; p. 44-48; Feb 04; LA
Theater; Shaw Festival Theatre Production Centre; Niagara-on-the-Lake, Canada; by No author listed; ph. pl. sec.; p. 62-66; Oct 04; ARev
Walkway; Portage and Main Street Crossing; Manitoba, Winnipeg, Canada; by Abby Bussel; pl. sec.; p. 36; July 04; A

ROSENBUM & COE
Kitchen; Shapiro Kitchen; 2004 Watermark Special Focus Awards; Charleston, South Carolina; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 132; Apr 04; B

ROSENWASSER & GROSSMAN
Residence; Apartment; Renovation; New York, New York; by Marisa Bartolucci; ph.; p. 135-138; Sept 04; ID

ROSS BARNEY & Jankowski
Government Building; Oklahoma City Federal Building; Oklahoma City, Oklahoma; by Jane C. Loeffler; ph. pl.; p. 104-110; Oct 04; AR
Security; Oklahoma City Federal Office Building; Oklahoma City, Oklahoma; by Gordon Wright; ph. pl. cost anal.; p. 24-33; Aug 04; BD&C
University/Technical; Ray Harstein Technology Center; Addition, Skokie, Illinois; by Sam Lubell; ill.; p. 94-95; May 04; AR

ROTH, B’FER
Recreation/Playground; Crotched Mountain Treehouse; da Vinci Award; Greefield, New Hampshire; by Katie Gerfen; ph.; p. 98; Dec 04; A

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

ROTH, CARSTEN
Office Building/Interiors; 9 Waterloohain; Hamburg, Germany; by Ian Phillips; ph. sec.; p. 262-269; May 04; ID

Roto Architects
Conservation; Corner Table Mixed-Use Community; Billings, Montana; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. pl. map; p. 36-43; Aug 04; A
Conservation; Interview with Firm; Cottonwood Ranches; Daniel, Wyoming; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. pl. map; p. 36-43; Aug 04; A
Conservation; Sacred Springs Cultural Center; Los Angeles, California; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. pl. map; p. 36-43; Aug 04; A

ROUNTHWAITE, DICK & HADLEY
University/Library; Academic Resource Center; University of Toronto; Ontario, Scarborough, Canada; by Terri Whitehead; ph. pl. axon. sec. ill.; p. 120-123; Aug 04; AR

ROWLEY, CHeryl
Hotel; Hotel Monaco; 2004 Business Week/Architectural Record Award Finalist; Washington, District of Columbia; by Jane F. Kolleeny and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 144; Nov 04; AR

Rtkl, Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Harbor Town Neighborhood; Memphis, Tennessee; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 238-248; Jan 04; B

Ruddick, Margie
River, Waterway; Living Water Garden; Chengdu, China; by Mary Padua; m. pl. sec. map; p. 100-107; Mar 04; LA

rudolph, Paul
Residence; Deering Residence; Casey Key, Florida; by Meghan Drueing; ph.; p. 96; June 04; RA

Rudow & Berry
University/Performing Arts Center; Performing Arts Center; South Mountain Community College; Phoenix, Arizona; by Abby Bussel; ph. iso. pl. det.; p. 71-74; Oct 04; A
University/Theater; Dance Theater; University of Arizona; Tucson, Arizona; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec. pers.; p. 56-61; Feb 04; ARev

Rural Studio
Recreation/Sports Facility; Newbern Little League Field; Newbern, Alabama; by Catherine Slessor; ph.; p. 40-41; June 04; ARev

Russli Architekten
Residence; Swiss Ambassador Residence; Washington, District of Columbia; by Abby Bussel; pl. ill.; p. 42; May 04; A

Ryan, Leslie
Elderly Housing; Casa Familiar; P/A Citation; San Ysidro, California; by No author listed; ill.; p. 54-55; Jan 04; A
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ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

SACHS, NAOMI
Computer; Therapeutic Landscapes Database; 2004 ASLA Award of Merit; by No author listed; ph.; p. 108; Sept 04; LA

SADLER, KENNETH
Residence; Cape Cod Codadge; Wilmot, New Hampshire; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 65-66; June 04; B

SAFDIE & RABINES
Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Cairo; Mixed-use development; San Diego, California; by Cheryl Weber; ill. sec. pers.; p. 26; Aug 04; RA

SAF DIE, MOSHE
Library; Free Library of Philadelphia Restoration; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; by Abby Bussel; ill. sec.; p. 40; Feb 04; A

Library; Salt Lake City Public Library; Salt Lake City, Utah; by Larry Flynn; ph.; p. 52-62; Aug 04; BD&C

Library; Salt Lake City Public Library; AIA 2004 Honor Award; Salt Lake City, Utah; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 151; June 04; AR

Museum; Peabody Essex Museum; Salem, Massachusetts; by Alice Laio; ph. sec.; p. 184-188; Mar 04; AR

SAGUEZ & PARTNERS
Office Building/Interiors; Saguez & Partners Headquarters; Saint-Ouen, France; by Ian Phillips; ph.; p. 248-255; May 04; ID

SAIA, MARIO
City and Regional Planning; Quartier International; City center redevelopment; Quebec, Montreal, Canada; by Annette Lecuyer; ph. pl. sec.; p. 50-57; Oct 04; AR

SAIKI, KEN
Plaza; State Street Reconstruction Project; Madison, Wisconsin; by Frank Edgerton Martin; ph.; p. 76-85; May 04; LA

SAITOWITZ, STANLEY
Residence; Town House; Renovation; San Francisco, California; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 158-165; Feb 04; ID

SAL MEL A ARCHITECTS
Residence; Two Black Sheds; Madeline Island, Wisconsin; by Carmille Lefevre; ph. pl.; p. 208-210; Oct 04; AR

SALTER, CHARLES M.
Interior Design; Offices of Huntsman Architectural Group; San Francisco, California; by Andrew Blum; ph.; p. 340-344; June 04; AR

SAMARTANO
Apartment Building/High Rise; Skybridge; One North Halsted; Chicago, Illinois; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. iso.; p. 136-140; May 04; AR

SANAA
Museum/Art; New Museum of Contemporary Art; New York, New York; by Anna Holtzman; ph. ill. sec.; p. 39; Feb 04; A

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

SANAA (cont'd)
Store/Clothing; Dior Boutique; Tokyo, Japan; by Ian Phillips; ph. pl.; p. 162-169; Apr 04; ID

SANDER ARCHITECTS
Bathroom; Bathroom Design; Venice, California; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 38; Mar 04; RA

Residence; Canal House; Home of the Year Award; Venice, California; by Jamie Reynolds; ph. pl. sec.; p. 52-55; Nov 04; A

SANT ARCHITECTS
Residence; Kima Residence; Renovation; Brentwood, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 68-70; July 04; ID

SANTOS & URRUTIA
Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Guerrero Street Mixed-Use Development; Home of the Year Award; San Francisco, California; by Abby Bussel; ph. pl. sec.; p. 56-59; Nov 04; A

SASAKI ASSOCIATE
Plaza; Iowa City Pedestrian Mall; Iowa City, Iowa; by Frank Edgerton Martin; ph. pl.; p. 76-85; May 04; LA

Recreation/Sports Facility; 2008 Beijing Olympics Master Planning; Beijing, China; by Sara Hart; ph. ill. pl.; p. 100-105; Mar 04; AR

Security; Oklahoma City Federal Office Building; Oklahoma City, Oklahoma; by Gordon Wright; ph. pl. cost anal.; p. 24-33; Aug 04; BD&C

University/Residential; Village at Centennial Square; RA Campus Housing Merit Award; San Francisco, California; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. m.; p. 123; May 04; RA

SATO & CPAJAK
Art; Art Installation; Munich, Germany; by Sheila Kim; ph. ill.; p. 160-162; Jan 04; ID

SAUCIER & PERRO TTE
Botanic Garden; First Nations Garden Pavilion; Quebec, Montreal, Canada; by Brian Carter; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 58-61; Oct 04; ARev

Garden; Garden of the First Nations; Quebec, Montreal, Canada; by Peter Jacobs; ph. pl. ill.; p. 28-37; Dec 04; LA

SA WYER & B ERSON
Art; Sydney and Walda Bestoff Sculpture Garden; New Orleans, Louisiana; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl.; p. 92-99; Mar 04; LA

SB ACHITECTS
Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Ross Woods Townhomes; Builder's Choice Award; Belmont, California; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 204; Oct 04; B

SBLD STUDIO
Exhibition, Exhibit; International Contemporary Furniture Fair; New York, New York; by Aric Chen; ph.; p. 123-126; June 04; ID

Office Building/Interiors; Time Out New York Headquarters; New York, New York; by Craig Kellogg; ph. pl.; p. 222-227; May 04; ID
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

SCANDIACONSULT
Office Building/Low Rise; Telenor Group Headquarters; Fornebu, Norway; by Gordon Wright; ph.; p. 26-28; Mar 04; BD&C

SCARPA, CARLO
Landscape Architecture; Landscapes and Gardens of Carlo Scarpa; by George Dodds; ph. ref. pl.; p. 30-38; Feb 04; JAE

Museum; Palazzo Abatellis; Palermo, Italy; by Lynne Bryant; ph.; p. 98; Jan 04; AReV

SCHAFFER, BARBARA
Residence; Bondi Beach House; Sydney, Australia; by Robert Bevan; ph. pl. sec.; p. 89-90; Sept 04; AReV

SCHAUDET, PETER LINDSAY
Recreation/Sports Facility; Soldier Field Campus; Chicago, Illinois; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl. sec.; p. 96-103; Dec 04; LA

SCHAUMAN, SALLY
Landscape Architecture Research; Residential Impacts to Water Quality and Aquatic Habitat; 2004 ASLA Award of Merit; by No author listed; ph.; p. 109; Sept 04; LA

SCEHERER ARCHITECTS
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; The Villas at Southern Highlands Golf Club; Detached Community of the Year; Las Vegas, Nevada; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 136; Feb 04; B

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; The Strand at Crystal Cove; Attatched Community of the Year; Newport Beach, California; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 130-132; Feb 04; B

SCHINDLER, RUDOLF M.
Housing; El Pueblo Ribera Court; La Jolla, California; by Meghan Drueding; ph.; p. 104; Jan 04; RA

Housing; Schindler Shelters; Low-cost, mass producible housing; by Jin-Ho Park; pl. sec. axon. ill. det. m. ref.; p. 29-38; Nov 04; JAE

SCHNEIDER, TOBI
Computer; RemoteHome Interaction System; by Randi Greenberg; ph.; p. 77; Apr 04; AR

SCHOLZ-BARTH, KATRIN
Roof, Roofing; Green Roof Case Study; Baltimore, Maryland; by Theodore Eisenman; ph. ill. ref.; p. 52-61; Aug 04; LA

SCHUETTE, KEN
Garden; Roofless Church Spiritual Gardens; New Harmony, Indiana; by Christine Gorby; ph.; p. 36-44; June 04; LA

SCHULZ-DORNBURG, JULIA
Residence; Weekend House; Catalonia, Spain; by Geeta Aiyer; ph. ill.; p. 210-217; July 04; ID

SCHWARZ, DAVID M.
Recreation/Sports Facility; American Airlines Center; Dallas, Texas; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. pl. sec.; p. 73-75; Feb 04; A

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

SCMUCKER, ANDREAS
Bank; Volksbank; Mannheim, Germany; by Ian Phillips; ph.; p. 214-221; May 04; ID

SCOGIN & ELAM
Residence; Bailey House Studio; Record House 2004; Atlanta, Georgia; by Sara Hart; ph. pl. sec.; p. 128-133; Apr 04; AR

SD ROOM
Residence; Skip House; Kyoto, Japan; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p. 86-89; May 04; AReV

SEAMON & WHITESIDE
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; On Walking Neighborhood; Mount Pleasant, South Carolina; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl.; p. 110-117; Sept 04; LA

SEARS ARCHITECTS
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Bay Street Cottages; Builder's Choice Award; Harbor Springs, Michigan; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 156-157; Oct 04; B

Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Mossburg Building; Builder's Choice Award; Harbor Springs, Michigan; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 202; Oct 04; B

SECRETONIX
Shopping Center; Shopping Center Refurbishment; Lisbon, Portugal; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. elev. sec.; p. 69-71; July 04; AReV

SEGAL, JONATHAN
Apartment Building; Titan Apartments; RA Multifamily Grand Award; San Diego, California; by Meghan Drueding; ph. pl.; p. 86; May 04; RA

Architecture; Profile of Architect; RA Leadership Award; by Meghan Drueding; ph. ill. m.; p. 76-79; June 04; RA

Housing; The Titan; Multifamily housing award winner; San Diego, California; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 171; July 04; AR

Residence; The Prospect; Single-family custom award winner; La Jolla, California; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 168; July 04; AR

Residence; The State; Single-family market award winner; San Diego, California; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 169; July 04; AR

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; The State; RA Single-Family Merit Award; San Diego, California; by Meghan Drueding; ph. pl.; p. 103; May 04; RA

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Titan Lofts; Builder's Choice Award; San Diego, California; by Shawn Kennedy; ph.; p. 188; Oct 04; B
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

SEIDEL & HOLZMAN

Apartment Development, Multiple Building Group; Italian Gardens Apartments; Builder’s Choice Award; San Jose, California; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 200; Oct 04; B

Housing; Loyola Village; University of San Francisco; Multifamily housing award winner; San Francisco, California; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 170; July 04; AR

SEIFERT, GABRIELA

Residence; Living Room House; Retractable balcony; Gelnhausen, Germany; by Tracy Metz; ph.; p. 95; Apr 04; AR

SEKKEI, NIKKEN

Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Xintiandi Mixed-Use Project; Shanghai, China; by Jen Lin-Liu; ph. pl. elev.; p. 96-99; Mar 04; AR

SELF & TUCKER

Museum; Stax Music Academy & Museum of American Soul Music; Building Team Merit Award; Memphis, Tennessee; by Mindi Zissman; ph. cost anal.; p. 52-54; June 04; BD&C

SELLDORF ARCHITECTS

Residence; TriBeCa Building; Renovation; New York, New York; by Aric Chen; ph. pl.; p. 208-215; Jan 04; ID

Store; Bumble and Bumble Salon, School and Office; New York, New York; by Lucie Young; ph. pl.; p. 198-205; Sept 04; ID

SEMPLE & BROWN

Residence; Arnold Loft; Denver, Colorado; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 64-65; Aug 04; RA

SENHAUSER, JOHN C.

Kitchen; Palmer Kitchen; 2004 Watermark Grand Award; Cincinnati, Ohio; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 122; Apr 04; B

SEOAHN TOTAL LANDSCAPE

Recreation/Park; Seonyudo Park; 2004 ASLA Award of Merit; Seoul, South Korea; by No author listed; ph.; p. 103; Sept 04; LA

SEVERUD ASSOCIATES

Residence; Steel Loft; New York, New York; by Deborah Snoonian; ph. pl.; p. 174-178; Jan 04; AR

SEXTON, GEORGE

Store/Clothing; Louis Vuitton Boutique; Nagoya, Japan; by Paula Dietz; ph. pl. sec.; p. 84-87; Nov 04; ARev

Store/Clothing; Louis Vuitton Store; Tokyo, Japan; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl.; p. 142-148; Feb 04; AR

SHAH, SHAMIR

Interior Design; Interview with Designer; by Sheila Kim; ph.; p. 154-155; Jan 04; ID

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

SHANGHAI ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN INSTITUTE

Office Building/High Rise; China Construction Bank Regional Headquarters; Xiamen, China; by Larry Flynn; ph.; p. 30-31; Mar 04; BD&C

SHAVER & MELAHN

Office Building/Interiors; Office; Renovation; by Kimberly Goad; ph. pl.; p. 117-120; Oct 04; ID

SHELTON & MINDEL

Showroom; Blackman New York Plumbing Showroom; by Craig Kellogg; ph. pl.; p. 98-100; Sept 04; ID

SHEN, MILSON & WILKE

Museum; Skyscraper Museum; New York, New York; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl.; p. 122-127; Sept 04; AR

SHIM & SUTCLIFFE

Residence; Rundles Restaurant and Residency; Ontario, Stratford, Canada; by Brian Carter and Annette Lecuyer; p. 80-82; Oct 04; ARev

Residence; Weathering Steel House; Toronto, Canada; by Raul A. Barreneche; ph. pl.; p. 178-182; July 04; AR

SHIMODA DESIGN GROUP

Store; Mikimoto Jewelry Store; Los Angeles, California; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 170-177; Apr 04; ID

SHIN STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING

Recreation/Park; I Like Dalki Theme Park; Paju City, South Korea; by Iris Moon; ph. sec. det. pl.; p. 50-59; Sept 04; A

SHIVE & HETTERY

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; The Glen Town Center; Glenview, Illinois; by No author listed; ph.; p. 29-38; Sept 04; BD&C

SHOP/SHARPLES, HOLDEN & PASQUARELLI

Apartment Building; Porter House; New York, New York; by Julia Mandell; ph. elev. pl.; p. 74-81; June 04; A

SIADR

Museum; Shanghai-Pudong Museum; Archives and Exhibition Hall; Shanghai, China; by Sam Lubell; ill.; p. 113; Mar 04; AR

SIEGEL & DIAMOND

Government Building; Sweet Grass/Coutts Port of Entry Facility; Sweet Grass, Montana; by David Barista; ph. sec.; p. 44-48; Nov 04; BD&C

SIEGEL & STRAIN

Residence; Wine Creek Road Residence; Healdsburg, California; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 78-79; Mar 04; RA

SILMAN, ROBERT

Office Building/Interiors; Offices of Bartle Bogle Hegarty; New York, New York; by Rebecca Flint Marx; ph.; p. 82-84; Oct 04; ID
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

**SILMAN, ROBERT (cont'd)**
- Roof, Roofing: Town House Roof Deck; New York, New York; by Jen Renzi; ph. m.; p. 214-219; Sept 04; ID
- **University/Music Building**: Peabody Institute; Johns Hopkins University; BD&C Reconstruction & Renovation Merit Award; Baltimore, Maryland; by Mindi Zissman; ph.; p. 37-40; Oct 04; BD&C

**SIMONS, SCOTT**
- Kitchen: Kitchen Design; Scarborough, Maine; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 36-36; Mar 04; RA

**SIMPSON, IAN**
- Residential Development, Speculative Housing: Hilton Manchester; Manchester, England; by Rob Gregory; ph. ill.; p. 31; May 04; ARev

**SINGER, ROBERT**
- Shopping Center: Market Street; DC Ranch commercial center; Scottsdale, Arizona; by Julia Mandell; ph. pl. det.; p. 77-79; May 04; A

**SIREN, J.S.**
- Government Building: Parliamentary Annexe; Helsinki, Finland; by Peter Davey; ph. axon. pl.; p. 70-75; Nov 04; ARev

**SITE DESIGN GROUP**
- Community Center: Chinese American Service League Community Center; Chicago, Illinois; by Cheryl Kent; ph. pl. det. dia.; p. 90-95; Dec 04; A

**SITES SOUTHWEST**
- River, Waterway: Middle Rio Grande Bosque Restoration Project; 2004 ASLA Award of Honor; Albuquerque, New Mexico; by No author listed; Ill.; p. 105-106; Sept 04; LA

**SITEWORKSHOP**
- Recreation/Park: Fisher Pavilion; Seattle Center; 2004 Business Week/Architectural Record Award Winner; Seattle, Washington; by Jane F. Kolleeny and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 136; Nov 04; AR

**SIZA, ALVARO**
- Furniture, Furnishings: Interview with Architect; by C. C. Sullivan; ph.; p. 19-20; July 04; A

**Religious Building/Chapel**: Chapel at Santo Oviedo Estate; Douro, Near, Portugal; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl.; p. 51-53; Jan 04; ARev

**SKIDMORE, OWINGS & MERRILL**
- City and Regional Planning: Chicago Central Area Plan; AIA 2004 Urban Design Honor Award; Chicago, Illinois; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 168; June 04; AR
- Hotel: Nanjing Jinling Hotel Phase II; Nanjing, China; by Sam Lubell; ill.; p. 111; Mar 04; AR
- Museum: Skyscraper Museum; New York, New York; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl.; p. 122-127; Sept 04; AR

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

**SKIDMORE, OWINGS & MERRILL (cont’d)**
- Office Building/High Rise: Jinling Tower; Nanjing, China; by Abby Bussel; ill. dia.; p. 54; June 04; A
- Office Building/High Rise: Time Warner Center; New York, New York; by Peggy Deamer; ph.; p. 80; Jan 04; A
- Office Building/High Rise: Trump Tower Chicago; Chicago, Illinois; by Sam Lubell; ill.; p. 95; May 04; AR
- Office Building/Interiors: Human Rights Campaign Center; Washington, District of Columbia; by Andrea Codrington; ph.; p. 172-177; May 04; ID
- Office Building/Middle Rise: Seven World Trade Center; New York, New York; by Bay Brown; ph. ill. det.; p. 89; June 04; A
- Recreation/Park: Lakefront Millennium Park; Chicago, Illinois; by Edward Keegan; pl.; p. 59-61; Dec 04; A
- School/Private: Greenwich Academy Upper School; Greenwich, Connecticut; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. ill.; p. 228-233; June 04; AR
- University/Campus: Bridging the Rift Center; Life-sciences institute; Wadi Araba, Jordan; by Abby Bussel; Ill.; p. 54; June 04; A
- University/Campus: Columbia University; Expansion; New York, New York; by Bay Brown; Ill. map; p. 46; Sept 04; A

**SKOGLUND, SANDY**
- Bathroom: Rest Rooms; Smith College Museum of Art; Northampton, Massachusetts; by Monica Geran; ph.; p. 100; Jan 04; ID

**SKOLNICK, LEE H.**
- Museum: Miami Children’s Museum; Miami, Florida; by Beth Dunlop; ph.; p. 89-92; Feb 04; ID

**SLADE, JAMES**
- Recreation/Park: I Like Dalki Theme Park; Paju City, South Korea; by Iris Moon; ph. sec. det. pl.; p. 50-59; Sept 04; A

**SLATER, JAMES**
- Garden: Cancer Survivors Garden; Chicago, Illinois; by Sally A. Kitt Chappell; ph. ill.; p. 88-95; Sept 04; LA

**SM LIGHTING DESIGN**
- Office Building/Interiors: Offices of Third Point Management Company; New York, New York; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 178-180; May 04; ID

**SMALLWOOD, REYNOLDS, STEWART & STEWART**
- Bank: Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta; Atlanta, Georgia; by Gordon Wright; ph. cost anal.; p. 14-18; Feb 04; BD&C
- Concrete: Centergy Complex Utilizes Brick-Faced Precast Concrete; Atlanta, Georgia; by David Barista; ph.; p. 57-58; June 04; BD&C
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

SMARCH
Transit Station; Worb Railway Station; Worb, Switzerland; ph. pl. sec.; p. 66-69; Aug 04; ARev
Transit Station; Worb Railway Station; ar+d commended project; Worb, Switzerland; by Peter Davey; ph. pl.; p. 75; Dec 04; ARev

SMARTARCHITECTURE
University/Religious Building; Inter-Faith Spiritual Center of Northeastern University; ar+d commended project; Boston, Massachusetts; by Peter Davey; ph. ill.; p. 68; Dec 04; ARev

SMBW
Funeral Home; Belvedere Gardens; Sherwood Memorial Park; Expansion; Salem, Virginia; by Vernon Mays; ph. pl. sec.; p. 60-65; Oct 04; A

SMITH & SMITH
Apartment Building; Riverwood Place SRO; Builder's Choice Award; Santa Ana, California; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 192; Oct 04; B

SMITH, GARY
Art; Millennial Time Machine and Pavilion; University of British Columbia; British Columbia, Canada; by Brian Carter; ph.; p. 98; Oct 04; ARev

SMITH, GEORGE WASHINGTON
Residence; Smith-Heberton Residence; Montecito, California; by Meghan Drueing; ph.; p. 152; Oct 04; RA

SMITH, KEN
Garden; Learning Garden for P. S. 19; 2004 ASLA Award of Merit; Queens, New York; by No author listed; ph.; p. 103; Sept 04; LA
Landscape Restoration; Lever House Landscape Restoration; 2004 ASLA Award of Merit; New York, New York; by No author listed; ph.; p. 100; Sept 04; LA

SMITH, MILLER & HAWKINSON
City and Regional Planning; Strategic Open Space/Public Realm Improvement Strategy for Lower Manhattan; P/A Citation; New York, New York; by No author listed; ill. map; p. 56-57; Jan 04; A

SMITH, W. GARY
Garden; Peirce's Woods at Longwood Gardens; 2004 ASLA Award of Merit; Kennett Square, Pennsylvania; by No author listed; ph.; p. 100; Sept 04; LA

SMITHGROUP
Government Building; San Francisco Federal Building; P/A Award; San Francisco, California; by No author listed; pl. ill. sec.; p. 40-43; Jan 04; A
Government Building; San Francisco Federal Office; San Francisco, California; by Larry Flynn; ill. sec. dia.; p. 22-33; Nov 04; BD&C
Lighting; Discovery Communications Headquarters; Silver Spring, Maryland; by Charles Linn; ph.; p. 211-213; Aug 04; ARev

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

SMITHGROUP (cont'd)
Office Building; Discovery Channel Headquarters; Silver Spring, Maryland; by Gordon Wright; ph.; p. 17-20; Jan 04; BD&C
Research Facility, Laboratory; National Renewable Energy Laboratory Science & Technology Center; Golden, Colorado; by C. C. Sullivan; ill.; p. 42; Oct 04; A

SMITHSON, ALISON
Residence; Evolution of Hexenhaus; Bad Karlschafen, Germany; by Andrew Mead; ph. pl.; p. 102-106; Apr 04; A

SMITHSON, PETER
Residence; Evolution of Hexenhaus; Bad Karlschafen, Germany; by Andrew Mead; ph. pl.; p. 102-106; Apr 04; A

SMWW
Museum/Art; Art Museum; San Jose State University; P/A Citation; San Jose, California; by No author listed; pl. ill. dia.; p. 48-49; Jan 04; A
Transit Station; San Francisco Ferry Building; San Francisco, California; by John King; ph. pl. sec.; p. 164-173; Nov 04; ARev
Transit Station; San Francisco Ferry Building; 2004 Business Week/Architectural Record Award Finalist; San Francisco, California; by Jane F. Kolleeny and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 148; Nov 04; A

SNOHETTA
Architecture; Interview with Firm; by Sam Lubell; ph.; p. 90-92; Dec 04; A

SNOHETTA HAMZA CONSORTIUM
Library; Bibliotheca Alexandrina; 2004 Aga Khan Award; Alexandria, Egypt; by Sam Lubell and James Murdoch; ph.; p. 96; Dec 04; A

SNOW, JULIE
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Humboldt Mill and Annex Lofts; Minneapolis, Minnesota; by Camille Lefevre; ph. pl.; p. 214-216; Nov 04; A

SNYDER, C.B.J.
School/High; Curtis High School; BD&C Reconstruction & Renovation Special Commendation Award; Staten Island, New York; by David Barista; ph.; p. 47; Oct 04; BD&C

SODRE, MARCELO
Bathroom; Casa Cor Lavatory; Sao Paulo, Brazil; by Mary Sturges; ph. pl.; p. 84-85; Mar 04; A

SOFIELD, WILLIAM
Interior Design; Profile of Designer; by Aric Chen; ph.; p. S50-S52; Dec 04; ID

SONALYST
Religious Building/Monastery; Center of Gravity Foundation Hall; Jemez Springs, New Mexico; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. pl. sec.; p. 46-51; Oct 04; A
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

SORG, SUMA’

Garden; James van Sweden Residence; Landscape; Sherwood, Maryland; by Allen Freeman; ph. table; p. 84-91; Jan 04; LA

SOUKOP, JAN

Religious Building/Monastery; Novy Dvur Monastery; Novy Dvur, Czech Republic; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec. iso. elev.; p. 69-75; Apr 04; ARev

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA ILLUMINATION

Store; Fred Segal Beauty Salon; Santa Monica, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 102-104; May 04; ID

SOUTO DE MOURA, EDUARDO

Market; Caranda Market; Remodel; Braga, Portugal; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl.; p. 62-65; July 04; ARev

Recreation/Sports Facility; Braga Stadium; Braga, Portugal; by Cathy Lang Ho; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p. 48-55; July 04; A

Recreation/Sports Facility; Braga Stadium; Braga, Portugal; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 42-49; July 04; ARev

SOVINSKI, ROB

Garden; Roofless Church Spiritual Gardens; New Harmony, Indiana; by Christine Gorby; ph.; p. 36-44; June 04; LA

SOWINSKI & SULLIVAN

River, Waterway; Hudson River Park; Greenwich Village segment; Greenwich Village, New York; by Allen Freeman; ph. map pl.; p. 96-105; Aug 04; LA

SPACE CRAFT

Kitchen; Private Residence Kitchen; 2004 Watermark Grand Award; Columbus, Ohio; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 124; Apr 04; B

SPACELAB

Museum/Art; Kunsthaus Art Museum; Graz, Austria; by Peter Bundell Jones; ph. dia. pl. sec.; p. 44-53; Mar 04; ARev

Museum/Art; Media Facade on Graz Kunsthaus Museum; Graz, Austria; by Catherine Slessor; ph. ill.; p. 38-39; Mar 04; ARev

SPADA, CHARLES

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Channel Center; BD&C Reconstruction & Renovation Merit Award; Boston, Massachusetts; by Gordon Wright; ph.; p. 42-44; Oct 04; BD&C

SPARLING

Government Building; Seattle Federal Courthouse; Seattle, Washington; by Larry Flynn; ph. pl. sec.; p. 22-33; Nov 04; BD&C

SPEAR, ALISON

Residence; Ritz-Carlton Apartment; Battery Park City, New York; by Aric Chen; ph. pl.; p. 182-189; Sept 04; ID

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

SPEIRS & MAJOR

Bridge; Floral Street Bridge; London, England; by Sara Hart; ph. pers.; p. 260-261; June 04; AR

Recreation; Bath Spa; Bath, England; by Hugh Pearman; pl. sec. det.; p. 116-121; Feb 04; AR

SPIEGEL, ZAMECKNI & SHAH

Museum/Science, Technology; Smithsonian National Air and Space Museum; Chantilly, Virginia; by Gordon Wright; ph. pl. cost anal.; p. 44-50; Aug 04; BD&C

SPIVEY & WOODS

Recreation; Ogeechee Clubhouse; Builder’s Choice Award; Richmond Hill, Georgia; by David Holzel; ph.; p. 216; Oct 04; B

SPURLOCK & POIRIER

Housing; Homesafe Co-Housing; RA Merit Award; San Jose, California; by Meghan Drueding; ph. pl.; p. 109; May 04; RA

Housing; Tesoro Grove Family Housing; RA Grand Award; San Diego, California; by Meghan Drueding; ph. pl.; p. 104-105; May 04; RA

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; The State; RA Single-Family Merit Award; San Diego, California; by Meghan Drueding; ph. pl.; p. 103; May 04; RA

ST. FLORIAN, FRIEDRICH

Memorial, Monument; National World War II Memorial; Washington, District of Columbia; by Michael Z. Wise; ph.; p. 95; May 04; A

Memorial, Monument; World War II Memorial; Washington, District of Columbia; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl. ill.; p. 109-117; July 04; LA

Memorial, Monument; World War II Memorial; Critique; Washington, District of Columbia; by Paula Deitz; ph.; p. 71-72; Aug 04; AR

Memorial, Monument; World War II Memorial; Critique; Washington, District of Columbia; by John Gallagher; ph.; p. 158-160; July 04; LA

STAMBERG & AFERIAT

Showroom; Groupe J.S. International Showroom; New York, New York; by Raul Barreneche; ph. pl.; p. 236-241; Sept 04; ID

STANDARD

Store/Clothing; James Perse Store; Los Angeles, California; by Deanna Kizis; ph.; p. 86-88; Apr 04; ID

STANIC & HARDING

Residence; Gibbeson House; Surry Hills, Australia; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 100-103; Oct 04; RA

STANTEC CONSULTING

Hospital; Children’s Hospital and Ambulatory Care Building; British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada; by Rhys Phillips; ph. pl. sec.; p. 162-165; Oct 04; AR

Recycling; Recycling Concrete; Steele Indian School Park; Phoenix, Arizona; by Joseph M. Ewan; ph. sec.; p. 134-137; Apr 04; LA
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

STANTON, MICHAEL
Hotel: Hotel Monaco; 2004 Business Week/Architectural Record Award Finalist; Washington, District of Columbia; by Jane F. Kolleeny and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 144; Nov 04; AR

STARCK ARCHITECTURE
Residence; Beacon Point at Liberty Station-Point Loma Plan 1; 2004 Gold Nugget Award Winner; San Diego, California; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 110; July 04; B

STECK, ROB
Recreation/Park; Franklin Street Park; Cambridge, Massachusetts; by Marty Carlock; ph. pl. ill.; p. 26-34; July 04; LA

STEENE, FLETCHER
Garden; Naumkeag Evergreen Garden; Mabel Choate Estate; Restoration; Stockbridge, Massachusetts; by Jane Roy Brown; ph. ill.; p. 14-16; Mar 04; LA

Recreation/Park; Harbor Park and Amphitheater; Restoration; Camden Library; Camden, Maine; by Jane Roy Brown; ph.; p. 22; Nov 04; LA

STEINBERG GROUP
Apartment Building; Pacific Shores Apartment Project; 2004 Gold Nugget Award Winner; Santa Cruz, California; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 104; July 04; B

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Markethouse Lofts; Builder’s Choice Award; San Jose, California; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 152-153; Oct 04; B

STELLE ARCHITECTS
Bathroom; Bath; Renovation; Zurich, Switzerland; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 40; Oct 04; RA

Kitchen; Kitchen; Renovation; Zurich, Switzerland; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 36-37; Oct 04; RA

STERNT, ROBERT A.M.
Museum; American Revolution Center; Valley Forge, Pennsylvania; by Bay Brown; pl. ill.; p. 43; May 04; A

Recreation/Park; Parc Diagonal Mar; Barcelona, Spain; by George Hazelrigg; ph. pl. ill.; p. 24-35; Nov 04; LA

STEVENVEN, MARKLEY
Memorial, Monument; Garden of the Missing; Normandy American Cemetery; Colleville-sur-Mer, Near, France; by Rebecca Fish Ewan; ph.; p. 132, 130-131; Jan 04; LA

STEWART, SHARON
Bathroom; Bathroom; Remodel; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 56; June 04; RA

STILES, DOUG
Health Care, Health Center; Dentist Office; New York, New York; by Eva Hagem; ph.; p. 88-90; Nov 04; ID

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

STIMSON, STEPHEN
University/Student Center; Shapiro Campus Center; Brandeis University; Waltham, Massachusetts; by Nancy Levinson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 178-185; Dec 04; AR

STOCKMANN, GOTZ
Residence; Living Room House; Retractable balcony; Gelnhausen, Germany; by Tracy Metz; ph.; p. 95; Apr 04; AR

STONE INTERIORS
Winery, Vineyard; Quintessa Winery; 2004 Business Week/Architectural Record Award Finalist; St. Helena, California; by Jane F. Kolleeny and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 140; Nov 04; AR

STONE, EDWARD DURELL
Historic, Preservation; Landmark Status and Memorials; New York, New York; by Michael Sorkin; ph.; p. 59-60; Jan 04; AR

STONE, KOHN, MCGUIRE & VOGT
University/Science Center; HP Science and Technology Centre; Centennial College; Ontario, Scarborough, Canada; by Brian Carter; ph.; p. 72-75; Oct 04; AR

STORTZ, ROBERT
Residence; Gibbens Residence; Venice, California; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 166-173; July 04; ID

STOSS LANDSCAPE URBANISM
City and Regional Planning; Silerim Superfund Redevelopment Study; P/A Citation; Lowell, Massachusetts; by No author listed; ill. map; p. 58-59; Jan 04; A

Landscape Restoration; Silerim Superfund Redevelopment Study; 2004 ASLA Award of Merit; Lowell, Massachusetts; by No author listed; ill.; p. 108-107; Sept 04; LA

STREETER & ASSOCIATES
Performing Arts Center; Marion Oliver McCall Hall; 2004 Business Week/Architectural record Award Finalist; Seattle, Washington; by Jane F. Kolleeny and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 146; Nov 04; AR

STRUCTURAL DESIGN ENGINEERS
Convention Center; Moscone West Convention Center; San Francisco, California; by Barbara Knecht; ph. pl. sec.; p. 160-164; May 04; AR

STUDIO 0.10
Studio; AZLA Sound Studios; Los Angeles, California; by Sarah Amelar; ph. pl. sec.; p. 136-141; Sept 04; AR

STUDIO 63
Store/Clothing; Miss Sixty Store; Los Angeles, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 70-71; Apr 04; ID

STUDIO 804
Residence; Modular 1 House; Home of the Year First Award; Kansas City, Kansas; by Abby Bussel; ph. pl. sec. ill. dia.; p. 38-43; Nov 04; A
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

STUDIO AMORT WALKER
Showroom; Costume National Showroom; Addition; Milan, Italy; by Ian Phillips; ph. pl.; p. 138-145; Apr 04; ID

STUDIO B
Kitchen; Kitchen; Renovation; Aspen, Colorado; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 30-31; Aug 04; RA

STUDIO DOWNIE
Club; Royal Geographical Society; Addition; London, England; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 70-73; Sept 04; AR

STUDIO E
Housing; Homesafe Co-Housing; RA Merit Award; San Jose, California; by Meghan Druding; ph. pl.; p. 109; May 04; RA
Housing; Tesoro Grove Family Housing; RA Grand Award; San Diego, California; by Meghan Druding; ph. pl.; p. 104-105; May 04; RA

STUDIO FOR CIVIL ARCHITECTURE
Recreation; Ogeechee Clubhouse; Builder’s Choice Award; Richmond Hill, Georgia; by David Holzel; ph.; p. 216; Oct 04; B
Residence; Three Show Homes; by Boyce Thompson; ph.; p. 61-62; Dec 04; B

STUDIO GANG
Community Center; Chinese American Service League Community Center; Chicago, Illinois; by Cheryl Kent; ph. pl. det. dia.; p. 90-95; Dec 04; A
Recreation/Sports Facility; Sports Stadium Exhibit; 9th International Architecture Biennale; Venice, Italy; by Robert Ivy; ph. m.; p. 100-101; Nov 04; AR
Residence; Crystal Street House; Chicago, Illinois; by Sam Lubell; m.; p. 95; May 04; AR

STUDIO LUZ
Architecture; Profile of Firm; by Randi Greenberg; ph.; p. 67-68; Sept 04; AR

STUDIO MAASSAUD
Recreation/Sports Facility; Interview with Designers; JVC Center Stadium; Guadalajara, Mexico; by Judy Fayard; ph. ill.; p. 250-251; Oct 04; ID

STUDIO SOFIELD,
Hotel; SoHo Grand Hotel Penthouse; New York, New York; by Jen Renzi; ph. pl.; p. 220-227; Sept 04; ID

STUDIO 0804
Prefabrication; Prefabricated Modular House; Kansas City, Kansas; by Abby Bussel; pl. ill.; p. 46; Apr 04; A

STUTZ, ROBERT
Restaurant; Chloterlli and Spoon des Neiges Restaurants; Gstaad, Switzerland; by Philip Jodidio; ph. pl.; p. 140-143; July 04; AR

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

STV
School/High; Curtis High School; BD&C Reconstruction & Renovation Special Commendation Award; Staten Island, New York; by David Barista; ph.; p. 47; Oct 04; BD&C
School/Vocational; High School for Architecture and Urban Planning; Queens, New York; by Jamie Reynolds; ill. sec.; p. 45; Sept 04; A

SUH, DO-HO
Art; 348 West 22nd St., Apt. A; by Sara Hart; ph.; p. 89-90; Sept 04; AR

SUMMERS, EMILY
Residence; Texas Twister; ReyRosa Ranch; Ellis County, Texas; by David Dillon; ph. pl.; p. 185-187; July 04; AR

SURBER, BARBER, CHOATE & HERTLEIN
Residence; Private Residence; Builder’s Choice Award; Atlanta, Georgia; by David Holzel; ph.; p. 198; Oct 04; B

SUTTON & SUZUKI
Bathroom; Belvedere Lagoon Powder Room; 2004 Watermark Grand Award; Belvedere, California; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 136; Apr 04; B
Kichen; Belvedere Lagoon Kitchen; 2004 Watermark Merit Award; Belvedere, California; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 128; Apr 04; B

SUZHOU INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN
Museum/Natural History; Suzhou Museum; Suzhou, China; by Sam Lubell; ill.; p. 112; Mar 04; AR

SVENSTEDT, CARL FREDRIK
Lighting; Glowgo Lamp; ar+ defeated commended project; by Peter Davey; ph. pl. elev. sec.; p. 74; Dec 04; AR

SWA GROUP
Recreation; Marriott Desert Ridge Resort & Spa; Phoenix, Arizona; by Gordon Wright; ph.; p. 14-20; Sept 04; BD&C

SWANKE, HAYDEN & CONNELL
Bank; Brown Brothers Harriman Private Bank; New York, New York; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 278-285; May 04; ID

SWIFT & COMPANY
Residence; Point House; Home of the Year Award; —, Montana; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p. 48-51; Nov 04; A
Residence; Point House; RA Grand Award; …, Montana; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 60-61; May 04; RA

SYMMES, MAINI & MCKEE
Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; 675 West Kendall Street; Kendall Square; Cambridge, Massachusetts; by Nancy Levinson; ph. pl.; p. 102-113; July 04; AR
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

SYNERGETICS
Studio; Iron Studio, Penland School of Crafts; 2004 Business Week/Architectural Record Award Winner; Penland, North Carolina; by Jane F. Kolleeny and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 138; Nov 04; AR

SZAFTER ENGINEERS
Elderly Housing; Clare Estate Senior-Living Facility; Bordentown, New Jersey; by Anna Holtzman; ph. pl. sec.; p. 81-82; May 04; A

TACHA, ATHENA
Art; Condemnation of Double Star: Antares Public Art Sculpture; Cincinnati, Ohio; by Nora Richter Greer; ph.; p. 26; Jan 04; LA

TAKAHARU & YUI TEZUKA
Museum/Science, Technology; Matsunoyama Science Museum; Matsunoyama, Japan; by Naomi R. Pollock; ph. pl.; p. 118-123; Jan 04; AR

TALPROJECTO
Health Care, Health Center; Regional Blood Center; Oporto, Portugal; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 66-68; July 04; ARev

TAO, AUSTIN
River, Waterway; Forest Park; River des Peres replacement; St. Louis, Missouri; by George Hazelrigg; ph. map; p. 108-117; Feb 04; LA

TARLETON DESIGNS
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; The Gables at Town Hall Commons; Morrisville, North Carolina; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 128; May 04; B

TAYAR, ALI
Exhibition, Exhibit; International Contemporary Furniture Fair; New York, New York; by Arci Chen; ph.; p. 123-126; June 04; ID

TEDECO
Museum/Natural History; Sea Life Center; Huelva, Spain; by Carla Bertolucci; ph. pl. sec.; p. 80-83; Feb 04; ARev

TEEPLE ARCHITECTS
School/Early Learning Center; Early Learning Centre; University of Toronto; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; by Brian Carter and Annette Lecuyer; ph. pl. sec.; p. 83-85; Oct 04; ARev

TELES, GALVAO
University/Administration; Rector's Office; New University of Lisbon; Lisbon, Portugal; by Timothy Brittain-Catlin; ph. pl. sec.; p. 56-59; July 04; ARev

TEN ARQUITECTOS
Museum; Aztec Empire Exhibition; Guggenheim Museum; New York, New York; by Raul Barreneche; ph. ill.; p. 252-253; Oct 04; ID

Urban, Design, Multi-Use Project; Harlem Park; New York, New York; by Anna Holtzman; ill. sec.; p. 36; Mar 04; A

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

TEN EYCK, CHRISTINE
Botanic Garden; Desert Botanical Garden; Phoenix, Arizona; by Joseph M. Ewan and Rebecca Fish Ewan; ph.; p. 46-57; Sept 04; LA
Hotel; James Hotel; Scottsdale, Arizona; by Ingrid Whitehead; ph. pl.; p. 144-147; Aug 04; AR
Recycling; Recycling Concrete; Steele Indian School Park; Phoenix, Arizona; by Joseph M. Ewan; ph. sec.; p. 134-137; Apr 04; LA

TENG & ASSOCIATES
Zoo; Flamingo House and Habitat; Lincoln Park Zoo; Chicago, Illinois; by Cindy Coleman; ph.; p. 76-78; June 04; ID

TERRA ENGINEERING
School/Special; Akiba-Schechter Jewish Day School; Chicago, Illinois; by Edward Kegan; ph. pl. sec.; p. 84-89; Dec 04; A

TESTA LIGHTING DESIGN
School; TSNY Beantown Trapeze School; Reading, Massachusetts; by Jill Connors; ph.; p. 77-79; Dec 04; ID

TEZUKA ARCHITECTS
Museum/Natural History; Matsunoyama Natural History Museum; Niigata Prefecture, Matsunoyama, Japan; by Veronica Pease; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 40-45; Aug 04; ARev
Museum/Natural History; Museum of Natural Science; ar+ld commended project; Niigata Prefecture, Matsunoyama, Japan; by Peter Davey; ph. pl. ill.; p. 78-79; Dec 04; ARev

THEOBOLD & BUFANO
Theater; AFI Silver Theater and Cultural Center; Silver Spring, Maryland; by Gordon Wright; ph. pl.; p. 21-22; Jan 04; BD&C

THESKY IS BEAUTIFUL ARCHITECTURE
School; Luong Son Village School; ar+ld commended project; Luong Son, Vietnam; by Peter Davey; ph. pl. sec.; p. 64-65; Dec 04; ARev

THOMPSON DESIGN GROUP
City and Regional Planning; Master Plan for Buffalo Bayou and Beyond; 2003 ASLA award winner; Houston, Texas; by Lisa Owens Viani; ph. ill. pl. pers.; p. 24-34; Feb 04; LA

THOMPSON, VENTULETT & STAINBACK
Convention Center; Washington Convention Center; Washington, District of Columbia; by Sara Hart; pl. sec.; p. 148-153; May 04; AT

Sustainable Architecture; Management Building; Georgia Tech University; Atlanta, Georgia; by Larry Flynn and Gordon Wright; ph.; p. S16; July 04; BD&C

THORNTON & TOMASETTI
Office Building/High Rise; Taipei 101; World’s tallest building; Taipei, Taiwan; by David Barista; ph. pl. elv. sec. det.; p. 21-28; Mar 04; BD&C
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

THUN, MATTEO
Hotel; Vigilius Mountain Resort; Lana, Italy; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 146-155; June 04; ID
Interior Design; Profile of Architect; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. S54-S56; Dec 04; ID

TIDWELL, SYLVIA
Recreation/Recreation Center; Eldorado Park Aquatic and Fitness Center; Scottsdale, Arizona; by Calvin Abe and Sylvia Tidwell; ph. pl.; p. 130-133; May 04; LA

TIEGHE ARCHITECTURE
Residence; Trahan Residence; Wimberley, Texas; by David Dillon; ph. pl.; p. 213-216; Oct 04; AR

TILLETT LIGHTING DESIGN
Lighting; The Snow Show Exhibition; —, Finland; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph.; p. 194-197; May 04; AR

TOBIN, STEVE
Art; Art Show at La Brea Tar Pits; Los Angeles, California; by Kim Sorvig; ph. ref.; p. 26-35; Apr 04; LA

TONGJI DESIGN INSTITUTE
Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Xintiandi Mixed-Use Project; Shanghai, China; by Jen Lin-Liu; ph. pl. elev.; p. 96-99; Mar 04; AR

TONNESEN
Residence; Pivot.Slide House; Builder’s Choice Award; Tempe, Arizona; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 190; Oct 04; B

TORTI & GALLAS
Architecture; Profile of Firm; by Meghan Drueing; ph. ill. pl.; p. 54-61; Jan 04; RA
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Stone Lake Development; Laurel, Maryland; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 104; Sept 04; B
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; The College Park Neighborhood, Phase 2; Builder’s Choice Award; Memphis, Tennessee; by Shawn Kennedy; ph. pl.; p. 176-177; Oct 04; B

TOWERS & GOLDE
University/Student Center; Campus Center; Smith College; Northampton, Massachusetts; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. ill.; p. 12-119; Aug 04; AR

TPS CONSULT
Government Building; Government Communications Center; Cheltenham, England; by David Barista; pl. sec.; p. 34-42; Aug 04; BD&C

TRABOSCA & ROIAITI
Office Building/Interiors; Cicquot Headquarters; New York, New York; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph.; p. 347-350; June 04; AR

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

TRAHAN ARCHITECTS
University/Student Center; Academic Center for Student Athletees; Louisiana State University; AIA 2004 Interiors Honor Award; Baton Rouge, Louisiana; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 165; June 04; AR

TREACY & EAGLEBURGER
Residence; Rubin Residence; Remodel; Chevy Chase, Maryland; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 60-61; Nov 04; RA

TRINGALI, DOMINICK
Parking, Garage; Garage Options; by Dominick Tringali; ph. pl. elev.; p. 95-96; Jan 04; B

TRUMBAUER, HORACE
Library; Free Library of Philadelphia Restoration; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; by Abby Bussell; ill. sec.; p. 40; Feb 04; A

TUMERTEKIN, HAN
Residence; B2 House; 2004 Aga Khan Award; Ayvaci, Turkey; by Sam Lubell and James Murdock; ph. sec.; p. 100; Dec 04; AR

TURENSCAPE
Landscape Architecture; Fish Mouth Inspired Landscaping; ar+di commended project; Sichuan Province, Dujiangyan City, China; by Peter Davey; ph.; p. 98; Dec 04; AR

TURRELL, JAMES
School/Private; Greenwich Academy Upper School; Greenwich, Connecticut; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. ill.; p. 228-233; June 04; AR

TUSQUETS, OSCAR
Recreation/Park; Parc Diagonal Mar; Barcelona, Spain; by George Hazelrugg; ph. pl. ill.; p. 24-35; Nov 04; LA

TUTTLE, EDWARD
Hotel; Park Hyatt Milan; Milan, Italy; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 318-323; Oct 04; ID

TWB DESIGN
Theater; Ars Nova Theater and Office; New York, New York; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 242-249; Sept 04; ID

TYLEVICH, ALEXEI
Store/Clothing; MaxStudio.com Store; by Leanne B. French; ph. ill.; p. 150-154; Feb 04; AR

UNDERWOOD & CRISP
Garden; Elsie McCarthy Sensory Garden; Glendale, Arizona; by Joseph M. Ewan and Rebecca Fish Ewan; ph. pl.; p. 44-51; Nov 04; LA

UNITED VISUAL ARTISTS
Night Club; Kabaret’s Prophecy Club; Interiors; Members only club features LED and laser lighting; London, England; by Stephen Milliot; ph. pl.; p. 176-183; Aug 04; ID

URBAN ARENA
Residence; Sea House at Waters End, Residence 3; Carlsbad, California; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 95; Dec 04; B
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

URBAN DESIGN ASSOCIATES

Housing: Park Duvalle Project; Louisville, Kentucky; by Cheryl Weber; ph. map; p. 62-70; Jan 04; RA

URBAN INSTRUMENTS

Cemetery; Maple Avenue at Mount Auburn Cemetery; 2003 ASLA award winner; Watertown and Cambridge, Massachusetts; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl.; p. 96-101; June 04; LA

URBAN STRATEGIES

City and Regional Planning; Downtown Ottawa Urban Design Strategy 2020; 2004 ASLA Award of Excellence; Ontario, Ottawa, Canada; by No author listed; map; p. 104; Sept 04; LA

Office Building; Genzyme Center; Cambridge, Massachusetts; by Peter Davey; ph. dia. pl. sec.; p. 59-65; Apr 04; AR

Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; 675 West Kendall Street; Kendall Square; Cambridge, Massachusetts; by Nancy Levinson; ph. pl.; p. 102-113; July 04; AR

Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Genzyme Building; Kendall Square; Cambridge, Massachusetts; by Nancy Levinson; ph. pl. ill.; p. 102-113; July 04; AR

URBANLAB

Architecture; Emerging Designers in Chicago; Chicago, Illinois; by John E. Czarnecki; ph. ill.; p. 90-93; May 04; AR

VALENTINER, CRANE, BRUNJES & OYON

Library; Salt Lake City Public Library; Salt Lake City, Utah; by Larry Flynn; ph.; p. 52-62; Aug 04; BD&C

VALERIO, DEWALT & TRAIN

Hotel; Miglin Properties Hotel; Chicago, Illinois; by Sam Lubell; ill.; p. 95; May 04; AR

Office Building; Kresge Foundation Headquarters; Renovation and expansion; Troy, Michigan; by Abby Bussel; sec. m.; p. 69; Dec 04; A

Office Building; Lipson Alport Glass Associates Headquarters; Rear View Mirror Building; Northbrook, Illinois; by Nick Olsen; ph.; p. 81-82; May 04; AR

Residence; TriBeCa Loft; Renovation; New York, New York; by Cindy Coleman; ph. pl.; p. 206-213; Sept 04; ID

VAN DER HEIDE, EDWIN

Art; Son-O-House Public Artwork; Son en Breugal, Netherlands; by Robert Such; ph.; p. 79-80; Aug 04; AR

VAN DER HEIDE, ROGER

Radio; Broadcasting House Facade; London, England; by Richard MacCormac; ph.; p. 42-43; Apr 04; AR

VAN EGERAAT, ERICK

Architecture; Fate of Contemporary Architecture in Moscow; Moscow, Russia; by Petr Kudryavtsev; ph. ill.; p. 30-32; June 04; AR

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

VAN LYNDEN ASSOCIATES

Bathroom; Bath; Renovation; Zurich, Switzerland; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 40; Oct 04; RA

Kitchen; Kitchen; Renovation; Zurich, Switzerland; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 36-37; Oct 04; RA

VAN SWEDEN, JAMES

Memorial, Monument; World War II Memorial; Critique; Washington, District of Columbia; by Paula Deitz; ph.; p. 71-72; Aug 04; AR

VAN VALKENBURGH, MICHAEL

Garden; Feral Geometry Garden; 2004 ASLA Award of Merit; Dallas, Texas; by No author listed; ph.; p. 99; Sept 04; LA

University/Library; Jean Gray Hargrove Music Library; University of California Berkeley; Berkeley, California; by Sally B. Woodbridge; ph. pl. sec.; p. 74-83; Dec 04; A

VAN ZUUK, RENE

Cultural Center; Amsterdam Center for Architecture; Amsterdam, Netherlands; by Sarah Amelar; ph.; p. 65-66; Feb 04; AR

VAUGHAN LANDSCAPE

Community Center; Glenheagles Community Centre; British Columbia, Glenheagles Canada; by Brian Carter; ph. pl. sec.; p. 67-71; Oct 04; AR

VECA ELECTRIC

Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Skinner Building; BD&C Reconstruction & Renovation Merit Award; Seattle, Washington; by Larry Flynn; ph. ill. cost anal.; p. 32-34; Oct 04; BD&C

VEITAS & VEITAS

Industrial Building; Walter J. Sullivan Water Purification Facility; Cambridge, Massachusetts; by Gordon Wright; ph.; p. 48-50; Apr 04; BD&C

VERGUN, DIMITRI

Bathroom; Using Concrete in the Bathroom; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 30; Jan 04; RA

VILLAREAL, LEO

Lighting; Lighting and Art; Projects by Leo Villareal; by Sara Hart; ph.; p. 205-207; May 04; AR

VINOLY, RAFAEL

Convention Center; David L. Lawrence Convention Center; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; by Deborah Snoonian; ph. pl. sec.; p. 154-159; May 04; AR

University/Classroom; Information Sciences and Technology Building; Penn State University; State College, Pennsylvania; by Larry Flynn; ph. ill. cost anal.; p. 46-52; Sept 04; BD&C

VIRGILE & STONE

Hotel; Radisson SAS Hotel; Berlin, Germany; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph.; p. 290-294; Nov 04; AR
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

VIRGILE & STONE (cont'd)

Store/Clothing: Burberry Store; Milan, Italy; by Melanie Rickey; ph.; p. 58-62; Apr 04; ID

VOA ASSOCIATES

Office Building/Interiors: ABN AMRO Regional Headquarters; Chicago, Illinois; by Ned Cramer; ph.; p. 190-197; July 04; ID

VON GERKAN, MARG & PARTNER

Museum; Shanghai-Pudong Museum; Archives and Exhibition Hall; Shanghai, China; by Sam Lubell; ill.; p. 113; Mar 04; AR

VRILAKIS, RON

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; East End Lofts; 2004 Gold Nugget Award Winner; Sacramento, California; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 106; July 04; B

VUDAFIERI, TIZIANO

Showroom; Costume National Showroom; Addition; Milan, Italy; by Ian Phillips; ph. pl.; p. 138-145; Apr 04; ID

W ARCHITECTURE

Art Gallery; DoMa Gallery; AIA 2004 Honor Award; Baltimore County, Maryland; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 153; June 04; AR

River, Waterway; West Harlem Master Plan and Waterfront Park; 2004 ASLA Award of Merit; New York, New York; by No author listed; ph. ill.; p. 106; Sept 04; LA

WAGNER, H. KEITH

Lighting; Entry Garden at Hilltop Residence; Richmond, Virginia; by Jeffrey Hodgson; ph. sec. pl.; p. 112-116; Mar 04; LA

WAJ, JAMES

Restaurant; Jefferson Restaurant; Greenwich Village, New York; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph. pl. dia.; p. 144-147; July 04; AR

WALKER & MACY

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Foxhall Rowhomes; Orenco Station, Oregon; by David Holzel; ph. pl.; p. 148; Jan 04; B

WALKER & WARNER

Winery, Vineyard; Quintessa Winery; 2004 Business Week/Architectural Record Award Finalist; St. Helena, California; by Jane F. Kolleeny and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 140; Nov 04; AR

WALKER GROUP

Lighting; Lighting the Max Ocio Commercial Center; Bilbao, Spain; by Leanne B. French; ph.; p. 181; Mar 04; AR

WALKER, PETER

Garden; Nasher Sculpture Center; Dallas, Texas; by David Dillon; ph. sec. pl.; p. 84-91; Mar 04; LA

Garden; Nasher Sculpture Center; 2004 ASLA Award of Honor; Dallas, Texas; by No author listed; ph.; p. 98-99; Sept 04; LA

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

WALKER, PETER (cont'd)

Memorial, Monument; Criticism of Ground Zero Memorial Design; New York, New York; by Witold Rybczynski; ph. m. ill.; p. 20-24; Mar 04; LA

Museum/Art; Nasher Sculpture Center; Dallas, Texas; by Peter Buchanan; ph. sec. pl.; p. 46-53; June 04; ARev

Museum/Art; Nasher Sculpture Center; Dallas, Texas; by David Dillon; ph. sec. pl.; p. 100-105; Jan 04; AR

Museum; Copia: The American Center for Wine, Food, and Arts; 2004 ASLA Award of Merit; Napa, California; by No author listed; ph.; p. 101; Sept 04; LA

WALLACE & GARCIA, JOHN

Art; Millennial Time Machine and Pavilion; University of British Columbia; British Columbia, Canada; by Brian Carter; ph.; p. 98; Oct 04; ARev

WALLACE, ROBERTS & TODD

Plaza; State Street Reconstruction Project; Madison, Wisconsin; by Frank Edgerton Martin; ph.; p. 76-85; May 04; LA

River, Waterway; Anacostia River Parks Target Area Plan and Riverwalk; 2004 ASLA Award of Honor; Washington, District of Columbia; by No author listed; ill.; p. 104; Sept 04; LA

WALTER, DOUG

Bathroom; Tudor Bath; 2004 Watermark Merit Award; Denver, Colorado; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 135; Apr 04; B

WALTERS & COHEN

Residence; Bondi Beach House; Sydney, Australia; by Robert Bevan; ph. sec. pl.; p. 89-90; Sept 04; ARev

WALZWORKINC

Exhibition, Exhibit; Designer's Eye: The Chair Exhibition; Rome, Italy; by Kevin Walz; ph.; p. 258-263; Mar 04; ID

Residence; Sutton Place Apartment; New York, New York; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 123-126; Sept 04; ID

WANG, LU

Museum; Tiantai Museum; Zhejiang Province, Tiantai, China; by Wenjun Zhi; ph. ill.; p. 106-107; Mar 04; AR

WATERMAN PARTNERSHIP

Office Building/Interiors; Olswang Offices; London, England; by Ian Phillips; ph. pl.; p. 200-207; Jan 04; ID

WATKINS, HAMILTON & ROSS

Health Care, Health Center; Valley View Medical Center; Cedar City, Utah; by Larry Flynn; ph. table pl. dia.; p. 28-37; Feb 04; BD&C

WATSON, TATE & SAVORY

Office Building; Budget and Control Board Computer Center; Humanization of data centers; Columbia, South Carolina; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 77; Apr 04; A
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

WEARSLE, KELLY
Store/Clothing: Trina Turk Store; Los Angeles, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 184-189; Apr 04; ID

WEATHERLY, LORI
Museum/Art: Temporary Museum of Modern Art; 2004 Business Week/Architectural Record Award Winner; Long Island City, Queens, New York; by Jane F. Kolleeny and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 137; Nov 04; AR

WEAVER, JEFFREY
University/Arts Center; Graduate Center; California College of the Arts; San Francisco, California; by John A. Loomis; ph. axon. pl.; p. 128-133; Aug 04; AR

WEIDICK, DENNIS
University/Environmental Studies Building; Department of Environmental Studies; Vassar College; Poughkeepsie, New York; by Alan G. Brake; ph.; p. 110-112; June 04; ID

WEIDLINGER ASSOCIATES
Government Building; City Hall Annex; BD&C Reconstruction & Renovation Grand Award; Cambridge, Massachusetts; by Gordon Wright; ph.; p. 26-30; Oct 04; BD&C
Office Building/High Rise; State Street Financial Center; Boston, Massachusetts; by Gordon Wright; ph.; p. 18-24; May 04; BD&C

WEINSTEIN A/U
Housing; Newholly Project; Seattle, Washington; by Cheryl Weber; ph. map; p. 62-70; Jan 04; RA

WEISS/MANFREDI
Museum/Natural History: Museum of the Earth; Ithaca, New York; by James S. Russell; ph. pl. sec. dia.; p. 112-117; Jan 04; AR
Recreation/Park; Olympic Sculpture Park; P/A Citation; Seattle, Washington; by No author listed; ill. axon.; p. 52-53; Jan 04; A
School; New York City Public School 42, Queens, Library; AIA 2004 Interiors Honor Award; Arverne, New York; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 162; June 04; AR
University/Student Center; Campus Center; Smith College; Northampton, Massachusetts; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. ill.; p. 12-119; Aug 04; AR

WENK ASSOCIATES
City and Regional Planning; Master Plan for Denver Parks; Denver, Colorado; by Michael Lecese; ph. pl. map; p. 112-120; Oct 04; LA
River, Waterway; Redevelopment of Menomonee River Valley; 2003 ASLA award winner; Milwaukee, Wisconsin; by David Boyd; ill. pers. ph. map; p. 54-61; Jan 04; LA

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

WETTERSTRAND, PAULI
Residence; House of Silence; Siikanjari, Finland; by Peter MacKeith; ph. pl. sec.; p. 202-206; Oct 04; AR

WHEELER, STEPHEN
School/Special; Finn Center, Community School of Music and Arts; 2004 Business Week/Architectural Record Award Winner; Mountain View, California; by Jane F. Kolleeny and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 135; Nov 04; AR

WHELAN, ELIZABETH
Wall Covering; Production of Woven Paper Wall Coverings; ―, Mexico; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 160-162; July 04; ID

WHITBY BIRD & PARTNERS
University; Campus; University of Gloucestershire; Gloucester, England; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 68-73; Feb 04; AR

WHITBY, BIRD & PARTNERS
Office Building; 71-77 Southwark Street; London, Southwark, England; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 72-75; Mar 04; AR

WHITE, JUSTIN
Recreation/Playground; Head Start Adventure Playground; Lawrence, Massachusetts; by Lucas W. Murray; ph. sec. det.; p. 130-133; Aug 04; LA

WIGDORY, CATHERINE
Art; Artwork at De Vargas and Frenchy's Parks; Santa Fe, New Mexico; by Catherine Wiedgy; ph. ill.; p. 124-128; Sept 04; LA

WILKINSON EYRE ARCHITECTS
Bridge; Floral Street Bridge; London, England; by Sara Hart; ph. pers.; p. 260-261; June 04; AR
Bridge; Sail Bridge; Swansea, Wales; by Charles Linn; ph. elev. pl.; p. 264-267; June 04; AR

WILKINSON, CLIVE
Office Building/Interiors; Pallotta TeamWorks New Headquarters; AIA 2004 Interiors Honor Award; Los Angeles, California; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 161; June 04; AR

WILLIAMS, ASSELIN & ACKAOUI
Botanic Garden; First Nations Garden Pavilion; Quebec, Montreal, Canada; by Brian Carter; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 58-61; Oct 04; AR
Garden; Garden of the First Nations; Quebec, Montreal, Canada; by Peter Jacobs; ph. pl. ill.; p. 28-37; Dec 04; LA

WILLIS, MICHAEL
Convention Center; Moscone West Convention Center; San Francisco, California; by Barbara Knecht; ph. pl. sec.; p. 160-164; May 04; AR
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

WILMOTTE, JEAN-MICHEL
Office Building; LVMH Offices; Interiors; Contemporary art collection featured; Paris, France; by Ian Phillips; ph.; p. 142-149; Aug 04; ID

WILSON, HARRISON & RICHARDS
Transit Station; Main Street Station; BD&C Reconstruction & Renovation Grand Award; Richmond, Virginia; by Renee Young; ph. sec. pl.; p. 18-25; Oct 04; BD&C

WILSON, R.F.
Residence; Ritz-Carlton Apartment; Battery Park City, New York; by Aric Chen; ph. pl.; p. 182-189; Sept 04; ID

WIMBERLY, ALLISON, TONG & GOO
Recreation; Sheraton Wild Horse Pass Resort & Spa; Gila River Indian Reservation, Arizona; by Gordon Wright; ph.; p. 14-20; Sept 04; BD&C

WINDELS, TIMM & MORGEN
Office Building/Interiors; 9 Waterloo; Hamburg, Germany; by Ian Phillips; ph. sec.; p. 262-269; May 04; ID

WINTON, ANMAHIAN
Office Building; American Meteorological Society Editorial Offices; AIA 2004 Interiors Honor Award; Boston, Massachusetts; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 167; June 04; AR

WMA CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Residence; Tribeca Loft; Renovation; New York, New York; by Cindy Coleman; ph. pl.; p. 206-213; Sept 04; ID

WOHA ARCHITECTS
Residence; Hua Guan House; —, Singapore; by Robert Powell; ph. pl. sec.; p. 84-87; Feb 04; AR

WOHA DESIGNS
Residence; Three Units of Detached Houses; Berrima Road; —, Singapore; by Robert Powell; ph. pl. sec.; p. 172-176; July 04; AR

Window; 1 Moulmein Rise Residential Tower; ar+cd commended fenestration system; —, Singapore; by Peter Davey; ph. pl. sec.; p. 70-71; Dec 04; AR

WOLF ARCHITECTURE
Parking, Garage; UCSD Revelle Parking Structure; San Diego, California; by C. C. Sullivan; pl. elev.; p. 35; July 04; A

WOLF, HARRY
Recreation/Park; Demise of Kiley-Wolf Park; Tampa, Florida; by George Hazlerigg; ph. m.; p. 104-113; Apr 04; LA

WONG, ADRIENNE
Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Soma Studios and 8th + Howard Apartments; Builder's Choice Award; San Francisco, California; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 212; Oct 04; B

WOOD & ZAPATA
Recreation/Sports Facility; Soldier Field Campus; Chicago, Illinois; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl. sec.; p. 96-103; Dec 04; LA

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

WOOD & ZAPATA
Recreation/Sports Facility; Soldier Field; Building Team Grand Award; Chicago, Illinois; by Renee Young; ph. ill.; p. 42-47; June 04; BD&C

Recreation/Sports Facility; Soldier Field; Renovation; Magazine; Chicago, Illinois; by Stanley Tigerman; ill.; p. 118; May 04; AR

Recreation/Sports Facility; Soldier Field; Renovation; Chicago, Illinois; by Joseph Giovannoni; ph. pl. sec.; p. 114-121; May 04; AR

Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Xintiandi Mixed-Use Project; Shanghai, China; by Jen Lin-Liu; ph. pl. elev.; p. 96-99; Mar 04; AR

WOODHOUSE, DAVID
Conservation; Independence Grove Forest Preserve; Quarry reclamation; Chicago, Near, Illinois; by Frank Edgerton Martin; ph. pl.; p. 50-57; Feb 04; LA

WOODLEY ARCHITECTURAL GROUP
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Bella Vista Community; Valencia, California; by David Holzel; ph. pl.; p. 116; June 04; B

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Chelsea Estates; Temecula, California; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 338-348; Jan 04; B

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Potter's Bend Cluster Homes, Ladera Ranch, California; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 338-348; Jan 04; B

WORMALD COMPANIES
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Park Place at Woman's Mill; Frederick, Maryland; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 150-151; Sept 04; B

WRIGHT, FRANK LLOYD
Showroom; Mercedes-Benz Manhattan Showroom; New York, New York; by Fred Bernstein; ph.; p. 74-78; Oct 04; ID

WRT/SOLOMON E.T.C.
City and Regional Planning; Getting It Right; Preventing Sprawl in Coyote Valley; AIA 2004 Urban Design Honor Award; San Jose, California; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph. pl.; p. 170; June 04; AR

WSB
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Heritage Point; Barneget, New Jersey; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 120; Mar 04; B

WU, PHILIP
Restaurant; Jefferson Restaurant; Greenwich Village, New York; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph. pl. dia.; p. 144-147; July 04; AR

Museum/Art; Art Museum; San Jose State University; PhA Citation; San Jose, California; by No author listed; pl. Ill. dia.; p. 48-49; Jan 04; A
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

WYSS ASSOCIATES
Art; Tatanka: Story of the Bison Interpretive Center; Deadwood, South Dakota; by Felix Gillette; ph.: p. 18; Feb 04; LA

XTEN ARCHITECTS
Architecture; Profile of Firm; Los Angeles, California; by Randi Greenberg; ph. ill.; p. 51-52; Aug 04; AR

Y+A ARCHITECTURE
Garden; Residential Garden; Minneapolis, Minnesota; by Frank Edgerton Martin; ph. pl. ill. ref.; p. 46-51; June 04; LA

YABU & PUSHELBERG
Hotel; Hard Rock Hotel; Chicago, Illinois; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph. pl.; p. 140-143; Aug 04; AR

YAMADA, AYAKO
Recreation/Park; Nakamoto Juji Project; 2004 ASLA Award of Merit; Niigata Prefecture, Nakamoto, Japan; by No author listed; ph.; p. 99-100; Sept 04; LA

YAMADA, RYO
Recreation/Park; Nakamoto Juji Project; 2004 ASLA Award of Merit; Niigata Prefecture, Nakamoto, Japan; by No author listed; ph.; p. 99-100; Sept 04; LA

YAMAMOTO, RIKEN
Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Jian Wai SOHO Mixed-Use Project; Beijing, China; by Naomi R. Pollock; ph. pl. sec.; p. 90-93; Mar 04; AR

YEANG, KEN
Sustainable Architecture; Interview with Architect; by Laura Fisher Kaiser; ph. ill.; p. 156-157; July 04; ID

YOLLES PARTNERSHIP
School/Early Learning Center; Early Learning Centre; University of Toronto; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; by Brian Carter and Annette Lecuyer; ph. pl. sec.; p. 83-85; Oct 04; AR

University/Residential; Simmons Hall; Massachusetts Institute of Technology; Boston, Massachusetts; by Raymund Ryan; ph. sec. pl.; p. 36-41; Jan 04; AR

YOO, J. MEEJIN
Museum; Aztec Empire Exhibition; Guggenheim Museum; New York, New York; by Raul Barreneche; ph. ill.; p. 252-253; Oct 04; ID

YOUNG & WRIGHT
Store/Clothing; Holt Renfrew Store; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 146-151; Apr 04; ID

University/Art School; Ontario College of Art & Design; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; by Beth Kapusta; ph. pl. sec.; p. 56-61; July 04; A

University/Arts Center; Sharp Center; Ontario College of Art and Design; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; by Sara Hart; ph. pl. sec.; p. 124-127; Aug 04; AR

ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont'd)

YOUNG, RYAN
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; The Peaks, Coronado Ranch Master Planned Community; Las Vegas, Nevada; by David Holzel; ph. pl.; p. 80; Feb 04; B

YOUSSEF, NABIH
Office Building/Interiors; Natural Resources Defense Council; Santa Monica, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 103-106; June 04; ID

YU, GEORGE
Exhibition, Exhibit; Shopping Center Exhibit; 9th International Architecture Biennale; Venice, Italy; by Robert Ivy; ph.; p. 104-105; Nov 04; AR

Store/Clothing; MaxStudio.com Store; by Leanne B. French; ph. ill.; p. 150-154; Feb 04; AR

YWLA
University/Arts Center; Sharp Center; Ontario College of Art and Design; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; by Sara Hart; ph. pl. sec.; p. 124-127; Aug 04; AR

ZACHTMANN & PAULI BAUINGEUNIEURE
Store; Schaulager Art Store; Basel, Switzerland; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 70-73; Aug 04; AR

ZARDINI, MIRKO
Garden; Gardens of Porta Nuova; Milan, Italy; by Bay Brown; ph. pl.; p. 34; July 04; A

ZEIDLER PARTNERSHIP
Office Building/High Rise; Torre Mayor Building; Mexico City, Mexico; by Mindi Zissman; ph.; p. 39-41; Mar 04; BD&CD

ZERELLA, VITTORIO
Office Building/Interiors; Moschino Headquarters; Milan, Italy; by Cindy Coleman; ph. pl.; p. 182-189; July 04; ID

ZHEJIANG BUILDING DESIGN RESEARCH INSTITUTE
Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Hangzhou Lakeshore Development; Hangzhou, China; by Sam Lubell; ill.; p. 112; Mar 04; AR

ZIGER & SNEAD
University/Arts Center; Brown Center; Maryland Institute College of Art; Baltimore, Maryland; by Deborah Snoonian; ph. pl. sec.; p. 126-131; July 04; AR

ZIMMER, GUNSUL & FRASCA
Garden; Stormwater Garden; Oregon Convention Center; Portland, Oregon; by J. William Thompson; ph. pl. sec. ill. table; p. 60-67; Sept 04; LA

Research Facility, Laboratory; U.S. FDA Regional Laboratory-Southwest; Irvine, California; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. pl. sec.; p. 48-55; Mar 04; A

ZOLA, ZOKA
Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Mixed-Use Building on Grand Avenue; Chicago, Illinois; by Anna Holtzman; pl. ill.; p. 56; June 04; A
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER (cont’d)

ZYNK DESIGN CONSULTANTS
Bathroom; New Inn Square Penthouse; London, England; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 196; July 04; AR

ARCHITECTURAL COMPETITIONS
Emerging Architecture; ar-d awards; by Peter Davey; ph. ref.; p. 34-36; Dec 04; AREv
Establishing Guidelines for the Competition Process; by Bay Brown; ill.; p. 37-38; May 04; A
Germany, Frankfurt; European Central Bank Headquarters Competition; Coop Himmelblau, ASP Schweger and et al.; by Christian Brensing; ph. m.; p. 30-31; Apr 04; AREv
New Home on the Range Competition; by Cheryl Weber; ill.; p. 20-22; Nov 04; RA
New York, New York; High Line Rail Trestle Design Competition; Zaha Hadid, Steven Holl and et al.; by Philip Nobel; ill.; p. 146-148; Dec 04; LA
Reforming Professional Practice; by Douglas Kelbaugh; ill.; p. 88; Oct 04; A
Washington, Seattle; New Visions for Seattle’s Waterfront; EDAW, Jones & Jones & et al.; by Brice Maryman and Catherine Maggio; ill. pl. ph.; p. 64-75; Aug 04; LA
See also ARCHITECTURE; LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE; Specific Building Type

ARCHITECTURAL CRITICISM
California, Los Angeles; Getty Center; Architects and inspiration; Richard Meier; by Robert Campbell; ph.; p. 57-59; Feb 04; AR
Classic Architecture Defined: Buildings and critics; by Robert Campbell; ph. ill.; p. 77-78; Sept 04; AR

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN, THEORY
Architectural Philosophies of Charles Moore; Charles Moore; by Mitchell Schwarzer; ref.; p. 48-53; Feb 04; JAE
Bridge Design: Union of Art and Science; by Sara Hart; ph. pl. ill. sec. cea; p. 279-286; June 04; AR
Illinois, Chicago; Glass and Light; The influence of interior illumination on the Chicago School architectural style; by Thomas Leslie; ph. ref. det. graph; p. 13-23; Sept 04; JAE
Jewish Identity in Architecture; by David Serlin; ph. ill.; p. 23-26; July 04; A
Massachusetts, Cambridge; Stata Center; Massachusetts Institute of Technology; Universities as patrons of cutting edge architecture; Gehry Partners; by Robert Campbell; ph.; p. 61-64; July 04; AR
Multilevel Cities and Above-Street Circulation; by Vincent James and Jennifer Yoos; dia. m. ill.; p. 33-35; May 04; A
Playful vs. Ethical Architecture; by Robert Campbell; ph.; p. 67-68; May 04; AR

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN, THEORY (cont’d)
Site-Sensitive Architecture; by Cheryl Weber; ph.; p. 47-56; Mar 04; RA
Theory of Pure Design and American Architectural Education; Emil Lorch; by Marie Frank; ill. ref.; p. 28-40; May 04; JAE
See also ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION; ARCHITECTURE; CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING; INTERIOR DESIGN; URBAN DESIGN; MULTI-USE PROJECT

ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING
CAD Drawing Standards for Landscape Architecture; by Skip Graffam; ill. ref.; p. 70-75; Dec 04; LA
The Medium of Drawing; by Glenn Wilcox; ph. ref. m.; p. 25-27; Nov 04; JAE
See also COMPUTER

ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION
Craft and Innovation; Teaching method emphasizes experience with real materials; by Nils Gore; ph. ref.; p. 39-44; Sept 04; JAE
Design Exploration Through Analogue, Assimilation and Appropriation; by Anthony Viscardi; ph. m. ill. ref.; p. 62-69; Feb 04; JAE
Fabricating Space; CAD/CAM Translations; by Lisa Iwamoto; ph. ill.; p. 34-38; Sept 04; JAE
From Content to Methodology; Diverging paths of architectural theory and practice; by Helen Thomas; ref.; p. 39-45; Nov 04; JAE
Potential of Architectural Education for the Public; by Damon Rich; ph.; p. 96; Feb 04; A
Relationship Between Academia and Practice; by Paolo Tombesi; ref.; p. 54-57; Nov 04; JAE
Seven Fallacies in Architectural Culture; by Douglas Kelbaugh; p. 66-68; Sept 04; JAE
The Real World; Theory vs. practice; Le Corbusier; by Peter Wheelwright; ph. ref.; p. 56-57; May 04; JAE
Theory of Pure Design and American Architectural Education; Emil Lorch; by Marie Frank; ill. ref.; p. 28-40; May 04; JAE
See also INTERIOR DESIGN EDUCATION; LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE EDUCATION; OFFICE PRACTICE

ARCHITECTURAL PROGRAMMING
Planning for a Successful Project; by Richard B. Garber; ph. ref. cea; p. 55-63; Feb 04; TCS

ARCHITECTURAL REGISTRATION
Reform for Architectural Licensing; by C. C. Sullivan; chart graph; p. 42; June 04; A
Steps to Better Internship; by C. C. Sullivan; p. 24; Aug 04; A
ARCHITECTURE

2003 AIA Firm Survey; The business of architecture; by Charles Linn; chart table; p. 70-76; Feb 04; AR

2004 AIA Young Architects Awards; by Randi Greenberg; ph. ill.; p. 97-100; June 04; AR

Architects and the Profession; Views regarding role in society; by Tahire Erman et al.; ref.; p. 46-53; Nov 04; JAE

Architecture and Global Diversification; by Cheryl Weber; ill.; p. 51-64; Oct 04; RA

Asia and Southeast Asia; Photo Essay; by Sarah Amelar; ph.; p. 104-109; Dec 04; AR

Aspects of Show Home Design; by Donald M. Rattner; ph.; p. 33-34; Jan 04; RA

Bosnia-Herzegovina, Mostar; View from Mostar; by Peter Davey; ph. pers. map; p. 46-49; Sept 04; AR

Brief History of the Bauhaus Movement; by Ned Cramer; ph.; ill.; p. 170-178; Mar 04; ID

Buildings for the Arts; by Peter Davey; ph.; p. 44-45; June 04; AR

California, — ; Design-Driven Real Estate; Promoting good architecture; by Anna Holtzman; ill.; p. 31-32; Mar 04; A

California, Los Angeles; Our Lady of Angels Church and Walt Disney Concert Hall; Questions about the future of urban landscapes; Jose Rafael Moneo and Gehry Partners; Landscape Design by Douglas & Regula Campbell; by Kim Sorvig; ph.; p. 150-152; June 04; LA

California, Los Angeles; Profile of Firm; XTEN Architects; by Randi Greenberg; ph. ill.; p. 51-52; Aug 04; AR

California, Los Angeles; Profile of Firm; Design Vanguard 2004; Patterns; by Michael Speaks; ph. pl. ill. m.; p. 124-129; Dec 04; AR

California, Pasadena; Design Conference; Art Center College; by Joseph Giovannini; ph.; p. 121-122; June 04; AR

Cambodia, Phnom Penh; View from Phnom Penh; by Robert Turnbull; ph.; p. 38-39; May 04; AR

Canada, — ; Emergence of Canadian Architecture; by Brian Carter and Annette Lecuyer; ph. ref.; p. 46-48; Oct 04; AR

Canada, Ontario, Toronto; Rebirth of Architecture in Toronto; by John E. Czarnecki; ph. m.; p. 79-82; Apr 04; AR

Canada, Ontario, Toronto; View from Toronto; by Christine Samuelian; ph. m.; p. 42-43; Oct 04; AR

Canada, Quebec, Montreal; Profile of Firm; NOMADE; by Randi Greenberg; ph. ill.; p. 69-70; Oct 04; AR

Chile, Santiago; Profile of Architect; Design Vanguard 2004; Alejandro Aravena; by Nancy Levinson; ph. pers. ill.; p. 158-163; Dec 04; AR

ARCHITECTURE (cont'd)

China, — ; Emergence of Private Architectural Practice in China; by Nancy Levinson; ph. pl. elev.; p. 74-77; Mar 04; AR

China, Beijing; Profile of Planner; 2008 Olympics; Yan Hu: by Clifford A. Pearson; ph.; p. 240; Mar 04; AR

China, Shanghai; View from Shanghai; by Robert Turnbull; ph. ill.; p. 30-31; Dec 04; AR

Cold War Battle of Architectural Styles; by Greg Castillo; ph. ref.; p. 10-18; May 04; JAE

Cultural Burden of Architecture; by Gulsum Baydar; ill. ref.; p. 19-27; May 04; JAE

Denmark, Copenhagen; View from Copenhagen; by Timothy Brittain-Catlin and Henriette Steiner; p. 36-37; Mar 04; AR

Early Growth of Modernism; Documented by Pencil Points Magazine; by John Morris Dixon; ill.; p. 37-39; June 04; A

Egypt, Cairo; Upgrading Historic Cairo; by Seif El Rashidi; ph.; p. 71-74; Sept 04; AR

England, — ; New Urbanism in England; by Robert Campbell; ph.; p. 75-76; Nov 04; AR

England, London; London Architecture Biennial Exhibit; by Rob Gregory; ph.; p. 32-33; Aug 04; AR

England, London; Profile of Firm; Design Vanguard 2004; Plasma Studio; by Sara Hart; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p. 170-175; Dec 04; AR

England, London; Urban Design as Art; Debate over tall buildings in London; by Robert Tavornor; ph. ill.; p. 78-83; Mar 04; AR

Germany, — ; Two Germanys, One Architecture; Architectural style in East and West Germany; by Layla Dawson; ph.; p. 22-23; Aug 04; AR

Germany, Munich; View from Munich; by Christian Brensing; ph. ill.; p. 40-41; Apr 04; AR

Illinois, Chicago; Emerging Designers in Chicago; 3D Design Studio, UrbanLab and Deutscher; by John E. Czarnecki; ph. ill.; p. 90-93; May 04; AR

Illinois, Chicago; Profile of Architect; Ammar Eloueini; by Randi Greenberg; ph. ill.; p. 57-58; May 04; AR

Illinois, Chicago; Revival of Chicago Architecture; by Blair Kamin; ph.; p. 109-113; May 04; AR

Illinois, Chicago; View from Chicago; Millennium Park and Soldier Field; Gehry Partners, Rem Koolhaas and et al.; by Michael Webb; ph.; p. 38-39; Nov 04; AR

Illinois, Evanston; Evanston, A City of Homes; by Denise Dersin; ph.; p. 226; Nov 04; B

Influence of Dance on Architecture; by Jeremy Melvin; ph.; p. 81-88; Aug 04; AR

Interview with Architect; Alvaro Siza; by C. C. Sullivan; ph.; p. 19-20; July 04; A

Interview with Architect; I.M. Pei; by Robert Ivy; ph. ill. sec.; p. 204-212; June 04; AR

Interview with Architect; David Neuman; by Andrew Blum; ph.; p. 208; Jan 04; AR

Interview with Architect; Matteo Pericoli; by Deborah Snoonian; ph.; p. 346-348; Dec 04; AR

Interview with Firm; AvroKO; by Raul Barreneche; ph. ill.; p. 96-97; Nov 04; ID
ARCHITECTURE (cont’d)
Sweden, Stockholm; View from Stockholm; by Michael Webb; ph. ill.; p. 38-39; June 04; AR
Symbolic Government Architecture and Terrorism; by Peter Davey; pl. ill. ref.; p. 44-45; Nov 04; AR
Texas, San Antonio; Lake & Flato; AIA 2004 Architecture Firm Honor Award; Lake & Flato; by David Dillon; ph. chart; p. 176-181; June 04; AR
Undiscovered Architectural Treasure of Tbilisi; by Irina Kalashnikova; ph.; p. 98; Mar 04; AR
Washington, Seattle; Capitol Hill Neighborhood; by Denise Dersin; ph.; p. 202; July 04; B
Washington, Seattle; Profile of Firm; Olson, Sundberg, Kundig & Allen; by Cheryl Weber; ph. ill.; p. 76-87; Oct 04; RA
Washington, Seattle; Profile of Firm; PLACE Architects; by Randi Greenberg; ph. ill.; p. 49-50; July 04; AR
When Good Architects Design Bad Buildings; Critique; by Michael Sorkin; ph. ill.; p. 63-64; Aug 04; AR
See also ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN, THEORY; INTERIOR DESIGN

ARGENTINA
Buenos Aires; Bridge; Puente de la Mujer; Santiago Calatrava; by Sarah Amelar; ph. elev.; p. 254-257; June 04; AR
Buenos Aires; Recreation/Park; Micaela Bastidas Park and Waterfront Redevelopment; Garay, Vila, Magarinos, Sebastian and Novoa; Landscape Design by Irene Joselevich; by Jimena Martignoni and Alan Gray; ph. ill.; p. 36-43; Apr 04; LA

ARIZONA
Chandler; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Marketing, Sales; Marketing Riggs Country Estates; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 80; Oct 04; B
Gila River Indian Reservation; Recreation, Sheraton Wild Horse Pass Resort & Spa; Wimberly, Allison, Tong & Goo; Landscape Design by BRW; by Gordon Wright; ph.; p. 14-20; Sept 04; BD&C
Glendale; Garden; Elsie McCarthy Sensory Garden; Underwood & Crisp; Landscape Design by FLOOR & TEN EYCK; by Joseph M. Ewan and Rebecca Fish Ewan; ph. pl.; p. 44-51; Nov 04; LA
Phoenix; Botanic Garden; Desert Botanical Garden; Steve Martino and Christine Ten Eyck; Original Design by Charles Gibbs Adams; by Joseph M. Ewan and Rebecca Fish Ewan; ph.; p. 46-57; Sept 04; LA
Phoenix; Recreation/Park; Steele Indian School Park; Gould & Evans; Landscape Design by FLOOR & TEN EYCK; by Joseph M. Ewan and Rebecca Fish Ewan; ph. pl. ill.; p. 120-129; Apr 04; LA
Phoenix; Recreation; Marriott Desert Ridge Resort & Spa; Hornberger & Worstell; Landscape Design by SWA Group; by Gordon Wright; ph.; p. 14-20; Sept 04; BD&C

ARIZONA (cont’d)
Phoenix; Recycling; Recycling Concrete; Steele Indian School Park; Christine Ten Eyck and Stantec Consulting; by Joseph M. Ewan; ph. sec.; p. 134-137; Apr 04; LA
Phoenix; University/Performing Arts Center; Performing Arts Center; South Mountain Community College; Jones Studio; Structural Design by Rudow & Berry; by Abby Bussel; ph. iso. pl. det.; p. 71-74; Oct 04; A
Scottsdale; Hotel; James Hotel; Deborah Berke and DLR Group; Landscape Design by Christine Ten Eyck; by Ingrid Whitehead; ph. pl.; p. 144-147; Aug 04; AR
Scottsdale; Hotel; James Hotel; Deborah Berke; Lighting Design by Renfro Design Group; by Kathryn Harris; ph.; p. 194-202; June 04; ID
Scottsdale; Recreation/Recreation Center; Eldorado Park Aquatic and Fitness Center; Ah’be Landscape Architects; Art by Sylvia Tidwell; by Calvin Abe and Sylvia Tidwell; ph. pl.; p. 130-133; May 04; LA
Scottsdale; Recreation; Westin Kierland Resort & Spa; Hill & Glazier; Landscape Design by EDAW; by Gordon Wright; ph.; p. 14-20; Sept 04; BD&C
Scottsdale; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Courtyards at Market Street; 2004 Gold Nugget Award Winner; Robert Hidey, by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 93-96; July 04; B
Scottsdale; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Courtyards at Market Street, Plan 2; Builder’s Choice Award; Robert Hidey; Interior Design by Design Line Interiors; by David Holzel; ph.; p. 206; Oct 04; B
Scottsdale; Shopping Center; Market Street; DC Ranch commercial center; Circle West; Lighting Design by Robert Singer; by Julia Mandell; ph. pl. det.; p. 77-79; May 04; A
Tempe; Residence; Cedar Street Remodel; Home of the Year Award; CoLAB; by Abby Bussel; ph. sec.; p. 61; Nov 04; A
Tempe; Residence; Pivot.Slide House; Builder’s Choice Award; Architectural Resource Team; Landscape Design by Tonnesen; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 190; Oct 04; B
Tucson; Government Building; Midtown Multi-Service Center; Architecten and GLHN; Landscape Design by McGann Associates; by Lawrence W. Cheek; ph. dia. sec.; p. 82-87; June 04; A
Tucson; Kitchen; Downing Family Kitchen; Ibarra & Rosano; by Claudia La Rocco; ph.; p. 198; July 04; AR
Tucson; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; West University Court Homes; Eglin & Cohen; Landscape Design by Acuna & Coffee; by David Holzel; ph. pl.; p. 147; Jan 04; B
Tucson; University/Theater; Dance Theater; University of Arizona; Gould & Evans; Structural Design by Rudow & Berry; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec. pers.; p. 56-61; Feb 04; AR
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ART

2004 Interior Design Gold Medalists; by No author listed; ph.; p. 82-119; Dec 04; ID

348 West 22nd St., Apt. A; Do-Ho Suh; by Sara Hart; ph.; p. 89-90; Sept 04; AR

California, Los Angeles; Art Show at La Brea Tar Pits; Olin Partnership and Fong & Associates; Art by Steve Tobin; by Kim Sorvig; ph.; p. 26-35; Apr 04; LA

Canada, British Columbia; Millennial Time Machine and Pavilion; University of British Columbia; Tim Newton, John Wallace & Garcia and Gary Smith; Art by Rodney Graham; by Brian Carter; ph.; p. 98; Oct 04; AR

Collaboration of Art and Landscape Architecture; Jody Pinto; by Marty Carlock; ph. m.; p. 174-177; Oct 04; LA

Colorado, Denver; Fiber Reinforced Polymer Art; Colorado Convention Center; Fentress & Bradburn; Art by Lawrence Argent; by C. C. Sullivan; ph.; p. 77-78; Sept 04; A

England, Essex; Sitooterie Sculpture; Thomas Heatherwick; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pers.; p. 18-19; Jan 04; AR

England, Essex; Sitooterie Sculpture; Thomas Heatherwick; by Phyllis Richardson; p. 131-132; June 04; AR

England, London; Donald Judd Exhibit; Tate Modern; Donald Judd; by Rob Gregory; p. 26-27; Mar 04; AR

Finland, —; Snow Show Exhibition; by Michael Webb; ph.; p. 29-30; Mar 04; AR

Finland, —; The Snow Show Exhibition; Zaha Hadid, Tadao Ando and Norrten & Weiner; Lighting Design by Tillett Lighting Design; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph.; p. 194-197; May 04; AR

Florida, Jacksonville; Showcasing Local Artists in Model Homes; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 79; Oct 04; B

Florida, Miami; Crystal Palace Exhibit; Miami Museum of Contemporary Art; Jean-Michel Othoniel; by Christine Schwartz Hartley; ph.; p. 208-210; May 04; ID

France, Paris; Joan Miro and Giuseppe Penone Exhibits; by Rob Gregory; ph.; p. 26-27; June 04; AR

France, Paris; Olympics Landmark; Yves Pages and Benoît Le Thierry d'Ennequin; by Catherine Slessor; ph.; p. 98; Nov 04; AR

France, Paris; Pain Couture Exhibition; Fondation Cartier Pour l'Art Contemporain; Art from bread, dough and crusts; Art by Jean Paul Gautier; by Judy Fayard; ph.; p. 128-130; Aug 04; ID

Germany, Munich; Art Installation; Christopher Bangie; Art by Sato & Cpajak; by Sheila Kim; ph. ill.; p. 160-162; Jan 04; ID

Greece, Aegina Island; Camera Obscura Building; Franz Berzl and Gustav Deutsch; by Sam Lubell; ph.; p. 77; July 04; AR

Interview with Architect; Christopher Janney; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 408; June 04; AR

Interview with Victoria Newhouse, Architecte r Historian; by Suzanne Stephens; ph.; p. 80-85; Jan 04; AR

ART (cont'd)

Italy, Garracincio; Tarot Garden; Mario Botta; Sculpture by de Saint Phalle; by Brenda J. Brown; ph. ref.; p. 36-42; Aug 04; LA

Japan, Tokyo; Living Work of Art; Green wall; Klein & Dytham; by Catherine Slessor; ph.; p. 98; Sept 04; AR

Lighting and Art; Projects by Ed Carpenter; Ed Carpenter; by John Peter Rudulski; ph.; p. 198-202; May 04; AR

Lighting and Art; Projects by Leo Villareal; Leo Villareal; by Sara Hart; ph.; p. 205-207; May 04; AR

Louisiana, New Orleans; Sydney and Walda Bestoff Sculpture Garden; Lee Ledbetter; Landscape Design by Sawyer & Berson; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl.; p. 92-99; Mar 04; LA

Massachusetts, Boston; Future Plans for Eastport Park; Halvorsen Design Associates; by Jane Holtz Kay; ph.; p. 144, 142-143; Mar 04; LA

Massachusetts, Cambridge; Franklin Street Park; Rob Steck; Sculpture by Murray Dewart; by Marty Carlock; ph. pl. ill.; p. 26-34; July 04; LA

Master Artisans and their Building Products; by Matthew Power and Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 98-106; Feb 04; B

Missouri, Kansas City; Dielectric Screen Exhibition; Derek Porter; by Charles Linn; ph.; p. 193; May 04; AR

Netherlands, Son en Breugal; Son-O-House Public Artwork; NOX Architects; Art by Edwin van der Heide; by Robert Such; ph.; p. 79-80; Aug 04; AR

New Mexico, Santa Fe; Artwork at De Vargas and Frenchy's Parks; Catherine Widgery; by Catherine Widgery; ph. ill.; p. 124-128; Sept 04; LA

New York, New York; Vortex Sculpture; Rockefeller University; Thomas Balsley; by Thomas Balsley; ph. sec. det.; p. 122-125; June 04; LA

Ohio, Cincinnati; Condemnation of Double Star; Antares Public Art Sculpture; Athena Tacha; by Nora Richter Greer; ph.; p. 28; Jan 04; LA

On the Free Dialogue between Artists and Designers; Editorial; by Cindy Allen; p. 133; Aug 04; ID

Pebble Mosaics for Pathways; Maggy Howarth; by Maggy Howarth; ph. ill. ref. pl.; p. 118-122; Dec 04; LA

Sculpture Gardens; by Lake Douglas; ph.; p. 82-83; Mar 04; LA

South Dakota, Deadwood; Tatanka; Story of the Bison Interpretive Center; Wyss Associates; Art by Peggy Detmers; by Felix Gillette; ph.; p. 18; Feb 04; LA

Spain, Madrid; Swiss Pavilion for ARCO International Art Fair; ar+d honorable mention project; 2B Architectes and Patricia Leal Laredo; Structural Design by Mantilli & Schwarz; by Peter Davey; ph. pl. sec.; p. 82; Dec 04; AR

Texas, Austin; Lamar Underpass; Austin Art in Public Places program; by Andrea Legge et al.; ph. ill. det.; p. 5-8; Nov 04; JAE
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ART (cont’d)
Texas, Dallas; Nasher Sculpture Center; Renzo Piano, Interloop A/D and Beck Architecture; Landscape Design by Peter Walker; by David Dillon; ph. sec. pl.; p. 84-91; Mar 04; LA

The Art of Edward Prycz; Edward Prycz; by Amy Bryan et al.; ph.; p. 116-117; Dec 04; LA

Virginia, Arlington; Sewage Treatment Plant; Renovation and beautification; Mary Miss; by Margaret Foster; ill.; p. 22; Feb 04; LA
See also MUSEUM

ART GALLERY
California, Culver City; Blum & Poe Gallery; Escher & GuneWarden; by Sheila Kim; ph.; p. 58; Feb 04; ID

Canada, Ontario, Toronto; Art Gallery of Ontario; Renovation; Gehry Partners; by Abby Bussel; m.; p. 36; Mar 04; A

England, London, Southwark; Tate Modern Revisited; The Unlever Series; Herzog & de Meuron; by Rob Gregory; ph. ill.; p. 82-87; June 04; ARev

Florida, Vero Beach; Ceramic Vessels Mark Entrance to Gallery at Windsor; Fiamma Colonna Montagu; by Sheila Kim; ph. ill.; p. 124-128; Feb 04; ID

Italy, Palermo; Palazzo Abatellis; Carlo Scarpa; by Lynne Bryant; ph.; p. 98; Jan 04; ARev

Maryland, Baltimore County; DoMa Gallery; AIA 2004 Honor Award; W Architecture; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 153; June 04; A

Switzerland, Wichtrach; Kunst-Depot Art Store; Gigon & Guyer; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 74-76; June 04; ARev
See also ARTS CENTER; MUSEUM; SHOW-ROOM; UNIVERSITY/MUSEUM

ARTS CENTER
France, Lille; Lille Arts Center; NOX Architects; by Connie Van Cleef; ph. pl. sec.; p. 62-65; Aug 04; ARev

Illinois, Chicago; Hyde Park Arts Center; Garofalo Architects; by Sam Lubell; ill.; p. 95; May 04; AR

Japan, Aomori; Aomori Contemporary Art Center; Tadao Ando; Structural Design by Keiichiro Kuro Kuma; Structural Design by Keith Wurth & Macfarlane; by Larry Flynn; ph. pl. sec.; p. 42-45; Mar 04; BD&C

Minnesota, Minneapolis; Walker Art Center Sculpture Garden Expansion; Michel Desvigne; Original Design by Edward Larrabee Barnes; by Linda Mack; ph. pl.; p. 20-22; Apr 04; LA

New York, Greenwich Village; Center for Architecture; Architecture centers for the public; Andrew Berman; by Sam Lubell; ph.; p. 80-86; July 04; AR

ARTS CENTER (cont’d)
Poland, Warsaw; Fabryka Trzciny Art Center; Kuczyński Architects; Structural Design by Roman Nalewajko; by Sam Lubell; ph. pl.; p. 142-147; Sept 04; AR

Turkey, Ortakoy on the Bosporus; Esma Sultan; Renovation; GAD; by Peter Davey; ph. pl. sec.; p. 32-34; Feb 04; ARev
See also AUDITORIUM; MUSEUM; PERFORMING ARTS CENTER; THEATER; UNIVERSITY

AUDIO-VISUAL
Audio/Video Conference Room Acoustics; by Jeff Szymanski; ph.; p. 54-59; Sept 04; TCS
See also ELECTRICAL; FILM/TELEVISION STUDIO

AUDITORIUM
California, Los Angeles; Walt Disney Concert Hall; Gehry Partners; Structural Design by John A. Martin; by Raymond Ryan; ph. pl. sec.; p. 54-63; Mar 04; ARev

Germany, Hamburg; HafenCity Concert Hall; Herzog & de Meuron; Original Design by Werner Kallmorgen; by Layla Dawson; ph.; p. 78-79; Sept 04; ARev

Spain, Barcelona; Barcelona Model; Barcelona reinvention; Herzog & de Meuron; Josep Lluis Mateo and et al. ; by Andres Fernandez Rubio; ph. pl.; p. 50-57; Aug 04; A
See also ARTS CENTER; CONVENTION CENTER; PERFORMING ARTS CENTER; SCHOOL; THEATER; UNIVERSITY

AUSTRALIA
Brisbane, Yatala; Showroom; SCL Glass Showroom; Front; by Deborah Snoonian; ph. det. ill.; p. 184-185; Sept 04; AR

Melbourne; Bridge; Webb Bridge; Denton, Corker & Marshall and Robert Owen; Lighting Design by Arup Lighting; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. elev.; p. 248-251; June 04; AR

New South Wales, Bingie Bingie; Residence; Magney House; Glenn Murcutt; by Meghan Druding; ph.; p. 112; Mar 04; RA

Surry Hills; Residence; Gibbons House; Stanic & Harding; Structural Design by Randall Jones; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 100-103; Oct 04; RA

Sydney; Kitchen; House for Art Collectors; Marsh, Cashman & Kooloos; by Rita F. Catinella; ph.; p. 195; July 04; AR

Sydney; Residence; Bondi Beach House; Walters and Collins & Turner; Landscape Design by Barbara Schaffer; by Robert Bevan; ph. pl. sec.; p. 88-90; Sept 04; ARev

Sydney; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; 138 Barcom Avenue Lots; Engelen & Moore; Landscape Design by Good Manors; by Michael Walters; ph. pl.; p. 208-213; Nov 04; AR

Toorak; Residence; Wrap House; BKK; by Sutherland Lyall; ph. pl. elev. sec. dia.; p. 86-89; Mar 04; ARev
AUSTRIA

---; Housing; TurnOn; Unconventional housing model; AllesWirdGut; by Randi Greenberg; ph. ill.; p. 75-76; Apr 04; AR

Graz; Hospital; Provincial Hospital Graz-West; Domoen, Eisenkok & Gruber; Landscape Design by Land in Sight; by Liane Lefavire; ph. pl. elev.; p. 166-171; Oct 04; AR

Graz; Museum/Art; Kunsthau Art Museum; Spacelab and Architektur Consulit; Structural Design by Bollinger & Grohmann; by Peter Blundell Jones; ph. dia. pl. sec.; p. 44-53; Mar 04; AR

Graz; Museum/Art; Kunsthaus Museum; Peter Cook, Colin Fournier and Niels Jonkhans; Structural Design by Bollinger & Grohmann; by Liane Lefavire; ph. pl. sec.; p. 92-99; Jan 04; AR

AUTOMOBILE

Vertical Reciprocating Conveyor; Automobile lift; by Deborah Snoonian; ph.; p. 229-230; Dec 04; AR

B

BALCONY

Canada, Ontario, Toronto; Balcony Terrace; Redesing; Janet Rosenberg; by Ted Radlak; ph. elev. sec.; p. 44-48; Feb 04; LA

Germany, Gelnhausen; Living Room House; Retractable balcony; Gabriela Sievert and Gotz Stockmann; by Tracy Metz; ph.; p. 95; Apr 04; AR

BANK

Georgia, Atlanta; Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta; Smallwood, Reynolds, Stewart & Stewart; Structural Design by Stanley D. Lindsey; by Gordon Wright; ph. cost anal.; p. 14-18; Feb 04; BD&C

Germany, Frankfurt; European Central Bank Headquarters Competition; Coop Himmelblau, ASP Schweger and et al.; by Christian Brensing; ph. m.; p. 30-31; Apr 04; ARev

BANK (cont'd)

Germany, Mannheim; Volksbank; Andreas Scmucker; Structural Design by Herzog & Partner; by Ian Phillips; ph.; p. 214-221; May 04; ID

Illinois, Chicago; ABN AMRO Regional Headquarters; DeStefano & Partners; Interior Design by VOA Associates; by Ned Cramer; ph.; p. 190-197; July 04; ID

New York, New York; Brown Brothers Harriman Private Bank; Swanke, Hayden & Connell; Original Design by Gordon Bunshaft; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 278-285; May 04; ID

See also OFFICE BUILDING

BAR

England, Greenwich; Inc Bar Restaurant and Cocktail Lounge; Laurence Llewelyn-Bowen; by Kim Min Su; ph.; p. 68-70; Oct 04; ID

England, London; Banquette and Savoy Grill Restaurants, Laurent-Perrier Champagne Bar; Consarc Consulting; Interior Design by Barbara Barry; by Susan Welsh; ph.; p. 198-204; Apr 04; ID

Gold Key Awards for Excellence in Hospitality Design; 24 Finalists; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 169-194; Oct 04; ID

New York, New York; Asiate Restaurant and MObar; Mandarin Oriental Hotel; Brennan, Beer, Gorman & Monk; Interior Design by Tony Chi; by Stephen Miloti; ph.; p. 192-196; Apr 04; ID

New York, New York; Trousdale Lounge; Goodman & Charlton; by Donna Paul; ph.; p. 108-110; May 04; ID

Portugal, Oporto; Vila Nova de Gaia Bar; Guedes & de Campos; by Catherine Slessor; m. pl. sec.; p. 60-61; July 04; AR

See also CLUB; NIGHT CLUB; RESTAURANT

BARN

See RURAL DESIGN

BATHROOM

Australia, Sydney; House for Art Collectors; Marsh, Cashman & Koolloos; by Rita F. Catinella; ph.; p. 195; July 04; AR

Axor Citterio Line of Bath Fixtures; Antonio Citterio; by Anc Chen; ph.; p. 93-94; Jan 04; ID

Bathroom; Remodel; Kittenbrink Architecture; Interior Design by Sharon Stewart; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 56; June 04; RA

Bathroom; Renovation; Freyer Collaborative; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 32; Aug 04; RA

Brazil, Sao Paulo; Casa Cor Lavatory; Marcelo Sodre; by Mary Sturgeon; ph. pl.; p. 84-85; Mar 04; AR

California, Belvedere; Belvedere Lagoon Powder Room; 2004 Watermark Grand Award; Sutton & Suzuki; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 136; Apr 04; B

California, San Francisco, Near; Bathroom Design; House & House; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 28; Nov 04; RA
BATHROOM (cont’d)

California, San Francisco: Jackson Street Bathroom Suite Remodel; RA Bath Merit Award; Lundberg Design; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 121; May 04; RA

California, Santa Barbara: Loft Bedroom and Bathroom; DesignARC; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. S6-S8; Sept 04; ID

California, Summerland: Private Residence Bath; Builder’s Choice Award; B3 Architects; Landscape Design by Earthform Design; by Zach Blattner; ph.; p. 222; Oct 04; B

California, Venice: Bathroom Design; Sander Architects; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 38; Mar 04; RA

Colorado, Denver: Tudor Bath; 2004 Watermark Merit Award; Doug Walter; Interior Design by Kd Design; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 135; Apr 04; B

England, London: Clink Street Apartment; DIVE Architects; Structural Design by Harrison & Roberts; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 196; July 04; AR

England, London: New Inn Square Penthouse; Zynk Design Consultants; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 196; July 04; AR

England, London: Restroom; Renovation; Forster; by Phillips; ph.; p. S40-S42; Sept 04; ID

Five Kitchen and Bathroom Product Trends; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 96-104; Mar 04; B

Iowa, Des Moines: Logsdon Restroom; RA Bath Grand Award; Herbert, Lewis, Kruse & Blunk; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 116-117; May 04; RA

Italy, Milan: Public Rest Room; Konstantin Grcic; by Cecelia Fabiani; ph.; p. 110; July 04; ID

Kitchen and Bath: Renovation; Mark Hutter; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph.; p. 32-33; July 04; RA

Massachusetts, Northampton: Rest Rooms; Smith College Museum of Art; Ellen Driscoll and Sandy Skoglund; by Monica Geran; ph.; p. 100; Jan 04; ID

New York, New York: Bathroom Design; Belmont & Freeman; Lighting Design by Ann Kale; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 38; Apr 04; RA

New York, New York: Bathroom; Kips Bay Decorator Show House; Thom Filicia; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 112-114; July 04; ID

New York, New York: Kitchen and Bath; Renovation; David Howell; by Rebecca Flint Marx; ph.; p. S48-S50; Sept 04; ID

New York, New York: TriBeCa Loft; Victoria Blau; by La Rocco; ph.; p. 198; July 04; AR

New York, Southampton: Summer Cottage; Addition; Coburn Architecture; by Leslie Banker; ph. pl.; p. S10-S12; Sept 04; ID

New York, Upstate: Gipsy Trail Residence; Archi-Tectonics; by Kevin Lerner; ph.; p. 197; July 04; AR

Ohio, Canton: Schumacher Bath; 2004 Watermark Grand Award; Peninsula Associates; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 134-135; Apr 04; B

BATHROOM (cont’d)

Switzerland, Zurich: Bath; Renovation; Stelle Architects and Werner Fisler; Lighting Design by Van Lynden Associates; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 40; Oct 04; RA

Using Concrete in the Bathroom; David Lawrence Gray; Structural Design by Dimitri Vergun; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 30; Jan 04; RA

Writing Restroom Specifications; Evaluating flushing technology; by Peter Jahrling; ph. ref. dia.; p. 58-67; Mar 04; TCS

BEAUTY SALON

See STORE

BEDROOM

California, Santa Barbara: Loft Bedroom and Bathroom; DesignARC; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. S6-S8; Sept 04; ID

BEHAVIORAL STUDIES

Marketing to Baby Boomers; by Matthew Power; ph.; p. 79-80; Jan 04; B

Viewpoint of Latino New Urbanism; by Anna Holtzman; ph.; p. 21-23; Mar 04; A

See also ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN, THEORY; Specific Topics

BELGIUM

Zonhoven: Residence; Villa C; Groep Delta; Landscape Design by Michel Pawels; by Philip Jodidio; ph. pl.; p. 188-192; July 04; AR

BIRD HOUSE

France, Caudry; Pigeonnier; Matali Crasset; by Beth Broome; ph.; p. 125-126; Nov 04; AR

BOAT

Element Yacht; Frederic Mechiche; by Ian Phillips; ph.; p. 198-203; July 04; ID

Wallyno Racing Yacht; Laudomia Pucci; by Meaghan O’neill; ph.; p. 94-100; Mar 04; ID

BOOK

Gardens and Historic Plants of the Antebellum South; 2004 ASLA Award of Honor; James R. Cothran; by No author listed; ph. pl.; p. 107-108; Sept 04; LA

Half My World: The Garden of Anne Spencer, a History and Guide; 2004 ASLA Award of Honor; Reuben M. Rainey; by No author listed; ph. pl.; p. 108; Sept 04; LA

New Conversations with an Old Landscape: Landscape Architecture in Contemporary Australia; 2004 ASLA Award of Merit; Catherin Bulloch; by No author listed; ph. pl.; p. 108; Sept 04; LA

The Built Environment Image Guide for the National Forests and Grasslands; 2004 ASLA Award of Merit; by No author listed; ph. pl.; p. 108-109; Sept 04; LA
BOSNIA-HERZOGOVINA
Mostar; Architecture; View from Mostar; by Peter Davey; ph. pers. map; p. 46-49; Sept 04; AR

BOTANIC GARDEN
Arizona, Phoenix; Desert Botanical Garden; Steve Martino and Christine Ten Eyck; Original Design by Charles Gibbs Adams; by Joseph M. Ewan and Rebecca Fish Ewan; ph.; p. 46-57; Sept 04; LA
Canada, Quebec, Montreal; First Nations Garden Pavilion; Saucier & Perrotte; Landscape Design by Williams, Asselin & Ackaoui; by Brian Carter; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 58-61; Oct 04; AR
Canada, Quebec, Montreal; Garden of the First Nations; Saucier & Perrotte; Landscape Design by Williams, Asselin & Ackaoui; by Peter Jacobs; ph. pl. ill.; p. 28-37; Dec 04; LA
See also GARDEN; RECREATION

BRAZIL
—; Furniture, Furnishings; Furniture Manufacturing in Brazil; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 158-159; July 04; ID
Belem; Landscape Restoration; Landscape Restoration in Brazil; Rosa Klaisa; by Jimena Martignoni; ph. pl.; p. 158-165; Oct 04; LA
Paraty; Residence; Du Plessis House; Marci Kogan; Landscape Design by Marcelo Faisat; by Sarah Amelar; ph. pl.; p. 140-145; Apr 04; AR
Sao Paulo; Bathroom; Casa Cor Lavatory; Marcelo Sodre; by Mary Sturges; ph. pl.; p. 84-85; Mar 04; AR

BRIDGE
Argentina, Buenos Aires; Puente de la Mujer; Santiago Calatrava; by Sarah Amelar; ph. elev.; p. 254-257; June 04; AR
Australia, Melbourne; Webb Bridge; Denton, Corker & Marshall and Robert Owen; Lighting Design by Arup Lighting; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. elev.; p. 248-251; June 04; AR
Bridge Design; Union of Art and Science; by Sara Hart; ph. pl. ill. sec. cca; p. 279-286; June 04; AR
Croatia, Rijeka; Memorial Bridge; 3LDH; Lighting Design by Osrarn; by Sarah Amelar; ph. det.; p. 258-259; June 04; AR
England, London; Floral Street Bridge; Wilkinson Eyre Architects; Lighting Design by Speirs & Major; by Sara Hart; ph. pers.; p. 260-261; June 04; AR
England, West London; Rolling Bridge; Thomas Heatherwick; by Peter Reina; ph.; p. 230-233; Dec 04; AR

BRIDGE (cont'd)
Massachusetts, Worcester; Central Street Bridge; Centerbrook Architects; Master Planning by Chan Krieger; by Nick Olsen; ph. elev.; p. 262-263; June 04; AR
Netherlands, Haarlemmermeer; Hoofdvaart Canal Bridges; Harp, Cittem and Lute; Santiago Calatrava; by No author listed; ph.; p. 156-161; Nov 04; AR
New York, Corning; Houghton Park Pedestrian Skyway; Hascup & Lorenzini; Mechanical Design by Delta Engineers; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl.; p. 268-270; June 04; AR
Switzerland, Boudry; Passerelle on the Areuse; GD Architectes and Chabalis & Poffet; by Sarah Amelar; ph. pl.; p. 252-253; June 04; AR
Wales, Swansea; Sail Bridge; Wilkinson Eyre Architects; Structural Design by Flint & Neill; by Charles Linn; ph. elev. pl.; p. 264-267; June 04; AR

BUILDING CODE
Benefits and Concerns with Air Barriers; by No author listed; det.; p. 77; Feb 04; A
Builders Hardware Standards and Code Enforcement; by Ralph Vasami; ph.; p. 28-30; Oct 04; TCS

BUILDING PRODUCTS
Advancements in Building Products; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 108-109; Nov 04; B
Alternative Cladding Materials; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 71-72; Nov 04; RA
Benefits of Plastic Laminate; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 111-112; May 04; B
Building Materials Emissions Study; Recycled-content building products; by Nigel F. Maynard; ill.; p. 61-62; May 04; B
Design Capacities of Oriented Strand Board; by Tom Cunningham; ph. ref.; p. 40-46; July 04; TCS
Emerging Technology in Building Products; by Charles Wardell; ph. ill. table; p. 138-146; June 04; B
Five Kitchen and Bathroom Product Trends; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 96-104; Mar 04; B
Green Product Evaluation; by Richard C. Master; ph. chart cca; p. 197-201; Sept 04; AR
Indoor Air Quality; Testing building products for emissions; by Ted Smalley Bowen; ph.; p. 299-300; June 04; AR
Innovation and Building Products; by Duo Dickinson; ph. ill.; p. 41-42; Mar 04; RA
New Generation of Glass Products; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 119-120; Oct 04; RA
Oriented Strand Board vs. Plywood; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. ill.; p. 146-154; Nov 04; B
Portugal —; Building Materials and Portuguese Architecture; by Timothy Brittain-Catlin; ph.; p. 78-81; July 04; A
Product Selection for Sustainability; by Richard C. Master; ph.; p. 40-48; May 04; TCS
Rapid Global Growth and Demand Causes Material Price Hikes; by Matthew Power; ill.; p. 114; Nov 04; B
BUILDING PRODUCTS (cont'd)
Selecting Products for Coastal Homes; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 87-88; July 04; RA
Specifying Automated External Defibrillators; by Kevin Sheppard; ph. ref.; p. 80-84; Aug 04; TCS
Specifying Standing Seam Metal Panels for Wind Uplift; by Winston E. Kile; ph.; p. 24-25; Jan 04; TCS
Unique Design Dynamics of Glass Block; by No author listed; ph. ill. det. cea; p. 193-197; Aug 04; AR
Using Gypsum for Fire Control; by No author listed; ph. cea; p. 69-72; Feb 04; A

BUILDING SYSTEMS
Advancements in Cable-Stayed Curtain Walls; by Eileen McMorrow; ph.; p. 80; Sept 04; A
Benefits of Structural Insulated Panels; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. ill.; p. 81-82; June 04; RA
Curtain Wall Performance Based Specifications; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. det.; p. 64-65; July 04; A
High-Quality Home Theater Systems; by Steve Zurier; ph. table; p. 274-280; May 04; B
Importance of Air Barriers; by Scott Walker; ph. ill. cea; p. 94-103; Aug 04; TCS
Inhibited Progress in Curtain Wall Technology; by Raymond Ting; ph. ref.; p. 60-65; June 04; TCS
Mass Customization; Precut framing technology; by Ted Smalley Bowen; ph.; p. 191; Oct 04; AR
New Mexico, Santa Fe; Adobe Structures; by Denise Dersin; ph.; p. 226; Sept 04; B
Specification and Design of a Metal Building System; by W. Lee Shoemaker; ph. table; p. 36-44; Dec 04; TCS
Wireless Home Control Products; by Steve Zurier; ill.; p. 267-268; May 04; B

BURKINA FASO
Gando; School/Elementary; Gando Primary School; 2004 Aga Khan Award; Diebedo Francis Kere; by Sam Lubell and James Murdock; ph.; p. 95; Dec 04; AR

CALIFORNIA (cont'd)
Belmont; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Ross Woods Townhomes; Builder's Choice Award; SB Architects; Landscape Design by Guzzardo Partnership; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 204; Oct 04; B
Belvedere; Bathroom; Belvedere Lagoon Powder Room; 2004 Watermark Grand Award; Sutton & Suzuki; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 136; Apr 04; B
Belvedere; Kitchen; Belvedere Lagoon Kitchen; 2004 Watermark Merit Award; Sutton & Suzuki; Interior Design by C. Wright Design; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 128; Apr 04; B
Berkeley; University/Library; Jean Gray Hargrove Music Library; University of California Berkeley; Mack, Scoгин, Merrill & Elam and Heery International; Landscape Design by Michael Van Valkenburgh; by Sally B. Woodbridge; ph. pl. sec.; p. 74-83; Dec 04; A
Beverly Hills; Office Building/Interiors; Napoli Management Group Headquarters; Lorcan O'Herlihy; Structural Design by Paul Franceschi; by Sheila Kim; ph.; p. 64-66; July 04; ID
Brea; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Shutters Residential Community; 2004 Gold Nugget Award Winner; Basserian & Lagoni; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 101; July 04; B
Brentwood; Residence; Kimura Residence; Renovation; Sant Architects; Landscape Design by Jay Griffith; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 68-70; July 04; ID
Carlsbad; Residence; Sea House at Waters End; Residence 3; Dahlin Group; Landscape Design by Urban Arena; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 95; Dec 04; B
Carlsbad; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; La Costa Oaks Development; by David Holzle; ph. pl.; p. 93-102; Nov 04; B
Century City; Recreation; Kara Spa; Park Hyatt Los Angeles; Kajima Associates; Interior Design by HCA Design; by Deanna Kizis; ph.; p. 108-112; Oct 04; ID
Chula Vista; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Cedar Rose at Windwingald; Lorimer & Hayes; Landscape Design by Howard & Associates; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 103; Sept 04; B
Culver City; Art Gallery; Blum & Poe Gallery; Escher & GuneWardenA; by Sheila Kim; ph.; p. 58; Feb 04; ID
Daly City; Residence; Straus Residence; Remodel; Locus Architecture; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 66-67; Nov 04; RA
Davis; Ecology; Eco-Effective Design Strategies, University of California; 2004 ASLA Award of Honor; William McDonough; by No author listed; ill.; p. 105; Sept 04; LA
Desert Hot Springs; Hotel; Beat Hotel; Steven Lowe; by Fred Bernstein; ph.; p. 218-223; July 04; ID
CALIFORNIA (cont’d)

Encino; Religious Building/Church; First Presbyterian Church of Encino; AIA 2004 Interiors Honor Award; Abramson & Teiger; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 163; June 04; AR

Encino; Religious Building/Church; First Presbyterian Church of Encino; a+rd honorable mention project; Abramson & Teiger; by Peter Davey; ph. pl. ill.; p. 80-81; Dec 04; AR

Garden Grove; Recreation/Visitor Center; Visitor’s Center; Crystal Cathedral; Richard Meier; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. sec.; p. 54-58; Apr 04; AR

Healdsburg; Residence; Wine Creek Road Residence; Siegel & Strain; Landscape Design by Rebecca Coffman; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph.; pl. p. 78-79; Mar 04; RA

Hollywood; Apartment Building; Harold Way Apartments; RA Merit Award; Koning & Eizenberg; Landscape Design by DRY Design; by Meghan Drueding; ph.; pl. p. 111; May 04; RA

Inverness; Residence; Genn House; Esherick, Homsey, Dodge & Davis; by Cathy Schwabe; ph.; p. 31-34; June 04; RA

Irvine; Research Facility, Laboratory; U.S. FDA Regional Laboratory-Southwest; Zimmer, Gunsul & Frasca and HDR; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. pl. sec.; p. 48-55; Mar 04; A

Irvine; Residence; The Sycamores at Shady Canyon, Plan 3; Builder’s Choice Award; Bassenian & Lagoni; Landscape Design by HRP Landesign; by Zach Blattner; ph.; p. 218; Oct 04; B

Irvine; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Fiore at Turtle Ridge; Detached Community of the Year; William Hezmalhalch; Landscape Design by Land Concern; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 134; Feb 04; B

Irvine; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Sycamores at Shady Canyon; Bassenian & Lagoni; Landscape Design by HRP Landesign; by David Holzel; ph.; pl. p. 109-116; Sept 04; B

La Jolla; Housing; El Pueblo Ribera Court; Rudolf M. Schindler; by Meghan Drueding; ph.; p. 104; Jan 04; RA

La Jolla; Residence; The Prospect; Single-family custom award winner; Jonathan Segal; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 168; July 04; AR

Ladera Ranch; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Potter’s Bend Cluster Homes; Woodley Architectural Group; by Cheryl Webber; ph.; pl.; p. 338-348; Jan 04; B

Laguna Beach; Kitchen; Residential Kitchen; Tim Nichol; by Edie Cohen; pl.; p. S20-S22; Sept 04; ID

Los Angeles; Apartment Building; Metro 417; AC Martin and Thomas P. Cox; Landscape Design by Mia Lehrer; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. ill.; p. 26-28; June 04; RA

Los Angeles; Architectural Criticism; Getty Center; Architects and inspiration; Richard Meier; by Robert Campbell; ph.; p. 57-59; Feb 04; AR

Los Angeles; Architecture; Profile of Firm; XTEN Architects; by Randi Greenberg; ph. ill.; p. 51-52; Aug 04; AR

CALIFORNIA (cont’d)

Los Angeles; Architecture; Profile of Firm; Design Vanguard 2004; Patterns; by Michael Speaks; ph. pl. ill. m.; p. 124-129; Dec 04; AR

Los Angeles; Art; Art Show at La Brea Tar Pits; Olin Partnership and Fong & Associates; Art by Steve Tobin; by Kim Sorvig; ph. ref.; p. 26-35; Apr 04; LA

Los Angeles; Auditorium; Walt Disney Concert Hall; Gehry Partners; Structural Design by John A. Martin; by Raymond Ryan; ph. pl. sec.; 54-63; Mar 04; AR

Los Angeles; Community Center; James M. Wood Community Center, 2004 Business Week/Architectural Record Award Winner; Lehrer Architects; Landscape Design by Mia Lehrer; by Jane F. Kolleeny and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 134; Nov 04; AR

Los Angeles; Conservation; Sacred Springs Cultural Center; RoTo Architects; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. pl. map; p. 36-43; Aug 04; A

Los Angeles; Exhibition; Exhibit; West Edge: Spaces of Unlimited Creativity Exhibition; Interview with designers; Beckson Design Associates, D. M. Rottet and et al.; by Sheila Kim; ph.; p. 202-205; May 04; ID

Los Angeles; Government Building; Los Angeles Federal Courthouse; Perkins & Will; Structural Design by John A. Martin; by Larry Flynn; ill. det.; p. 22-33; Nov 04; BD&C

Los Angeles; Interior Design; Interview with Developer Paul Solomon; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 120-121; Feb 04; ID

Los Angeles; Landscape Architecture; Our Lady of Angels Church and Walt Disney Concert Hall; Questions about the future of urban landscapes; Jose Rafael Moneo and Gehry Partners; Landscape Design by Douglas & Regula Campbell; by Kim Sorvig; ph.; p. 150-152; June 04; LA

Los Angeles; Library; Westchester-Loyola Village Branch Library; Aleks Istanbulbull; Landscape Design by Calvin Abe; by Jamie Reynolds; ph. pl. sec.; p. 70-75; Apr 04; A

Los Angeles; Office Building/Interiors; Creative Domain Headquarters; Pugh & Scarpa; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 138-145; June 04; ID

Los Angeles; Office Building/Interiors; Electronic Arts Headquarters; Gensler Associates; Interior Design by HLW; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 296-303; Oct 04; ID

Los Angeles; Office Building/Interiors; Nexspace Temporary Office Facility; Beckson Design Associates; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 190-193; May 04; ID

Los Angeles; Office Building/Interiors; Palotta TeamWorks New Headquarters; AIA 2004 Interiors Honor Award; Clive Wilkinson; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 161; June 04; AR

Los Angeles; Office Building/Interiors; Tool Commercial-Production Site; Erich Joiner; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 146-151; Feb 04; ID

Los Angeles; Performing Arts Center; Walt Disney Concert Hall; Building Team Grand Award; Gehry Partners; Structural Design by John A. Martin; by Gordon Wright; ph. cost anal.; p. 35-41; June 04; BD&C
CALIFORNIA (cont'd)

Sacramento; Garden; Outdoor Room; ORR Design Office; by Gary Orr; ph. iso. sec.; p. 122-126; Feb 04; LA

Sacramento; Plaza; California EPA Headquarters Plaza; AC Martin; Landscape Design by Mia Lehrer; by Mark Hinshaw; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 114-119; Apr 04; LA

Sacramento; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; East End Lofts; 2004 Gold Nugget Award Winner; Ron Vriakos; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 106; July 04; B

San Bruno; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Marisol Community; JBZ; Landscape Design by Ripley Design; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 87; Nov 04; B

San Diego; Apartment Building; Titan Apartments; RA Multifamily Grand Award; Jonathan Sega/; by Meghan Drueiding; ph. pl.; p. 86; May 04; RA

San Diego; Housing; Tesoro Grove Family Housing; RA Grand Award; Studio E; Landscape Design by Spurlock & Poirier; by Meghan Drueiding; ph. pl.; p. 104-105; May 04; RA

San Diego; Housing; The Titan; Multifamily housing award winner; Jonathan Sega/; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 171; July 04; AR

San Diego; Parking; Garage; UCSD Revelle Parking Structure; Wolf Architecture; by C. C. Sullivan; pl. elev.; p. 35; July 04; A

San Diego; Residence; Beacon Point at Liberty Station-Point Loma Plan 1; 2004 Gold Nugget Award Winner; Starck Architecture; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 110; July 04; B

San Diego; Residence; The State; Single-family market award winner; Jonathan Sega/; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 169; July 04; AR

San Diego; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Row Homes on F; RA Single-Family Grand Award; Kevin DeFreitas; Landscape Design by Aerea; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 98-99; May 04; RA

San Diego; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Row Homes on F; Single-family market award winner; Kevin DeFreitas; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 169; July 04; AR

San Diego; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; The State; RA Single-Family Merit Award; Jonathan Sega/; Landscape Design by Spurlock & Poirier; by Meghan Drueiding; ph. pl.; p. 103; May 04; RA

San Diego; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Titan Lofts; Builder's Choice Award; Jonathan Sega/; by Shawn Kennedy; ph.; p. 188; Oct 04; B

San Diego; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Marketing, Sales; Marketing The Promenade Community; by Rich Binsacca; ill.; p. 107; Jan 04; B

San Diego; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Davidson at Santaluz; Robert Hidey; Landscape Design by Land Concern; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 95; Aug 04; B

CALIFORNIA (cont'd)

San Diego; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Domus Residential Building; Martinez & Cutri; Interior Design by Divan Studios; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 136-137; Aug 04; B

San Diego; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Cairo; Mixed-use development; Safdie & Rabines; by Cheryl Weber; ill. sec. pers.; p. 26; Aug 04; RA

San Francisco, Near; Bathroom; Bathroom Design; House & House; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 28; Nov 04; RA

San Francisco, Near; Kitchen; Kitchen Design; House & House; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl. pers.; p. 26-27; Nov 04; RA

San Francisco; Apartment Building; Plaza Apartments; Leddy, Maytum & Stacy; by Abby Bussel; ill.; p.; p. 35; Nov 04; A

San Francisco; Bathroom; Jackson Street Bathroom Suite Remodel; RA Bath Merit Award; Lundberg Design; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 121; May 04; RA

San Francisco; City and Regional Planning; Mission Bay Redevelopment Plan; AIA 2004 Urban Design Honor Award; Johnson & Fair; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ill. m.; p. 168; June 04; AR

San Francisco; Convention Center; Moscone West Convention Center; Gensler Associates and Michael Willis; Structural Design by Structural Design Engineers; by Barbara Knecht; ph. pl. sec.; p. 160-164; May 04; AR

San Francisco; Elderly Housing; Haight Street Church; Renovation; Hardison, Komatsu, Ivelich & Tucker; by Cheryl Weber; pl. elev.; p. 28; July 04; RA

San Francisco; Elderly Housing; Kokoro Assisted Living Center; Builder's Choice Award; Kodama & Diseno; Landscape Design by Merrill & Befur; by David Holzel; ph.; p. 174-175; Oct 04; B

San Francisco; Government Building; San Francisco Federal Building; PIA Award; Morphosis and SmithGroup; Landscape Design by Richard Haag; by No author listed; pl. ill. sec.; p. 40-43; Jan 04; A

San Francisco; Government Building; San Francisco Federal Office; Morphosis and SmithGroup; Landscape Design by Richard Haag; by Larry Flynn; ill. sec. dia.; p. 22-33; Nov 04; BD&C

San Francisco; Housing; Loyola Village; University of San Francisco; Multifamily housing award winner; Sextel & Holzman; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 170; July 04; AR

San Francisco; Interior Design; Offices of Huntsman Architectural Group; Huntsman Architectural Group; Acoutical Design by Charles M. Salter; by Andrew Blum; ph.; p. 340-344; June 04; AR

San Francisco; Kitchen; Kitchen; Remodel; Holly Hulburd; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 96-98; Jan 04; ID

San Francisco; Kitchen; Kitchen; Renovation; CCS Architecture; Lighting Design by Caprice Carter; by Anne Bogart; ph.; p. 118-120; July 04; ID
San Francisco; Landscape Restoration; Sigmund Stern Grove; Landscape Restoration; Lawrence Halprin; by Jennifer Dowdell; ph. ill.; p. 19-20; Nov 04; LA

San Francisco; Office Building/Interiors; Cahan & Associates; Headquarters; Jensen & Macy; Mechanical Design by Mechical Design Studio; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 228-233; May 04; ID

San Francisco; Office Building/Interiors; Gensler Associates Headquarters; Gensler Associates; Lighting Design by Architecture & Light; by Dianne Dorrans Saeks; ph.; p. 172-177; Feb 04; ID

San Francisco; Plaza; 560 Mission Street Public Space; 2003 ASLA award winner; Cesar Pelli and Kendall & Heaton; Landscape Design by Hart & Howerton; by Mark Hindshaw; ph. pl.; p. 76-83; Jan 04; LA

San Francisco; Residence; Mankins-Kamp Residence; FA; Richardson; Grand Award; Herbert Lewis; Kruse & Blunch; by Shelly D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 74-75; May 04; RA

San Francisco; Residence; Pacific Heights Residence; 2004 ASLA Award of Merit; Andrea Cochran; by No author listed; ph.; p. 100; Sept 04; LA

San Francisco; Residence; Town House; Renovation; Stanley Saitowitz and Natoma Architects; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 158-165; Feb 04; ID

San Francisco; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; North Beach Malt House; RA Multifamily Merit Award; MWH Architects; Landscape Design by Cliff Lowe; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 93; May 04; RA

San Francisco; School/High; Lick-Wilmerding High School; Pfaur Architecture; Mechanical Design by Gutmann & Blaevot; by Lisa Findley; ph. pl.; p. 128-131; Mar 04; AR

San Francisco; Transit Station; San Francisco Ferry Building; 2004 Business Week/Architectural Record Award Finalist; SMWM, Baudauf, Catton & von Eckartsberg and Page & Turnbull; Mechanical Design by Anderson, Rowe & Buckley; by Jane F. Kolleeny and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 148; Nov 04; AR

San Francisco; Transit Station; San Francisco Ferry Building; SMWM, Baldauf, Catton and von Eckartsberg and Page & Turnbull; Original Design by A. Page Brown; by John King; ph. pl. sec.; p. 164-173; Nov 04; AR

San Francisco; University/Arts Center; Graduate Center; California College of the Arts; Jensen & Macy; Structural Design by Jeffrey Weber; by John A. Loomis; ph. axon. pl.; p. 128-133; Aug 04; AR

San Francisco; University/Residential; Village at Centennial Square; RA Campus Housing Merit Award; Sasaki Associates; Structural Design by KPFF Consulting Engineers; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. m.; p. 123; May 04; RA

San Francisco; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Guerrero Street Mixed-Use Development; Home of the Year Award; Kennerly & Strong; Structural Design by Santos & Urrutia; by Abby Bussel; ph. pl. sec.; p. 56-59; Nov 04; A

San Francisco; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Soma Studios and 8th + Howard Apartments; Builder's Choice Award; David Baker; Landscape Design by Adrienne Wong; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 212; Oct 04; B

San Jose; Apartment Development, Multiple Builder Group; Italian Gardens Apartments; Builder's Choice Award; Seidel & Holzman; Landscape Design by Guzzardo Partnership; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 200; Oct 04; B

San Jose; City and Regional Planning; Getting It Right: Preventing Sprawl in Coyote Valley; AIA 2004 Urban Design Honor Award; WRT/Solomon E.T.C.; by Jane F. Kolleeny; pl.; p. 170; June 04; AR

San Jose; Elderly Housing; Mabuhay Court/Northside Community Center; 2004 Gold Nugget Award Winner; David Baker; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 112; July 04; B

San Jose; Elderly Housing; Northside Community Center & Mabuhay Court; 2004 Project of the Year; David Baker; Landscape Design by Pattillo & Garrett; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 147-150; Oct 04; B

San Jose; Housing; Homesafe Co-Housing; RA Merit Award; Studio E; Landscape Design by Spurlock & Poier; by Meghan Druding; ph. pl.; p. 109; May 04; RA

San Jose; Housing; Lenzen Square Apartments; Builder's Choice Award; David Baker; by Zach Blattner; ph.; p. 224; Oct 04; B

San Jose; Landscape Design, Techniques; Aspect Communications Headquarters; Benefits of sustainable site design; William McDonough and Form 4 Inc.; Landscape Design by April Philips; by April Phillips; ph. dia. sec.; p. 28-38; May 04; TCS

San Jose; Library; Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Library; Carrier & Johnson, Gunnar & Birkerts and Anderson & Brule; by Larry Flynn; ph. pl.; p. 52-62; Aug 04; BD&C

San Jose; Museum; Art Museum; San Jose State University; P/A Citation; WW and SMWM; Landscape Design by Hargreaves Associates; by No author listed; ph. ill. dia.; p. 48-49; Jan 04; A

San Jose; Residence; Gates House; Bernard Maybeck; by Meghan Druding; ph.; p. 144; May 04; RA

San Jose; Residence; Misha/Twaddle Residence; RA Grand Award; Burks & Toma and Min & Day; Interior Design by Marie Fisher; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 70-71; May 04; RA

San Jose; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Marketing, Sales; Sales Center for Markethouse Lofts; Creative Design Consultants; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 107; Jan 04; B

San Jose; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Marketing; Markethouse Lofts; Builder's Choice Award; Steinberg Group; Landscape Design by Guzzardo Partnership; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 152-153; Oct 04; B

San Jose; School/Elementary; Horace Mann School; Moore, Ruble & Yudell and BFGC; Structural Design by Dasse Design; by John King; ph. pl.; p. 136-139; Mar 04; AR

CALIFORNIA (cont'd)
CALIFORNIA (cont'd)

San Ysidro; Elderly Housing; Casa Familiar; P/A Citation; Teddy Cruz: Landscape Design by Leslie Ryan; by No author listed; ill.; p. 54-55; Jan 04; A

Santa Ana; Apartment Building; Riverwood Place SRO; Builder's Choice Award; Berger, Detmer & Ennis; Landscape Design by Smith & Smith; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; pl.; p. 192; Oct 04; B

Santa Barbara; Bathroom; Loft Bedroom and Bathroom; DesignARC; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. S6-S8; Sept 04; ID

Santa Clara; Telecommunication; Nortel Networks Regional Headquarters; HOK; Lighting Design by J.S. Nolan; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. S74-S80; Nov 04; ID

Santa Cruz; Apartment Building; Pacific Shores Apartment Project; 2004 Gold Nugget Award Winner; Steinberg Group; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 104; July 04; B

Santa Monica; Interior Design; COop Editorial Offices; AIA 2004 Interiors Honor Award; Pugh & Scarpa; Original Design by Frank Gehry; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 167; June 04; AR

Santa Monica; Office Building/Interiors; Natural Resources Defense Council; Moule & Polyzoides; Structural Design by Nabih Youssef; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 103-106; June 04; ID

Santa Monica; Office Building/Interiors; Offices of Game Show Network; HOK; Lighting Design by Patrick B. Quigley; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. S34-S40; Nov 04; ID

Santa Monica; Residence; Eleventh Street Residence; RA Merit Award; Koning & Eizenberg; by Meghan Drueing; ph.; p. 65; May 04; RA

Santa Monica; Store; Fred Segal Beauty Salon; (M)Arch and Craig Rizzo; Lighting Design by Southern California Illumination; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 102-104; May 04; ID

Santa Monica; University/Library; Library; Santa Monica College; Anshen & Allen; Interior Design by CNJ Design; by Morris Newman; ph. pl. axon.; p. 204-210; Dec 04; AR

Santa Rosa; Recreation/Recreation Center; Mayacama Golf Clubhouse; Builder's Choice Award; B3 Architects and Marsh Associates; by David Holzel; ph.; p. 162-163; Oct 04; B

St. Helena; Winery; Vineyard; Quintessa Winery; 2004 Business Week/Architectural Record Award Finalist; Walker & Warner; Interior Design by Stone Interiors; by Jane F. Kolleeny and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 140; Nov 04; AR

Summerland; Bathroom; Private Residence Bath; Builder's Choice Award; B3 Architects; Landscape Design by Earthform Design; by Zach Blattner; ph.; p. 222; Oct 04; B

Temecula; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Chelsea Estates; Woodley Architectural Group; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 338-348; Jan 04; B

Turlock; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Rose Walk Neighborhood; William Hezmallah; Interior Design by Neilson & Associates; by David Holzel; ph. pl.; p. 150; Jan 04; B

CALIFORNIA (cont'd)

Valencia; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Bella Ventana Community; Woodley Architectural Group; Interior Design by Color Design Art; by David Holzel; ph. pl.; p. 116; June 04; B

Venice; Bathroom; Bathroom Design; Sander Architects; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 38; Mar 04; RA

Venice; Residence; Canal House; Home of the Year Award; Sander Architects; Structural Design by Oxford Engineering; by Jamie Reynolds; ph. pl. sec.; p. 52-55; Nov 04; A

Venice; Residence; Gibbens Residence; Dennis Gibbens; Lighting Design by Robert Storz; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 166-173; July 04; ID

Venice; Residence; O'Herlihy House; Lorcan O'Herlihy; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. elev. pers.; p. 76-79; Jan 04; AR

West Hollywood; Housing; North Towers-on-the-Court; Multifamily housing award winner; Lehrer Architects; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 170; July 04; AR

West Hollywood; Housing; Norton Towers-on-the-Court; Prototype for attached housing; Lehrer Architects; by Matthew Power; ph. ill.; p. 57-58; June 04; B

West Hollywood; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Norton Towers-on-the-Court; RA Multifamily Merit Award; Lehrer Architects; Landscape Design by Mia Lehrer; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 91; May 04; RA

West Hollywood; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Lofts at Laurel Court; Public Architecture; Interior Design by Kenneth Brown; by Ann Jarmusch; ph.; p. 204-207; Nov 04; AR

West Hollywood; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Harper Court; Seven Fountains; Builder's Choice Award; Moule & Polyzoides; Landscape Design by Nicholas Graham; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 166-167; Oct 04; B

West Oakland; Apartment Development; Multiple Building Group; Linden Court Apartments; Builder's Choice Award; David Baker; Landscape Design by Pattillo & Garrett; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pers.; p. 172-173; Oct 04; B

West Oakland; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Magnolia Row Townhomes; Builder's Choice Award; David Baker; Landscape Design by GLS; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 156-159; Oct 04; B

CAMBODIA

Phnom Penh; Architecture; View from Phnom Penh; by Robert Turnbull; ph.; p. 38-39; May 04; AR

CANADA

--; Architecture; Emergence of Canadian Architecture; by Brian Carter and Annette Lecuyer; ph. ref.; p. 46-48; Oct 04; AR

87
CANADA (cont'd)

British Columbia, Burnaby; Transit Station; Brentwood SkyTrain Station; Busby & Associates; Structural Design by Fast & Epp Partners; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. sec. det.; p. 73-74; May 04; A

British Columbia, Burnaby; Transit Station; Brentwood SkyTrain Station; 2004 Business Week/Architectural Record Award Finalist; Busby & Associates; Structural Design by Fast & Epp Partners; by Rob Thomas; ph. pl.; p. 60-66; June 04; LA

British Columbia, Burnaby; Theatre Production Centre; Lett & Smurth; Landscape Design by Vaughan Landscape; by Brian Carter; ph. pl. sec.; p. 67-71; Oct 04; ARev

British Columbia, Merritt; University/Research Facility; Laboratory; Nicola Valley Institute of Technology; University College of the Cariboo; Busby & Associates; Structural Design by Equilibrium Consulting; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 76-78; Oct 04; ARev

British Columbia, Vancouver; Clinic; Stein Walk-In Medical Clinic; Peter Cardew; by No author listed; ph. pl. axon.; p. 86-88; Oct 04; ARev

British Columbia, Vancouver; Exhibition, Exhibit; Massive Change: The Future of Global Design Exhibition; by James S. Russell; ph.; p. 83-84; Nov 04; A

British Columbia, Vancouver; Hospital; Children's Hospital and Ambulatory Care Building; Henriquez Partners, IBI Group and Karlsberger Associates; Mechanical Design by Stantec Consulting; by Rhys Phillips; ph. pl. sec.; p. 162-165; Oct 04; AR

British Columbia, Vancouver; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Georgia Tower Project; Bing & Thom; by Catherine Slessor; ph. ill. sec. elev.; p. 76-77; Mar 04; ARev

British Columbia, White Rock; Government Building; White Rock Operations Building; Busby & Associates; Structural Design by Fast & Epp Partners; by Abby Bussel; ph. pl. sec. dia.; p. 60-65; May 04; A

British Columbia; Art; Millennial Time Machine and Pavilion; University of British Columbia; Tim Newton, John Wallace & Garcia and Gary Smith; Art by Rodney Graham; by Brian Carter; ph.; p. 98; Oct 04; ARev

Manitoba, Winnipeg; Walkway; Portage and Main Street Crossing; Janet Rosenberg and Corbett & Cibinel; by Abby Bussel; pl. sec.; p. 36; July 04; A

Niagara-on-the-Lake; Theater; Shaw Festival Theatre Production Centre; Lett & Smith; Landscape Design by Janet Rosenberg; by No author listed; ph. pl. sec.; p. 62-66; Oct 04; ARev

Nova Scotia, Kingsburg Peninsula; Residence; Hill House; Brian Mackay-Lyons; Structural Design by Campbell & Comeau; ph. pl. elev. ill.; p. 89-91; Oct 04; ARev

CANADA (cont'd)

Ontario, Bolton; Landscape Architecture; Husky Injection Molding Systems Headquarters; Industrial landscape; PMA Landscape Architects; by Rob Thomas; ph. pl.; p. 60-66; June 04; LA

Ontario, Hamilton; University/Classroom; James Stewart Center for Mathematics; McMaster University; Kuwabara, Payne, McKenna & Blumberg; by Barbara Dixon; ph. pl.; p. 148-152; Sep 04; AR

Ontario, Ottawa; City and Regional Planning; Downtown Ottawa Urban Design Strategy 2020; 2004 ASLA Award of Excellence; Urban Strategies; by No author listed; map; p. 104; Sep 04; LA

Ontario, Rosedale; Residence; Ravine House; Home of the Year Award; Kuwabara, Payne, McKenna & Blumberg; Landscape Design by NAK Design; by Beth Kapusta; ph. pl. det.; p. 44-47; Nov 04; A

Ontario, Scarborough; University/Library; Academic Resource Center; University of Toronto; Brian Mackay-Lyons and Routhwaite, Dick & Hadley; by Terri Whitehead; ph. pl. axon. sec. ill.; p. 120-123; Aug 04; AR

Ontario, Scarborough; University/Science Center; HP Science and Technology Centre; Centennial College; Kuwabara, Payne, McKenna & Blumberg and Stone, Kohn, McGuire & Vogt; Original Design by John Andrews; by Brian Carter; ph.; p. 72-75; Oct 04; ARev

Ontario, Stittsville; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Management; Land Ark Homes; America's Best Builders; by Alison Rice; ph. graph; p. 290-298; Jan 04; B

Ontario, Stratford; Residence; Rundles Restaurant and Residence; Shim & Sutcliffe; by Brian Carter and Annette Lecuyer; p. 80-82; Oct 04; ARev

Ontario, Toronto; Architecture; Rebirth of Architecture in Toronto; by John E. Czarnecki; ph. m.; p. 79-82; Apr 04; AR

Ontario, Toronto; Architecture; View from Toronto; by Christine Samuelian; ph. m.; p. 42-43; Oct 04; ARev

Ontario, Toronto; Art Gallery; Art Gallery of Ontario; Renovation; Gehry Partners; by Abby Bussel; m.; p. 36; Mar 04; A

Ontario, Toronto; Balcony; Balcony Terrace; Redesign; Janet Rosenberg; by Ted Radlak; ph. elev. sec.; p. 44-48; Feb 04; LA

Ontario, Toronto; Garden; Garden Teahouse Pavilion; Paul Raff; by Rick Andrihetti; ph. pl. sec.; p. 132-133; July 04; LA

Ontario, Toronto; Office Building/Interiors; Grip Limited and Medium One Productions; Johnson Chou; by John E. Czarnecki; ph.; p. 352-354; June 04; AR

Ontario, Toronto; Residence; Weathering Steel House; Shim & Sutcliffe; Structural Design by Blackwell Engineering; by Raul A. Barreneche; ph. pl.; p. 178-182; July 04; AR
CANADA (cont'd)

Ontario, Toronto: School/Early Learning Center; Early Learning Centre; University of Toronto; Teeple Architects; Structural Design by Yolles Partnership; by Brian Carter and Annette Lecuyer; ph. pl. sec.; p. 83-85; Oct 04; ARev

Ontario, Toronto: Store/Clothing; Holt Renfrew Store; Young & Wright; Interior Design by Burdifilek; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 146-151; Apr 04; ID

Ontario, Toronto: University/Anc School; Ontario College of Art & Design; Alsop Architects and Young & Wright; Structural Design by Carruthers & Wallace; by Beth Kapusta; ph. pl. sec.; p. 56-61; July 04; A

Ontario, Toronto: University/Arts Center; Sharp Center; Ontario College of Art and Design; Alsop Architects and Young & Wright; Landscape Design by YWLA; by Sara Hart; ph. pl. sec.; p. 124-127; Aug 04; AR

Ontario: Landscape Architecture Research; Study of Mackinnon Woods; by Mary Catherine Kilcoyne; ph. ill. ref.; p. 18-23; Feb 04; JAE

Quebec, Grand Metis; Garden; Coloured Reflections Exhibit; the International Garden Festival; Hal Ingeberg; ph.; p. 98; Aug 04; ARev

Quebec, Montreal: Architecture; Profile of Firm; NOMADE; by Randi Greenberg; ph. ill.; p. 69-70; Oct 04; AR

Quebec, Montreal: Botanic Garden; First Nations Garden Pavilion; Saucier & Perrotte; Landscape Design by Williams, Asselin & Ackaou; by Brian Carter; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 58-61; Oct 04; AR

Quebec, Montreal: City and Regional Planning; Quartier International; City center redevelopment; Gauthier, Daoust Lestage; Landscape Design by Williams, Asselin & Ackaou; by Peter Jacobs; ph. pl. ill.; p. 28-37; Dec 04; LA

Quebec, Montreal: Lighting; Lighting Landmark Buildings in Montreal; Gilles Arpin; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph.; p. 190-194; Mar 04; AR

Toronto: Health Care, Health Center; University Health Network/The Toronto Hospital New Clinical Services Building; 2004 Business Week/Architectural Record Award Finalist; HOK; Landscape Design by Ferris & Quinn; by Jane F. Kolleeny and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 142; Nov 04; AR

CANARY ISLANDS

Santa Cruz de Tenerife; Performing Arts Center; Auditorio de Tenerife; Santiago Calatrava; Acoustical Design by Garcia-BBM; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl.; p. 78-87; Feb 04; AR

CEMETERY

France, Colleville-sur-Mer, Near; Garden of the Missing; Normandy American Cemetery; Markley Stevenson; by Rebecca Fish Ewan; ph.; p. 132, 130-131; Jan 04; LA

CEMETERY (cont'd)

Massachusetts, Cambridge; Mount Auburn Cemetery Memorial Knoll; Julie Moir Messervy; by Heather Hammatt; ph. ref.; p. 118-121; Feb 04; LA

Massachusetts, Watertown and Cambridge; Maple Avenue at Mount Auburn Cemetery; 2003 ASLA award winner; Reed & Hilderbrand; Sculpture by Urban Instruments; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl.; p. 96-101; June 04; LA

Natural Burial; Alternative, environmentally sensitive approaches to burial; by Andy Clayden; ph. ref.; p. 68-75; May 04; LA

Spain, Murcia; Mausoleum Project; Manuel Clavel Rojo; ph. pl. axon.; p. 56-61; Aug 04; AR

Spain, Murcia; Mausoleum; architectural highly commended project; Manuel Clavel Rojo; by Peter Davey; ph. pl. axon.; p. 60-61; Dec 04; ARev

Virginia, Salem; Belvedere Gardens; Sherwood Memorial Park; Expansion; SMBW; Structural Design by Fox & Associates; by Vernon Mays; ph. pl. sec.; p. 60-65; Oct 04; A

CERAMIC TILE

Ceramic Tile and Sustainability; by No author listed; ph. cca.; p. 317-321; June 04; AR

Exterior Wall Systems; Ceramic tile, thin brick, natural stone veneers; by Donato Pompo; ph. det. table; p. 50-59; June 04; TCS

Portugal, Lisbon; Diversity of Tile Colors and Patterns in Portugal; by Catherine Slesser; ph.; p. 98; July 04; ARev

CERAMICS

Florida, Vero Beach; Ceramic Vessels Mark Entrance to Gallery at Windsor; Fiamma Colonna Montagu; by Sheila Kim; ph. ill.; p. 124-126; Feb 04; ID

CHILD CARE CENTER

California, San Ysidro; Casa Familiar; P/A Citation; Teddy Cruz; Landscape Design by Leslie Ryan; by No author listed; ill.; p. 54-55; Jan 04; A

France, Paris; Chereche des Recollet Day Nursery; Frederic Borel; by Rachel Kaplan; ph. elev.; p. 272-277; Mar 04; ID

See also SCHOOL/EARLY LEARNING CENTER

CHILE

Santiago; Architecture; Profile of Architect; Design Vanguard 2004; Alejandro Aravena; by Nancy Levinson; ph. pers. ill.; p. 158-163; Dec 04; AR

Santiago; Religious Building/Temple; Baha'i Mother Temple; Hariri & Pontarini; by Bay Brown; ill. dia.; p. 35; July 04; A

Santiago; Religious Building/Temple; Baha'i Temple; Hariri & Pontarini; ill. m.; p. 66-68; Apr 04; ARev

Santiago; Religious Building/Temple; Baha'i Mother Temple; Hariri & Pontarini; Structural Design by Carruthers & Wallace; by Deborah Snoonian; ph. ill.; p. 296-297; June 04; AR
CHINA
—; Architecture; Emergence of Private Architectural Practice in China; by Nancy Levinson; ph. pl. elev.; p. 74-77; Mar 04; AR
—; City and Regional Planning; Consequences of Rapid Growth in China; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. chart; p. 71-73; Mar 04; AR
Anting; Apartment Building; New Town Residential Tower; Behnisch & Behnisch; by Sam Lubell; ill.; p. 113; Mar 04; AR
Beijing Province; Yanqing; Residence; Split House; Yung Ho Chang; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl.; p. 94-95; Mar 04; AR
Beijing; Architecture; Profile of Planner; 2008 Olympics; Yan Huang; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph.; p. 240; Mar 04; AR
Beijing; Housing; Looped Hybrid Housing; Mixed-use building complex; Steven Holl; by Sam Lubell; m.; p. 111; Mar 04; AR
Beijing; Office Building/High Rise; ZhongGuanCun West Office Complex; Kohn, Pedersen & Fox and CADDRI; by Sam Lubell; ill.; p. 110; Mar 04; AR
Beijing; Office Building; CCTV Headquarters and TVCC Building; Office for Metropolitan Architecture and East China Architecture & Design; Structural Design by Arup & Partners; by Sarah Amelar; ill.; m.; p. 108-109; Mar 04; AR
Beijing; Recreation/Sports Facility; 2008 Beijing Olympics Master Planning; EDAW; Herzog & de Meuron and PTW; Master Planning by Sasaki Associates; by Sara Hart; ph. ill. pl.; p. 100-105; Mar 04; AR
Beijing; Residence; Suitcase House; Edge Design; by Meghan Drueing; ph. ph.; p. 94-99; Oct 04; RA
Beijing; Store; Beijing Books Building; Office for Metropolitan Architecture; by Sam Lubell; ill.; p. 110; Mar 04; AR
Beijing; Theater; National Grand Theater; Paul Andreu; by Claire Downey; ph. ill. sec.; p. 86-88; Mar 04; AR
Beijing; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Jian Wai; SOHO Mixed-Use Project; Riken Yamamoto, Mikan and C; A; by Naomi R. Pollock; ph. pl. sec.; p. 90-93; Mar 04; AR
Chengdu; River; Waterway; Living Water Garden; Alice Choy and Chengdu Architecture Bureau; Landscape Design by Margie Ruddick; by Mary Padua; m. pl. sec. map; p. 100-107; Mar 04; LA
Guangzhou; Theater; Guangzhou Opera House; Zaha Hadid; by Sam Lubell; ill.; p. 111; Mar 04; AR
Hangzhou; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Hangzhou Lakeshore Development; Jerde Partnership and Zhejiang Building Design Research Institute; by Sam Lubell; ill.; p. 112; Mar 04; AR
Hong Kong; University/Media Center; Creative Media Center; City University of Hong Kong; Daniel Libeskind and Leigh & Orange; by Bay Brown; elev. sec.; p. 70; Dec 04; A
Nanjing; Hotel; Nanjing Jinling Hotel Phase II; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; by Sam Lubell; ill.; p. 111; Mar 04; AR
China (cont’d)
Nanjing; Office Building/High Rise; Jinling Tower; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; by Abby Bussel; ill. dia.; p. 54; June 04; A
New Suzhou; Landscape Architecture; Jinji Lake Landscape Master Plan; 2003 ASLA award winner; EDAW; by Mary Padua; ph. pl.; p. 106-115; Aug 04; LA
Shanghai; Architecture; View from Shanghai; by Robert Turnbull; ph. ill.; p. 30-31; Dec 04; AR
Shanghai; Museum; Shanghai-Pudong Museum; Archival and Exhibition Hall; Von Gerkan, Marg & Partner and SIADR; by Sam Lubell; ill.; p. 113; Mar 04; AR
Shanghai; Office Building; Jie Fang Daily News and Media Group Office Building; Kaplan, McLaughlin & Draz; by Deborah Snoonian; ill. m.; p. 167; Mar 04; AR
Shanghai; Office Building; Lujiazui Financial Center; Gensler Associates; by Sam Lubell; ill.; p. 113; Mar 04; AR
Shanghai; Restaurant; Zenzibar Restaurant and Night Club; AFSO; by Jenny Shears; ph.; p. 76-78; May 04; ID
Shanghai; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Xintiandi Mixed-Use Project; Wood & Zapata, Nikken Sekkei and Tongji Design Institute; Structural Design by Munsell; by Jen Lin-Liu; ph. pl. elev.; p. 98-99; Mar 04; AR
Shenzhen; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Boan Residential Development; Hanzhao & Yeang; by Sam Lubell; ill.; p. 112; Mar 04; AR
Sichuan Province; Duijiangyan City; Landscape Architecture; Fish Mouth Inspired Landscaping; ar+d commended project; Tuenscape; by Peter Davey; ph.; p. 98; Dec 04; AR
Sichuan Province, Xinmin; Museum; Luyuyuan Stone Sculpture Museum; Jiakun Liu; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 86-89; Mar 04; AR
Suzhou; Museum/Natural History; Suzhou Museum; Partnership and Suzhou Institute of Architectural Design; by Sam Lubell; ill.; p. 112; Mar 04; AR
Tongxian; Studio; Tongxian Art Gatehouse; Office dA; Structural Design by China Architecture Design & research Group; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. pl. sec.; p. 56-63; Apr 04; A
Wushan; Dam; Social Costs of Three Gorges Dam; by Jen Lin-Liu; ph.; p. 57-60; Mar 04; AR
Xiamen; Office Building/High Rise; China Construction Bank Regional Headquarters; MulvannyG2 and Shanghai Architectural Design Institute; Interior Design by Oriental Interior Decorating; by Larry Flynn; ph.; p. 30-31; Mar 04; BD&G
Zhejiang Province, Tiantai; Museum; Tiantai Museum; Lu Wang; by Wenjun Zhi; ph. ill.; p. 106-107; Mar 04; AR

CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING
California, San Francisco; Mission Bay Redevelopment Plan; AIA 2004 Urban Design Honor Award; Johnson & Fain; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ill. m.; p. 168; June 04; AR
CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING (cont’d)

California, San Jose; Getting It Right: Preventing Sprawl in Coyote Valley; AIA 2004 Urban Design Honor Award; WRT/SoImon E.T.C.; by Jane F. Kolleeny; pl.; p. 170; June 04; AR

Canada, Ontario, Ottawa; Downtown Ottawa Urban Design Strategy 2020; 2004 ASLA Award of Excellence; Urban Strategies; by No author listed; map; p. 104; Sept 04; LA

Canada, Quebec, Montreal; Quartier International; City center redevelopment; Gauthier, Daoust Lestage Inc., Mario Saia and et al.; by Annette Lecuyer; ph. pl. sec.; p. 50-57; Oct 04; AR

China, Beijing; Profile of Planner; 2008 Olympics; Yan Huang; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph.; p. 240; Mar 04; AR

Colorado, Denver; Master Plan for Denver Parks; Venik Associates; by Michael Leccese; ph. pl. map; p. 112-120; Oct 04; LA

Egypt, Cairo; Upgrading Historic Cairo; by Seif El Rashidi; ph.; p. 71-74; Sept 04; AR

England, London; Urban Design as Art; Debate over tall buildings in London; by Robert Tavernor; ph. ill.; p. 78-83; Mar 04; AR

Florida, Tampa; Belmont Heights Estates; Community design award winner; Torti Gallas; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 170; July 04; AR

France, Paris; Bois de Boulogne Park; Reclamation; Atelier de l’Entre-Deux; Original Design by Haussmann & Alphand; by Marilyn Clemens; ill. sec. pl.; p. 60-71; Feb 04; LA

Georgia, Atlanta; Virginia-Highland Neighborhood Renaissance; by Denise Dersin; ph.; p. 204; Aug 04; B

Germany, Berlin; Architectural Design and Development in Berlin; by Max Page; ph.; p. 25-27; Sept 04; A

Greece, Athens; Athens and the Olympics; Santiago Calatrava and Thymios Papagiannis; Master Planning by Reichen & Robert; by Richard Ingersoll; ph. map; p. 29-30; July 04; A

Greece, Athens; Athens Transformed for Olympics; by Jim Antoniou; ill.; p. 74-79; May 04; AR

Greece, Athens; Olympics to Transform Athens; by Sam Lubell; ph.; p. 53-58; July 04; AR

Illinois, Chicago; Chicago Central Area Plan; AIA 2004 Urban Design Honor Award; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 168; June 04; AR

Israel, Jerusalem; Old City of Jerusalem Revitalization Project; 2004 Aga Khan Award; OC/JRP Office; by Sam Lubell and James Murdock; ph.; p. 99; Dec 04; AR

Italy, Florence; Questioning the Purpose of the 1584 Stefano Bonsignori Map for Florence, Italy; by Adam Drisin; ill. ph. ref. map; p. 41-55; May 04; JAE

Maryland, Silver Spring; Revitalizing Silver Spring; by Gordon Wright; ph.; p. 16; Jan 04; BD&C

CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING (cont’d)

Massachusetts, Boston; Central Artery Landscaping in Contention; EDAW and Copley Wolff Design Group; by Alan Berger; ph. ill.; p. 162-164; Apr 04; LA

Massachusetts, Lowell; Silresim Superfund Redevelopment Study; P/A Citation; StoSS Landscape Urbanism; by No author listed; ill. map; p. 58-59; Jan 04; A

Massachusetts, Worcester; UrbanRiver Vision; AIA 2004 Urban Design Honor Award; Goody & Clancy; by Jane F. Kolleeny; pl.; p. 170; June 04; AR

Mexico, Tijuana; Uncontrolled Growth in Tijuana; by Ann Jarmusch; ph. ill.; p. 21-22; Oct 04; A

Michigan, Detroit; Redevelopment Plans for Detroit; by Kate Stohr; ph. ill.; p. 55-60; Aug 04; AR

Michigan, Detroit; Revitalization of Detroit; by Martin Schwartz; ph. ill.; p. 33-34; Apr 04; A

Missouri, St. Louis; The Confluence: A Conservation, Heritage, and Recreation Corridor; AIA 2004 Urban Design Honor Award; HOK Planning Group; by Jane F. Kolleeny; map; p. 170; June 04; AR

Multilevel Cities and Above-Street Circulation; by Vincent James and Jennifer Yoos; dia. m. ill.; p. 33-35; May 04; A

New York, New York; Strategic Open Space/Public Realm Improvement Strategy for Lower Manhattan; P/A Citation; Smith, Miller & Hawkinson and Ralph Lerner; Landscape Design by D.I.R.T. Studio; by No author listed; ill. map; p. 56-57; Jan 04; A

Ohio, Cincinnati; City West Revitalization; Community design award winner; Torti Gallas; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 170; July 04; AR

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Neighborhood Transformation Initiative; Redevelopment and revitalization of Philadelphia; by Joseph Kelly; ph. ill.; p. 73-78; Oct 04; AR

Revisiting Historic Community Design; Duany & Plater-Zyberk; by Matthew Power; ph. table pl.; p. 142-146; Aug 04; B

Spain, Barcelona; 22@ Revitalization; The Barcelona Model for urban renewal; Jean Nouvel; by Richard Ingersoll; map; p. 21; Aug 04; A

Spain, Barcelona; Barcelona Model; Barcelona reinvention; Herzog & de Meuron, Josep Lluis Mateo and et al.; by Andres Fernandez Rubio; ph. pl.; p. 50-57; Aug 04; A

Texas, Houston; Master Plan for Buffalo Bayou and Beyond; 2003 ASLA award winner; Thompson Design Group; Landscape Design by Dodson Associates; by Lisa Owens Viani; ph. ill. pl. pers.; p. 24-34; Feb 04; LA

Transformation of Industrial Cities; by Peter Davey; ill. ref.; p. 42-43; Mar 04; AR

Washington, Seattle; New Visions for Seattle’s Waterfront; EDAW, Jones & Jones and et al.; by Brice Maryman and Catherine Maggio; ill. pl. ph.; p. 64-75; Aug 04; LA
CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING (cont'd)

Wisconsin, Milwaukee; Redevelopment of Menomonee River Valley; 2003 ASLA award winner; Wenk Associates, HNTB and Applied Ecological Services; by David Boyd; ill. pers. ph. map; p. 54-61; Jan 04; LA
See also APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, MULTIPLE BUILDING GROUP; ARCHITECTURE; LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE; RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING; UNIVERSITY; URBAN DESIGN, MULTI-USE PROJECT; ZONING

CIVIC CENTER
Canada, Quebec, Montreal; Quartier International; City center redevelopment; Gauthier, Daoust Lestage Inc., Mario Saia and et al.; by Annette Lecuyer; ph. pl. sec.; p. 50-57; Oct 04; ARev
Texas, San Antonio; The Carver Academy and Cultural Civic Center; HUD Community by Design award; Lake & Flato; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 171; July 04; AR
See also GOVERNMENT BUILDING; PLAZA; URBAN DESIGN, MULTI-USE PROJECT

CLINIC
Canada, British Columbia, Vancouver; Stein Walk-In Medical Clinic; Peter Cardew; by No author listed; ph. pl. axon.; p. 86-88; Oct 04; ARev
See also HEALTH CARE, HEALTH CENTER; HOSPITAL

CLOTHING
Saluting Pierre Cardin; by Judy Fayard; ph.; p. 152-161; Apr 04; ID

CLUB
California, Santa Rosa; Mayacama Golf Clubhouse; Builder's Choice Award; B3 Architects and Marsh Associates; by David Holzel; ph.; p. 162-163; Oct 04; B
England, London; Royal Geographical Society; Addition; Studio Downie; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 70-73; Sept 04; ARev
Germany, Berlin; China Club; AMJ Design; by Otto Pohl; ph.; p. 130-137; June 04; ID
See also AIRPORT; BAR; NIGHT CLUB; RECREATION; RESTAURANT

COATINGS
See PAINT, COATINGS

COLOMBIA
La Calera; Religious Building/Chapel; Chapel of Porciunciua de la Milagrosa; ar+* prize winner; Daniel Bonilla; by Peter Davey; ph. pl. sec.; p. 42-45; Dec 04; ARev

COLORADO
Aspen; Kitchen; Kitchen; Renovation; Studio B; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 30-31; Aug 04; RA
Centennial; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Seasons at River Run; Richmond American Homes; by Pat Curry; ph.; pl.; p. 122; June 04; B
Denver; Apartment Development, Multiple Building Group; The Metro; Builder's Choice Award; Meeks & Partners; Landscape Design by DHM Design; by Zack Blattner; ph.; p. 218; Oct 04; B
Denver; Art; Fiber Reinforced Polymer Art; Colorado Convention Center; Fentress & Bradburn; Art by Lawrence Argent; by C. C. Sullivan; ph.; p. 77-78; Sept 04; A
Denver; Bathroom; Tudor Bath; 2004 Watermark Merit Award; Doug Walter; Interior Design by Kd Design; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; pl.; p. 135; Apr 04; B
Denver; City and Regional Planning; Master Plan for Denver Parks; Wenk Associates; by Michael Leccese; ph. pl. map; p. 112-120; Oct 04; LA
Denver; Historic, Preservation; Park Hill Neighborhood; by Denise Dersin; ph.; p. 188; Dec 04; B
Denver; Recreation/Park; Skyline Park; Renovation; Thomas Balsley; Original Design by Lawrence Halprin; by Mary Voelz Chandler; ph.; ill.; p. 80-94; Nov 04; LA
Denver; Residence; Arnold Loft; Sample & Brown; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 64-65; Aug 04; RA
Golden; Research Facility, Laboratory; National Renewable Energy Laboratory Science & Technology Center; SmithGroup; by C. C. Sullivan; ill.; p. 42; Oct 04; A
Loveland; Residence; Discovery Research House; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 43-44; Mar 04; B

COMMUNITY CENTER
Alaska, Anchorage; British Petroleum Energy Center; Koorne, Pfeffer & Bettis; by Brian Carter; ph. pl. sec.; p. 76-79; Apr 04; ARev
California, Los Angeles; James M. Wood Community Center; 2004 Business Week/Architectural Record Award Winner; Lehrer Architects; Landscape Design by Mia Lehrer; by Jane F. Kolleeny and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 134; Nov 04; AR
California, San Jose; Mabuhay Court/Northside Community Center; 2004 Gold Nugget Award Winner; David Baker; Landscape Design by Pattillo & Garrett; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 112; July 04; B
California, San Jose; Northside Community Center & Mabuhay Court; 2004 Project of the Year; David Baker; Landscape Design by Pattillo & Garrett; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; pl.; p. 147-150; Oct 04; B
Canada, British Columbia, Gleneagles; Gleneagles Community Centre; Patkau Architects; Landscape Design by Vaughan Landscape; by Brian Carter; ph. pl. sec.; p. 67-71; Oct 04; ARev
COMMUNITY CENTER (cont’d)

Denmark, Copenhagen; Youth Centre; ar+d prizewinner: PLOT; by Peter Davey; ph. pl. ill.; p. 38-41; Dec 04; A
Rev

Illinois, Chicago; Chinese American Service
League Community Center; Studio Gang;
Landscaping Design by Site Design Group; by
Cheryl Kent; ph. pl. det. dia.; p. 90-95; Dec 04; A

Illinois, Chicago; Gary Comer’s Youth Center;
John Ronan; by Abby Busseil, ill. sec.; p. 42;
Oct 04; A

Italy, Milan; Gardens of Porta Nuova: Inside/Out-
side, Michael Maltzan and Mirko Zardini; by
Bay Brown; pl. sec.; p. 34; July 04; A

New York, Brooklyn; Saratoga Community Cen-
ter; George Ranalli; by C. C. Sullivan; ill.; p. 41;
Feb 04; A

New York, New York; FDNY Fire Zone; 2004
Business Week/Architectural Record Award Fi-
nalist; BKSJ; by Jane F. Kolleeny and Audrey
Beaton; ph.; p. 142; Nov 04; AR

Taiwan, —; Alishan Mountain Tourist Route;
Reiser & Umemoto; by Katie Gerfen; ill. dia.;
p. 41; Oct 04; A

Washington, Seattle; Fisher Pavilion; Seattle
Center; 2004 Business Week/Architectural Rec-
cord Award Winner; Miller & Hull; Landscape
Design by SiteWorkshop; by Jane F. Kolleeny
and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 136; Nov 04; AR

Wisconsin, Franklin; Indian Community School
of Milwaukee; Antoine Predock and Eppstein &
Ehen; by Jamie Reynolds; ill.; p. 45; Sept 04; A
See also CULTURAL CENTER; GOVERNMENT
BUILDING; RECREATION

COMPUTER (cont’d)

Communication Tools for Builders; by Pat
Curry; ill.; p. 116; Nov 04; B

Computer Simulations for Landscape Archi-
tects; by James L. Sipes; ph. ill.; p. 76-86;
Sept 04; LA

Computer Technologies for Landscape Archi-
tects; by James L. Sipes; ill.; p. 62-69; Jan 04;
LA

Construction-Management Software for Small
Builders; by Steve Zurier; ill.; p. 177-178; Mar
04; B

Contractors Fund Construction Management
Software Development; by Steve Zurier; ill.;
p. 139-140; Apr 04; B

Customizing Floor Plans Online; by Rich
Binsacca; ph.; p. 57; July 04; B

Dangers of Computer Spying; by James L.
Sipes; ill. ref.; p. 72-79; Nov 04; LA

Design Centers and Automated Options Se-
lections; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 96-97;
Apr 04; B

Designing and Printing Award-Winning Pre-
sentations; by Julia Mandell; ill.; p. 67-68;
Jan 04; A

Digital Fabrication Technology and Ornamen-
tation; by Joel Hoenstra; ph.; p. 80-81; Apr 04;
A

Digital Primer for Principals and Project Man-
agers; by James L. Sipes; ill. ref.; p. 66-72;
Mar 04; LA

Embedded Nanometers Collect Concrete
Data; by Deborah Snoonian; ph.; p. 183; Apr
04; AR

Fostering Sense of Community with Intranets;
by Steve Zurier; ill.; p. 310-314; Oct 04; B

Gaining Control of Change Orders; by Steve
Zurier; ill.; p. 142; Apr 04; B

Gehry Technologies Specialized CAD/CAM
System; by Katie Gerfen; ill.; p. 100-101;
Dec 04; A

Guarding Against Computer Viruses; by
Tomas Hernandez, Jr.; p. 9-10; July 04; BD&C

Hawaii, —; Software for Construction Man-
agement; by Steve Zurier; ill.; p. 151-152; Feb 04;
B

Illinois, Chicago; Profile of Architect; Ammar
Eloueini; by Randi Greenberg; ph.; ill.; p. 57-58;
May 04; AR

Implementing Computer Security; by Steve
Zurier; ill.; p. 156-160; Feb 04; B

Innovations in Design Software; by Matthew
Phair; p. 16; May 04; BD&C

Integrated Digital Processes and Structural
Engineering; by Julia Mandell; ph.; ill.; p.
71-72; Mar 04; A

Interactive Presentation Software; 3D model-
ing; by Julia Mandell; ill.; p. 66-67; July 04; A

Internet Jobcams and As-Built Drawings;
Automating data collection; by Matthew Phair;
p. 14-15; Aug 04; BD&C

Keeping Up with Software Upgrades; by
Tomas Hernandez, Jr.; ill.; p. 16; Apr 04; BD&C

Managing Internet Sales; by Steve Zurier; ill.;
p. 406; Jan 04; B
COMPUTER (cont’d)

Managing the Building Life Cycle with Information Technology; by Steve Zurier; ill.; p. 182-186; Mar 04; B

Massachusetts, Hingham; Marketing the Residences at Black Rock; by Rich Binsacca; ill.; p. 80; Oct 04; B

Master Builder 2004 Back-Office System; by Steve Zurier; ill.; p. 391-392; Jan 04; B

Museums and Display Technology; by Alan Joch; ph.; p. 153-154; Jan 04; AR

New CAD Software for Architects and Design-Builders; by Joe Stoddard; ph.; p. 308; Oct 04; B

New Generation of Simulation Software; by James L. Sipes; ref.; p. 76-83; Aug 04; LA

Optimizing PDF Files; by Matthew Phair; p. 14; Jan 04; BD&C

Outsourcing CAD, 3-D and Printing Services; by Steve Zurier; ph.; p. 186; Sep 04; B

Preparing Your Business for New Technology; by Steve Zurier; ph.; p. 180; Mar 04; B

Profiting from Home Technology; by Steve Zurier; ph. ill. table; p. 170-174; Aug 04; B

Project Management Software; by Eileen McMorrow; ill.; p. 69-70; Aug 04; A

Pros and Cons of Data-Storage Systems; by Katie Gerfen; ph.; Ill.; p. 75-76; Oct 04; A

Rapid Prototyping and Architectural Modeling; by Matthew Phair; m.; p. 15-16; Nov 04; BD&C

RemoteHome Interaction System; Tobi Schneider; by Randi Greenberg; ph.; p. 77; Apr 04; AR

Residential Design Software for Landscape Architects; by James L. Sipes; ph. ref. ph.; p. 86-94; May 04; LA

Screen-Activity Recorders Offer Training Solutions; by H. Edward Goldberg; Ill.; p. 83-84; Sept 04; A

Software and Beta-Testing; by Julia Mandell; ill.; p. 78; Feb 04; A

Software for Hardware Selection and Application; by Chris Nieshalla; ph. ill.; p. 80-85; Dec 04; TCS

Software for Managing Tools and Reducing Pilferage; by Steve Zurier; Ill.; p. 316; Oct 04; B

Tablet PC Applications; by Steve Zurier; ph.; p. 171-172; June 04; B

Therapeutic Landscapes Database; 2004 ASLA Award of Merit; Naomi Sachs; by No author listed; ph.; p. 108; Sept 04; LA

Using Customer Relationship Management Software; by Steve Zurier; ill.; p. 168; Aug 04; B

Using Linux Alternative Operating System; by Steve Zurier; ill.; p. 154; Feb 04; B

Web-Based Applications and Capabilities; by H. Edward Goldberg; Ill.; p. 77; Nov 04; A

Web-Based Document Management; by C. C. Sullivan; Ill.; p. 91-92; June 04; A

Web-Based Home Security Products; by Steve Zurier; Ill. table; p. 170-174; July 04; B

Web-Based Warranty Services; by Steve Zurier; Ill.; p. 305-306; Oct 04; B

COMPUTER (cont’d)

Wireless Communications for Remote Jobsites; by Joe Stoddard; dia.; p. 186; Nov 04; B

Wireless Communities; by Steve Zurier; ph.; ill.; p. 400-404; Jan 04; B

Wireless Networks; by Steve Zurier; ill.; p. 284; May 04; B

Wireless Technology for Architects; by James L. Sipes; ill.; p. 82-88; June 04; LA

See also OFFICE PRACTICE; Specific Topics

CONCERT HALL

See ARTS CENTER; AUDITORIUM; PERFORMING ARTS CENTER; THEATER; UNIVERSITY

CONCRETE

Arizona, Phoenix; Recycling Concrete; Steele Indian School Park; Christine Ten Eyck and Stantec Consulting; by Joseph M. Ewan; ph. sec.; p. 134-137; Apr 04; LA

Benefits of Autoclaved Aerated Concrete; by Gene C. Abbate; ph.; p. 66-74; June 04; TCS

Benefits of Self-Consolidated Concrete; by Terry O’Brien; ref.; p. 40-46; Sept 04; TCS

Benefits of White Portland Cement Concrete; by Michael Chusid and Anthony Reed; ph. ref.; p. 34-39; Sept 04; TCS

Choosing Vapor Retarders and Concrete Mixtures; by Neal Berke et al.; ph. ref.; p. 48-53; Sept 04; TCS

Classical Ornamentation in Self-Compacting Concrete; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. dia.; p. 65; Aug 04; A

Combating Alkali-Silica Reactivity in Concrete; by David B. Stokes and Nicholas Adams; ph. ref.; p. 104-113; Apr 04; TCS

Concrete Design for Durability and Long-Term Performance; High-strength concrete; by Arnon Bentur; ph. graph dia. chart ref.; p. 66-72; May 04; TCS

Earth-Based Materials and Sustainability; by Catherine Slessor; ph. ref.; p. 20-21; Jan 04; AR

Embedded Nanometers Collect Concrete Data; by Deborah Snoonian; ph.; p. 183; Apr 04; AR

France, Paris; Concrete and the Engineered Picturesque; Parc des Buttes Chaumont; Jean-Charles Adolphe Alphand; by Ann Kornam; ill.; ph. ref.; p. 4-12; Sept 04; JAE

Georgia, Atlanta; Centergy Complex Utilizes Brick-Faced Precast Concrete; Smallwood, Reynolds, Steward & Stewart; by David Barista; ph.; p. 57-58; June 04; BD&C

Insulated Concrete Forms and Energy Efficiency; by David Barista; ph. sec.; p. 46-50; Feb 04; BD&C

Performance-Based Specifications for Concrete; by Jim Braselton and Bruce Blair; ph.; p. 20-22; July 04; TCS

Precast Concrete and Carbon Fiber Reinforcing; by Gary Graziano and Ken Baur; ph. table dia.; p. 58-64; May 04; TCS

94
CONCRETE (cont’d)

Repairing Concrete Eyebrows; by Melissa Stanz and Michael A. Petermann; ph.; p. 106; Oct 04; TCS

Selecting a Concrete Testing Laboratory; by Luke M. Snell and Jacob Van Roekel; ph. table ref.; p. 40-47; Feb 04; TCS

Site-Cast Tilt-Up Concrete Construction; by Ed Sauter; ph.; p. 32-39; Feb 04; TCS

Specifying Precision Concrete Cutting; by Rick Norland; ph. table; p. 48-54; Feb 04; TCS

Strengthening and Repairing Concrete; by Tarek Alkhadji and Jay Thomas; ph. ill. chart ref.; p. 22-32; Sept 04; TCS

Using Concrete in the Bathroom; David Lawrence Gray; Structural Design by Dimitri Vergun; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 30; Jan 04; RA

Using Concrete in the Kitchen; Fu-Teng Cheng; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. ill. p.; p. 28-29; Jan 04; RA

See also STRUCTURAL/CONCRETE: STRUCTURAL/CONCRETE

CONFERENCE CENTER

New York, New York; Conference Center; Time & Life Building; HOK; Original Design by Harrison Abramovitz & Harris; by Kimberly Goad; ph.; p. S54-S58; Nov 04; ID

See also AUDITORIUM: CONVENTION CENTER: LEARNING, TRAINING CENTER: UNIVERSITY

CONNECTICUT

—; Studio; Aki Music Studio; Centerbrook Architects; Structural Design by Gibble, Norden, Champion & Brown; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 99-99; Apr 04; RA

—; Studio; Connecticut Sculptor’s Studio; Builder’s Choice Award; Centerbrook Architects; Interior Design by Gomez Associates; by Zsa Zsa Blattner; ph.; p. 224; Oct 04; B

Connecticut Shoreline Library; Private Residence Library; Builder’s Choice Award; Centerbrook Architects; by Zach Blattner; ph.; p. 222; Oct 04; B

Fairfield; Residence; Hartmann Residence; RA Grand Award; Roger Farris; Interior Design by Interior Design; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 62-63; May 04; RA

Greenwich; School/Private; Greenwich Academy Upper School; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill and James Turrell; Structural Design by DiBasi; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. ill.; p. 228-233; June 04; AR

Hartford; Museum/Science, Technology; Connecticut Center for Science and Exploration; Cesar Pelli; by Katie Gerfen; ph. ill. sec.; p. 69; Dec 04; A

Middletown; University/Arts Center; Ezra & Cecile Zilkha Gallery; Renovation; Wesleyan University; Belmont Freeman; Original Design by Kevin Roche; by Fred Bernstein; ph.; p. 126-127; Aug 04; ID

CONSERVATION

Automatic Sprinkler Systems and Water Conservation; by Nigel F. Maynard; p. 70; Apr 04; B

California, Los Angeles; Sacred Springs Cultural Center; RoTo Architects; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. pl. map; p. 36-43; Aug 04; A

Eco-Friendly Toilets; by Laura Fisher Kaiser; ph.; p. 223-226; Oct 04; ID

Illinois, Chicago, Near; Independence Grove Forest Preserve; Quarry reclamation; David Woodhouse and Bleck & Bleck; Art by Erik Blome; by Frank Edgerton Martin; ph. pl.; p. 50-57; Feb 04; LA

Integrated Water Conservation Policies; by Heather Kinkade-Levario; ref. ph. ill. sec.; p. 52-66; Apr 04; LA

Massachusetts, Lincoln; Land Preservation Strategies for Lincoln, Massachusetts; by Andrea Oppenheimer Dean; ph.; p. 100-103; Jan 04; LA

Montana, Billings; Corner Table Mixed-Use Community; New West Land Company and RoTo Architects; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. pl. map; p. 36-43; Aug 04; A

Santa Monica Mountains Conservancy; Regional conservation; by Kim Sorvig; ph.; p. 128-130; July 04; LA

—; Window Film for Safety, Security and Energy Efficiency; by Virginia L. Kubler; ph. dia.; p. 32-38; July 04; TCS

Wyoming, Daniel; Interview with Firm; Cottonwood Ranches; New West Land Company and RoTo Architects; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. pl. map; p. 36-43; Aug 04; A

See also CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING: ECOLOGY; ENERGY; SOLAR; SUSTAINABLE ARCHITECTURE

CONSERVATORY

See BOTANIC GARDEN; RECREATION

CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT

Benefits of Owner’s Reps; by Richard T. Anderson; p. 26-28; Aug 04; A

See also OFFICE PRACTICE; RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING/MANAGEMENT

CONVENTION CENTER

California, San Francisco; Moscone West Convention Center; Gensler Associates and Michael Willis; Structural Design by Structural Design Engineers; by Barbara Knecht; ph. pl. sec.; p. 160-164; May 04; AR

District of Columbia, Washington; Washington Convention Center; Thompson, Ventulet & Stainback, Mariani Architects Engineers and Deveroux & Parmelee; Landscape Design by Lee & Liu; by Sara Hart; ph. pl. sec.; p. 148-153; May 04; AR

Michigan, Grand Rapids; DeVos Place; Progressive AE and Ellerbe & Becket; Acoustical Design by Kirkegaard & Associates; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. sec.; p. 68-69; Mar 04; A
CONVENTION CENTER (cont'd)
Oregon, Portland: Stormwater Garden; Oregon Convention Center; Zimmer, Gunsul & Frasca; Landscape Design by Mayer/Reed; by J. William Thompson; ph. pl. sec. ill. table; p. 60-67; Sept 04; LA
Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh: David L. Lawrence Convention Center; Rafael Violito; Lighting Design by LAM Partners; by Deborah Snoonian; ph. pl. sec.; p. 154-159; May 04; AR
Spain, Barcelona: Barcelona Model; Barcelona reinvention; Herzog & de Meuron; Josep Luis Mateo and et al.; by Andres Fernandez Rubio; ph. pl.; p. 50-57; Aug 04; A
Spain, Barcelona: Forum 2004 Building and Plaza; Herzog & de Meuron; Acoustical Design by H. Arai; by Rob Gregory; ph. sec. pl.; p. 56-62; Sept 04; ARev
Utah, Salt Lake City: Landscapes of Salt Lake City; LDS Convention Center, 2003 ASLA award winner; Olin Partnership; Peter Lassig and Kent Brough; by Kim Sorvig; ph. pl. map ill. ref.; p. 96-107; July 04; LA
See also AUDITORIUM; CONFERENCE CENTER; HOTEL
CORRECTIONAL FACILITY
Iraq, Baghdad: Replacing Abu Ghraib Prison; by Justin Clark; ph.; p. 104; Sept 04; A
CROATIA
Rijeka; Bridge; Memorial Bridge; 3LHD; Lighting Design by Osram; by Sarah Amelar; ph. det.; p. 258-259; June 04; AR
CULTURAL CENTER
California, Los Angeles: Sacred Springs Cultural Center; RoTo Architects; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. pl. map; p. 36-43; Aug 04; A
Maryland, Silver Spring: AFI Silver Theater and Cultural Center; Gensler Associates; Structural Design by Thebold & Bufano; by Gordon Wright; ph. pl.; p. 21-22; Jan 04; BD&C
Netherlands, Amsterdam; Amsterdam Center for Architecture; Rene van Zuur; by Sarah Amelar; ph.; p. 65-66; Feb 04; AR
Netherlands, Heerlen; Glass Palace; Renovation; Arets & Coenen; Original Design by Fritz Peutz; by Aaron Betsey; ph. pl. sec.; p. 44-51; Feb 04; A
Poland, Warsaw; Fabryka Trzciny Art Center; Kulczyzski Architects; Structural Design by Roman Nalewajko; by Sam Lubell; ph. pl.; p. 142-147; Sept 04; AR
Portugal, Sines; Sines Cultural Center; Airees Mateus; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p. 72-73; July 04; ARev
Spain, Barcelona: Casa Asia Cultural Center; Judith Masana; Original Design by Josep Puig i Cadafalch; by Monica Geran; ph.; p. 182-184; May 04; ID
Spain, Galicia; Hejduk Towers; John Hejduk and Antonio Sanmartin de Azcon; by Ingrid Whitehead; ph.; p. 75-76; Jan 04; AR
CULTURAL CENTER (cont'd)
Spain, Jerez de la Frontera; City of Flamenco Cultural Center; Herzog & de Meuron; by Julia Mandell; pl. ill.; p. 36; July 04; A
Spain, Jerez de la Frontera; Flamenco Center; Herzog & de Meuron; by Carla Bertolucci; ph. pl. sec.; p. 80-81; June 04; ARev
Spain, Pamplona; Royal and General Archives of Pamplona; Jose Rafael Monzo; Structural Design by NB35; by Paula Deitz; ph. pl. sec.; p. 120-125; July 04; AR
Texas, San Antonio; The Carver Academy and Cultural Civic Center; HUD Community by Design award; Lake & Flato; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 171; July 04; AR
Turkey, Ortakoy on the Bosphorus; Esma Sultan; Renovation; GAD; by Peter Davey; ph. pl. sec.; p. 32-34; Feb 04; ARev
Washington, Seattle; Marion Oliver McCaw Hall; 2004 Business Week/Architectural record Award Finalist; LMN and Streeeter & Associates; Landscape Design by Gustafson, Guthrie & Nichol; by Jane F. Kolleeny and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 146; Nov 04; AR
See also ARTS CENTER; AUDITORIUM; MUSEUM; THEATER; UNIVERSITY
CURTAIN WALL
See WALL
CZECH REPUBLIC
Novy Dvur; Religious Building/Monastery; Novy Dvur Monastery; John Pawson and Jan Soukup; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec. iso. elev.; p. 69-75; Apr 04; ARev
DAM
China, Wushan; Social Costs of Three Gorges Dam; by Jen Lin-Liu; ph.; p. 57-60; Mar 04; AR
DENMARK
Copenhagen; Architecture; View from Copenhagen; by Timothy Brittain-Catlin and Henriette Steinor; p. 36-37; Mar 04; ARev
Copenhagen; Community Center; Youth Centre; ar+d prizewinner; PLOT; by Peter Davey; ph. pl. ill.; p. 38-41; Dec 04; ARev
Copenhagen; Museum; Danish Jewish Museum; Daniel Libeskind and Fogh & Faloner; Lighting Design by Hansen & Henneberg; by Nicholas Adams; ph. pl. elev.; p. 140-145; Oct 04; AR
Copenhagen; Residence; House of the Future; Arne Jacobsen; by Meghan Drueing; ill.; p. 129; July 04; RA
Copenhagen; University/Campus; Information Technology; University of Copenhagen; Henning, Larsen & Tegnestue; Landscape Design by Svend Kierkegaard; by Lars Bang Larsen; ph. pl. sec.; p. 66-71; May 04; A
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DENMARK (cont'd)

Jutland; Residence; Guest Cottage; KHRAS Arkitekter, by Henry Miles; ph. pl. sec.; p. 94-97; June 04; AR

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA (cont'd)

Washington; Convention Center; Washington Convention Center; Thompson, Venturi & Stainback, Mariani Architects Engineers and Deveroux & Parnell; Landscape Design by Lee & Liu; by Sara Hart; pl. sec.; p. 148-153; May 04; AR

Washington; Garden; Korean Embassy Garden; Lee & Liu; by Allen Freeman; ph. sec. ill. pl.; p. 36-44; July 04; LA

Washington; Hotel; Hotel Monaco; 2004 Business Week/Architectural Record Award Finalist; Michael Stanton; Interior Design by Cheryl Rowley; by Jane F. Kolleeny and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 144; Nov 04; AR

Washington; Memorial; Monument; National World War II Memorial; Friedrich St. Florian, Leo A. Daly and Hartman & Cox; Sculpture by Raymond Kaskey; by Michael Z. Wise; ph.; p. 95; May 04; A

Washington; Memorial; Monument; Security Designs; Washington Monument; Olin Partnership; by Jennifer Dowdell; ill.; p. 16; Mar 04; LA

Washington; Memorial; Monument; World War II Memorial; Critique; Friedrich St. Florian; Landscape Design by James van Sweden; by Paula Deitz; ph.; p. 71-72; Aug 04; AR

Washington; Memorial; Monument; World War II Memorial; Critique; Friedrich St. Florian; by John Gallagher; ph.; p. 158-160; July 04; LA

Washington; Memorial; Monument; World War II Memorial; Friedrich St. Florian, Hartman & Cox and Leo A. Daly; Landscape Design by Oehme & van Sweden; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl. ill.; p. 108-117; July 04; LA

Washington; Museum/Art; East Building of the National Gallery of Art; AIA 2004 25 Year Award; I.M. Pei; by Deborah Snoonian; ph.; p. 172-173; June 04; AR

Washington; Museum/Natural History; Lighting the Hall of Mammals; National Museum of Natural History; Hayes, Seay, Mattern & Mattern; Lighting Design by Suzanne Powadiuk; by Alice Liao; ph.; p. 276-278; Nov 04; AR

Washington; Museum; National Building Museum; Profile of Chase Rynd, Executive Director; by Andrea Oppenheimer Dean; ph.; p. 260; Oct 04; AR

Washington; Office Building/Interiors; Human Rights Campaign Center; HOK; Interior Design by Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; by Andrea Codrington; ph.; p. 172-177; May 04; ID

Washington; Office Building/Interiors; Offices of Green Door Nonprofit; Envision Design; Structural Design by Rathgeber & Goss; by Laura Fisher Kaiser; ph.; p. 156-161; June 04; ID

Washington; Residence; Private Residence; Builder's Choice Award; Muse Architects; Landscape Design by Jordan & Honeyman; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 196; Oct 04; B

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA (cont'd)

Washington; Residence; Swiss Ambassador Residence; Steven Holl and Russli Architekten; by Abby Bussel; pl. ill.; p. 42; May 04; A

Washington; Residential Development; Speculative Housing; Logan Heights Development; diVISION ONE; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 138-139; Aug 04; B

Washington; Residential Development; Speculative Housing; Summit Roosevelt; Builder's Choice Award; Housing Studio; Landscape Design by Fitch Studio; by Shawn Kennedy; ph.; p. 208; Oct 04; B

Washington; River, Waterway; Anacostia River Parks Target Area Plan and Riverwalk; 2004 ASLA Award of Honor; Wallace, Roberts & Todd; by No author listed; ill.; p. 104; Sept 04; LA

Washington; Store/Clothing; Kate Spade Store; Cortland Morgan; Interior Design by Rogers & Marvel; by Lisa Antonelli Bacon; ph.; p. 84-88; May 04; ID

Washington; Store; Nusta Spa; Envision Design; Lighting Design by D. Gilmore; by Laura Fisher Kaiser; ph.; p. 217-220; Oct 04; ID

DOOR

Advancements in Garage Doors; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 87-88; Sept 04; B

Choosing Entry Door Systems for Residential Construction; by No author listed; ph. cca; p. 105-108; Dec 04; A

Creating Magnificent Openings; by No author listed; ph. cca; p. 193-197, 246; Oct 04; AR

Delivering Security and Convenience with Doors and Hardware; by T.J. Gottwald; ph. cca; p. 85-90; May 04; TCS

Design Potential of Interior Doors; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 73-74; Nov 04; B

Egress Lighting Technology; Enhancing visibility of emergency exits; by T.J. Gottwald; ph.; p. 50-54; Oct 04; TCS

Impact Resistant Doors and Windows; by No author listed; ph. ill. cca; p. 187-191; Apr 04; AR

Smoke Control Through Door Weatherstripping; by Tony Woods; ph.; p. 74; Jan 04; TCS

Specifying Architectural Wood Flush Doors; by No author listed; ph.; p. 269-273; Nov 04; AR

Specifying Hardware, Hinges and Handles; by No author listed; ph. cca; p. 236-247; Nov 04; AR

Technological Developments in Wood Doors and Windows; by No author listed; ph. cca; p. 183-187; May 04; AR

Test Methods and Standards for Blast-Resistant Doors; by Tim Blackburn; ph. ill. table dia.; p. 53-60; July 04; TCS
ELDERLY HOUSING (cont’d)
California, San Francisco; Kokoro Assisted Living Center; Builder’s Choice Award; Kodama & Diseno; Landscape Design by Merrill & Betu; by David Holzel; ph.; p. 174-175; Oct 04; B
California, San Jose; Mabuhay Court/Northside Community Center; 2004 Gold Nugget Award Winner; David Baker; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 112; July 04; B
California, San Jose; Northside Community Center & Mabuhay Court; 2004 Project of the Year; David Baker; Landscape Design by Pattillo & Garrett; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 147-150; Oct 04; B
California, San Ysidro; Casa Familiar; P/A Citation; Teddy Cruz; Landscape Design by Leslie Ryan; by No author listed; ill.; p. 54-55; Jan 04; A
Creating a Niche in Senior Housing; by Cheryl Weber; ill.; p. 39-40, 44-50; Jan 04; RA
Florida, Celebration; Mirasol at Celebration Active Adult Community; Builder’s Choice Award; Looney, Ricks & Kiss; Landscape Design by Dix & Lathrop; by Shawn Kennedy; ph.; p. 214; Oct 04; B
Illinois, Chicago; Sunrise of Lincoln Park Assisted Living; Builder’s Choice Award; BeeryRifo; Interior Design by Martha Childs; by David Holzel; ph.; p. 206; Oct 04; B
New Jersey, Bordentown; Clare Estate Senior-Living Facility; Parsons & Fernandez-Casteleiro; Structural Design by Szayer Engineers; by Anna Holtzman; ph. pl.; p. 81-82; May 04; A

ELECTRICAL
Evaluating Electrical Wiring From Environmental, Health and Safety Standpoints; by Alex Wilson; ph.; p. 222-225; Dec 04; AR
Wires, Cables, Pipes, and Environmental Health; by Gail Vittori; ph. table cea ref.; p. 70-76; Nov 04; TCS
See also ENERGY; HEATING, VENTILATING, AIR CONDITIONING; LIGHTING

ELEVATOR
Brief History of Elevators; by Lee Gray; ph.; p. 40-46; Aug 04; TCS
Protected Elevators for Tall Buildings; by Richard Bukowski; ph. ref.; p. 30-38; Aug 04; TCS
Vertical Reciprocating Conveyor; Automobile lift; by Deborah Snoonian; ph.; p. 229-230; Dec 04; AR

EMPLOYMENT
Builders Recruiting Workers on Campus; by Pat Curry; ill.; p. 37-38; June 04; B
Rating Employee Experiences at Architecture Firms; by Bay Brown; p. 36; Oct 04; A
See also OFFICE PRACTICE
ENERGY

Building Automation Systems and the Energy Code; Advanced control technologies; by Lindsay Audin and Deborah Snoonian; Ill.; p. 139; Feb 04; AR

Cheap Energy from Waste Heat with Microturbines; by Lindsay Audin; p. 170; Mar 04; AR

Environmental Considerations When Specifying Appliances; by No author listed; ph. chart cea; p. 193-197; Apr 04; AR

Focus on Distributed Power Generation; by Lindsay Audin; ph.; p. 183-184; Apr 04; AR

Fuel Cells and Energy Savings; by Gerry Khermouch; ph. ill. dia. cea; p. 169-176; May 04; AR

North Carolina, Charlotte; Daylighting at Mill Hill Middle School; Perkins & Will; by Mindi Zissman; ph.; p. 52-53; Apr 04; BD&C

North Carolina, Statesville; Daylighting at Third Creek Elementary School; Moseley Architects; by Mindi Zissman; ph.; p. 52-53; Apr 04; BD&C

Oklahoma, Oklahoma City; Home Energy-Use Guarantee; by Rich Binacca; ph.; p. 84; Mar 04; B

See also CONSERVATION; ELECTRICAL; HEATING; VENTILATING; AIR CONDITIONING; SOLAR; SUSTAINABLE ARCHITECTURE

ENGLAND (cont'd)

Greenwich; Bar; Inc Bar Restaurant and Cocktail Lounge; Laurence Llewelyn-Bowen; by Kim Min Su; ph.; p. 68-70; Oct 04; ID

Hertfordshire; Hotel; Grove Hotel; Fitzroy Robinson; Interior Design by Fox Linton Associates; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 228-234; Jan 04; ID

Kent, Dungeness; Residence; Vista House; Simon Conder; Structural Design by KLC Consulting; by Lucy Bullivant; ph.; p. 218-222; Oct 04; AR

London, Bow; Religious Building/Church; St. Paul’s Church; Renovation; Matthew Lloyd; Structural Design by Price & Meyers; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 74-76; Aug 04; AR

London, Southwark; Art Gallery; Tate Modern Revisited; The Unilever Series; Herzog & de Meuron; by Rob Gregory; ph. ill.; p. 82-87; June 04; AR

London, Southwark; Office Building; 71-77 Southwark Street; Allies & Morrison; Structural Design by Whity, Bird & Partners; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 72-75; Mar 04; AR

London; Architecture; London Architecture Biennale Exhibit; by Rob Gregory; ph.; p. 32-33; Aug 04; AR

London; Architecture; Profile of Firm; Design Vanguard 2004; Plasma Studio; by Sara Hart; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p. 170-175; Dec 04; AR

London; Architecture; Urban Design as Art; Debate over tall buildings in London; by Robert Tavernor; ph. ill.; p. 78-83; Mar 04; AR

London; Art; Donald Judd Exhibit; Tate Modern; Donald Judd; by Rob Gregory; ph.; p. 26-27; Mar 04; AR

London; Bathroom; Clink Street Apartment; DIVE Architects; Structural Design by Harrison & Roberts; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 196; July 04; AR

London; Bathroom; New Inn Square Penthouse; Zynk Design Consultants; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 196; July 04; AR

London; Bathroom; Restroom; Renovation; Forster; by Phillips; ph.; p. S40-S42; Sept 04; ID

London; Bridge; Floral Street Bridge; Wilkinson Eyre Architects; Lighting Design by Spears & Major; by Sara Hart; ph. pers.; p. 260-261; June 04; AR

London; Club; Royal Geographical Society; Addition; Studio Downie; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 70-73; Sept 04; AR

London; Film/Television Studio; BBC Studios; G.A. Design; Graphic Design by Indigo Art; by Shan Kelly; ph.; p. 198-200; May 04; ID

London; Film/Television Studio; Corinthian Television Headquarters; Richard Rogers; Interior Design by Gensler Associates; by Edie Cohen; pl.; p. 286-293; Mar 04; ID

London; Night Club; Kabaret’s Prophecy Club; Interiors; Members only club features LED and laser lighting; David Collins; Lighting Design by United Visual Artists; by Stephen Milliot; ph. pl.; p. 176-183; Aug 04; ID
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ENGLAND (cont'd)

London; Office Building/High Rise; 30 St. Mary Axe; Foster & Partners; Structural Design by Arup & Partners; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. ill.; p. 66-73; June 04; A

London; Office Building/High Rise; 30 St. Mary Axe; Foster & Partners; Structural Design by Arup & Partners; by James S. Russell; ph. pl. ill. elev.; p. 218-227; June 04; AR

London; Office Building/Interiors; Offices of Cisco Systems; Aukett; Interior Design by HOK; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. S22-S28; Nov 04; ID

London; Office Building/Interiors; Olswang Offices; Gensler Associates; Structural Design by Waterman Partnership; by Ian Phillips; ph. pl.; p. 200-207; Jan 04; ID

London; Office Building; 30 St Mary Axe; Foster & Partners; Interior Design by Bennett Interior Design; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p. 80-85; May 04; ARev

London; Performing Arts Center; British Broadcasting Corporation Music Box; Foreign Office Architects; by Jamie Reynolds; ill.; p. 37; Mar 04; A

London; Radio; Broadcasting House Facade; MacCormac; Jameson & Pritchard; Lighting Design by Rogier van der Heide; by Richard MacCormac; ph.; p. 42-43; Apr 04; ARev

London; Residence; Anderson House; James Fobert; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 86-89; Apr 04; ARev

London; Restaurant; Banquette and Savoy Grill Restaurants, Laurent-Perrier Champagne Bar; Consarc Consulting; Interior Design by Barbara Barry; by Susan Welsh; ph.; p. 198-204; Apr 04; ID

London; Showroom; Paul Smith Showroom and Office; Barnard & Wilson; by Stephen Milot; ph.; p. 178-183; Apr 04; ID

London; Store/Department; Peter Jones Store; Sloane Square; John McAslan; Original Design by William Crabtree; by Peter Davey; ph. sec. pl. ill.; p. 68-93; June 04; ARev

London; Studio; Gormley Studio; David Chipperfield; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 65-69; June 04; ARev

Manchester; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Hilton Manchester; Ian Simpson; by Rob Gregory; ph. ill.; p. 31; May 04; ARev

Oxford; University/Master Plan; St. Catherine's College; Hodder Associates; Original Design by Arne Jacobsen; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. elev. pers. m.; p. 74-79; Feb 04; ARev

Surrey; Residence; Weekend House; Laurie Chetwood; by Jen Renzi; ph. pl.; p. 250-257; Mar 04; ID

West London; Bridge; Rolling Bridge; Thomas Heatherwick; by Peter Reina; ph.; p. 230-233; Dec 04; AR

ENTRANCE

Creating Magnificent Openings; by No author listed; ph. cea dia.; p. 193-197, 246; Oct 04; AR

ENTRANCE (cont'd)

New York, Brooklyn; Brooklyn Museum Entrance Pavilion and Plaza; Polshek Partnership; Original Design by McKim, Mead & White; by James S. Russell; ph. pl. sec.; p. 116-123; Oct 04; AR

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

Anticipating Climate Change; by Alexandra Goh; p. 48-55; Dec 04; LA

Building with the Elements; Argument for environmentally aware design; by Catherine Slessor; ill. ref.; p. 54-55; Sept 04; ARev

California, San Jose; Getting It Right; Preventing Sprawl in Coyote Valley; AIA 2004 Urban Design Honor Award; WRT/Solomon E.T.C.; by Jane F. Kolleeny; pl.; p. 170; June 04; AR

Debate Over Halogenated Flame Retardants; by Ted Smalley Bowen; ph.; p. 191; Aug 04; AR

Deconstructing Army Buildings; by Thomas Napier; ph. ref.; p. 71-79; Dec 04; TCS

Ecological Design and Construction; Designing for Longevity; by Muscoe Martin; ph. ref.; p. 40-48; Nov 04; TCS

Environmental Considerations When Specifying Appliances; by No author listed; ph. chart cea; p. 193-197; Apr 04; AR

Federal Permits and Environmentally Sensitive Lands; by Steve Zurier; ill.; p. 53-54; Sept 04; B

Green Product Evaluation; by Richard C. Master; ph. chart cea; p. 197-201; Sept 04; AR

Indoor Air Quality; Testing building products for emissions; by Ted Smalley Bowen; ph.; p. 299-300; June 04; AR

New York, Battery Park City; Organic Landscape Maintenance; by James Urban; ph.; p. 38-45; Mar 04; LA

Republic Windows Model of Environmental Responsibility; by Matthew Power; ph.; p. 75-76; May 04; B

Sustainability in the Health Care Profession; by Nancy B. Solomon; ph. dia. pl. ill. sec. cea; p. 179-188; Aug 04; AR

Wires, Cables, Pipes, and Environmental Health; by Gail Vittori; ph. table cea ref.; p. 70-76; Nov 04; TCS

See also CONSERVATION; ENERGY; SUSTAINABLE ARCHITECTURE

ESCALATOR

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; High-Volume Escalators; Eagles Stadium; NBBJ; by Eileen Mc Morrow; ph.; p. 67; Aug 04; A

EVALUATION

See Specific Building Type

EXHIBITION, EXHIBIT

American Lack of Interest in World’s Fairs; by Fred Bernstein; ill.; p. 96; Aug 04; A

Atlantic Wall Photography Exhibition; by Peter Davey; ph.; p. 106; June 04; ARev
EXHIBITION, EXHIBIT (cont’d)

California, Los Angeles; Art Show at La Brea Tar Pits; Olin Partnership and Fong & Associates; Art by Steve Tobin; by Kim Sorvig; ph. ref.; p. 26-35; Apr 04; LA

California, Los Angeles; West Edge: Spaces of Unlimited Creativity Exhibition; Interview with designers; Beckson Design Associates, DMJM Rottet and et al.; by Sheila Kim; ph.; p. 202-205; May 04; ID

Canada, British Columbia, Vancouver; Massive Change: The Future of Global Design Exhibition; by James S. Russell; ph.; p. 83-84; Nov 04; AR

Canada, Quebec, Grand Metis; Coloured Reflections Exhibit; the International Garden Festival; Hal Inberg; ph.; p. 98; Aug 04; ARev

England, Gloucester; The Otherworld Garden; Westonbirt Festival of the Garden; Mira Engler; by Mira Engler; p. 120-123; Nov 04; LA

England, Gloucester; Westonbirt Festival of the Garden; by Robert Holden; ph.; p. 114-119; Nov 04; LA

England, London; Donald Judd Exhibit; Tate Modern; Donald Judd; by Rob Gregory; ph.; p. 26-27; Mar 04; ARev

England, London; London Architecture Biennale Exhibit; by Rob Gregory; ph.; p. 32-33; Aug 04; ARev

Finland, ———; Snow Show Exhibition; by Michael Webb; ph.; p. 29-30; Mar 04; ARev

Finland, ———; The Snow Show Exhibition; Zaha Hadid, Tedao Ando and Norton & Weiner; Lighting Design by Tillott Lighting Design; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph.; p. 194-197; May 04; AR

Florida, Miami; Crystal Palace Exhibit; Miami Museum of Contemporary Art; Jean-Michel Othoniel; by Christine Schwartz Hartley; ph.; p. 208-210; May 04; ID

France, Chaumont-sur-Loire; International Festival of Gardens; by Lake Douglas; ph. pl.; 84-90; Dec 04; LA

France, Paris; Architectures Non-Standard Exhibition; by Ian Phillips; ph.; p. 152-166; Mar 04; ID

France, Paris; Joan Miro and Giuseppe Penone Exhibits; by Rob Gregory; ph.; p. 26-27; June 04; ARev

France, Paris; Pain Couture Exhibition; Fondation Cartier Pour l’Art Contemporain; Art from bread, dough and crusts; Art by Jean Paul Gaultier; by Judy Fayard; ph.; p. 128-130; Aug 04; ID

Germany, Frankfurt; Geoffrey Bawa: The Genius of the Place Exhibition; Geoffrey Bawa; by Liane Lefaivre; ph.; p. 81-82; Oct 04; AR

Germany, Frankfurt; Works of Geoffrey Bawa Exhibition; Geoffrey Bawa; by Simon Laird; ph. sec.; p. 40-41; Sept 04; ARev

Illinois, Chicago; Chicago Architecture: 10 Visions Exhibition; by Clifford A. Pearson; ill.; p. 79; May 04; AR

Illinois, Chicago; Unbuilt Chicago Exhibition; by Deborah Snoonian; ill.; p. 77; May 04; AR

Italy, Milan; Dining Design Exhibit; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph.; p. 73-75; July 04; AR

EXHIBITION, EXHIBIT (cont’d)

Italy, Milan; Salone del Mobile Furniture Exhibition; by Josephine Minutillo; ph.; p. 211-220; July 04; AR

Italy, Milan; Street Dining Design Exhibit; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph.; p. 73-75; July 04; AR

Italy, Rome; Designer’s Eye: The Chair Exhibition; Walzworking; by Kevin Walz; ph.; p. 258-263; Mar 04; ID

Italy, Venice; 9th International Architecture Biennale Exhibition; by Robert Ivy; ph. pl.; p. 91-93; Nov 04; AR

Italy, Venice; Acqua Alta Spiritual Space Exhibit; 9th International Architecture Biennale; Predock & Franke; by Robert Ivy; ph.; p. 98-99; Nov 04; AR

Italy, Venice; Apartment Tower Exhibition; 9th International Architecture Biennale; Kolatan & MacDonald; by Robert Ivy; ph. m.; p. 102-103; Nov 04; AR

Italy, Venice; Highway Interchange Exhibit; 9th International Architecture Biennale; Reiser & Unemoto; Structural Design by Arup & Partners; by Robert Ivy; ph.; p. 96-96; Nov 04; AR

Italy, Venice; Parking Garage Exhibit; 9th International Architecture Biennale; Lewis, Tsurumaki & Lewis; by Robert Ivy; ph.; p. 94-95; Nov 04; AR

Italy, Venice; Shopping Center Exhibit; 9th International Architecture Biennale; George Yu; by Robert Ivy; ph.; p. 104-105; Nov 04; AR

Italy, Venice; Sports Stadium Exhibit; 9th International Architecture Biennale; Studio Gang; by Robert Ivy; ph. m.; p. 100-101; Nov 04; AR

Italy, Venice; Venice Architectural Biennale Exhibition; by Catherine Slessor; ph.; p. 36-38; Oct 04; ARev

Italy, Venice; Venice Biennale Exhibition; by Aaron Bets; ph.; p. 23-24; Nov 04; A

Italy, Verona; The Garden of Lost Footsteps Exhibition; Peter Eisenman; by Fred Bernstein; ph.; p. 77-78; Dec 04; AR

Maxxi, Museum of Photography Exhibition; by Deanna Kizis; ph.; p. 176-178; Sept 04; ID

Minnesota, St. Paul; St. Paul Winter Carnival Ice Palace; Frank Anderson and Leo A. Daly; by Dick Gira; ph.; p. 74-78; Aug 04; TCS

Missouri, Kansas City; Dielectric Screen Exhibition; Derek Porter; by Charles Linn; ph.; p. 193; May 04; AR

Netherlands, Rotterdam; NAI Exhibition - Silent Collisions: Morphosis Retrospective; AIA 2004 Interiors Honor Award; Morphosis; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 165; June 04; AR

New York, New York; Architecture and Revolution in Cuba Exhibition; Cuban Modernism; by Michael Sorkin; ph.; p. 67-69; Dec 04; AR

New York, New York; Austria West Exhibition; by Liane Lefaivre; ph.; p. 35-36; June 04; A

New York, New York; Aztec Empire Exhibition; Guggenheim Museum; Ten Arquitectos and J. Meejin Yoon; by Raul Barreneche; ph. ill.; p. 252-253; Oct 04; ID

New York, New York; International Contemporary Furniture Fair; Ali Tayar; Lighting Design by SBLD Studio; by Arc Chen; ph.; p. 123-126; June 04; ID
EXHIBITION, EXHIBIT (cont’d)

New York, Queens; Tall Buildings Exhibition; by Deborah Snoonian; ph. m.; p. 86-87; Sept 04; AR

Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh; Lebbeus Woods: Experimental Architecture Exhibit; by Joseph Giovannoni; ph. ill.; p. 87-88; Nov 04; AR

Russia, Moscow; FIIDexpo and 100% Design Moscow Exhibition; by Rob Gregory; ph. ill. sec.; p. 27-29; May 04; AR

Spain, Madrid; Architettura: Arco Internacional Art Fair, ar+d honorable mention project; 2B Architectes and Patricia Leal Laredo; Structural Design by Mantillieri & Schwarz; by Peter Davey; ph. pl. sec.; p. 82; Dec 04; AR

Utah, —; Salt Chapel Theological Project; by Randall Ott; ph. ill. pl. sec. map; p. 10-17; Feb 04; JAE

See also ARTS CENTER; AUDITORIUM; CONVENTION CENTER; MUSEUM; SHOW-ROOM; UNIVERSITY

F

FABRIC

348 West 22nd St., Apt. A; Do-Ho Suh; by Sara Hart; ph.; p. 89-90; Sept 04; AR

Fabrics in Landscape Design; by Deborah Dalton; ph. ref.; p. 74-89; July 04; LA

FACTORY

See INDUSTRIAL BUILDING

FILM/TELEVISION STUDIO (cont’d)

Washington, Seattle; The Brain Film Studio; AIA 2004 Honor Award; Olson, Sundberg, Kundig & Allen; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 141; June 04; AR

See also OFFICE BUILDING; STUDIO

FINANCIAL

Adjustable-Rate Mortgages and Home Affordability; by David F. Seiders; ph.; p. 80-82; Apr 04; B

Builder Top 100; by Alison Rice; ph. Table; p. 144-196; May 04; B

Marketing Mortgages with Radio Advertising; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 96; May 04; B

Playing the Mergers and Acquisitions Market; by Alison Rice; ill.; p. 47-48; June 04; B

Pooling Purchasing Power; by Alison Rice; ph.; p. 100-102; Apr 04; B

Roadblocks to Affordable Housing; by Pat Curry; ill.; p. 49-50; Aug 04; B

Self Insurance for Home Builders; by Matthew Power; ill. table dia. chart; p. 68-69; July 04; B

Top Real Estate Markets; by Pat Curry; table; p. 213-240; May 04; B

See also ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

FINLAND

—; Exhibition; Exhibit; Snow Show Exhibition; by Michael Webb; ph.; p. 29-30; Mar 04; AR

—; Lighting; The Snow Show Exhibition; Zaha Hadid, Tadao Ando and Norten & Weiner; Lighting Design by Tillett Lighting Design; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph.; p. 194-197; May 04; AR

Espoo; Library; Sello Concert Hall and Regional Library; Helin & Company; Mechanical Design by Projectsteam; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. sec.; p. 46-51; Aug 04; AR

Helsinki; Government Building; Parliamentary Annex; Helin & Company; Original Design by J.S. Siren; by Peter Davey; ph. axon. pl.; p. 70-75; Nov 04; AR

Siikanjarvi; Residence; House of Silence; Juhanu Pallasmaa; Structural Design by Pauli Wetterstrand; by Peter MacKeith; ph. pl. sec.; p. 202-206; Oct 04; AR

FIRE PROTECTION

California, —; Failure of Firewise Regulations in California Wildfires; by Kim Sorvig; ph.; p. 26-37; Mar 04; LA

Debate Over Halogenated Flame Retardants; by Ted Smalley Bowen; ph.; p. 191; Aug 04; AR

Fire-Rated Glass and Framing; by Jerry Razwick; ph. chart; p. 44-48; Oct 04; TCS

Home Sprinkler Systems; by Steve Zurier; ph.; p. 42; Nov 04; B

Interpreting Fire Resistance Ratings; by Robert A. Wessel and Michael Gardner; ph. ref.; p. 46-53; Jan 04; TCS

Intumescent Fire-Resistant Coatings; by Charles A. Nuzzo; ph.; p. 46-54; Dec 04; TCS

Managing Fire Risk with Planting Design; by Russell A. Beatty; ph. dia. map; p. 54-67; May 04; LA
FLORIDA (cont’d)
Jacksonville: Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Marketing, Sales; Showcasing Local Artists in Model Homes; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 79: Oct 04; B
Jacksonville: Structural/Wood: Walton Boat-house; Glued-laminated timber construction; Peterson Architects; by Jeffrey D. Peterson; ph.; ref.; p. 22-30; Nov 04; TCS
Miami Beach: Apartment Development, Multiple Building Group; Ilona Condominiums; Oppenheim Architecture; by Beth Dunlop; ph.; p. 52-56; Nov 04; ID
Miami Beach: Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Montclair Lofts; 2004 Business Week/Architectural Record Award Finalist; Oppenheim Architecture; Landscape Design by Rosenberg & Gardner; by Jane F. Kolleeny and Audrey Beaton; ill.; p. 150; Nov 04; AR
Miami: Exhibition, Exhibit; Crystal Palace Exhibit; Miami Museum of Contemporary Art; Jean-Michel Othoniel; by Christie Schwartz Hartley; ph.; p. 208-210; May 04; ID
Miami: Housing: Housing Diaspora; Affordable housing prototype; Nepomeche & Canaves; by Anna Holtzman; ill.; p. 45; Apr 04; A
Miami: Museum; Miami Children’s Museum; Arquitectonica; Interior Design by Lee H. Skolnick; by Beth Dunlop; ph.; p. 89-92; Feb 04; ID
Naples: Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Forest Park Development; Feinberg & Associates; Interior Design by Childs/Dreyfus Group; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 104; Sept 04; B
Orlando: Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Baldwin Park Mixed-Use Community; Looney, Ricks & Kiss; Landscape Design by Glatting & Jackson; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 125-132; Mar 04; B
Orlando: Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Bella Vista at Tivoli Woods; Mercedes Homes; by Pat Curry; ph. pl.; p. 128; June 04; B
Panama City Beach: Residence; Russell Cottage; Single-family custom award winner; Looney, Ricks & Kiss; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 168; July 04; AR
Pasco County: Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Pinecrest, Seven Oaks Master Planned Community; Fine Homes of Florida; by Debra Gordon; ph.; p. 80; Feb 04; B
 Sarasota: Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Management; Lee Wetherington Companies; America’s Best Builders; by Debra Gordon; ph.; p. 286-304; Jan 04; B
Seaside: Religious Building/Chapel; Seaside Interfaith Chapel; AIA 2004 Honor Award; Merrill & Pastor; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 140; June 04; AR

FLD

Mitigating Flood and High Wind Effects; by Jimmy Yeung and Adrienne Sheldon; ph. table ref. map; p. 62-73; Aug 04; TCS
See also HAZARDS

FLOOR, FLOORING
Electrostatic Discharge Flooring; by Mindi Zissman; table; p. 53; May 04; BD&C
New Materials for Hard Surface Flooring; by No author listed; ph. cea; p. 244-256; Dec 04; AR
Specifying Northern Hard Maple Flooring; by No author listed; ph. cea ref.; p. 251-255; Nov 04; AR
Thin-Set Epoxy Terrazzo Flooring; by Tom Murphy; ph. chart table; p. 64-70; Feb 04; TCS
Tips for Success with Vinyl Composition Tile; by Deborah Slaton and David S. Patterson; ph.; p. 98; May 04; TCS
See also CONCRETE

FIREPLACE
Electric Fireplace Units; and Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 114; May 04; B
Master Artisans and their Building Products; by Matthew Power and Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 98-106; Feb 04; B

FIRE PROTECTION (cont’d)
Smoke Control Through Door Weatherstrip-
FLORIDA (cont’d)

South Beach: Hotel; Hotel Clinton South Beach; Renovation; Oppenheim Architecture; Interior Design by Eric Raffy; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 98-102; Feb 04; ID

St. Augustine: Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Marketing, Sales; The Estates at World Golf Village; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 96; May 04; B

Tampa: City and Regional Planning; Belmont Heights Estates; Community design award winner; Torti Gallas; by Jane F. Kelleeney; ph.; p. 170; July 04; AR

Tampa: Recreation/Park; Demise of Kiley-Wolf Park; Harry Wolf; Landscape Design by Dan Kiley; by George Hazlerigg; ph. m.; p. 104-113; Apr 04; LA

Vero Beach: Art Gallery; Ceramic Vessels Mark Entrance to Gallery at Windsor; Fiamma Colonna Montagu; by Sheila Kim; ph. ill.; p. 124-126; Feb 04; ID

Vero Beach: Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Bougainvillea Court Yard Homes; Builder’s Choice Award; Looney, Ricks & Kiss; Landscape Design by DIX & Lathrop; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 170-171; Oct 04; B

West Palm Beach: Night Club; Resort Night Club; guillermo Gomez; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 58-62; Nov 04; ID

William’s Island: Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Marketing, Sales; Sales Center; BellaMare; International Design; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 83; Mar 04; B

Windermere: Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Summerport Traditional Neighborhood; Bloodgood, Sharp & Buster; Landscape Design by Greenblades; by David Holzel; ph. pl.; p. 128; Oct 04; B

FOUNDATION

Insulated Concrete Forms and Energy Efficiency; by David Barista; ph. sec.; p. 46-50; Feb 04; BD&C

Insulated Concrete Forms; by Matthew Power; ph. chart; p. 65-66; Mar 04; B

See also STRUCTURAL/FOUNDATION

FOUNTAIN

California, Sacramento: Outdoor Room; Orn Design Office; by Gary Orr; ph. iso. sec.; p. 122-126; Feb 04; LA

Canada, Ontario, Toronto: Balcony Terrace; Redesign; Janet Rosenberg; by Ted Radlak; ph. elev. sec.; p. 44-48; Feb 04; LA

Illinois, Chicago: Millennium Park Takes Shape; Gehry Partners, Anish Kapoor and Kathryn Gustafson; Art by Jaume Plensa; by Blair Kamin; ph. m. pl.; p. 61-64; May 04; AR

Indiana, Greencastle: Butler Family Memorial Garden; DePauw University; Carlos Jimenez and CSO Architects, Engineers & Interiors; Landscape Design by Nancy Bowen; by Nancy Bowen; ph. pl.; p. 128-130; Nov 04; LA

FRANCE

Annecy: Residence; Residence; Renovation; Matali Crasset; by Ian Phillips; ph.; p. 178-185; Jan 04; ID

Caudry: Bird House; Pigeonnier; Matali Crasset; by Beth Broome; ph.; p. 125-126; Nov 04; AR

Chau mont-sur-Loire: Exhibition, Exhibit; International Festival of Gardens; by Lake Douglas; ph. pl.; p. 84-95; Dec 04; LA

Colleville-sur-Mer, Near: Memorial, Monument; Garden of the Missing; Normandy American Cemetery; Markley Stevenson; by Rebecca Fish Ewan; ph.; p. 132, 130-131; Jan 04; LA

Lille: Arts Center; Lille Arts Center; NOX Architects; by Connie Van Cleef; ph. pl. sec.; p. 62-65; Aug 04; ARev

Paris: Airplane; Jet Prototype; Marc Newson; by Judy Fayard; ph. ill.; p. 102-106; Mar 04; ID

Paris: Apartment Building/Middle Rise; Flower Tower Apartment Building; Edouard Francois; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 74-77; Sept 04; ARev

Paris: Art; Olympics Landmark; Yves Pages and Benoit Le Thierry d’Ennequin; by Catherine Slessor; ph.; p. 98; Nov 04; ARev

Paris: Art; Pain Couture Exhibition; Fondation Cartier Pour l’Art Contemporain; Art from bread, dough and crusts; Art by Jean Paul Gaultier; by Judy Fayard; ph.; p. 128-130; Aug 04; ID

Paris: Child Care Center; Chreche des Recollet Day Nursery; Frederic Bozec; by Rachel Kaplan; ph. elev.; p. 272-277; Mar 04; ID

Paris: City and Regional Planning; Bois de Boulogne Park; Reclamation; Atelier de l’Entre-Deux; Original Design by Haussmann & Alphand; by Marilyn Clemens; ill. sec. pl.; p. 60-71; Feb 04; LA

Paris: Exhibition, Exhibit; Architectures Non-Standard Exhibition; by Ian Phillips; ph.; p. 152-166; Mar 04; ID

Paris: Exhibition, Exhibit; Joan Miro and Giuseppe Penone Exhibits; by Rob Gregory; ph.; p. 26-27; June 04; ARev

Paris: Interior Design; Apartment Interior; Hardel & Le Bihan; by Christine Schwartz Hartley; ph. pl.; p. 134-141; Aug 04; ID

Paris: Landscape Design, Techniques; Concrete and the Engineered Picturesque; Parc des Buttes Chaumont; Jean-Charles Adolphe Alphand; by Ann Komara; ill. ph. ref.; p. 4-12; Sept 04; JAE

Paris: Museum/Art; Maison Rouge; Interiors; Amplitude Architectes; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 158-167; Aug 04; ID

Paris: Office Building/Interiors; Offices of Intra Muros Architecture; Intra Muros; by Ian Phillips; ph. pl.; p. 312-317; Oct 04; ID

Paris: Office Building/Interiors; Offices of Cheeeseee; G2; by Ian Phillips; ph. pl.; p. 134-139; Nov 04; ID

Paris: Office Building; LVMH Offices; Interiors; Contemporary art collection featured; Jean-Michel Wilmotte; by Ian Phillips; ph.; p. 142-149; Aug 04; ID

104
FRANCE (cont'd)
Paris; Residence; Bernar Venet Residence; Interiors; Artist's home; Lamaita & Berthier; by Ian Phillips; ph. sec.; p. 184-191; Aug 04; ID
Paris; Residence; Florence Lopez Apartment; Florence Lopez, by Judy Fayard; ph.; p. 294-298; Mar 04; ID
Paris; Residence; Penthouse; Renovation; Christian Baquias; by Ian Phillips; ph. pl.; p. 268-275; Oct 04; ID
Paris; Showroom; Jean Paul Gautier Showroom; Moatti & Riviere; by Nadine Frey; ph. sec.; p. 110-117; Nov 04; ID
Perigeaux; Museum; Gallo-Roman Museum; Jean Nouvel; by Paul Joubert; ph. pl. sec.; p. 80-84; Apr 04; ARev
Roissy; Airport; Air France Lounge; Charles de Gaulle Roissy Airport; Eric Gizard; Lighting Design by Gerard Foucault; by Ian Phillips; ph.; p. 85-90; Mar 04; ID
Roissy; Structural; Investigation into Collapse of Terminal 2E; Charles de Gaulle International Airport; Aeroports de Paris; by Peter Reina; ph.; p. 163-164; July 04; AR
Saint-Ouen; Office Building/Interiors; Saguez & Partners Headquarters; Archee; Interior Design by Saguez & Partners; by Ian Phillips; ph.; p. 248-255; May 04; ID
Sarrebourg; Museum; Sarrebourg Museum; Bernard Desmoulin; by Paul Joubert; ph. pl. sec.; p. 48-50; Jan 04; ARev
FUNERAL HOME
Virginia, Salem; Belvedere Gardens; Sherwood Memorial Park; Expansion; SMBW; Structural Design by Fox & Associates; by Vernon Mays; ph. pl. sec.; p. 60-65; Oct 04; A

FURNITURE, FURNISHINGS
Affordable Reproductions by Modernica; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 132-139; Feb 04; ID
Barcelona Chair, an Enduring Classic; Ludwig Mies van der Rohe; by Craig Kellogg; ph. ill.; p. 140-144; Mar 04; ID
Brazil, —; Furniture Manufacturing in Brazil; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 158-159; July 04; ID
Custom Street Furniture; by Ronald Lee Fleming and Jeannie Miller; ph.; p. 90-95; July 04; LA
Evolving Trends in Office Furniture; by John Hellwig; ph.; p. 50-57; Mar 04; TCS
Interview with Architect; Tord Boontje; by Josephine Minutillo; ph.; p. 240; July 04; AR
Interview with Architect; Alvaro Siza; by C. C. Sullivan; ph.; p. 19-20; July 04; A
Italy, Milan; Gehry Furniture Designs and Door Hardware; Milan Furniture Fair; Gehry Partners; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph. ill.; p. 357; June 04; AR

FURNITURE, FURNISHINGS (cont'd)
Italy, Milan; Salone del Mobile Furniture Exhibition; by Josephine Minutillo; ph.; p. 211-220; July 04; AR
Italy, Rome; Designer's Eye: The Chair Exhibition; Walzworkings; by Kevin Walz; ph.; p. 258-263; Mar 04; ID
New York, New York; International Contemporary Furniture Fair; Ali Tayar; Lighting Design by SBLD Studio; by Aric Chen; ph.; p. 123-126; June 04; ID
Specifying Office Furniture; by John Sofo; ph.; p. 50-56; May 04; TCS
Style-Setting Mannequins; Ralph Pucci; by Marisa Bartolucci; ph.; p. 131-134; Apr 04; ID
Titanium Collection Indoor-Outdoor Furniture; Michael heltzer; by Thomas Conners; ph.; p. 255-257; Oct 04; ID
See also SHOWROOM

GARAGE
See PARKING, GARAGE

GARDEN
Arizona, Glendale; Elsie McCarthy Sensory Garden; Underwood & Crisp; Landscape Design by Floor & Ten Eyck; by Joseph M. Ewan and Rebecca Fish Ewan; ph. pl.; p. 44-51; Nov 04; LA
California, Napa; Copia: The American Center for Wine, Food, and Arts; 2004 ASLA Award of Merit; Peter Walker; by No author listed; ph.; p. 101; Sept 04; LA
California, Sacramento; Outdoor Room; ORR Design Office; by Gary Orr; ph. iso. sec.; p. 122-126; Feb 04; LA
California, San Francisco; Pacific Heights Residence; 2004 ASLA Award of Merit; Andrea Cochran; by No author listed; ph.; p. 100; Sept 04; LA
Canada, Ontario, Toronto; Garden Teahouse Pavilion; Paul Raff; by Rick Andrigheiti; ph. pl. sec.; p. 132-135; July 04; LA
Canada, Quebec, Grand Metis; Coloured Reflections Exhibit; the International Garden Festival; Hal lngberg; ph.; p. 98; Aug 04; ARev
Canada, Quebec, Montreal; Garden of the First Nations; Saucier & Perrotte; Landscape Design by Williams, Asselin & Ackaoui; by Peter Jacobs; ph. pl. ill.; p. 28-37; Dec 04; LA
China, Chengdu; Living Water Garden; Alice Choy and Chengdu Architecture Bureau; Landscape Design by Margie Ruddick; by Mary Padua; m. pl. sec. map; p. 100-107; Mar 04; LA
GARDEN (cont’d)

District of Columbia, Washington; Korean Embassy Garden; Lee & Liu; by Allen Freeman; ph. sec. ill. pl.; p. 36-44; July 04; LA

England, Gloucester; The Otherworld Garden; Westonbirt Festival of the Garden; Mira Engler; by Mira Engler; p. 120-123; Nov 04; LA

England, Gloucester; Westonbirt Festival of the Garden; by Robert Holden; ph.; p. 114-119; Nov 04; LA

France, Chaumont-sur-Loire; International Festival of Gardens; by Lake Douglas; ph. pl.; p. 84-95; Dec 04; LA

Illinois, Chicago; Cancer Survivors Garden; Miriam Gusevitch and Julie Gross; Landscape Design by James Slater; by Sally A. Kitt Chappell; ph. ill.; p. 88-95; Sept 04; LA

Illinois, Chicago; City Hall Roof Garden; 2002 ASLA award winner; William McDonough; Landscape Design by Conservation Design Forum; by Theodore Eisenman; ill.; p. 106-113; Nov 04; LA

Illinois, Chicago; Interview with Ken Dunn, Resource Center Founder; DeStefano & Partners; by Cindy Coleman; ph. ill.; p. 228-231; Oct 04; ID

Indiana, New Harmony; Roofless Church Spiritual Gardens; Philip Johnson, Ken Schuette and et al.; Landscape Design by Rob Sovinski; by Christine Gorby; ph.; p. 36-44; June 04; LA

Italy, Bagnaia; Villa Lante Garden; by Peter Davey; ph.; p. 98; May 04; ARev

Italy, Garecciacio; Tarot Garden; Mario Botta; Sculpture by de Saint Phalle; by Brenda J. Brown; ph. ref.; p. 36-42; Aug 04; LA

Italy, Merano; Gardens of Trauttmansdorff Castle; Lorenzo Bar and Francesco Decembini; Art by Rudolph Maria Complojer; by Brenda J. Brown; ph. ref.; p. 62-77; Oct 04; LA

Italy, Milan; Gardens of Porta Nuova; Inside/Outside; Michael Maltzan and Mirko Zardini; by Bay Brown; pl. sec.; p. 34; July 04; A

Latin Americas and Gardens of Carlo Scarpa; Carlo Scarpa; by George Dodds; ph. ref. pl.; p. 30-38; Feb 04; JAE

Louisiana, New Orleans; Sydney and Walda Bestoff Sculpture Garden; Lee Ledbetter, Landscape Design by Sawyer & Berson; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl.; p. 92-99; Mar 04; LA

Maine, Bar Harbor; Preserving Garland Farm; Beatrice Farrand; by Jane Roy Brown; ph. pl.; p. 32-34; May 04; LA

Maryland, Sherwood; James van Sweden Residence; Landscaping; Suman Sorg; Landscape Design by Oehme & van Sweden; by Allen Freeman; ph. table; p. 84-91; Jan 04; LA

Massachusetts, Cambridge; Mount Auburn Cemetery Memorial Knoll; Julie Moor Messery; by Heather Hammatt; ph. ref.; p. 118-121; Feb 04; LA

Massachusetts, Lincoln; Gropius House Landscape; Walter Gropius; by Eric Kramer; ph. ref. pl.; p. 39-47; Feb 04; JAE

GARDEN (cont’d)

Massachusetts, Stockbridge; Naumkeag Evergreen Garden; Mabel Cheoate Estate; Restoration; Fletcher Steele; Original Design by Nathan Barrett; by Jane Roy Brown; ph. ill.; p. 14-16; Mar 04; LA

Massachusetts, Wellesley; Weezie’s Garden; Julie 14; A Messery; by Heather Hammatt; ph. ref.; p. 118-121; Feb 04; LA

Minnesota, Minneapolis; Residential Garden; Y+A Architecture; Landscape Design by Sarah Nettleton; by Frank Edgerton Martin; ph. pl. ill. ref.; p. 46-51; June 04; LA

Minnesota, Minneapolis; Walker Art Center Sculpture Garden Expansion; Michel Desvigne; Original Design by Edward Larrabee Barnes; by Linda Mack; ph. pl.; p. 20-22; Apr 04; LA

Mississippi, Carriere; Tom Long Residence and Garden; Rembert Donaldson; Landscape Design by Tom Long; by Lake Douglas; ph.; p. 32; June 04; LA

New Jersey, Short Hills; Greenwood Gardens; Restoration; William Whetton Renwick; by Jane Roy Brown; ph.; p. 28; Sept 04; LA

New York, Battery Park City; Garden of Stones; Museum of Jewish Heritage; Andy Goldsworthy; Landscape Design by Olin Partnership; by Theodore Eisenman; ph.; p. 114-117; June 04; LA

New York, Battery Park City; Maintenance in Battery Park City Gardens; 2003 ASLA award winner; by James Urban; ph.; p. 36-43; Feb 04; LA

New York, Fort Ticonderoga; King’s Garden Restoration; Alfred C. Bossom; Landscape Design by Marian Cruger Coffin; by Allen Freeman; ph. ref. pl. table; p. 34-43; Jan 04; LA

New York, Queens; Learning Garden for P.S. 19; 2004 ASLA Award of Merit; Ken Smith; by No author listed; ph.; p. 103; Sept 04; LA

North Carolina, Charlotte; Charlotte Residence; 2004 ASLA Award of Merit; Nelson, Byrd & Woltz; by No author listed; ph.; p. 103; Sept 04; LA

Oregon, Portland; Stormwater Garden; Oregon Convention Center; Zimmer, Gunsul & Frasca; Landscape Design by Mayer/Reed; by J. William Thompson; ph. pl. sec. ill. table; p. 60-67; Sept 04; LA

Pennsylvania, Kennett Square; Peirce’s Woods at Longwood Gardens; 2004ASLA Award of Merit; W. Gary Smith; by No author listed; ph.; p. 100; Sept 04; LA

Portugal, Braga; Caranda Market; Remodel; Eduardo Souto de Moura; Structural Design by G.O.P.; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl.; p. 62-65; July 04; ARev

Sculpture Gardens; by Lake Douglas; ph.; p. 82-83; Mar 04; LA

Spain, Sant Miguel de Cruillas; Garden Hut; ar+o commended project; Eightyseven; by Peter Davey; ph. pl. elev.; p. 69; Dec 04; ARev

Texas, Dallas; Feral Geometry Garden; 2004 ASLA Award of Merit; Michael Van Valkenburgh; by No author listed; ph.; p. 99; Sept 04; LA
GARDEN (cont'd)

Texas, Dallas; Nasher Sculpture Center; Renzo Piano, Interloop A/D and Beck Architecture; Landscape Design by Peter Walker; by David Dillon; ph. sec. pl.; p. 84-91; Mar 04; LA

Texas, Dallas; Nasher Sculpture Center; 2004 ASLA Award of Honor; Peter Walker; by No author listed; ph.; p. 98-99; Sept 04; LA

Utah, Salt Lake City; Red Butte Garden; Walter Cottam; by Don Brigham, Jr. and Steve Drown; ph. ref.; p. 44-51; Aug 04; LA

Virginia, Richmond; Entry Garden at Hilltop Residence; H. Keith Wagner and Lisa Delplace; by Jeffrey Hodgson; sec. pl.; p. 112-116; Mar 04; LA

Washington, Seattle; Trillium Botanical Garden; Virginia, Richmond; Entry Garden at Hilltop Residence; H. Keith Wagner and Lisa Delplace; by Jeffrey Hodgson; sec. pl.; p. 112-116; Mar 04; LA

Washington, Seattle; Trillium Projects; 2004 ASLA Award of Merit; Charles Anderson; by No author listed; ph.; p. 100-101; Sept 04; LA

See also BOTANIC GARDEN; LANDSCAPE DESIGN, TECHNIQUES; RECREATION; Specific Building Type

GEORGIA

Atlanta; Bank; Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta; Smallwood, Reynolds, Stewart & Stewart; Structural Design by Stanley D. Lindsey; by Gordon Wright; ph. cost anal.; p. 14-18; Feb 04; BD&C

Atlanta; City and Regional Planning; Virginia-Highland Neighborhood Renaissance; by Denise Dersin; ph.; p. 204; Aug 04; B

Atlanta; Concrete; Center City Complex Utilizes Brick-Faced Precast; Concrete; Smallwood, Reynolds, Stewart & Stewart; by David Barista; ph.; p. 57-58; June 04; BD&C

Atlanta; Recreation/Park; Centennial Olympic Park; EDAW; by Jonathan Lerner; ph. ill.; p. 26-34; Aug 04; LA

Atlanta; Residence; Bailey House Studio; Record House 2004; Scogin & Elam; by Sara Hart; ph. pl. sec.; p. 128-133; Apr 04; AR

Atlanta; Residence; Private Residence; Builder's Choice Award; Surber, Barber, Chaoe & Hertein; Interior Design by Peace Design; by David Holzel; ph.; p. 198; Oct 04; B

Atlanta; Residential Development; Speculative Housing; Greenwood Lofts; Brock & Green; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 152-153; Sept 04; B

Atlanta; Sustainable Architecture; Management Building; Georgia Tech University; Thompson, Ventulett & Stainback; by Larry Flynn and Gordon Wright; ph.; p. S16; July 04; BD&C

Canton; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Marketing, Sales; Marketing the BridgeMill Community; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 106; Jan 04; B

Mableton; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Providence Gated Community; John Wieland Homes and Looney, Ricks & Kiss; by Pat Curry; ph. pl.; p. 118; June 04; B

Richardson Hill; Recreation; Ogeechee Clubhouse; Builder's Choice Award; Studio for Civil Architecture and Spivey & Woods; Interior Design by Inside; by David Holzel; ph.; p. 216; Oct 04; B

GERIATRIC

See ELDERLY HOUSING; HOSPITAL

GERMANY

—; Architecture; Two Germanys, One Architecture; Architectural style in East and West Germany; by Layla Dawson; ph.; p. 22-23; Aug 04; ARRev

—; Night Club; Microsoft Video Game Lounges; Feldmann & Schultz; Mechanical Design by Kirchberg; by Ian Phillips; ph.; p. 94-96; May 04; ID

Bad Aibling; Recreation; Spa Complex; Behnisch & Behnisch; by Abby Bussel; pl. sec. m.; p. 41; Oct 04; A

Bad Karlschafen; Residence; Evolution of Hexenhaus; Peter Smithson and Alison Smithson; by Andrew Mead; ph. pl.; p. 102-106; Apr 04; AR

Berlin; City and Regional Planning; Architectural Design and Development in Berlin; by Max Page; ph.; p. 25-27; Sept 04; A

Berlin; Club; China Club; AMU Design; by Otto Pohl; ph.; p. 130-137; June 04; ID

Berlin; Government Building; Dutch Embassy; Office for Metropolitan Architecture; Structural Design by Arup & Partners; by Christian Breunig; ph. pl. sec.; p. 48-57; May 04; ARRev

Berlin; Hotel; Ql Hotel; Interior Design; Graft; by Philip Jodidio; pl.; p. 128-135; Sept 04; AR

Berlin; Hotel; Radisson SAS Hotel; NPS Tchoban Voss; Interior Design by Virgile & Stone; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph.; p. 290-294; Nov 04; AR

Berlin; School/Elementary; Erika Mann School Refurbishment; ar+d honorable mention project; Die Baupiloten; by Peter Davey; ph.; p. 83; Dec 04; ARRev

Bonn; Museum; Rheinische Landesmuseum Bonn; Architektengruppe Stuttgart; Landscape Design by Gesswein & Henkel; by Liane Lefavre; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 56-63; Mar 04; A

Bonn; Museum; Rhineland Regional Museum; Architektengruppe Stuttgart; by Peter Blundell Jones; ph. pl. sec.; p. 54-59; June 04; ARRev

Bonn; Office Building/High Rise; Deutsche Post Office; AIA 2004 Honor Award; Murphy & Jahn; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 155; June 04; AR

Ditzingen; Industrial Building; Trumpf Customer and Administration Building; Barkow & Leibinger; Structural Design by Conzett, Bronzini & Gartmann; by Aaron Betsky; ph. pl. sec.; p. 44-49; Aug 04; A

Dusseldorf; Store/Department; Karstadt Arkaden Department Store; Jordan Mazer; by Otto Pohl; ph. pl. ill.; p. 260-267; Oct 04; ID

Frankfurt; Bank; European Central Bank Headquarters Competition; Coop Himmelblau, ASP Schweger and et al.; by Christian Breunig; ph. m.; p. 30-31; Apr 04; ARRev
GERMANY (cont’d)

Frankfurt; Exhibition, Exhibit; Geoffrey Bawa: The Genius of the Place Exhibition; Geoffrey Bawa; by Liane Lefaivre; ph.; p. 81-82; Oct 04; AR

Frankfurt; Exhibition, Exhibit; Works of Geoffrey Bawa Exhibition; Geoffrey Bawa; by Simon Laird; ph. sec.; p. 40-41; Sept 04; AR

Gelnhausen; Residence; Living Room House; Retractable balcony; Gabriela Seifert and Gotz Stockmann; by Tracy Metz; ph.; p. 95; Apr 04; AR

Hamburg; Auditorium; HafenCity Concert Hall; Herzog & de Meuron; Original Design by Werner Kalimorgen; by Layla Dawson; ph.; p. 78-79; Sept 04; AR

Hamburg; Office Building/Interiors; 9 Waterloohain; Carsten Roth; Structural Design by Windels, Timm & Morgen; by Ian Phillips; ph. sec.; p. 262-269; May 04; ID

Hamburg; Office Building/Interiors; Architect’s Offices; Bothe, Richter & Teherani; by Otto Pohl; ph. pl.; p. 170-176; June 04; ID

Kirchheim; School; Steiner School; Hubner, Forster & Hubner; by Peter Blundell Jones; ph. pl. sec.; p. 44-51; Feb 04; AR

Leverkusen; Office Building/Low Rise; Bayer Office Building; AIA 2004 Honor Award; Murphy & Jahn; by Jane F. Kelleeney; ph.; p. 159; June 04; AR

Lorch; School; New Lorch School; Behnisch & Behnisch; Structural Design by Hermann Hottmann; by Peter Blundell Jones; ph. pl. sec.; p. 38-43; Feb 04; AR

Magdeburg; University/Library; Library; Otto von Guericke University; Auer & Weber; Structural Design by Leonhardt & Andrea; by Christian Brensing; ph. pl. sec. dia.; p. 62-67; Feb 04; AR

Mannheim; Bank; Volksbank; Andreas Schmucker; Structural Design by Herzog & Partner; by Ian Phillips; ph.; p. 214-221; May 04; ID

Munich; Architecture; View from Munich; by Christian Brensing; ph. ill.; p. 40-41; Apr 04; AR

Munich; Art; Art Installation; Christopher Bangle; Art by Sato & Cpajak; by Sheila Kim; ph. ill.; p. 160-162; Jan 04; ID

Regensburg; Religious Building/Church; St. Franziskus Catholic Church; Konigs Architekten; Lighting Design by A. Hartung; by Christian Brensing; ph. pl. sec.; p. 86-87; Sept 04; AR

Stuttgart; Industrial Building; Trumpf Distribution and Service Center; Barkow & Leibinger; Landscape Design by Gabi Kiefer; by Christian Brensing; ph. pl. sec.; p. 64-67; Mar 04; AR

Stuttgart; Performing Arts Center; Theaterhaus Stuttgart; Plus+ and Hubner, Forster & Hubner; Original Design by Emil Fahrenkamp; by Peter Blundell Jones; ph. ill. pl. dia.; p. 60-64; June 04; AR

Wolfsburg; Museum/Science, Technology; Phaeno Science Center; Zaha Hadid and Mayer Bahri; Structural Design by Adams, Kava & Taylor; by Rob Gregory; ph. sec. ill.; p. 54-59; Jan 04; AR

GLASS

Advancements in Cable-Stayed Curtain Walls; by Eileen McMorrow; ph.; p. 80; Sept 04; A

Australia, Brisbane, Yatala: SCL Glass Showroom; Front; by Deborah Snoonian; ph. det. ill.; p. 184-185; Sept 04; AR

Effective Acoustic Solutions Using Laminated Glass; by No author listed; ph. cea chart; p. 163-267; Nov 04; AR

Fire-Rated Glass and Framing; by Jerry Razwick; ph. chart; p. 44-48; Oct 04; TCS

Glass Technology for Blast Protection; by No author listed; ph. dia. ill. cea graph; p. 261-265; Dec 04; AR

Now Generation of Glass Products; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 119-120; Oct 04; RA

Pyrolytic Glass Coating; by Gordon Wright; p. 48-49; Mar 04; BD&C

Unique Design Dynamics of Glass Block; by No author listed; ph. ill. det. cea; p. 193-197; Aug 04; AR

See also WINDOW

GLAZING

Blast-Resistant Glazing and Window Security; by David Barista; ph. table; p. 47-48; Jan 04; BD&C

Cellular Polycarbonate Glazing; by Norm Bonenfant; ph. det.; p. 24-30; July 04; TCS

Multi-Hazard Window Design; by No author listed; ph. ref.; p. 61-66; Jan 04; TCS

Noninvasive Testing Methods for Curtain Wall Glazing; by Gordon Wright; ph.; p. 47-48; Mar 04; BD&C

Specifying the Appropriate Glazing System; by Terry Zeimetz; ph. table det. chart ref.; p. 32-42; Oct 04; TCS

GOVERNMENT BUILDING

Arizona, Tucson; Midtown Multi-Service Center; Architektont and GLHN; Landscape Design by McGann Associates; by Lawrence W. Cheek; ph. pl. dia. sec.; p. 82-87; June 04; A

California, Irvine; U.S. FDA Regional Laboratory-Southwest; Zimmer, Gunsul & Frasca and HDR; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. pl. sec.; p. 48-55; Mar 04; A

California, Los Angeles; Los Angeles Federal Courthouse; Perkins & Will; Structural Design by John A. Martin; by Larry Flynn; ill. det.; p. 22-33; Nov 04; BD&C

California, San Francisco; San Francisco Federal Building; PIA Award; Morphosis and SmithGroup; Landscape Design by Richard Haag; by No author listed; pl. ill. sec.; p. 40-43; Jan 04; A

California, San Francisco; San Francisco Federal Office; Morphosis and SmithGroup; Landscape Design by Richard Haag; by Larry Flynn; ill. sec. dia.; p. 22-33; Nov 04; BD&C

Canada, British Columbia, White Rock; White Rock Operations Building; Busby & Associates; Structural Design by Past & Epp Partners; by Abby Bussel; ph. pl. sec. dia.; p. 60-65; May 04; A
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GOVERNMENT BUILDING (cont'd)

District of Columbia, Washington; Swiss Ambassador Residence; Steven Holl and Russli Architekten; by Abby Busssel; pl. ill.; p. 42; May 04; A

Embassy Buildings; Design excellence vs. security; by Jane C. Loeffler; ph. elev.; p. 67-70; July 04; AR

England, Cheltenham; Government Communications Center; Gensler Associates; Structural Design by TPS Consult; by David Barista; pl. sec.; p. 34-42; Aug 04; BD&C

Finland, Helsinki; Parliamentary Annex: Helin & Company; Original Design by J.S. Siren; by Peter Davey; ph. axon. pl.; p. 70-75; Nov 04; A

Florida, Gainesville; Alachua County Criminal Courthouse; Courthouse security and technology; DLR Group and Rink, Reynolds, Diamond, Fisher & Wilson; by Gordon Wright; ph.; pl.; p. 34-43; June 04; BD&C

Georgia, Atlanta; Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta; Smallworld, Reynolds, Stewart & Stewart; Structural Design by Stanley D. Lindsey; by Gordon Wright; ph. cost anal.; p. 14-18; Feb 04; BD&C

Germany, Berlin; Dutch Embassy; Office for Metropolitan Architecture; Structural Design by Arup & Partners; by Christian Bresnigh; ph. sec.; p. 48-57; May 04; A

Iraq, Baghtdad; Replacing Abu Ghraiib Prison; by Justin Clark; ph.; p. 104; Sept 04; A

Ireland, Dooradoyle; Civic Offices: Bucholz & McEvoy; Structural Design by Michael Punch; by Catherine Slessor; pl. sec.; p. 58-63; May 04; A

Ireland, Limerick County; Limerick County Hall; 2004 Business Week/Architectural Record Award Winner; Bucholz & McEvoy; Structural Design by Michael Punch; by Jane F. Koleleyn and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 130; Nov 04; AR

Ireland, Tubbercary; Civic Offices: McCullough & Mulvin; by Catherine Slessor; pl. sec.; p. 64-67; May 04; A

Israel, Jerusalem; Israeli Foreign Ministry; Diamond & Schmitt and Kolker, Kolker & Epstein; Mechanical Design by Mitchell Partnership; by Jane F. Koleleyn and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 139; Nov 04; A

Kansas, Kansas City; EPA Region 7 Science & Technology Center; Hoefer & Wysocki; by Gordon Wright; ph.; p. 34-38; Nov 04; BD&C

Maryland, Suitland; NOAA Satellite Operations Facility; PIA Citation; Morphosis; Landscape Design by EDAW; by No author listed; ill. sec.; p. 50-51; Jan 04; A

Massachusetts, Cambridge; City Hall Annex; BD&C Reconstruction & Renovation Grand Award; HKT Architects; Structural Design by Weidlinger Associates; by Gordon Wright; ph.; pl. p. 28-30; Oct 04; BD&C

Mississippi, Gulfport; Dan M. Russell, Jr. U.S. Courthouse: Klimet & Halsband and Canizaro, Cawthon & Davis; Mechanical Design by Eldridge Associates; by Larry Flynn; ph. sec. pl.; p. 26-33; May 04; BD&C

GOVERNMENT BUILDING (cont'd)

Montana, Sweet Grass; Sweet Grass/Couts Port of Entry Facility; Siegel & Diamond; by David Barista; ph. sec.; p. 44-48; Nov 04; BD&C

Mozambique, Maputo; Dutch Embassy; Claus & Kaan; by Connie Van Cleef; ph. pl. sec.; p. 76-79; Nov 04; AR

Nebraska, Omaha; Carl T. Curtis Midwest Regional Headquarters of the National Park Service; Leo A. Daly; by Gordon Wright; ph.; pl.; p. 38-43; Nov 04; BD&C

Netherlands, Amsterdam; Royal Dutch Military Police Academy; Zvi Hecker; by Abby Busssel; pl. m.; p. 32; Aug 04; A

Oklahoma, Oklahoma City; Oklahoma City Federal Building; Ross Barney & Jankowski; Landscape Design by Brad Goldberg; by Jane C. Loeffler; ph.; pl.; p. 104-110; Oct 04; AR

Oklahoma, Oklahoma City; Oklahoma City Federal Office Building; Ross Barney & Jankowski and Benham Companies; Landscape Design by Sasaki Associates; by Gordon Wright; ph. cost anal.; p. 24-33; Aug 04; BD&C

Oregon, Eugene; Wayne L. Morse Courthouse; P/A Citation; Morphosis and DLR Group; Landscape Design by Richard Haag; by No author listed; pl. ill. sec.; p. 64-65; Jan 04; A

Poland, Warsaw; British Embassy; Tony Fretton; by Rob Gregory; m. pl.; p. 80-83; Nov 04; A

Rebuilding Military Installations; by Rich Binsacca; ph. pl.; p. 162-166; June 04; B

Scotland, Edinburgh; Scottish Parliament Building; EMBT and RMJM; Structural Design by Arup & Partners; by Catherine Slessor; ph. sec. pl. ref.; p. 46-63; Nov 04; AR

South Africa, Johannesburg; Constitutional Court of South Africa; OMM Design Workshop and Urban Solutions; Landscape Design by African Environmental Design; by Schalk Le Roux and Deivilliers Du Toit; ph. sec. pl.; p. 64-69; Nov 04; AR

Texas, Dallas; Jack Evans Police Headquarters; Phillips & Swagger and Alh Architects; Interior Design by Corgan Associates; by David Barista; ph.; p. 44-50; May 04; BD&C

Texas, El Paso; U.S. Federal Courthouse; Antione Preddock; by Anna Holtzman; ill.; p. 40; Feb 04; A

Washington, Seattle; Seattle Federal Courthouse; NBBJ; Electrical Design by Sparling; by Larry Flynn; ph. pl. sec.; p. 22-33; Nov 04; BD&C

See also CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING; HISTORIC, PRESERVATION; MUSEUM; UNIVERSITY

GRAPHICS

New York, New York; Marquee Lighting; the Symphony Space Cultural Center; Polshek Partnership; Lighting Design by Cline, Bettridge & Bernstein; by Leanne B. French; ph.; p. 181; Mar 04; AR

See also ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING; COMPUTER
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GREECE

Aegina Island; Art; Camera Obscura Building; Franz Berzl and Gustav Deutsch; by Sam Lubell; ph.; p. 77; July 04; AR
Antiparos; Residence; Krater House; architect recommended project; Deca Architecture; by Peter Davey; ph. pl. sec.; p. 66-67; Dec 04; ARev

ATHENS; City and Regional Planning; Athens Transformed for Olympics; by Jim Antoniou; ill.; p. 74-79; May 04; ARev

ATHENS; City and Regional Planning; Athens and the Olympics; Santiago Calatrava and Thymios Papagianis; Master Planning by Reichen & Robert; by Richard Ingersoll; ph. map; p. 29-30; July 04; A

ATHENS; City and Regional Planning; Olympics to Transform Athens; by Sam Lubell; ph.; p. 53-58; July 04; AR

HARDWARE

Specifying Hardware, Hinges and Handles; by William D. Lawless; ph. dia.; p. 54-60; Jan 04; TCS
Specifying Hardware, Hinges and Handles; by No author listed; ph. cca.; p. 236-247; Nov 04; AR

HARDWARE (cont'd)

Specifying High-Performance Hardware; by David Wiemer; ph.; p. 48-52; July 04; TCS

HAWAII

Asbestos Hazards with Vermiculite Insulation; by Matthew Power; ph.; p. 57-58; Jan 04; B

Building Envelopes, Mold, and Litigation; by Richard Allen and Leah Rochwag; ph. ref.; p. 26-27; Oct 04; TCS

Construction Workers and Repetitive Strain Injuries; by Matthew Power; ph.; p. 54; May 04; B

Development in High-Risk Coastal Zones; by David Bush et al.; ph. 65-66; Nov 04; AR

Household Pest Control; by Nigel F. Maynard; ill.; p. 150-160; July 04; B

Mitigating Flood and High Wind Effects; by Jimmy Yeung and Adrienne Sheldon; ph. table ref. map; p. 62-73; Aug 04; TCS

Moisture, Mold, and HVAC; Insulating mechanical systems from moisture problems; by H.E. Barney Burroughs and Wayne R. Thomann; ph. table ref. graph; p. 56-65; Oct 04; TCS

Mold, A Complex Problem; by Nancy B. Solomon; ph. det. map cca.; p. 171-178; Sept 04; AR

Specifying for Mold; by Laurence Schor and Dennis C. Ehlers; ph. ref.; p. 22-23; Jan 04; TCS

The Fight Against Mold; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 103-106; Apr 04; RA

Window Installation and Mold Infestation; by No author listed; ph. cca.; p. 311-315; June 04; AR

See also FIRE PROTECTION; FLOOD; POLLUT-

TION, AIR; STRUCTURAL; WIND

HEALTH CARE, HEALTH CENTER

Alaska, Anchorage; Southcentral Foundation Primary Care Center; NBAJH and ECI/Hyer; Mechanical Design by Notkin Engineering; by Jen Renzi; ph. ill.; p. 186-191; Jan 04; ID

Canada, Toronto; University Health Network/The Toronto Hospital New Clinical Services Building; 2004 Business Week/Architectural Record Award Finalist; HOK; Landscape Design by Ferris & Quinn; by Jane F. Kolleeny and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 142; Nov 04; AR

Center for Health Design Pebble Project; Evidence-based design; by Jamie Reynolds; ph.; p. 27-28; Jan 04; A

High-Tech Revolution in Hospitals; by Larry Flynn; ph. ill. pl. table; p. 21-27; Feb 04; BD&C
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HEALTH CARE, HEALTH CENTER (cont'd)
Illinois, Evanston; North Shore Dentistry for Children; Sara E.F. Ginsburg; Interior Design by Design Collaborative; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.: p. 82-86; Nov 04; ID
Illinois, Geneva; Integrative Medicine Centre; Central DuPage Health; Loeb, Schlossman & Hack; by Mairi Beautyman; ph.; p. 62-64; Feb 04; ID

New York, New York; Dentist Office; Doug Stiles; Lighting Design by Johnson & Schwinghammer; by Eva Hagberg; ph.; p. 88-90; Nov 04; ID

Portugal, Oporto; Structural Design by Talprojecto; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 66-68; July 04; AR

Saudi Arabia, Riyadh; Humanitarian City; HLW and Otaishan Engineering; Mechanical Design by Ray Basheer; by Robert Cassidy; ph.; p. 12-19; Mar 04; BD&C

Specifying Automated External Defibrillators; by Kevin Sheppard; ph. ref.; p. 80-84; Aug 04; TCS

Sustainability in the Health Care Profession; by Nancy B. Solomon; ph. dia. pl. ill. sec. cea; p. 179-188; Aug 04; AR

Texas, Beaumont; Christus Outpatient Pavilion; HOK and La Biche Architectural Group; By National Art Services; by Nancy Princenhal; ph.; p. S44-S50; Nov 04; ID

Utah, Cedar City; Valley View Medical Center; Mountain Health Design, Watkins, Hamilton & Ross and Gillies, Stransky, Brems & Smith; Interior Design by Interior Elements; by Larry Flynn; ph. table pl. dia.; p. 28-37; Feb 04; BD&C

See also CLINIC; HOSPITAL; RECREATION

HEATING, VENTILATING, AIR CONDITIONING (cont'd)

Advancements in Ventilation Fans; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 79-82; Aug 04; B

Art and Science of Good Ventilation; by No author listed; ph. dia. ill.; p. 267-271; Dec 04; AR

HVAC Filter Efficiency and Indoor Air Quality; by David Myers; ph. ill. graph.; p. 66-72; Oct 04; TCS

Infrared Heating for Energy Efficient Warmth; by George Honch; ph.; p. 73-79; July 04; TCS

Insulation Selection for Mechanical Systems; by Winfield Irwin and Michael J. Lettich; ph. table ref.; p. 68-77; Mar 04; TCS

Moisture, Mold, and HVAC; Insulating mechanical systems from moisture problems; by H.E. Barney Burroughs and Wayne R. Thomann; ph. table ref. graph.; p. 56-65; Oct 04; TCS

Specifying Fiberglass Air Handling Insulations; by Eric G. Schaked; ph. ref.; p. 68-72; July 04; TCS

Specifying Variable Air Volume Boxes; by Daniel Int-Hout; ph. table.; p. 61-67; July 04; TCS

Trends in Restaurant Design; by David Barista; ph.; p. 40-44; Sept 04; BD&C

See also Specific Building Type

HEATING, VENTILATING, AIR CONDITIONING (cont'd)

UV Treatment and Air Quality; by Ted Smalley Bowen; ill.; p. 170; Mar 04; AR

See also ENERGY; SOLAR

HIGHWAY

Innovative Infrastructure Solutions: Impact fee alternatives; by Pat Curry; ph. table.; p. 152-158; June 04; B

Italy, Venice; Highway Interchange Exhibit; 9th International Architecture Biennale; Reiser & Umemoto; Structural Design by Arup & Partners; by Robert Ivy; ph.; p. 96-96; Nov 04; AR

Vermont, —; Interstate Highway Information Centers and Rest Areas; Duncan & Wisniewski; Landscape Design by OHKW; by Jeffrey Hodgson; ph. sec.; p. 104-106; Jan 04; LA

Washington, Seattle; Traffic-Circle Beautification Program; by Adam Regn Arvidson; ill.; p. 20; Nov 04; LA

HISTORIC, PRESERVATION

Canada, Quebec, Montreal; Lighting Landmark Buildings in Montreal; Gilles Arpin; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph.; p. 190-194; Mar 04; AR

China, —; Consequences of Rapid Growth in China; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. chart.; p. 71-73; Mar 04; AR

Colorado, Denver; Park Hill Neighborhood; by Denise Dersin; ph.; p. 188; Dec 04; B

Illinois, Fort Sheridan; Fort Sheridan Redevelopment; DLK Architecture; Landscape Design by Jacobs & Ryan; by Mary Kay Wilcox; ph.; p. 92-99; Jan 04; LA

Integrating Contemporary Systems into Historic Structures; by Nancy B. Solomon; ph. sec. ill.; p. 129-136; Feb 04; AR

Maine, Bar Harbor; Preserving Garland Farm; Beatrix Farrand; by Jane Roy Brown; ph.; p. 32-34; May 04; LA

Maryland, Silver Spring; AFI Silver Theater and Cultural Center; Ginsler Associates; Structural Design by Thebold & Bufano; by Gordon Wright; ph. pl.; p. 21-22; Jan 04; BD&C

New York, Fort Ticonderoga; King's Garden Restoration; Alfred C. Bossom; Landscape Design by Marian Cruger Coffin; by Allen Freeman; ph. ref. pl. table.; p. 34-43; Jan 04; LA

New York, New York; Landmark Status and Memorials; Edward Durell Stone; by Michael Sorkin; ph.; p. 59-60; Jan 04; AR

Preservation and Sustainability; by Deborah Slaton; ph.; p. 82; Nov 04; TCS

Preservation of Modernism; by Bay Brown; ph.; p. 27-29; Nov 04; A

Russia, Moscow; Preserving Moscow's Architectural Heritage; by Paul Abelsky; ph.; p. 61-63; Dec 04; AR

See also Specific Building Type
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HOSPITAL

Austria, Graz; Provincial Hospital Graz-West; Domeni, Eisenkock & Gruber; Landscape Design by Land in Sicht; by Lian Fafkev; ph. pl. elev.; p. 166-171; Oct 04; AR

Canada, British Columbia, Vancouver; Children's Hospital and Ambulatory Care Building; Henriquez Partners, IBI Group and Karlsberger Associates; Mechanical Design by Stantec Consulting; by Rhys Phillips; ph. pl. sec.; p. 162-165; Oct 04; AR

High-Tech Revolution in Hospitals; by Larry Flynn; ph. il. pl. table; p. 21-27; Feb 04; BD&C

Spain, Madrid; Gregorio Maranon Maternity and Pediatrics Hospital; Jose Rafael Moneo; Graphic Design by Carmen del Pino; by David Cohn; ph. pl. pers.; p. 156-161; Oct 04; AR

Washington, Bremerton; Bremerton Naval Hospital; Addition; NBBJ; Structural Design by Magnusson & Klemencic; by John Pastier; ph. pl.; p. 172-174; Oct 04; AR

See also CLINIC; HEALTH CARE; HEALTH CENTER; UNIVERSITY/MEDICAL CENTER

HOTEL

Arizona, Gila River Indian Reservation; Sheraton Wild Horse Pass Resort & Spa; Wimberly, Allison, Tong & Goo; Landscape Design by BRW; by Gordon Wright; ph.; p. 14-20; Sept 04; BD&C

Arizona, Phoenix; Marriott Desert Ridge Resort & Spa; Hornberger & Warnstell; Landscape Design by SWA Group; by Gordon Wright; ph.; p. 14-20; Sept 04; BD&C

Arizona, Scottsdale; James Hotel; Deborah Berke and DLR Group; Landscape Design by Christine Ten Eyck; by Ingrid Whitehead; ph.; pl.; p. 144-147; Aug 04; AR

Arizona, Scottsdale; James Hotel; Deborah Berke; Lighting Design by Renzo Design Group; by Kathryn Harris; ph.; p. 194-202; June 04; ID

Arizona, Scottsdale; Westin Kierland Resort & Spa; Hill & Glazier; Landscape Design by EDAW; by Gordon Wright; ph.; p. 14-20; Sept 04; BD&C

California, Century City; Kara Spa; Park Hyatt Los Angeles; Kajima Associates; Interior Design by HCA Design; by Deanna Kizis; ph.; p. 108-112; Oct 04; ID

California, Desert Hot Springs; Beatt Hotel; Steven Lowe; by Fred Bernstein; ph.; p. 218-223; July 04; ID

California, Palm Springs; Le Parker Meridien Resort; MR Architecture; Interior Design by Jonathan Adler; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 146-151; Nov 04; ID

Changes in Hotel Design; by Suzanne Stephens; ph.; p. 135-139; Aug 04; AR

China, Nanjing; Nanjing Jinling Hotel Phase II; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; by Sam Lubell; ill.; p. 111; Mar 04; AR

HOTEL (cont'd)

District of Columbia, Washington; Hotel Monaco; 2004 Business Week/Architectural Record Award Finalist; Michael Stanton; Interior Design by Cheryl Rowley; by Jane F. Kolleeny and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 144; Nov 04; AR

England, Hertfordshire; Grove Hotel; Fitzroy Robinson; Interior Design by Fox Linton Associates; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 228-234; Jan 04; ID

England, Manchester; Hilton Manchester; Ian Simpson; by Rob Gregory; ph. ill.; p. 31; May 04; AR

Florida, South Beach; Hotel Clinton South Beach; Renovation; Openheim Architecture; Interior Design by Eric Raffy; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 98-102; Feb 04; ID

Germany, Berlin; Q1 Hotel; Interior Design; Graf; by Philip Jodidio; pl.; p. 128-135; Sept 04; AR

Germany, Berlin; Radisson SAS Hotel; NPS Tchoban Voss; Interior Design by Virgil & Stone; by Williameythers, Jr.; ph.; p. 290-294; Nov 04; AR

Gold Key Awards for Excellence in Hospitality Design; 24 Finalists; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 169-194; Oct 04; ID

Illinois, Chicago; Hard Rock Hotel; Lucien Lagrange; Interior Design by Yabu & Pushelberg; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph.; p. 140-143; Aug 04; AR

Illinois, Chicago; Miglion Properties Hotel; Valero, Dewall & Train; by Sam Lubell; ill.; p. 95; May 04; AR

India, Udaipur; Taj Lake Palace; Architectural Restoration Consultants; Interior Design by James Park; by Anubha Charan; ph.; pl.; p. 174-181; July 04; ID

Italy, Florence; Una Hotel Vittoria; Fabio Novembre; by Donna Paul; ph.; p. 218-226; Jan 04; ID

Italy, Lana; Vigilius Mountain Resort; Matteo Thun; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 146-155; June 04; ID

Italy, Milan; Bulgari Hotel; Antonio Citterio; Lighting Design by Metis Lighting; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph.; pl.; p. 148-150; Aug 04; AR

Italy, Milan; Park Hyatt Milan; Edward Tufte; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 318-323; Oct 04; ID

Italy, Rome; Es Hotel; King & Roselli; by Mary Godwin; ph. pl. sec.; p. 72-75; Jan 04; AR

New York, New York; SoHo Grand Hotel Penthouse; Studio Sofield; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 220-227; Sept 04; ID

Spain, Barcelona; Gran Hotel La Florida; Dale Keller; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 182-188; June 04; ID

See also RECREATION; SHELTER

HOUSING

Accessible Housing for Veterans; by Matthew Power; ph. chart; p. 156-164; Sept 04; B

Affordable Housing Crisis; by Steve Zurier; ill.; p. 35-36; Aug 04; B
HOUSING (cont'd)

Alabama, Birmingham; Southampton Timber-line, Plan 5; Builder's Choice Award; Adams Design; by Shawn Kennedy; ph. pl.; p. 214; Oct 04; B

Architecture in the Public Interest; by Abby Bussel; ph. axon.; p. 27-29; Apr 04; A

Austria, ---; TurnOn; Unconventional housing model; AllesWirdGut; by Randi Greenberg; ph. ill.; p. 75-76; Apr 04; AR

California, La Jolla; El Pueblo Ribera Court; Rudolf M. Schindler; by Meghan Druding; ph.; p. 104; Jan 04; RA

California, Los Angeles; Alegria, The Salvation Army; HUD Mixed Use/Mixed Income award; Birba Group; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 171; July 04; AR

California, San Diego; Tesoro Grove Family Housing; RA Grand Award; Studio E; Landscape Design by Spurlock & Poirier; by Meghan Druding; ph. pl.; p. 104-105; May 04; RA

California, San Diego; The Titan; Multifamily housing award winner; Jonathan Segal; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 171; July 04; AR

California, San Francisco; Loyola Village; University of San Francisco; Multifamily housing award winner; Seidel & Holzman; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 170; July 04; AR

California, San Jose; Homesafe Co-Housing; RA Merit Award; Studio E; Landscape Design by Spurlock & Poirier; by Meghan Druding; ph. pl.; p. 109; May 04; RA

California, San Jose; Lenzen Square Apartment; Builder's Choice Award; David Baker; by zach Blattner; ph.; p. 224; Oct 04; B

California, West Hollywood; North Towers-on-the-Court; Multifamily housing award winner; Lehrer Architects; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 170; July 04; AR

California, West Hollywood; Norton Towers-on-the-Court; Prototype for attached housing; Lehrer Architects; by Matthew Power; ph. ill.; p. 57-58; June 04; B

China, Beijing; Looped Hybrid Housing; Mixed-use building complex; Steven Holt; by Sam Lubell; m.; p. 111; Mar 04; AR

David K. Hill and J. Roger Glunt, Heathstone Builder Lifetime Public Service Awards; by Alison Rice; ph.; p. 110-118; Feb 04; B

Defending Growth; Positive benefits of gentrification; by Richard Cravatts; ill. chart; p. 73-74; Sept 04; B

Florida, Miami; Housing Diaspora; Affordable housing prototype; Nepom_cheie & Canaves; by Anna Holtzman; pl. ill.; p. 45; Apr 04; A

Florida, Tampa; Belmont Heights Estates; Community design award winner; Torti Gallas; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 170; July 04; AR

Future of Affordable Housing; Reforms at Fan-nie Mae and Freddie Mac; by John Caulfield; ph. ill. chart; p. 254-262; Oct 04; B

Housing and Politics; by Steve Zurier; ill. chart; p. 134-138; July 04; B

Illinois, Chicago; Cabrini-Green Public Housing; Redevelopment; by Edward Keegan; ph.; p. 96; Apr 04; A

HOUSING (cont'd)

Illinois, Chicago; Lakefront Supportive Housing; Murphy & Jahn; by Sam Lubell; ill.; p. 95; May 04; AR

Improving Military Housing; by Larry Flynn; ph. ill. pl.; p. 38-44; Jan 04; BD&C

Interview with Bobby Rayburn, NAHB President-Elect; by Cati O'Keefe; ph.; p. 139-140; Jan 04; B

Kentucky, Louisville; Park Duvalle Project; Urban Design Associates; Landscape Design by LaQuatra Bonci Associates; by Cheryl Weber; ph. map; p. 62-70; Jan 04; RA

Managing Risk in Multi-Family Projects; by Gerald W. Farquhar; ph.; p. 16-18; July 04; TCS

Massachusetts, Boston; Rogers Square; Builder's Choice Award; Childs, Bertman & Tseckares; Landscape Design by CBA; by Shawn Kennedy; ph. pl.; p. 164-165; Oct 04; B

Netherlands, Amsterdam; Transformation of the Kleiburg Block; PIA Citation; FORM and ABT; by No author listed; ph. ill. det.; p. 62-63; Jan 04; A

Netherlands, Buiten Vennep; Green Through Red Housing Project; 2004 ASLA Award of Honor; Lodewijk Bajon; by No author listed; ill.; p. 105; Sept 04; LA

New York, New York; Chelsea Court; Multifamily housing award winner; Louise Braverman; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 171; July 04; AR

New York, New York; Common Ground Community; Non-profit organization for housing and community development; by Anna Holtzman; ph.; p. 30-31; Apr 04; A

North Carolina, Raleigh; Enclosure House; Propositions for suburban living; Borden Partnership; by Julia Mandell; ill. m.; p. 43; Apr 04; A

Ohio, Cincinnati; City West Revitalization; Community design award winner; Torti Gallas; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 170; July 04; AR

Outlook for Multifamily Housing; by Barbra Murray; ph. chart table; p. 204-208; May 04; B

Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh; Oak Hill Project; Goody & Clancy; Landscape Design by LaQuatra Bonci Associates; by Cheryl Weber; ph. map; p. 62-70; Jan 04; RA

Privatization of Military Housing; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 47-48; July 04; B

Rebuilding Military Installations; by Rich Binsacca; ph. pl.; p. 162-166; June 04; B

Roadblocks to Affordable Housing; by Pat Curry; ill.; p. 49-50; Aug 04; B

Schindler Shelters; Low-cost, mass producible housing; Rudolf M. Schindler; by Jin-Ho Park; pl. sec. axon. ill. det. m. ref.; p. 29-38; Nov 04; JAE

Top Manufactured Home Companies; by Matthew Power; ph. chart table; p. 198-202; May 04; B

Trends in Affordable Housing; by Alison Rice; ph. table; p. 140-142; July 04; B

Virginia, Bayview; Bayview Village Plan; RBGC; Mechanical Design by Kincaid & Bryant; by Abby Bussel; ph. pl. elev.; p. 60-67; Sept 04; A
HOUSING (cont’d)

Washington, Seattle: Newholly Project; Weinstein A/U; Landscape Design by Nakano Associates; by Cheryl Weber; ph. map; p. 62-70; Jan 04; RA

Washington, Seattle: Roxbury Estates; Habitat for Humanity; Olson, Sundberg, Kundig & Allen; Structural Design by Putnam, Collins & Scott; by Lawrence W. Cheek; ph. pl. sec.; p. 64-69; Apr 04; A

Winners and Losers in the Housing Boom; Affordable housing crisis; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 126-132; July 04; B

See also APARTMENT BUILDING; APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, MULTIPLE BUILDING GROUP; ELDERLY HOUSING; RESIDENCE; RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT; SPECULATIVE HOUSING; SHELTER; UNIVERSITY/RESIDENTIAL

I

ILLINOIS

Antioch: Residential Development; Speculative Housing; Clublands Antioch Clubhouse Community; Neumann Homes; Landscape Design by Ives & Ryan; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 95; Dec 04; B

Chicago, Near: Conservation; Independence Grove Forest Preserve; Quarry reclamation; David Woodhouse and Bleck & Bleck; Art by Erik Blome; by Frank Edgerton Martin; ph. pl.; p. 50-57; Feb 04; LA

Chicago: Airport; North Air Terminal Traffic Control Tower; DMJJM; by C. C. Sullivan; ill. sec.; p. 32; Aug 04; A

Chicago: Apartment Building/High Rise; Skybridge; One North Halsted; Perkins & Will; Structural Design by Samartano; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. iso.; p. 136-140; May 04; AR

Chicago: Apartment Building; Near North Apartments; Murphy & Jahn; by Bay Brown; pl. ill.; p. 46; Apr 04; A

Chicago: Architectural Design, Theory; Glass and Light; The influence of interior illumination on the Chicago School architectural style; by Thomas Leslie; ph. ref. det. graph; p. 13-23; Sept 04; JAE

Chicago: Architecture; Emerging Designers in Chicago; 3D Design Studio, UrbanLab and Deutschxw; by John E. Czarnecki; ph. ill.; p. 90-93; May 04; AR

Chicago: Architecture; Profile of Architect; Ammar Eloueini; by Randi Greenberg; ph. ill.; p. 57-58; May 04; AR

Chicago: Architecture; Revival of Chicago Architecture; by Blair Kamin; ph.; p. 109-113; May 04; AR

Chicago: Architecture; View from Chicago; Millennium Park and Soldier Field; Gehry Partners, Rem Koolhaas and et al.; by Michael Webb; ph.; p. 38-39; Nov 04; ARev

Chicago: Arts Center; Hyde Park Arts Center; Garofalo Architects; by Sam Lubell; ill.; p. 95; May 04; AR

ILLINOIS (cont’d)

Chicago: City and Regional Planning; Chicago Central Area Plan; AIA 2004 Urban Design Honor Award; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 168; June 04; AR

Chicago: Community Center; Chinese American Service League Community Center; Studio Gang; Landscape Design by Site Design Group; by Chery Kent; ph. pl. det. dia.; p. 90-95; Dec 04; A

Chicago: Community Center; Gary Comer’s Youth Center, John Ronan; by Abby Bussel; ill. sec.; p. 42; Oct 04; A

Chicago: Elderly Housing; Sunrise of Lincoln Park Assisted Living; Builder’s Choice Award; BeerlyRio; Interior Design by Martha Childs; by David Holzel; ph.; p. 206; Oct 04; B

Chicago: Exhibition, Exhibit; Chicago Architecture: 10 Visions Exhibition; by Clifford A. Pearson; ill.; p. 79; May 04; AR

Chicago: Exhibition, Exhibit; Unbuilt Chicago Exhibition; by Deborah Snoonian; ill.; p. 77; May 04; AR

Chicago: Garden; Cancer Survivors Garden; Miriam Gusevitch and Julie Gross; Landscape Design by James Slater; by Sally A. Kitt Chappell; ph. ill.; p. 88-95; Sept 04; LA

Chicago: Garden; Interview with Ken Dunn, Resource Center Founder; DeStefano & Partners; by Cindy Coleman; ph. ill.; p. 228-231; Oct 04; ID

Chicago: Hotel; Hard Rock Hotel; Lucien Lagrange; Interior Design by Yabu & Pushelberg; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph.; p. 140-143; Aug 04; AR

Chicago: Hotel; Miglin Properties Hotel; Valero, Dewalt & Train; by Sam Lubell; ill.; p. 95; May 04; AR

Chicago: Housing; Cabrini-Green Public Housing; Redevelopment; by Edward Keegan; ph.; p. 96; Apr 04; A

Chicago: Housing; Lakefront Supportive Housing; Murphy & Jahn; by Sam Lubell; ill.; p. 95; May 04; AR

Chicago: Landscape Architecture; Landscape Design Competition Winning Schemes; by Allen Freeman; ill. pl.; p. 104-115; Dec 04; LA

Chicago: Lighting; 10 and 30 South Wacker Drive; IA Interior Architects; Lighting Design by Illuminart; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph.; p. 203; Aug 04; AR

Chicago: Office Building/High Rise; One South Dearborn; DeStefano & Keating Partners; by Sam Lubell; ill.; p. 95; May 04; AR

Chicago: Office Building/High Rise; Trump Tower Chicago; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; by Sam Lubell; ill.; p. 95; May 04; AR

Chicago: Office Building/Interiors; ABN AMRO Regional Headquarters; DeStefano & Partners; Interior Design by VOA Associates; by Ned Cramer; ph.; p. 190-197; July 04; ID

Chicago: Office Building/Interiors; Offices of Storck Candy; Eastlake Studio; Mechanical Design by JBE Engineering; by Cindy Coleman; ph.; p. 194-196; May 04; ID
I110N10S (cont'd)

Chicago; Recreation/Park; Lakefront Millennium Park; Gehry Partners, OWP/P and Anish Kapoor; Master Planning by Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; by Edward Keegan; pl.; p. 59-61; Dec 04; A

Chicago; Recreation/Park; Millennium Park Takes Shape; Gehry Partners, Anish Kapoor and Kathryn Gustafson; Art by Jaume Plensa; by Blair Kamin; ph. m. pl.; p. 61-64; May 04; A

Chicago; Recreation/Park; Millennium Park; Gehry Partners and Gustafson, Guthrie & Nichol; Landscape Design by Terry Guen; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl.; p. 94-105; Nov 04; LA

Chicago; Recreation/Sports Facility; Soldier Field; Renovation; Wood & Zapata; Original Design by Holabird & Roche; by Joseph Giovannini; ph. pl. sec.; p. 114-121; May 04; AR

Chicago; Recreation/Sports Facility; Soldier Field; Recreation; Wood & Zapata; Original Design by Holabird & Roche; by Stanley Tigerman; ill.; p. 118; May 04; AR

Chicago; Recreation/Sports Facility; Soldier Field; Building Team Grand Award; Wood & Zapata and Lohan, Caprile & Goettsch; Original Design by Holabird & Roche; by Renee Young; ph. ill.; p. 42-47; June 04; BD&G

Chicago; Recreation/Sports Facility; Soldier Field Campus; Wood & Zapata and Lohan, Caprile & Goettsch; Landscape Design by Peter Lindsay Schaadt; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl. sec.; p. 96-103; Dec 04; LA

Chicago; Residence; Crystal Street House; Studio Gang; by Sam Lubell; m.; p. 95; May 04; AR

Chicago; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Mansions on Prairie Avenue; Pappageorge & Haymes; Landscape Design by Hayden, Bulin & Larson; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 134-135; Aug 04; B

Chicago; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Residences of Bradley Place; FitzGerald Associates; Interior Design by Mary Cook; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 127; May 04; B

Chicago; Restaurant; Japonais Restaurant; Gensler Associates; Interior Design by Jeffrey Beers; by Arie Chen; ph.; p. 206-210; Apr 04; ID

Chicago; Roof, Roofing; City Hall Roof Garden; 2002 ASLA award winner; William McDonough; Landscape Design by Conservation Design Forum; by Theodore Eisenman; ill.; p. 106-113; Nov 04; LA

Chicago; School/Special; Akiba-Schechter Jewish Day School; John Ronan; Landscape Design by Terra Engineering; by Edward Keegan; ph. pl. sec.; p. 84-89; Dec 04; A

Chicago; University/Residential; State Street Village; Illinois Institute of Technology; AI 2004 Honor Award; Murphy & Jahn; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 159; June 04; AR

Chicago; University/Residential; State Street Village; Illinois Institute of Technology; Murphy & Jahn; by James S. Russell; ph. pl.; p. 130-135; May 04; AR

I110N10S (cont'd)

Chicago; University/Student Center; McCormick Tribune Campus Center; Illinois Institute of Technology; Office for Metropolitan Architecture and Holabird & Root; Master Planning by Lohan Associates; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p. 122-129; May 04; AR

Chicago; University/Student Center; State Street Village and McCormick Tribune Campus Center; Illinois Institute of Technology; Murphy & Jahn, Office for Metropolitan Architecture and Holabird & Root; Structural Design by Arup & Partners; by Cindy Coleman; ph.; p. 168-177; Jan 04; ID

Chicago; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; 156 West Superior Mixed-Use Project; Miller & Hull; by Sam Lubell; ill.; p. 94; May 04; AR

Chicago; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Skybridge; One North Halsted; AIA 2004 Honor Award; Perkins & Will; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 157; June 04; AR

Chicago; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Mixed-Use Building on Grand Avenue; Zoka Zola; by Anna Holtzman; pl. ill.; p. 56; June 04; A

Chicago; Zoo; Flamingo House and Habitat; Lincoln Park Zoo; Teng & Associates; by Cindy Coleman; ph.; p. 76-78; June 04; ID

Des Plaines; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Monte Clare Condominiums; Andrian & Zemenides; Interior Design by Concept Group; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 88; Nov 04; B

Elmhurst; Landscape Architecture; Profile of Gerould Wilhelm, Director of Ecological Services; Conservation Design Forum; by Adam Regn Arvidson; ph.; p. 130-132; Apr 04; LA

Evanston; Architecture; Evanston, A City of Homes; by Denise Dersin; ph.; p. 226; Nov 04; B

Evanston; Health Care, Health Center; North Shore Dentistry for Children; Sara E.F. Ginsburg; Interior Design by Design Collaborative; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 82-86; Nov 04; ID

Fort Sheridan; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Fort Sheridan Redevelopment; DLK Architecture; Landscape Design by Jacobs & Ryan; by Mary Kay Wilcox; ph. pl.; p. 92-99; Jan 04; LA

Geneva; Health Care, Health Center; Integrative Medicine Centre; Central DuPage Health; Loeb, Schlossman & Hackl; by Mairi Beaumeyer; ph.; p. 62-64; Feb 04; ID

Glenview; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; The Glen Town Center; Gensler Associates; Pappageorge & Haymes and Shive & Hattery; by No author listed; ph.; p. 29-38; Sept 04; BD&G

Niles; Office Building; Shure Headquarters; Addition; Krueck & Sexton; by Sam Lubell; ill.; p. 94; May 04; AR

Northbrook; Office Building; Lipson Alport Glass Associates Headquarters; Rear View Mirror Building; Valero, Dewart & Train; by Nick Olsen; ph.; p. 81-82; May 04; AR
ILLINOIS (cont'd)

Skokie; University/Technical; Ray Harstein Technology Center; Addition; Ross Barney & Jankowski; by Sam Lubell; ill.; p. 94-95; May 04; AR

Wauconda; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Liberty Lakes Master Planned Community; Balsamo, Olsen & Lewis and Bloodgood, Sharp & Buster; Interior Design by CDC Creative Design; by David Holzel; ph. pl.; p. 152; Jan 04; B

INDIA

Rajasthan; Recreation; Aman-i-Khas Luxury Wilderness Camp; Denniston International Architects; by Anubha Charan; ph.; p. 208-214; June 04; ID

Udaipur; Hotel; Taj Lake Palace; Architectural Restoration Consultants; Interior Design by James Park; by Anubha Charan; ph. pl.; p. 174-181; July 04; ID

INDIANA

Beverly Shores; Residence; Lakeside Retreat; Frankel & Coleman; by Cindy Coleman; ph.; p. 192-199; Jan 04; ID

Chesterton; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Site Development; Coffee Creek Center; William McDonough; Landscape Design by Conservation Design Forum; by Adam Regn Arvidson; ph. pl.; p. 100-111; Oct 04; LA

Greencastle; University/Landscape; Butler Family Memorial Garden; DePauw University; Carlos Jimenez and CSO Architects, Engineers & Interiors; Landscape Design by Nancy Bowen; by Nancy Bowen; ph. pl.; p. 128-130; Nov 04; LA

Hayden Lake; Residence; Chicken Point Cabin; AIA 2004 Honor Award; Olson, Sundberg, Kundig & Allen; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 143; June 04; AR

New Harmony; Garden; Roofless Church Spiritual Gardens; Philip Johnson, Ken Schuette and et al.; Landscape Design by Rob Soovins; by Christine Gorby; ph.; p. 36-44; June 04; LA

Westfield; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Centennial Master Planned Community; Estridge Companies; Landscape Design by Carole Boelman; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 106-114; June 04; B

INDUSTRIAL BUILDING (cont'd)

Germany, Stuttgart; Trumpf Distribution and Service Center; Barkow & Leibinger; Landscape Design by Gabi Kiefer; by Christian Brensing; ph. sec. pl.; p. 64-67; Mar 04; AR

High Demand for Warehouse Facilities; by Gordon Wright; ph.; p. 38-39; Feb 04; BD&C

Maryland, Suitland; Satellite Operations Facility and Administrative Offices; 2004 Business Week/Architectural Record Award Finalist; Morphosis and Einhorn, Yaffe; and Prescott; Landscape Design by EDAW; by Jane F. Kolleeny and Audrey Beaton; ill.; p. 150; Nov 04; AR

Massachusetts, Cambridge; Walter J. Sullivan Water Purification Facility; CDM; Structural Design by Veitas & Veitas; by Gordon Wright; ph.; p. 48-50; Apr 04; BD&C

Michigan, Dearborn; Ford Motor Company Truck Plant; Rouge Center; William McDonough and Arcadis; Landscape Design by Nelson, Byrd & Wolzt; by Steven Litt; ph. elev.; p. 52-59; May 04; A

Michigan, Dearborn; Ford Rouge Center; 2004 Business Week/Architectural Record Award Finalist; William McDonough and Arcadis; Landscape Design by Harley & Ellis; by Jane F. Kolleeny and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 146; Nov 04; AR

New York, Yonkers; Greyston Bakery; Cybul & Cybul and Maya Lin; by Larry Flynn and Gordon Wright; ph.; p. S17; July 04; BD&C

See also UTILITY FACILITY

INDUSTRIAL DESIGN

Glowo Lamp; ar+* commended project; Carl Fredrik Svenstedt; by Peter Davey; ph. pl. elev. sec.; p. 74; Dec 04; AR

Interview with Designer; James Dyson; by Laura Fisher Kaiser; ph.; p. 74-75; Dec 04; ID

Profile of Designer; Sam Barber; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 188; Feb 04; AR

Read/Write: Table + Chair Project; by Stephen Turk; ph. ill. ref. pl. sec.; p. 19-24; Nov 04; JAE

INDUSTRIALIZED BUILDING

See PREFABRICATION

INFRASTRUCTURE

See HIGHWAY

INSULATION

Asbestos Hazards with Vermiculite Insulation; by Matthew Power; ph.; p. 57-58; Jan 04; B

Insulated Concrete Forms and Energy Efficiency; by David Barista; ph. sec.; p. 46-50; Feb 04; BD&C

Insulation for Green Projects; by No author listed; ph. table cee; p. 257-261; Nov 04; AR

Insulation Selection for Mechanical Systems; by Winfield Irwin and Michael J. Lettich; ph. table ref.; p. 68-77; Mar 04; TCS

Specifying Fiberglass Air Handling Insulations; by Eric G. Schakel; ph. ref.; p. 68-72; July 04; TCS

INDUSTRIAL BUILDING

Designing Lighting for Industrial Spaces; by Dawn De Grazio; ph.; p. 60-70; Apr 04; TCS

Germany, Ditzingen; Trumpf Customer and Administration Building; Barkow & Leibinger; Structural Design by Conzett, Bronzini & Gartmann; by Aaron Betsky; ph. pl. sec.; p. 44-49; Aug 04; A

116
INSULATION (cont’d)
Sprayed Foam Insulation; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 67-70; Apr 04; B
See also WALL

INSURANCE
See LAW; OFFICE PRACTICE

INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS
Building Automation Systems and the Energy Code; Advanced control technologies; by Lindsay Audin and Deborah Snooanian; ill.; p. 139; Feb 04; AR
RemoteHome Interaction System; Tobi Schneider; by Randi Greenberg; ph.; p. 77; Apr 04; AR
Smart Building Technology; by David Pescevitz; ph.; p. 122-123; Feb 04; ID
Smart Houses of the Future; by Barbara Knecht; ph.; ill. cca; p. 167-176; Apr 04; AR
Web-Based Home Security Products; by Steve Zurier; ill. table; p. 170-174; July 04; B
Wireless Home Control Products; by Steve Zurier; ill.; p. 267-268; May 04; B

INTERIOR DESIGN
2004 Interior Design Gold Medalists; by No author listed; ph.; p. 82-119; Dec 04; ID
California, Encino; First Presbyterian Church of Encino; AIA 2004 Interiors Honor Award; Abramson & Teiger; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 163; June 04; AR
California, Los Angeles; Interview with Developer Paul Solomon; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 120-121; Feb 04; ID
California, Los Angeles; Pallotta TeamWorks New Headquarters; AIA 2004 Interiors Honor Award; Clive Wilkinson; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 161; June 04; AR
California, San Francisco; Offices of Huntsman Architectural Group; Huntsman Architectural Group; Acoustical Design by Charles M. Satter; by Andrew Blum; ph.; p. 340-344; June 04; AR
California, Santa Monica; Coop Editorial Offices; AIA 2004 Interiors Honor Award; Pugh & Scarpa; Original Design by Frank Gehry; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 167; June 04; AR
Canada, Ontario, Toronto; Grip Limited and Medium One Productions; Johnson Chour; by John E. Czapnecki; ph.; p. 352-354; June 04; AR
Changes in Hotel Design; by Suzanne Stephens; ph.; p. 135-139; Aug 04; AR
England, Derby; The Egg Call Center; Theories on office space; by No author listed; ph. ref.; p. 46-47; May 04; AR
England, London; 30 St Mary Axe; Foster & Partners; Interior Design by Bennett Interior Design; by Rob Gregory; ph. Ill. sec.; p. 80-85; May 04; AR
England, London; Peter Jones Store; Sloane Square; John McAslan; Original Design by William Crabtree; by Peter Davey; ph. sec. Ill.; p. 88-93; June 04; AR
Favorite Designs of Interior Design Hall of Fame Members; by No author listed; ph.; p. S11-S38; Dec 04; ID

INTERIOR DESIGN (cont’d)
France, Paris; Apartment Interior; Hardel & Le Bihan; by Christine Schwartz Hartley; ph. pl.; p. 134-141; Aug 04; ID
Germany, Berlin; Radisson SAS Hotel; NPS Tchoban Voss; Interior Design by Virgilie & Stone; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph.; p. 290-294; Nov 04; AR
Interview with Designer; Fu-Teng Cheng; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. S16-S18; Sept 04; ID
Interview with Designer; Shamir Shah; by Sheila Kim; ph.; p. 154-155; Jan 04; ID
Interview with Designer; Stephan Jaklitsch; by Sheila Kim; ph.; p. 126-127; Apr 04; ID
Interview with Firm; AvroKO; by Raul Barreneche; ph. ill.; p. 96-97; Nov 04; ID
Italy, Milan; Dining Design Exhibit; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph.; p. 73-75; July 04; AR
Italy, Milan; Street Dining Design Exhibit; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph.; p. 73-75; July 04; AR
Italy, Rome; Es Hotel; King & Roselli; by Mary Godwin; ph. pl. sec.; p. 72-75; Jan 04; AR
Japan, Nagoya; Louis Vuitton Boutique; Jun Aoki; Lighting Design by George Sexton; by Paula Dietz; ph. pl. sec.; p. 84-87; Nov 04; AR
Laundry Room; Claudia Haguiaia; Lighting Design by E27; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 132; July 04; ID
Louisiana, Baton Rouge; Academic Center for Student Athletes; Louisiana State University; AIA 2004 Interiors Honor Award; Trahan Architects; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 165; June 04; AR
Massachusetts, Boston; American Meteorological Society Editorial Offices; AIA 2004 Interiors Honor Award; Annahlian Winton; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 167; June 04; AR
Netherlands, Rotterdam; NAI Exhibition - Silent Collisions; Morphosis Retrospective; AIA 2004 Interiors Honor Award; Morphosis; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 165; June 04; AR
New York, Arverne; New York City Public School 42, Queens, Library; AIA 2004 Interiors Honor Award; Weiss/Manfredi; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 162; June 04; AR
New York, Buffalo; Carol and Carl Montante Cultural Center; AIA 2004 Interiors Honor Award; Cannon Design; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 160; June 04; AR
New York, Greenwich Village; Jefferson Restaurant; Philip Wu; Interior Design by James Wat; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph. pl. dia.; p. 144-147; July 04; AR
New York, New York; Clincot Headquarters; Traboscia & Roiatti; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph.; p. 347-350; June 04; AR
New York, New York; Megu Japanese Restaurant; Kajima Associates and Osamu Hashimoto; Interior Design by Yasumichi Morita; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph.; p. 134-139; July 04; AR
Profile of Architect; Edward A. Feiner; by Laura Fisher Kaiser; ph.; p. S58-S60; Dec 04; ID
INTERIOR DESIGN (cont’d)

Profile of Architect; Matteo Thun; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. S54-S56; Dec 04; ID
Profile of Designer; Isamu Noguchi; by Fred Bernstein; ph.; p. 72-73; Dec 04; ID
Profile of Designer; Victoria Hagan; by Leslie Banker; ph.; p. S46-S48; Dec 04; ID
Profile of Designer; Arthur Casas; by Raul Barreneche; ph.; p. S42-S44; Dec 04; ID
Profile of Designer; William Sofield; by Aric Chen; ph.; p. S50-S52; Dec 04; ID
Profile of Firm; HOK; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. S8-S16; Nov 04; ID

Spain, Huelva; Sea Life Center; Cruz & Ortiz; Structural Design by TEDECO; by Carla Bertolucci; ph. pl. sec.; p. 80-83; Feb 04; ARev

Style-Setting Mannequins; Ralph Pucci; by Marisa Bartolucci; ph.; p. 131-134; Apr 04; ID

Switzerland, Gstaad; Chiolestri and Spoon des Neiges Restaurants; Robert Stutz; Interior Design by Patrick Jouin; by Philip Jodidio; ph. pl.; p. 140-143; July 04; AR

The Art of Window Dressing; Show window displays; by Thomas Hine; ph.; p. 94-104; Sept 04; AR

U.S. Green Building Council Guidelines for Commercial Interiors; by Laura Fisher Kaiser; ph.; p. 206-207; May 04; ID
See also ARCHITECTURE; LAW; OFFICE PRACTICE; Specific Building Type

INTERIOR DESIGN EDUCATION

New York, New York; New York Designs Offers Support for Designers; by Aric Chen; ph. ill.; p. 120-121; June 04; ID

Teaching Interior Design; by Judith Gura; ill. elev. sec.; p. 174-175; Sept 04; ID

INTERNET

See COMPUTER

IOWA

Des Moines; Bathroom; Logsdon Restroom; RA Bath Grand Award; Herbert, Lewis, Kruse & Blunk; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl. iso.; p. 116-117; May 04; RA

Iowa City; Plaza; Iowa City Pedestrian Mall; BRW and Hawks Design; Original Design by Sasaki Associates; by Frank Edgerton Martin; ph. pl.; p. 76-85; May 04; LA

IRELAND

Belfield; University/Medical Center; Virus Reference Laboratory; University College Dublin; McCullough & Mulvin; Structural Design by Thomas Garland; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 52-55; Feb 04; ARev

County Dublin, Malahide; Residence; Wheatfield Courtyard Residence; ar+ d commanded project; David McDowell; by Peter Davey; ph. pl. sec.; p. 76-77; Dec 04; ARev

Dooradoyle; Government Building; Civic Offices; Bucholz & McEvoy; Structural Design by Michael Punch; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 58-63; May 04; ARev

Limerick County; Government Building; Limerick County Hall; 2004 Business Week/Architectural Record Award Winner; Bucholz & McEvoy; Structural Design by Michael Punch; by Jane F. Kolleenny and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 130; Nov 04; AR

Tubbercurrey; Government Building; Civic Offices; McCullough & Mulvin; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 64-67; May 04; ARev

Waterford; Library; Waterford City Public Library; McCullough & Mulvin; Structural Design by O’Conner, Sutton & Cronin; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 42-47; Jan 04; ARev

ISRAEL

Haifa; Transit Station; Merkazi Hof HaCarmel Bus Terminal; Uzi Gordon; by Barbara Horwitz-Bennett; ph.; p. 34-37; Mar 04; BD&C

Jerusalem; City and Regional Planning; Old City of Jerusalem Revitalization Project; 2004 Aga Khan Award; OCJRIP Office; by Sam Lubell and James Murdock; ph.; p. 99; Dec 04; AR

Jerusalem; Government Building; Israeli Foreign Ministry; Diamond & Schmitt and Kolker, Kolker & Epstein; Mechanical Design by Mitchell Partnership; by Jane F. Kolleenny and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 139; Nov 04; AR

Jerusalem; Museum; Museum of Tolerance; Critique; Gehry Partners; by Michael Sorkin; m.; p. 117-118; June 04; AR

Jerusalem; Museum; Museum of Tolerance; Rebuttal; Gehry Partners; by Rabbi Marvin Hier; m.; p. 67-68; Aug 04; AR

Tel Aviv; Museum/Art; Tel Aviv Museum of Art; P/A Citation; Preston Scott Cohen; Structural Design by Arup & Partners; by No author listed; ill. pl.; p. 60-61; Jan 04; A

ITALY

Bagnaia; Garden; Villa Lante Garden; by Peter Davey; ph.; p. 98; May 04; ARev

Cesano Maderno; Plaza; Urban Renewal around Palazzo Arese; ar+d highly commended project; Marco Castelletti; by Peter Davey; ph. pl.; p. 56-59; Dec 04; ARev

Como; Recreation; Bathing Establishment on Lake Segrino; ar+d commended project; Marco Castelletti; by Peter Davey; ph. pl.; p. 72-73; Dec 04; ARev
ITALY (cont’d)

Florence; City and Regional Planning; Questioning the Purpose of the 1584 Stefano Bonsignori Map for Florence, Italy; by Adam Drisin; ill. ph. ref. map; p. 41-55; May 04; JAE

Florence; Hotel; Una Hotel Vittoria; Fabio Novembre; by Donna Paul; ph.; p. 218-226; Jan 04; ID

Florence; Store/Clothing; Spazio A Boutique; David Ling; by Sheila Kim; ph.; p. 76-78; Apr 04; ID

Garracicchio; Garden; Tarot Garden; Mario Botta; Sculpture by de Saint Phalle; by Brenda J. Brown; ph. ref.; p. 36-42; Aug 04; LA

Lana; Hotel; Vigilius Mountain Resort; Matteo Thun; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 146-155; June 04; ID

Merano; Garden; Gardens of Trauttmansdorff Castle; Lorenzo Bar and Francesco Decembrini; Art by Rudolph Maria Complojer; by Brenda J. Brown; ph. ref. pl.; p. 62-77; Oct 04; LA

Milan; Bathroom; Public Rest Room; Konstantin Grcic; by Cecelia Fabiani; ph.; p. 110; July 04; ID

Milan; Exhibition; Exhibit; Dining Design Exhibit; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph.; p. 73-75; July 04; AR

Milan; Exhibition; Exhibit; Street Dining Design Exhibit; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph.; p. 73-75; July 04; AR

Milan; Furniture; Furnishings; Gehry Furniture Designs and Door Hardware; Milan Furniture Fair; Gehry Partners; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph. ill.; p. 357; June 04; AR

Milan; Furniture; Furnishings; Salone del Mobile Furniture Exhibition; by Josephine Minutillo; ph.; p. 211-220; July 04; AR

Milan; Garden; Gardens of Porta Nuova; Inside/Outside; Michael Maltzan and Mirko Zardinii; by Bay Brown; pl. sec.; p. 34; July 04; A

Milan; Hotel; Bulgari Hotel; Antonio Citterio; Lighting Design by Metis Lighting; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph. pl.; p. 148-150; Aug 04; AR

Milan; Hotel; Park Hyatt Milan; Edward Tuttle; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 318-323; Oct 04; ID

Milan; Office Building/Interiors; Moschino Headquarters; Vittorio Zerella; Interior Design by Dix & Co; by Cindy Coleman; ph. pl.; p. 182-189; July 04; ID

Milan; Showroom; Costume National Showroom; Addition; Tiziano Vudafieri; Lighting Design by Studio Amort Walker; by Ian Phillips; ph. pl.; p. 138-145; Apr 04; ID

Milan; Showroom; Sicis Tile Showroom; Marco Piva; Lighting Design by Martini Illuminzione; by Josephine Minutillo; ph.; p. 130-132; Oct 04; ID

Milan; Store/Clothing; Burberry Store; FGS; Interior Design by Virgile & Storz; by Melanie Rickey; ph.; p. 58-62; Apr 04; ID

Milan; Urban Design; Multi-Use Project; CityLife Redevopment; Zaha Hadid, Arata Isozaki and Pier Paolo Maggiora; Master Planning by Daniel Liebeskind; by Bay Brown; pl. ill.; p. 70; Dec 04; A

ITALY (cont’d)

Naples; Transit Station; High-Speed Train Station; Zaha Hadid; by Anna Holtzman; ill.; p. 41; May 04; A

Palermo; Museum; Palazzo Abatellis; Carlo Scarpa; by Lynne Bryant; ph.; p. 98; Jan 04; AR

Passariano; Museum/Art; Villa Manin; Summer palace converted to contemporary art museum; Original Design by Andrea Palladio; by Marc Spiegler; ph.; p. 86-73; Aug 04; ID

Puglia; Religious Building/Church; Pilgrimage Church; Renzo Piano; Structural Design by Favero & Milan; by Catherine Slessor; ph. sec. pl.; p. 64-69; Sept 04; AR

Rome; Exhibition; Exhibit; Designer’s Eye: The Chair Exhibition; Walzworkings; by Kevin Walz; ph.; p. 258-263; Mar 04; ID

Rome; Hotel; Es Hotel; King & Roselli; by Mary Godwin; ph. pl. sec.; p. 72-75; Jan 04; AR

Rome; Religious Building/Temple; Pantheon; by Rob Gregory; ph.; p. 98; Apr 04; AR

San Giovanni Rotondo; Religious Building/Church; Church of Padre Pio of Pietrelcina; Renzo Piano; by Sarah Amelar; pl. sec. det.; p. 184-195; Nov 04; AR

Tor Tre Teste; Religious Building/Church; Jubilee Church; Richard Meier; Structural Design by Arup & Partners; by Ivor Richards; ph. pl. sec. axon. ill.; p. 48-53; Apr 04; AR

Tor Tre Teste; Religious Building/Church; Jubilee Church; Richard Meier; Lighting Design by Fisher, Marantz & Stone; by Peter Popham; pl. sec.; p. 100-107; Feb 04; AR

Treviso; Recreation/Park; Treviso Fish Market and Park; Toni Follina; by Peter Blundell Jones; ph.; p. 98; Feb 04; AR

Venice; Exhibition; Exhibit; 9th International Architecture Biennale Exhibition; by Robert Ivy; ph. pl.; p. 91-93; Nov 04; AR

Venice; Exhibition; Exhibit; Acqua Alta Spiritual Space Exhibit; 9th International Architecture Biennale; Predock & Frank; by Robert Ivy; ph.; p. 98-99; Nov 04; AR

Venice; Exhibition; Exhibit; Apartment Tower Exhibit; 9th International Architecture Biennale; Kolatan & MacDonald; by Robert Ivy; ph. m.; p. 102-103; Nov 04; AR

Venice; Exhibition; Exhibit; Parking Garage Exhibit; 9th International Architecture Biennale; Lewis, Tsurumaki & Lewis; by Robert Ivy; ph.; p. 94-95; Nov 04; AR

Venice; Exhibition; Exhibit; Shopping Center Exhibit; 9th International Architecture Biennale; George Yu; by Robert Ivy; ph.; p. 104-105; Nov 04; AR

Venice; Exhibition; Exhibit; Venice Architectural Biennale Exhibition; by Catherine Slessor; ph.; p. 36-38; Oct 04; AR

Venice; Exhibition; Exhibit; Venice Biennale Exhibition; by Aaron Betsey; ph.; p. 23-24; Nov 04; A

Venice; Highway; Highway Interchange Exhibit; 9th International Architecture Biennale; Reiser & Umemoto; Structural Design by Arup & Partners; by Robert Ivy; ph.; p. 96-96; Nov 04; AR
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ITALY (cont’d)
Venice; Recreation/Sports Facility; Sports Stadium Exhibit; 9th International Architecture Biennale; Studio Gang; by Robert Ivy; ph. m.; p. 100-101; Nov 04; AR
Verona; Exhibition, Exhibit; The Garden of Lost Footsteps Exhibition; Peter Eisenman; by Fred Bernstein; ph.; p. 77-78; Dec 04; AR

JAPAN
Aomori; Arts Center; Aomori Contemporary Art Center; Tadao Ando; Structural Design by Kanebako; by Naomi R. Pollock; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 124-131; Oct 04; AR

Ehime Prefecture, Matsuyama City; Recreation/Sports Facility; Ehime Prefectural Budokan; 2004 Business Week/Architectural Record Award Winner; Ishimoto Architectural Design; by Jane F. Kellene and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 132; Nov 04; AR

Kakohu; Landscape Architecture; Kakohu Project; by Ryo Yamada; ph. elev. sec. pl.; p. 24-29; Feb 04; JAE

Kobe; Residence, 4x4 House; Record House 2004; Tadao Ando; by Naomi Pollock; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 134-139; Apr 04; AR

Kyoto; Residence; Skip House; FOBA; Structural Design by SD Room; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p. 86-89; May 04; AR

Matsunoyama; Museum/Science, Technology; Matsunoyama Science Museum; Takaharu & Yui Tezuka; by Naomi R. Pollock; ph. pl.; p. 118-123; Jan 04; AR

Nagano; Restaurant; Soba Restaurant; Togakushi Shrine; Kengo Kuma; Structural Design by Oak Structural Design; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 148-150; July 04; AR

Nagasaki; Memorial, Monument; Nagasaki National Peace Memorial; Akira Kuryu; Lighting Design by Lighting Planners Associates; by Al Ice Laio; ph.; p. 196-198; Mar 04; AR

Nagoya; Store/Clothing; Louis Vuitton Boutique; Jun Aoki; Lighting Design by George Sexton; by Paula Dietz; ph. pl. sec.; p. 84-87; Nov 04; AR

Niigata Prefecture, Matsunoyama; Museum/Natural History; Matsunoyama Natural History Museum; Tezuka Architects and Masahiro Ikeda; by Veronica Pease; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 40-45; Aug 04; AR

Niigata Prefecture, Matsunoyama; Museum/Natural History; Museum of Natural Science; ar+d commended project; Tezuka Architects; by Peter Davey; ph. pl. ill.; p. 78-79; Dec 04; AR

Niigata Prefecture, Nakasato; Recreation/Park; Nakasato Juji Project; 2004 ASLA Award of Merit; Ryo Yamada and Ayako Yamada; by No author listed; ph.; p. 99-100; Sept 04; LA

Saitama; Plaza; Saitama Plaza; 2004 ASLA Award of Merit; Ohtori Consultants and NTT Urban Development; by No author listed; ph.; p. 102; Sept 04; LA

JAPAN (cont’d)
Shiga Prefecture, Biwa-Cho; Residence; Corrugated Metal House and Studio; Shuhai Endo; by Veronica Pease; ph. pl. sec.; p. 77-79; Aug 04; AR

Tokyo; Architecture; Profile of Architect; Design Vanguard 2004; Masaki Endoh; by Naomi R. Pollock; ph. pl. m.; p. 146-151; Dec 04; AR

Tokyo; Architecture; Profile of Firm; Design Vanguard 2004; Architecton; by Naomi R. Pollock; ph. sec. ill. m.; p. 152-157; Dec 04; AR

Tokyo; Arts Center; Mori Arts Center; Gluckman & Mayner; and Irie Miyake and Kengo Kuma; Structural Design by Dewhurst & Macfarlane; by Larry Flynn; ph. pl. sec.; p. 42-45; Mar 04; BD&C

Tokyo; Lighting; Cad Center; Satoshi Ohashi; Lighting Design by Lightdesign; by Leanne B. French; ph.; p. 204-206; Aug 04; AR

Tokyo; Museum/Art; Maki Art Center; Gluckman & Mayner; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 106-111; Jan 04; AR

Tokyo; Museum/Art; Mori Art Museum; Gluckman & Mayner; and Irie Miyake; Original Design by Kohn, Pedersen & Fox; by Raymund Ryan; ph. pl. sec.; p. 77-79; June 04; AR

Tokyo; Office Building/High Rise; TV Asahi Headquarters; Fumihiko Maki; by Naomi R. Pollock; ph. pl. sec.; p. 88-93; Feb 04; AR

Tokyo; Residence; Cell Brick House; ar+d prizewinner; Atelier Tekuto; by Peter Davey; ph. pl.; p. 50-53; Dec 04; AR

Tokyo; Store/Clothing; Dior Boutique; SANAA; Interior Design by Architecture & Associates; by Ian Phillips; ph. pl.; p. 162-169; Apr 04; ID

Tokyo; Store/Clothing; Louis Vuitton Store; Jun Aoki and Aurelio Clementi; Lighting Design by George Sexton; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl.; p. 142-148; Feb 04; AR

Tokyo; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; LVMH Headquarters; Kengo Kuma; Structural Design by Oak Structural Design; ph. pl. sec.; p. 71-73; May 04; AR

Tokyo; Wall; Living Work of Art; Green wall; Klein & Dytham; by Catherine Slessor; ph.; p. 98; Sept 04; AR

Yamanashi Prefecture, Kobuchizawa; Religious Building/Chapel; Leaf Wedding Residence; by Kengo Kuma; Structural Design by Dewhurste & Macfarlane; by Larry Flynn; ph. pl. sec.; p. 42-45; Mar 04; BD&C

JORDAN
Wadi Araba; University/Campus; Bridging the Rift Center; Life-sciences institute; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; by Abby Bussel; ill.; p. 54; June 04; A

K

KANSAS
Kansas City; Government Building; EPA Region 7; Science & Technology Center; Hoefler & Wysocki; by Gordon Wright; ph.; p. 34-38; Nov 04; BD&C
KANSAS (cont'd)
Kansas City; Prefabrication; Prefabricated Modular House; Studio 804; by Abby Busssel; pl. ill.; p. 46; Apr 04; A
Kansas City; Residence; Modular 1 House; Home of the Year First Award; Studio 804; by Abby Busssel; ph. pl. sec. ill. dia.; p. 38-43; Nov 4; A
Overland Park; Residential Development; Speculative Housing; Glynnoor Community; Elswood, Smith & Carlson; by Pat Curry; ph. pl.; p. 134; June 04; B

KENTUCKY
Louisville; Housing; Park Duvulle Project; Urban Design Associates; Landscape Design by LaQuatra Bonci Associates; by Cheryl Weber; ph. map; p. 62-70; Jan 04; RA

KIOSK
Specifying Pre-Fabricated Booths; by David King; ph.; p. 72-80; Apr 04; TCS

KITCHEN
Arizona, Tucson; Downing Family Kitchen; Ibarra & Rosano; by Claudia La Rocco; ph.; p. 198; July 04; AR
Australia, Sydney; House for Art Collectors; Marsh, Cashman & Kooloois; by Rita F. Catellina; ph.; p. 195; July 04; AR
California, Belvedere; Belvedere Lagoon Kitchen; 2004 Watermark Merit Award; Sutton & Suzuki; Interior Design by C. Wright Design; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 128; Apr 04; B
California, Laguna Beach; Residential Kitchen; Tim Nichol; by Edie Cohen; pl.; p. S20-S22; Sept 04; ID
California, Penngrove; Davison Kitchen; 2004 Watermark Grand Award; Mahoney Architects; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 126; Apr 04; B
California, San Francisco, Near; Kitchen Design; House & House; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl. pers.; p. 26-27; Nov 04; RA
California, San Francisco; Kitchen; Remodel; Holly Hulburd; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 96-98; Jan 04; ID
California, San Francisco; Kitchen; Renovation; CCS Architecture; Lighting Design by Caprice Carter; by Anne Bogart; ph.; p. 118-120; July 04; ID
Colorado, Aspen; Kitchen; Renovation; Studio B; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 30-31; Aug 04; RA
Environmental Considerations When Specifying Appliances; by No author listed; ph. chart cea; p. 193-197; Apr 04; AR
Five Kitchen and Bathroom Product Trends; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 96-104; Mar 04; B
Interview with Designer; Peggy McGowen; by Mary Beth Duehr; ph.; p. S44; Sept 04; ID
Kitchen and Bath; Renovation; Mark Hutker; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 32-33; July 04; RA
Maine, Scarborough; Kitchen Design; Scott Simons; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 36-36; Mar 04; RA

KITCHEN (cont'd)
Maryland, Linthicum; Kitchen; Remodel; Mobius Design; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 55; June 04; RA
Massachusetts, Richmond; Kitchen at Berkshires Guest Cottage; Builder's Choice Award; Childs, Bertman & Tseckares; Landscape Design by Golden Bough; by Zach Blattner; ph.; p. 222; Oct 04; B
New Jersey, Short Hills; Kitchen; Addition; Messana & O'Rorke; Structural Design by Dunne & Markis; by Mairi Beautyman; ph. pl.; p. S2-S5; Sept 04; ID
New York, New York; Kitchen and Bath; Renovation; David Howell; by Rebecca Flint Marx; ph.; p. S48-S50; Sept 04; ID
New York, New York; Kitchen Design; Belmont & Freeman; Lighting Design by Ann Kale; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 36-37; Apr 04; RA
New York, New York; Kitchen; Renovation; Ann Foker; Interior Design by G2; by Sheila Kim Jamet; ph.; p. S34-S36; Sept 04; ID
New York, New York; Kitchen; Renovation; Charles Rabinovich; by Monica Geran; ph.; p. 104; Jan 04; ID
New York, New York; Manhattan Townhouse; Alexander Gorlin; by Kevin Lerner; ph.; p. 197; July 04; AR
New York, New York; TriBeCa Loft; Victoria Blau; by La Rocco; ph.; p. 198; July 04; AR
New York, Southampton; Summer Cottage; Addition; Coburn Architecture; by Leslie Banker; ph. pl.; p. S10-S12; Sept 04; ID
North Carolina, Charlotte; Vauxhall Court Kitchen; 2004 Watermark Special Focus Award; Christopher Phelps; Interior Design by Bosworth Interiors; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 132; Apr 04; B
Ohio, Cincinnati; Palmer Kitchen; 2004 Watermark Grand Award; John C. Senhauser; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 122; Apr 04; B
Ohio, Columbus; Private Residence Kitchen; 2004 Watermark Grand Award; Space Craft; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 124; Apr 04; B
Oklahoma, Oklahoma City; Windsor Model Kitchen; 2004 Watermark Merit Award; Newhaven Homes; Interior Design by Interiors by Angle; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 130; Apr 04; B
South Carolina, Charleston; Shapiro Kitchen; 2004 Watermark Special Focus Award; Rosenblum & Coe; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 132; Apr 04; B
Switzerland, Zurich; Kitchen; Renovation; Stella Architects and Werner Fisher; Lighting Design by Van Lynden Associates; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 36-37; Oct 04; RA
Tennessee, Memphis; Hannah's Kitchen; RA Kitchen Merit Award; Arachmania; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 113; May 04; RA
Using Concrete in the Kitchen; Fu-Teng Cheng; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl. ill.; p. 28-29; Jan 04; RA
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KITCHEN (cont’d)
Virginia, Williamsburg; Richeson Kitchen; 2004 Watermark Merit Award; Guernsey & Tingle; Interior Design by Custom Kitchens; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 130; Apr 04; B
Washington, Gig Harbor; Morkill Kitchen; 2004 Watermark Grand Award; Hoppet Design & Construction; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 123; Apr 04; B
See also RESIDENCE

KOREA
—; Residence; The Traditional Korean House; Living with the elements; by Peter Blundell Jones; ph. pl. elev. sec. ref.; p. 80-85; Sept 04; AR

Seoul; Architecture; Profile of Architect; Design Vanguard 2004; Byungsoo Cho; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. ill.; p. 140-145; Dec 04; AR

LABORATORY
See RESEARCH FACILITY, LABORATORY; UNIVERSITY

LAKE
Texas, Austin; Lake Austin Boat Dock; Miro & Rivera; by Ingrid Whitehead; ph.; p. 63; Mar 04; AR

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
Anticipating Climate Change; by Alexandra Goho; p. 48-55; Dec 04; LA
Basic Landscape Lighting; by Stephani L. Miller; ph.; p. 114; Oct 04; B
CAD Drawing Standards for Landscape Architecture; by Skip Graffam; ill. ref.; p. 70-75; Dec 04; LA
California, Los Angeles; Our Lady of Angels Church and Walt Disney Concert Hall; Questions about the future of urban landscapes; Jose Rafael Moneo and Gehry Partners; Landscape Design by Douglas & Regula Campbell; by Kim Sorvig; ph.; p. 150-152; June 04; LA
Canada, Ontario, Bolton; Husky Injection Molding Systems Headquarters; Industrial landscape; PMA Landscape Architects; by Rob Thomas; ph. pl.; p. 60-66; June 04; LA
China, New Suzhou; Jinji Lake Landscape Master Plan; 2003 ASLA award winner; EDAW; by Mary Padua; ph. pl.; p. 106-115; Aug 04; LA
China, Sichuan Province, Dujiangyan City; Fish Mouth Inspired Landscaping; ar+d commended project; Turenscape; by Peter Davey; ph.; p. 98; Dec 04; AR

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE (cont’d)
Collaboration of Art and Landscape Architecture; Jody Pinto; by Marty Carlock; ph. m.; p. 174-177; Oct 04; LA
Computer Technologies for Landscape Architects; by James L. Sipes; ill.; p. 62-69; Jan 04; LA
Custom Street Furniture; by Ronald Lee Fleming and Jeannie Miller; ph.; p. 90-95; July 04; LA
Digital Primer for Principals and Project Managers; by James L. Sipes; ref. ill.; p. 66-72; Mar 04; LA
Fabrics in Landscape Design; by Deborah Dalton; ph. ref.; p. 74-89; July 04; LA
Four Aspects of Walking; by Ben Jacks; ph. ref. ill.; p. 5-9; Feb 04; JAE
Garden Art; Interpreting nature and the cosmos; Charles Jencks and Maggie Keswick; by Charles Jencks; ph. ill.; p. 66-71; Jan 04; AR

Illinois, Chicago; Lakefront Design Competition Winning Schemes; by Allen Freeman; ill. pl.; p. 104-115; Dec 04; LA
Illinois, Chicago; Soldier Field Campus; Wood & Zapata and Lohan, Capriile & Goetz; Landscape Design by Peter Lindsay Schaudt; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl. sec.; p. 96-103; Dec 04; LA

Illinois, Elmhurst; Profile of Gerould Wilhelm, Director of Ecological Services; Conservation Design Forum; by Adam Regn Arvidson; ph.; p. 130-132; Apr 04; LA
Interview with Architects about Landscape Architects; by Frederick Steiner; ph.; p. 142-157; Oct 04; LA
Interview with Designer; Julie Bargmann; by Bay Brown; ph.; p. 25-30; Oct 04; A
Japan, Kahoku; Kahoku Project; by Ryo Yamada; ph. elev. sec. pl.; p. 24-29; Feb 04; JAE

Landscape Architects Serving as College Deans; by Frank Edgerton Martin; ph.; p. 38-45; Oct 04; LA
Landscape Design Science; Fusing design with ecology; by Adam Regn Arvidson; ph. pl.; p. 46-56; Mar 04; LA

Landscapes and Gardens of Carlo Scarpa; Carlo Scarpa; by George Dodds; ph. ref. pl.; p. 30-38; Feb 04; JAE

Lobbying and the Landscape Architect; by Nora Richter Greer; ill.; p. 96-101; Apr 04; LA
Managing Fire Risk with Planting Design; by Russell A. Beatty; ph. dia. map; p. 54-67; May 04; LA
Meaning, Mapping and Making of Landscape; by Simon Gallery; ph.; p. 83-84; Jan 04; AR
Meaning, Mapping and Making of Landscape; by Patrick Keiller; ph.; p. 85; Jan 04; AR
Meaning, Mapping and Making of Landscape; by Farshid Moussavi; ph. ill.; p. 86; Jan 04; AR
Meaning, Mapping and Making of Landscape; by Malcolm Andrews; ph. ref. pl.; p. 81-82; Jan 04; AR
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Meaning, Mapping and Making of Landscape; by Hamish Fulton; ph.; p. 87; Jan 04; AR

Minnesota, Minneapolis; General Mills Corporate Headquarters; 2004 ASLA Award of Honor; Oslund & Associates; by No author listed; ph.; p. 99; Sept 04; LA

New for Communication Tools in Landscape Architecture; Balmori Associates; by Susan Hines; ph.; p. 108-111; Mar 04; LA

Netherlands, Enschede; Rijksmuseum Twente; 2004 ASLA Award of Merit; Lodewijk Baljon; by No author listed; ph.; p. 99; Sept 04; LA

Need for Communication Tools in Landscape Architecture; Balmori Associates; by Susan Hines; ph.; p. 108-111; Mar 04; LA

New Generation of Simulation Software; by James L. Sipes; ph. ref.; p. 76-83; Aug 04; LA

New York, East Hampton; Hither Lane; 2003 ASLA award winner; B Five Studio; Landscape Design by Reed & Hilderbrand; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl. elev. sec.; p. 100-107; Feb 04; LA

Pebble Mosaics for Pathways; Maggy Howarth; by Maggy Howarth; ph. ill. ref. pl.; p. 118-122; Dec 04; LA

Pennsylvania, West Philadelphia; West Philadelphia Landscape Project; 2004 ASLA Award; by No author listed; ph.; p. 109; Sept 04; LA

Promoting Sustainable Design; by Kevin Flynn; ill. ref.; p. 96-61; Dec 04; LA

Propositions on Topography; by David Leatherbarrow; ref.; p. 70-73; Feb 04; JAE

Remembrances of Designer; Dan Kiley; by Allen Freeman et al.; ph.; p. 116-125; May 04; LA

Security Provisions and Landscape Design; Troy Brown and Thomas Balsley; by Lisa Speckhardt and Jennifer Dowdell; ph. elev. pl. ill.; p. 64-73; July 04; LA

Six Approaches to Landscape Practice; by Ann Forsyth and Katherine Crewe; ph. table pl.; p. 36-47; May 04; LA

Starting an Environmental Nonprofit; by Theodore Eisenman; ph. ill. pl.; p. 74-80; Mar 04; LA

The Site as Art; by Martin Hogue; ph. map pl.; p. 54-61; Feb 04; JAE

Utah, Salt Lake City; Landscapes of Salt Lake City; LDS Convention Center, 2003 ASLA award winner; Olin Partnership; Peter Lassig and Kent Brough; by Kim Sorvig; ph. pl. ill. ref.; p. 96-107; July 04; LA

Virginia, Virginia Beach; Tidewater Residence; 2004 ASLA Award of Honor; Nelson, Byrd & Wolff; by No author listed; ph.; p. 96-98; Sept 04; LA

Washington, Seattle; New Visions for Seattle's Waterfront; EDAW, Jones & Jones and et al.; by Brice Maryman and Catherine Maggio; ill. pl. ph.; p. 64-75; Aug 04; LA

Washington, Seattle; Traffic-Circle Beautification Program; by Adam Regn Arvidson; ill.; p. 20; Nov 04; LA

See also CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING; GARDEN; RECREATION; URBAN DESIGN; MULTI-USE PROJECT; Specific Building Type

Landscape Architecture Education

Developing Entry-Level Design Portfolios; by Janet Lee Coleman; ph. ref.; p. 76-83; Dec 04; LA

Web-Based Continuing Education Courses; by James L. Sipes; ref. ill.; p. 72-79; Feb 04; LA

Landscape Architecture Research

Canada, Ontario; Study of MacKinnon Woods; by Mary Catherine Kilcoyne; ph. ill. ref.; p. 18-23; Feb 04; JAE

Current Research Studies in Landscape Design; by Jean Cackowski and Sally Augustin; ill. ref.; p. 96-101; May 04; LA

Residential Impacts to Water Quality and Aquatic Habitat; 2004 ASLA Award of Merit; Sally Schauman; by No author listed; ph.; p. 109; Sept 04; LA

Landscape Design, Techniques

Automatic Sprinkler Systems and Water Conservation; by Nigel F. Maynard; p. 70; Apr 04; B

California, San Jose; Aspect Communications Headquarters; Benefits of sustainable site design; William McDonough and Form Inc.; Landscape Design by April Phillips; by April Phillips; ph. diag. sec.; p. 28-38; May 04; TCS

France, Paris; Concrete and the Engineered Picturesque; Parc des Buttes Chaumont; Jean-Charles Adolphe Alphand; by Ann Komara; ill. ph. ref.; p. 4-12; Sept 04; JAE

Illinois, Chicago; Millennium Park Takes Shape; Gehry Partners, Anish Kapoor and Kathryn Gustafson; Art by Jaume Plensa; by Blair Kamin; ph. m. pl.; p. 61-64; May 04; AR

Michigan, Dearborn; Green Roof at Ford Rouge Center Truck Plant; William McDonough; by Lorraine Johnson; ph. ref.; p. 16-23; Jan 04; LA

Vermont, ---; Interstate Highway Information Centers and Rest Areas; Duncan & Wisniewski; Landscape Design by OHKW; by Jeffrey Hodgson; pl. sec.; p. 104-106; Jan 04; LA

See also LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE

Landscape Management

New York, Battery Park City; Organic Landscape Maintenance; by James Urban; ph.; p. 38-45; Mar 04; LA

Landscape Restoration

Brazil, Belem; Landscape Restoration in Brazil; Rosa Kilias; by Jimena Martignoni; ph. pl.; p. 158-165; Oct 04; LA

California, San Francisco; Sigmund Stern Grove; Landscape Restoration; Lawrence Halprin; by Jennifer Dowdell; ph. ill.; p. 19-20; Nov 04; LA
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LANDSCAPE RESTORATION (cont'd)

Maine, Camden; Harbor Park and Amphitheater; Restoration; Camden Library; Fletcher Steele and Olmsted Brothers; by Jane Roy Brown; ph.; p. 22; Nov 04; LA

Massachusetts, Lowell; Siler Simmons Superfund Redevelopment Study; 2004 ASLA Award of Merit; StoSS Landscape Urbanism; by No author listed; ill.; p. 106-107; Sept 04; LA

Massachusetts, Stockbridge; Naumkeag Evergreen Garden; Mabel Choate Estate; Restoration; Fletcher Steele; Original Design by Nathan Barrett; by Jane Roy Brown; ph.; ill.; p. 14-16; Mar 04; LA

New Hampshire, Franconia Notch; Restoration Considered for Old Man of the Mountain; by Will Yandik; ph.; p. 18; Mar 04; LA

New Jersey, Short Hills; Greenwood Gardens; Restoration; William Wheton Renwick; by Jane Roy Brown; ph.; p. 28; Sept 04; LA

New Mexico, Albuquerque; Middle Rio Grande Bosque Restoration Project; 2004 ASLA Award of Honor; Sites Southwest; by No author listed; ill.; p. 105-105; Sept 04; LA

New York, Fort Ticonderoga; King's Garden Restoration; Alfred C. Bossom; Landscape Design by Marian Cruger Coffin; by Allen Freeman; ph. ref. pl. table; p. 34-43; Jan 04; LA

New York, New York; Lever House Landscape Restoration; 2004 ASLA Award of Merit; Ken Smith; by No author listed; ph.; p. 100; Sept 04; LA

Restoring the Prairie; Prairie Restorations; by Frank Edgerton Martin; ph.; p. 118-121; June 04; LA

Surface Mining Reclamation; Anthony Bauer; by Frank Edgerton Martin; ph. pl. ill. ref.; p. 124-127; Nov 04; LA

Texas, San Antonio; San Pedro Springs Park; Renovation; Beauty & Partners; Master Planning by RBVK Associates; by Peter Harnik; ph. pl.; p. 116-125; Aug 04; LA

Washington, Seattle; Using Natural Succession at Seattle Parks; Charles Anderson; by Blair Enlow; ph.; p. 60-63; July 04; LA

LAW (cont'd)

Establishing a Document Retention Procedure; by Werner Sabo and James Zahn; ph.; p. 18-19; Sept 04; TCS

Getting Contracts Straight; by Werner Sabo and James Zahn; ph.; p. 30-31; June 04; TCS

Limitation of Liability Clauses; by Werner Sabo and James Zahn; ph.; p. 22; Dec 04; TCS

Liquidated Damages Clause in Construction Contracts; by Werner Sabo and James Zahn; ph. ref.; p. 28; Mar 04; TCS

Managing Risk in Multi-Family Projects; by Gerald W. Farquhar; ph.; p. 16-18; July 04; TCS

Protection from Risky Change Orders; by Richard A. Stockenberg; p. 14-15; May 04; BD&C

Reexamination of the Functionality and Wisdom of Arbitration; by Richard A. Stockenberg; p. 21; Dec 04; BD&C

Relationships in the Construction Process; The human factor; by Joseph H. Kasimer; ph.; p. 10-12; Jan 04; TCS

Review of Select Construction Lawsuits; by Werner Sabo and James Zahn; ph. ref.; p. 24-25; Aug 04; TCS

Specifying for Mold; by Laurence Schor and Dennis C. Ehlers; ph. ref.; p. 22-23; Jan 04; TCS

Substitutions and Architect/Engineer Liability; by Werner Sabo and James Zahn; ph.; p. 28-29; Feb 04; TCS

When Good Projects Go Bad; by John E. Osborn; p. 37; Apr 04; A

Window Installation and Mold Infestation; by No author listed; ph. cia; p. 311-315; June 04; AR

See also BUILDING CODE; CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING; INTERIOR DESIGN; OFFICE PRACTICE; ZONING

LEARNING, TRAINING CENTER

New York, New York; New York Tolerance Center; NBBJ; Lighting Design by Horton, Lees & Brogden; by Jane Margolies; ph.; p. 256-261; May 04; ID

See also SCHOOL; UNIVERSITY

LEBANON

Beirut; University/Business School; Suliman S. Olayan School of Business; P/A Citation; Machado & Silvetti and Builders Design Consultants; Landscape Design by Richard Burck; by No author listed; ill. sec. m.; p. 44-45; Jan 04; A

LEGAL

See LAW
LIBRARY (cont’d)

Spain, Villanueva de la Canada; Public Library; Churitchaga & Quadra-Salcedo; by Carla Bertolucci; ph. sec. pl.; p. 22-28; Jan 04; ARev

Texas, San Antonio; The Carver Academy and Cultural Civic Center; HUD Community by Design award; Lake & Flato; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 171; July 04; AR

Utah, Salt Lake City; Salt Lake City Public Library; AIA 2004 Honor Award; Moshe Safdie; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 151; June 04; AR

Utah, Salt Lake City; Salt Lake City Public Library; Moshe Safdie and Valentiner, Crane, Brunjes & Onyon; by Larry Flynn; ph.; p. 52-62; Aug 04; BD&C

Washington, Seattle; Seattle Central Library; Office for Metropolitan Architecture and LMN; Lighting Design by Kugler & Tillotson; by Lawrence W. Cheek; ph. pl. sec.; p. 40-47; July 04; A

Washington, Seattle; Seattle Central Library; Office for Metropolitan Architecture and LMN; Interior Design by Inside/Outside; by Sheri Olson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 88-101; July 04; AR

Washington, Seattle; Seattle Central Library; Office for Metropolitan Architecture and LMN; Structural Design by Magnusson & Klemencic; by Larry Flynn; ph.; p. 52-62; Aug 04; BD&C

Washington, Seattle; Seattle Central Library; Office for Metropolitan Architecture and LMN; Structural Design by Magnusson & Klemencic; by Barbara Lamprecht; ph. sec. dia. pl.; p. 52-57; Aug 04; ARev

See also UNIVERSITY/LIBRARY

LIGHTHOUSE

See MARINE

LIGHTING

Austria, Graz; Media Facade on Graz Kunsthaus Museum; Spacelab; Lighting Design by realities: united; by Catherine Slessor; ph. ill.; p. 38-39; Mar 04; ARev

Basic Landscape Lighting; by Stephani L. Miller; ph.; p. 114; Oct 04; B

Benefits of Daylighting; by Jim Nicolow; ph. sec. ref.; p. 56-65; Nov 04; TCS

Canada, Quebec, Montreal; Lighting Landmark Buildings in Montreal; Gilles Arpin; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph.; p. 190-194; Mar 04; AR

Designing Lighting for Industrial Spaces; by Dawn De Grazio; ph.; p. 60-70; Apr 04; TCS

District of Columbia, Washington; Lighting the Hall of Mammals; National Museum of Natural History; Hayes, Seay, Mattern & Mattern; Lighting Design by Suzanne Powadulik; by Alice Liao; ph.; p. 276-278; Nov 04; AR

Egress Lighting Technology; Enhancing visibility of emergency exits; by T.J. Gottwald; ph.; p. 50-54; Oct 04; TCS
LIGHTING (cont’d)

England, London; Kageret’s Prophecy Club; Interiors; Members only club features LED and laser lighting; David Collins; Lighting Design by United Visual Artists; by Stephen Milioti; ph. pl.; p. 176-183; Aug 04; ID

Finland, Tad - The Snow Show Exhibition; Zaha Hadid; Tadao Ando and Norten & Weiner; Lighting Design by Tillett Lighting Design; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph.; p. 194-197; May 04; AR

Germany, Berlin; Radisson SAS Hotel; NPS Tchoban Voss; Interior Design by Virgile & Stone; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph.; p. 290-294; Nov 04; AR

Glowgo Lamp; ar+d commended project; Carl Fredrik Svenstedt; by Peter Davey; ph. pl. elev. sec.; p. 74; Dec 04; ARev

Illinois, Chicago; 10 and 30 South Wacker Drive; IA Interior Architects; Lighting Design by illumint; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph.; p. 203; Aug 04; AR

Illinois, Chicago; Glass and Light: The influence of interior illumination on the Chicago School architectural style; by Thomas Leslie; ph. ref. det. graph; p. 13-23; Sept 04; JAE

Japan, Nagasaki; Nagasaki National Peace Memorial; Akira Kuryu; Lighting Design by Lighting Planners Associates; by Alice Laio; ph.; p. 196-198; Mar 04; AR

Japan, Tokyo; Cad Center; Satoshi Ohashi; Lighting Design by Lichtdesign; by Jeanne B. French; ph.; p. 204-206; Aug 04; AR

Lighting and Art; Projects by Ed Carpenter; Ed Carpenter; by John Peter Radulski; ph.; p. 198-202; May 04; AR

Lighting and Art; Projects by Leo Villarreal; Leo Villarreal; by Sara Hart; ph.; p. 205-207; May 04; AR

Lighting Design for Sustainable Buildings; by Mary Ann Hay; ph.; p. 52-58; Apr 04; TCS

Manipulating Natural and Artificial Light; by Peter Davey; ph. ref.; p. 46-47; Apr 04; ARev

Maryland, Silver Spring; Discovery Communications Headquarters; SmithGroup; Interior Design by Gensler Associates; by Charles Linn; ph.; p. 211-213; Aug 04; AR

Massachusetts, Salem; Peabody Essex Museum; Moshe Safdie; Lighting Design by Fisher, Marantz & Stone; by Alice Laio; ph. sec.; p. 184-188; Mar 04; AR

Master Artisans and their Building Products; by Matthew Power and Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 98-106; Feb 04; B

New York, —; Equinox Fitness Center; Lighting; Platt, Byard, Doell & White; Lighting Design by Cosentini Associates; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph.; p. 283-286; Nov 04; AR

New York, Greenwich Village; Jefferson Restaurant; Philip Wu; Interior Design by James War; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph. pl. dia.; p. 144-147; July 04; AR

New York, New York; Carlos Miele Clothing Store; Asymptote; by Paul Gregory; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 62-63; July 04; A

LIGHTING (cont’d)

New York, New York; Marquee Lighting; the Symphony Space Cultural Center; Polshek Partnership; Lighting Design by Cline, Bettridge & Bernstein; by Leanne B. French; ph.; p. 181; Mar 04; AR

New York, New York; Powder Night Club; Interior lighting; Karim Rashid; Lighting Design by Focus Lighting; by Alice Laio; ph.; p. 214-28; Aug 04; AR

North Carolina, Charlotte; Daylighting at Mill Hill Middle School; Perkins & Will; by Mindi Zissman; ph.; p. 52-53; Apr 04; BD&C

Office Lighting Technology; by No author listed; ph. chart ill. cea.; p. 192a-192f; Sept 04; AR

Smoke and Lighting Design; by Fred Bernstein; ph.; p. 128-129; Apr 04; ID

Spain, Bilbao; Lighting the Max Ocio Commercial Center; Walker Group; Lighting Design by Dusti Helms; by Leanne B. French; ph.; p. 181; Mar 04; AR

Sunwork; Study of sun’s movement in the sky; by Christopher Bardt; ph. ill.; p. 14-18; Nov 04; JAE

Texas, Austin; Lamar Underpass; Austin Art in Public Places program; by Andrea Legge et al.; ph. ill. det.; p. 5-8; Nov 04; JAE

Theory of Light and its Effects; by Ann Marie Borys; ph. ill. ref.; p. 2-9; May 04; JAE

Tips for Meeting Lighting Needs; by Steve Zurier; ph.; p. 188-192; Nov 04; B

Virginia, Richmond; Entry Garden at Hilltop Residence; H. Keith Wagner and Lisa Delplace; by Jeffrey Hodgson; ph. sec. pl.; p. 112-116; Mar 04; LA

LOUISIANA

Baton Rouge; University/Student Center; Academic Center for Student Athletes; Louisiana State University; AIA 2004 Interiors Honor Award; Trahan Architects; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 165; June 04; AR

Harvey; Religious Building/Church; St. Martha Catholic Church; Eskew, Dumez & Ripple; by McKee & Deville; by Julia Mandell; ph. pl. elev.; p. 40-47; Mar 04; A

New Orleans; Art; Sydney and Walda Bestoff Sculpture Garden; Lee Ledbetter; Landscape Design by Sawyer &erson; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl.; p. 92-99; Mar 04; LA

New Orleans; Plaza; Piazza d’Italia; Hewitt & Washington; Original Design by August Perez; by Allen Freeman; ph.; p. 102-107; May 04; LA

LUXEMBOURG

—; Residence; Penthouse Loft; Renovation; CBA; by Robert Colonna D’Istria; ph. pers.; p. 140-145; Nov 04; ID
M

MAINE

Bar Harbor; Historic; Preservation; Preserving Garland Farm; Beatriz Farrand; by Jane Roy Brown; ph. pl.; p. 32-34; May 04; LA

Camden; Recreation/Park; Harbor Park and Amphitheater; Restoration; Camden Library; Fletcher Steele and Olmsted Brothers; by Jane Roy Brown; ph.; p. 22; Nov 04; LA

Scarborough; Kitchen; Kitchen Design; Scott Simons; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 36-36; Mar 04; RA

MALAYSIA

Kuala Lumpur; Office Building/High Rise; Petronas Towers; 2004 Aga Khan Award; Cesar Pelli; by Sam Lubell and James Murdock; ph.; p. 98; Dec 04; AR

Penang; Office Building; Mutiara Mesiniaga Office Building; Hamzah & Yeang; by Robert Powell; ph. sec. pl.; p. 68-70; May 04; AR

MALL

See PLAZA; SHOPPING CENTER; URBAN DESIGN; MULTI-USE PROJECT

MANUFACTURED HOUSING

See PREFABRICATION

MARINE

Selecting Products for Coastal Homes; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 87-88; July 04; RA

MARKET

Italy, Treviso; Treviso Fish Market and Park; Toni Follina; by Peter Blundell Jones; ph.; p. 98; Feb 04; AR

Portugal, Braga; Caranda Market; Remodel; Eduardo Souto de Moura; Structural Design by G.O.P.; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl.; p. 62-65; July 04; AR

MARKETING

See OFFICE PRACTICE

MARYLAND

Baltimore County; Art Gallery; DoMa Gallery; AIA 2004 Honor Award; W Architecture; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 153; June 04; AR

Baltimore; Performing Arts Center; Hippodrome Performing Arts Center; Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer; Original Design by Thomas Lamb; by Larry Flynn; ph. pl. ill.; p. 30-38; Apr 04; BD&C

Baltimore; Roof; Roofing; Green Roof Case Study; Katrin Scholz-Barth; by Theodore Eisenman; ph. ill. ref.; p. 52-61; Aug 04; LA

Baltimore; University/Arts Center; Brown Cente; Maryland Institute College of Art; Ziger & Snead and Charles Brickbauer; Master Planning by Ayers, Saint & Gross; by Deborah Snoonian; ph. pl. sec.; p. 126-131; July 04; AR

MARYLAND (cont'd)

Baltimore; University/Music Building; Peabody Institute; Johns Hopkins University; BD&C Reconstruction & Renovation Merit Award; Quinn & Evans; Structural Design by Robert Silman; by Mindi Zissman; ph.; p. 37-40; Oct 04; BD&C

Chevy Chase; Residence; Rubin Residence; Remodel; Treacy & Eagleburger; by Meghan Drueding; ph. pl.; p. 60-61; Nov 04; RA

Frederick; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Park Place at Woman's Mill; Wormald Companies; Landscape Design by Arbor Landscapers; by Kathleen Stanley, ph. pl.; p. 150-151; Sept 04; B

Laurel; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Stone Lake Development; Torti & Gallas; Interior Design by Carlty & Company; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 104; Sept 04; B

Linthicum; Kitchen; Kitchen Remodel; Mobius Design; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 55; June 04; RA

Pasadena; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Compass Pointe Community; Daniel Ball and Architecture Collaborative; Interior Design by Merchandising East; by David Holzel; ph. pl.; p. 126; Oct 04; B

Sherwood; Garden; James van Sweden Residence; Landscaping; Suman Sorg; Landscape Design by Oehme & van Sweden; by Allen Freeman; ph. table; p. 84-91; Jan 04; LA

Silver Spring; City and Regional Planning; Revitalizing Silver Spring; by Gordon Wright; ph.; p. 16; Jan 04; BD&C

Silver Spring; Lighting; Discovery Communications Headquarters; SmithGroup; Interior Design by Gensler Associates; by Charles Linn; ph.; p. 211-213; Aug 04; AR

Silver Spring; Office Building/Interiors; Discovery Communications Global Headquarters; Gensler Associates; Mechanical Design by Flack & Kurtz; by Laura Fisher Kaiser; ph. pl.; p. 270-277; May 04; ID

Silver Spring; Office Building; Discovery Channel Headquarters; SmithGroup; Interior Design by Gensler Associates; by Gordon Wright; ph.; p. 17-20; Jan 04; BD&C

Silver Spring; Theater; AFI Silver Theater and Cultural Center; Gensler Associates; Structural Design by Theobold & Bufano; by Gordon Wright; ph. pl.; p. 21-22; Jan 04; BD&C

St. Mary's City; University/Residential; Edward T. Lewis Quadrangle; RA Campus Housing Merit Award; Muse Architects; Landscape Design by O'Doherty & Graham; by Meghan Drueding; ph. ill.; p. 125; May 04; RA

Suitland; Government Building; NOAA Satellite Operations Facility; P/A Citation; Morphosis; Landscape Design by EDAW; by No author listed; ill. sec.; p. 50-51; Jan 04; A

Suitland; Industrial Building; Satellite Operations Facility and Administrative Offices; 2004 Business Week/Architectural Record Award Finalist; Morphosis and Einhorn, Yaffee & Prescott; Landscape Design by EDAW; by Jane F. Kolleeny and Audrey Beaton; ill.; p. 150; Nov 04; AR
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MASONRY

Applying Coatings to Masonry; by Deborah Slaton and David S. Patterson; ph.; p. 82; June 04; TCS

Benefits of Autoclaved Aerated Concrete; by Gene C. Abbate; ph.; p. 66-74; June 04; TCS

Benefits of Brick; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 111-12; Oct 04; B

Earth-Based Materials and Sustainability; by Catherine Slessor; ph. ref.; p. 20-21; Jan 04; ARev

Exterior Wall Systems; Brick veneer on metal stud backup; by Michael Gurevich; ph. det. ref.; p. 45-49; June 04; TCS

Proper Masonry Details for Minimizing Water Damage; by Christine Beall; ph. det.; p. 94-103; Apr 04; TCS

Removing Excess Mortar on Masonry Surfaces; by Deborah Slaton and Ann Coleman; ph.; p. 114; Dec 04; TCS

Unique Design Dynamics of Glass Block; by No author listed; ph. ill. det. cea; p. 193-197; Aug 04; AR

Water Vapor Transmission Through Brick Masonry Wall Systems; by Sean M. O'Brien and Peter E. Nelson; ph.; graph.; p. 95-99; Oct 04; TCS

See also STONE; STRUCTURAL/MASONRY

MASSACHUSETTS (cont'd)

Boston; Architecture; Beacon Hill Neighborhood; by Denise Dersin; ph.; p. 172; Apr 04; B

Boston; Memorial, Monument; 9/11 Memorial; Boston College; Robert A. Corning; by Jennifer Dowdell; ph.; p. 24; Jan 04; LA

Boston; Office Building/High Rise; State Street Financial Center; Jung & Brannen; Structural Design by Weidlinger Associates; by Gordon Wright; ph.; p. 18-24; May 04; BD&C

Boston; Office Building; American Meteorological Society Building; byWeidlinger & Partners; Structural Design by Weidlinger Associates; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 167; June 04; AR

Boston; Plaza; Mary Baker Eddy Library Entry Courtyard and Christian Science Plaza; 2003 ASLA award winner; Reed & Hilderbrand, Copley Wolff Design Group and Ann Beha; Original Design by I.M. Pei; by Gina Crandell; ph. pl. ill.; p. 108-115; May 04; LA

Boston; Recreation/Park; Central Artery Landscaping in Contention; EDAW and Copley Wolff Design Group; by Alan Berger; ph. pl. ill.; p. 162-164; Apr 04; LA

Boston; Recreation/Park; Future Plans for Eastport Park; Halvorsen Design Associates; by Jane Holtz Kay; ph.; p. 144, 142-143; Mar 04; LA

To view the full document, please visit www.archindex.com.
MASSACHUSETTS (cont’d)

Cambridge: Office Building; Genzyme Center; Behnisch & Behnisch and House & Robertson; Structural Design by Buro Happold Engineering; by Bay Brown and C. C. Sullivan; ph. sec. dia. pl. ill.; p. 58-67; Feb 04; A

Cambridge: Recreation/Park; Franklin Street Park; Rob Stock; Sculpture by Murray Dewart; by Marty Carlcock; ph. pl. ill.; p. 26-34; July 04; LA

Cambridge: University/Residential; 29 Garden Street; Harvard Graduate Housing; Jonathan Levi and Bergmayer Associates; Landscape Design by Richard Burck; by Nancy Levinson; ph. pl.; p. 186-191; Dec 04; AR

Cambridge: University/Science Center; Stata Center; Massachusetts Institute of Technology; Gehry Partners and Cannon Design; Structural Design by John A. Martin; by James S. Russell; ph. pl. sec. m. ill.; p. 98-111; Aug 04; AR

Cambridge: Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; 675 West Kendall Street; Kendall Square; Steven Ehrlich and Symmes, Maini & McKee; Master Planning by Urban Strategies; by Nancy Levinson; ph. pl.; p. 102-113; July 04; AR

Cambridge: Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Genzyme Building; Kendall Square; Behnisch & Behnisch, House & Robertson and Next Phase Studios; Master Planning by Urban Strategies; by Nancy Levinson; ph. pl. ill.; p. 102-113; July 04; AR

Easthampton: Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Treehouse Community; Prelitzwitz & Chilinski; by Kate Gerfen; pl. elev.; p. 34; Nov 04; A

Hingham: Computer; Marketing the Residences at Black Rock; by Rich Binsacca; ill.; p. 80; Oct 04; B

Lawrence: Recreation/Playground; Head Start Adventure Playground; Justin White and Lucas W. Murrany; by Lucas W. Murray; ph. sec. det.; p. 130-133; Aug 04; LA

Lincoln: Conservation; Land Preservation Strategies for Lincoln, Massachusetts; by Andrea Oppenheimer Dean; ph.; p. 100-103; Jan 04; LA

Lincoln: Garden; Gropius House Landscape; Walter Gropius; by Eric Kramer; ph. ref. pl.; p. 39-47; Feb 04; JAE

Lowell: City and Regional Planning; Silresim Superfund Redevelopment Study; P/A Citation; StoSS Landscape Urbanism; by No author listed; ill. map; p. 58-59; Jan 04; A

Lowell: Landscape Restoration; Silresim Superfund Redevelopment Study; 2004 ASLA Award of Merit; StoSS Landscape Urbanism; by No author listed; ill.; p. 106-107; Sept 04; LA

Northampton: Bathroom; Rest Rooms; Smith College Museum of Art; Ellen Driscoll and Sandy Skoglund; by Monica Geran; ph.; p. 100; Jan 04; ID

Northampton: University/Student Center; Campus Center; Smith College; Weiss/Manfredi; Landscape Design by Towers & Grode; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. ill.; p. 12-119; Aug 04; AR

MASSACHUSETTS (cont’d)

Plymouth: Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Winslowe’s View at the Pinehills; Builder’s Choice Award; BSB Design and Dann, Norris & Battling; Interior Design by Thom Filicia; by David Holzel; ph.; p. 216; Oct 04; B

Reading: School; TSNY Beantown Trapeze School; Colvin Design; Lighting Design by Testa Lighting Design; by Jill Conners; ph.; p. 77-79; Dec 04; ID

Richmond: Kitchen; Kitchen at Berkshires Guest Cottage; Builder’s Choice Award; Childs, Bertram & Tseckares; Landscape Design by Golden Bough; by Zach Blattner; ph.; p. 222; Oct 04; B

Salem: Museum; Peabody Essex Museum; Meshe Safdie; Lighting Design by Fisher, Marantz & Stone; by Alice Laio; ph. sec.; p. 184-188; Mar 04; AR

South Boston: Recreation/Park; Eastport and Maritime Parks; Machado & Silvetti; Landscape Design by Halvorsen Design Partnership; by Marty Carlcock; ph.; p. 78-89; Oct 04; LA

Stockbridge: Garden; Naumkeag Evergreen Garden; Mabel Choate Estate; Restoration; Fletcher Steele; Original Design by Nathan Barnett; by Jane Roy Brown; ph. ill.; p. 14-16; Mar 04; LA

Truro: Residence; Truro Residence; Kelly Monahan; Landscape Design by Keith LeBlanc; by Heather Hammatt; ph. pl.; p. 36-42; Nov 04; LA

Waltham: University/Student Center; Shapiro Campus Center; Brandeis University; Charles Rose; Landscape Design by Stephen Stimson; by Nancy Levinson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 178-185; Dec 04; AR

Watertown and Cambridge: Cemetery; Maple Avenue at Mount Auburn Cemetery; 2003 ASLA award winner; Reed & Hilderbrand; Sculpture by Urban Instruments; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl.; p. 96-101; June 04; LA

Wellesley: Garden; Weeze’s Garden; Julie Moor Messery; by Heather Hammatt; ph. ref.; p. 118-121; Feb 04; LA

Worcester: Bridge; Central Street Bridge; Centerbrook Architects; Master Planning by Chan Krieger; by Nick Olsen; ph. elev.; p. 262-263; June 04; AR

Worcester: City and Regional Planning; UrbanRiver Vision; AIA 2004 Urban Design Honor Award; Goody & Ciancy; by Jane F. Kolleeny; pl.; p. 170; June 04; AR

MATERIALS, PRODUCTS

Ceramic Tile and Sustainability; by No author listed; ph. cea; p. 317-321; June 04; AR

Colorado, Denver: Fiber Reinforced Polymer Art; Colorado Convention Center; Pentress & Baird; Art by Lawrence Argent; by C. C. Sullivan; ph.; p. 77-78; Sept 04; A

Defining Component-Based Design; Sophisticated manufacturing technologies; by Barbara Knecht; ph. ill. sec. cea; p. 153-160; July 04; AR
MATERIALS, PRODUCTS (cont'd)
Evaluating and Promoting New Materials; by Sara Hart; ph. det. elev. pers. cca; p. 215-220; Dec 04; AR
Evaluating Electrical Wiring From Environmental, Health and Safety Standpoints; by Alex Wilson; ph.; p. 222-225; Dec 04; AR
Increased Popularity of Glass Tile; by John Marckx; ph. ref.; p. 55-63; Dec 04; TCS
Methods for Acquiring and Organizing Information About Materials; by John Fernandez; graph table ill. ref.; p. 54-65; Sept 04; JAE
New Materials Compared to Old; by Michael McDonough; ph. ill.; p. 45-48; Oct 04; RA
Rapid Global Growth and Demand Causes Material Price Hikes; by Matthew Power; ill.; p. 114; Nov 04; B
Role of Vinyl in Sustainable Design; by Tak Abe; ill. ref.; p. 66-69; Nov 04; TCS
Sensuous Importance of Materials; by Peter Davey; ph. graph ref.; p. 38-39; Aug 04; AR
Standardizing Nail Identification; by Scott Simpson; ph. table; p. 44-48; Mar 04; TCS
Sustainability of Stainless Steel; by Catherine Houska; ph. ref. table; p. 52-60; Aug 04; TCS
Using Recycled Building Products; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 85-88; Mar 04; RA
Wood Preservatives and Corrosion; by Dennis R. Cook; ph.; p. 14-16; Mar 04; TCS

MAUSOLEUM
See CEMETARY

MECHANICAL SYSTEM
See HEATING, VENTILATING, AIR CONDITIONING, SOLAR

MEMORIAL, MONUMENT
Croatia, Rijeka; Memorial Bridge; 3LHD; Lighting Design by Osram; by Sarah Amelar; ph. det.; p. 258-259; June 04; AR
District of Columbia, Washington; National World War II Memorial; Friedrich St. Florian, Leo A. Daly and Hartman & Cox; Sculpture by Raymond Kaskey; by Michael Z. Wise; ph.; p. 95; May 04; A
District of Columbia, Washington; Security Designs; Washington Monument; Olin Partnership; by Jennifer Dowdell; ill.; p. 16; Mar 04; LA
District of Columbia, Washington; World War II Memorial; Critique; Friedrich St. Florian; Landscape Design by James van Sweden; by Paula Deitz; ph.; p. 71-72; Aug 04; AR
District of Columbia, Washington; World War II Memorial; Critique; Friedrich St. Florian; by John Gallagher; ph.; p. 158-160; July 04; LA
District of Columbia, Washington; World War II Memorial; Friedrich St. Florian, Hartman & Cox and Leo A. Daly; Landscape Design by Gehme & van Sweden; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl. ill.; p. 108-117; July 04; LA
France, Colleville-sur-Mer, Near; Garden of the Missing; Normandy American Cemetery; Markley Stevenson; by Rebecca Fish Ewan; ph.; p. 132, 130-131; Jan 04; LA

MEMORIAL, MONUMENT (cont'd)
Japan, Nagasaki; Nagasaki National Peace Memorial; Akira Kuryu; Lighting Design by Lighting Planners Associates; by Alice Laio; ph.; p. 196-198; Mar 04; AR
Massachusetts, Boston; 9/11 Memorial; Boston College; Robert A. Corning; by Jennifer Dowdell; ph.; p. 24; Jan 04; LA
New York, Battery Park City; Garden of Stones; Museum of Jewish Heritage; Andy Goldsworthy; Landscape Design by Olin Partnership; by Theodore Eisenman; ph.; p. 114-117; June 04; LA
New York, New York; Criticism of Ground Zero Memorial Design; Michael Arad; Landscape Design by Peter Walker; by Witold Rybczynski; ph. m. ill.; p. 20-24; Mar 04; LA
New York, New York; Missed Opportunities for World Trade Center Site; by Paula Dietz; ph. m.; p. 53-54; Feb 04; AR

METALWORK
Sustainability of Stainless Steel; by Catherine Houska; ph. ref. table; p. 52-60; Aug 04; TCS

MEXICO
--; Wall Covering; Production of Woven Paper Wall Coverings; Elizabeth Whelan; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 160-162; July 04; ID
Acapulco; Residence; Arango House; John Lautner; by Meghan Drueing; ph.; p. 96; Nov 04; RA
Guadalajara; Recreation/Sports Facility; Interview with Designers; JVC Center Stadium; Studio Massaud and HOK; by Judy Fayard; ph.; p. 250-251; Oct 04; ID
Merida; Residence; Casa Larga; Home of the Year Award; Augusto Quijano; Structural Design by Enrique Escalante Galaz; by Jamie Reynolds; ph. pl.; p. 60; Nov 04; A
Mexico City; Office Building/High Rise; Torre Mayor Building; Zeidler Partnership; by Mindi Zissman; ph.; p. 39-41; Mar 04; BD&C
Tijuana; City and Regional Planning; Uncontrolled Growth in Tijuana; by Ann Jarmusch; ph. ill.; p. 21-22; Oct 04; A

MICHIGAN
Birmingham; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Eton Street Station Townhomes; Progressive AE; Landscape Design by Gibbs Planning; by David Holzel; ph. pl.; p. 79; Feb 04; B
Dearborn; Industrial Building; Ford Motor Company Truck Plant; Rouge Center; William McDonough and Arcadis; Landscape Design by Nelson, Byrd & Waltz; by Steven Litt; ph. elev.; p. 52-59; May 04; A
Dearborn; Industrial Building; Ford Rouge Center; 2004 Business Week/Architectural Record Award Finalist; William McDonough and Arcadis; Landscape Design by Harley & Ellis; by Jane F. Kolleeny and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 146; Nov 04; AR
MICHIGAN (cont'd)

Dearborn; Landscape Design, Techniques; Green Roof at Ford Rouge Center Truck Plant; William McDonough; by Lorraine Johnson; ph. ref.; p. 16-23; Jan 04; LA

Dearborn; Recreation/Visitor Center; Ford Rouge Visitor Center; Building Team Merit Award; Harley & Ellis and William McDonough; by Gordon Wright; ph.; p. 48-50; June 04; BD&C

Detroit; City and Regional Planning; Redevelopment Plans for Detroit; by Kate Stohr; ph. ill.; p. 55-60; Aug 04; AR

Detroit; City and Regional Planning; Revitalization of Detroit; by Martin Schwartz; ph. ill.; p. 33-34; Apr 04; A

Detroit; Recreation/Park; Historic Belle Isle Master Plan; 2004 ASLA Award of Merit; Hamilton & Anderson; by No author listed; ill.; p. 106-107; Sept 04; LA

Detroit; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Lafayette Park; Renovation and addition; McIntosh & Poris; Original Design by Ludwig Mies Van Der Rohe; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 32; May 04; RA

Detroit; Transit Station; Detroit Transit Center Roof; FTL Design Engineering and Parsons & Brinkerhoff; by Bay Brown; ill.; p. 71; Dec 04; A

Gaines Township; Office Building/Low Rise; Steelcase - Project MAC; AIA 2004 Honor Award; Thomas Phifer; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 149; June 04; AR

Grand Rapids; Convention Center; DeVos Place; Progressive AE and Ellerbe & Becket; Acoustical Design by Kirkegaard & Associates; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. sec.; p. 68-69; Mar 04; A

Harbor Springs; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Bay Street Cottages; Builder's Choice Award; Sears Architects; Landscape Design by Litzenburger/Landscape; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 156-157; Oct 04; B

Harbor Springs; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Mossburg Building; Builder's Choice Award; Sears Architects; Landscape Design by Litzenburger Landscape; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 202; Oct 04; B

Mayville, Near; Recreation/Playground; Craig VanLanen Memorial Treehouse and Woodland Retreat; Trail's Edge Summer Camp; by Peter Von Buelow and Kristine Synnes; ph. m. ill.; p. 45-53; Sept 04; JAE

Southfield; Library; Southfield Public Library; Building Team Grand Award; Phillips & Sawyer; Structural Design by Peter B. Larson; by Matthew Phair; ph. pl. cost anal.; p. 26-33; June 04; BD&C

Traverse City; Residence; Condon Residence; Bohlin, Cywinski & Jackson; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 72-75; July 04; RA

Troy; Office Building; Kresge Foundation Headquarters; Renovation and expansion; Valero, Dewalt & Train; by Abby Bussel; sec. m.; p. 69; Dec 04; A

Waterford Township; Recreation/Playground; All Kids Playground; da Vinci Award; by Katie Gerfen; ill.; p. 98; Dec 04; A

MINNESOTA

Golden Valley; Office Building; General Mills World Headquarters; 2004 Business Week/Architectural Record Award Finalist; Hammer, Green & Abrahamson; Landscape Design by Oslund & Associates; by Jane F. Kolleeny and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 144; Nov 04; AR

Minneapolis; Garden; Residential Garden; Y+A Architecture; Landscape Design by Sarah Nettleton; by Frank Edgerton Martin; ph. pl. ill.; p. 46-51; June 04; LA

Minneapolis; Garden; Walker Art Center Sculpture Garden Expansion; Michel Desvigne; Original Design by Edward Larrabee Barnes; by Linda Mack; ph. pl.; p. 20-22; Apr 04; LA

Minneapolis; Landscape Architecture; General Mills Corporate Headquarters; 2004 ASLA Award of Merit; Oslund & Associates; by No author listed; ph.; p. 99; Sept 04; LA

Minneapolis; Museum; Mill City Museum; Meyer, Scherer & Rockcastle; Structural Design by Bakke, Kopp, Ballou & McFarlin; by Camille Lefevre; ph. sec. iso.; p. 122-126; Feb 04; AR

Minneapolis; Plaza; Deterioration of Peavey Plaza; M. Paul Friedberg; by Charlene K. Roise; ph.; p. 30-37; Sept 04; LA

Minneapolis; Recreation/Park; Street Conver- sion to Parkland; Close Landscape Architecture; by Frank Edgerton Martin; ph. pl. table; p. 48-52; May 04; LA

Minneapolis; Residence; Private Residence; Remodel; Quigley Architects; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 56-57; Nov 04; RA

Minneapolis; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Humboldt Mill and Annex Lofts; Julie Snow; Structural Design by Mattson & McDonal; by Camille Lefevre; ph. pl.; p. 214-216; Nov 04; AR

Minneapolis; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Grant Park Urban Renewal; Humphreys & Associates; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 96; Aug 04; B

Rochester Township; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Site Development; Mayo Plan #1 - Mayo Woodlands; 2004 ASLA Award of Merit; Coen & Partners; by No author listed; pl.; p. 107; Sept 04; LA

St. Paul; Exhibition, Exhibit; St. Paul Winter Carnival Ice Palace; Frank Anderson and Leo A. Daly; by Dick Gira; ph.; p. 74-78; Aug 04; TCS

MISSISSIPPI

Carriere; Garden; Tom Long Residence and Garden; Rembert Donaldson; Landscape Design by Tom Long; by Lake Douglas; ph.; p. 32; June 04; LA

Gulfport; Government Building; Dan M. Russell, Jr. U.S. Courthouse; Kliement & Halsband and Canizaro, Cawthon & Davis; Mechanical Design by Eldridge Associates; by Larry Flynn; ph. sec. pl.; p. 26-33; May 04; BD&C

131
MISSOURI

Kansas City; Airport; Kansas City International Airport; HNTB; Interior Design by CDFM2 Architecture; by Gordon Wright; ph. cost anal.; p. 32-37; Dec 04; BD&C

Kansas City; Art; Dielectric Screen Exhibition; Derek Porter; by Charles Linn; ph.; p. 193; May 04; AR

St. Louis; City and Regional Planning; The Confluence; A Conservation, Heritage, and Recreation Corridor; AIA 2004 Urban Design Honor Award; HOK Planning Group; by Jane F. Kolleeny; map; p. 170; June 04; AR

St. Louis; Museum/Art; Contemporary Art Museum; Allied Works Architecture; by Michael Webb; ph. axon. pl. sec.; p. 29-35; Jan 04; AR

St. Louis; Museum/Art; St. Louis Contemporary Art Museum; Allied Works Architecture; Structural Design by KPFF Consulting Engineers; by James S. Russell; ph. pl. dia.; p. 124-129; Jan 04; AR

St. Louis; River, Waterway, Forest Park; River des Peres replacement; Austin Tao, HOK Planning Group and et al.; Original Design by Maximilian G. Kern; by George Hazelrigg; ph. map; p. 108-117; Feb 04; LA

MOBILE HOME

Airstream Trailer Customization; Kondylis Design; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 64-66; Aug 04; ID

MOLD

See HAZARDS

MONTANA

...; Residence; Point House; Home of the Year Award; Bohlin, Cywinski & Jackson; Landscape Design by Swift & Company; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p. 48-51; Nov 04; A ...; Residence; Point House; RA Grand Award; Bohlin, Cywinski & Jackson; Landscape Design by Swift & Company; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 60-61; May 04; RA

Billings; Conservation; Corner Table Mixed-Use Community; New West Land Company and RoTo Architects; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. pl. map; p. 36-43; Aug 04; A

Polson; Residence; Point House; AIA 2004 Honor Award; Bohlin, Cywinski & Jackson; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 142; June 04; AR

Sweet Grass; Government Building; Sweet Grass/Coutts Port of Entry Facility; Siegel & Diamond; by David Barista; ph. sec.; p. 44-48; Nov 04; BD&C

MONUMENT

See MEMORIAL, MONUMENT

MOTEL

See HOTEL

MOZAMBIQUE

Maputo; Government Building; Dutch Embassy; Claus & Kaan; by Connie Van Cleef; ph. pl. sec.; p. 76-79; Nov 04; AR

MULTI-USE BUILDING

See URBAN DESIGN, MULTI-USE PROJECT

MUSEUM

California, Napa; Copia: The American Center for Wine, Food, and Arts, 2004 ASLA Award of Merit; Peter Walker; by No author listed; ph.; p. 101; Sept 04; LA

California, Pasadena; Kidspace Children's Museum; P/A Award; Michael Maltzan; Structural Design by John A. Martin; by No author listed; ph. sec. dia. ill. m.; p. 36-39; Jan 04; AD

China, Shanghai; Shanghai-Pudong Museum; Archives and Exhibition Hall; Von Gerkan, Marg & Partner and SIADR; by Sam Lubell; ill.; p. 113; Mar 04; AR

China, Zhejiang Province, Tiantai; Tiantai Museum; Lu Wang; by Wenjun Zhi; ph. ill.; p. 106-107; Mar 04; AR

Denmark, Copenhagen; Danish Jewish Museum; Daniel Libeskind and F. Ostermann; Lighting Design by Hansen & Henneberg; by Nicholas Adams; ph. pl. elev.; p. 140-145; Oct 04; AR

District of Columbia, Washington; National Building Museum; Profile of Chase Rynd, Executive Director; by Andrea Oppenheimer Dean; ph.; p. 260; Oct 04; AR

Florida, Miami; Miami Children's Museum; Arquitectonica; Interior Design by Lee H. Skolnick; by Beth Dunlop; ph.; p. 89-92; Feb 04; ID

France, Perigueux; Gallo-Roman Museum; Jean Nouvel; by Paul Joubert; ph. pl. sec.; p. 80-84; Apr 04; AR

France, Sarrebourg; Sarrebourg Museum; Bernard Desmoulin; by Paul Joubert; ph. pl. sec.; p. 48-50; Jan 04; AR

Germany, Bonn; Rheinische Landesmuseum Bonn; Architektengruppe Stuttgart; Landscape Design by Gesswein & Henkel; by Liane Lefaire; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 56-63; Mar 04; A

Germany, Bonn; Rheinland Regional Museum; Architektengruppe Stuttgart; by Peter Blundell Jones; ph. pl. sec.; p. 54-59; June 04; AR

Germany, Munich; Art Installation; Christopher Bangle; Art by Sato & Capjak; by Sheila Kim; ph. ill.; p. 160-162; Jan 04; ID

Israel, Jerusalem; Museum of Tolerance; Criterion; Gehry Partners; by Michael Sorkin; m.; p. 117-118; June 04; AR

Israel, Jerusalem; Museum of Tolerance; Rebuttal; Gehry Partners; by Rabbi Marvin Hier; m.; p. 67-68; Aug 04; AR

Italy, Palermo; Palazzo Abatellis; Carlo Scarpa; by Lynne Bryant; ph.; p. 98; Jan 04; AR

Massachusetts, Salem; Peabody Essex Museum; Moshe Safdie; Lighting Design by Fisher, Marantz & Stone; by Alice Laio; ph. sec.; p. 184-188; Mar 04; AR
MUSEUM (cont’d)

Minnesota, Minneapolis; Mill City Museum; Meyer, Scherer & Rockcastle; Structural Design by Bakke, Kopp, Ballou & McFarlin; by Camille Lefevre; ph. sec. iso.; p. 122-126; Feb 04; AR

Museum Architecture and Design; by Suzanne Stephens; ph.; p. 89-91; Jan 04; AR

Museums and Display Technology; by Alan Joch; ph.; p. 153-154; Jan 04; AR

Netherlands, Enschede; Rijksmuseum Twente; 2004 ASLA Award of Merit; Lodewijk Baljon; by No author listed; ph.; p. 99; Sept 04; AR

New York, Brooklyn; Brooklyn Museum Entrance Pavilion and Plaza; Polshek Partnership; Original Design by McKim, Mead & White; by James S. Russell; ph. pl. sec.; p. 116-123; Oct 04; AR

New York, New York; Aztec Empire Exhibition; Guggenheim Museum; Ten Arquitectos y J. Meejin Yoon; by Raul Barreneche; ph. ill.; p. 252-253; Oct 04; ID

New York, New York; Skyscraper Museum; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; Acoustical Design by Shen, Milson & Wilke; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl.; p. 122-127; Sept 04; AR

Norway, Oslo; National Gallery Expansion; MMW; by Aric Chen; ph.; p. 98-99; Nov 04; ID

Pennsylvania, Valley Forge; American Revolution Center; Robert A. M. Stern; by Bay Brown; pl. ill.; p. 43; May 04; A

Portugal, Ilhavo; Maritime Museum; ARX Portugal; Landscape Design by Global; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 50-55; July 04; AR

Spain, Ljubljana; City Museum Extension; ar+d highly commended project; Offis Architects; by Peter Davey; ph. pl.; p. 62-63; Dec 04; AR

Spain, Majorca; Mills Museum of the Balearic Islands; Flors & Prats; by David Cohn; ph. ill. sec.; p. 130-133; Jan 04; AR

Spain, Malaga; Museo Picasso Malaga; Gluckman & Mayner and Camara, Martin & Delgado; Landscape Design by Maria Medina; by David Cohn; ph. pl. sec.; p. 132-139; Oct 04; AR

Tennessee, Memphis; Stax Music Academy & Museum of American Soul Music; Building Team Merit Award; Looney, Ricks & Kiss and Self & Tucker; Structural Design by Burr & Cole; by Mindi Zissman; ph. cost anal.; p. 52-54; June 04; BD&C

ART

Austria, Graz; Kunsthast Art Museum; Spacelab and Architektur Consult; Structural Design by Bollinger & Groghmann; by Peter Blundell Jones; ph. dia. pl. sec.; p. 44-53; Mar 04; AR

Austria, Graz; Kunsthast Museum; Peter Cook, Colin Fournier and Niels Jonkhans; Structural Design by Bollinger & Groghmann; by Liane Lefaire; ph. pl. sec.; p. 92-99; Jan 04; AR

Austria, Graz; Media Facade on Graz Kunsthast Museum; Spacelab; Lighting Design by realities: united; by Catherine Slessor; ph. ill.; p. 38-39; Mar 04; AR

MUSEUM (cont’d)

Brazil, Belém; Landscape Restoration in Brazil; Rosa Kliass; by Jimena Martignoni; ph. pl.; p. 158-165; Oct 04; LA

California, San Jose; Art Museum; San Jose State University; P/A Citation; WW and SMWM; Landscape Design by Hargreaves Associates; by No author listed; pl. ill. dia.; p. 48-49; Jan 04; A

China, Sichuan Province, Ximnin; Luyeyuan Stone Sculpture Museum; Jiajun Liu; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 86-89; Mar 04; AR

District of Columbia, Washington; East Building of the National Gallery of Art; AIA 2004 25 Year Award; I.M. Pei; by Deborah Snoonian; ph.; p. 172-173; June 04; AR

Florida, Miami; Miami Art Central; Fiorentino Architettura and Gene Farmer; Structural Design by Donald Hodgetts; by Beth Dunlop; ph.; p. 66-68; Nov 04; ID

France, Paris; Maisons Rouge; Interiors; Amplitude Architectes; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 158-167; Aug 04; ID

Israel, Tel Aviv; Tel Aviv Museum of Art; P/A Citation; Preston Scott Cohen; Structural Design by Arup & Partners; by No author listed; ill. pl.; p. 60-61; Jan 04; A

Italy, Passariano; Villa Manin; Summer palace converted to contemporary art museum; Original Design by Andrea Palladio; by Marc Spieglar; ph.; p. 66-73; Aug 04; ID

Japan, Tokyo; Mori Art Center; Gluckman & Mayner; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 106-111; Jan 04; AR

Japan, Tokyo; Mori Art Museum; Gluckman & Mayner and Ine Miyake; Original Design by Kohn, Pederson & Fox; by Raymund Ryan; ph. pl. sec.; p. 77-79; June 04; AR

Missouri, St. Louis; Contemporary Art Museum; Allied Works Architecture; by Michael Webb; ph. axon. pl. sec.; p. 29-35; Jan 04; AR

Missouri, St. Louis; St. Louis Contemporary Art Museum; Allied Works Architecture; Structural Design by KPFF Consulting Engineers; by James S. Russell; ph. pl. dia.; p. 124-129; Jan 04; AR

New York, Long Island City, Queens; Temporary Museum of Modern Art; 2004 Business Week/Architectural Record Award Winner; Cooper & Robertson and Michael Maltzan; Interior Design by Lori Weatherly; by Jane F. Kolleeny and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 137; Nov 04; AR

New York, New York; New Museum of Contemporary Art; SANAA; by Anna Holtzman; ph. ill. sec.; p. 39; Feb 04; A

Texas, Dallas; Nasher Sculpture Center; Renzo Piano, Beck Architecture and Interloop A/D; Landscape Design by Peter Walker; by Peter Buchanan; ph. pl. sec.; p. 46-53; June 04; AR
MUSEUM (cont’d)

ART (cont’d)

Texas, Dallas; Nasher Sculpture Center; Renzo Piano and Beck Architecture; Landscape Design by Peter Walker; by David Dillon; ph. pl. sec.; p. 100-105; Jan 04; AR

Washington, Seattle; Olympic Sculpture Park; P/A Citation; Weiss/Manfredi; Landscape Design by Charles Anderson; by No author listed; ill. axon.; p. 52-53; Jan 04; A

Washington, Seattle; Seattle Art Museum; Expansion; Allied Works Architecture; by C. C. Sullivan; ill.; p. 37; Mar 04; A

NATURAL HISTORY

China, Suzhou; Suzhou Museum; Pei Partnership and Suzhou Institute of Architectural Design; by Sam Lubell; ill.; p. 112; Mar 04; AR

District of Columbia, Washington; Lighting the Hall of Mammals; National Museum of Natural History; Hayes, Seay, Mattern & Mattern; Lighting Design by Suzanne Powadiuk; by Alice Liao; ph.; p. 276-278; Nov 04; AR

Japan, Niigata Prefecture, Matsunoyama; Matsunoyama Natural History Museum; Tezuka Architects and Masahiro Ikeda; by Veronica Pease; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 40-45; Aug 04; ARev

Japan, Niigata Prefecture, Matsunoyama; Museum of Natural Science; ar+d commissioned project; Tezuka Architects; by Peter Davey; ph. pl. ill.; p. 78-79; Dec 04; ARev

New York, Ithaca; Museum of the Earth; Weiss/Manfredi; Exhibition Design by Jeff Kennedy; by James S. Russell; ph. pl. sec. dia.; p. 112-117; Jan 04; AR

Spain, Huelva; Sea Life Center; Cruz & Ortiz; Structural Design by TEDECO; by Carla Bertolucci; ph. pl. sec.; p. 80-83; Feb 04; ARev

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY

Connecticut, Hartford; Connecticut Center for Science and Exploration; Cesar Pelli; by Katie Gerfen; ph. ill. sec.; p. 69; Dec 04; A

Germany, Wolfsburg; Phaeno Science Center; Zaha Hadid and Mervin Bahrle; Structural Design by Adams, Kor & Taylor; by Rob Gregory; ph. sec. pl. ill.; p. 54-59; Jan 04; ARev

Japan, Matsunoyama; Matsunoyama Science Museum; Takaharu & Yui Tezuka; by Naomi R. Pollock; ph. pl.; p. 118-123; Jan 04; AR

Virginia, Chantilly; National Air and Space Museum Annex; HOK; Structural Design by Patton, Harris & Rust; by Laura Fisher Kaiser; ph.; p. S62-S66; Nov 04; ID

Virginia, Chantilly; Smithsonian National Air and Space Museum; HOK; Structural Design by Spiegel, Zamecnik & Shah; by Gordon Wright; ph. pl. cost anal.; p. 44-50; Aug 04; BD&C

See also CULTURAL CENTER; EXHIBITION; EXHIBIT; UNIVERSITY/MUSEUM

MUSIC

Interview with Architect; Christopher Janney; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 408; June 04; AR

MUSIC HALL

See ARTS CENTER; AUDITORIUM; PERFORMING ARTS CENTER; THEATER; UNIVERSITY

N

NATURAL HAZARDS

See HAZARDS

NEBRASKA

Omaha; Government Building; Carl T. Curtis Mid-west Regional Headquarters of the National Park Service; Leo A. Daly; by Gordon Wright; ph. pl.; p. 38-43; Nov 04; BD&C

Omaha; Residence; Houghton Residence; RA Renovation Merit Award; Randy Brown; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 81; May 04; RA

NETHERLANDS

Amsterdam; Cultural Center; Amsterdam Center for Architecture; Rene van Zuuk; by Sarah Amelar; ph.; p. 65-66; Feb 04; AR

Amsterdam; Government Building; Royal Dutch Military Police Academy; Zvi Hecker; by Abby Bussell; pl. m.; p. 32; Aug 04; A

Amsterdam; Housing; Transformation of the Kleburg Block; PIA Citation; FORM and ABT; by No author listed; ph. ill. det.; p. 62-63; Jan 04; A

Amsterdam; Recreation/Park; Westerpark; Neil Porter; Landscape Design by Kathryn Gustafson; by Mark Hinshaw; ph. pl. ill.; p. 60-71; Nov 04; LA

Amsterdam; Store; De Lairesse Apotheek Pharmacy; Concrete Architectural; by Tracy Metz; pl. elev.; ph.; p. 112-117; Sept 04; A

Buiten Vennep; Housing; Green Through Red Housing Project; 2004 ASLA Award of Honor; Lodewijk Baljon; by No author listed; ill.; p. 105; Sept 04; LA

Eindhoven; Recreation/Sports Facility; MU Bowl Skateboarding Facility; Mauer United Architects; by Beth Broome; ph. m.; p. 85-86; Dec 04; A

Enschede; Museum; Rijksmuseum Twente; 2004 ASLA Award of Merit; Lodewijk Baljon; by No author listed; ph.; p. 99; Sept 04; LA

Haarlem; Theater; Toneelschuur Theater; Mecanoo Architects; Structural Design by ABT; by Catherine Slesor; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 68-71; Mar 04; ARev

Haarlem; Transit Station; Bus Shelters; NIO Architects; by Connie Van Cleef; ph. elev.; p. 40-41; Nov 04; ARev

Haarlemmermeer; Bridge; Hoofdvaart Canal Bridges; Harp, Cittern and Lute; Santiago Calatrava; by No author listed; ph.; p. 156-161; Nov 04; AR
The ARCHITECTURAL INDEX

NETHERLANDS (cont’d)
Heerlen; Cultural Center; Glass Palace; Renovation; Arets & Coenen; Original Design by Fritz Peutz; by Aaron Betsey; ph. pl. sec.; p. 44-51; Feb 04; A
Rotterdam; Exhibition, Exhibit; NAI Exhibition - Silent Collisions: Morphosis Retrospective; AIA 2004 Interiors Honor Award; Morphosis; by Jane F. Kolleenny; ph.; p. 165; June 04; AR
Son en Breugel; Art; Son-O-House Public Artwork; NOX Architects; Art by Edwin van der Heide; by Robert Such; ph.; p. 79-80; Aug 04; AR

NEVADA
Las Vegas; Recreation; Bathhouse Spa; Richardson & Sadek; Lighting Design; by Patdo Lighting Studio; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 169; Oct 04; A
Las Vegas; Residence; New American Home 2004; Wilmot; by Rich Binsacca; ph. pl.; p. 157-186; Jan 04; B
Las Vegas; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Silverado Place Community; Astoria Homes; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 238-248; Jan 04; B
Las Vegas; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Spec Residence; Builder Magazine 2004 Show Home; Bassenian & Lagoni; Landscape Design by Lifescapes International; by Kathleen Stanley and Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 202-246; Jan 04; B
Las Vegas; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; The Lanes at Tapestry Development; Astoria Homes; Landscape Design by Glanville Associates; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 96; Dec 04; B
Las Vegas; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; The Villas at Southern Highlands Golf Club; Detached Community of the Year; Scheurer Architects; Landscape Design by Nuvis; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 136; Feb 04; B
Las Vegas; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Solera at Anthem Master Planned Community; Dahlin Group; Landscape Design by Greely & Pickett; by David Holzel; ph. pl.; p. 126; June 04; B
Las Vegas; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; The Peaks, Coronado Ranch Master Planned Community; Astoria Homes; Interior Design by Ryan Young; by David Holzel; ph. pl.; p. 80; Feb 04; B

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Franconia Notch; Landscape Restoration; Restoration Considered for Old Man of the Mountain; by Will Yandik; ph.; p. 18; Mar 04; LA
Greefield; Recreation/Playground; Crotched Mountain Treehouse; da Vinci Award; B'fer Roth; by Katie Gerfen; ph.; p. 98; Dec 04; A
Wilmot; Residence; Cape Cod Coddage; Kenneth Sadler, by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 65-66; June 04; B

NEW JERSEY—; Stormwater Management; Stormwater Regulations and Development Policy in New Jersey; by Steve Zutier; ill.; p. 45-46; Feb 04; B
Barnegat; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Heritage Point; Barton Associates; Landscape Design by WS8; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 120; Mar 04; B
Bordentown; Elderly Housing; Clare Estate Senior-Living Facility; Parsons & Fernandez-Casteliero; Structural Design by Zajery Engineers; by Anna Holtzman; ph. pl. sec.; p. 81-82; May 04; A
Bordentown; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; The Grande at Crystal Lake; Devereaux & Associates; Interior Design by Lita Dirks; by David Holzel; ph. pl.; p. 130; June 04; B
Hoboken; Office Building; Red Bull Regional Headquarters; Design Laboratories; by Bay Brown; ph. pl. ill.; p. 65-66; Mar 04; A
Perth Amboy; School/High; Perth Amboy High School; John Ronan; by Abby Busssel; ill.; p. 42; May 04; A
Princeton; Structural/Wood; C. Bernard Shea Rowing Center; Princeton University; Glued-laminated timber construction; Architectural Resources Cambridge; Structural Design by John Born; by Jeffrey D. Peterson; ph. ref.; p. 22-30; Nov 04; TCS
Short Hills; Garden; Greenwood Gardens; Restoration; William Whetton Renwick; by Jane Roy Brown; ph.; p. 28; Sept 04; LA
Short Hills; Kitchen; Kitchen; Addition; Messana & O'Rourke; Structural Design by Dunne & Markis; by Mairi Beautyman; ph. pl.; p. S2-S5; Sept 04; ID

NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque; River, Waterway; Middle Rio Grande Bosque Restoration Project; 2004 ASLA Award of Honor; Sites Southwest; by No author listed; ill.; p. 105-106; Sept 04; LA
Jemez Springs; Religious Building/Ceremonial Building; Center of Gravity Foundation Hall; AIA 2004 Honor Award; Predock & Frane; by Jane F. Kolleenny; ph.; p. 145; June 04; AR
Jemez Springs; Religious Building/Monastery; Center of Gravity Foundation Hall; Predock & Frane; Structural Design by Sona;y; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. pl. sec.; p. 46-51; Oct 04; A
Santa Fe; Art; Artwork at De Vargas and Frenchy's Parks; Catherine Widgery; by Catherine Widgery; ph. ill.; p. 124-128; Sept 04; LA
Santa Fe; Building Systems; Adobe Structures; by Denise Dersin; ph.; p. 226; Sept 04; B

NEW YORK—; Lighting; Equinox Fitness Center; Lighting; Platt, Byard, Doell & White; Lighting Design by Cosentini Associates; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph.; p. 283-286; Nov 04; AR
NEW YORK (cont’d)

Arverne; School; New York City Public School 42, Queens, Library; AIA 2004 Interiors Honor Award; Weiss/Manfredi; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 162; June 04; AR

Battery Park City; Environmental Impact; Organic Landscape Maintenance; by James Urban; ph.; p. 38-45; Mar 04; LA

Battery Park City; Garden; Garden of Stones; Museum of Jewish Heritage; Andy Goldsworthy; Landscape Design by Olin Partnership; by Theodore Eisenman; ph.; p. 114-117; June 04; LA

Battery Park City; Garden; Maintenance in Battery Park City Gardens; 2003 ASLA award winner; by James Urban; ph.; p. 36-43; Feb 04; LA

Battery Park City; Residence; Ritz-Carlton Apartment; Alison Spear; Lighting Design by R.F. Wilson; by Ard Chen; ph.; pl.; p. 182-189; Sept 04; ID

Brooklyn Heights; School/Junior High; Middle; Packer Collegiate Institute; Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer; Original Design by James Renwick; by Monica Patankar; ph. sec.; p. 64-66; Aug 04; BD&C

Brooklyn; Architecture; Profile of Firm; Delia Vallee & Bernheimer; by Josephine Minutillo; ph. m.; p. 48, 50; Feb 04; AR

Brooklyn; Community Center; Saratoga Community Center; George Ranalli; by C. C. Sullivan; ill.; p. 41; Feb 04; A

Brooklyn; Museum; Brooklyn Museum Entrance Pavilion and Plaza; Polshek Partnership; Original Design by McKim, Mead & White; by James S. Russell; ph. pl. sec.; p. 116-123; Oct 04; AR

Brooklyn; Residence; Fort Greene House; Christoff & Finio; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 74-77; Mar 04; RA

Brooklyn; Urban Design; Multi-Use Project; Brooklyn Atlantic Yards; Gehry Partners; Landscape Design by Olin Partnership; by Bay Brown; ill. m. pl.; p. 35; Mar 04; A

Buffalo; Interior Design; Carol and Carl Montante Cultural Center; AIA 2004 Interiors Honor Award; Cannon Design; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 160; June 04; AR

Cadyville; Residence; Heavy/Light House; P/A Citation; Dan Hietel; by no author listed; ill. sec. pers.; p. 46-47; Jan 04; A

Corning; Bridge; Houghton Park Pedestrian Skyway; Hascup & Lorenzini; Mechanical Design by Delta Engineers; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl.; p. 268-270; June 04; AR

Croton-On-Hudson; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Discovery Cove at Half Moon Bay; Minno & Waska; Interior Design by Lita Dirks; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 119; Mar 04; B

East Hampton; Residence; Hither Lane; 2003 ASLA award winner; B Five Studio; Landscape Design by Reed & Hilderbrand; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl. elev. sec.; p. 100-107; Feb 04; LA

Fort Ticonderoga; Landscape Restoration; King’s Garden Restoration; Alfred C. Bossom; Landscape Design by Marian Cruger Coffin; by Allen Freeman; ref. pl. table; p. 34-43; Jan 04; LA

NEW YORK (cont’d)

Greenwich Village; Arts Center; Center for Architecture; Architecture centers for the public; Andrew Berman; by Sam Lubell; ph.; p. 80-86; July 04; AR

Greenwich Village; Restaurant; Jefferson Restaurant; Philip Wu; Interior Design by James War; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph. pl. dia.; p. 144-147; July 04; AR

Greenwich Village; River; Waterway; Hudson River Park; Greenwich Village segment; Sowinski & Sullivan; Landscape Design by Abel, Bainnson & Butz; by Allen Freeman; ph. map pl.; p. 96-106; Aug 04; LA

Hudson; Residence; Taghkanic House; AIA 2004 Honor Award; Thomas Phifer; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 153; June 04; AR

Ithaca; Museum/Natural History; Museum of the Earth; Weiss/Manfredi; Exhibition Design by Jeff Kennedy; by James S. Russell; ph. pl. sec. dia.; p. 112-117; Jan 04; AR

Ithaca; University/Landscape; Paving the Manning Landscape; Cornell University; Warren Manning; by Danny Pearsall; ph.; p. 226-228; Oct 04; LA

Long Island City, Queens; Museum/Art; Temporary Museum of Modern Art; 2004 Business Week/Architectural Record Award Winner; Cooper & Robertson and Michael Maltzan; Interior Design by Lori Weatherly; by Jane F. Kolleeny and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 137; Nov 04; AR

New York; Apartment Building; 505 Greenwich; Loft-style condo building; Gary Edward Handel; by C. C. Sullivan; ill. sec.; p. 56; June 04; A

New York; Apartment Building; Astor Place; Interview with architect; Gwathmey & Siegul and Ismael Leyva; by Fred Bernstein; ph. pl. m.; p. 170-172; Sept 04; ID

New York; Apartment Building; Porter House; ShoP/Sharpies, Holden & Pasquarelli; Structural Design by Buro Happold Engineering; by Julia Mandell; ph. elev. pl.; p. 74-81; June 04; A

New York; Architectural Competitions; High Line Rail Trestle Design Competition; Zaha Hadid, Steven Holl and et al.; by Philip Noble; ill.; p. 146-148; Dec 04; LA

New York; Architecture; Architecture and Revolution in Cuba Exhibition; Cuban Modernism; by Michael Sorkin; ph.; p. 67-69; Dec 04; AR

New York; Architecture; Profile of Firm; Design Vanguard 2004; n Architects; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph. ill. sec.; p. 114-117; Dec 04; AR

New York; Architecture; Profile of Firm; Design Vanguard 2004; Christoff & Finio; by Charles Linn; ph. sec. ill. m.; p. 118-123; Dec 04; AR

New York; Architecture; Profile of Firm; Design Vanguard 2004; Contemporary Architecture Practice; by Sam Lubell; ph. ill.; p. 136-139; Dec 04; AR

New York; Art; Vortex Sculpture; Rockefeller University; Thomas Balsley; by Thomas Balsley; ph. sec. det.; p. 122-125; June 04; LA
NEW YORK (cont’d)
New York; Bank; Brown Brothers Harriman Private Bank; Swanke, Hayden & Connell; Original Design by Gordon Bunshaft; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 278-285; May 04; ID

New York; Bar; Trousdale Lounge; Goodman & Charlton; by Donna Paul; ph.; p. 108-110; May 04; ID

New York; Bathroom; Bathroom Design; Belmont & Freeman; Lighting Design by Ann Kale; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 38; Apr 04; RA

New York; Bathroom; Bathroom; Kips Bay Decorator Show House; Thorn Filicia; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 112-114; July 04; AR

New York; City and Regional Planning; Strategic Open Space/Public Realm Improvement Strategy for Lower Manhattan; P/IA Citation; Smith, Miller & Hawkinson and Ralph Lerner; Landscape Design by D.I.R.T. Studio; by No author listed; ill. map; p. 56-57; Jan 04; A

New York; Community Center; FDNY Fire Zone; 2004 Business Week/Architectural Record Award Finalist; BKSK; by Jane F. Kolleeny and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 142; Nov 04; AR

New York; Conference Center; Conference Center; Time & Life Building; HOK; Original Design by Harrison, Abramovitz & Harris; by Kimberly Goad; ph.; p. S54-S58; Nov 04; ID

New York; Exhibition; Exhibit; Austria West Exhibition; by Liane Lefaivre; ph.; p. 35-36; June 04; A

New York; Exhibition; Exhibit; International Contemporary Furniture Fair; All Tayar; Lighting Design by SBLD Studio; by Aric Chen; ph.; p. 123-126; June 04; ID

New York; Health Care, Health Center; Dentist Office; Doug Stiles; Lighting Design by Johnson & Schwinghammer; by Eva Hagberg; ph.; p. 88-90; Nov 04; ID

New York; Historic, Preservation; Landmark Status and Memorials; Edward Durrell Stone; by Michael Sorkin; ph.; p. 59-60; Jan 04; AR

New York; Hotel; SoHo Grand Hotel Penthouse; Studio Sofield; by Jen Renzi; ph. pl.; p. 220-227; Sept 04; ID

New York; Housing; Chelsea Court; Multifamily housing award winner; Louise Braverman; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 171; July 04; AR

New York; Housing; Common Ground Community; Non-profit organization for housing and community development; by Anna Holtzman; ph.; p. 30-31; Apr 04; A

New York; Interior Design Education; New York Design Offers Support for Designers; by Aric Chen; ph. ill.; p. 120-121; June 04; ID

New York; Interior Design; Offices of Elian Murphy Group; Guillermo Gomez; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph.; p. 334-338; June 04; AR

New York; Kitchen; Kitchen and Bath; Renovation; David Howell; by Rebecca Flint Marx; ph.; p. S48-S50; Sept 04; ID

New York; Kitchen; Kitchen Design; Belmont & Freeman; Lighting Design by Ann Kale; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 36-37; Apr 04; RA

NEW YORK (cont’d)
New York; Kitchen; Kitchen; Renovation; Ann Foker; Interior Design by G2; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. S34-S36; Sept 04; ID

New York; Kitchen; Kitchen; Renovation; Charles Rabinovich; by Monica Geran; ph.; p. 104; Jan 04; ID

New York; Kitchen; Manhattan Town House; Alexander Gorlin; by Kevin Lerner; ph.; p. 197; July 04; AR

New York; Kitchen; Tribeca Loft; Victoria Blau; by La Rocco; ph.; p. 198; July 04; AR

New York; Landscape Restoration; Lever House Landscape Restoration; 2004 ASLA Award of Merit; Ken Smith; by No author listed; ph.; p. 100; Sept 04; LA

New York; Learning; Training Center; New York Tolerance Center; NBBJ; Lighting Design by Horton, Lees & Brogden; by Jane Margolies; ph.; p. 256-261; May 04; ID

New York; Lighting; Carlos Miele Clothing Store; Asymptote; by Paul Gregory; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 62-63; July 04; A

New York; Lighting; Marquee Lighting; the Symphony Space Cultural Center; Polshek Partnership; Lighting Design by Cline, Bettridge & Bernstein; by Leanne B. French; ph.; p. 161; Mar 04; AR

New York; Lighting; Powder Night Club; Interior lighting; Karm Rashid; Lighting Design by Focus Lighting; by Alice Laio; ph.; p. 214-28; Aug 04; AR

New York; Memorial; Monument; Criticism of Ground Zero Memorial Design; Michael Arad; Landscape Design by Peter Walker; by Wold Rybczynski; ph. m. ill.; p. 20-24; Mar 04; LA

New York; Memorial; Monument; Missed Opportunities for World Trade Center Site; by Paula Dietz; ph. m.; p. 53-54; Feb 04; AR

New York; Museum; Art; New Museum of Contemporary Art; SANAA; by Anna Holtzman; ph. ill. sec.; p. 39; Feb 04; A

New York; Museum; Aztec Empire Exhibition; Guggenheim Museum; Ten Arquitectos and J. Meejin Yoon; by Raul Barreneche; ph. ill.; p. 252-253; Oct 04; ID

New York; Museum; Skyscraper Museum; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; Acoustical Design by Shen, Milsom & Wilke; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl.; p. 122-127; Sept 04; AR

New York; Office Building/High Rise; New York Times Headquarters; Renzo Piano and Fox & Fowler; Interior Design by Gensler Associates; by Deborah Snoonian; m.; p. 169; Mar 04; AR

New York; Office Building/High Rise; Time Warner Center; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; by Peggy Deamer; ph.; p. 80; Jan 04; A

New York; Office Building/Interiors; Cliquot Headquarters; Traboschi & Roiatti; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph.; p. 347-350; June 04; AR

New York; Office Building/Interiors; David Yurman Headquarters and Showroom; Thomas Juel-Hansen; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 190-197; Sept 04; ID
NEW YORK (cont'd)

**NEW YORK;** Office Building/Interiors; Offices of Wellspring Capital Management; Reddymade Design; Lighting Design by Invisible Light Studio; by Sheila Kim; ph.: p. 186-188; May 04; ID

**New York;** Office Building/Interiors; Offices of Bartle Bogle Hegarty; MAP Architects; Structural Design by Robert Silman; by Rebecca Flint Marx; ph.; p. 82-84; Oct 04; ID

**New York;** Office Building/Interiors; Offices of Third Point Management Company; Cho & Slade; Lighting Design by SM Lighting Design; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 178-180; May 04; ID

**New York;** Office Building/Interiors; Offices of Laird + Partners; Bonetti & Kozerski; by Marisa Bartolucci; ph. pl.; p. 102-109; Nov 04; ID

**New York;** Office Building/Interiors; Time Out New York Headquarters; Helfand, Myerberg & Guggenheimer; Lighting Design by SBLD Studio; by Craig Kellogg; ph. pl.; p. 222-227; May 04; ID

**New York;** Office Building/Interiors; Time Warner Headquarters; Perkins & Will, Kostow & Greenwood and Mascini & Duffy; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 234-247; May 04; ID

**New York;** Office Building/Middle Rise; Bank of America Tower; Cook & Fox; by Bay Brown; ill.; p. 31; Aug 04; A

**New York;** Office Building/Middle Rise; Seven World Trade Center; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill and James Carpenter; by Bay Brown; ph. ill. det.; p. 89; June 04; A

**New York;** Office Building; Cacophonon; Interiors; Duplex houses business incubator and home for owners; Bromley & Caldarli; by Aric Chen; 175; p. 168-; Aug 04; ID

**New York;** Recreation/Park; Privatization of Bryant Park; by Ethan Kent; ph.; p. 162-164; Nov 04; LA

**New York;** Religious Building/Temple; East End Temple; BKS/K; Lighting Design by Kugler & Tillotson; by Fred Bernstein; ph.; p. 52-57; Dec 04; ID

**New York;** Residence; Apartment; Renovation; S. Russell Groves; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 146-150; Sept 04; ID

**New York;** Residence; Apartment; Renovation; Joan Dineen; Structural Design by Rosenwasser & Grossman; by Marisa Bartolucci; ph.; p. 135-138; Sept 04; ID

**New York;** Residence; Apartment; Renovation; Morris & Sato; by Claudia Steinberg; ph.; p. 128-132; Sept 04; ID

**New York;** Residence; Apartment; Renovation; James Herb; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 140-144; Sept 04; ID

**New York;** Residence; Apartment; Renovation; Steven Kratchman; Interior Design by GV Interior Design; by Mary Beth Duehr; ph.; p. 152-159; Sept 04; ID

**New York;** Residence; Apartment; Renovation; Julie Hillman; by Aric Chen; ph.; p. 126-133; Nov 04; ID

**New York;** Residence; Double-Weave Live/Work Loft; Dean & Wolf; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph. pl.; p. 164-166; Jan 04; AR

**NEW YORK (cont'd)**

**New York;** Residence; Fifth Avenue Loft; Murphy, Burnham & Buttrick; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph. ill. pl.; p. 168-172; Jan 04; AR

**New York;** Residence; Penthouse Loft; Rogers & Marvel and Alexander Neratoff; by Sarah Amelar; ph. pl.; p. 158-162; Jan 04; AR

**New York;** Residence; Steel Loft; Gwathmey & Siegel; Structural Design by Severud Associates; by Deborah Snoonian; ph. pl.; p. 174-178; Jan 04; AR

**New York;** Restaurant; Sutton Place Apartment; Walzworkings; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 123-126; Sept 04; ID

**New York;** Residence; Tower Apartment; Louise Braverman; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 62-63; Aug 04; RA

**New York;** Residence; TriBeCa Building; Renovation; Selldorf Architects; Structural Design by Gilsanz, Murray & Steffieck; by Arcin Chen; ph. pl.; p. 208-215; Jan 04; ID

**New York;** Residence; TriBeCa Loft; Renovation; Valero, Dewart & Train; Mechanical Design by WMA Consulting Engineers; by Cindy Coleman; ph. pl.; p. 206-213; Sept 04; ID

**New York;** Residential Development, Speculative Housing; 497 Greenwich Street Lofts; Archi-Tectonics and David Hotson; Structural Design by Buro Happold Engineering; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. det.; p. 198-203; Nov 04; AR

**New York;** Restaurant; Asiatic Restaurant and MObar; Mandarin Oriental Hotel; Brennan, Beer, Garman & Monk; Interior Design by Tony Chi; by Stephen Milioti; ph.; p. 192-196; Apr 04; ID

**New York;** Restaurant; Chez Es Saada Restaurant; Izhar Patkin; by Donna Paul; ph.; p. 264-271; Mar 04; ID

**New York;** Restaurant; IniAni Coffee Shop; Lewis, Tsurumaki & Lewis; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. ill.; p. 118-121; Sept 04; AR

**New York;** Restaurant; Megu Japanese Restaurant; Kajima Associates and Osamu Hashimoto; Interior Design by Yasumichi Morita; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl.; p. 134-139; July 04; AR

**New York;** River, Waterway; Hudson River Park Model; Critique; Abel, Baimson & Butz and Edmund D. Hollander; by Alex Ulam; ph.; p. 162-184; Aug 04; LA

**New York;** River, Waterway; West Harlem Master Plan and Waterfront Park; 2004 ASLA Award of Merit; W Architecture and Landscape Architecture, LLC; by No author listed; ph. ill.; p. 106; Sept 04; LA

**New York;** Roof, Roofing; Town House Roof Deck; Graftworks; Structural Design by Robert Silman; by Jen Renzi; ph. m.; p. 214-219; Sept 04; ID

**New York;** School/Adult; Academic Building; Cooper Union for the Advancement of Science and Art; Morphosis; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p. 68; Dec 04; A
NEW YORK (cont'd)

New York; School/Private; Lyceé Francais French School; Polshek Partnership; Landscape Design by Judith Heintz; by Sam Lubell; ph. pl. sec.; p. 132-135; Mar 04; AR

New York; Showroom; A.F. New York Showroom; H.T. Chang; by Donna Paul; ph.; p. 124-128; July 04; ID

New York; Showroom; Aero Showroom; Aero Studios; Structural Design by Buro Happold Engineering; by Craig Kellogg; ph. pl.; p. 304-311; Oct 04; ID

New York; Showroom; Groupe J.S. International Showroom; Stamberg & Aferiat; Mechanical Design by P.A. Collins; by Raul Barreneche; ph. pl.; p. 236-241; Sept 04; ID

New York; Showroom; Mercedes-Benz Manhattan Showroom; Gerner, Kronick & Valcarcel; Original Design by Frank Lloyd Wright; by Fred Bernstein; ph.; p. 74-78; Oct 04; ID

New York; Showroom; Ted Boerner Showroom; Ted Boerner; by Jane Margolies; ph. ill.; p. 86-88; Sept 04; ID

New York; Social Issues; Exercising Democracy in the Urban Fabric; World Trade Center ideas; by Michael Sorkin; ph. pl.; p. 85-86; Oct 04; AR

New York; Store/Clothing; Bergdorf Goodman Store; Renovation; Randall A. Ridless and Barteluce Architects; Lighting Design by Johnson & Schwinhammer; ph.; p. 228-235; Sept 04; ID

New York; Store; Bisazza Tile Showroom; Fabio Novembre and Ellen Honigstock; by John Peter Radulski; ph.; p. 157-159; Feb 04; AR

New York; Store; Bumble and Bumble Salon, School and Office; Sellidor Architects; Interior Design by Anderson Architects; by Lucie Young; ph. pl.; p. 198-205; Sept 04; ID

New York; Store; Clarins Cosmetic Store; Emmanuelle de Gonzague; by Fred Bernstein; ph.; p. 156-157; Jan 04; ID

New York; Store; Elizabeth Arden Red Door Salon and Spa; Brennan, Beer, Gorman & Monk; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; m.; p. 136-138; Oct 04; ID

New York; Store; Malin + Goetz Store; Konyk Architecture; by Mairi Beautyman; ph.; p. 92-94; Sept 04; ID

New York; Store; Sublime American Design Furniture Store; Leven & Betts; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph.; p. 160-161; Feb 04; AR

New York; Theater; Ars Nova Theater and Office; Franke, Gottsegen & Cox; Interior Design by TWB Design; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 242-249; Sept 04; ID

New York; Theater; Biltmore Theater Restoration; BD&C Reconstruction & Renovation Grand Award; Polshek Partnership; Original Design by Herbert J. Krapp; by Matthew Phair; ph. cost anal. sec.; p. 10-16; Oct 04; ID

New York; Train; Reinventing the High Line Rail Trestle; by Alex Ullam; ph. ill.; p. 62-69; Dec 04; LA

NEW YORK (cont'd)

New York; Transit Station; World Trade Center Temporary PATH Station; Port Authority of New York and New Jersey and Ives Group; Mechanical Design by Parsons & Brinckerhoff; by Abby Bussell; ph. sec.; p. 52-57; Feb 04; A

New York; University/Campus; Columbia University; Expansion; Renzo Piano and Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; by Bay Brown; ill. map; p. 46; Sept 04; A

New York; University/Landscape; Landscapes of Rockefeller University; Dan Kiley, Thomas Balsley and Wendye Evans Joseph; by Brenda J. Brown; ph. ill. ref.; p. 102-113; June 04; LA

New York; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Harlem Park; Ten Arquitectos; Master Planning by Enrique Norten; by Anna Holtzman; ill. sec.; p. 36; Mar 04; A

New York; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Lincoln Center/West 65th Street Transformation; Didier & Scofidio; by Anna Holtzman; ill.; p. 53; June 04; A

Newburgh; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Meadow Winds Development; by Matthew Power; ph.; p. 71-72; Oct 04; B

Poughkeepsie; University/Environmental Studies Building; Department of Environmental Studies; Vassar College; Dennis Wedlick; by Alan G. Brake; ph.; p. 110-112; June 04; ID

Queens; Exhibition, Exhibit; Tall Buildings Exhibition; by Deborah Snoonian; ph. m.; p. 86-87; Sept 04; AR

Queens; Garden; Learning Garden for P.S. 19; 2004 ASLA Award of Merit; Ken Smith; by No author listed; ph.; p. 103; Sept 04; LA

Queens; School/Vocational; High School for Architecture and Urban Planning; Arquitectonica and STV; by Jamie Reynolds; ill. sec.; p. 45; Sept 04; A

Southampton; Kitchen; Summer Cottage; Addition; Coburn Architecture; by Leslie Banker; ph. pl.; p. S10-S12; Sept 04; ID

Southampton; Residence; Weekend House; Renovation; Walter Chatham; by Raul Barreneche; ph. pl.; p. 162-169; June 04; ID

Staten Island; School/High; Curtis High School; BD&C Reconstruction & Renovation Special Commendation Award; STV; Original Design by C.B.J. Snyder; by David Barista; ph.; p. 47; Oct 04; BD&C

Upstate; Bathroom; Gipsy Trail Residence; Archi-Tectonics; by Kevin Lerner; ph.; p. 197; July 04; AR

Upstate; Residence; Spencertown House; Record House 2004; Thomas Phifer; Landscape Design by D.I.R.T. Studio; by Fred Bernstein; ph. pl. sec.; p. 122-127; Apr 04; AR

Warwick; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Warwick Grove; RA Single-Family Merit Award; Donald Powers; Master Planning by Duany & Plater-Zyberk; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 95; May 04; RA

Whitestone; Residence; Longinotti Residence; Dolores Engle; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 278-285; Mar 04; ID
NEW YORK (cont'd)
Yonkers; Industrial Building; Greyston Bakery; Cybul & Cybul and Maya Lin; by Larry Flynn and Gordon Wright; ph.; p. S17; July 04; BD&C

NEW ZEALAND
Auckland; Transit Station; Britomart Transport Center; 2004 Business Week/Architectural Record Award Winner; JASMAX and Mario Madayag; by Jane F. Kolleeny and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 131; Nov 04; AR

Gibbston Valley; Winery; Peregine Winery; ar+d prizewinner; Architecture Workshop; by Peter Davey; ph. pl. sec.; p. 46-49; Dec 04; AR

NIGHT CLUB
China, Shanghai; Zenzabar Restaurant and Night Club; AFSO; by Jenny Shears; ph.; p. 76-78; May 04; ID

England, London; Kaberet’s Prophecy Club; Interiors; Members only club features LED and laser lighting; David Collins; Lighting Design by United Visual Artists; by Stephen Milioti; ph. pl.; p. 176-183; Aug 04; ID

Florida, West Palm Beach; Resort Night Club; Guillermo Gomez; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 58-62; Nov 04; ID

Germany, —; Microsoft Video Game Lounges; Feldmann & Schlutchen; Mechanical Design by Kirchberg; by Ian Phillips; ph.; p. 94-96; May 04; ID

New York, New York; Powder Night Club; Interior lighting; Karim Rashid; Lighting Design by Focus Lighting; by Alice Laio; ph.; p. 214-28; Aug 04; AR

See also BAR; CLUB; RECREATION; RESTAURANT

NORTH CAROLINA
Charlotte; Kitchen; Vauxhall Court Kitchen; 2004 Watermark Special Focus Award; Christopher Phelps; Interior Design by Bosworth Interiors; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 132; Apr 04; B

Charlotte; Residence; Charlotte Residence; 2004 ASLA Award of Merit; Nelson, Byrd & Waltz; by No author listed; ph.; p. 103; Sept 04; LA

Charlotte; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; 10th Street Townes; Builder’s Choice Award; David Furman; Landscape Design by Design Resource Group; by Shawn Kennedy; ph.; p. 208; Oct 04; B

Charlotte; School/Junior High, Middle; Daylighting at Mill Hill Middle School; Perkins & Will; by Mindi Zissman; ph.; p. 52-53; Apr 04; BD&C

Morrisville; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; The Gables at Town Hall Commons; Centex Homes; Interior Design by Tarleton Designs; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 128; May 04; B

NORTH CAROLINA (cont’d)
Penland; Studio; Iron Studio, Penland School of Crafts; 2004 Business Week/Architectural Record Award Winner; Frank Harmon; Structural Design by Synergetics; by Jane F. Kolleeny and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 138; Nov 04; AR

Raleigh; Housing; Enclosure House; Propositions for suburban living; Borden Partnership; by Julia Mandell; ill. m.; p. 43; Apr 04; A

Raleigh; Residence; Goodson House; Builder’s Choice Award; Looney, Ricks & Kiss; Interior Design by Sandi Dupree; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 194; Oct 04; B

Statesville; Energy; Daylighting at Third Creek Elementary School; Moseley Architects; by Mindi Zissman; ph.; p. 52-53; Apr 04; BD&C

NORWAY
Askør; Residence; Private Residence; Dahlé, Dahlé & Breitenstein; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 104-107; Oct 04; RA

Fornebu; Office Building/Low Rise; Telenor Group Headquarters; NBBJ, HUS and PKA; Structural Design by Scandiaconsult; by Gordon Wright; ph.; p. 26-28; Mar 04; BD&C

Oslo; Museum; National Gallery Expansion; MMW; by Aric Chen; ph.; p. 98-99; Nov 04; ID

Oslo; Office Building/Low Rise; Telenor Headquarters; AIA 2004 Honor Award; NBBJ, HUS and PKA; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 157; June 04; AR

OFFICE BUILDING
California, San Jose; Aspect Communications Headquarters; Benefits of sustainable site design; William McDonough and Form 4 Inc.; Landscape Design by April Phillips; by April Phillips; ph. dia. sec. pl.; p. 28-38; May 04; TCS

California, Santa Monica; COO Editorial Offices, AIA 2004 Interiors Honor Award; Pugh & Scarpa; Original Design by Frank Gehry; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 167; June 04; AR

China, Beijing; Beijing Books Building; Office for Metropolitan Architecture; by Sam Lubell; ill.; p. 110; Mar 04; AR

China, Beijing; CCTV Headquarters and TVCC Building; Office for Metropolitan Architecture and East China Architecture & Design; Structural Design by Arup & Partners; by Sarah Amelia; ill. m.; p. 108-109; Mar 04; AR

China, Shanghai; Jie Fang Daily News and Media Group Office Building; Kaplan, McLaughlin & Diaz; by Deborah Snoonian; ill. m.; p. 167; Mar 04; AR

China, Shanghai; Lujiazui Financial Center; Gensler Associates; by Sam Lubell; ill.; p. 113; Mar 04; AR

140
OFFICE BUILDING (cont’d)

England, London, Southwark: 71-77 Southwark Street; Allies & Morrison; Structural Design by Whitby, Bird & Partners; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 72-75; Mar 04; AR

England, London; 30 St Mary Axe; Foster & Partners; Interior Design by Bennett Interior Design; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p. 80-85; May 04; AR

France, Paris; LVMH Offices; Interiors; Contemporary art collection featured; Jean-Michel Wilmotte; by Ian Phillips; ph.; p. 142-149; Aug 04; ID

Georgia, Atlanta; Centergy Complex Utilizes Brick-Faced Precast Concrete; Smallwood, Reynolds, Stewart & Stewart; by David Barista; ph.; p. 57-58; June 04; BD&C

Illinois, Niles; Shure Headquarters; Addition; Krueck & Sexton; by Sam Lubell; ill.; p. 94; May 04; AR

Illinois, Northbrook; Lipson Alport Glass Associates Headquarters; Rear View Mirror Building; Valero, Dewalt & Train; by Nick Olsen; ph.; p. 81-82; May 04; AR

Japan, Tokyo; LVMH Headquarters; Kengo Kuma; Structural Design by Oak Structural Design; ph. pl. sec.; p. 71-73; May 04; AR

Malaysia, Penang; Mutiara Mesiniaga Office Building; Hamzah & Yeang; by Robert Powell; ph. sec. pl.; p. 68-70; May 04; AR

Maryland, Silver Spring; Discovery Channel Headquarters; SmithGroup; Interior Design by Gensler Associates; by Gordon Wright; ph.; p. 17-20; Jan 04; BD&C

Maryland, Suitland; Satellite Operations Facility and Administrative Offices; 2004 Business Week/Architectural Record Award Finalist; Morphosis and Einhorn, Yaffee & Prescott; Landscape Design by EDAW; by Jane F. Kolleenny and Audrey Beaton; ill.; p. 150; Nov 04; AR

Massachusetts, Boston; American Meteorological Society Editorial Offices; AIA 2004 Interiors Honor Award; Annahian Winton; by Jane F. Kolleenny; ph.; p. 167; June 04; AR

Massachusetts, Cambridge; Genzyme Center; Behnisch & Behnisch; Master Planning by Urban Strategies; by Peter Davey; ph. dia. pl. sec.; p. 59-65; Apr 04; AR

Massachusetts, Cambridge; Genzyme Center; Behnisch & Behnisch and House & Robertson; Structural Design by Buro Happold Engineering; by Bay Brown and C. C. Sullivan; ph. sec. dia. pl. ill.; p. 58-67; Feb 04; A

Michigan, Troy; Kresge Foundation Headquarters; Renovation and expansion; Valero, Dewalt & Train; by Abby Bussel; sec. m.; p. 69; Dec 04; A

Minnesota, Golden Valley; General Mills World Headquarters; 2004 Business Week/Architectural Record Award Finalist; Hammel, Green & Abrahamson; Landscape Design by Oslund & Associates; by Jane F. Kolleenny and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 144; Nov 04; AR

OFFICE BUILDING (cont’d)

Minnesotta, Minneapolis; General Mills Corporate Headquarters; 2004 ASLA Award of Merit; Oslund & Associates; by No author listed; ph.; p. 99; Sept 04; LA

New Jersey, Hoboken; Red Bull Regional Headquarters; Design Laboratories; by Bay Brown; ph. pl. ill.; p. 65-66; Mar 04; A

New York, New York; Capuchony; Interiors; Duplex houses business incubator and home for owners; Bromley & Coldari; by Aric Chen; 175; p. 168; Aug 04; ID

Oklahoma, Oklahoma City; Oklahoma City Federal Office Building; Ross Barney & Jankowski and Benham Companies; Landscape Design by Sasaki Associates; by Gordon Wright; ph. pl. cost anal.; p. 24-33; Aug 04; BD&C

South Carolina, Columbia; Budget and Control Board Computer Center; Humanization of data centers; Watson, Tate & Savory; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. p.; p. 77; Apr 04; A

HIGH RISE

China, Beijing; ZhongGuanCun West Office Complex; Kohn, Pedersen & Fox and CADRI; by Sam Lubell; ill.; p. 110; Mar 04; AR

China, Nanjing; Jilin Tower; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; by Abby Bussel; ill.; dia.; p. 54; June 04; A

China, Xiamen; China Construction Bank Regional Headquarters; Mulvanny02 and Shanghai Architectural Design Institute; Interior Design by Oriental Interior Decorating; by Larry Flynn; ph.; p. 30-31; Mar 04; BD&C

England, London; 30 St. Mary Axe; Foster & Partners; Structural Design by Arup & Partners; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. ill.; p. 66-73; June 04; A

England, London; 30 St. Mary Axe; Foster & Partners; Structural Design by Arup & Partners; by James S. Russell; ph. pl. ill. elev.; p. 218-227; June 04; AR

Germany, —; Deutsche Post Building; Profile of Architect; Helmut Jahn; by James S. Russell; ph.; p. 96-102; May 04; AR

Germany, Bonn; Deutsche Post Office Tower; AIA 2004 Honor Award; Murphy & Jahn; by Jane F. Kolleenny; ph.; p. 155; June 04; AR

Illinois, Chicago; One South Dearborn; Destefano & Keating Partners; by Sam Lubell; ill.; p. 95; May 04; AR

Illinois, Chicago; Trump Tower Chicago; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; by Sam Lubell; ill.; p. 95; May 04; AR

Japan, Tokyo; TV Asahi Headquarters; Fumihiko Maki; by Naomi R. Pollock; ph. pl. sec.; p. 88-93; Feb 04; AR

Malaysia, Kuala Lumpur; Petronas Towers; 2004 Aga Khan Award; Cesar Pelli; by Sam Lubell and James Murdock; ph.; p. 98; Dec 04; AR

Massachusetts, Boston; State Street Financial Center; Jung & Brannen; Structural Design by Weidlinger Associates; by Gordon Wright; ph.; p. 18-24; May 04; BD&C
OFFICE BUILDING (cont'd)

HIGH RISE (cont'd)

Mexico, Mexico City: Torre Mayor Building; Zeidler Partnership; by Mindi Zissman; ph.; p. 39-41; Mar 04; BD&C

New York, New York; New York Times Headquarters; Renzo Piano and Fox & Fowle; Interior Design by Gensler Associates; by Deborah Snoonian; m.; p. 169; Mar 04; AR

New York, New York; Time Warner Center; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; by Peggy Deamer; ph.; p. 80; Jan 04; A

Taiwan, Taipei: Taipei 101; World's tallest building; C.Y. Lee; Structural Design by Thornton & Tomasetti; by David Barista; ph. pl. elev. sec. det.; p. 21-25; Mar 04; BD&C

INTERIORS

California, Beverly Hills; Napoli Management Group Headquarters; Lorcan O'Herlihy; Structural Design by Paul Franceschi; by Sheila Kim; ph.; p. 64-66; July 04; ID

California, Los Angeles; Creative Domain Headquarters; Pugh & Scarpa; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 138-145; June 04; ID

California, Los Angeles; Electronic Arts Headquarters; Gensler Associates; Interior Design by HLW; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 298-303; Oct 04; ID

California, Los Angeles; Nexxspace Temporary Office Facility; Beckson Design Associates; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 190-193; May 04; ID

California, Los Angeles; Pallotta TeamWorks New Headquarters; AIA 2004 Interiors Honor Award; Clive Wilkinson; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 161; June 04; AR

California, Los Angeles; Tool Commercial-Production Site; Erich Joiner; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 146-151; Feb 04; ID

California, Mill Valley; Redwood Trust Headquarters; Huntsman Architectural Group; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 204-209; July 04; ID

California, San Francisco; Cahlan & Associates Headquarters; Jensen & Macy; Mechanical Design by Mecchal Design Studio; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 228-233; May 04; ID

California, San Francisco; Gensler Associates Headquarters; Gensler Associates; Lighting Design by Architecture & Light; by Dianne Dorrans Saeks; ph.; p. 172-177; Feb 04; ID

California, San Francisco; Offices of Huntsman Architectural Group; Huntsman Architectural Group; Acoustical Design by Charles H. Salter; by Andrew Blum; ph.; p. 340-344; June 04; AR

California, Santa Monica; Natural Resources Defense Council; Moulé & Polyzoides; Structural Design by Nabié Youssef; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 103-106; June 04; ID

California, Santa Monica; Offices of Game Show Network; HOK; Lighting Design by Patrick B. Quigley; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. S34-S40; Nov 04; ID

OFFICE BUILDING (cont'd)

INTERIORS (cont'd)

Canada, Ontario, Toronto; Grip Limited and Medium One Productions; Johnson Chour; by John E. Czarnecki; ph.; p. 352-354; June 04; AR

District of Columbia, Washington; Human Rights Campaign Center; HOK; Interior Design by Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; by Andrea Codrington; ph.; p. 172-177; May 04; ID

District of Columbia, Washington; Offices of Green Door Nonprofit; Envision Design; Structural Design by Rathgeber & Goss; by Laura Fisher Kaiser; ph.; p. 156-161; June 04; ID

England, London; Offices of Cisco Systems; Aukett; Interior Design by HOK; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. S22-S28; Nov 04; ID

England, London; Olswang Offices; Gensler Associates; Structural Design by Waterman Partnership; by Ian Phillips; ph. pl.; p. 200-207; Jan 04; ID

England, London; Paul Smith Showroom and Office; Barnard & Wilson; by Stephen Miloti; ph.; p. 178-183; Apr 04; ID

France, Paris; Offices of Cheeeeeese; G2; by Ian Phillips; ph.; p. 134-139; Nov 04; ID

France, Paris; Offices of Intra Muros Architecture; Intra Muros; by Ian Phillips; ph. pl.; p. 312-317; Oct 04; ID

France, Saint-Ouen; Saguez & Partners Headquarters; Archee; Interior Design by Saguez & Partners; by Ian Phillips; ph.; p. 248-255; May 04; ID

Germany, Hamburg; 9 Waterloohain; Carsten Roth; Structural Design by Windels, Timm & Morgen; by Ian Phillips; ph. sec.; p. 262-269; May 04; ID

Germany, Hamburg; Architect's Offices; Bothe, Richter & Teherani; by Otto Pohl; ph. pl.; p. 170-176; June 04; ID

Illinois, Chicago; ABN AMRO Regional Headquarters; DeStefano & Partners; Interior Design by VOA Associates; by Ned Cramer; ph.; p. 190-197; July 04; ID

Illinois, Chicago; Offices of Storck Candy; Eastlake Studio; Mechanical Design by JBE Engineering; by Cindy Coleman; ph.; p. 194-196; May 04; ID

Italy, Milan; Moschino Headquarters; Vittorio Zerella; Interior Design by Dix & Co; by Cindy Coleman; ph. pl.; p. 182-189; July 04; ID

Maryland, Silver Spring; Discovery Communications Global Headquarters; Gensler Associates; Mechanical Design by Flack & Kurtz; by Laura Fisher Kaiser; ph.; p. 270-277; May 04; ID

New York, New York; Bumble and Bumble Salon, School and Office; Selldorf Architects; Interior Design by Anderson Architects; by Lucie Young; ph. pl.; p. 198-205; Sept 04; ID

New York, New York; Clicquot Headquarters; Traboscia & Roiatti; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph.; p. 347-350; June 04; AR
OFFICE BUILDING (cont’d)

INTERIORS (cont’d)

New York, New York; David Yurman Headquarters and Showroom; Thomas Juul-Hansen; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 190-197; Sept 04; ID

New York, New York; Offices of Bartle Bogle Hegarty; MAP Architects; Structural Design by Robert Silman; by Rebecca Flint Marx; ph.; p. 82-84; Oct 04; ID

New York, New York; Offices of Eliran Murphy Group; Guillermo Gomez; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph.; p. 334-338; June 04; AR

New York, New York; Offices of Laird + Partners; Bonetti & Kozerski; by Marisa Bartolucci; ph. pl.; p. 102-109; Nov 04; ID

New York, New York; Offices of Third Point Management Company; Cho & Slade; Lighting Design by SM Lighting Design; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 178-180; May 04; ID

New York, New York; Offices of Wellspring Capital Management; ReddyMaye Design; Lighting Design by Invisible Light Studio; by Sheila Kim; ph.; p. 186-188; May 04; ID

New York, New York; Time Out New York Headquarters; Helfand, Myerberg & Guggenheimer; Lighting Design by SBLD Studio; by Craig Kellogg; ph. pl.; p. 222-227; May 04; ID

New York, New York; Time Warner Headquarters; Perkins & Will, Kostow & Greenwood and Mancini & Duffy; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 234-247; May 04; ID

Office; Renovation; Shaver & Melahn; by Kimberly Goad; ph.; p. 98-100; Sept 04; ID

LANDSCAPE

South Carolina, Mount Pleasant; Automated Trading Desk Headquarters; Helfand, Myerberg & Guggenheimer; Landscape Design by Nelson, Byrd & Woltz; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl.; p. 166-173; Oct 04; LA

South Carolina, Mount Pleasant; Water Strategies; Automated Trading Desk Headquarters; Helfand, Myerberg & Guggenheimer and McKellar & Associates; Landscape Design by Nelson, Byrd & Woltz; by W. Clint Rigsby; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 178-182; Oct 04; LA

LOW RISE

Germany, Leverkusen; Bayer Office Building; AIA 2004 Honor Award; Murphy & Jahn; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 159; June 04; AR

Michigan, Gaines Township; Steelcase - Project MAC; AIA 2004 Honor Award; Thomas Phifer; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 149; June 04; AR

Norway, Fornebu; Telenor Group Headquarters; NBBJ, HUS and PKA; Structural Design by Scandiaconsult; by Gordon Wright; ph.; p. 26-28; Mar 04; BD&C

Norway, Oslo; Telenor Headquarters; AIA 2004 Honor Award; NBBJ, HUS and PKA; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 157; June 04; AR

OFFICE BUILDING (cont’d)

MIDDLE RISE

Massachusetts, Cambridge; Genzyme Building; Kendall Square; Behnisch & Behnisch, House & Robertson and Next Phase Studios; Master Planning by Urban Strategies; by Nancy Levinson; ph. pl. ill.; p. 102-113; July 04; AR

New York, New York; Bank of America Tower; Cook & Fox; by Bay Brown; ill.; p. 31; Aug 04; A

New York, New York; Seven World Trade Center; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill and James Carpenter; by Bay Brown; ph. ill. det.; p. 89; June 04; A

See also BANK; CLINIC; FILM/TELEVISION STUDIO; GOVERNMENT BUILDING; INDUSTRIAL BUILDING; LIGHTING; PLAZA; SHOW-ROOM; STUDIO; UNIVERSITY

OFFICE PRACTICE

2003 AIA Firm Survey; The business of architecture; by Charles Linn; chart table; p. 70-76; Feb 04; AR

Advantages of Digital Whiteboards; by Tomas Hernandez; ph.; p. 19-20; Dec 04; BD&C

Advice for Private-School Projects; by Kenneth Levien; p. 42; Sept 04; A

Architect/Client Relations; by Jonathan Held; ph. ill.; p. 35-36; Aug 04; RA

Architects as Developers; by Deborah K. Dietisch; ph.; p. 29-34; Sept 04; A

Architecture and Global Diversification; by Cheryl Weber; ill.; p. 51-64; Oct 04; RA

Archiving with Digital Design Files; by Alan Joch; ill.; p. 179-180; May 04; AR

Automating Construction Testing/Inspection Reports; by Richard Gedney; ph. ill.; p. 10-12; Feb 04; TCS

Benefits of Owner’s Reps; by Richard T. Anderson; p. 26-28; Aug 04; A

Building and Maintaining an Architect/Contractor Relationship; by Cheryl Weber; ill.; p. 39-50; June 04; RA

Building Information Modeling; 3D technology; by Ken Sanders; ill.; p. 181-182; Sept 04; AR

Chasing Architectural Commissions in China; Perkins & Eastman; by Robert Ivey; ph. ill.; p. 114-120; Mar 04; AR

China; —; Emergence of Private Architectural Practice in China; by Nancy Levinson; ph. pl. elev.; p. 74-77; Mar 04; AR

Construction Scheduling; by Richard A. Stockenberg; p. 12-13; Jan 04; BD&C

Contracts and Compensation Strategies; by Hugh Hochberg; p. 32; July 04; A

Converting to MasterFormat 2004; by Christopher Bushnell; ph.; p. 10-12; Aug 04; TCS

Corruption in the Architectural and Construction Industries; by Jamie Reynolds; p. 46; June 04; A

Creating a Niche in Senior Housing; by Cheryl Weber; ill.; p. 39-40, 44-50; Jan 04; RA

Customizing Floor Plans Online; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 57; July 04; B
The ARCHITECTURAL INDEX

OFFICE PRACTICE (cont'd)

Design for the Architect Office; by Cheryl Weber; ill.; p. 53-64; Apr 04; RA

Designing and Printing Award-Winning Presentations; by Julia Mandell; ill.; p. 67-68; Jan 04; A

Determining Optimum Office Size; by Cheryl Weber; ill.; p. 41-50; Aug 04; RA

Digital Images vs. Film; by Charles Linn; ph.; p. 103-106; June 04; AR

Doing Business in China; by Tom Larsen; p. 51-54; Mar 04; AR

England, Derby; The Egg Cell Center; Theories on office space; by No author listed; ph. ref.; p. 46-47; June 04; AR

Establishing a Document Retention Procedure; by Werner Sabo and James Zahn; ph.; p. 18-19; Sept 04; TCS

Expansion of Architectural Marketing; by David M. Grant; p. 38; Oct 04; A

Gaining Control of Change Orders; by Steve Zunier; ill.; p. 142; Apr 04; B

Grooming New Architectural Talent; by C. C. Sullivan; ill.; p. 23-24; Jan 04; A

Guarding Against Computer Viruses; by Tomas Hernandez, Jr.; p. 9-10; July 04; BD&C

Implementing Computer Security; by Steve Zunier; ill.; p. 156-160; Feb 04; B

Improving Design Quality and Profitability; by C. C. Sullivan; ill.; p. 26-31; May 04; A

Improving Project Performance and Productivity; by No author listed; ph. ill. cea; p. 273-277; Dec 04; AR

Integrated Digital Processes and Structural Engineering; by Julia Mandell; ph. ill.; p. 71-72; Mar 04; A

Interactive Presentation Software; 3D modeling; by Julia Mandell; ill.; p. 66-67; July 04; A

Internet Jobcams and As-Built Drawings; Automating data collection; by Matthew Phair; p. 14-15; Aug 04; BD&C

Keeping Up with Software Upgrades; by Tomas Hernandez, Jr.; ill.; p. 16; Apr 04; BD&C

Liquidated Damages Clause in Construction Contracts; by Werner Sabo and James Zahn; ph. ref.; p. 28; Mar 04; TCS

Making the Most of Professional Awards; by Cheryl Weber; ill.; p. 43-54; July 04; RA

Managing Risk and Liability; by John Osborne; p. 30; Nov 04; A

Managing Risk in Multi-Family Projects; by Gerald W. Farquhar; ph.; p. 16-18; July 04; TCS

Marketing; Standing out in master planned communities; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 294-300; Oct 04; B

Master Builder 2004 Back-Office System; by Steve Zunier; ill.; p. 391-392; Jan 04; B

Nonprofit Architecture; Public Architecture; by John Peterson; ph.; p. 43-46; Apr 04; RA

Optimizing PDF Files; by Matthew Phair; p. 14; Jan 04; BD&C

Performance and Collaborative Architecture; High technology buildings and sophisticated environmental systems; by Julia Mandell; ill.; p. 29-30; Feb 04; A

OFFICE PRACTICE (cont'd)

Planning for a Successful Project; by Richard B. Garber; ph. ref. cea; p. 55-63; Feb 04; TCS

Primer on Firm Names; by Aric Chen; ill.; p. 65; Dec 04; AR

Project Management Software; by Eileen McMorrow; ill.; p. 69-70; Aug 04; A

Protection from Risky Change Orders; by Richard A. Stockenberg; p. 14-15; May 04; BD&C

Quality Assurance and Quality Control; by E. Alan Hollenbeck; ph.; p. 73-81; Oct 04; TCS

Rapid Prototyping and Architectural Modeling; by Matthew Phair; m.; p. 15-16; Nov 04; BD&C

Relationships in the Construction Process; The human factor; by Joseph H. Kasimer; ph.; p. 10-12; Jan 04; TCS

Safeguards for Design Contracts; by Cheryl Weber; ill.; p. 43-52; May 04; RA

Screen-Activity Recorders Offer Training Solutions; by H. Edward Goldberg; ill.; p. 83-84; Sept 04; A

Software and Beta-Testing; by Julia Mandell; ill.; p. 78; Feb 04; A

Specifying Colors and Finishes; by David J. Wyatt; ph.; p. 20-21; Nov 04; TCS

Substitutions and Architect/Engineer Liability; by Werner Sabo and James Zahn; ph.; p. 28-29; Feb 04; TCS

The Business Aspect of Design; by Heather Hammatt; ill.; p. 90-94; June 04; LA

Turning Business Around; by Tom Fitzgerald; ill.; p. 87-88; Jan 04; B

Value of the Peer Review Process; by Deborah Slaton; ph.; p. 146; Aug 04; TCS

Web-Based Document Management; by C. C. Sullivan; ill.; p. 91-92; June 04; A

When A Partner Leaves the Firm; by Cheryl Weber; ill.; p. 39-50; Nov 04; RA

When Good Projects Go Bad; by John E. Osborn; p. 37; Apr 04; A

See also ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN, THEORY; ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING; ARCHITECTURE; COMPUTER; INTERIOR DESIGN; LANDSCAPE DESIGN, TECHNIQUES; LAW; SPECIFICATIONS

OHIO

Canton; Bathroom; Schumacher Bath; 2004 Watermark Grand Award; Peninsula Associates; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 134-135; Apr 04; B

Cincinnati; Art; Condemnation of Double Star: Antares Public Art Sculpture; Athena Tacha; by Nora Richter Greer; ph.; p. 26; Jan 04; LA

Cincinnati; Housing; City West Revitalization; Community design award winner; Torti Gallas; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 170; July 04; AR

Cincinnati; Kitchen; Palmer Kitchen; 2004 Watermark Grand Award; John C. Senhauser; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 122; Apr 04; B

Cleveland; Architecture; School Renovations; Cleveland Municipal School District falls short; by Steven Litt; p. 112; June 04; A
OHIO (cont'd)

Cleveland; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Arbor Park Village; Builder's Choice Award; City Architecture; Landscape Design by Outside In; by David Holzel; ph. pl.; p. 186-187; Oct 04; B

Columbus; Kitchen; Private Residence Kitchen; 2004 Watermark Grand Award; Space Craft; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 124; Apr 04; B

Columbus; Residence; Dennis Residence Living Room; Builder's Choice Award; Phillip Markwood; Interior Design by Tracy McGarity; by Zach Blattner; ph.; p. 224; Oct 04; B

OKLAHOMA

Oklahoma City; Energy; Home Energy-Use Guarantee; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 84; Mar 04; B

Oklahoma City; Government Building; Oklahoma City Federal Building; Ross Barney & Jankowski; Landscape Design by Brad Goldberg; by Jane C. Loeffler; ph. pl.; p. 104-110; Oct 04; AR

Oklahoma City; Kitchen; Windsor Model Kitchen; 2004 Watermark Merit Award; Newhaven Homes; Interior Design by Interiors by Angie; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 130; Apr 04; B

Oklahoma City; Security; Oklahoma City Federal Office Building; Ross Barney & Jankowski and Benham Companies; Landscape Design by Sasaki Associates; by Gordon Wright; ph. pl. cost anal.; p. 24-33; Aug 04; BD&C

OREGON

Eugene; Government Building; Wayne L. Morse Courthouse; P/A Citation; Morphosis and DLR Group; Landscape Design by Richard Haag; by No author listed; pl. ill. sec.; p. 64-65; Jan 04; A

Orenco Station; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Foxhall Rowhomes; Iverson Associates; Landscape Design by Walker & Macy; by David Holzel; ph. pl.; p. 148; Jan 04; B

Portland; Garden; Stormwater Garden; Oregon Convention Center; Zimmer, Gunsul & Frasca; Landscape Design by Mayer/Reed; by J. William Thompson; ph. pl. sec. ill. table; p. 60-67; Sept 04; LA

Portland; Recreation/Park; Eastbank Esplanade; 2004 ASLA Award of Merit; Mayer/Reed; by No author listed; ph.; p. 102-103; Sept 04; LA

Portland; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Park Place Condominiums; Carrier & Johnson; Landscape Design by Atlas; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 128; May 04; B

ORNAMENTATION

Classical Ornamentation in Self-Compacting Concrete; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. dia.; p. 65; Aug 04; A

Digital Fabrication Technology and Ornamentation; by Joel Hoekstra; ph.; p. 80-81; Apr 04; A

PAINT, COATINGS

Applying Coatings to Masonry; by Deborah Slaton and David S. Patterson; ph.; p. 82; June 04; TCS

Intumescent Fire-Resistant Coatings; by Charles A. Nuzzo; ph.; p. 46-54; Dec 04; TCS

Specifying Architecturally Exposed Structural Steel; by No author listed; ph. caa; p. 323-327; June 04; AR

Trends in Paint Specifications for the Healthcare Environment; by Tom Krynski; ph. ref.; p. 64-70; Dec 04; TCS

Window Film for Safety, Security and Energy Efficiency; by Virginia L. Kubler; ph. dia.; p. 32-38; July 04; TCS

PARK

See GARDEN; RECREATION

PARKING, GARAGE

California, San Diego; UCSD Revelle Parking Structure; Wolf Architecture; by C. C. Sullivan; pl. elev.; p. 35; July 04; A

Garage Options; Dominick Tringali; by Dominick Tringali; ph. pl. elev.; p. 95-96; Jan 04; B

Italy, Venice; Parking Garage Exhibit; 9th International Architecture Biennale; Lewis, Tsurumaki & Lewis; by Robert Ivy; ph.; p. 94-95; Nov 04; AR

New York, Ithaca; Paving the Manning Landscape; Cornell University; Warren Manning; by Danny Pearlstein; ph.; p. 226-228; Oct 04; LA

Next Generation Parking Structures; by David Barista; ph.; p. 39-43; Dec 04; BD&C

PAVEMENT

Hazards of De-Icing; by Deborah Slaton; ph.; p. 114; Mar 04; TCS

Refinements in Pavement Specifications; by Robert Q. Klutz; ph. chart ref.; p. 78-84; Mar 04; TCS

PENAL

See CORRECTIONAL FACILITY

PENNSYLVANIA

Kennett Square; Garden; Peirce's Woods at Longwood Gardens; 2004ASLA Award of Merit; W. Gary Smith; by No author listed; ph.; p. 100; Sept 04; LA

New Hope; School; Abbe Science Center; Solebury School; Hillier Architecture; Structural Design by Greenman & Pedersen; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph. pl.; p. 140-142; Mar 04; AR

Philadelphia; Arboretum; Morris Arboretum of the University of Pennsylvania; 2004 ASLA Award; Andropogon Associates; by No author listed; ph.; p. 109; Sept 04; LA

Philadelphia; City and Regional Planning; Neighborhood Transformation Initiative; Redevelopment and revitalization of Philadelphia; by Joseph Kelly; ph. ill.; p. 73-78; Oct 04; AR
PERFORMING ARTS CENTER (cont'd)

California, Los Angeles: Our Lady of Angels Church and Walt Disney Concert Hall; Questions about the future of urban landscapes; Jose Rafael Moneo and Gehry Partners; Landscape Design by Douglas & Regula Campbell; by Kim Sorvig; p. 150-152; June 04; LA

California, Los Angeles: Walt Disney Concert Hall Opens to Rave Reviews; Gehry Partners; Acoustical Design by Nagata Acoustics; by John Pastier; p. 63-66; Jan 04; AR

California, Los Angeles: Walt Disney Concert Hall; Building Team Grand Award; Gehry Partners; Structural Design by John A. Martin; by Gordon Wright; ph. cost anal.; p. 35-41; June 04; BD&C

Canary Islands, Santa Cruz de Tenerife; Auditorio de Tenerife; Santiago Calatrava; Acoustical Design by Garcia-BBM; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl.; p. 78-87; Feb 04; AR

England, London: British Broadcasting Corporation Music Box; Foreign Office Architects; by Jamie Reynolds; ill.; p. 37; Mar 04; A

Finland, Espoo; Sello Concert Hall and Regional Library; Helin & Company; Mechanical Design by Projectsteam; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. sec.; p. 46-51; Aug 04; AR

Germany, Hamburg; HafenCity Concert Hall; Herzog & de Meuron; Original Design by Werner Kallmorgen; by Layla Dawson; ph.; p. 78-79; Sept 04; A

Germany, Stuttgart; Theaterhaus Stuttgart; Plus+ and Hubner; Forster & Hubner; Original Design by Emil Fahrenkamp; by Peter Blundell Jones; ph. ill. dia.; p. 60-64; June 04; AR

Maryland, Baltimore; Hippodrome Performing Arts Center; Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer; Original Design by Thomas Lamb; by Larry Flynn; ph. ill.; p. 30-38; Apr 04; BD&C

Performing Arts Center Technology; by David Barista; ph. ill. sec. dia.; p. 40-47; Apr 04; BD&C

Review of Twelve Performing Arts Centers; by Gordon Wright and Larry Flynn; ph.; p. 18-28; Apr 04; BD&C

Texas, Dallas: Dallas Center for the Performing Arts; Office for Metropolitan Architecture and Foster & Partners; by Katie Gerfen; ill.; p. 31; Aug 04; A

Virginia, Charlottesville; Charlottesville Music Pavilion; FTL Design Engineering; by Bay Brown; ill. sec.; p. 71; Dec 04; A

Washington, Seattle; Marion OliverMcCaw Hall; 2004 Business Week/Architectural record Award Finalist; LMN and Streeter & Associates; Landscape Design by Gustafson, Guthrie & Nichol; by Jane F. Kelleen and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 146; Nov 04; AR

See also ARTS CENTER; A U D I T O R I U M; T H E A T E R; UNIVERSITY/PERFORMING ARTS CENTER

PERU

Canete; Residence; Casa B; Record House 2004; Barclay & Crousse; Structural Design by Carlos Casabone; by Raul A. Barreneche; ph. pl. sec.; p. 118-121; Apr 04; AR

Canete; Residence; Casa Equus; Record House 2004; Barclay & Crousse; Structural Design by Luis Flores; by Raul A. Barreneche; ph. pl. sec.; p. 114-117; Apr 04; AR

Canete; Residence; Casa M; Record House 2004; Barclay & Crousse; Structural Design by Luis Flores; by Raul A. Barreneche; ph. pl. sec.; p. 118-121; Apr 04; AR
PHOTOGRAPHY
Digital Images vs. Film; by Charles Linn; ph.; p. 103-106; June 04; AR
Landscape Photography of Lynn Geesaman; by Frank Edgerton Martin; ph. ref.; p. 126-129; May 04; LA
Maximum Exposure Photography Exhibit; by Deanna Kizis; ph.; p. 176-178; Sept 04; ID
Photography of Alex MacLean; by Naomi Sachs; ph. ref.; p. 118-123; Sept 04; LA

PLANTS
Comparing Natural and Artificial Turf; by Jessica Boehrland; ph. ill. ref.; p. 122-140; Oct 04; LA
Grasses for Shade; by Patricia Acton; ph.; p. 90-99; Oct 04; LA
Low-Impact Evergreen Shrubs; by Leah Rottke; ph.; p. 30-33; Jan 04; LA
New York, Battery Park City; Maintenance in Battery Park City Gardens; 2003 ASLA award winner; by James Urban; ph.; p. 36-43; Feb 04; LA
Pros and Cons of Miscanthus; by Mary Hockenberry Meyer; ph. ref. table; p. 52-59; June 04; LA
Staking for Tree Establishment; by Bonnie Lee Appleton; ph.; p. 44-50; Apr 04; LA
Washington, Seattle; Returning Native Species to the Seattle Parks; Charles Anderson; by Clair Enlow; ph. pl. ref.; p. 46-59; July 04; LA
Washington, Seattle; Using Natural Succession at Seattle Parks; Charles Anderson; by Clair Enlow; ph.; p. 60-63; July 04; LA
See also BOTANIC GARDEN; GARDEN; LANDSCAPE DESIGN, TECHNIQUES

PLASHER
Cellular Polycarbonate Glazing; by Norm Bonenfant; ph. det.; p. 24-30; July 04; TCS

PLASTIC
Benefits of Plastic Laminate; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 111-112; May 04; B
Plastics in Buildings of Unusual Design; by Richard E. Mericle II; ph.; p. 26-33; Jan 04; TCS
Revolution in Plastic-Based Building Materials; by Matthew Power; ph. chart; p. 356-364; Jan 04; B
Role of Vinyl in Sustainable Design; by Tak Abe; ill. ref.; p. 66-69; Nov 04; TCS

PLAYGROUND
See RECREATION/PLAYGROUND

PLAZA
California, Los Angeles; Westside Media Center Plaza; Melendrez; by Mark Hinshaw; ph. pl.; p. 38-44; Sept 04; LA
California, Sacramento; California EPA Headquarters Plaza; AC Martin; Landscape Design by Mia Lehrer; by Mark Hinshaw; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 114-119; Apr 04; LA

PLAZA (cont'd)
California, San Francisco; 560 Mission Street Public Space; 2003 ASLA award winner; Cesar Pelli and Kendall & Heaton; Landscape Design by Hart & Howerton; by Mark Hinshaw; ph. pl.; p. 76-83; Jan 04; LA
Iowa, Iowa City; Iowa City Pedestrian Mall; BRW and Hawks Design; Original Design by Sasaki Associates; by Frank Edgerton Martin; ph. pl.; p. 76-85; May 04; LA
Italy, Cesano Maderno; Urban Renewal around Palazzo Arese; ar+u highly commended project; Marco Castelletti; by Peter Davey; ph. pl.; p. 58-59; Dec 04; AR
Japan, Saitama; Saitama Plaza; 2004 ASLA Award of Merit; Ohtori Consultants and NTT Urban Development; by No author listed; ph.; p. 102; Sept 04; LA
Louisiana, New Orleans; Piazza d'Italia; Hewitt & Washington; Original Design by August Perez; by Allen Freeman; ph.; p. 102-107; May 04; LA
Massachusetts, Boston; Mary Baker Eddy Library Entry Courtyard and Christian Science Plaza; 2003 ASLA award winner; Reed & Hilderbrand; Copley Woff Design Group and Ann Beha; Original Design by J.M. Pei; by Gina Crandell; ph. pl.; p. 108-115; May 04; LA
Minnesota, Minneapolis; Deterioration of Peavey Plaza; M. Paul Friedman; by Charlene K. Roise; ph.; p. 30-37; Sept 04; LA
New York, Brooklyn; Brooklyn Museum Entrance Pavilion and Plaza; Polshek Partnership; Original Design by McKim, Mead & White; by James S. Russell; ph. pl. sec.; p. 116-123; Oct 04; AR
Spain, Barcelona; Forum 2004 Building and Plaza; Herzog & de Meuron; Acoustical Design by H. Arah; by Rob Gregory; ph. sec. pl.; p. 56-62; Sept 04; AR
Texas, Dallas; Oak Lawn Triangle; Cheryl Baez; by Adam Regn Arvirdson; ph. pl. elev.; p. 20-21; Aug 04; LA
Wisconsin, Madison; State Street Reconstruction Project; Ken Saiki and Wallace, Roberts & Todd; Original Design by M. Paul Friedman; by Frank Edgerton Martin; ph.; p. 76-85; May 04; LA
See also OFFICE BUILDING; UNIVERSITY/LANDSCAPE; URBAN DESIGN, MULTI-USE PROJECT

PLUMBING
Axor Citterio Line of Bath Fixtures; Antonio Citterio; by Aric Chen; ph.; p. 93-94; Jan 04; ID
Eco-Friendly Toilets; by Laura Fisher Kaiser; ph.; p. 223-226; Oct 04; ID
Master Artisans and their Building Products; by Matthew Power and Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 98-106; Feb 04; B
Wires, Cables, Pipes, and Environmental Health; by Gail Vittori; ph. table cea ref.; p. 70-76; Nov 04; TCS
PLUMBING (cont'd)

Writing Restroom Specifications; Evaluating flushing technology; by Peter Jahrling; ph. ref. dia.; p. 58-67; Mar 04; TCS
See also HEATING, VENTILATING, AIR CONDITIONING; SOLAR

POLAND

Warsaw; Cultural Center; Fabryka Trzeczy Art Center; Kulczynski Architects; Structural Design by Roman Nałęwajko; by Sam Lubell; ph. pl.; p. 142-147; Sept 04; AR

Warsaw; Government Building; British Embassy; Tony Fretton; by Rob Gregory; m. pl.; p. 80-83; Nov 04; AR

POLLUTION, AIR

Art and Science of Good Ventilation; by No author listed; ph. dia. ill.; p. 267-271; Dec 04; AR

Building Materials Emissions Study; Recycled-content building products; by Nigel F. Maynard; ill.; p. 61-62; May 04; B

Indoor Air Quality; Testing building products for emissions; by Ted Smalley Bowen; ph.; p. 299-300; June 04; AR

See also HAZARDS

PORTUGAL (cont'd)

Lisbon; University/Administration; Rector's Office; New University of Lisbon; Aires Mateus; Mechanical Design by Galvao Teles; by Timothy Brittain-Catlin; ph. pl. sec.; p. 56-59; July 04; AR

Oporto; Architecture; View from Oporto, Portugal; by Catherine Slessor; ph.; p. 34-35; July 04; AR

Oporto; Bar; Vila Nova de Gaia Bar; Guedes & de Campos; by Catherine Slessor; m. pl. sec.; p. 60-61; July 04; AR

Oporto; Health Care, Health Center; Regional Blood Center; ARX Portugal; Structural Design by Tatuprojecto; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 66-68; July 04; AR

Sao Miguel Island; Architecture; Architecture in the Azores; by Amanda Schachter; ph. map; p. 74-77; July 04; AR

Setubal; Residence; Remodeled Winery; Aires Mateus; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 86-89; July 04; AR

Sines; Cultural Center; Sines Cultural Center; Aires Mateus; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p. 72-73; July 04; AR

PREFABRICATION

Defining Component-Based Design; Sophisticated manufacturing technologies; by Barbara Knecht; ph. ill. sec. cea; p. 153-160; July 04; AR

Kansas, Kansas City; Prefabricated Modular House; Studio804; by Abby Bussel; pl. ill.; p. 46; Apr 04; A

Schindler Shelters; Low-cost, mass producible housing; Rudolf M. Schindler; by Jin-Ho Park; pl. sec. axon. ill. det. m. ref.; p. 29-38; Nov 04; JAE

Specifying Pre-Fabricated Booths; by David King; ph.; p. 72-80; Apr 04; TCS

See also APARTMENT BUILDING; RESIDENCE; RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING

Q

QATAR

Doha; University/Science Center; Liberal Arts and Science College; C+A and Perkins & Will; Master Planning by Arata Isozaki; by Naomi Pollock; ph. pl. sec.; p. 174-183; Nov 04; AR

R

RADIO

England, London; Broadcasting House Facade; MacCormac, Jamieson & Pritchard; Lighting Design by Rogier van der Heide; by Richard MacCormac; ph.; p. 42-43; Apr 04; AR
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RECREATION

Airstream Trailer Customization; Kondylis Design; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 64-66; Aug 04; ID
Arizona, Gila River Indian Reservation; Sheraton Wild Horse Pass Resort & Spa; Wimberly, Allison, Tong & Goo; Landscape Design by BRW; by Gordon Wright; ph.; p. 14-20; Sept 04; BD&C
Arizona, Phoenix; Marriott Desert Ridge Resort & Spa; Hornberger & Worstell; Landscape Design by SWA Group; by Gordon Wright; ph.; p. 14-20; Sept 04; BD&C
Arizona, Scottsdale; Westin Kierland Resort & Spa; Hill & Glazier; Landscape Design by EDAW; by Gordon Wright; ph.; p. 14-20; Sept 04; BD&C
California, Century City; Kara Spa; Park Hyatt Los Angeles; Kajima Associates; Interior Design by HCA Design; by Deanna Kizis; ph.; p. 108-112; Oct 04; ID
California, Los Angeles; Pool Pavilion; Design Bureau; Landscape Design by Sarah Munster; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 68-70; Jan 04; ID
England, Bath; Bath Spa; Nicholas Grimshaw and Donald Insall; Lighting Design by Speirs & Major; by Hugh Pearman; pl. sec. det.; p. 116-121; Feb 04; AR
Georgia, Richmond Hill; Ogeechee Clubhouse; Builder's Choice Award; Studio for Civil Architecture and Spivey & Woods; Interior Design by Inside; by David Holzel; ph.; p. 216; Oct 04; B
Germany, Bad Aibling; Spa Complex; Behnisch & Behnisch; by Abby Bussel; pl. sec. m.; p. 41; Oct 04; A
Golf Course Problems in Master Planned Communities; by Alison Rice; ill.; p. 55-56; Mar 04; B
India, Rajasthan; Aman-i-Khas Luxury Wilderness Camp; Denniston International Architects; by Anubha Charan; ph.; p. 208-214; June 04; ID
Italy, Como; Bathing Establishment on Lake Segrino; ar+*d commended project; Marco Castelletti; by Peter Davey; ph. pl.; p. 72-73; Dec 04; ARRev

RECREATION (cont'd)
Nevada, Las Vegas; Bathhouse Spa; Richardson & Sadeki and Kli & Juba; Lighting Design by Patdo Lighting Studio; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 67-69; Oct 04; A
Profile of Lee Ehmke, Zoo Director; by Frank Edgerton Martin; ph. pl. ill. sec. ref.; p. 126-129; Aug 04; LA
Trends in Resort Design; by Larry Flynn; ph.; p. 23-26; Sept 04; BD&C
Washington, Seattle; Board Shed; Heliotrope Architects; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 96-97; Apr 04; RA

PARK
Argentina, Buenos Aires; Micaela Bastidas Park and Waterfront Redevelopment; Garay, Vila, Magarinos, Sebastian and Nova; Landscape Design by Irene Joselevich; by Jamena Martignoni and Alan Gray; ph. pl. ill.; p. 36-43; Apr 04; LA
Arizona, Phoenix; Steele Indian School Park; Gould & Evans; Landscape Design by Floor & Ten Eyck; by Joseph M. Ewan and Rebecca Fish Ewan; ph. pl. ill.; p. 120-129; Apr 04; LA
China, Sichuan Province, Dujiangyan City; Fish Mouth Inspired Landscaping; ar+*d commended project; Turenescapes; by Peter Davey; ph.; p. 98; Dec 04; ARRev
Colorado, Denver; Master Plan for Denver Parks; Wenh Associates; by Michael Leccese; ph. pl. map.; p. 112-120; Oct 04; LA
Colorado, Denver; Skyline Park; Renovation; Thomas Balsley; Original Design by Lawrence Halprin; by Mary Voelz Chandler; ph. pl.; p. 80-94; Nov 04; LA
District of Columbia, Washington; Anastasia River Parks Target Area Plan and Riverwalk; 2004 ASLA Award of Honor; Wallace, Roberts & Todd; by No author listed; ill.; p. 104; Sept 04; LA
Florida, Tampa; Demise of Kiley-Wolf Park; Harry Wolf; Landscape Design by Dan Kiley; by George Hazelrigg; ph. m.; p. 104-113; Apr 04; LA
France, Paris; Bois de Boulogne Park; Reclamation; Atelier de l'Entre-Deux; Original Design by Haussmann & Alphand; by Marilyn Ciemens; ill. sec. pl.; p. 60-71; Feb 04; LA
France, Paris; Concrete and the Engineered Picturesque; Parc des Buttes Chaumont; Jean-Charles Adolphe Alphand; by Ann Komara; ill. ph. ref.; p. 4-12; Sept 04; JAE
Georgia, Atlanta; Centennial Olympic Park; EDAW; by Jonathan Lerner; ph. ill.; p. 26-34; Aug 04; LA
Illinois, Chicago, Near; Independence Grove Forest Preserve; Quarry reclamation; David Woodhouse and Bleck & Bleck; Art by Erik Blome; by Frank Edgerton Martin; ph. pl.; p. 50-57; Feb 04; LA
Illinois, Chicago; Lakefront Millennium Park; Gehry Partners, OWP/P and Anish Kapoor; Master Planning by Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; by Edward Keegan; pl.; p. 59-61; Dec 04; A
RECREATION (cont'd)

PARK (cont'd)

Illinois, Chicago; Millennium Park Takes Shape; Gehry Partners, Anish Kapoor and Kathryn Gustafson; Art by Jaume Plensa; by Blair Kamin; ph. m. pl.; p. 61-64; May 04; AR

Illinois, Chicago; Millennium Park; Gehry Partners and Gustafson, Guthrie & Nichol; Landscape Design by Terry Guen; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl.; p. 94-105; Nov 04; LA

Illinois, Chicago; View from Chicago; Millennium Park and Soldier Field; Gehry Partners, Rem Koolhaas and et al.; by Michael Webb; ph.; p. 38-39; Nov 04; AR

Italy, Cesano Maderno; Urban Renewal around Palazzo Arese; ar+d highly commended project; Marco Castelletti; by Peter Davey; ph. pl.; p. 58-59; Dec 04; AR

Italy, Treviso; Treviso Fish Market and Park; Toni Follina; by Peter Blundell Jones; ph.; p. 98; Feb 04; AR

Japan, Kahoku; Kahoku Project; by Ryo Yamada; ph. elev. sec. pl.; p. 24-29; Feb 04; JAE

Japan, Niigata Prefecture, Nakasato; Nakasato Juji Project; 2004 ASLA Award of Merit; Ryo Yamada and Ayako Yamada; by No author listed; ph.; p. 99-100; Sept 04; LA

Key Elements of Skatepark Design; by Tom Miller; ph.; p. 68-74; Sept 04; LA

Maine, Camden; Harbor Park and Amphitheater; Restoration; Camden Library; Fletcher Steele and Olimsted Brothers; by Jane Roy Brown; ph.; p. 22; Nov 04; LA

Massachusetts, Boston; Central Artery Landscaping in Contention; EDAW and Copley Wolff Design Group; by Alan Berger; ph. pl. ill.; p. 162-164; Apr 04; LA

Massachusetts, Boston; Future Plans for Eastport Park; Halvorsen Design Associates; by Jane Holtz Kay; ph.; p. 144, 142-143; Mar 04; LA

Massachusetts, Cambridge; Franklin Street Park; Rob Steck; Sculpture by Murray Dewart; by Marty Carlock; ph. pl. ill.; p. 26-34; July 04; LA

Massachusetts, South Boston; Eastport and Maritime Parks; Machado & Silvetti; Landscape Design by Halvorsen Design Partnership; by Marty Carlock; ph. pl.; p. 78-89; Oct 04; LA

Michigan, Detroit; Historic Belle Isle Master Plan; 2004 ASLA Award of Merit; Hamilton & Anderson; by No author listed; ill.; p. 106-107; Sept 04; LA

Minnesota, Minneapolis; Street Conversion to Parkland; Close Landscape Architecture; by Frank Edgerton Martin; ph. pl. table; p. 48-52; May 04; LA

Missouri, St. Louis; Forest Park; River des Peres replacement; Austin Tao, HOK Planning Group and et al.; Original Design by Maxmilian G. Kern; by George Hazellrigg; ph. map; p. 108-117; Feb 04; LA

RECREATION (cont'd)

PARK (cont'd)

Netherlands, Amsterdam; Westerpark; Neil Porter; Landscape Design by Kathryn Gustafson; by Mark Hinshaw; ph. pl. ill.; p. 60-71; Nov 04; LA

New Mexico, Santa Fe; Artwork at De Vargas and Frenchy's Parks; Catherine Widgery; by Catherine Widgery; ph. ill.; p. 124-128; Sept 04; LA

New York, Greenwich Village; Hudson River Park; Greenwich Village segment; Sowinski & Sullivan; Landscape Design by Abel, Baininson & Butz; by Allen Freeman; ph. map pl.; p. 96-105; Aug 04; LA

New York, New York; High Line Rail Trestle Design Competition; Zaha Hadid, Steven Holl and et al.; by Philip Nobel; ill.; p. 146-148; Dec 04; LA

New York, New York; Hudson River Park Model; Critique; Abel, Baininson & Butz and Edmund D. Hollander; by Alex Ulam; ph.; p. 162-184; Aug 04; LA

New York, New York; Privatization of Bryant Park; by Ethan Kent; ph.; p. 162-164; Nov 04; LA

New York, New York; Reinventing the High Line Rail Trestle; by Alex Ulam; ph. ill.; p. 62-69; Dec 04; LA

New York, New York; West Harlem Master Plan and Waterfront Park; 2004 ASLA Award of Merit; W Architecture and Landscape Architecture, LLC; by No author listed; ph. ill.; p. 106; Sept 04; LA

Oregon, Portland; Eastbank Esplanade; 2004 ASLA Award of Merit; Mayer/Reed; by No author listed; ph.; p. 102-103; Sept 04; LA

Parks for Dogs; by Felix Gillette; ph.; p. 70-74; Jan 04; LA

Rail Trails; Guidelines for trail planning and design; by Jim Donovan and Hugh Morris; ph. ill. pl.; p. 68-81; June 04; LA

South Korea, Paju City; I Like Dalke Theme Park; Ga.A Architects, Mass Studies and James Slade; Structural Design by Shin Structural Engineering; by Iris Moon; ph. sec. det. pl.; p. 50-59; Sept 04; A

South Korea, Seoul; Seonyudo Park; 2004 ASLA Award of Merit; SeoAhn Total Landscape; by No author listed; ph.; p. 103; Sept 04; LA

Spain, Barcelona; Nou Barris Central Park; Andreu Arriola and Carmen Fiol; by Marc Treib; ph. pl. ill.; p. 90-99; Feb 04; LA

Spain, Barcelona; Parc Diagonal Mar; Oscar Tusquets, Robert A.M. Stern and EMBT; Master Planning by Ricardo Bofill; by George Hazellrigg; ph. pl. ill.; p. 24-35; Nov 04; LA

Successful Skatepark Design; by Carol Newman; ph. ref.; p. 80-94; Apr 04; LA

Texas, Fort Worth; Preserving Native Texas: A Master Plan for the Fort Worth Nature Center & Refuge; 2004 ASLA Award of Merit; MESA Design Group and Portico Group; by No author listed; ill.; p. 107; Sept 04; LA
RECREATION (cont’d)

PARK (cont’d)
Tennessee, Oak Ridge; Texas, San Antonio; San Pedro Springs Park; Renovation; Beaty & Partners; Master Planning by RBVK Associates; by Peter Harnik; ph. pl.; p. 116-125; Aug 04; LA
Virginia, Charlotteville; Charlottesville Music Pavilion; FTL Design Engineering; by Bay Brown; ill. sec.; p. 71; Dec 04; A
Washington, Seattle; Fisher Pavilion; Seattle Center, 2004 Business Week/Architectural Record Award Winner; Miller & Hull; Landscape Design by SiteWorkshop; by Jane F. Kolleeny and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 136; Nov 04; AR
Washington, Seattle; Off-Leash Park; by Mark Hinshaw; ph.; p. 156-160; Sept 04; LA
Washington, Seattle; Olympic Sculpture Park; P/A Citation; Weiss/Manfredi; Landscape Design by Charles Anderson; by No author listed; ill. axon.; p. 52-53; Jan 04; A
Washington, Seattle; Returning Native Species to the Seattle Parks; Charles Anderson; by Clair Enlow; ph. pl. ref.; p. 46-59; July 04; LA

PLAYGROUND
Massachusetts, Boston; Boston Playgrounds; 2003 ASLA award winner; Copley Wolff Design Group, Crosby, Schlessinger & Smallridge & et al.; by Jerry Howard; ph.; p. 118-127; July 04; LA
Massachusetts, Lawrence; Head Start Adventure Playground; Justin White and Lucas W. Murray; by Lucas W. Murray; ph. sec. det.; p. 130-133; Aug 04; LA
Michigan, Mayville, Near; Craig VanLaanen Memorial Treehouse and Woodland Retreat; Trail’s Edge Summer Camp; by Peter Von Buelow and Kristine Synnesh; ph. m. ill.; p. 45-53; Sept 04; JAE
Michigan, Waterford Township; All Kids Playground; da Vinci Award; by Katie Gerfen; ill.; p. 98; Dec 04; A
New Hampshire, Greefield; Crotched Mountain Treehouse; da Vinci Award; B’er Roth; by Katie Gerfen; ph.; p. 98; Dec 04; A

RECREATION CENTER
Arizona, Scottsdale; Eldorado Park Aquatic and Fitness Center; Ah be Landscape Architects; Art by Sylvia Tidwell; by Calvin Abe and Sylvia Tidwell; ph. pl.; p. 130-133; May 04; LA
California, Santa Rosa; Mayacama Golf Clubhouse; Builder’s Choice Award; B3 Architects and Marsh Associates; by David Holzel; ph.; p. 162-163; Oct 04; B
New York, —; Equinox Fitness Center; Lighting; Platt, Byard, Dowell & White; Lighting Design by Cosentini Associates; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph.; p. 283-286; Nov 04; AR

SPORTS FACILITY
Alabama, Newbern; Newbern Little League Field; Rural Studio; by Catherine Slessor; ph.; p. 40-41; June 04; ARev

RECREATION (cont’d)

SPORTS FACILITY (cont’d)
China, Beijing; 2008 Beijing Olympics Master Planning; EDAW, Herzog & de Meuron and PTW; Master Planning by Sasaki Associates; by Sara Hart; ph. ill. pl.; p. 100-105; Mar 04; AR
Florida, Jacksonville; Walton Boathouse; Glued-laminated timber construction; Peterson Architects; by Jeffrey D. Peterson; ph. ref.; p. 222; Nov 04; TCS
Illinois, Chicago; Soldier Field Campus; Wood & Zapata and Lohan, Caprile & Goetttsch; Landscape Design by Peter Lindsay Schaudt; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl. sec.; p. 96-103; Dec 04; LA
Illinois, Chicago; Soldier Field; Building Team Grand Award; Wood & Zapata and Lohan, Caprile & Goetttsch; Original Design by Holabird & Roche; by Renee Young; ph. ill.; p. 42-47; June 04; BD&C
Illinois, Chicago; Soldier Field; Renovation; Wood & Zapata; Original Design by Holabird & Roche; by Joseph Giovannini; ph. pl. sec.; p. 114-121; May 04; AR
Illinois, Chicago; Soldier Field; Renovation; Critique; Wood & Zapata; Original Design by Holabird & Roche; by Stanley Tigerman; ill.; p. 118; May 04; AR
Italy, Venice; Sports Stadium Exhibit; 9th International Architecture Biennale; Studio Gang; by Robert Lyly; ph. m.; p. 100-101; Nov 04; AR
Japan, Ehime Prefecture, Matsuyama City; Ehime Prefectural Budokan; 2004 Business Week/Architectural Record Award Winner; Ishimoto Architectural; by Jane F. Kolleeny and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 132; Nov 04; AR
Mexico, Guadalajara; Interview with Designers; JVC Center Stadium; Studio Massaud and HOK; by Judy Fayard; ph. ill.; p. 250-251; Oct 04; ID
Netherlands, Eindhoven; MU Bowl Skateboarding Facility; Maurer United Architects; by Beth Broome; ph. m.; p. 85-86; Dec 04; AR
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; High-Volume Escalators; Eagles Stadium; NBAJ; by Eileen McMorrow; ph.; p. 67; Aug 04; A
Portugal, Braga; Braga Stadium; Eduardo Souto de Moura; Structural Design by AFA Associates; by Cathy Lang Ho; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p. 48-55; July 04; A
Portugal, Braga; Braga Stadium; Eduardo Souto de Moura; Landscape Design by Daniel Monteiro; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 42-49; July 04; ARev
Texas, Dallas; American Airlines Center; David M. Schwarz and HKS; Structural Design by Walter P. Moore; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. pl. sec.; p. 73-75; Feb 04; A

VISITOR CENTER
Austria, Langenlois; Loisium Visitors’ Center; Steven Holl and Arge Architekten; Art by Solange Fabiao; by Liane Lefaivre; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 114-119; July 04; AR
RECREATION (cont’d)

VISITOR CENTER (cont’d)

California, Garden Grove; Visitor’s Center; Crystal Cathedral; Richard Meier; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. sec.; p. 54-58; Apr 04; ARev

Michigan, Dearborn; Ford Rouge Visitor Center; Building Team Merit Award; Harley & Ellis and William McDonough; by Gordon Wright; ph.; p. 48-50; June 04; BD&C

Washington, Cedar Falls; Cedar River Watershed Education Center; 2004 ASLA Award of Merit; Jones & Jones and Landscape Architects Ltd.; by No author listed; ph.; p. 101-102; Sept 04; LA

See also COMMUNITY CENTER; GARDEN; HOTEL; NIGHT CLUB; PLAZA; SCHOOL; UNIVERSITY

RECYCLING

Arizona, Phoenix; Recycling Concrete; Steele Indian School Park; Christine Ten Eyck and Stantec Consulting; by Joseph M. Ewan; ph. sec.; p. 134-137; Apr 04; LA

Building Materials Emissions Study; Recycled-content building products; by Nigel F. Maynard; ill.; p. 61-62; May 04; B

Deconstructing Army Buildings; by Thomas Napier; ph. ref.; p. 71-79; Dec 04; TCS

Designing for Disassembly and Deconstruction; Recycling construction waste and demolition debris; by Barbara Knecht; ph. table sec. det. dia. cea. p. 181-188; Oct 04; AR

Using Recycled Building Products; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 85-88; Mar 04; RA

See also SUSTAINABLE ARCHITECTURE

REGIONAL PLANNING

See CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING

RELIGIOUS BUILDING

California, Garden Grove; Visitor’s Center; Crystal Cathedral; Richard Meier; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. sec.; p. 54-58; Apr 04; ARev

CEREMONIAL BUILDING

California, Palm Springs; Cahuilla Indian Ceremonial Building; Interactive Design; Interior Design by Insight West; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 276-283; Oct 04; ID

New Mexico, Jemez Springs; Center of Gravity Foundation Hall; AIA 2004 Honor Award; Predock & Frame; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 145; June 04; AR

CHAPEL

Colombia, La Calera; Chapel of Porciuncula de la Milagrosa; ar+d prizewinner; Daniel Bonilla; by Peter Davey; ph. pl. sec.; p. 42-45; Dec 04; ARev

Florida, Seaside; Seaside Interfaith Chapel; AIA 2004 Honor Award; Merrill & Pastor; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 140; June 04; AR

Japan, Yamanashi Prefecture, Kobuchizawa; Leaf Wedding Chapel; Klein & Dytham; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 50-51; Sept 04; ARev

RELIGIOUS BUILDING (cont’d)

CHAPEL (cont’d)

Portugal, Douro, Near; Chapel at Santo Ovidio Estate; Alvaro Siza; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl.; p. 51-53; Jan 04; ARev

Tennessee, Clinton; Riggio-Lynch Non denominational Chapel; Maya Lin and Bielosky & Partners; Acoustical Design by Acoustic Dimensions; by Alan G. Brake; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 52-59; Oct 04; A

CHURCH

California, Encino; First Presbyterian Church of Encino; AIA 2004 Interiors Honor Award; Abramson & Teiger; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 163; June 04; AR

California, Encino; First Presbyterian Church of Encino; ar+d honorable mention project; Abramson & Teiger; by Peter Davey; ph. pl. ill.; p. 80-81; Dec 04; ARev

California, Los Angeles; Our Lady of Angels Church and Walt Disney Concert Hall; Questions about the future of urban landscapes; Jose Rafael Moneo and Gehry Partners; Landscape Design by Douglas & Regula Campbell; by Kim Sorvig; ph.; p. 150-152; June 04; LA

England, London, Bow; St. Paul’s Church; Renovation; Matthew Lloyd; Structural Design by Price & Meyers; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 74-76; Aug 04; ARev

Germany, Regensburg; St. Franziskus Catholic Church; Konigs Architekten; Lighting Design by A. Hartung; by Christian Brensing; ph. pl. sec.; p. 86-87; Sept 04; ARev

Italy, Puglia; Pilgrimage Church; Renzo Piano; Structural Design by Favero & Milan; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 64-69; Sept 04; ARev

Italy, San Giovanni Rotondo; Church of Padre Pio of Pietrelcina; Renzo Piano; by Sarah Amelar; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 184-195; Nov 04; AR

Italy, Tor Tre Teste; Jubilee Church; Richard Meier; Structural Design by Arup & Partners; by Ivor Richards; ph. pl. sec. axon. ill.; p. 48-53; Apr 04; ARev

Italy, Tor Tre Teste; Jubilee Church; Richard Meier; Lighting Design by Fisher, Marantz & Stone; by Peter Popham; ph. pl. sec.; p. 100-107; Feb 04; AR

Louisiana, Harvey; St. Martha Catholic Church; Eskew, Dumez & Ripple; by McKee & Deville; by Julia Mandell; ph. pl. elev.; p. 40-47; Mar 04; A

MONASTERY

Czech Republic, Novy Dvur; Novy Dvur Monastery; John Pawson and Jan Soukop; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec. iso. elev.; p. 69-75; Apr 04; ARev

New Mexico, Jemez Springs; Center of Gravity Foundation Hall; Predock & Frame; Structural Design by Sona; ph. pl. sec.; p. 66-69; Oct 04; A
REMODELING

See HISTORIC, PRESERVATION; Specific Building Type

RESEARCH

See BEHAVIORAL STUDIES; RESEARCH FACILITY, LABORATORY; UNIVERSITY; Specific Subjects

RESEARCH FACILITY, LABORATORY

Architecture in the Biotechnology Market; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. ill.; p. 25-28; Mar 04; A
California, Irvine; U.S. FDA Regional Laboratory-Southwest; Zimmer, Gunsul & Frasca and HDR; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. pl. sec.; p. 48-55; Mar 04; A
California, Palo Alto; James H. Clark Center; Foster & Partners and MBT Architecture; Structural Design by Middlebrook & Louie; by James S. Russell; ph. pl. sec.; p. 94-99; Feb 04; AR
Colorado, Golden; National Renewable Energy Laboratory Science & Technology Center; SmithGroup; by C. C. Sullivan; ill.; p. 42; Oct 04; A
Massachusetts, Cambridge; 675 West Kendall Street; Kendall Square; Steven Ehrlich and Symmes, Maini & McKee; Master Planning by Urban Strategies; by Nancy Levinson; ph. pl.; p. 102-113; July 04; AR
See also HOSPITAL; UNIVERSITY

RESIDENCE

Gallery Owner & Designer’s Home; Interiors; Karyn Lovegrove; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 150-157; Aug 04; ID
Neutra’s Case Study House No. 13; Case Study House Program; Richard Neutra; by Barbara Lamprecht; ph.; p. 23-26; Feb 04; A
Three Show Homes; Studio for Civil Architecture, Mithun Partners and Geoffrey Mouen; by Boyce Thompson; ph.; p. 61-62; Dec 04; B

RESIDENCE (cont’d)

Tree House Treetop Pavilion; Christof Jantzen; by Meghan Drueing; ph. ill. sec.; p. 32; Apr 04; RA

ALABAMA

Birmingham; Southampton Timberline, Plan 5; Builder’s Choice Award; Adams Design; by Shawn Kennedy; ph. pl.; p. 214; Oct 04; B

ARIZONA

Tempe: Cedar Street Remodel; Home of the Year Award; CoLAB; by Abby Bussel; ph. sec.; p. 61; Nov 04; A
Tempe; Pivot.Slide House; Builder’s Choice Award; Architectural Resource Team; Landscape Design by Tonesen; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 190; Oct 04; B

AUSTRALIA

New South Wales, Bingie Bingie; Magney House; Glenn Mcrutt; by Meghan Drueing; ph.; p. 112; Mar 04; RA
Surry Hills; Gibbeson House; Stanic & Harding; Structural Design by Randall Jones; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 100-103; Oct 04; RA
Sydney; Bondi Beach House; Walters & Cohen and Collins & Turner; Landscape Design by Barbara Schaffer; by Robert Bevan; ph. pl. sec.; p. 88-90; Sept 04; ARev
Toorak; Wrap House; BKK; by Sutherland Lyall; ph. pl. elev. sec. dia.; p. 86-89; Mar 04; ARev

AUSTRIA

Vienna; Solar Tube House; Georg Friedli; by Deborah Snoonian; ph. pl. sec. iso.; p. 152-158; Apr 04; AR

BELGIUM

Zonhoven; Villa C; Groep Delta; Landscape Design by Michel Pauwels; by Philip Jodidio; ph. pl.; p. 188-192; July 04; AR

BRAZIL

Paraty; Du Plessis House; Marci Kogan; Landscape Design by Marcelo Faisai; by Sarah Amor; ph. pl.; p. 140-145; Apr 04; AR

CALIFORNIA

Balboa Island; Island House 2; Builder’s Choice Award; Bissell Architects; Landscape Design by Fong & Associates; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 212; Oct 04; B
Brentwood; Kimura Residence; Renovation; Sant Architects; Landscape Design by Jay Griffith; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 68-70; July 04; ID
Carlsbad; Sea House at Waters End, Residence 3; Dahlin Group; Landscape Design by Urban Arena; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 95; Dec 04; B
Daly City; Strauss Residence; Remodel; Locus Architecture; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 66-67; Nov 04; RA
Healdsburg; Wine Creek Road Residence; Siegel & Strain; Landscape Design by Rebecca Coffman; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 78-79; Mar 04; RA
RESIDENCE (cont'd)

CALIFORNIA (cont'd)

Inverness: Genn House; Esherick, Homsey, Dodge & Davis; by Cathy Schwabe; ph.; p. 31-34; June 04; RA

Irvine; The Sycamores at Shady Canyon, Plan 3; Builder's Choice Award; Bassenian & Lagoni; Landscape Design by HRP LanDesign; by Zach Blattner; ph.; p. 218; Oct 04; B

La Jolla; The Prospect; Single-family custom award winner; Jonathan Segal; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 168; July 04; AR

Los Angeles; Thohey Residence; Boto Design Architects; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 140-145; Feb 04; ID

Montecito; Smith-Heberton Residence; George Washington Smith; by Meghan Drueding; ph.; p. 152; Oct 04; RA

Napa; Rivera Barn; 2004 Gold Nugget Award Winner; Dahlin Group; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 102; July 04; B

Napa; Rivera Barn; Builder's Choice Award; Dahlin Group; Landscape Design by SDA; by David Holzel; ph.; p. 178-179; Oct 04; B

Newport Beach; Oceana-Plan 2; 2004 Gold Nugget Award Winner; R. Douglas Mansfield; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 108; July 04; B

Rancho Santa Fe; Cortile Collection at the Bridges; Residence 3; Builder's Choice Award; Bassenian & Lagoni; Landscape Design by Pinnacle Design; by Shawn Kennedy; ph.; p. 154-155; Oct 04; B

San Diego; Beacon Point at Liberty Station-Point Loma Plan 1; 2004 Gold Nugget Award Winner; Starck Architecture; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 110; July 04; B

San Diego; The State; Single-family market award winner; Jonathan Segal; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 169; July 04; AR

San Francisco; Mankins-Kamp Residence; RA Renovation Grand Award; Herbert, Lewis, Kruse & Blunk; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph.; p. 74-75; May 04; RA

San Francisco; Pacific Heights Residence; 2004 ASLA Award of Merit; Andrea Cochran; by No author listed; ph.; p. 100; Sept 04; LA

San Francisco; Town House; Renovation; Stanley Saitowitz and Natoma Architects; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 158-165; Feb 04; ID

San Jose; Gates House; Bernard Maybeck; by Meghan Drueding; ph.; p. 144; May 04; RA

San Jose; MishaTwaddell Residence; RA Grand Award; Burks & Toma and Min & Day; Interior Design by Marie Fisher; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 70-71; May 04; RA

Santa Monica; Eleventh Street Residence; RA Merit Award; Koning & Eizenberg; by Meghan Drueding; ph.; p. 65; May 04; RA

Venice; Canal House; Home of the Year Award; Sander Architects; Structural Design by Oxford Engineering; by Jamie Reynolds; ph. pl. sec.; p. 52-55; Nov 04; A

Venice; Gibbens Residence; Dennis Gibbens; Lighting Design by Robert Storz; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 166-173; July 04; ID

RESIDENCE (cont'd)

CALIFORNIA (cont'd)

Venice; O'Herlihy House; Lorcan O’Herlihy; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. elev. pers.; p. 76-79; Jan 04; ARev

CANADA

Nova Scotia; Kingsburg Peninsula; Hill House; Brian MacKay-Lyons; Structural Design by Campbell & Comeau; ph. pl. elev. ill.; p. 89-91; Oct 04; ARev

Ontario, Rosedale; Ravine House; Home of the Year Award; Kuwabara, Payne, McKenna & Blumberg; Landscape Design by NAK Design; by Beth Kapusta; ph. pl. det.; p. 44-47; Nov 04; A

Ontario, Stratford; Rundles Restaurant and Residence; Shim & Sutcliffe; by Brian Carter and Annette Lecuyer; p. 80-82; Oct 04; ARev

Ontario, Toronto; Weathering Steel House; Shim & Sutcliffe; Structural Design by Blackwell Engineering; by Raul A. Barrenechea; ph. pl.; p. 178-182; July 04; AR

CHINA

Beijing Province, Yanqing; Split House; Yung Ho Chang; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl.; p. 94-95; Mar 04; AR

Beijing; Suitcase House; Edge Design; by Meghan Drueding; ph. pl.; p. 94-99; Oct 04; RA

COLORADO

Denver; Arnold Loft; Semple & Brown; by Meghan Drueding; ph.; p. 64-65; Aug 04; RA

Loveland; Discovery Research House; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 43-44; Mar 04; B

CONNECTICUT

Fairfield; Hartmann Residence; RA Grand Award; Roger Ferris; Interior Design by Interior Design; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 62-63; May 04; RA

DENMARK

Copenhagen; House of the Future; Arne Jacobsen; by Meghan Drueding; ill.; p. 129; July 04; RA

Jutland; Guest Cottage; KHRAS Arkitekter; by Henry Miles; ph. pl. sec.; p. 94-97; June 04; ARev

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Washington; Private Residence; Builder Choice Award; Muse Architects; Landscape Design by Jordan & Honeyman; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 196; Oct 04; B

Washington; Swiss Ambassador Residence; Steven Holl and Russi Architekter; by Abby Busset; pl. ill.; p. 42; May 04; A

ENGLAND

Kent; Dungeness; Vista House; Simon Conder; Structural Design by KLC Consulting; by Lucy Sullivan; ph.; p. 218-222; Oct 04; AR

London; Anderson House; James Fobert; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 86-89; Apr 04; ARev
RESIDENCE (cont'd)

ENGLAND (cont'd)

Surrey; Weekend House; Laurie Chetwood; by Jen Renzi; ph. pl.; p. 250-257; Mar 04; ID

FINLAND

Siikkanjarvi; House of Silence; Juhan Pallasmaa; Structural Design by Pauli Wetterstrand; by Peter MacKeith; ph. pl. sec.; p. 202-206; Oct 04; AR

FLORIDA

Casey Key; Deering Residence; Paul Rudolph; by Meghan Druding; ph.; p. 96; June 04; RA

Panama City Beach; Russell Cottage; Single-family custom award winner; Looney, Ricks & Kiss; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 168; July 04; AR

FRANCE

Annecy; Residence; Renovation; Matali Crasset; by Ian Phillips; ph.; p. 178-185; Jan 04; ID

Paris; Bernar Venet Residence; Interiors; Artist's home; Llmatat & Berthier; by Ian Phillips; ph. sec.; p. 184-191; Aug 04; ID

Paris; Florence Lopez Apartment; Florence Lopez; by Judy Fayard; ph.; p. 294-298; Mar 04; ID

Paris; Penthouse; Renovation; Christian Baguist; by Ian Phillips; ph. pl.; p. 268-275; Oct 04; ID

GEORGIA

Atlanta; Bailey House Studio; Record House 2004; Scogin & Elam; by Sara Hart; ph. pl. sec.; p. 128-133; Apr 04; AR

Atlanta; Private Residence; Builder's Choice Award; Surber, Barber, Choate & Hertlein; Interior Design by Peace Design; by David Holzel; ph.; p. 198; Oct 04; B

GERMANY

Bad Karlshafen; Evolution of Hexenhau; Peter Smithson and Alison Smithson; by Andrew Mead; ph. pl.; p. 102-108; Apr 04; AR

Gelnhausen; Living Room House; Retractable balcony; Gabriela Seifert and Gotz Stockmann; by Tracy Metz; ph.; p. 95; Apr 04; AR

GREECE

Antiparos; Krater House; ar+dz commended project; Deca Architecture; by Peter Davey; ph. pl. sec.; p. 66-67; Dec 04; ARev

HAWAII

Kohala Region; Hale Kumau; Olson, Sundberg, Kundig & Allen; by Katie Gerfen; pl. ill.; p. 35; Nov 04; A

ILLINOIS

Chicago; Crystal Street House; Studio Gang; by Sam Lubell; m.; p. 95; May 04; AR

INDIANA

Beverly Shores; Lakeside Retreat; Frankel & Coleman; by Cindy Coleman; ph.; p. 192-199; Jan 04; ID

INDIANA (cont'd)

Hayden Lake; Chicken Point Cabin; AIA 2004 Honor Award; Olson, Sundberg, Kundig & Allen; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 143; June 04; AR

IRELAND

County Dublin, Malahide; Wheatfield Court-yard Residence; ar+dz commended project; David McDowell; by Peter Davey; ph. pl. sec.; p. 76-77; Dec 04; ARev

JAPAN

Kobe; 4x4 House; Record House 2004; Tadasu Ando; by Naomi Pollock; ph. pl. ill. sec. iso.; p. 134-139; Apr 04; AR

Kyoto; Skip House; FOBA; Structural Design by SD Room; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p. 66-89; May 04; ARev

Shiga Prefecture, Biwa-Chu; Corrugated Metal House and Studio; Shuhei Endo; by Veronica Pease; ph. pl. sec.; p. 77-79; Aug 04; ARev

Tokyo; Cell Brick House; ar+dz prizewinner; Atelier Tekuto; by Peter Davey; ph. pl.; p. 50-53; Dec 04; ARev

KANSAS

Kansas City; Modular 1 House; Home of the Year First Award; Studio 804; by Abby Bussel; ph. pl. ill. dia.; p. 38-43; Nov 04; A

Kansas City; Prefabricated Modular House; Studio804; by Abby Bussel; pl. ill.; p. 46; Apr 04; A

KOREA

—; The Traditional Korean House: Living with the elements; by Peter Blendum Jones; ph. pl. elev. sec. ref.; p. 80-85; Sept 04; ARev

LUXEMBOURG

—; Penthouse Loft; Renovation; CBA; by Robert Colonna D'Istria; ph. pers.; p. 140-145; Nov 04; ID

MARYLAND

Chevy Chase; Rubin Residence; Remodel; Treacy & Eagleburger; by Meghan Druding; ph. pl.; p. 60-61; Nov 04; RA

Sherwood; James van Sweden Residence; Landscaping; Suman Sorg; Landscape Design by Oehme & van Sweden; by Allen Freeman; ph. table; p. 84-91; Jan 04; LA

MASSACHUSETTS

Truro; Truro Residence; Kelly Monnahan; Landscape Design by Keith LeBlanc; by Heather Hammatt; ph. pl.; p. 36-42; Nov 04; LA

MEXICO

Acapulco; Arango House; John Lautner; by Meghan Druding; ph.; p. 96; Nov 04; RA

Merida; Casa Larga; Home of the Year Award; Augusto Quijano; Structural Design by Enrique Escalante Galaz; by Jamie Reynolds; ph. pl.; p. 60; Nov 04; A
RESIDENCE (cont’d)

MICHIGAN

Traverse City; Condon Residence; Bohlin, Cywinski & Jackson; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 72-75; July 04; RA

MINNESOTA

Minneapolis; Private Residence; Remodel; Quigley Architects; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 56-57; Nov 04; RA

MISSISSIPPI

Carriere; Tom Long Residence and Garden; Rembert Donaldson; Landscape Design by Tom Long; by Lake Douglas; ph.; p. 32; June 04; LA

MONTANA

...; Point House; RA Grand Award; Bohlin, Cywinski & Jackson; Landscape Design by Swift & Company; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 60-61; May 04; RA

—; Point House; Home of the Year Award; Bohlin, Cywinski & Jackson; Landscape Design by Swift & Company; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p. 48-51; Nov 04; A

Polson; Point House; AIA 2004 Honor Award; Bohlin, Cywinski & Jackson; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 142; June 04; AR

NEBRASKA

Omaha; Houghton Residence; RA Renovation Merit Award; Randy Brown; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 81; May 04; RA

NEVADA

Las Vegas; New American Home 2004; Willem Kymmell; by Rich Binsacca; ph. pl.; p. 157-186; Jan 04; B

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Wilmot; Cape Cod Coddage; Kenneth Sadler; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 65-66; June 04; B

NEW YORK

Battery Park City; Ritz-Carlton Apartment; Alison Spear; Lighting Design by R.F. Wilson; by Aric Chen; ph. pl.; p. 182-189; Sept 04; ID

Brooklyn; Fort Greene House; Christoff & Finio; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 74-77; Mar 04; RA

Cadyville; Heavy/Light House; P/A Citation; Dan Hisei; by No author listed; ill. sec. pers.; p. 46-47; Jan 04; A

East Hampton; Hither Lane; 2003 ASLA award winner; B Five Studio; Landscape Design by Roed & Hilderbrand; by Allen Free-man; ph. pl. elev. sec.; p. 100-107; Feb 04; LA

Hudson; Taghkanic House; AIA 2004 Honor Award; Thomas Phifer; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 153; June 04; AR

New York; Apartment; Renovation; Morris & Sato; by Claudia Steinberg; ph.; p. 128-132; Sept 04; ID

New York; Apartment; Renovation; Steven Kratchman; Interior Design by GV Interior Design; by Mary Beth Duehr; ph.; p. 152-159; Sept 04; ID

RESIDENCE (cont’d)

NEW YORK (cont’d)

New York; Apartment; Renovation; Joan Dineen; Structural Design by Rosenwasser & Grossman; by Marisa Bartolucci; ph.; p. 135-138; Sept 04; ID

New York; Apartment; Renovation; James Harb; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 140-144; Sept 04; ID

New York; Apartment; Renovation; S. Russell Groves; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 146-150; Sept 04; ID

New York; Apartment; Renovation; Julie Hillman; by Aric Chen; ph.; p. 126-133; Nov 04; ID

New York; Cacophony; Interiors; Duplex houses business incubator and home for owners; Bromley & Caidari; by Aric Chen; 175; p. 168-; Aug 04; ID

New York; Double-Weave Live/Work Loft; Dean & Wolf; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph. pl.; p. 164-166; Jan 04; AR

New York; Fifth Avenue Loft; Murphy, Bunham & Buttrick; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph. ill. pl.; p. 168-172; Jan 04; AR

New York; Penthouse Loft; Rogers & Marvel and Alexandre Nerloff; by Sarah Amelar; ph. pl.; p. 158-162; Jan 04; AR

New York; Steel Loft; Gwathmey & Siegal; Structural Design by Severud Associates; by Deborah Snoonian; ph. pl.; p. 174-178; Jan 04; AR

New York; Sutton Place Apartment; Walzworkinc; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 123-126; Sept 04; ID

New York; Tower Apartment; Louise Braverman; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 62-63; Aug 04; RA

New York; TriBeCa Building; Renovation; Selldorf Architects; Structural Design by Gilsanz, Murray & Steficek; by Aric Chen; ph. pl.; p. 208-215; Jan 04; ID

New York; TriBeCa Loft; Renovation; Valerio, Dewalt & Train; Mechanical Design by WMA Consulting Engineers; by Cindy Coleman; ph. pl.; p. 206-213; Sept 04; ID

Southampton; Summer Cottage; Addition; Coburn Architecture; by Leslie Banker; ph. pl.; p. S10-S12; Sept 04; ID

Southampton; Weekend House; Renovation; Walter Chatham; by Raul Barreneche; ph. pl.; p. 162-169; June 04; ID

Upstate; Spencertown House; Record House 2004; Thomas Phifer; Landscape Design by D.I.R.T. Studio; by Fred Bernstein; ph. pl. sec.; p. 122-127; Apr 04; AR

Whitestone; Longinotti Residence; Dolores Engle; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 278-285; Mar 04; ID

NORTH CAROLINA

Charlotte; Charlotte Residence; 2004 ASLA Award of Merit; Nelson, Byrd & Wolf; by No author listed; ph.; p. 103; Sept 04; LA
RESIDENCE (cont’d)

NORTH CAROLINA (cont’d)
Raleigh; Goodson House; Builder’s Choice Award; Looney, Ricks & Kiss; Interior Design by Sandi Dupree; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 194; Oct 04; B

NORWAY
Ask; Private Residence; Dahle, Dahle & Breitenstein; by Meghan Drueding; ph. pl.; p. 104-107; Oct 04; RA

OHIO
Columbus; Dennis Residence Living Room; Builder’s Choice Award; Phillip Markwood; Interior Design by Tracy McGarity; by Zach Blattner; ph.; p. 224; Oct 04; B

 PENNSYLVANIA
Waver; Waverly House; RA Renovation Merit Award; Bohlin, Cwyinski & Jackson; Landscape Design by Kalinosky Landscaping; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 79; May 04; RA

PERU
Canete; Casa B; Record House 2004; Barclay & Crousse; Structural Design by Carlos Casabone; by Raul A. Barreneche; ph. pl. sec.; p. 118-121; Apr 04; AR
Canete; Casa Equis; Record House 2004; Barclay & Crousse; Structural Design by Luis Flores; by Raul A. Barreneche; ph. pl. sec.; p. 114-117; Apr 04; AR
Canete; Casa M; Record House 2004; Barclay & Crousse; Structural Design by Luis Flores; by Raul A. Barreneche; ph. pl. sec.; p. 118-121; Apr 04; AR

PORTUGAL
Setubal; Remodeled Winery; Aires Mateus; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 86-89; July 04; ARev

RHODE ISLAND
Block Island; McKeough House; RA Merit Award; Estes & Twombley; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 67; May 04; RA
Western; Lakeside Residence; Brewster, Thornton & Fapp; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 88-89; Feb 04; B

SCOTLAND
Glasgow; House for an Art Lover; Charles Rennie Mackintosh; by Meghan Drueding; ph.; p. 128; Apr 04; RA

SINGAPORE
——; Hua Guan House; WOHA Architects; by Robert Powell; ph. pl. sec.; p. 84-87; Feb 04; ARev
——; Three Units of Detached Houses; Berrima Road; WOHA Designs; Mechanical Design by AE&T Consultants; by Robert Powell; ph. pl. sec.; p. 172-176; July 04; AR

SOUTH AFRICA
Cape Town; Holiday House; Gabriel Fagan; by Peter Buchanan; ph. pl. iso.; p. 88-91; Nov 04; ARev

SOUTH KOREA
Heyri; Jin and Chang Residence; Cho & Slade; by Aric Chen; ph.; p. 72-74; June 04; ID

RESIDENCE (cont’d)

SPAIN
Catalonia; Weekend House; Julia Schulz-Dornburg; by Geeta Aiyer; ph. ill.; p. 210-217; July 04; ID

SWEDEN
Lake Ovra Gla; Summer Cottage; 24H Architecture; Lighting Design by Gauld Design; by Shonquiss Moreno; ph. pl.; p. 118-125; Nov 04; ID

TEXAS
Austin; Adams Residence; Remodel; McKinney Architects; Landscape Design by Coleman & Associates; by Meghan Drueding; ph. pl.; p. 64-65; Nov 04; RA
Austin; Lake Austin Residence; RA Project of the Year; Lake & Flato; Interior Design by Denison & Denison; by Meghan Drueding; ph. pl.; p. 56-59; May 04; RA
Austin; Metz-Fielding Building; Renovation; Hobson & Crow; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 86-87; Aug 04; RA
Austin; Pledger Guest Cabin; Barbee Architects; Structural Design by Jerry Garcia; by Meghan Drueding; ph. pl.; p. 94-95; Apr 04; RA
Dallas; 4001 Bowser; Home of the Year Award; Russell Buchanan; by Katie Gerfen; ph. pl.; p. 63; Nov 04; A
Ellis County; Texas Twister; ReyRosia Ranch; Buildingstudio; Interior Design by Emily Summers; by David Dillon; ph. pl.; p. 185-187; July 04; AR
Houston; Burleson Residence; Newberry & Campa; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 90-91; Feb 04; B
Houston; Creekside Residence; Home of the Year Award; Lake & Flato; Landscape Design by McDugal & Steele; by Bay Brown; ph. pl.; p. 62; Nov 04; A
Marfa; Crowley House; Carlos Jimenez; by Michael Benedikt; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p. 146-151; Apr 04; AR
Spicewood; Texas Hill Country Home; Barnes, Gromatzky & Kosarek; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 86; Feb 04; B
Wimberley; Trahan Residence; Tighe Architecture; Structural Design by Joseph Perazzelli; by David Dillon; ph. pl.; p. 213-216; Oct 04; AR

TURKEY
Ayyavck; B2 House; 2004 Aga Khan Award; Han Tumertekin; by Sam Lubell and James Murdock; ph. sec.; p. 100; Dec 04; AR

UTAH
Salt Lake City; Salt Lake City Home; AMD Architecture; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 92-93; Feb 04; B

VIRGINIA
Arlington; Arlington Bungalow Renovation; Builder’s Choice Award; Moore Architects; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 184-185; Oct 04; B
RESIDENCE (cont'd)

VIRGINIA (cont'd)

Falls Church; Private Residence; Remodel; Moore Architects; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 62-63; Nov 04; RA

Virginia Beach; Tidewater Residence; 2004 ASLA award winner; William McDonough; Landscape Design by Nelson, Byrd & Waltz; by Vernon Mays; ph. pl.; p. 38-47; Dec 04; LA

Virginia Beach; Tidewater Residence; 2004 ASLA Award of Honor; Nelson, Byrd & Waltz; by No author listed; ph.; p. 96-98; Sept 04; LA

Washington; Blue Ridge Farmhouse Addition; Pleasant View Farm; Single-family custom award winner; Robert M. Gurney; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 168; July 04; AR

Waterford; Wheatland Farms Log Cabin; RA Renovation Merit Award; Reader & Swartz; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 83; May 04; RA

WASHINGTON

Leavenworth, Near; Cascades Lake House; Eric Cobb; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 70-73; Mar 04; RA

Lopez Island; Lopez Island Cabin; Prentiss Architects; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 76-79; July 04; RA

Seattle; Montlake Bungalow; Remodel; Bosworth & Hoedemaker; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 58-59; Nov 04; RA

WISCONSIN

Lake Geneva; Greenridge; McCormick & Etten; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 94-95; Feb 04; B

Madeline Island; Two Black Sheds; Salmela Architects; Landscape Design by Coen & Partners; by Camille Lefevre; ph. pl.; p. 208-210; Oct 04; AR

WYOMING

Jackson; Private Residence; Stephen Dynia; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 80-81; July 04; RA

See also APARTMENT BUILDING; APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, MULTIPLE BUILDING GROUP; BATHROOM; GARDEN; HISTORIC, PRESERVATION; INTERIOR DESIGN; KITCHEN; RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING

RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING

Arizona, Scottsdale; Courtyards at Market Street; 2004 Gold Nugget Award Winner; Robert Hidey; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 93-96; July 04; B

Arizona, Tucson; West University Court Homes; Egin & Cohen; Landscape Design by Acuna & Coffeen; by David Holzel; ph. pl.; p. 147; Jan 04; B

Australia, Sydney; 138 Barcom Avenue Lofts; Engelen & Moore; Landscape Design by Good Manors; by Michael Walters; ph. pl.; p. 208-213; Nov 04; AR

California, Brea; Shutters Residential Community; 2004 Gold Nugget Award Winner; Bassennian & Lagoni; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 101; July 04; B

California, Carlsbad; La Costa Oaks Development; by David Holzel; ph. pl.; p. 93-102; Nov 04; B

California, Chula Vista; Cedar Rose at Windrowing; Lorimer & Hayes; Landscape Design by Howard & Associates; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 103; Sept 04; B

California, Irvine; Fiore at Turtle Ridge; Detached Community of the Year; William Hezmalhalch; Landscape Design by Land Concern; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 134; Feb 04; B

California, Irvine; Sycamores at Shady Canyon; Bassennian & Lagoni; Landscape Design by HRP LandDesign; by David Holzel; ph. pl.; p. 109-116; Sept 04; B

California, Ladera Ranch; Potter's Bend Cluster Homes; Woodley Architectural Group; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 338-348; Jan 04; B

California, Napa; The Carneros Inn Resort; Les Girard and William Rawn; Landscape Design by Olin Partnership; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 133-142; May 04; B

California, Newport Beach; The Strand at Crystal Cove; Attached Community of the Year; Scheurer Architects; Landscape Design by Collaborative West; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 130-132; Feb 04; B

California, Newport Coast; Ziani Development; JBZ; Landscape Design by Collaborative West; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 148; Sept 04; B

California, Rancho Cucamonga; Monterey at Rancho Etiwanda; Lind Associates; Landscape Design by Archterra; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 120; Mar 04; B

California, Sacramento; East End Lofts; 2004 Gold Nugget Award Winner; Ron Vrilakis; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 106; July 04; B

California, San Bruno; Marisol Community; JBZ; Landscape Design by Ripley Design; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 87; Nov 04; B

California, San Diego; Davidson at Santaluz; Robert Hidey; Landscape Design by Land Concern; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 95; Aug 04; B

California, San Diego; Doma Residential Building; Martinez & Cultt; Interior Design by Divan Studios; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 136-137; Aug 04; B

California, San Diego; Row Homes on F; RA Single-Family Grand Award; Kevin DeFreitas; Landscape Design by Aerea; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 98-99; May 04; RA

California, San Diego; Row Homes on F; Single-family market award winner; Kevin DeFreitas; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 169; July 04; AR

California, San Diego; The State; RA Single-Family Merit Award; Jonathan Segal; Landscape Design by Spurlock & Poinier; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 103; May 04; RA
RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING (cont'd)

California, San Diego; Titan Lofts; Builder’s Choice Award; Jonathan Segal; by Shawn Kennedy; ph.; p. 188; Oct 04; B

California, San Francisco; North Beach Malt House; RA Multifamily Merit Award; MBH Architects; Landscape Design by Clifford Lowe; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 93; May 04; RA

California, San Jose; Markethouse Lofts; Builder’s Choice Award; Steinberg Group; Landscape Design by Guzzardo Partnership; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 152-153; Oct 04; B

California, Temecula; Chelsea Estates; Woodley Architectural Group; by Chryl Weber; ph.; p. 338-348; Jan 04; B

California, Turlock; Rose Walk Neighborhood; William Hezmalhalch; Interior Design by Neilson & Associates; by David Holzel; ph.; p. 150; Jan 04; B

California, Valencia; Bella Ventana Community; Woodley Architectural Group; Interior Design by Color Design Art; by David Holzel; ph.; p. 116; June 04; B

California, West Hollywood; Harper Court; Seven Fountains; Builder’s Choice Award; Moule & Polyzoides; Landscape Design by Nicholas Graham; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 166-167; Oct 04; B

California, West Hollywood; Lofts at Laurel Court; Public Architecture; Interior Design by Kenneth Brown; by Ann Jarmusch; ph.; p. 204-207; Nov 04; AR

China, Shenzhen; Boan Residential Development; Hamzah & Yeang; by Sam Lubell; ill.; p. 112; Mar 04; AR

Colorado, Centennial; Seasons at River Run; Richmond American Homes; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 122; June 04; B

District of Columbia, Washington; Logan Heights Development; diVISION ONE; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 138-139; Aug 04; B

District of Columbia, Washington; Summit Roosevelt; Builder’s Choice Award; Housing Studio; Landscape Design by Fitch Studio; by Shawn Kennedy; ph.; p. 208; Oct 04; B

England, Manchester; Hilton Manchester; Ian Simpson; by Rob Gregory; ph. ill.; p. 31; May 04; AR

Florida, Miami; Montclair Lofts; 2004 Business Week/Architectural Record Award Finalist; Oppenheim Architecture; Landscape Design by Rosenberg & Gardner; by Jane F. Kolleeny and Audrey Beaton; ill.; p. 150; Nov 04; AR

Florida, Naples; Forest Park Development; Feinberg & Associates; Interior Design by Childs/Dreyfus Group; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 104; Sept 04; B

Florida, Orlando; Baldwin Park Mixed-Use Community; Looney, Ricks & Kiss; Landscape Design by Glutting & Jackson; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 125-132; Mar 04; B

Florida, Orlando; Bella Vista at Tivoli Woods; Mercedes Homes; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 128; June 04; B

Florida, Pasco County; Pinecrest, Seven Oaks Master Planned Community; Fine Homes by Design and Bloodgood, Sharp & Buster; by David Holzel; ph.; p. 80; Feb 04; B

Florida, Vero Beach; Bougainvillea Courtyard Homes; Builder’s Choice Award; Looney, Ricks & Kiss; Landscape Design by Dix & Lathrop; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 170-171; Oct 04; B

Florida, Windermere; Summerport Traditional Neighborhood; Bloodgood, Sharp & Buster; Landscape Design by Greenblades; by David Holzel; ph.; p. 128; Oct 04; B

Franchised Condominiums; by Charles Wardell; ph.; p. 63-64; July 04; B

Georgia, Atlanta; Greenwood Lofts; Brock & Green; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 152-153; Sept 04; B

Georgia, Mableton; Providence Gated Community; John Wieland Homes and Looney, Ricks & Kiss; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 118; June 04; B

Illinois, Antioch; Clublands Antioch Clubhouse Community; Neumann Homes; Landscape Design by Ives & Ryan; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 96; Dec 04; B

Illinois, Chicago; Mansions on Prairie Avenue; Pappageorge & Haymes; Landscape Design by Hayden, Bulin & Larson; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 134-135; Aug 04; B

Illinois, Chicago; Residences of Bradley Place; FitzGerald Associates; Interior Design by Mary Cooley by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 127; May 04; B

Illinois, Des Plaines; Monte Clare Condominiums; Andrian & Zemenides; Interior Design by Concept Group; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 88; Nov 04; B

Illinois, Fort Sheridan; Fort Sheridan Redevelopment; DLK Architecture; Landscape Design by Jacobs & Ryan; by Mary Kay Wilcox; ph.; p. 92-99; Jan 04; LA

Illinois, Glenview; The Glen Town Center; Gensler Associates, Pappageorge & Haymes and Shive & Hattery; by No author listed; ph.; p. 29-38; Sept 04; BD&C

Indiana, Westfield; Centennial Master Planned Community; Estridge Companies; Landscape Design by Carole Bolean; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 106-114; June 04; B

Kansas, Overland Park; Glynmoor Community; Elswood, Smith & Carlson; by Pat Curry, ph. pl.; p. 134; June 04; B

Maryland, Frederick; Park Place at Wormans Mill; Wormald Companies; Landscape Design by Arbor Landscapers; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 150-151; Sept 04; B
RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING (cont'd)

Maryland, Laurel; Stone Lake Development; Torti & Gallas; Interior Design by Carolyn & Company; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 104; Sept 04; B

Maryland, Pasadena; Compass Pointe Community; Daniel Ball and Architecture Collaborative; Interior Design by Merchandising East; by David Holzel; ph. pl.; p. 128; Oct 04; B

Massachusetts, Boston; Channel Center; BD&C; Reconstruction & Renovation Merit Award; Bruner & Cott; Interior Design by Charles Spada; by Gordon Wright; ph.; p. 42-44; Oct 04; BD&C

Massachusetts, Boston; Rollins Square; Builder's Choice Award; Childs, Bertman & Tseckares; Landscape Design by CBA; by Shaw Kennedy; ph. pl.; p. 164-165; Oct 04; B

Massachusetts, Easthampton; Treehouse Community; Prellwitz & Chilinski; by Katie Gerfen; pl. elev.; p. 34; Nov 04; A

Massachusetts, Plymouth; Winslowe's View at the Pinehills; Builder's Choice Award; BSB Designers; by Dann, Norris & Battie; Interior Design by Thom Filicia; by David Holzel; ph.; p. 216; Oct 04; B

Michigan, Detroit; Lafayette Park; Renovation and addition; McIntosh & Poris; Original Design by Ludwig Mies Van Der Rohe; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 32; May 04; RA

Michigan, Harbor Springs; Bay Street Cottages; Builder's Choice Award; Sears Architects; Landscape Design by Litzenburger Landscape; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 156-157; Oct 04; B

Minnesota, Minneapolis; Grant Park Urban Renewal; Humphreys & Associates; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 96; Aug 04; B

Minnesota, Minneapolis; Humboldt Mill and Annex Lofts; Julie Snow; Structural Design by Mattson & McDonald; by Camille Lefevre; ph. pl.; p. 214-216; Nov 04; AR

Montana, Billings; Corner Table Mixed-Use Community; New West Land Company and RoTo Architects; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. pl. map; p. 36-43; Aug 04; A

Nevada, Las Vegas; Silverado Place Community; Astoria Homes; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 238-248; Jan 04; B

Nevada, Las Vegas; Solera at Anthem Master Planned Community; Dahnlin Group; Landscape Design by Greer & Pickett; by David Holzel; ph. pl.; p. 126; June 04; B

Nevada, Las Vegas; The Lanes at Tapestry Development; Astoria Homes; Landscape Design by Gianville Associates; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 96; Dec 04; B

Nevada, Las Vegas; The Peaks, Coronado Ranch Master Planned Community; Astoria Homes; Interior Design by Ryan Young; by David Holzel; ph. pl.; p. 80; Feb 04; B

Nevada, Las Vegas; The Villas at Southern Highlands Golf Club; Detached Community of the Year; Scheurer Architects; Landscape Design by Nuvis; by Pat Curry; ph. pl.; p. 136; Feb 04; B

RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING (cont'd)

New Jersey, Barnegat; Heritage Point; Barton Associates; Landscape Design by WS8; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 120; Mar 04; B

New Jersey, Bordentown; The Grande at Crystal Lake; Devereaux & Associates; Interior Design by Lita Dirks; by David Holzel; ph. pl.; p. 130; June 04; B

New York, Croton-On-Hudson; Discovery Cove at Half Moon Bay; Minno & Waska; Interior Design by Lita Dirks; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 119; Mar 04; B

New York, New York; 497 Greenwich Street Lofts; Archi-Tectonics and David Hotson; Structural Design by Buro Happold Engineering; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. det.; p. 198-203; Nov 04; AR

New York, Newburgh; Meadow Winds Development; by Matthew Power; ph.; p. 71-72; Oct 04; B

New York, Warwick; Warwick Grove; RA Single-Family Merit Award; Donald Powers; Master Planning by Duaney & Plater-Zyberk; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 95; May 04; RA

North Carolina, Charlotte; 10th Street Townes; Builder's Choice Award; David Furman; Landscape Design by Design Resource Group; by Shaw Kennedy; ph. pl.; p. 208; Oct 04; B

North Carolina, Morrisville; The Gables at Town Hall Commons; Centex Homes; Interior Design by Tarleton Designs; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 128; May 04; B

Oregon, Orencos Station; Foxhall Rowhomes; Iverson Associates; Landscape Design by Walker & Macy; by David Holzel; ph. pl.; p. 148; Jan 04; B

Oregon, Portland; Park Place Condominiums; Carrier & Johnson; Landscape Design by Atlas; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 128; May 04; B

South Carolina, Bluffton; Wyngate at Woodbridge; CraftBuilt Homes; Landscape Design by Weaver Creations; by David Holzel; ph. pl.; p. 127; Oct 04; B

South Carolina, Greenville; Oakhurst Development; Homeplex condominiums; Overstreet Studios and Johnston Design Group; by Matthew Power; ph. p. 65-66; Sept 04; B

South Carolina, Mount Pleasant; On Walking Neighborhood; Duany & Plater-Zyberk, Dover & Kohl and al.; Landscape Design by Seamon & Whiteside; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl.; p. 110-117; Sept 04; LA

Tennessee, Memphis; Harbor Town Neighborhood; Looney, Ricks & Kiss; Master Planning by RTKL; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 238-248; Jan 04; B

Tennessee, Memphis; The College Park Neighborhood; Phase 2; Builder's Choice Award; Torti & Gallas; Landscape Design by Pickering; by Shaw Kennedy; ph. pl.; p. 176-177; Oct 04; B

Texas, Houston; Alexan Lofts; Builder's Choice Award; Hensley, Lamkin & Rachel; Landscape Design by Kudela & Weinheimer; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 180-181; Oct 04; B
RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT,
SPECULATIVE HOUSING (cont’d)

Texas, San Antonio; Mission Creek; Obra Homes; Landscape Design by Nita Rogers; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 96; Aug 04; B
Virginia, Fairfax; Kensington Square Development; Lessard Architectural Group; Interior Design by Lita Dirks; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 88; Nov 04; B
Washington, Bothell; North Creek Cottages; Mithun Partners; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 236-248; Jan 04; B
Washington, Vancouver; Morningstar View Community; New Tradition Homes; by David Holzel; ph. pl.; p. 120; June 04; B
Wyoming, Daniel; Interview with Firm; Cottonwood Ranches; New WestLand Company and Ro To Architects; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. pl. map; p. 36-43; Aug 04; A

MANAGEMENT

Advantages of Smartphones; by Steve Zurier; ph.; p. 188-192; Sept 04; B
Applying Data to Management; by Steve Zurier; p. 270; May 04; B
Automated Purchasing Systems; by Steve Zurier; ph.; p. 110-111; Apr 04; B
Back-Office System for Small Builders; by Joe Stoddard; ill.; p. 174; June 04; B
Builder/Realtor Relationships; by Cheryl Weber; ph. ill.; p. 152-160; Aug 04; B
Canada, Ontario, Stittsville; Land Ark Homes; America's Best Builders; by Alison Rice; ph. graph; p. 290-298; Jan 04; B
Construction-Management Software for Small Builders; by Steve Zurier; ill.; p. 177-178; Mar 04; B
Contractors Fund Construction Management Software Development; by Steve Zurier; ill.; p. 159-140; Apr 04; B
Cost Control and Purchasing; by Alison Rice; chart ill.; p. 112-114; Apr 04; B
Customizing Floor Plans Online; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 57; July 04; B
David K. Hill and J. Roger Glunt, Hearthstone Builder Lifetime Public Service Awards; by Alison Rice; ph.; p. 110-118; Feb 04; B
Design Centers and Automated Options Selections; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 96-97; Apr 04; B
Facing the Labor Shortage; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 103-106; Aug 04; B
Finding a Niche in Building Projects; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 106-107; Nov 04; B
Finding a Niche; Improving and focusing your business; by Alison Rice; ph.; p. 148-156; Mar 04; B
Florida, Bonita Springs; WCI Communities; America's Best Builders; by Alison Rice; ph. graph; p. 306-312; Jan 04; B
Florida, Sarasota; Lee Wetherington Companies; America's Best Builders; by Debra Gordon; ph. graph; p. 286-304; Jan 04; B
Franchised Condominiums; by Charles Wardell; ph.; p. 63-64; July 04; B

RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT,
SPECULATIVE HOUSING (cont’d)

MANAGEMENT (cont’d)

Hawaii, —; Software for Construction Management; by Steve Zurier; ill.; p. 151-152; Feb 04; B
Hiring an Information Technology Consultant; by Steve Zurier; ph.; p. 108; Aug 04; B
Managing Suppliers for Purchasing Success; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 104-105; Apr 04; B
Managing the Building Life Cycle with Information Technology; by Steve Zurier; ill.; p. 182-186; Mar 04; B
Outsourcing CAD, 3-D and Printing Services; by Steve Zurier; ph.; p. 186; Sept 04; B
Pooling Purchasing Power; by Alison Rice; ph.; p. 100-102; Apr 04; B
Preparing Your Business for New Technology; by Steve Zurier; ph.; p. 180; Mar 04; B
Profiting from Chinese Building Boom; by Charles Wardell; ph. table; p. 280-288; Oct 04; B
Retaining Employees in the Building Industry; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 110-116; Aug 04; B
Site Inspection and Monitoring of Materials; by Matthew Power; ph.; p. 106-108; Apr 04; B
Smart Management Techniques for the Building Industry; by Matthew Power; ph.; p. 120-128; Aug 04; B
Software for Managing Tools and Reducing Pilferage; by Steve Zurier; ill.; p. 316; Oct 04; B
South Carolina, Mount Pleasant; Benefits of Wireless Networking and Back-Office Software; by Steve Zurier; ph. table; p. 176-178; June 04; B
Tips for Outwitting the Competition; by Al Trellis; ill.; p. 81-82; May 04; B
Trends and Tips for Purchasing Operations; by Steve Zurier; chart ill.; p. 88-94; Apr 04; B
Turning the Business Around; by Alison Rice; ph. table; p. 71-72; Mar 04; B
Using Customer Relationship Management Software; by Steve Zurier; ill.; p. 168; Aug 04; B
Utilizing Information Technology in the Building Industry; by Steve Zurier; ph.; p. 118; Aug 04; B
Waiting Out the Non-Compete Clause; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 132-140; Nov 04; B
Web-Based Warranty Services; by Steve Zurier; ill.; p. 305-306; Oct 04; B

MARKETING, SALES

Advantages and Disadvantages of Home Presales; by Pat Curry; ph. ill.; p. 166-176; Sept 04; B
Arizona, Chandler; Marketing Rigg's Country Estates; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 80; Oct 04; B
California, San Diego; Marketing The Promenade Community; by Rich Binsacca; ill.; p. 107; Jan 04; B
RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING (cont’d)

MARKETING, SALES (cont’d)

California, San Jose; Sales Center for Markethouse Lofts; Creative Design Consultants; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 107; Jan 04; B
Florida, —; Marketing Vacation Properties; by Rich Binsacca; p. 95; May 04; B
Florida, Aventura; Atlantic One Marketing Program; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 84; Mar 04; B
Florida, Jacksonville; Showcasing Local Artists in Model Homes; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 79; Oct 04; B
Florida, St. Augustine; The Estates at World Golf Village; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 96; May 04; B
Florida, William’s Island; Sales Center; BellaMare; International Design; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 83; Mar 04; B
Georgia, Canton; Marketing the BridgeMill Community; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 106; Jan 04; B
Launching a New Community; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 250-256; May 04; B
Managing Internet Sales; by Steve Zurier; ill.; p. 406; Jan 04; B
Massachusetts, Hingham; Marketing the Residences at Black Rock; by Rich Binsacca; ill.; p. 80; Oct 04; B
Methods of Achieving Buyer Satisfaction; by Rich Binsacca; ph. chart ill.; p. 316-328; Jan 04; B
Profiting from Home Technology; by Steve Zurier; ph. ill. table; p. 170-174; Aug 04; B
Resale Value of Compelling Design; by Erik Lerner; ph.; p. 37-38; July 04; RA
Selling Options and Upgrades; by Cheryl Weber; ph.; p. 258-264; May 04; B
Society’s Newfound Obsession with Design; by Michele Mariani; ph. chart; p. 118-128; Nov 04; B
Top Trends in Home Design; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 374-386; Jan 04; B

SITE DEVELOPMENT

Indiana, Chesterton; Coffee Creek Center; William McDonough; Landscape Design by Conservation Design Forum; by Adam Regn Anderson; ph. pl.; p. 100-111; Oct 04; LA
Minnesota, Rochester Township; Mayo Plan #1; Mayo Woodlands; 2004 ASLA Award of Merit; Coen & Partners; by No author listed; pl.; p. 107; Sept 04; LA
New Strategies for Land Purchases; by Michele Mariani; ill.; p. 112; Nov 04; B
Site-Sensitive Density; Hackworth Group; by A. Philip McCullough; ph. pl. elev.; p. 87-88; May 04; B

SPEC RESIDENCE

Florida, Baldwin Park; Urban Challenge Homes; by Matthew Power; ph.; p. 63-64; Nov 04; B
Home Sprinkler Systems; by Steve Zurier; ph.; p. 42; Nov 04; B

RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING (cont’d)

SPEC RESIDENCE (cont’d)

Nevada, Las Vegas; Builder Magazine 2004 Show Home; Bassenian & Lagoni; Landscape Design by Lifescapes International; by Kathleen Stanley and Nigil F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 202-246; Jan 04; B
Solutions for Challenging Home Sites; Bill McGuiness; by Bill McGuiness; ph. ill.; p. 63-64; Aug 04; B

TOWNHOUSE

Arizona, Scottsdale; Courtyards at Market Street, Plan 2; Builder’s Choice Award; Robert Hidey; Interior Design by Design Line Interiors; by David Holzel; ph.; p. 206; Oct 04; B
California, Belmont; Ross Woods Townhomes; Builder’s Choice Award; SB Architects; Landscape Design by Guzzardo Partnership; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 204; Oct 04; B
California, West Oakland; Magnolia Row Townhomes; Builder’s Choice Award; David Baker; Landscape Design by GLS; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 158-159; Oct 04; B
Illinois, Wauconda; Liberty Lakes Master Planned Community; Balsamo, Olsen & Lewis and Bloodgood, Sharp & Buster; Interior Design by CDC Creative Design; by David Holzel; ph. pl.; p. 152; Jan 04; B
Michigan, Birmingham; Eton Street Station Townhomes; Progressive AE; Landscape Design by Gibbs Planning; by David Holzel; ph. pl.; p. 79; Feb 04; B
Ohio, Cleveland; Arbor Park Village; Builder’s Choice Award; City Architecture; Landscape Design by Outside In; by David Holzel; ph. pl.; p. 186-187; Oct 04; B
See also APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, MULTIPLE BUILDING GROUP; ELDERLY HOUSING; RESIDENCE; UNIVERSITY/RESIDENTIAL

RESORT

See HEALTH CARE, HEALTH CENTER; HOTEL; RECREATION

RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

California, Los Angeles; Sacred Springs Cultural Center; RoTo Architects; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. pl. map; p. 36-43; Aug 04; A
Montana, Billings; Corner Table Mixed-Use Community; New West Land Company and RoTo Architects; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. pl. map; p. 36-43; Aug 04; A
The Built Environment Image Guide for the National Forests and Grasslands; U.S. Forest Service design guide; Oz Architecture; Landscape Design by DHM Design; by Michael Lecceese; ill.; p. 80-88; Feb 04; LA
Wyoming, Daniel; Interview with Firm; Cottonwood Ranches; New West Land Company and RoTo Architects; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. pl. map; p. 36-43; Aug 04; A
RESTAURANT
California, Los Angeles; Opaline Restaurant; Nicholas, Budd & Dutton; by Kathryn Harris; ph. pl.; p. 156-171; Feb 04; ID
Canada, Ontario, Stratford; Rundles Restaurant and Residence; Shim & Stutcliffe; by Brian Carter and Annette Lecuyer; p. 80-82; Oct 04; ARev
China, Shanghai; Zenzibar Restaurant and Night Club; AF50; by Jenny Shears; ph.; p. 76-78; May 04; ID
England, Greenwich; Inc Bar Restaurant and Cocktail Lounge; Laurence Llewelyn-Bowen; by Kim Min Su; ph.; p. 68-70; Oct 04; ID
England, London; Banquette and Savoy Grill Restaurants, Laurent-Perrier Champagne Bar; Consarc Consulting; Interior Design by Barbara Barry; by Susan Welsh; ph.; p. 198-204; Apr 04; ID
Gold Key Awards for Excellence in Hospitality Design; 24 Finalists; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 169-194; Oct 04; ID
Illinois, Chicago; Japnais Restaurant; Gensler Associates; Interior Design by Jeffrey Beers; by Anic Chen; ph.; p. 206-210; Apr 04; ID
Japan, Nagano; Soba Restaurant; Togakushi Shrine; Kengo Kuma; Structural Design by Oak Structural Design; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 148-150; July 04; AR
New York, Greenwich Village; Jefferson Restaurant; Philip Wu; Interior Design by James Wai; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph. pl. dia.; p. 144-147; July 04; AR
New York, New York; Asian Restaurant and MOBar; Mandarin Oriental Hotel; Brennan, Beer, Gorman & Monk; Interior Design by Tony Chi; by Stephen Milloti; ph.; p. 192-196; Apr 04; ID
New York, New York; Chez Es Saada Restaur- ant; Izhar Patkin; by Donna Paul; ph.; p. 264-271; Mar 04; ID
New York, New York; Inani Coffee Shop; Lewis, Tsurumaki & Lewis; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. ill.; p. 118-121; Sept 04; AR
New York, New York; Megu Japanese Restaurant; Kajima Associates and Osamu Hashimoto; Interior Design by Yasumichi Morita; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl.; p. 134-139; July 04; AR
Switzerland, Gstaad; Chlosterli and Spoon des Neiges Restaurants; Robert Stutz; Interior Design by Patrick Jouin; by Philip Jodidio; ph. pl.; p. 140-143; July 04; AR
Thailand, Ratchaburi; Satin Textiles Company Cafeteria; Exposure Architects; by Robert Such; ph.; p. 95-96; Oct 04; AR
Trends in Restaurant Design; by David Barista; ph.; p. 40-44; Sept 04; BD&C
See also CLUB; HOTEL; NIGHT CLUB; OFFICE BUILDING/INTERIORS
RESTORATION
See HISTORIC, PRESERVATION; LANDSCAPE RESTORATION; Specific Building Type
RETIREFMENT HOUSING
See ELDERLY HOUSING; HOUSING; RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING
RHODE ISLAND
Block Island; Residence; McKeough House; RA Merit Award; Estes & Twombly; by Shelley D. Hutsons; ph.; p. 67; May 04; RA
Western; Residence; Lakeside Residence; Brewer, Thomson & Rapp; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 88-89; Feb 04; B
RIVER, WATERWAY
China, Chengdu; Living Water Garden; Alice Choy and Chengdu Architecture Bureau; Landscape Design by Margie Ruddick; by Mary Padua; m. pl. sec. map; p. 100-107; Mar 04; LA
District of Columbia, Washington; Anacostia River Parks Target Area Plan and Riverwalk; 2004 ASLA Award of Honor; Wallace, Roberts & Todd; by No author listed; ill.; p. 104; Sept 04; LA
Mississippi River Waterfront Renaissance; by Adam Regn Arvidson; ph. pl. ill.; p. 84-95; Aug 04; LA
Missouri, St. Louis; Forest Park; River des Peres replacement; Austin Tao, HOK Planning Group and et al.; Original Design by Maximilian G. Kern; by George Hazelnig; ph. map; p. 108-117; Feb 04; LA
Missouri, St. Louis; The Confluence: A Conservation, Heritage, and Recreation Corridor; AIA 2004 Urban Design Honor Award; by Jane F. Kolleeny; map; p. 170; June 04; AR
New Mexico, Albuquerque; Middle Rio Grande Bosque Restoration Project; 2004 ASLA Award of Honor; Siles, Southwest; by No author listed; ill.; p. 105-106; Sept 04; LA
New York, Greenwich Village; Hudson River Park; Greenwich Village segment; Sowinski & Sullivan; Landscape Design by Abel, Bainson & Butz; by Allen Freeman; ph. map pl.; p. 96-105; Aug 04; LA
New York, New York; Hudson River Park Model; Critique, Abel, Bainson & Butz and Edmund D. Hollander; by Alex Ulam; ph.; p. 162-164; Aug 04; LA
New York, New York; West Harlem Master Plan and Waterfront Park; 2004 ASLA Award of Merit; W Architecture and Landscape Architecture, LLC; by No author listed; ph. ill.; p. 106; Sept 04; LA
Texas, Houston; Master Plan for Buffalo Bayou and Beyond; 2003 ASLA award winner; Thompson Design Group; Landscape Design by Dodson Associates; by Lisa Owens Viani; ph. ill. pers.; p. 24-34; Feb 04; LA
Wisconsin, Milwaukee; Redevelopment of Menomonee River Valley; 2003 ASLA award winner; Wink Associates; HNTB and Applied Ecological Services; by David Boyd; ill. pers. ph. map; p. 54-61; Jan 04; LA
ROOF, ROOFING

Benefits of Laminate Shingles; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 75-76; Jan 04; RA

Design Principles for Copper Gutters; by Catherine Houska; ph.; p. 98; July 04; TCS

Design Tips for Low-Slope Roofs; by Larry Flynn; ph.; p. 55; Sept 04; BD&C

Effectiveness of Vegetated Roofs; by Larry Flynn; ph. table graph; p. S10-S15; July 04; BD&C

Impact of Hail on Rubber and Plastic Roofing Systems; by Ric Vitiello; ph.; p. 42-50; Apr 04; TCS

Maryland, Baltimore; Green Roof Case Study; Katrin Scholz-Barth; by Theodore Eisenman; ph. ill. ref.; p. 52-61; Aug 04; LA

Michigan, Dearborn; Green Roof at Ford Rouge Center Truck Plant; William McDonough; by Lorraine Johnson; ph. ref.; p. 16-23; Jan 04; LA

New York, New York; Town House Roof Deck; Graftworks; Structural Design by Robert Silman; by Jen Renzi; ph. m.; p. 214-219; Sept 04; ID

Planning and Specifying Green Roofs; by Wyndham B. Wood; ph.; p. 68-74; Sept 04; TCS

Proper Roof System Design Standards; by John A. D'Annunzio; ph.; p. 34-40; Jan 04; TCS

Rural Design

California, Napa; Rivera Barn; Builder's Choice Award; Dahlin Group; Landscape Design by SDA; by David Holzel; ph. pl.; p. 178-179; Oct 04; B

Vermont, —; Interstate Highway Information Centers and Rest Areas; Duncan & Wisniewski; Landscape Design by OHKW; by Jeffrey Hodgson; pl. sec.; p. 104-106; Jan 04; LA

Russia

Kizhi Island; Architecture; Architecture of Kizhi Island; by Christina Fagerstrom; ph.; p. 16-17; Jan 04; AR

Moscow; Architecture; Fate of Contemporary Architecture in Moscow; Erick Van Egeraat; by Petr Kudryavtsev; ph. ill.; p. 30-32; June 04; AR

Moscow; Architecture; Preserving Moscow's Architectural Heritage; by Paul Abelsky; ph.; p. 61-63; Dec 04; AR

Moscow; Exhibition, Exhibit; FIIDexpo and 100% Design Moscow Exhibition; by Rob Gregory; ph. ill. sec.; p. 27-29; May 04; AR

Moscow; Store/Clothing; Byblo's Store; Dix Design; by Rebecca Flint Marx; ph.; p. 82-84; Apr 04; ID

SAFETY

Blast-Resistant Glazing and Window Security; by David Barista; ph. table; p. 47-48; Jan 04; BD&C

Developing Effective Protective Technology for Blast and Ballistic Attacks; by Theodor Krauthammer; ph. ref. table ill. chart; p. 73-84; May 04; TCS

Egress Lighting Technology; Enhancing visibility of emergency exits; by T.J. Gottwald; ph.; p. 50-54; Oct 04; TCS

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; High-Volume Escalators; Eagles Stadium; N68J; by Eileen McMorrow; ph.; p. 67; Aug 04; A

Test Methods and Standards for Blast-Resistant Doors; by Tim Blackburn; ph. ill. table dia.; p. 53-60; July 04; TCS

Window Film for Safety, Security and Energy Efficiency; by Virginia L. Kubler; ph. dia.; p. 32-38; July 04; TCS

See also FIRE PROTECTION; HAZARDS; SECURITY

Saudi Arabia

Riyadh; Health Care, Health Center; Humanitarian City; HLW and Otaihan Engineering; Mechanical Design by Ray Basheen; by Robert Cassidy; ph.; p. 12-19; Mar 04; BD&C
SCHOOL (cont'd)

ELEVENARY (cont'd)

North Carolina, Statesville: Daylighting at Third Creek Elementary School; Moseley Architects; by Mindi Zissman; ph.; p. 52-53; Apr 04; BD&C

HIGH

California, Los Angeles; Central Los Angeles Area High School #9; Coop Himmelblau and HMC Group; by Abby Busset; ill.; p. 46; Sept 04; A

California, San Francisco; Lick-Wilmerding High School; Pfau Architecture; Mechanical Design by Guttmann & Blaever; by Lisa Findley; ph.; p. 128-131; Mar 04; AR

New Jersey, Perth Amboy; Perth Amboy High School; John Ronan; by Abby Busset; ill.; p. 42; May 04; A

New York, Staten Island; Curtis High School; BD&C Reconstruction & Renovation Special Commendation Award; STV; Original Design by C.B.J. Snyder; by David Barista; ph.; p. 47; Oct 04; BD&C

JUNIOR HIGH, MIDDLE

New York, Brooklyn Heights; Packer Collegiate Institute; Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer; Original Design by James Renwick; by Monica Patankar; ph. sec.; p. 64-66; Aug 04; BD&C

North Carolina, Charlotte; Daylighting at Mill Hill Middle School; Perkins & Will; by Mindi Zissman; ph.; p. 52-53; Apr 04; BD&C

PRIVATE

Advice for Private-School Projects; by Kenneth Leven; p. 42; Sept 04; A

Connecticut, Greenwich; Greenwich Academy Upper School; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill and James Turrell; Structural Design by DiBlasi; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. ill.; p. 228-233; June 04; AR

New York, New York; Lycee Francais French School; Polshek Partnership; Landscape Design by Judith Heintz; by Sam Lubell; ph. pl. sec.; p. 132-135; Mar 04; AR

SPECIAL

California, Mountain View; Finn Center, Community School of Music and Arts; 2004 Business Week/Architectural Record Award Winner; Mark Cavagnero; Landscape Design by Stephen Wheeler; by Jane F. Kolleeny and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 135; Nov 04; AR

Illinois, Chicago; Akiba-Schechter Jewish Day School; John Ronan; Landscape Design by Terra Engineering; by Edward Keegan; ph. pl. sec.; p. 84-89; Dec 04; A

Wisconsin, Franklin; Indian Community School of Milwaukee; Antoine Predock and Epstein & Ehen; by Jamie Reynolds; ill.; p. 45; Sept 04; A

VOCATIONAL

New York, Queens; High School for Architecture and Urban Planning; Arquitectonica and STV; by Jamie Reynolds; ill. sec.; p. 45; Sept 04; A
The ARCHITECTURAL INDEX

SCHOOL (cont'd)

VOCA TIONAL (cont'd)

North Carolina, Penland; Iron Studio,
Penland School of Crafts; 2004 Business
Week/Architectural Record Award Winner;
Frank Harmon; Structural Design by
Synergetics; by Jane F. Kelleeney and Audrey
Beaton; ph.; p. 138; Nov 04; AR

See also CHILD CARE CENTER; LEARNING,
TRAINING CENTER; UNIVERSITY

SCOTLAND

Edinburgh; Government Building; Scottish Parlia-
ment Building; EMBT and RMJM; Structural
Design by Arup & Partners; by Catherine
Slessor; ph. sec. pl. ref.; p. 46-63; Nov 04;
AR

Glasgow; Residence; House for an Art Lover;
Charles Rennie Mackintosh; by Meghan
Druding; ph.; p. 128; Apr 04; RA

SCULPTURE

See ART

SEALANT

Avoiding Sealant/Flashin g Incompatibility; by
Dave Olson; p. 138; Apr 04; TCS

Minimizing Damage Caused by Water Leak-
age; by John A. D'Annunzio; ph.; p. 82-93;
Apr 04; TCS

Reducing the Probability of Sealant Staining;
by Deborah Slaton and Michael J. Scheffler;
ph.; p. 82; Feb 04; TCS

See also WATERPROOFING

SECURITY

Delivering Security and Convenience with
Doors and Hardware; by T.J. Gottwald; ph.
ce; p. 85-90; May 04; TCS

District of Columbia, Washington; Security De-
signs; Washington Monument; Olin Part-
nership; by Jennifer Dowdell; ill.; p. 16; Mar 04; LA

Embassy Buildings; Design excellence vs. se-
curity; by Jane C. Loeffler; ph. elev.; p. 67-70;
July 04; AR

Florida, Gainesville; Alachua County Criminal
Courthouse; Courthouse security and technol-
y; DLR Group and Rink, Reynolds, Diamond,
Fisher & Wilson; by Gordon Wright; ph. pl.;
p. 34-43; June 04; BD&C

Glass Technology for Blast Protection; by No
author listed; ph. dia. ill. cea graph; p. 261-265;
Dec 04; AR

Israel, Haifa; Merkazi Hof HaCarmel Bus Termi-
nal; Uzi Gordon; by Barbara Horwitz-Bennett;
ph.; p. 34-37; Mar 04; BD&C

Oklahoma, Oklahoma City; Oklahoma City Fed-
eral Office Building; Ross Barney & Jankowski
and Benham Companies; Landscape Design by
Sasaki Associates; by Gordon Wright; ph.
pl. cost anal.; p. 24-33; Aug 04; BD&C

Security and Door Hardware Design; by Brett
Stafford; ph. ref.; p. 71-75; Feb 04; TCS

SECURITY (cont'd)

Security Provisions and Landscape Design;
Troy Brown and Thomas Baisley; by Lisa
Speckhardt and Jennifer Dowdell; ph. elev. pl.
il.; p. 64-73; July 04; LA

Site Work Considerations for Securing Facili-
ties; by Patrick Lindsey; ph. table ill.; p. 82-87;
Oct 04; TCS

Symbolic Government Architecture and Ter-
rorism; by Peter Davey; ph. ill. ref.; p. 44-45;
Nov 04; AR

Web-Based Home Security Products; by
Steve Zurier; ill. table; p. 170-174; July 04; B

Window Film for Safety, Security and Energy
Efficiency; by Virginia L. Kubler; ph. dia.; p.
32-38; July 04; TCS

See also CORRECTIONAL FACILITY

SHELTER

Sandbag Shelter Prototypes; 2004 Aga Khan
Award; Nader Khaili; by Sam Lubell and James
Murdock; ph.; p. 102; Dec 04; AR

Washington, Seattle; Board Shed; Heliotrope
Architects; by Meghan Druding; ph.; p. 96-97;
Apr 04; RA

See also APARTMENT BUILDING; CLINIC; HO-
TEL

SHOPPING CENTER

Arizona, Scottsdale; Market Street; DC Ranch
commercial center; Circle West; Lighting De-
sign by Robert Singer; by Julia Mandell; ph.
det.; p. 77-79; May 04; A

Illinois, Glenview; The Glen Town Center;
Gensler Associates, Pappageorge & Haymes
and Shive & Hetterey; by No author listed; ph.;
p. 29-38; Sept 04; BD&C

Italy, Venice; Shopping Center Exhibit; 9th In-
ternational Architecture Biennale; George Yu;
by Robert Ivy; ph.; p. 104-105; Nov 04; AR

Portugal, Lisbon; Shopping Center Refurbish-
ment; Promontorio Arquitectos; Graphic De-
sign by Secretonix; by Catherine Slessor; ph.
pl. elev. sec.; p. 69-71; July 04; AR

See also CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING;
STORE; URBAN DESIGN, MULTI-USE PRO-
JECT

SHOWROOM

Australia, Brisbane, Yatala; SCL Glass Show-
room; Front; by Deborah Snoonian; ph. det. ill.;
p. 184-185; Sept 04; AR

Blackman New York Plumbing Showroom;
Shelton & Mindel; Lighting Design by Johnson
& Schwinghammer; by Craig Kellogg; ph. pl.;
p. 117-120; Oct 04; ID

California, Los Angeles; Los Angeles Design
Center & Cisco Brothers Showroom; AIA 2004
Honor Award; Friedman & Kimm; by Jane F.
Kolleeney; ph.; p. 155; June 04; AR

England, London; Paul Smith Showroom and
Office; Barnard & Wilson; by Stephen Miloti;
ph.; p. 178-183; Apr 04; ID

France, Paris; Jean Paul Gaultier Showroom;
Moatti & Riviere; by Nadine Frey; ph. sec.; p.
110-117; Nov 04; ID

166
SHOWROOM (cont’d)
Italy, Milan; Costume National Showroom; Addition; Tiziano Vudafieri; Lighting Design by Studio Amort Walker; by Ian Phillips; ph. pl.; p. 138-145; Apr 04; ID
Italy, Milan; Sicis Tile Showroom; Marco Piva; Lighting Design by Martini Illuminazione; by Josephine Minutillo; ph.; p. 130-132; Oct 04; ID
New York, New York; A.F. New York Showroom; H.T. Chang; by Donna Paul; ph.; p. 124-128; July 04; ID
New York, New York; Aero Showroom; Aero Studios; Structural Design by Büro Happold Engineering; by Craig Kellogg; ph. pl.; p. 304-311; Oct 04; ID
New York, New York; David Yurman Headquarters and Showroom; Thomas Juul-Hansen; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 190-197; Sept 04; ID
New York, New York; Groupe J.S. International Showroom; Stamberg & Aferiat; Mechanical Design by P.A. Collins; by Raoul Barreneche; ph. pl.; p. 236-241; Sept 04; ID
New York, New York; Mercedes-Benz Manhattan Showroom; Gerner, Kronick & Valcarcel; Original Design by Frank Lloyd Wright; by Fred Bernstein; ph.; p. 74-78; Oct 04; ID
New York, New York; Ted Boerner Showroom; Ted Boerner; by Jane Margolies; ph. ill.; p. 86-88; Sept 04; ID
See also STORE

SIDEWALK
Hazards of De-Icing; by Deborah Slaton; ph.; p. 114; Mar 04; TCS

SIDING
See WALL

SIGN
See GRAPHICS

SINGAPORE

—; Residence; Hua Guan House; WOH A Architects; by Robert Powell; ph. pl. sec.; p. 84-87; Feb 04; A Rev
—; Residence; Three Units of Detached Houses; Berrima Road; WOH A Designs; Mechanical Design by AE & T Consultants; by Robert Powell; ph. pl. sec.; p. 172-176; July 04; AR
—; Window; 1 Moulinez Rise Residential Tower; ar+ d commended fenestration system; WOHa Designs; by Peter Davey; ph. pl. sec.; p. 70-71; Dec 04; A Rev

SOCIAL ISSUES
Accessible Housing for Veterans; by Matthew Power; ph. chart; p. 156-164; Sept 04; B
Affordable Housing Crisis; by Steve Zurier; ill.; p. 35-36; Aug 04; B
Airport Design and Social Issues; by Jane Holtz Kay; ph.; p. 96; Nov 04; A
Architecture and the Public Mission; Helping the needy; by Thomas Fisher; p. 80; July 04; A

SOCIAL ISSUES (cont’d)
Architecture in the Public Interest; by Abby Bussel; ph. axon.; p. 27-29; Apr 04; A
California, Los Angeles; Sacred Springs Cultural Center; RoTo Architects; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. pl. map; p. 36-43; Aug 04; A
Cell Phones Changing the Sense of Place; by Paul Goldberger; ph.; p. 152; Feb 04; LA
China, Wushan; Social Costs of Three Gorges Dam; by Jen Lin-Liu; ph.; p. 57-60; Mar 04; AR
Colleges Brace for Unprecedented Growth; by Jane Cady Wright; ph.; p. 37-40; Sept 04; A
Competition for Land Acquisition; by Matthew Power; ph. ill.; p. 190-195; Jan 04; B
Corruption in the Architectural and Construction Industries; by Jamie Reynolds; p. 46; June 04; A
David K. Hill and J. Roger Glunt, Hearthstone Builder Lifetime Public Service Awards; by Alison Rice; ph.; p. 110-118; Feb 04; B
Development in High-Risk Coastal Zones; by David Marsh et al.; ph.; p. 65-66; Nov 04; AR
Equal Opportunity for Home Buyers; by John Caulfield; ph. chart ill.; p. 102-118; Dec 04; B
Future of Affordable Housing; Reforms at Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac; by John Caulfield; ph. ill. chart; p. 254-262; Oct 04; B
Homeowners Associations and Neighborhood Homogenization; by Lawrence W. Cheek; ill.; p. 88; Apr 04; A
Housing Density and Quality of Life; by Matthew Power; ph. table; p. 140-144; Mar 04; B
Interview with Robert Young; Red Feather Development Group; Straw-bale homes for Native Americans; by Deborah Snoonian; ph.; p. 244; Sept 04; AR
Mexico, Tijuana; Uncontrolled Growth in Tijuana; by Ann Jarmusich; ph. ill.; p. 21-22; Oct 04; A
Montana, Billings; Corner Table Mixed-Use Community; New West Land Company and RoTo Architects; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. pl. map; p. 36-43; Aug 04; A
New Jersey, —; Stormwater Regulations and Development Policy in New Jersey; by Steve Zurier; ill.; p. 45-46; Feb 04; B
New York, New York; Excercising Democracy in the Urban Fabric; World Trade Center ideas; by Michael Sorkin; ph. pl.; p. 85-86; Oct 04; AR
Presidential Candidates Views and the Building Industry; by Steve Zurier; ill. chart table; p. 268-276; Oct 04; B
Pro Bono Architecture; by Duo Dickinson; ill.; p. 128; Dec 04; A
Rapid Global Growth and Demand Causes Material Price Hikes; by Matthew Power; ill.; p. 114; Nov 04; B
Relationship Between Education and Society; by Catherine Slessor; ph. ref.; p. 36-37; Feb 04; AR
Religious Monuments and Separation of Church and State in Federal Parks; by Jane Holtz Kay; ph.; p. 158-160; May 04; LA
Roadblocks to Affordable Housing; by Pat Curry; ill.; p. 49-50; Aug 04; B
SOUTH CAROLINA (cont'd)
Mount Pleasant; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Management; Benefits of Wireless Networking and Back-Office Software; by Steve Zurer; ph. table; p. 176-178; June 04; B
Mount Pleasant; Stormwater Management; Water Strategies; Automated Trading Desk Headquarters; Hofland, Myerberg & Guggenheimer and Mckellar & Associates; Landscape Design by Nelson, Byrd & Waltz; by W. Clint Riggsby; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 178-182; Oct 04; LA

SOUTH DAKOTA
Deadwood; Art; Tatanka; Story of the Bison Interpretive Center; Wyss Associates; Art by Peggy Detmers; by Felix Gillette; ph.; p. 18; Feb 04; LA

SOUTH KOREA
Heyri; Residence; Jin and Chang Residence; Cho & Slade; by Ari C. Chen; ph.; p. 72-74; June 04; ID
Paju City; Recreation/Park; I Like Dalki Theme Park; Ga.A Architects, Mass Studies and James Slade; Structural Design by Shin Structural Engineering; by Iris Moon; ph. sec. det. pl.; p. 50-59; Sept 04; A
Seoul; Recreation/Park; Seonyudo Park; 2004 ASLA Award of Merit; SeoAhn Total Landscape; by No author listed; ph.; p. 103; Sept 04; LA

SPA
See RECREATION

SPAIN
Barcelona; Architecture; Urban Design in Barcelona; Universal Forum of Cultures; by David Cohn; ph.; p. 109-114; June 04; AR
Barcelona; City and Regional Planning; 22@ Revitalization; The Barcelona Model for urban renewal; Jean Nouvel; by Richard Ingersoll; map; p. 21; Aug 04; A
Barcelona; City and Regional Planning; Barcelona Model; Barcelona reinvention; Herzog & de Meuron, Josep Lluís Mateo and et al.; by Andres Fernandez Rubio; ph. pl.; p. 50-57; Aug 04; A
Barcelona; Cultural Center; Casa Asia Cultural Center; Judith Masana; Original Design by Josep Puig i Cadafalch; by Monica Geran; ph.; p. 182-184; May 04; ID
Barcelona; Hotel; Gran Hotel La Florida; Dale Keller; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 182-188; June 04; ID
Barcelona; Plaza; Forum 2004 Building and Plaza; Herzog & de Meuron; Acoustical Design by H. Arau; by Rob Gregory; ph. sec. pl.; p. 56-62; Sept 04; AR
Barcelona; Recreation/Park; Nou Barris Central Park; Andreu Arriola and Carmen Fiat; by Marc Treib; ph. pl. ill.; p. 90-99; Feb 04; LA

SOLAR
Design Capabilities of Photovoltaics; by Peter Fairley; ph. ill.; p. 161-164; Mar 04; AR
Photovoltaics for Residential Applications; by Matthew Power; ph. ill. table; p. 75-76; Mar 04; B
See also ENERGY

SOUTH AFRICA
Cape Town; Residence; Holiday House; Gabriel Fagan; by Peter Buchanan; ph. pl. iso.; p. 88-91; Nov 04; ARev
Johannesburg; Government Building; Constitutional Court of South Africa; OMM Design Workshop and Urban Solutions; Landscape Design by African Environmental Design; by Schalk Le Roux and Deviliers Du Toit; ph. sec. pl.; p. 64-69; Nov 04; ARev

SOUTH CAROLINA
Bluffton; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Wyngate at Woodbridge; CraftBuilt Homes; Landscape Design by Weaver Creations; by David Holzel; ph. pl.; p. 127; Oct 04; B
Charleston; Kitchen; Shapiro Kitchen; 2004 Watermark Special Focus Award; Rosenblum & Coe; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 132; Apr 04; B
Columbia; Office Building; Budget and Control Board Computer Center; Humanization of data centers; Watson, Tate & Savory; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 77; Apr 04; A
Greeneville; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Oakhurst Development; Homeplex condominiums; Overstreet Studios and Johnston Design Group; by Matthew Power; ph.; p. 65-66; Sept 04; B
Mount Pleasant; Office Building/Landscape; Automated Trading Desk Headquarters; Hofland, Myerberg & Guggenheimer; Landscape Design by Nelson, Byrd & Waltz; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl.; p. 166-173; Oct 04; LA
Mount Pleasant; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; On Walking Neighborhood; Duanys & PLater-Zyberk, Dover & Kohl and et al.; Landscape Design by Seamon & Whiteside; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl.; p. 110-117; Sept 04; LA

SOCIAL ISSUES (cont'd)
Shifting Patterns in Immigrant Population and Settlement; by Matthew Power; ill. map; p. 45-46; May 04; B
Virginia, Bayview; Bayview Village Plan; RBGC; Mechanical Design by Kincaid & Bryant; by Abby Bussel; ph. pl. elev.; p. 60-67; Sept 04; A
Widening Gap Between Homeowner Classes; by Matthew Power; ph.; p. 118-124; July 04; B
Winners and Losers in the Housing Boom; Affordable housing crisis; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 126-132; July 04; B
Wyoming, Daniel; Interview with Firm; Cottonwood Ranches; New West Land Company and RoTo Architects; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. pl. map; p. 36-43; Aug 04; A

www.archindex.com
SPAIN (cont'd)

Barcelona; Recreation/Park; Parc Diagonal Mar; Oscar Tusquets, Robert A.M. Stern and EMBT; Master Planning by Ricardo Bofill; by George Hazelrigg; ph. pl. ill.; p. 24-35; Nov 04; LA

Bilbao; Lighting; Lighting the Max Ocio Commercial Center; Walker Group; Lighting Design by Dusti Helms; by Leanne B. French; ph.; p. 181; Mar 04; AR

Catalonia; Residence; Weekend House; Julia Schulz-Dornburg; by Geeta Ayer; ph. ill.; p. 210-217; July 04; ID

Galicia; Cultural Center; Hejduk Towers; John Hejduk and Antonio Sanmartin de Azcon; by Ingrid Whitehead; ph.; p. 75-76; Jan 04; AR

Huelva; Museum/Natural History; Sea Life Center; Cruz & Ortiz; Structural Design by TEDECO; by Carla Bertolucci; ph. pl. sec.; p. 80-83; Feb 04; ARev

Jerez de la Frontera; Cultural Center; City of Flamenco Cultural Center; Herzog & de Meuron; by Julia Mandell; pl. ill.; p. 36; July 04; A

Jerez de la Frontera; Cultural Center; Flamenco Center; Herzog & de Meuron; by Carla Bertolucci; ph. pl. sec.; p. 80-81; June 04; ARev

Ljubljana; Museum; City Museum Extension; ar+d highly commended project; Ofis Architects; by Peter Davey; ph. pl.; p. 62-63; Dec 04; ARev

Madrid; Architecture; Profile of Architect; Design Vanguard 2004; Anton Garcia-Abri; by David Cohn; ph. ill. sec.; p. 164-169; Dec 04; AR

Madrid; Exhibition; Exhibit; Swiss Pavilion for ARCO International Art Fair; ar+d honorable mention project; 2B Architects and Patricia Leal Laredo; Structural Design by Mantillieri & Schwarz; by Peter Davey; ph. pl. sec.; p. 82; Dec 04; ARev

Madrid; Hospital; Gregorio Maranon Maternity and Pediatrics Hospital; Jose Rafael Moneo; Graphic Design by Carmen del Pino; by David Cohn; ph. pl. pers.; p. 156-161; Oct 04; AR

Madrid; Library; Regional Archive and Library of Madrid; Mansilia & Tonon; Structural Design by O.C.L.; by David Cohn; ph. pl. axon. iso.; p. 110-115; Feb 04; AR

Madrid; Theater; Documentation Centre and Lecture Theatre; ar+d prizewinner; Jesus Aparicio Guisado, Hector Fernandez-Elorza and Joaquin Goyenechea; by Peter Davey; ph. pl. sec.; p. 54-57; Dec 04; ARev

Majorca; Museum; Mills Museum of the Balearic Islands; Flores & Prats; by David Cohn; ph. ill. sec.; p. 130-133; Jan 04; AR

Malaga; Museum; Museo Picasso Malaga; Gluckman & Mayner and Camara, Martin & Delgado; Landscape Design by Maria Medina; by David Cohn; ph. pl. sec.; p. 132-139; Oct 04; AR

Murcia; Cemetery; Mausoleum Project; Manuel Clavel Rojo; ph. pl. axon.; p. 58-61; Aug 04; ARev

Murcia; Cemetery; Mausoleum; ar+d highly commended project; Manuel Clavel Rojo; by Peter Davey; ph. pl. axon.; p. 60-61; Dec 04; ARev

SPAIN (cont'd)

Pamplona; Cultural Center; Royal and General Archives of Pamplona; Jose Rafael Moneo; Structural Design by NB35; by Paula Deitz; ph. pl. sec.; p. 120-125; July 04; AR

Sant Miquel de Cruilles; Garden; Garden Hut; ar+d commended project; Eightyseven; by Peter Davey; ph. pl. elev.; p. 69; Dec 04; ARev

Santiago de Compostela; University/Music Building; Music Building; University of Santiago de Compostela; Anton Garcia-Abri; by Carla Bertolucci; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p. 70-73; June 04; ARev

Villanueva de la Canada; Library; Public Library; Churtichaga & Quadra-Salcedo; by Carla Bertolucci; ph. sec. pl.; p. 22-28; Jan 04; ARev

SPECIFICATIONS

Automating Construction Testing/Inspection Reports; by Richard Gedney; ph. ill.; p. 10-12; Feb 04; TCS

Bearing Risk for Specs in Design-Build; by Edward B. Lozowicki; ph. ref.; p. 26-30; Apr 04; TCS

Becoming a Certified Construction Specifier; by Dan Merriman; ph.; p. 10-14; Oct 04; TCS

Builders Hardware Standards and Code Enforcement; by Ralph Vasami; ph.; p. 28-30; Oct 04; TCS

Choosing Windows for Residential Construction; by No author listed; ph. chart cea; p. 85-88; Nov 04; A

Closed Proprietary Specifications; by David J. Wyatt; ph.; p. 26-27; May 04; TCS

Construction Specifications Institute Strategic Plan; by Paul Bertram; ph.; p. 14-16; June 04; TCS

Construction Specifications Institute's CSI University; by Katherine S. Proctor; ph. ill.; p. 10-12; June 04; TCS

Converting to MasterFormat 2004; by Christopher Bushnell; ph.; p. 10-12; Aug 04; TCS

CSI Manuel of Practice Principles and Recommended Practices; by David J. Wyatt; ph. ref.; p. 26-28; Aug 04; TCS

Cultivating Specification Writers; by David J. Wyatt; ph.; p. 24-26; Dec 04; TCS

Curtain Wall Performance Based Specifications; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. det.; p. 64-65; July 04; A

Insulation Selection for Mechanical Systems; by Winfield Irwin and Michael J. Lettich; ph. table ref.; p. 68-77; Mar 04; TCS

Interview with CSI President; Gary Betts; by Erik Missio; ph.; p. 48-51; Aug 04; TCS

MasterSpec Definition and Review Process; by Philip W. Kabza; ph.; p. 8-10; Apr 04; TCS

Performance-Based Specifications for Concrete; by Jim Brazelton and Bruce Blair; ph.; p. 20-23; May 04; TCS

Precedence Provisions in Specifications; by David J. Wyatt; ph.; p. 30-32; Mar 04; TCS

Product Selection for Sustainability; by Richard C. Master; ph.; p. 40-48; May 04; TCS

Proper Roof System Design Standards; by John A. D'Anunzio; ph.; p. 34-40; Jan 04; TCS
SPECIFICATIONS (cont'd)
Refinements in Pavement Specifications; by Robert Q. Kluttz; ph. chart ref.; p. 78-84; Mar 04; TCS

Roof Guidelines and Standards; by Richard L., Jr. Cook; ph.; p. 34-41; Apr 04; TCS

Security and Door Hardware Design; by Brett Stafford; ph. ref.; p. 71-75; Feb 04; TCS

Specifying and Designing Copper Roofs; by Anne L. Schade; ph.; p. 28-35; Dec 04; TCS

Specifying Architectural Wood Flush Doors; by No author listed; ph.; p. 269-273; Nov 04; AR

Specifying Architecturally Exposed Structural Steel; by No author listed; ph. cea; p. 323-327; June 04; AR

Specifying Automated External Defibrillators; by Kevin Sheppard; ph. ref.; p. 80-84; Aug 04; TCS

Specifying Bentonite Waterproofing; by Stacy Byrd; ph.; p. 36-44; June 04; TCS

Specifying Colors and Finishes; by David J. Wyatt; ph.; p. 20-21; Nov 04; TCS

Specifying Door Hardware; by William D. Lawless; ph. dia.; p. 54-60; Jan 04; TCS

Specifying Extra Material Stock; by David J. Wyatt; ph.; p. 20-21; Sept 04; TCS

Specifying Fiberglass Air Handling Insulations; by Eric G. Schakel; ph. ref.; p. 68-72; July 04; TCS

Specifying for LEED Certification; by Eugene Groshong, Jr.; ph. ref.; p. 32-39; Nov 04; TCS

Specifying for Mold; by Laurence Schor and Dennis C. Ehlers; ph. ref.; p. 22-23; Jan 04; TCS

Specifying Hardware, Hinges and Handles; by No author listed; ph. cea; p. 236-247; Nov 04; AR

Specifying High-Performance Hardware; by David Wiemer; ph.; p. 48-52; July 04; TCS

Specifying Northern Hard Maple Flooring; by No author listed; ph. cea ref.; p. 251-255; Nov 04; AR

Specifying Office Furniture; by John Sofio; ph.; p. 50-56; May 04; TCS

Specifying Precision Concrete Cutting; by Rick Norland; ph. table; p. 48-54; Feb 04; TCS

Specifying Standing Seam Metal Panels for Wind Uplift; by Winston E. Kile; ph.; p. 24-25; Jan 04; TCS

Specifying the Appropriate Glazing System; by Terry Zelmetz; ph. table det. chart ref.; p. 32-42; Oct 04; TCS

Specifying Variable Air Volume Boxes; by Daniel Int-Hout; ph. table; p. 61-67; July 04; TCS

Specifying Wall Systems for High Traffic Areas; by No author listed; ph. ill. cca.; p. 81-84; Nov 04; A

Substitutions and Architect/Engineer Liability; by Werner Sabo and James Zahn; ph.; p. 28-29; Feb 04; TCS

Thin-Set Epoxy Terrazzo Flooring; by Tom Murphy; ph. chart table; p. 64-70; Feb 04; TCS

Transitioning to MasterFormat 2004; by Edith S. Washington and Karl F. Borgstrom; ph.; p. 80-82; July 04; TCS

SPECIFICATIONS (cont'd)
Wires, Cables, Pipes, and Environmental Health; by Gail Vittori; ph. table cea ref.; p. 70-78; Nov 04; TCS

Writing Restroom Specifications; Evaluating flushing technology; by Peter Jahrling; ph. ref. dia.; p. 58-67; Mar 04; TCS

See also LAW; OFFICE PRACTICE; Specific Topics

SPORTS FACILITY
See RECREATION/SPORTS FACILITY; UNIVERSITY/RECREATION

STEEL
See STRUCTURAL/STEEL

STONE
Earth-Based Materials and Sustainability; by Catherine Slessor; ph. ref.; p. 20-21; Jan 04; AR

Exterior Wall Systems; Ceramic tile, thin brick, natural stone veneers; by Donato Pompo; ph. det. table; p. 50-59; June 04; TCS

Germany, Munich; Art Installation; Christopher Bangge; Art by Sato & Cpajak; by Sheila Kim; ph. ill.; p. 160-162; Jan 04; ID

Guidelines for Stone Application; by Matthew Power; ph. ill.; p. 244-248; May 04; B

Irrational Requirements for Stone Veneer Anchors; by Bruce Ireland; ph.; p. 32-33; Apr 04; TCS

See also MASONRY

STORE
California, Los Angeles; Mikimoto Jewelry Store; Shimoda Design Group; Art by John Lewis; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 170-177; Apr 04; ID

California, Los Angeles; Strange Invisible Perfumes Boutique; Elizabeth Burhop; by Deanna Kizis; ph.; p. 152-157; Feb 04; ID

California, Santa Monica; Fred Segal Beauty Salon; (M)Arch and Craig Rizzo; Lighting Design by Southern California Illumination; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 102-104; May 04; ID

China, Beijing; Beijing Books Building; Office for Metropolitan Architecture; by Sam Lubell; ill.; p. 110; Mar 04; AR

District of Columbia, Washington; Nusta Spa; Envision Design; Lighting Design by D. Gilmore; by Laura Fisher Kaiser; ph.; p. 217-220; Oct 04; ID

Netherlands, Amsterdam; De Lairesse Apotheek Pharmacy; Concrete Architectural; by Tracy Metz; pl. elev. ph.; p. 112-117; Sept 04; AR

New York, New York; Bisazza Tile Showroom; Fabio Novembre and Ellen Hongstock; by John Peter Radulski; ph.; p. 157-159; Feb 04; AR

New York, New York; Bumble and Bumble Salon, School and Office; Selldorf Architects; Interior Design by Anderson Architects; by Lucie Young; ph. pl.; p. 198-205; Sept 04; ID
STORE (cont’d)
New York, New York; Clarins Cosmetic Store; Emmanuelle Degonzague; by Fred Bernstein; ph.; p. 156-157; Jan 04; ID
New York, New York; Elizabeth Arden Red Door Salon and Spa; Brennan, Beer, Gorman & Monk; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; m.; p. 136-138; Oct 04; ID
New York, New York; Malin + Goetz Store; Konyk Architecture; by Mairi Beautyman; ph.; p. 92-94; Sept 04; ID
New York, New York; Sublime American Design Furniture Store; Leven & Betts; by William Weathersby, Jr.; ph.; p. 160-161; Feb 04; AR
Switzerland, Basel; Schaulager Art Store; Herzog & de Meuron; Structural Design by Zachmann & Paul Baugingheure; by Bob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 70-73; Aug 04; ARev
Switzerland, Wirchach; Kunst-Depot Art Store; Gigon & Guyer; by Bob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 74-76; June 04; ARev
The Art of Window Dressing; Show window displays; by Thomas Hine; ph.; p. 94-104; Sept 04; AR
CLOTHING
California, Los Angeles; James Perse Store; Standard; by Deanna Kizis; ph.; p. 86-88; Apr 04; ID
California, Los Angeles; Miss Sixty Store; Studio 63; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 70-71; Apr 04; ID
California, Los Angeles; Trina Turk Store; Kelly Wearstler; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 184-189; Apr 04; ID
Canada, Ontario, Toronto; Holt Renfrew Store; Young & Wright; Interior Design by Burdilief; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 146-151; Apr 04; ID
District of Columbia, Washington; Kate Spade Store; Cortland Morgan; Interior Design by Rogers & Marvel; by Lisa Antonelli Bacon; ph.; p. 84-88; May 04; ID
Italy, Florence; Spazio A Boutique; David Ling; by Sheila Kim; ph.; p. 76-78; Apr 04; ID
Italy, Milan; Burberry Store; FGS; Interior Design by Virgile & Stone; by Melanie Rickey; ph.; p. 58-62; Apr 04; ID
Italy, Milan; Costume National Showroom; Addition; Tiziano Vudafieri; Lighting Design by Studio Amort Walker; by Ian Phillips; ph. pl.; p. 138-145; Apr 04; ID
Japan, Nagoya; Louis Vuitton Boutique; Jun Aoki; Lighting Design by George Sexton; by Paula Dietz; ph. pl. sec.; p. 84-87; Nov 04; ARev
Japan, Tokyo; Dior Boutique; SANA; Interior Design by Architecture & Associates; by Ian Phillips; ph. pl.; p. 162-169; Apr 04; ID
Japan, Tokyo; Louis Vuitton Store; Jun Aoki and Aurelio Clementi; Lighting Design by George Sexton; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl.; p. 142-148; Feb 04; AR
MaxStudio.com Store; George Yu; Graphic Design by Alexei Tylevich; by Leanne B. French; ph. ill.; p. 150-154; Feb 04; AR
STORE (cont’d)
CLOTHING (cont’d)
New York, New York; Bergdorf Goodman Store; Renovation; Randall A. Ridless and Barteluce Architects; Lighting Design by Johnson & Schwinghammer; ph.; p. 228-235; Sept 04; ID
New York, New York; Carlos Miele Clothing Store; Asymptote; by Paul Gregory; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 62-63; July 04; A
Russia, Moscow; Byblos Store; Dix Design; by Rebecca Flint Marx; ph.; p. 82-84; Apr 04; ID
DEPARTMENT
England, Birmingham; Selfridges Department Store; Future Systems; Structural Design by Arup & Partners; by James S. Russell; ph. pl. sec.; p. 234-241; June 04; ARev
England, London; Peter Jones Store; Sloane Square; John McAslan; Original Design by William Crabtree; by Peter Davey; ph. sec. pl. ill.; p. 88-93; June 04; ARev
Germany, Dusseldorf; Karstadt Arkaden Department Store; Jordan Mzzer; by Otto Pohl; ph. pl. ill.; p. 260-267; Oct 04; ID
See also ART GALLERY; OFFICE BUILDING; SHOPPING CENTER; SHOWROOM; URBAN DESIGN, MULTI-USE PROJECT
STORMWATER MANAGEMENT
Mosquito Control for Constructed Wetlands; by Patty Gambarini; ph. ref. sec. ill.; p. 52-59; Nov 04; LA
New Jersey, —; Stormwater Regulations and Development Policy in New Jersey; by Steve Zurer; ill.; p. 45-46; Feb 04; B
South Carolina, Mount Pleasant; Water Strategies; Automated Trading Desk Headquarters; Helfand, Myerberg & Guggenheim and McKellar & Associates; Landscape Design by Nelson, Byrd & Waltz; by W. Clint Riggsby; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 178-182; Oct 04; LA
Starting an Environmental Nonprofit; by Theodore Eisenman; ph. pl. ill.; p. 74-80; Mar 04; LA
Wisconsin, Milwaukee; Redevelopment of Menomonee River Valley; 2003 ASLA award winner; Wenk Associates, HNTB and Applied Ecological Services; by David Boyd; ill. pers. ph. map; p. 54-61; Jan 04; LA
STRUCTURAL
France, Roissy; Investigation into Collapse of Terminal 2E; Charles de Gaulle International Airport; Aeroports de Paris; by Peter Reina; ph.; p. 163-164; July 04; AR
Improving Project Performance and Productivity; by No author listed; ph. ill. cca; p. 273-277; Dec 04; AR
CONCRETE
Site-Cast Tilt-Up Concrete Construction; by Ed Sauter; ph.; p. 32-39; Feb 04; TCS
STRUCTURAL (cont’d)

STEEL

Specifying Architecturally Exposed Structural Steel; by No author listed; ph. cca; p. 323-327; June 04; AR

Steel Casting Applications; by David Powelet and Raymond Monroe; ph. ref. dia.; p. 86-93; Aug 04; TCS

WOOD

Canada, British Columbia, Burnaby; Brentwood SkyTrain Station; Busby & Associates; Structural Design by Fast & Epp Partners; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. sec. det.; p. 73-74; May 04; A

Cultural History of Platform Framing; by David Montayne; ill. ref.; p. 24-33; Sept 04; JAE

Designing and Specifying Shear Walls; by Zeno Martin; ph. table graph ill.; p. 75-81; Sept 04; TCS

Florida, Jacksonville; Walton Boathouse; Glued-laminated timber construction; Peterson Architects; by Jeffrey D. Peterson; ph. ref.; p. 22-30; Nov 04; TCS

Massachusetts, Boston; DeWolfe Boathouse; Boston University; Glued-laminated timber construction; Architectural Resources Cambridge; by Jeffrey D. Peterson; ph. ref.; p. 22-30; Nov 04; TCS

New Jersey, Princeton; C. Bernard Shea Rowing Center; Princeton University; Glued-laminated timber construction; Architectural Resources Cambridge; Structural Design by John Born; by Jeffrey D. Peterson; ph. ref.; p. 22-30; Nov 04; TCS

See also CONCRETE; WALL; WOOD

STUDIO

California, Los Angeles; AZLA Sound Studios; Studio 0.10; Structural Design by Martin Gantman; by Sarah Amelar; ph. pl. sec.; p. 136-141; Sept 04; AR

California, Pasadena; Hilltop Studio; Renovation; Marmol & Radziner; Original Design by Thornton Ladd; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 64-66; Jan 04; ID

China, Tongxiang; Tongxiang Art Gatehouse; Office dA; Structural Design by China Architecture Design & research Group; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. pl. sec.; p. 56-63; Apr 04; A

Connecticut, —; Aki Music Studio; Centerbrook Architects; Structural Design by Gibble, Norden, Champion & Brown; by Meghan Drueing; ph.; p. 98-99; Apr 04; RA

Connecticut, —; Connecticut Sculptor’s Studio; Builder’s Choice Award; Centerbrook Architects; Interior Design by Gomez Associates; by Zach Blattner; ph.; p. 224; Oct 04; B

England, London; Gormley Studio; David Chipperfield; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 65-69; June 04; AR

Japan, Shiga Prefecture, Biwa-Chō; Corrugated Metal House and Studio; Shuhei Endo; by Veronica Pease; ph. pl. sec.; p. 77-79; Aug 04; AR

STUDIO (cont’d)

North Carolina, Penland; Iron Studio, Penland School of Crafts; 2004 Business Week/Architectural Record Award Winner; Frank Harmon; Structural Design by Synergetics; by Jane F. Kelleen and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 138; Nov 04; AR

See also APARTMENT BUILDING; FILM/TELEVISION STUDIO; OFFICE BUILDING; RESIDENCE; UNIVERSITY

SUSTAINABLE ARCHITECTURE

Africa, —; Photographic Survey of Mud Buildings in West Africa; by James Morris; ph.; p. 60-65; Jan 04; AR

Benefits of Daylighting; Introducing natural light into interiors; by Jim Nicolow; ph. sec. ref.; p. 58-65; Nov 04; TCS

Building with the Elements; Argument for environmentally aware design; by Catherine Slessor; ill. ref.; p. 54-55; Sept 04; AR

California, San Jose; Aspect Communications Headquarters; Benefits of sustainable design site design; William McDonough and Form 4 Inc.; Landscape Design by April Phillips; by April Phillips; ph. dia. sec. pl.; p. 28-38; May 04; TCS

Canada, British Columbia, White Rock; White Rock Operations Building; Busby & Associates; Structural Design by Fast & Epp Partners; by Abby Bussel; ph. pl. sec.; p. 60-65; May 04; A

Canada, Ontario, Bolton; Husky Injection Molding Systems Headquarters; Industrial landscape; PMA Landscape Architects; by Rob Thomas; ph.; p. 60-66; June 04; LA

Ceramic Tile and Sustainability; by No author listed; ph. cca; p. 317-321; June 04; AR

China, —; Consequences of Rapid Growth in China; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. chart; p. 71-73; Mar 04; AR

Climate-Adaptive Buildings; by Daniel H. Nall; ph. ref. table; p. 50-56; Nov 04; TCS

Colorado, Loveland; Discovery Research House; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 43-44; Mar 04; B

Design Capabilities of Photovoltaics; by Peter Fairley; ph. ill.; p. 161-164; Mar 04; AR

Earth-Based Materials and Sustainability; by Catherine Slessor; ph. ref.; p. 20-21; Jan 04; AR

Ecological Design and Construction; Designing for Longevity; by Muscoe Martin; ph. ref. p. 40-48; Nov 04; TCS

Effectiveness of Vegetated Roofs; by Larry Flynn; ph. table graph; p. S10-S15; July 04; BD&C

Environmental Considerations When Specifying Appliances; by No author listed; ph. chart cca; p. 193-197; Apr 04; AR

Georgia, Atlanta; Management Building; Georgia Tech University; Thompson, Ventulett & Stainback; by Larry Flynn and Gordon Wright; ph.; p. S16; July 04; BD&C

Human-Centered Sustainable Design; by Jonathan C. Weiss et al.; ph.; p. 39-40; Apr 04; A
SUSTAINABLE ARCHITECTURE  
(cont’d)

Illinois, Chicago; City Hall Roof Garden; 2002 ASLA award winner; William McDonough; Landscape Design by Conservation Design Forum; by Theodore Eisenman; ill.; p. 106-113; Nov 04; LA

Illinois, Chicago; Interview with Ken Dunn, Resource Center Founder; DeStefano & Partners; by Cindy Coleman; ph. ill.; p. 228-231; Oct 04; ID

Indiana, Chesterton; Coffee Creek Center; William McDonough; Landscape Design by Conservation Design Forum; by Adam Regn Arvidson; ph. pl.; p. 100-111; Oct 04; LA

Interview with Architect on Sustainability; Edward A. Feiner; by Robert Cassidy; ph.; p. 10-20; Nov 04; BD&C

Interview with Architect; Ken Yeang; by Laura Fisher Kaiser; ph. ill.; p. 156-157; July 04; ID

Interview with Designer; by Anna Holtzman; ph.; p. 118-119; June 04; ID

Learning Curve of Sustainable Design; by David J. Wyatt; ph. ref.; p. 32-34; June 04; TCS

Lighting Design for Sustainable Buildings; by Mary Ann Hay; ph.; p. 52-58; Apr 04; TCS

Maryland, Baltimore; Green Roof Case Study; Katrin Scholz-Barth; by Theodore Eisenman; ph. ill. ref.; p. 52-61; Aug 04; LA

Michigan, Dearborn; Ford Motor Company Truck Plant; Rouge Center; William McDonough and Arcadis; Landscape Design by Nelson, Byrd & Woltz; by Steven Litt; ph. elev.; p. 52-59; May 04; A

New York, Yonkers; Greyston Bakery; Cymbul & Cymbul and Maya Lin; by Larry Flynn and Gordon Wright; ph.; p. S17; July 04; BD&C

Planning and Specifying Green Roofs; by Wyndham B. Wood; ph.; p. 68-74; Sept 04; TCS

Preservation and Sustainability; by Deborah Slaton; ph. p. 82; Nov 04; TCS

Product Selection for Sustainability; by Richard C. Master; ph.; p. 40-48; May 04; TCS

Profile of Swinerton Builders; by Joe Carter; ph.; p. 240-242; Oct 04; ID

Promoting Sustainable Design; by Kevin Flynn; ill. ref.; p. 56-61; Dec 04; LA

Role of Vinyl in Sustainable Design; by Tak Abe; ill. ref.; p. 66-69; Nov 04; TCS

Specifying for LEED Certification; by Eugene Groshong, Jr.; ph. ref.; p. 32-39; Nov 04; TCS

Sustainability in the Health Care Profession; by Nancy B. Solomon; ph. dia. pl. ill. sec. cca; p. 179-188; Aug 04; AR

The Built Environment Image Guide for the National Forests and Grasslands; U.S. Forest Service design guide; Oz Architecture; Landscape Design by DHM Design; by Michael Lecese; ill.; p. 80-88; Feb 04; LA

U.S. Green Building Council Branches Out; by Robert Cassidy; ph. table; p. S6-S9; July 04; BD&C

U.S. Green Building Council Guidelines for Commercial Interiors; by Laura Fisher Kaiser; ph.; p. 206-207; May 04; ID

SUSTAINABLE ARCHITECTURE  
(cont’d)

Utah, Salt Lake City; Salt Lake City Home; AMD Architecture; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 92-93; Feb 04; B

See also CONSERVATION; ENERGY; ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

SWEDEN

Lake Ovre Gla; Residence; Summer Cottage; 24H Architecture; Lighting Design by Gaulddesign; by Shonquis Moreno; ph. pl.; p. 118-125; Nov 04; ID

Stockholm; Architecture; View from Stockholm; by Michael Webb; ph. ill.; p. 38-39; June 04; AR Rev

SWIMMING POOL

See RECREATION/SPORTS FACILITY

SWITZERLAND

Basel; Store; Schaulager Art Store; Herzog & de Meuron; Structural Design by Zachmann & Paul Bauinguenieure; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 70-73; Aug 04; AR Rev

Boudry; Bridge; Passerelle on the Areuse; GD Architectes et Chabialis & Poffet; by Sarah Amelar; ph. pl.; p. 252-253; June 04; AR

Gstaad; Restaurant; Chosterli and Spoon des Neiges Restaurants; Robert Stutz; Interior Design by Patrick Jolin; by Philip Jodidio; ph. pl.; p. 140-143; July 04; AR

Wichtrach; Store; Kunst-Depot Art Store; Gigon & Guyer; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 74-76; June 04; AR Rev

Worb; Transit Station; Worb Railway Station; Sarnarch; Structural Design by Conzett, Bronzini & Gartmann; ph. pl. sec.; p. 66-69; Aug 04; AR Rev

Worb; Transit Station; Worb Railway Station; ar+d commended project; Sarnarch; by Peter Davey; ph. pl.; p. 75; Dec 04; AR Rev

Zurich; Bathroom; Bath; Renovation; Stelle Architects and Werner Fisler; Lighting Design by Van Lynden Associates; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 40; Oct 04; RA

Zurich; Kitchen; Kitchen; Renovation; Stelle Architects and Werner Fisler; Lighting Design by Van Lynden Associates; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 36-37; Oct 04; RA

T

TAIWAN

—-; Railroad Station; Alishan Mountain Tourist Route; Reiser & Umemoto; by Katie Gerfen; ill. dia.; p. 41; Oct 04; A

Taipei; Office Building/High Rise; Taipei 101; World's tallest building; C.Y. Lee; Structural Design by Thornton & Tomasetti; by David Barista; ph. pl. elev. sec. det.; p. 21-25; Mar 04; BD&C

173
TELECOMMUNICATION
California, Santa Clara; Nortel Networks Regional Headquarters; HOK; Lighting Design by J.S. Nolan; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. S74-S80; Nov 04; ID

TELEVISION, VIDEO
See AUDIO-VISUAL; FILM/TELEVISION STUDIO

TENNESSEE
Clinton; Religious Building/Chapel; Riggio-Lynch Nondenominational Chapel; Maya Lin and Bialosky & Partners; Acoustical Design by Acoustic Dimensions; by Alan G. Brake; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 52-59; Oct 04; A

Memphis; Kitchen; Hannah’s Kitchen; Archimania; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 113; May 04; RA

Memphis; Museum; Stax Music Academy & Museum of American Soul Music; Building Team Merit Award; Looney, Ricks & Kiss and Self & Tucker; Structural Design by Burr & Cole; by Mindi Zissman; ph. cost anal.; p. 52-54; June 04; BD&C

Memphis; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; The College Park Neighborhood, Phase 2; Builder’s Choice Award; Torti & Gallas; Landscape Design by Pickering; by Shawn Kennedy; ph.; p. 176-177; Oct 04; B

Memphis; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Harbor Town Neighborhood; Looney, Ricks & Kiss; Master Planning by RTKL; by Cheryl Weber; ph.; p. 238-248; Jan 04; B

TERRAZZO
Thin-Set Epoxy Terrazzo Flooring; by Tom Murphy; ph. chart table; p. 64-70; Feb 04; TCS

TEXAS
Austin; Art; Lamar Underpass; Austin Art in Public Places program; by Andrea Legge et al.; ph. ill. det.; p. 5-8; Nov 04; JAE

Austin; Lake; Lake Austin Boat Dock; Miro & Rivera; by Ingrid Whitehead; ph.; p. 63; Mar 04; AR

Austin; Residence; Adams Residence; Re-model; McKinney Architects; Landscape Design by Coleman & Associates; by Meghan Drueding; ph.; p. 64-65; Nov 04; RA

Austin; Residence; Lake Austin Residence; RA Project of the Year; Lake & Flato; Interior Design by Denison & Denison; by Meghan Drueding; ph.; p. 56-59; May 04; RA

Austin; Residence; Metz-Fielding Building; Renovation; Hobson & Crow; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph.; p. 66-67; Aug 04; RA

Austin; Residence; Pledger Guest Cabin; Barbée Architects; Structural Design by Jerry Garcia; by Meghan Drueding; ph.; p. 94-95; Apr 04; RA

TEXAS (cont’d)
Beaumont; Health Care, Health Center; Christus Outpatient Pavilion; HOK and La Biche Architectural Group; Art by National Art Services; by Nancy Princenthal; ph.; p. S44-S50; Nov 04; ID

Dallas; Garden; Feral Geometry Garden; 2004 ASLA Award of Merit; Michael Van Valkenburgh; by No author listed; ph.; p. 99; Sept 04; LA

Dallas; Garden; Nasher Sculpture Center; Renzo Piano, Interloop A/D and Beck Architecture; Landscape Design by Peter Walker; by David Dillon; ph. sec. pl.; p. 84-91; Mar 04; LA

Dallas; Garden; Nasher Sculpture Center; 2004 ASLA Award of Honor; Peter Walker; by No author listed; ph.; p. 98-99; Sept 04; LA

Dallas; Government Building; Jack Evans Police Headquarters; Phillips & Swinger and Alb Architects; Interior Design by Corzan Associates; by David Barista; ph.; p. 44-50; May 04; BD&C

Dallas; Museum/Art; Nasher Sculpture Center; Renzo Piano, Beck Architecture and Interloop A/D; Landscape Design by Peter Walker; by Peter Buchanan; ph. sec. pl.; p. 46-53; June 04; ARev

Dallas; Museum/Art; Nasher Sculpture Center; Renzo Piano and Beck Architecture; Landscape Design by Peter Walker; by David Dillon; ph. pl. sec.; p. 100-105; Jan 04; AR

Dallas; Performing Arts Center; Dallas Center for the Performing Arts; Office for Metropolitan Architecture and Foster & Partners; by Katie Gerfen; ill.; p. 31; Aug 04; A

Dallas; Plaza; Oak Lawn Triangle; Cheryl Baez; by Adam Regn Arvidson; ph. pl. elev.; p. 20-21; Aug 04; LA

Dallas; Recreation/Sports Facility; American Airlines Center; David M. Schwarz and HKS; Structural Design by Walter P. Moore; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. pl. sec.; p. 73-75; Feb 04; A

Dallas; Residence; 4001 Bowser; Home of the Year Award; Russell Buchanan; by Katie Gerfen; ph. pl.; p. 63; Nov 04; A

El Paso; Government Building; U.S. Federal Courthouse; Antoine Predock; by Anna Holtzman; ill.; p. 40; Feb 04; A

Ellis County; Residence; Texas Twister; Ray/Rosa Ranch; Buildingstudio; Interior Design by Emily Summers; by David Dillon; ph. pl.; p. 185-187; July 04; AR

Fort Worth; Recreation/Park; Preserving Native Texas: A Master Plan for the Fort Worth Nature Center & Refuge; 2004 ASLA Award of Merit; MESA Design Group and Portico Group; by No author listed; ill.; p. 107; Sept 04; LA

Houston; City and Regional Planning; Master Plan for Buffalo Bayou and Beyond; 2003 ASLA award winner; Thompson Design Group; Landscape Design by Dodson Associates; by Lisa Owens Viani; ph. ill. pl. pers.; p. 24-34; Feb 04; LA

Houston; Residence; Burleson Residence; Newberry & Campa; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 90-91; Feb 04; B
TENNESSEE

Memphis; Residence; Sosa & Griggs; by Ronald J. Ahles & Associates, ph. p. 52; Nov 04; A

No comment about TRANSPORTATION

See also ARTS CENTER; AUDITORIUM; CULTURAL CENTER; PERFORMING ARTS CENTER; RECREATION; SCHOOL; UNIVERSITY

TRAIN

See also RAILROAD STATION

TRAINING FACILITY

See LEARNING, TRAINING CENTER; SCHOOL; UNIVERSITY

TRANSIT STATION

California, San Francisco; San Francisco Ferry Building; 2004 Business Week/Architectural Record Award Finalist; SMWM, Baudaft, Chaton & von Eckartberg and Page & Turnbull; Mechanical Design by Anderson, Rowe & Buckley; by Jane F. Kolleeny and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 148; Nov 04; AR

California, San Francisco; San Francisco Ferry Building; SMWM, Baudaft, Chaton & von Eckartberg and Page & Turnbull; Original Design by A. Page Brown; by John King; ph. pl. sec.; p. 164-173; Nov 04; AR

Canada, British Columbia, Burnaby; Brentwood SkyTrain Station; Busby & Associates; Structural Design by Fast & Epp Partners; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. sec. det.; p. 73-74; May 04; A

TEXAS (cont'd)

Houston; Residence; Creekside Residence; Home of the Year Award; Lake & Flato; Landscape Design by McGugald & Steele; by Bay Brown; ph. pl.; p. 62; Nov 04; A

Houston; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Alexan Lofts; Builder's Choice Award; Hensley, Lamkin & Rachel; Landscape Design by Kudela & Weinhheimer; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 180-181; Oct 04; B

Houston; Transportation; Light Rail in Houston; by Christof Spieler; ph. map; p. 35-36; Feb 04; A

Marfa; Residence; Crowley House; Carlos Jimenez; by Michael Benedikt; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p. 146-151; Apr 04; AR

San Antonio; Animal Shelter; Humane Society/SPCA of San Antonio and Bexar County; 2004 Business Week/Architectural Record Award Winner; Alamo Architects and Connolly Architects; Landscape Design by John Meister; by Jane F. Kolleeny and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 133; Nov 04; AR

San Antonio; Architecture; Lake & Flato; AIA 2004 Architecture Firm Honor Award; Lake & Flato; by David Dillon; ph. chart; p. 176-181; June 04; AR

San Antonio; Library; The Carver Academy and Cultural Civic Center; HUD Community by Design award; Lake & Flato; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 171; July 04; AR

San Antonio; Recreation/Park; San Pedro Springs Park; Renovation; Beatty & Partners; Master Planning by RBVK Associates; by Peter Hamik; ph. pl.; p. 116-125; Aug 04; LA

San Antonio; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Mission Creek; Obra Homes; Landscape Design by Nita Rogers; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 96; Aug 04; B

Spicewood; Residence; Texas Hill Country Home; Barnes, Gromatzy & Kosarek; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 86; Feb 04; B

Wimberley; Residence; Trahan Residence; Tighe Architecture; Structural Design by Joseph Perazzelli; by David Dillon; ph. pl.; p. 213-216; Oct 04; AR

THAILAND

Ratchaburi; Restaurant; Satin Textiles Company Cafetera; Exposure Architects; by Robert Such; ph.; p. 95-96; Oct 04; AR

THEATER

Canada, Niagara-on-the-Lake; Shaw Festival Theatre Production Centre; Lett & Smith; Landscape Design by Janet Rosenberg; by No author listed; ph. pl. sec.; p. 62-66; Oct 04; AR

China, Beijing; National Grand Theater; Paul Andreu; by Claire Downey; ph. ill. sec.; p. 80-85; Mar 04; AR

China, Guangzhou; Guangzhou Opera House; Zaha Hadid; by Sam Lubell; ill.; p. 111; Mar 04; AR

High-Quality Home Theater Systems; by Steve Zurler; ph. table; p. 274-280; May 04; B

THEATER (cont'd)

Maryland, Silver Spring; AFI Silver Theater and Cultural Center; Gensler Associates; Structural Design by Theobald & Bufano; by Gordon Wright; ph. pl.; p. 21-22; Jan 04; BD&C

Netherlands, Haarlem; Toneelschuur Theater; Mecanoo Architects; Structural Design by AET by Catherine Sessor; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 68-71; Mar 04; AR

New York, New York; Ars Nova Theater and Office; Franke, Gottsegen & Cox; Interior Design by TWB Design; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 242-249; Sept 04; ID

New York, New York; Biltmore Theater Restoration; BD&C Reconstruction & Renovation Grand Award; Polshek Partnership; Original Design by Herbert J. Krapp; by Matthew Phair; ph. cost anal. sec.; p. 10-16; Oct 04; BD&C

Spain, Madrid; Documentation Centre and Lecture Theatre; ar+d prizewinner; Jesus Aparicio Guisado, Hector Fernandez-Elora and Joaquin Goyenechea; by Peter Davey; ph. pl. sec.; p. 54-57; Dec 04; AR

See also ARTS CENTER; AUDITORIUM; CULTURAL CENTER; PERFORMING ARTS CENTER; RECREATION; SCHOOL; UNIVERSITY

TRAIN

New York, New York; High Line Rail Trestle Design Competition; Zaha Hadid, Steven Holl and et al.; by Philip Nobel; ill.; p. 146-148; Dec 04; LA

New York, New York; Reinventing the High Line Rail Trestle; by Alex Ulam; ph. ill.; p. 62-69; Dec 04; LA

Rail Trails; Guidelines for trail planning and design; by Jim Donovan and Hugh Morris; ph. ill. pl.; p. 68-81; June 04; LA

See also RAILROAD STATION

TRAINING FACILITY

See LEARNING, TRAINING CENTER; SCHOOL; UNIVERSITY

TRANSIT STATION

California, San Francisco; San Francisco Ferry Building; 2004 Business Week/Architectural Record Award Finalist; SMWM, Baudaft, Chaton & von Eckartberg and Page & Turnbull; Mechanical Design by Anderson, Rowe & Buckley; by Jane F. Kolleeny and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 148; Nov 04; AR

California, San Francisco; San Francisco Ferry Building; SMWM, Baudaft, Chaton & von Eckartberg and Page & Turnbull; Original Design by A. Page Brown; by John King; ph. pl. sec.; p. 164-173; Nov 04; AR

Canada, British Columbia, Burnaby; Brentwood SkyTrain Station; Busby & Associates; Structural Design by Fast & Epp Partners; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. sec. det.; p. 73-74; May 04; A

175
TRANSPORTATION (cont'd)

Transportation of Industrial Cities; by Peter Davey, ill. ref.; p. 42-43; Mar 04; AR

See also AIRPORT: CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING; HIGHWAY; RAILROAD STATION; TRANSIT STATION; URBAN DESIGN, MULTI-USE PROJECT; Specific Building Type

TURKEY

Ayvacik; Residence; B2 House; 2004 Aga Khan Award; Han Tumerbekin; by Sam Lubell and James Murdock; ph. sec.; p. 100; Dec 04; AR

Ortakoy on the Bosphorus; Arts Center; Esma Sultan; Renovation; GAD; by Peter Davey; ph. pl. sec.; p. 32-34; Feb 04; AR

U

UNIVERSITY

Campus Planning; Building boom at educational institutions; by Nancy Levinson; ph. m. ill.; p. 86-94; Aug 04; AR

Canada, Ontario, Toronto; Early Learning Centre; University of Toronto; Teeple Architects; Structural Design by Yolles Partnership; by Brian Carter and Annette Lecuyer; ph. pl. sec.; p. 83-85; Oct 04; AR

England, Gloucester; Campus; University of Gloucestershire; Feilden, Clegg & Bradley; Structural Design by Whitby Bird & Partners; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 68-73; Feb 04; AR

Interview with President of Vassar College; Frances Daly Fergusson; by John Peter Radulski; ph. p. 260; Aug 04; AR

Massachusetts, Cambridge; Stata Center; Massachusetts Institute of Technology; Universities as patrons of cutting edge architecture; Gehry Partners; by Robert Campbell; ph. p. 61-64; July 04; AR

ADMINISTRATION

Portugal, Lisbon; Rector's Office; New University of Lisbon; Aires Mateus; Mechanical Design by Galvao Teles; by Timothy Brittain-Catlin; ph. pl. sec.; p. 56-59; July 04; AR

ART SCHOOL

Canada, Ontario, Toronto; Ontario College of Art & Design; Alsop Architects and Young & Wright; Structural Design by Carruthers & Wallace; by Beth Kapusta; ph. pl. sec.; p. 56-61; July 04; A

ARTS CENTER

California, San Francisco; Graduate Center; California College of the Arts; Jensen & Macy; Structural Design by Jeffrey Weber; by John A. Loomis; ph. axon. pl.; p. 128-133; Aug 04; AR

Canada, Ontario, Toronto; Sharp Center; Ontario College of Art and Design; Alsop Architects and Young & Wright; Landscape Design by YWLA; by Sara Hart; ph. pl. sec.; p. 124-127; Aug 04; AR

TRANSPORTATION

Massachusetts, Worcester; Central Street Bridge; Centerbrook Architects; Master Planning by Chan Krieger; by Nick Olsen; ph. elev.; p. 262-263; June 04; AR

Virginia, Richmond; Main Street Station; BD&C Reconstruction & Renovation Grand Award; Ginsler Associates; Original Design by Wilson, Harrison & Richards; by Renee Young; ph. sec. pl.; p. 18-25; Oct 04; BD&C

See also RAILROAD STATION; TRANSPORTATION

TRANSPORTATION (cont'd)

Canada, British Columbia, Burnaby; Brentwood Skytrain Station; 2004 Business Week/Architectural Record Award Finalist; Busy & Associates; Structural Design by Fast & Epp Partners; by Jane F. Kolleeny and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 148; Nov 04; AR

High Tech for Transportation Shelters and Stations; by Barbara Knecht; ph. ill. det.; p. 289-294; June 04; AR

Israel, Haifa; Merkazi Hof HaCarmel Bus Terminal; Uzi Gordon; by Barbara Horwitz-Bennett; ph.; p. 34-37; Mar 04; BD&C

Italy, Naples; High-Speed Train Station; Zaha Hadid; by Anna Hollzman; ill.; p. 41; May 04; A

Michigan, Detroit; Detroit Transit Center Roof; FTL Design Engineering and Parsons & Brinckerhoff; by Bay Brown; ill.; p. 71; Dec 04; A

Netherlands, Haarlem; Bus Shelters; PNO Architects; by Connie Van Cleef; ph. elev.; p. 40-41; Nov 04; AR

New York, New York; World Trade Center Temporary PATH Station; Port Authority of New York and New Jersey and Ives Group; Mechanical Design by Parsons & Brinckerhoff; by Abby Bussel; ph. sec.; p. 52-57; Feb 04; A

New Zealand, Auckland; Britomart Transport Center; 2004 Business Week/Architectural Record Award Winner; JASMAX and Mario Madayag; by Jane F. Kolleeny and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 131; Nov 04; AR

Rail Station Design for Comfort and Convenience; by Larry Flynn; ph.; p. 22-30; Dec 04; BD&C

Switzerland, Worb; Worb Railway Station; Smarch; Structural Design by Conzett, Bronzini & Gartmann; ph. pl. sec.; p. 66-69; Aug 04; AR

Switzerland, Worb; Worb Railway Station; an expanded concept; Smarch; by Peter Davey; ph. pl.; p. 75; Dec 04; AR

Virginia, Richmond; Main Street Station; BD&C Reconstruction & Renovation Grand Award; Ginsler Associates; Original Design by Wilson, Harrison & Richards; by Renee Young; ph. sec. pl.; p. 18-25; Oct 04; BD&C

See also RAILROAD STATION; TRANSPORTATION

TRANSPORTATION

Massachusetts, Worcester; Central Street Bridge; Centerbrook Architects; Master Planning by Chan Krieger; by Nick Olsen; ph. elev.; p. 262-263; June 04; AR

Taiwan, Alishan Mountain Tourist Route; Reiser & Umemoto; by Katie Gerfen; ill. dia.; p. 41; Oct 04; A

Texas, Houston; Light Rail in Houston; by Christof Spieler; ph. map; p. 35-36; Feb 04; A
UNIVERSITY (cont'd)

ARTS CENTER (cont'd)

Connecticut, Middletown; Ezra & Cecile Zilkha Gallery; Renovation; Wesleyan University; Belmont Freeman; Original Design by Kevin Roche; by Fred Bernstein; ph.; p. 126-127; Aug 04; ID

Maryland, Baltimore; Brown Center; Maryland Institute College of Art; Ziger & Snead and Charles Brickbauer; Master Planning by Ayers, Saint & Gross; by Deborah Snoonian; ph. pl. sec.; p. 126-131; July 04; BD&C

New York, Buffalo; Carol and Carl Montante Cultural Center; AIA 2004 Interiors Honor Award; Cannon Design; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 160; June 04; AR

BUSINESS SCHOOL

Georgia, Atlanta; Management Building; Georgia Tech University; Thompson, Ventulett & Stainback; by Larry Flynn and Gordon Wright; ph.; p. S16; July 04; BD&C

Lebanon, Beirut; Suliman S. Olayan School of Business; P/A Citation; Machado & Silvetti and Builders Design Consultants; Landscape Design by Richard Burck; by No author listed; ill. sec. m.; p. 44-45; Jan 04; A

CAMPUS

Denmark, Copenhagen; Information Technology; University of Copenhagen; Henning, Larsens & Tegnestue; Landscape Design by Svend Kierkegaard; by Lars Bang Larsen; ph. pl. sec.; p. 66-71; May 04; A

Jordan, Wadi Araba; Bridging the Rift Center; Life-sciences institute; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; by Abby Bussel; ill.; p. 54; June 04; A

New York, New York; Columbia University; Expansion; Renzo Piano and Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; by Bay Brown; ill. map; p. 46; Sept 04; A

Washington, Poulsbo; Olympic College Poulsbo Branch; Miller & Hull; Structural Design by AKB Engineers; by James S. Russell; ph. pl. sec.; p. 192-197; Dec 04; AR

CLASSROOM

Canada, Ontario, Hamilton; James Stewart Center for Mathematics; McMaster University; Kuwabara, Payne, McKenna & Blumberg; by Barbara Dixon; ph. pl.; p. 148-152; Sept 04; AR

Pennsylvania, State College; Information Sciences and Technology Building; Penn State University; Rafael Vinoly and Perfido & Weiskopf; Structural Design by Dewhurst & Macfarlane; by Larry Flynn; ph. ill. cost anal.; p. 46-52; Sept 04; BD&C

ENGINEERING BUILDING

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; School of Engineering and Applied Science; University of Pennsylvania; Kieran & Timberlake; Structural Design by CVM Engineers; by Joseph Dennis Kelly II; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 65-75; Sept 04; A

UNIVERSITY (cont'd)

ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES BUILDING

New York, Poughkeepsie; Department of Environmental Studies; Vassar College; Dennis Wedlick; by Alan G. Brake; ph.; p. 110-112; June 04; ID

LANDSCAPE

Canada, British Columbia; Millennial Time Machine and Pavilion; University of British Columbia; Tim Newton, John Wallace & Garcia and Gary Smith; Art by Rodney Graham; by Brian Carter; ph.; p. 98; Oct 04; AR

Indiana, Greencastle; Butler Family Memorial Garden; DePauw University; Carlos Jimenez and CSO Architects, Engineers & Interiors; Landscape Design by Nancy Bowen; by Nancy Bowen; ph. pl.; p. 128-130; Nov 04; LA

Massachusetts, Boston; 9/11 Memorial; Boston College; Robert A. Canning; by Jennifer Dowell; ph.; p. 24; Jan 04; LA

New York, New York; Landscapes of Rockefeller University; Dan Kiley, Thomas Balsley and Wendy Evans Joseph; by Brenda J. Brown; ph. pl. ill. ref.; p. 102-113; June 04; LA

New York, New York; Vortex Sculpture; Rockefeller University; Thomas Balsley; by Thomas Balsley; ph. sec. det.; p. 122-125; June 04; LA

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Morris Arboretum of the University of Pennsylvania; 2004 ASLA Award; Andropogon Associates; by No author listed; ph.; p. 109; Sept 04; LA

LIBRARY

California, Berkeley; Jean Gray Hargrove Music Library; University of California Berkeley; Mack, Scogin, Merrill & Elam and Heery International; Landscape Design by Michael Van Valkenburgh; by Sally B. Woodbridge; ph. pl. sec.; p. 74-83; Dec 04; A

California, Santa Monica; Library; Santa Monica College; Anshen & Allen; Interior Design by CNI Design; by Morris Newman; ph. pl. axon.; p. 204-210; Dec 04; AR

Canada, Ontario; Scarborough; Academic Resource Center; University of Toronto; Brian MacKay-Lyons and Routhwaite, Dick & Hadley; by Terri Whitehead; ph. pl. axon. sec. ill.; p. 120-123; Aug 04; AR

Germany, Magdeburg; Library; Otto von Guericke University; Auer & Weber; Structural Design by Leonhardt & Andra; by Christian Brensing; ph. pl. sec. dia.; p. 62-67; Feb 04; AR

MASTER PLAN

Angola, Luanda; Universidade Agostinho Neto; Perkins & Will; by Deborah Snoonian; ph. ill. dia.; p. 226-227; Dec 04; AR

California, Davis; Eco-Effective Design Strategies, University of California; 2004 ASLA Award of Honor; William McDonough; by No author listed; ill.; p. 105; Sept 04; LA
UNIVERSITY (cont’d)

MASTER PLAN (cont’d)

England, Oxford; St. Catherine’s College; Hodder Associates; Original Design by Arne Jacobsen; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. elev. pers. m.; p. 74-79; Feb 04; ARev

Virginia, Charlotteville; Carr’s Hill Arts Precinct Plan; University of Virginia; William Rawn, Machado & Silvetti et al.; Landscape Design by Olin Partnership; by Frank Edgerton Martin; ph. pl. ref.; p. 58-64; Mar 04; LA

MEDIA CENTER

China, Hong Kong; Creative Media Center; City University of Hong Kong; Daniel Libeskind and Leigh & Orange; by Bay Brown; elev. sec.; p. 70; Dec 04; A

MEDICAL CENTER

Ireland, Belfield; Virus Reference Laboratory; University College Dublin; McCullough & Mulvin; Structural Design by Thomas Garland; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 55-55; Feb 04; ARev

MUSEUM

California, San Jose; Art Museum; San Jose State University; P/A Citation; WW and SMWM; Landscape Design by Hargreaves Associates; by No author listed; pl. ill. dia.; p. 48-49; Jan 04; A

Massachusetts, Northampton; Rest Rooms; Smith College Museum of Art; Ellen Driscoll and Sandy Skoglund; by Monica Geran; ph.; p. 100; Jan 04; ID

MUSIC BUILDING

Maryland, Baltimore; Peabody Institute; Johns Hopkins University; BD&C Reconstruction & Renovation Merit Award; Quinn & Evans; Structural Design by Robert Silman; by Mindi Zissman; ph.; p. 37-40; Oct 04; BD&C

Spain, Santiago de Compostela; Music Building; University of Santiago de Compostela; Anton Garcia-Abril; by Carla Bertolucci; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p. 70-73; June 04; ARev

PARKING, GARAGE

California, San Diego; UCSD Revelle Parking Structure; Wolf Architecture; by C. C. Sullivan; pl. elev.; p. 35; July 04; A

PERFORMING ARTS CENTER

Arizona, Phoenix; Performing Arts Center; South Mountain Community College; Jones Studio; Structural Design by Rudow & Berry; by Abby Busset; ph. iso. pl. det.; p. 71-74; Oct 04; A

Massachusetts, Boston; Tufts Performance and Production Center; Emerson College; Building Team Grand Award; Elkus & Manfredi; Structural Design by LeMessurier Consultants; by Larry Flynn; Flynn; p. 16-25; June 04; BD&C

UNIVERSITY (cont’d)

RECREATION

Massachusetts, Boston; DeWolfe Boat-house; Boston University; Glued-laminated timber construction; Architectural Resources Cambridge; by Jeffrey D. Peterson; ph. ref.; p. 22-30; Nov 04; TCS

New Jersey, Princeton; C. Bernard Shea Rowing Center; Princeton University; Glued-laminated timber construction; Architectural Resources Cambridge; Structural Design by John Born; by Jeffrey D. Peterson; ph. ref.; p. 22-30; Nov 04; TCS

RELIGIOUS BUILDING

Massachusetts, Boston; Inter-Faith Spiritual Center of Northeastern University; ar+d commissioned project; Office DA and SmartArchitecture; by Peter Davey; ph. ill.; p. 68; Dec 04; ARev

RESEARCH FACILITY, LABORATORY

Canada, British Columbia, Merritt; Nicola Valley Institute of Technology; University College of the Cariboo; Bushe & Associates; Structural Design by Equilibrium Consulting; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 76-78; Oct 04; ARev

RESIDENTIAL

California, San Francisco; Loyola Village; University of San Francisco; Multifamily housing award winner; Seidel & Holzman; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 170; July 04; AR

California, San Francisco; Village at Centennial Square; RA Campus Housing Merit Award; Sasaki Associates; Structural Design by KPFF Consulting Engineers; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. m.; p. 123; May 04; RA

Colleges Brace for Unprecedented Growth; by Jane Cady Wright; ph.; p. 37-40; Sept 04; A

Illinois, Chicago; State Street Village and McCormick Tribune Campus Center; Illinois Institute of Technology; Murphy & Jahn, Office for Metropolitan Architecture and Holabird & Root; Structural Design by Arup & Partners; by Cindy Coleman; ph.; p. 168-177; Jan 04; ID

Illinois, Chicago; State Street Village; Illinois Institute of Technology; Murphy & Jahn; by James S. Russell; ph. pl.; p. 130-135; May 04; AR

Illinois, Chicago; State Street Village; Illinois Institute of Technology; AIA 2004 Honor Award; Murphy & Jahn; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 159; June 04; AR

Maryland, St. Mary’s City; Edward T. Lewis Quadrangle; RA Campus Housing Merit Award; Muse Architects; Landscape Design by O’Doherty & Graham; by Meghan Drueding; ph. ill.; p. 125; May 04; RA

Massachusetts, Boston; Simmons Hall; Massachusetts Institute of Technology; Steven Holl and Perry, Dean & Rogers; Structural Design by Yolles Partnership; by Raymund Ryan; ph. sec. pl.; p. 36-41; Jan 04; ARev
UNIVERSITY (cont’d)

RESIDENTIAL (cont’d)

Massachusetts, Boston; West Campus Residence Halls; Northeastern University; AIA 2004 Honor Award; William Rawn; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 147; June 04; AR

Massachusetts, Cambridge; 29 Garden Street; Harvard Graduate Housing; Jonathan Levi and Bergmayer Associates; Landscape Design by Richard Burck; by Nancy Levinson; ph.; pl.; p. 186-191; Dec 04; AR

SCIENCE CENTER

Canada, Ontario, Scarborough; HP Science and Technology Centre; Centennial College; Kuwabara, Payne, McKenna & Blumberg and Stone, Kohn, McGuire & Vogt; Original Design by John Andrews; by Brian Carter; ph.; p. 72-75; Oct 04; AR

Massachusetts, Cambridge; Stata Center; Massachusetts Institute of Technology; Gehry Partners and Cannon Design; Structural Design by John A. Martin; by James S. Russell; ph. pl. sec. m. ill.; p. 98-111; Aug 04; AR

Pennsylvania, Swarthmore; Swarthmore College Unified Science Center; Einhorn, Yaffee & Prescott and Helfand, Myerberg & Guggenheimer; Structural Design by Christakis, VanOcker & Morrison; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl.; p. 198-203; Dec 04; AR

Qatar, Doha; Liberal Arts and Science College; C+A and Perkins & Will; Master Planning by Arata Isozaki; by Naomi Pollock; ph. pl. sec.; p. 174-183; Nov 04; AR

STUDENT CENTER

Illinois, Chicago; McCormick Tribune Campus Center; Illinois Institute of Technology; Office for Metropolitan Architecture and Holabird & Root; Master Planning by Lohan Associates; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p. 122-129; May 04; AR

Illinois, Chicago; State Street Village and McCormick Tribune Campus Center; Illinois Institute of Technology; Murphy & Jahn, Office for Metropolitan Architecture and Holabird & Root; Structural Design by Arup & Partners; by Cindy Coleman; ph.; p. 168-177; Jan 04; ID

Louisiana, Baton Rouge; Academic Center for Student Athletes; Louisiana State University; AIA 2004 Interiors Honor Award; Trahan Architects; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 165; June 04; AR

Massachusetts, Northampton; Campus Center; Smith College; Weiss/Manfredi; Landscape Design by Towers & Gofde; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. ill.; p. 12-119; Aug 04; AR

Massachusetts, Waltham; Shapiro Campus Center; Brandeis University; Charles Rose; Landscape Design by Stephen Simson; by Nancy Levinson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 178-185; Dec 04; AR

UNIVERSITY (cont’d)

TECHNICAL

Illinois, Skokie; Ray Harstein Technology Center; Addition; Ross Barney & Jankowski; by Sam Lubell; ill.; p. 94-95; May 04; AR

THEATER

Arizona, Tucson; Dance Theater; University of Arizona; Gould & Evans; Structural Design by Rudow & Berry; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec. pers.; p. 56-61; Feb 04; AR

See also ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION; INTERIOR DESIGN EDUCATION; LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE EDUCATION

URBAN DESIGN, MULTI-USE PROJECT

California, Los Angeles; Alegria, The Salvation Army; HUD Mixed Use/Mixed Income award; Birba Group; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 171; July 04; AR

California, Sacramento; East End Lofts; 2004 Gold Nugget Award Winner; Ron Vrlikis; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 106; July 04; B

California, San Diego; Cairo; Mixed-use development; Saffid & Rabines; by Cheryl Weber; ill. sec. pers.; p. 26; Aug 04; RA

California, San Francisco; Guerrero Street Mixed-Use Development; Home of the Year Award; Kennerly & Strong; Structural Design by Santos & Urrutia; by Abby Bussel; ph. pl. sec.; p. 56-59; Nov 04; A

California, San Francisco; Soma Studios and 8th + Howard Apartments; Builder’s Choice Award; David Baker; Landscape Design by Adrienne Wong; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 212; Oct 04; B

Canada, British Columbia, Vancouver; Georgia Tower Project; Bing & Thom; by Catherine Slessor; ph. ill. sec. elev.; p. 76-77; Mar 04; AR

China, Beijing; Jian Wai SOHO Mixed-Use Project; Riken Yamamoto, Mikan and C+A; by Naomé R. Pollock; ph. pl. sec.; p. 90-93; Mar 04; AR

China, Beijing; Looped Hybrid Housing; Mixed-use building complex; Steven Holl; by Sam Lubell; m.; p. 111; Mar 04; AR

China, Hangzhou; Hangzhou Lakeshore Development; Jerde Partnership and Zhejiang Building Design Research Institute; by Sam Lubell; ill.; p. 112; Mar 04; AR

China, New Suzhou; Jinji Lake Landscape Master Plan; 2003 ASLA award winner; EDAW; by Mary Padua; ph. pl.; p. 106-115; Aug 04; LA

China, Shanghai; Xintianzi Mixed-Use Project; Wood & Zapata; Nikken Sekkei and Tongji Design Institute; Structural Design by Maunsell; by Jan Lin-Liu; ph. pl. elev.; p. 96-99; Mar 04; AR
URBAN DESIGN, MULTI-USE PROJECT (cont’d)

China, Shenzhen; Boan Residential Development; Hamzah & Yeang; by Sam Lubell; ill.; p. 112; Mar 04; AR

Egypt, Luxor; New Gourna Mixed-Use Village; Hassan Fathy; by Meghan Drueing; ph.; p. 96; Aug 04; RA

Germany, Hamburg; HafenCity Concert Hall; Herzog & de Meuron; Original Design by Werner Kallmorgen; by Layla Dawson; ph.; p. 78-79; Sept 04; ARev

Illinois, Chicago; 156 West Superior Mixed-Use Project; Miller & Hull; by Sam Lubell; ill.; p. 94; May 04; AR

Illinois, Chicago; Mixed-Use Building on Grand Avenue; Zoka Zola; by Anna Holtzman; pl. ill.; p. 56; June 04; A

Illinois, Chicago; Skybridge; One North Halsted; AIA 2004 Honor Award; Perkins & Will; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 157; June 04; AR

Italy, Milan; CityLife Redevelopment; Zaha Hadid, Arata Isozaki and Pier Paolo Maggiora; Master Planning by Daniel Libeskind; by Bay Brown; pl. ill.; p. 70; Dec 04; A

Japan, Tokyo; LVMH Headquarters; Kengo Kuma; Structural Design by Oak Structural Design; ph. pl. sec.; p. 71-73; May 04; ARev

Massachusetts, Boston; Rollins Square; Builder’s Choice Award; Childs, Bertman & Tseckares; Landscape Design by CBA; by Shawn Kennedy; ph. pl.; p. 164-165; Oct 04; B

Massachusetts, Cambridge; 675 West Kendall Street; Kendall Square; Steven Ehrlich and Symmes, Maini & McKee; Master Planning by Urban Strategies; by Nancy Levinson; ph. pl.; p. 102-113; July 04; AR

Massachusetts, Cambridge; Genzyme Building; Kendall Square; Behnisch & Behnisch; House & Robertson and Next Phase Studios; Master Planning by Urban Strategies; by Nancy Levinson; ph. pl. ill.; p. 102-113; July 04; AR

Michigan, Harbor Springs; Mossburg Building; Builder’s Choice Award; Sears Architects; Landscape Design by Litzenburger Landscape; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 202; Oct 04; B

New York, Brooklyn; Brooklyn Atlantic Yards; Gehry Partners; Landscape Design by Olin Partnership; by Bay Brown; ill. m. pl.; p. 35; Mar 04; A

New York, New York; Harlem Park; Ten Arquitectos; Master Planning by Enrique Norten; by Anna Holtzman; ill. sec.; p. 36; Mar 04; A

New York, New York; Lincoln Center/West 65th Street Transformation; Diller & Scofidio; by Anna Holtzman; ill.; p. 53; June 04; A

Spain, Bilbao; Lighting the Max Ocio Commercial Center; Walker Group; Lighting Design by Dusti Helms; by Leanne B. French; ph.; p. 181; Mar 04; AR

Washington, Seattle; Skinner Building; BD&C Reconstruction & Renovation Merit Award; Burgess & Weaver; Electrical Design by VECA Electric; by Larry Flynn; ph. ill. cost anal.; p. 32-34; Oct 04; BD&C

URBAN DESIGN, MULTI-USE PROJECT (cont’d)

See also APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, MULTIPLE BUILDING GROUP; CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING; RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING; SHOPPING CENTER; UNIVERSITY; WATERFRONT DEVELOPMENT

UTAH

—; Exhibition, Exhibit; Salt Chapel Theoretical Project; by Randall Ott; ph. ill. pl. sec. map; p. 10-17; Feb 04; JAE

Cedar City; Health Care, Health Center; Valley View Medical Center; Mountain Health Design, Watkins, Hamilton & Ross and Gilles, Stransky, Brems & Smith; Interior Design by Interior Elements; by Larry Flynn; ph. table pl. dia.; p. 28-37; Feb 04; BD&C

Salt Lake City; Garden; Red Butte Garden; Walter Cottam; by Don Brigham, Jr. and Steve Drown; ph. ref.; p. 44-51; Aug 04; LA

Salt Lake City; Landscape Architecture; Landscapes of Salt Lake City; LDS Convention Center, 2003 ASLA award winner; Olin Partnership, Peter Lassig and Kent Brough; by Kim Sorvig; ph. pl. map ill. ref.; p. 96-107; July 04; LA

Salt Lake City; Library; Salt Lake City Public Library; Moshe Safdie and Valentinier, Crane, Brunjes & Onyon; by Larry Flynn; ph.; p. 52-62; Aug 04; BD&C

Salt Lake City; Library; Salt Lake City Public Library; AIA 2004 Honor Award; Moshe Safdie; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 151; June 04; AR

Salt Lake City; Residence; Salt Lake City Home; AMD Architecture; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 92-93; Feb 04; B

UTILITY FACILITY

Virginia, Arlington; Sewage Treatment Plant; Renovation and beautification; Mary Miss; by Margaret Foster; ill.; p. 22; Feb 04; LA

See also UNIVERSITY/UTILITY FACILITY

V

VAPOR BARRIER

Choosing Vapor Retarders and Concrete Mixtures; by Neal Berke et al.; ph. ref.; p. 48-53; Sept 04; TCS

VENTILATION

See HEATING, VENTILATING, AIR CONDITIONING

VERMONT

—; Highway; Interstate Highway Information Centers and Rest Areas; Duncan & Wisniewski; Landscape Design by OHKW; by Jeffrey Hodgson; pl. sec.; p. 104-106; Jan 04; LA
Vernacular Architecture

China, Zhejiang Province, Tiantai: Tiantai Museum: Lu Wang; by Wenjun Zhi; ph. ill.; p. 106-107; Mar 04; AR

Iran, Bam: View from Bam; Indigenous architecture; by Archie Walls; ph.; p. 28-30; Feb 04; ARev

Video

See Audio-Visual; Film/Television Studio; Telecommunication

Vietnam

Luong Son; School; Luong Son Village School; ar+d commended project; Theskyisbeautiful Architecture; by Peter Davey; ph. pl. sec.; p. 64-65; Dec 04; ARev

Virginia

Arlington: Residence; Arlington Bungalow Renovation; Builder’s Choice Award; Moore Architects; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 184-185; Oct 04; B

Arlington: Utility Facility; Sewage Treatment Plant; Renovation and beautification; Mary Miss; by Margaret Foster; ill.; p. 22; Feb 04; LA

Bayview: Housing; Bayview Village Plan; RBGC; Mechanical Design by Kincaid & Bryant; by Abby Bussel; ph. pl. elev.; p. 60-67; Sept 04; A

Chantilly: Museum/Science, Technology; National Air and Space Museum Annex; HOK; Structural Design by Patton, Harris & Rust; by Laura Fisher Kaiser; ph.; p. S62-S66; Nov 04; ID

Chantilly: Museum/Science, Technology; Smithsonian National Air and Space Museum; HOK; Structural Design by Spiegel, Zamecnik & Shah; by Gordon Wright; ph. cost anal.; p. 44-50; Aug 04; BD&C

Chantilly: Performing Arts Center; Chantilly Gardens Music Pavilion; FTL Design Engineering; by Bay Brown; ill. sec.; p. 71; Dec 04; A

Chantilly: University/Master Plan; Carr’s Hill Arts Precinct Plan; University of Virginia; William Rawn, Machado & Silvetti and et al.; Landscape Design by Olin Partnership; by Frank Edgerton Martin; ph. pl. ref.; p. 58-64; Mar 04; LA

Fairfax: Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Kensington Square Development; Lessard Architectural Group; Interior Design by Lita Dirks; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 88; Nov 04; B

Fall Church: Residence; Private Residence; Remodel; Moore Architects; by Meghan Drueding; ph. pl.; p. 62-63; Nov 04; RA

Richmond: Lighting; Entry Garden at Hilltop Residence; H. Keith Wagner and Lisa Deilplace; by Jeffrey Hodgson; ph. sec. pl.; p. 112-116; Mar 04; LA

Richmond: Transit Station; Main Street Station; BD&C Reconstruction & Renovation Grand Award; Gensler Associates; Original Design by Wilson, Harrison & Richards; by Renee Young; ph. sec. pl.; p. 18-25; Oct 04; BD&C

Virginia (cont’d)

Salem: Funeral Home; Belvedere Gardens; Sherwood Memorial Park; Expansion; SMBW, Structural Design by Fox & Associates; by Vernon Mays; ph. pl. sec.; p. 60-65; Oct 04; A

Shenandoah Valley: Arboretum; Blandy Experimental Farm; 2002 ASLA award winner; Nelson, Byrd & Waltz; by James Urban; ph. ill.; p. 68-78; Apr 04; LA

Virginia Beach: Residence; Tidewater Residence; 2004 ASLA award winner; William McDonough; Landscape Design by Nelson, Byrd & Waltz; by Vernon Mays; ph. pl.; p. 38-47; Dec 04; LA

Virginia Beach: Residence; Tidewater Residence; 2004 ASLA Award of Honor; Nelson, Byrd & Waltz; by No author listed; ph.; p. 96-98; Sept 04; LA

Washington: Residence; Blue Ridge Farmhouse Addition; Pleasant View Farm; Single-family custom award winner; Robert M. Gurney; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; p. 168; July 04; AR

Waterford: Residence; Wheatland Farms Log Cabin; RA Renovation Merit Award; Reader & Swartz; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 83; May 04; RA

Williamsburg: Kitchen; Richeson Kitchen; 2004 Watermark Merit Award; Guernsey & Tingle; Interior Design by Custom Kitchens; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 130; Apr 04; B

Visitor Center

See Recreation

Wales

Swansea: Bridge; Sail Bridge; Wilkinson Eyre Architects; Structural Design by Flint & Neil; by Charles Linn; ph. elev. pl.; p. 264-267; June 04; AR

Walkway

Canada, Manitoba, Winnipeg: Portage and Main Street Crossing; Janet Rosenberg and Corbett & Cibinel; by Abby Bussel; pl. sec.; p. 36; July 04; A

See also Sidewalk

Wall

Cellular Polycarbonate Glazing; by Norm Bonenfant; ph. det.; p. 24-30; July 04; TCS

Exterior Wall Systems: Brick veneer on metal stud backup; by Michael Gurevich; ph. det. ref.; p. 45-49; June 04; TCS

Exterior Wall Systems: Ceramic tile, thin brick, natural stone veneers; by Donato Pompo; ph. det. table; p. 50-59; June 04; TCS

Green Wall Technology; by C. C. Sullivan; ph.; p. 97; Dec 04; A

Inhibited Progress in Curtain Wall Technology; by Raymond Ting; ph. ref.; p. 60-65; June 04; TCS
WALL (cont’d)

Japan; Tokyo; Living Work of Art; Green wall; Klei n & Dytham; by Catherine Slesser; ph.; p. 98; Sept 04; AR

Protection of Parapets; Proper design and construction; by Brian E. Trimble; ph. det.; p. 88-94; Oct 04; TCS

Specifying Wall Systems for High Traffic Areas; by No author listed; ph. ill.; p. 81-84; Nov 04; A

Steel Framed Homes; by Matthew Power; ph. ill.; p. 71-72; Jan 04; B

Water Vapor Transmission Through Brick Masonry Wall Systems; by Sean M. O’Brien and Peter E. Nelson; ph. graph; p. 95-99; Oct 04; TCS

See also INSULATION; STRUCTURAL

WALL COVERING

Mexico,— Production of Woven Paper Wall Coverings; Elizabeth Wheelan; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 160-162; July 04; ID

WAREHOUSE

See INDUSTRIAL BUILDING; OFFICE BUILDING

WASHINGTON

Bothell; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; North Creek Cottages; Mithun Partners; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 238-248; Jan 04; B

Bremerton; Hospital; Bremerton Naval Hospital: Addition; NBBJ; Structural Design by Magnusson & Klemencic; by John Pastrier; ph. pl.; p. 172-174; Oct 04; AR

Cedar Falls; Recreation/Visitor Center; Cedar River Watershed Education Center; 2004 ASLA Award of Merit; Jones & Jones Landscape Architects Ltd.; by No author listed; ph.; p. 101-102; Sept 04; LA

Gig Harbor; Kitchen; Morkill Kitchen; 2004 Watermark Grand Award; Hoppet Design & Construction; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 123; Apr 04; B

Leavenworth, Near; Residence; Cascades Lake House; Eric Cobb; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 70-73; Mar 04; RA

Lopez Island; Residence; Lopez Island Cabin; Prentiss Architects; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 76-79; July 04; RA

Poulsbo; University/Campus; Olympic College Poulsbo Branch; Miller & Hull; Structural Design by AKB Engineers; by James S. Russell; ph. pl. sec.; p. 192-197; Dec 04; AR

Seattle; Architectural Competitions; New Visions for Seattle’s Waterfront; EDAW; Jones & Jones and et al.; by Bnce Maryman and Catherine Maggio; ill. ph.; p. 64-75; Aug 04; LA

Seattle; Architecture; Capitol Hill Neighborhood; by Denise Dersin; ph.; p. 202; July 04; B

Seattle; Architecture; Profile of Firm; Olson, Sundberg, Kundig & Allen; by Cheryl Weber; ph. ill.; p. 76-87; Oct 04; RA

WASHINGTON (cont’d)

Seattle; Architecture; Profile of Firm; PLACE Architects; by Randi Greenberg; ph. ill.; p. 49-50; July 04; AR

Seattle; Ecology; Returning Native Species to the Seattle Parks; Charles Anderson; by Clair Enlow; ph. pl. ref.; p. 46-59; July 04; LA

Seattle; Film/Television Studio; The Brain Film Studio; AIA 2004 Honor Award; Olson, Sundberg, Kundig & Allen; by Jane F. Kolleenny; ph.; p. 141; June 04; AR

Seattle; Garden; Trillium Projects; 2004 ASLA Award of Merit; Charles Anderson; by No author listed; ph.; p. 100-101; Sept 04; LA

Seattle; Government Building; Seattle Federal Courthouse; NBBJ; Electrical Design by Sparking; by Larry Flynn; ph. pl. sec.; p. 22-33; Nov 04; BD&C

Seattle; Highway; Traffic-Circle Beautification Program; by Adam Regn Arvidson; ill.; p. 20; Nov 04; LA

Seattle; Housing; Newholly Project; Weinstein A/U; Landscape Design by Nakano Associates; by Cheryl Weber; ph. map; p. 62-70; Jan 04; RA

Seattle; Housing; Roxbury Estates; Habitat for Humanity; Olson, Sundberg, Kundig & Allen; Structural Design by Putnam, Collins & Scott; by Lawrence W. Cheek; ph. pl. sec.; p. 64-69; Apr 04; A

Seattle; Library; Seattle Central Library; Office for Metropolitan Architecture and LMN; Lighting Design by Kugler & Tillotson; by Lawrence W. Cheek; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 40-47; July 04; A

Seattle; Library; Seattle Central Library; Office for Metropolitan Architecture and LMN; Structural Design by Magnusson & Klemencic; by Larry Flynn; ph.; p. 52-62; Aug 04; BD&C

Seattle; Library; Seattle Central Library; Office for Metropolitan Architecture and LMN; Interior Design by Inside Outside; by Sheri Olson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 86-101; July 04; AR

Seattle; Library; Seattle Central Library; Office for Metropolitan Architecture and LMN; Structural Design by Magnusson & Klemencic; by Barbara Lampaech; ph. sec. dia. pl.; p. 52-57; Aug 04; AR

Seattle; Museum; Seattle Art Museum; Expansion; Allied Works Architecture; by C. C. Sullivan; ill.; p. 37; Mar 04; A

Seattle; Performing Arts Center; Marion Oliver McCaw Hall; 2004 Business Week/Architectural record Award Finalist; LMN and Streeter & Associates; Landscape Design by Gustafson, Guthrie & Nichol; by Jane F. Kolleenny and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 146; Nov 04; AR

Seattle; Plants; Using Natural Succession at Seattle Parks; Charles Anderson; by Clair Enlow; ph.; p. 60-63; July 04; LA

Seattle; Recreation/Park; Fisher Pavilion; Seattle Center; 2004 Business Week/Architectural Record Award Winner; Miller & Hull; Landscape Design by Site Workshop; by Jane F. Kolleenny and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 136; Nov 04; AR

Seattle; Recreation/Park; Off-Leash Dog Park; by Mark Hinshaw; ph.; p. 158-160; Sept 04; LA
WASHINGTON (cont'd)

Seattles Recreation/Park; Olympic Sculpture Park; P/A Citation; Weiss/Manfredi; Landscape Design by Charles Anderson; by No author listed; ill. axon.; p. 52-53; Jan 04; A

Seattle; Residence; Montlake Bungalow; Remodel; Bosworth & Hoedemaker; by Meghan Druehing; ph.; p. 58-59; Nov 04; RA

Seattle; Shelter; Board Shed; Heliotrope Architects; by Meghan Druehing; ph.; p. 96-97; Apr 04; RA

Seattle; Urban Design; Multi-Use Project; Skinner Building; BD&C Reconstruction & Renovation Merit Award; Burgess & Weaver; Electrical Design by VECA Electric; by Larry Flynn; ph. ill. cost anal.; p. 32-34; Oct 04; BD&C

Vancouver; Residential Development; Speculative Housing; Morningstar View Community; New Tradition Homes; by David Holzel; ph.; p. 120; June 04; B

WATER TREATMENT

Constructed Ecosystems; Ecological wastewater treatment; by Carol Steinfeld and David Del Porto; ph. ref. ill.; p. 44-53; Jan 04; LA

Massachusetts, Cambridge; Walter J. Sullivan Water Purification Facility; CDM; Structural Design by Veitas & Veitas; by Gordon Wright; ph.; p. 48-50; Apr 04; BD&C

WATERFRONT DEVELOPMENT

Argentina, Buenos Aires; Micaela Bastidas Park and Waterfront Redevelopment; Garay, Vila, Magarinos, Sebastian and Novoa; Landscape Design by Irene Joselevich; by Jimena Martignoni and Alan Gray; ph. ill.; p. 36-43; Apr 04; LA

California, San Francisco; Mission Bay Redevelopment Plan; AIA 2004 Urban Design Honor Award; Johnson & Fain; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ill. m.; p. 168; June 04; AR

District of Columbia, Washington; Anacostia River Parks Target Area Plan and Riverwalk; 2004 ASLA Award of Honor; Wallace, Roberts & Todd; by No author listed; ill.; p. 104; Sept 04; LA

Massachusetts, Worcester; UrbanRiver Vision; AIA 2004 Urban Design Honor Award; Goody & Clancy; by Jane F. Kolleeny; pl.; p. 170; June 04; AR

New York, New York; West Harlem Master Plan and Waterfront Park; 2004 ASLA Award of Merit; W Architecture and Landscape Architecture, LLC; by No author listed; ph. ill.; p. 106; Sept 04; LA

Washington, Seattle; New Visions for Seattle's Waterfront; EDAW, Jones & Jones and et al.; by Brice Maryman and Catherine Maggio; ill. pl.; ph. p. 64-75; Aug 04; LA

See also CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING; RECREATION; RIVER, WATERWAY; URBAN DESIGN, MULTI-USE PROJECT

WATERPROOFING

Minimizing Damage Caused by Water Leakage; by John A. D'Annunzio; ph.; p. 82-93; Apr 04; TCS

Specifying Bentonite Waterproofing; by Stacy Byrd; ph.; p. 36-44; June 04; TCS

See also ROOF, ROOFING; VAPOR BARRIER; WALL

WETLANDS

Mosquito Control for Constructed Wetlands; by Patty Gambarini; ph. ref. sec; p. 52-59; Nov 04; LA

See also ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

WILD LIFE

Profile of Lee Ehmke, Zoo Director; by Frank Edgerton Martin; ph. ill. sec. ref.; p. 126-129; Aug 04; LA

WIND

Aerodynamics of Tall Buildings; Wind testing; by Jamie Reynolds; ph.; p. 33-34; Oct 04; A

Choosing Windows for Residential Construction; by No author listed; ph. chart cca; p. 85-88; Nov 04; A

Mitigating Flood and High Wind Effects; by Jimmy Yeung and Adrienne Sheldon; ph. table ref. map; p. 62-73; Aug 04; TCS

Specifying Standing Seam Metal Panels for Wind Uplift; by Winston E. Kile; ph.; p. 24-25; Jan 04; TCS

WINDOW

Impact Resistant Doors and Windows; by No author listed; ph. ill. cca; p. 187-191; Apr 04; AR

Multi-Hazard Window Design; by No author listed; ph. ref.; p. 61-66; Jan 04; TCS

Product Advances in Vinyl Windows; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 65-66; Feb 04; B

Remediation of Anodized Aluminum Finish Damage; by Deborah Slaton and Joshua Freedland; ph.; p. 90; Sept 04; TCS

Singapore; 1; 1 Moulmein Rise Residential Tower; a+rd commended fenestration system; WoHa Designs; by Peter Davey; ph. pl. sec.; p. 70-71; Dec 04; AR

Steps for Proper Window Installation; by Cati O'Keefe; ph. ill.; p. 160-164; Mar 04; B

Technological Developments in Wood Doors and Windows; by No author listed; ph. cca; p. 183-187; May 04; AR

Using Exterior Window Shutters as a Visual Statement; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 76; Nov 04; B

Window Film for Safety, Security and Energy Efficiency; by Virginia L. Kubler; ph. dia.; p. 32-38; July 04; TCS
WINDOW (cont’d)
Window Installation and Mold Infestation; by No author listed; ph. cea; p. 311-315; June 04; AR
See also GLASS; WALL

WINERY, VINEYARD
California, St. Helena; Quintessa Winery; 2004 Business Week/Architectural Record Award Finalist; Walker & Warner; Interior Design by Stone Interiors; by Jane F. Koleenny and Audrey Beaton; ph.; p. 140; Nov 04; AR
New Zealand, Gibbston Valley; Peregrine Winery; ar+d prizewinner; Architecture Workshop; by Peter Davey; ph. pl.; sec.; p. 46-49; Dec 04; AR

WISCONSIN
Franklin; School/Special; Indian Community School of Milwaukee; Antoine Predock and Epstein & Ehen; by Jamie Reynolds; ill.; p. 45; Sept 04; AR
Lake Geneva; Residence; Greenridge; McCormack & Etten; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 94-95; Feb 04; B
Madeline Island; Residence; Two Black Sheds; Salmela Architects; Landscape Design by Coen & Partners; by Camille Lefevre; ph. pl.; p. 208-210; Oct 04; AR
Madison; Plaza; State Street Reconstruction Project; Ken Saiki and Wallace, Roberts & Todd; Original Design by M. Paul Friedberg; by Frank Edgerton Martin; ph.; p. 76-85; May 04; LA
Milwaukee; River, Waterway; Redevelopment of Menomonee River Valley; 2003 ASLA award winner; Wenk Associates, HNTB and Applied Ecological Services; by David Boyd; ill. pers. ph. map; p. 54-61; Jan 04; LA

WOOD
Design Capacities of Oriented Strand Board; by Tom Cunningham; ph. ref.; p. 40-46; July 04; TCS
Exotic Woods for Interior and Exterior Applications; by Nancy B. Solomon; ph. cea; p. 223-230; Nov 04; AR
OSB Offers Specialized Solutions; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 68; Feb 04; B
Specifying Northern Hard Maple Flooring; by No author listed; ph. cea ref.; p. 251-255; Nov 04; AR
Sustainable Use of American Hardwoods; by Susan Regan; ph. map chart ill. graph; p. 34-42; Mar 04; TCS
Wood Preservatives and Corrosion; by Dennis R. Cook; ph.; p. 14-16; Mar 04; TCS
See also STRUCTURAL/WOOD

WORKING DRAWING
See ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING; COMPUTER; INTERIOR DESIGN; OFFICE PRACTICE

WYOMING
Daniel; Conservation; Interview with Firm; Cottonwood Ranches; New West Land Company and RoTo Architects; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. pl. map; p. 36-43; Aug 04; A
Jackson; Residence; Private Residence; Stephen Dynia; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 80-81; July 04; RA

Y

YEMEN
Asnaf; Religious Building/Mosque; Restoration of the Al-Abbas Mosque; 2004 Aga Khan Award; Marylene Barret; by Sam Lubell and James Murdock; ph.; p. 97; Dec 04; AR

Z

ZONING
Housing Density and Quality of Life; by Matthew Power; ph. table; p. 140-144; Mar 04; B
Site-Sensitive Density; Hackworth Group; by A. Philip McCullough; ph. pl. elev.; p. 87-88; May 04; B
See also CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING; LAW

ZOO
Illinois, Chicago; Flamingo House and Habitat; Lincoln Park Zoo; Teng & Associates; by Cindy Coleman; ph.; p. 76-78; June 04; ID
See also RECREATION
SUMMARY OF HEADINGS

A
ACCESSIBILITY
   See HANDICAPPED DESIGN
ACOUSTICS
AFRICA
AIR CONDITIONING
   See ENERGY; HEATING, VENTILATING, AIR CONDITIONING
AIRPLANE
AIRPORT
ALABAMA
ALASKA
ANGOLA
ANIMAL SHELTER
APARTMENT
   See RESIDENCE
APARTMENT BUILDING
APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, MULTIPLE BUILDING GROUP
ARBORETUM
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER
ARCHITECTURAL COMPETITIONS
ARCHITECTURAL CRITICISM
ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN, THEORY
ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING
ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION
ARCHITECTURAL PROGRAMMING
ARCHITECTURAL REGISTRATION
ARCHITECTURE
ARGENTINA
ARIZONA
ART
ART GALLERY
ARTS CENTER
AUDIO-VISUAL
AUDITORIUM
AUSTRALIA
AUSTRIA
AUTOMOBILE

B
BALCONY
BANK
BAR
BARN
   See RURAL DESIGN
BATHROOM
BEAUTY SALON
   See STORE
BEDROOM
BEHAVIORAL STUDIES
BELGIUM
BIRD HOUSE
BOAT
BOOK
BOSNIA-HERZOGOVINA
BOTANIC GARDEN
BRAZIL
BRIDGE
BUILDING CODE
BUILDING PRODUCTS
BUILDING SYSTEMS
BURKINA FASO

C
CALIFORNIA
CAMBODIA
CANADA
CANARY ISLANDS
CEMETERY
CERAMIC TILE
CERAMICS
CHILD CARE CENTER
CHILE
CHINA
CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING
CIVIC CENTER
CLINIC
CLOTHING
CLUB
COATINGS
   See PAINT, COATINGS
COLOMBIA
COLORADO
COMMUNITY CENTER
COMPUTER
CONCERT HALL
   See ARTS CENTER; AUDITORIUM; PERFORMING ARTS CENTER; THEATER; UNIVERSITY
CONCRETE
CONFERENCE CENTER
CONNECTICUT
CONSERVATION
CONSERVATORY
   See BOTANIC GARDEN; RECREATION
CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
CONVENTION CENTER
CORRECTIONAL FACILITY
CROATIA
CULTURAL CENTER
CURTAIN WALL
   See WALL
CZECH REPUBLIC

D
DAM
DENMARK
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
DOOR

E
ECOLOGY
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
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### SUMMARY OF HEADINGS (cont’d)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Subcategory</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EDUCATION</td>
<td>See ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION; INTERIOR DESIGN EDUCATION; LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE EDUCATION; LEARNING, TRAINING CENTER; SCHOOL; UNIVERSITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGYPT</td>
<td>ELDERLY HOUSING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ELECTRICAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ELEVATOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EMPLOYMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ENERGY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLAND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ENTRANCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ESCALATOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EVALUATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>See Specific Building Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EXHIBITION, EXHIBIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FABRIC</td>
<td>FACTORY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>See INDUSTRIAL BUILDING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FILM/TELEVISION STUDIO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FINANCIAL</td>
<td>FINLAND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FIRE PROTECTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FIREPLACE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FLOOD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FLOOR, FLOORING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FLORIDA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FOUNDATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FOUNTAIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FRANCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FUNERAL HOME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FURNITURE, FURNISHINGS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GARAGE</td>
<td>See PARKING, GARAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GARDEN</td>
<td>GEORGIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GERIATRIC</td>
<td>See ELDERLY HOUSING; HOSPITAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GERMANY</td>
<td>GLASS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLAZING</td>
<td>GOVERNMENT BUILDING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRAPHICS</td>
<td>GREECE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HANDICAPPED DESIGN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARDWARE</td>
<td>HAWAII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAZARDS</td>
<td>HEATNG CARE, HEALTH CENTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HEATING, VENTILATING, AIR CONDITIONING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HIGHWAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HISTORIC, PRESERVATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOSPITAL</td>
<td>HOTEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOSPITALS</td>
<td>ILLINOIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOTEL</td>
<td>INDIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDIA</td>
<td>INDUSTRIAL BUILDING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDUSTRIAL DESIGN</td>
<td>INDUSTRIALIZED BUILDING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>See PREFABRICATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INFRASTRUCTURE</td>
<td>See HIGHWAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INSULATION</td>
<td>INSURANCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>See LAW; OFFICE PRACTICE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS</td>
<td>INTERIOR DESIGN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERIOR DESIGN</td>
<td>INTERIOR DESIGN EDUCATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>INTERIOR DESIGN EDUCATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>INTERNET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>See COMPUTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IOWA</td>
<td>IRAQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRELAND</td>
<td>ISRAEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITALY</td>
<td>JAPAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JORDAN</td>
<td>KANSAS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KENTUCKY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KIOSK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KITCHEN</td>
<td>KOREA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LABORATORY</td>
<td>LABORATORY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>See RESEARCH FACILITY, LABORATORY; UNIVERSITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAKE</td>
<td>LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE EDUCATION</td>
<td>LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE EDUCATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE RESEARCH</td>
<td>LANDSCAPE DESIGN, TECHNIQUES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANDSCAPE MANAGEMENT</td>
<td>LANDSCAPE RESTORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAW</td>
<td>LEARNING, TRAINING CENTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEBANON</td>
<td>LEGAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>See LAW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIBRARY</td>
<td>LIGHTHOUSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>See MARINE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIGHTING</td>
<td>LOUISIANA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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SUMMARY OF HEADINGS (cont’d)

LUXEMBOURG

MAINE
MALAYSIA
MALL
See PLAZA; SHOPPING CENTER; URBAN DESIGN, MULTI-USE PROJECT
MANUFACTURED HOUSING
See PREFABRICATION
MARINE
MARKET
MARKETING
See OFFICE PRACTICE
MARYLAND
MASONRY
MASSACHUSETTS
MATERIALS, PRODUCTS
MAUSOLEUM
See CEMETERY
MECHANICAL SYSTEM
See HEATING, VENTILATING, AIR CONDITIONING; SOLAR
MEMORIAL, MONUMENT
METALWORK
MEXICO
MICHIGAN
MINNESOTA
MISSISSIPPI
MISSOURI
MOBILE HOME
MOLD
See HAZARDS
MONTANA
MONUMENT
See MEMORIAL, MONUMENT
MOTEL
See HOTEL
MOZAMBIQUE
MULTI-USE BUILDING
See URBAN DESIGN, MULTI-USE PROJECT
MUSEUM
MUSIC
MUSIC HALL
See ARTS CENTER; AUDITORIUM; PERFORMING ARTS CENTER; THEATER; UNIVERSITY

N

NATURAL HAZARDS
See HAZARDS
NEBRASKA
NETHERLANDS
NEVADA
NEW HAMPSHIRE
NEW JERSEY
NEW MEXICO
NEW YORK
NEW ZEALAND
NIGHT CLUB
NORTH CAROLINA

NORWAY

OFFICE BUILDING
OFFICE PRACTICE
OHIO
OKLAHOMA
OREGON
ORNAMENTATION

P

PAINT, COATINGS
PARK
See GARDEN; RECREATION
PARKING, GARAGE
PAVEMENT
PENAL
See CORRECTIONAL FACILITY
PENNSYLVANIA
PERFORMING ARTS CENTER
PERU
PHOTOGRAPHY
PLANTS
PLASTER
PLASTIC
PLAYGROUND
See RECREATION/PLAYGROUND
PLAZA
PLUMBING
POLAND
POLLUTION, AIR
PORTUGAL
PREFABRICATION

Q

QATAR

R

RADIO
RAILROAD STATION
RECLAMATION
See CONSERVATION; LANDSCAPE RESTORATION
RECORDING STUDIO
See FILM/TELEVISION STUDIO
RECREATION
RECYCLING
REGIONAL PLANNING
See CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING
RELIGIOUS BUILDING
REMODELING
See HISTORIC, PRESERVATION; Specific Building Type
RESEARCH
See BEHAVIORAL STUDIES; RESEARCH FACILITY, LABORATORY; UNIVERSITY; Specific Subjects
RESEARCH FACILITY, LABORATORY
RESIDENCE
RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING
SUMMARY OF HEADINGS (cont’d)

RESORT
See HEALTH CARE, HEALTH CENTER; HOTEL; RECREATION
RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
RESTAURANT
RESTORATION
See HISTORIC, PRESERVATION; LANDSCAPE RESTORATION; Specific Building Type
RETIREMENT HOUSING
See ELDERLY HOUSING; HOUSING: RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING
RHODE ISLAND
RIVER, WATERWAY
ROOF, ROOFING
RURAL DESIGN
RUSSIA
SAFETY
SAUDI ARABIA
SCHOOL
SCOTLAND
SCULPTURE
See ART
SEALANT
SECURITY
SHELTER
SHOPPING CENTER
SHOWROOM
SIDEWALK
SIDING
See WALL
SIGN
See GRAPHICS
SINGAPORE
SOCIAL ISSUES
SOLAR
SOUTH AFRICA
SOUTH CAROLINA
SOUTH DAKOTA
SOUTH KOREA
SPA
See RECREATION
SPAIN
SPECIFICATIONS
SPORTS FACILITY
See RECREATION/SPORTS FACILITY; UNIVERSITY/RECREATION
STEEL
See STRUCTURAL/STEEL
STONE
STORE
STORMWATER MANAGEMENT
STRUCTURAL
STUDIO
SUSTAINABLE ARCHITECTURE
SWEDEN
SWIMMING POOL
See RECREATION/SPORTS FACILITY
SWITZERLAND
TAIWAN
TELECOMMUNICATION
TELEVISION, VIDEO
See AUDIO-VISUAL; FILM/TELEVISION STUDIO
TENNESSEE
TERRAZZO
TEXAS
THAILAND
THEATER
TRAIN
TRAINING FACILITY
See LEARNING, TRAINING CENTER; SCHOOL; UNIVERSITY
TRANSIT STATION
TRANSPORTATION
TURKEY
UNIVERSITY
URBAN DESIGN, MULTI-USE PROJECT
UTAH
UTILITY FACILITY
VAPOUR BARRIER
VENTILATION
See HEATING, VENTILATING, AIR CONDITIONING
VERMONT
VERNACULAR ARCHITECTURE
VIDEO
See AUDIO-VISUAL; FILM/TELEVISION STUDIO; TELECOMMUNICATION
VIETNAM
VIRGINIA
VISITOR CENTER
See RECREATION
WALES
WALKWAY
WALL
WALL COVERING
WAREHOUSE
See INDUSTRIAL BUILDING; OFFICE BUILDING
WASHINGTON
WATER TREATMENT
WATERFRONT DEVELOPMENT
WATERPROOFING
WETLANDS
WILD LIFE
WIND
WINDOW
WINERY, VINEYARD
WISCONSIN
WOOD
WORKING DRAWING
See ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING; COMPUTER; INTERIOR DESIGN; OFFICE PRACTICE
WYOMING
   X
   Y
YEMEN
   Z
ZONING
ZOO
It's more than three letters behind your name!

The American Institute of Architects (AIA) stands behind you with a wide range of programs to support you in your career.

**AIA means Advancing Your Interests Through Advocacy** As the collective voice of the architecture profession, the AIA makes sure your concerns and interests are heard by key decision makers at the federal, state, and local levels.

**AIA means Promoting the Profession** Through its national print and broadcast advertising campaign, the AIA boosts the public’s awareness and appreciation of the unique services and contributions that architects provide.

**AIA means Professional Information and Services** The AIA provides you with information and tools to give you a competitive advantage in today’s tough marketplace.

- Receive a 30 percent discount off the retail price of *AIA Contract Documents* (in paper and electronic format) and all AIA publications such as the *AIA Compensation Report*.
- Receive a 10 percent discount off the retail price of books and gifts in the AIA Bookstore at www.aia.org.
- Fulfill your mandatory continuing education requirements, at your convenience, with *AIA eClassroom*.
- Attend the AIA’s annual National Convention and Design Expo, where you’ll find outstanding continuing education programs, as well as the latest industry products and services.
- Network with colleagues and have access to specialized practice information by joining the Professional Interest Areas.
- Take advantage of the insurance and retirement programs offered through the AIA Trust. New members receive a free $15,000 life insurance policy for their first year of membership. Go to www.theaiatrust.com for more information.

Please accept this invitation to join the AIA today—go to www.aia.org or call 800-242-3837.